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Abstract
With an ever-decreasing number of students enrolling on UK undergraduate 
courses in foreign languages, universities are faced with a smaller pool of 
students from which to recruit, and many of these students enter higher 
education with poor foreign language skills. Students need to have reached a 
high level of competence in their foreign language(s) (L2) as well as their mother 
tongue (LI), and this is all the more important in interpreting. It therefore seems 
that undergraduate interpreter training needs to address the dual needs of 
students in this situation, that is to say, the need to acquire interpreting skills, 
but also to enhance their foreign language skills. A promising resource comes 
from the use of spoken corpora. This research describes a corpus-based 
approach to the training of undergraduate students in four case studies 
conducted at the University of Surrey using the German, French and English 
components of the BACKBONE corpus, a multilingual pedagogic corpus with 
audio-visual content. Language based and interpreting exercises were created on 
the basis of video interviews on the topic of education, and used to train 
students in class and during self-study. To track the students' progress, their 
interpreting performance was tested at the beginning and at the end of the 
study. The participants also completed a terminology pre- and post-test, with a 
range of terms related to education in each language, all of which were extracted 
from the corpus. In order to explore the students' methods of working with the 
corpus and associated exercises, the participants also completed a written 
assignment, in which they evaluated their performance in the interpreting post­
test. Finally, the students were asked to complete a questionnaire, in order to 
further exemplify the main ways of exploiting the materials, and to gather 
feedback about the resources from the students' perspective. The findings show 
that the corpus-based materials aided the students in improving their knowledge 
of subject-specific terminology, providing an abundance of interpreting and 
language practice materials which can be used independently. The results also 
indicate that the students favoured the discourse-based functionality of the 
corpus, preferring to use who I e-text and whole-corpus methods, rather than the 
more traditional functions, such as concordances and keyword lists. 
Furthermore, there is evidence that the resources used here promoted 
autonomous learning behaviours, placing the student at the centre of a learner- 
led approach to training.
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction
The ability to interpret used to be attributed to talent and an inherent aptitude for 
this type of translation task (Kalina 2000: 161). Furthermore, it was assumed that 
those interested in a career in interpreting would have usually grown up in a 
bilingual environment. Flowever, as Zannirato (2008: 21) mentions, this is no longer 
the case. With different types of interpreting attracting more interest, the training 
landscape is becoming broader, with a focus on aspects of communication and 
mediation beyond conference interpreting. Particularly in the undergraduate 
context, Kalina (2011) argues that a range of communicative skills ought to be 
taught, including intercultural communication, translation and interpreting. This, she 
argues, will help to bridge what she perceives as a gap in the training process, and 
will serve to ease students' transition to interpreter training at postgraduate level. In 
UK language degrees, this is already the case to some extent, with interpreting at 
undergraduate level usually forming a small part of a student's first degree, with 
more specialised training pursued at postgraduate level.
It is claimed by some researchers that it is not the task of interpreting trainers to 
teach foreign languages (Keiser 1978:13; Kornakov 2000: 244). However, Gile (2001) 
points out that some students fail interpreting exams because they lack the required 
foreign language skills. Gile even goes as far as to say that specialist subject
knowledge, including subject-specific terminology, may be gained more efficiently 
through study of the subject at hand, i.e. that it would be beneficial for interpreters 
to study scientific and technical subjects in their foreign languages, in order to gain 
specialist subject and terminological knowledge (Gile 2009: 86). Whilst there are 
practical time and cost implications about how trainees can study specialist subjects 
alongside their interpreter training, Gile's remarks nevertheless highlight that it is 
necessary for interpreting students to constantly update and improve their lexical 
and subject knowledge, and it could be argued that this is even more important in 
the undergraduate context, where there is often a disparity between the foreign 
language competence of students coming from secondary education and the level 
required for undergraduate study.
In the UK, the issue surrounding interpreting students' language competence is 
exacerbated by a general decline in the study of foreign languages in secondary and 
higher education institutions. According to a report by the CfBT Education Trust,^ the 
number of pupils taking a GCSE (General Certificate of Secondary Education) in a 
Modern Language in England has fallen steadily over the last decade, as shown in 
Table 1.
200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 200 201 201
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
% GCSE 
languag 
e
76 78 76 73 68 59 51 46 44 44 43 40
Table 1. Percentage o f pupils taking a GCSE language between 2000 and 2011
The sharpest decrease came in 2004, which was when languages became an optional 
subject in the secondary curriculum in England. This decline is mirrored in the higher 
education context, with a decrease in applications for degrees in European 
Languages, Literature and related subjects of 11.3% between 2011 and 2012. 
Furthermore, figures from the National Centre for Languages (CILT)  ^ show that 
applications for degrees in French studies decreased by 29% between 1999 and
 ^Report available at
http://www.cfbt.com/evidenceforeducation/pdf/Language%20Trends%20Report.pdf (accessed 
31.08.12).
 ^GILT now incorporated into the CfBT Education Trust,
2009, with an even bigger decline in German: -52% between 1996 and 2009 (CILT 
2011). This decline means that there are fewer students competing to studying 
foreign languages at higher education institutions, and it is possible that such a lack 
of competition may lead to the admission of students who, in some cases, lack 
sufficient linguistic competence for study at tertiary level, especially for the 
demanding task of interpreting. Against this backdrop, it therefore seems that 
interpreter training at undergraduate level needs to bridge the gap and requires a 
dual focus: to support students in their on-going foreign language education, 
alongside the training of initial interpreting skills.
A promising approach comes from the use of corpora, and it is generally assumed 
that corpus-based resources can provide stimulating and rich materials for the 
teaching and learning of language-based activities, whether translation, interpreting 
or learning a language itself. In linguistic terms, a corpus can be described as a body 
of naturally-occurring texts that can be used to examine a specific variety of 
language (McEnery & Wilson 2001: 30). Corpora, both written and, to a lesser extent 
spoken, have been used as a source of data for linguistic description for several 
decades. There are, however, relatively fewer spoken corpora compared with 
written text corpora, due to the time-consuming and laborious nature of transcribing 
spoken material. Nevertheless, for interpreter training, resources which only exist in 
written form are not sufficient, and hence this project is concerned with the 
pedagogic application of spoken corpus-based materials in the context of interpreter 
training and language learning.
Several authors draw attention to the use of corpus-based materials as a favourable 
resource in the language classroom (cf. Leech 1997; Aston 2001; Gavioli and Aston 
2001; Sinclair 2004; Braun 2007). However, as Braun (2005) highlights, corpora need 
to be enriched with corpus-based activities and exercises, in order to help guide 
students in the learning process and to provide a means of testing the content that 
has been practised. It is through such "pedagogic mediation" (Widdowson 2003) that 
corpus-based materials can take on a pedagogic role, and move beyond their 
traditional function as a tool for linguistic research.
In recent years, the use of corpora for language pedagogy and translator training has 
gained some momentum. With regards to language teaching, Scott and Tribble 
(2006: 3) point out that, although the applied use of corpora in this area is in its 
infancy, the potential benefits are plentiful. By contrast, there is very little research 
investigating the benefits of exploiting spoken corpora in interpreter training. 
Indeed, more broadly beyond the training sphere, the gap between corpus-based 
Translation Studies and corpus-based Interpreting Studies still remains open, even 
after Shlesinger's (1998) call for the use of corpora in Interpreting Studies.
Bendazzoli & Sandrelli (2005) state that recent studies in this area only involve the 
manual analysis of small sets of data, and these investigations are yet to exploit 
software applications developed by corpus linguists, which are already used in 
Translation Studies. This is perhaps with the exception of a small number of corpora 
which are publicly available, most notably the European Parliament Interpreting 
Corpus (EPIC),  ^ a parallel corpus, which has been in development by the 
Directionality Research Group at the University of Bologna at Forli since 2004. 
Bendazzoli and Sandrelli (2009) give an overview of the EPIC project as well as two 
further corpora which are works in progress, namely DIRSI (Directionality in 
Simultaneous Interpreting) and FOOTIE (see 2.3.2). However, such corpora were 
originally developed for Interpreting Studies, and ways in which these resources can 
be exploited pedagogically are only starting to emerge; for example Sandrelli (2010) 
alludes to some of the possible training uses of EPIC, both for L2 language learners 
and trainee interpreters. Nevertheless, there is as yet a lack of empirical studies 
showing the application of pedagogically motivated corpus-based resources in 
training situations.
In an attempt to address the situation outlined above, it is suggested in this project 
that corpus-based resources can be used to fulfil a dual training function: to teach 
initial interpreting skills and to enhance students' competence in the language(s), 
particularly with regards to lexical knowledge. However, focusing on terminology
EPIC available online at http://dev.sslmit.unibo.it/corpora/corporaproject.php?path=E.P.I.C
acquisition in the context of interpreter training could potentially provoke some 
criticism, since, as Seleskovitch's (1975) théorie du sens (the Interpretive Theory of 
Translation) explains, interpreting is a meaning-based activity and should not be 
conducted at the lexical level. If this is the case, it may seem inappropriate to focus 
on lexical knowledge alongside the training of interpreters.
Nevertheless, in view of the issues surrounding foreign language study, which have 
been outlined above, it could be argued that some form of language enhancement is 
required in the interpreting classroom. A sound terminological basis, alongside wider 
linguistic skills and general knowledge, is vital in interpreting. This is arguably even 
more so at undergraduate level, where students may have a lower level of 
proficiency in the foreign language, and may therefore require further support in 
improving their knowledge of the language(s). Indeed, a study by Skaaden (1999) 
into interpreter aptitude and lexical knowledge indicates that students with a good 
terminology base perform better in interpreting (cf. 2.1). So whilst interpreting is 
essentially a meaning-based activity, lexical knowledge is nevertheless important in 
order to decrease the likelihood of problems occurring during the interpreting 
process. From a research point of view, the decision to focus on lexical knowledge 
was taken, as this is an aspect of linguistic competence which is more easily 
measured than, for example, students' application of particular points of grammar.
In light of the context outlined above, and the assumption that undergraduate 
interpreter training requires a dual focus on both interpreting and lexical knowledge 
acquisition, a method was developed for the creation and exploitation of corpus- 
based exercises linked to the BACKBONE corpus (see 3.2). To trial the effectiveness 
of these materials, they were used with groups of students in a pilot study and three 
subsequent case studies at the University of Surrey, forming empirical investigations 
which provide the basis for discussion in this project.
In the case studies, the BACKBONE corpus was used as a pedagogical tool as part of 
undergraduate interpreter training at the University of Surrey, focusing on the 
consecutive mode and on the topic of education. The topic of education was chosen 
in order to provide a thematic focus for the study. This topic was deemed to be
suitable for two reasons. First, educational systems and the associated terminology 
are rooted in the cultures in which they operate, which means that students are 
required to gain not only linguistic but also cultural knowledge of both the source 
and target language (educational) systems. Such a topic, it was considered, can 
therefore present students with interpreting challenges. Second, the students had 
inevitably studied in at least one education system before studying at university, and 
so this topic offered subject matter which was, at least in part, familiar.
With the dual focus on lexical knowledge and interpreting in mind, this project aims 
to address ways in which spoken multimedia corpora, such as BACKBONE, can be 
used by undergraduate students to enhance their lexical knowledge and interpreting 
performance. Furthermore, this study will explore the use of such corpora in the 
classroom and as a self-study resource. The investigation will also evaluate the ways 
in which corpora can be exploited to promote student autonomy in the training 
process. As a final objective, the project aims to explore the usefulness of the 
Interpretive Theory of Translation and the Efforts Model with regards to subject- 
specific lexical knowledge in interpreting. This project therefore poses the following 
research questions:
1. How can spoken corpora be used by undergraduate consecutive interpreting 
students to enhance their lexical knowledge and to learn initial interpreting 
skills, focusing on the topic of education and the language pairs 
English/German and English/French?
la. How can spoken corpus-based materials be exploited in the classroom 
and as a self-study resource?
lb . How can spoken corpora promote learner autonomy in the interpreter 
training process?
2. What light can cognitive models shed on the role of lexical knowledge in 
interpreting?
In Chapter 2 below, an overview is given of the relevant literature concerning quality 
in interpreting, the interpreting process, and interpreter education, highlighting in 
particular new technologies and corpus-based approaches to training. Chapter 3 
outlines the methodological approach used in the project, with further explanation 
of the rationale and research questions addressed in the investigation. This is 
followed in Chapter 4 by case study one, which served as a pilot study to trial the 
procedures outlined in Chapter 3. The pilot study was conducted during a final year 
interpreting module, with German and English as the languages of investigation. 
Following this. Chapter 5 presents an analysis of the data collected from case study 
two, which was conducted in a final year French-English-French consecutive 
interpreting module. Chapter 6 details the findings from case studies three and four, 
both of which used German and English as the languages of investigation. Case study 
three was carried out with English native speakers in their second year of 
undergraduate study. This was different in format to case studies one, two and four, 
conducted in a workshop format (see 3.5.2). Case study four consists of English and 
German native speakers in a final year German-English-German interpreting module. 
A discussion of the findings from all four studies follows in Chapter 7, contextualising 
the results within the broader debates in the literature. Finally, Chapter 8 provides a 
summary of the key findings and offers some suggestions for further work to be 
carried out in this field.
The documents contained in the appendices include research materials, such as the 
terminology tests, as well as examples of corpus-based activities and the interpreting 
transcripts of each participant, presented with the ST and TT in parallel. Finally, the 
accompanying DVD in the back cover of this thesis consists of the interpreting pre- 
and post-test source audio files, and audio recordings of the participants' 
interpreting pre- and post-tests. In addition, the interpreting transcripts are also 
provided in electronic format on the DVD.
It is envisaged that the completion of this research project will provide a 
contribution to the steadily growing body of scholarship on the use of new 
technologies in interpreter training. Furthermore, with most research in this field
focusing on postgraduate interpreter education, this thesis provides an insight into 
the undergraduate context. It is hoped that the outcomes of this research will offer a 
useful starting point for the embedding of corpus-based resources in interpreter 
training, in an attempt to provide trainees with more opportunities to practise 
interpreting using a variety of materials, not only in the classroom but also during 
self-study.
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CHAPTER 2 
Towards a Corpus-based Approach to Interpreter 
Training
This chapter presents a review of the literature pertaining to four themes relevant to 
this project: in 2.1, an overview is given of the interpreting process, presenting key 
process-oriented models of consecutive interpreting, which are used here to provide 
a starting point when considering the training process. This is followed by a 
presentation of quality criteria for interpreting (2.2), setting a framework which is 
adapted in Chapter 3, and applied in the assessment of the students' interpreting 
performance in the case studies in this project. This is an important aspect for 
trainee interpreters, as students need to be aware of what constitutes a professional 
interpreting performance. Section 2.3 reviews the developments in approaches to 
interpreter training which are assisted by new technologies, such as computer- 
assisted and corpus-based approaches, drawing mainly on the language pedagogy 
and translator training literature. Finally, 2.4 briefly explores the concept of learner 
autonomy, highlighting a gap in the field of research surrounding autonomous 
interpreter training, as opposed to autonomous language learning.
2.1 The Interpreting Process
The students in this project were working in the consecutive mode, and hence, 
models that are applicable to consecutive interpreting will be presented. The
11
consecutive mode was selected for two reasons: the students in each of the case 
studies were at the beginning of their interpreter training, and it was therefore 
deemed that simultaneous interpreting would be too complex for participants at this 
stage in their education. Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 1, the simultaneous 
mode is often foregrounded in research, so the current project offers a different 
perspective.
With this in mind, the discussion of the literature does not include models referring 
to other modes, despite the fact that many of the early models of simultaneous 
interpreting are process-oriented. Furthermore, the models outlined below are 
those which describe interpreting as a cognitive and discourse-based activity, as the 
dual focus here, on lexical knowledge and interpreting skills, requires that students 
consider their progress in terms of their interpreting performance as well as their 
language competence. This is important with regards to the discourse-based nature 
of interpreting (cf. Kohn and Kalina 1996), mentioned above, as trainee interpreters 
must be able to apply their lexical knowledge during comprehension and subsequent 
production of discourse.
In an interpreting situation, the interpreter acts as the mediator between the 
speaker and the recipient. The underlying process in such a communicative event is 
twofold: source text (ST) comprehension, based on the interpreter's processing of 
the cues in the text (bottom-up processing) and her/his knowledge of the language 
and world knowledge (top-down processing); target text (TT) production, in which 
the interpreter attempts to transfer the sense of the message acquired during ST 
comprehension into a similar TT form (Braun 2004: 152-3). The way in which this 
process takes place differs slightly depending on the mode, with a more or less 
immediate interpretation in simultaneous interpreting, compared with renditions of 
the ST in segments of between three and twelve minutes in length in the consecutive 
mode (Kohn and Kalina 1996:118-119).
Early researchers who investigated the cognitive processes involved in interpreting 
were Danica Seleskovitch and Marianne Lederer. They suggested that interpreting, 
rather than representing a straightforward transfer from one language to another.
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involves a triangular process, in which the meaning (referred to as le sens in their 
French writing) of the message is most important.
Seleskovitch and Lederer consider the semantic level to be paramount for ST 
comprehension and subsequent TT production. With reference to training, they 
state that:
La toute première tâche de l'enseignant est de faire travailler l'écoute du sens 
qui, une fois en place, est la clé de voûte de toute l'interprétation."*
Seleskovitch & Lederer 1989:16
Gile (1992: 187) supports this by claiming that the message of the interpreter's 
target language speech is far more important than finding "linguistic equivalences". 
With specific reference to simultaneous interpreting, ReiR and Vermeer (1991: 78) 
echo semantic theory and the importance of conveying the meaning of the message, 
rather than providing an interpretation at the lexical level.
Flowever, it is not recognised in this model that concepts are also culture- and 
language-specific, and that meaning is not language-independent. This means that 
cultural aspects, such as differences between educational systems, for example, are 
not taken into consideration here. In contrast to Seleskovitch's approach, Gile 
suggests that language-specific problems may be experienced in interpreting, with 
potentially a variety of issues arising with different language pairs (Gile 2009: 195). 
Pochhacker (2005b: 686) also points out that the main human actors in an 
interpreter-mediated event, i.e. speakers, listeners and the interpreter, are not 
explicitly represented. This model, the Interpretive Theory o f Translation (ITT), 
nevertheless provides a useful starting point for understanding the process of 
interpreting. Figure 2.1 shows this triangular formation under interpreting 
conditions.
 ^ The very first task for the teacher is to get students to listen to the meaning; once 
mastered, this is the key to any interpretation (my translation).
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Interpreting:
words reduced to the sense level
Speaker: delivers speech in ST Listener: receives TT rendition
F igu re  2 .1 .  T r i a n g u l a r  Process in I n t e r p r e t i n g .  
(Se les ko vi tch  a n d  Leder er ,  1 9 8 6 :  1 6 8 )
The model in Figure 2.1 foregrounds the importance of a deverbalised 
representation of ideas, and how these are linked. The ITT explains that ambiguity 
about the meaning of individual lexical units is accounted for through 
contextualisation of words within a given situation or text (Lederer 2010: 174). 
Moreover, as outlined in Figure 2.1, the source message is deverbalised, since "we 
understand and keep in mind what is being said without remembering each word 
and each sentence" (Lederer 2010: 175). As highlighted in Chapter 1, the role of 
individual words is therefore not foregrounded in the ITT. However, it might be 
argued that the importance of an interpreter's subject-specific lexical knowledge 
should not be ignored, as shown by Skaaden's (1999) study into postgraduate 
students' lexical knowledge and their aptitude for interpreting. Skaaden found that 
students who had a broader vocabulary base also performed better in their final 
interpreting exam. Against the backdrop outlined in Chapter 1, this focus on 
language is possibly of particular importance in the undergraduate context, as 
interpreter training at this level often needs to fill the gaps in students' linguistic 
knowledge, in order to allow them to interpret.
One model which is at the centre of current understanding of processes in 
interpreting is the Efforts Model, originally conceived for simultaneous interpreting 
by Gile in 1985. As Gile (2009) explains, this model is based on processing capacity, 
and he outlines the different 'efforts' required in order to successfully complete an 
interpreting assignment. In an adapted version of this model for consecutive 
interpreting, he argues that there are two key elements: listening and reproduction.
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For the first element, (active) listening and note-taking, the interpreter needs to 
comprehend and analyse the source speech (L), employ short term memory to 
bridge the gap between the time that information is heard and the time it is written 
down in notes (M), take notes (N), and coordinate (C) all of these processes. Gile 
(2009:176) summarises this phase of the process in the formula:
Interpreting = L+  N + M + C. According to Gile (2009: 176-7), problems for the 
interpreter can occur if the total processing capacity is insufficient for the total 
requirements, or if insufficient processing capacity (effort) is allocated to either L, M, 
N or C at any given time.
The second element in this model, reproduction/TT production, is summarised as 
follows: Interpreting = Rem + Read + P + C (Gile 2009: 176). During this stage, the 
interpreter must remember (Rem) the message of the ST segment, read the notes, 
and then produce (P) the target text. Gile (2009: 176) points out that in consecutive 
interpreting, instances of insufficient processing capacity usually occur during the 
first phase (comprehension), as the interpreter has little or no control over the 
amount of information said at one time, nor over the speed and logic of the ST 
delivery. This is said generally to be less the case in the reconstruction/production 
phase, as the interpreter controls the speed of delivery to some extent. Whilst the 
interpreter can control how much 'effort' s/he allocates to each of the tasks, Gile 
also suggests that the listening (L) component should be prioritised when allocating 
processing capacity to different efforts, whereas the note-taking (N) element should 
require less effort (Gile, 1992: 192). Once again, this lends support to the focus on 
students' language competence, since if the interpreter has a high level of skill in the 
language(s), less processing capacity ought to be required for this 'effort', thus 
allowing the focus of attention to be diverted to other aspects of the process, such 
as the (re)production effort.
The Efforts Model is particularly relevant to this project, as it was "designed with a 
didactic purpose in mind, not for research purposes" (Gile 2009: 188). According to 
Gile (2009: 186), the notion of processing capacity and successful division of this 
between the different 'efforts' is an important part of interpreter training, as it can
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help students to identify and understand the various problems that arise during an 
interpreting task, which in turn can prompt students to think about useful strategies 
to employ when trying to solve these problems. With regards to undergraduate 
interpreter training, it is therefore necessary to provide students with opportunities 
to improve their comprehension and listening skills, especially in the L2. 
Furthermore, Skaaden points out that, within the framework of Gile's model, "a high 
degree of [...] lexical knowledge will reduce the amount of resources needed for 
lexical access" (Skaaden, 1999: 81), thus leaving more capacity free to process other 
loads.
The Efforts Model provides students and trainers with a tangible framework to use 
when analysing interpreting performance and the reasons for the occurrence of 
errors and deficiencies. However, Gile does not cover all aspects of the interpreting 
process, and does not explicitly address the individual, human nature of interpreting. 
Perhaps as a complement to his approach, Kohn and Kalina (1996) use mental 
modelling theory to describe the cognitive linguistic processes involved in 
interpreting, which as the authors state, is a communication event under "adverse 
conditions" (Kohn & Kalina, 1996: 118). According to mental-modelling theory, 
people's ability to experience the world depends on their ability to model it 
according to linguistic input (in a communication setting) and their beliefs and 
knowledge about the world (Kohn and Kalina, 1996:120).
Kohn and Kalina's discourse-based model of monolingual and interpreted 
communication is based on both 'bottom-up' and 'top-down' approaches, which 
assumes that people (in general conversation and in interpreting situations) 
experience or perceive the world by using and combining input messages (bottom- 
up) and their existing linguistic competence, and knowledge and beliefs about the 
world (top-down) (Kohn & Kalina, 1996: 120). It is this top-down processing, using 
world knowledge as well as prior linguistic knowledge about lexical means of 
expression, collocations, grammatical structures and dependencies, lines of 
argument, and so on, that allows for predictions to be made about what will be said
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next (Kohn & Kalina, 1996: 122). This highlights the importance of students' prior 
lexical and linguistic knowledge in the interpreting process.
However, in interpreting, the processes involved are more complex than in 
monolingual communication, since the interpreter is concerned with both listening 
to the source language and reproducing the message in the target language. This, as 
mentioned above, means that interpreters inevitably work under adverse conditions. 
In the comprehension phase, the interpreter is tasked with listening to a segment of 
discourse, usually in a foreign language, which is delivered once and at speed. 
Moreover, in the production phase, there is a lack of "semantic autonomy", in that 
the interpreter does not render her/his own ideas, and does not have the freedom 
to make considerable changes in their target language rendition of the source 
language discourse.
The interpreter must also be aware of differences in cultural and linguistic 
conventions between source and target languages and cultures. According to Kohn 
and Kalina (1996: 127), this means that mental modelling must be based on both 
source and target languages, in order to be able to make strategic decisions about 
whether culture-specific concepts should be made explicit or implicit in the TT 
rendition (Kohn & Kalina, 1996: 127-128). This is relevant in the context o f the 
current project, as the topic of education features many terms and concepts which 
are specific to certain cultures and (educational) systems, and the interpreter must 
be aware of this, in order to be able to produce a rendition which is comprehensible 
to the target audience.
As Kohn and Kalina (1996: 128) explain, consecutive interpreting involves separate 
phases of processing for discourse reception and discourse production. To aid 
production, note-taking is used strategically, which, as mentioned above (cf. Gile, 
2009), should ideally be done with as little 'effort' as possible, and focusing on the 
noting of details like numbers, dates and names, thus leaving more processing 
capacity available for ST comprehension. According to Kohn and Kalina, during the 
reception phase the interpreter is able to create a mental model of the source 
discourse, mindful of the fact that a subsequent TT is to be produced. The remaining
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task is the retrieval of this mental model through the use of notes and memory, and 
its re-expression in the TT rendition. The other constraint here is the time allocated 
for the target discourse delivery. As Kohn and Kalina (1996: 129) point out, the 
interpreter usually has less time to deliver the target message than the source 
speaker, and so the decision is normally taken to speak slightly faster or to condense 
the source message.
As mentioned above, Kohn and Kalina's use of discourse processing models to 
describe interpreting takes account of both bottom-up and top-down processes. 
Based on this, they are also able to identify a range of problems: the speaker's world 
knowledge is unlikely to be the same as that possessed by the listeners or even the 
interpreter. On a presentational level, the speaker's linguistic expression may be 
complex, particularly in speeches delivered in a formal register (Kohn & Kalina, 1996: 
131). According to Kohn and Kalina (1996: 132), in such situations the interpreter 
can use her/his mental model and world and linguistic knowledge to help fill in many 
of the gaps.
Kohn and Kalina's model makes it particularly clear that interpreters require an 
extensive knowledge of the language(s) used as well as subject/world knowledge. 
Furthermore, they explain that interpreters are required to behave strategically 
when confronted with problems during the interpreting process. This alludes to the 
trainability of interpreters, and means that students need to acquire strategic 
behaviour during the training process, for example, by developing strategies to fill 
gaps in lexical knowledge. Kohn and Kalina (1996: 132) suggest strategies such as 
providing a strategically vague rendition of the source message to allow for 
processing and interpretation by the listeners. In addition, the interpreter might 
generalise and make approximations in the target discourse, as well as compress the 
message into a more manageable chunk (Kohn & Kalina, 1996: 132). Once again, 
these strategies suggest that interpreting is a skill which must be learned and 
improved upon, rather than an activity that is purely dependent on aptitude and 
talent alone (cf. Chapter 1).
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Another example of interpreters' strategic behaviour is the role played by 
monitoring processes, a term initially used by Carroll (1964: 45-6) in the context of 
delayed auditory feedback in monolingual communication. In interpreting, Braun 
(2004: 173) states that monitoring is not just a means of self-checking and self­
correction, but that it is a strategic optimisation process {OptimierungsprozeJ^) 
employed by interpreters to monitor their output and to identify possible problems 
in the communication. Referring to information used in the monitoring of 
comprehension and production, Braun (2004: 176) suggests three cycles of 
monitoring, as shown in Figure 2.2.^
According to Braun (2004: 176-7), in the first cycle the interpreter uses linguistic and 
world knowledge to check comprehension and production. In cycle two, monitoring 
is undertaken by analysing the feedback from the listener, in order to check whether 
the message is being delivered and understood correctly. Finally in the third cycle, 
interpreters use the on-going responses and subsequent utterances of other 
speakers to check whether their own production has been understood in the 
intended way. Taking these cycles into account, it would be reasonable to suggest 
that the acquisition of monitoring strategies plays an important role in interpreter 
training, as it is these strategies that help to guide the interpreter through the 
potential pitfalls during an interpreting task.
Figure  2 .2 .  M o n i t o r i n g  cycles
The terms in Figure 2 are my translations from German in Braun (2004:176).
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Gile's and Kohn and Kalina's models provide two accounts of the processes in 
interpreting, and of the problems and failures that can occur as a result of difficulties 
in managing these processes. Gile focuses on (mental) processing capacity and Kohn 
and Kalina focus on (lack of) knowledge and discourse processing. Both of these 
complementary approaches have important implications for students of 
interpreting. They make it clear that the acquisition of strategies, one of which is the 
development of subject-specific lexical knowledge, is an essential aspect of training 
programmes if students are to be equipped with the necessary tools to deal with 
problems that arise during interpreting tasks, such as trying to bridge lexical gaps 
when culture-specific concepts, such as many of those found in the topic of 
education, do not easily transfer between languages. The ITT also has pedagogical 
implications, particularly with regards to the deverbalisation phase, in which the 
source message is understood and processed independently of the lexical units of 
the source language. This helps to emphasise to trainees that it is important to avoid 
word-for-word, literal renditions of the source language discourse (cf. Lederer 2010: 
177).
2.2 Interpreting Quality
From 2.1, it is clear that interpreters have to cope with the various processes under 
adverse interpreting conditions, and need to learn to behave strategically when 
allocating processing capacity to each of the 'efforts'. At the same time, users^ are 
concerned with the product, i.e. the interpreter's TT output. In terms of quality, this 
means that there are in some ways two contradictory perspectives involved, namely 
the product versus the process of interpreting.
When speaking of quality, it is important to consider what is actually meant by this 
term. The product-oriented view presented by Schmitt (1998: 394) explains that in 
legal terms, interpreters (and translators) provide a service, and therefore operate in 
the service sector of the economy. This might help to narrow down the definition of 
quality that applies to the profession of interpreting. Schmitt suggests that, as 
service providers, a large part of an interpreter's work is customer-focused, and
 ^The term 'user' refers to recipients of an interpretation, also referred to as 'listener'.
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therefore "Qualitat ist, was der Kunde will"^ (Schmitt, 1998: 394). However, Kalina 
(2002:121) also points out that due to the subjective nature of assessing the quality 
of interpreting, it is important to take care when defining the parameters of quality 
criteria.
If a practitioner is to adhere to professional standards and continue to strive to 
improve the quality of the service offered, it is important to have an understanding 
of definitions of quality. It could be argued that this is even more necessary in the 
training of interpreters, as a good understanding of a high quality service can help to 
direct training more closely towards the needs and expectations of the user. Kalina 
(2005: 769) further highlights the fact that interpreting is a process which involves 
the interpreter researching the content, terminology and wider subject matter o f a 
speech before the interpretation takes place. It is therefore important that quality 
assurance also covers the work carried out before an interpreting assignment is 
undertaken (Kalina, 2002:121-30).
In this section, user expectations will be examined, in order to highlight what clients 
of interpreting services expect in professional, interpreter-mediated situations 
(2.2.1). This is followed by a discussion of quality criteria and the situations in which 
interpreting takes place, providing a framework for the assessment of trainee 
interpreters' performances (2.2.2).
2.2.1 User Expectations
As mentioned above, interpreters not only need to acquire strategies to cope with 
the process of interpreting, but they must also be concerned with the needs of their 
listeners. Therefore, in training programmes, students need to be aware of user 
expectations as well as learn howto  interpret.
It has been suggested that the quality of an interpreted speech is partly determined 
by the level of satisfaction among the listeners. Hence, it has been argued that 
research into the criteria for high quality interpreting should involve users of
 ^Quality is defined by what the customer wants -  my translation.
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interpreting themselves (Pochhacker, 2005a: 146). On the point of users of 
interpreting services, Pochhacker (2001: 415) states that it is important to 
distinguish between users as 'speakers' and users as 'listeners'. A study by 
Kopczyhski (1994: 195), which focused on the simultaneous mode, made this 
distinction very clear, and found that users who are speaking in a conference setting 
tolerate more intervention by the interpreter, whereas users who are listening to an 
interpretation prefer the 'ghost role' of the interpreter, remaining very close to the 
source message and even including the interpretation of mistakes made in the 
source speech. However, whilst these are interesting findings, it is perhaps less 
important to make this distinction at the beginning of an undergraduate programme, 
at which time the students are more likely to focus on the basic, fundamental 
interpreting skills (such as listening and reproduction; see 2.1), and less so on the 
different types of users in an interpreting scenario.
One of the first studies of user expectations in interpreting was conducted by Bühler 
(1986), although the subjects of this study were in fact conference interpreters and 
not, as recommended above, users. Gile (1989: 25) adds that the expectations about 
quality of those on the receiving end of an interpreted text may not be 
interchangeable with the definition of quality upheld by interpreters themselves. It 
seems to follow then that it is necessary to involve both interpreters and users when 
considering the quality of an interpreted speech. This is an important point for 
trainee interpreters to bear in mind, in order that they are able to gear their efforts 
in their work towards the criteria and expectations of quality outlined by their 
listeners.
Since Bühler's study in 1986, there have been many further investigations into user 
expectations in interpreting, with a common method in such studies being the use of 
questionnaires or surveys (Kurz 2001: 397). Kurz (2001: 398-403) provides a 
summary of the studies conducted in this area since 1986. Her own research (1989, 
1993, 1994, 1996) concluded that the expectations of listeners in interpreting 
situations can be somewhat different to the definition of quality maintained by 
participants who are themselves interpreters, thus supporting Gile (1989).
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In relation to the observation that there is a difference in the definition of quality 
given by interpreters and users, Kurz (2001: 406) mentions the important point that 
interpreters' own expectations of quality in their work are generally higher than 
those of users. When comparing Bühler's (1986) and Kurz's (1989) studies, it can be 
seen that interpreters are generally more demanding of their performance, and that 
interpreters rate correct grammar and use of terminology as more important 
indicators of quality than users. Kurz (2001: 403) also reports on an empirical study 
by Andres (2000), which the researcher carried out as part of her PhD thesis at the 
University of Vienna. Andres surveyed 49 users of consecutive interpreting and 
found that 96% ranked the following as either important or very important factors 
affecting the quality of interpreting: completeness, correct use of subject 
terminology and clear communication. Conversely, the interpreter's accent and 
grammatical mistakes were found to be less important for the users (Kurz: 2001: 
403), thus supporting the point that, in this study at least, interpreters prioritise 
different criteria for quality to those given by users. This raises questions for the 
interpreter about whose expectations should be foregrounded. Moreover, this 
perhaps signals to interpreting trainers and trainees that aspects such as 
completeness and a good knowledge of subject-specific terminology should indeed 
attract some attention during the training process.
There is also some evidence to suggest that user expectations can differ depending 
on the type of audience. Gile (1990) conducted research by inquiring about users' 
responses to interpreted speeches at a medical conference, as opposed to 
questioning them about their expectations. In this study, participants were asked to 
comment on linguistic output quality, use of terminology, quality of voice and 
delivery. Among all respondents, the delivery^ of the interpreted speech was 
considered to be less important than the other quality criteria. This led Gile to the 
conclusion that scientific audiences may be "moins sensibles à la qualité de la voix, 
du rythme et de l'intonation de l'interprétation que d'autre publics''^ (Gile, 1990:68),
Refers to rhythm and Intonation.
Less sensitive to the quality of voice, rhythm and intonation in the interpretation than other types of 
audience -  my translation.
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highlighting that the situation and type of audience may also influence the 
perception of quality (see 2.2.2).
So far, this section has outlined several different studies into expectations of quality. 
In evaluating the problems with studies on user expectations, Kurz (2001: 403) draws 
attention to the fact that, although the research has been reasonably extensive, it is 
difficult to make comparisons between the data collected from individual studies, as 
the variables differ greatly. In addition, Shlesinger (1997: 126) mentions "the market 
perspective" and poses the question -  "do our clients know what's good for them?". 
Shlesinger (1997:127) thus makes the important point that listeners may not be best 
equipped to judge quality, since they do not understand the source text. Therefore, 
the listener could falsely judge an interpretation as 'good' because the interpreter 
provides a smooth delivery, when in fact some of the message may have been 
omitted or interpreted incorrectly.
In contrast to some of the findings that view delivery and intonation as less 
important factors in the definition of quality, an experiment carried out by 
Shlesinger (1994) would seem to call this into question. She presented participants 
with two versions of a target text, one delivered with 'interpretational intonation' 
and the other read with standard intonation and rhythm. The listeners then took a 
comprehension and recall test, and Shlesinger found that the group who listened to 
the text delivered with standard intonation was able to provide 20% more correct 
answers than the group who had heard the interpreted text. This further supports 
Shlesinger's question about users' ability to adequately assess the quality of an 
interpretation.
Another empirical study that seems to support Shlesinger's (1994) findings was 
conducted by Collados Ais (1998). She asked 42 legal experts to fill out a 
questionnaire about user expectations prior to listening to three intonationally 
different versions of a conference speech -  one with monotonous intonation but 
correct content, one with normal intonation but content errors, and one with normal 
intonation and no content errors (Collados Ais, 1998/2002: 328). Although the 
subjects had rated intonation as having relatively little importance in the user
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expectation questionnaire, the more monotonous, yet correct interpretation and 
interpreter were judged as being of lower quality. This shows that there is a range of 
aspects that contribute to a definition of quality, and as Pochhacker (2001: 419) 
argues, it is necessary to use a variety of methods to gather information about 
expectations and interpreting quality. Indeed in the above two experiments, the 
researchers have demonstrated that the use of a different methodology (simulation 
instead of survey) can yield very different results, even when, in the case of Collados 
AiV (1998) study, the same subjects were used for both the survey and simulation 
phases.
2.2.2 Quality Criteria, Situation and Mode
In the interests of training, it is necessary to have criteria that represent an ideal 
interpreting performance. Trainees, and indeed professional interpreters, can then 
strive to perform to the highest level and deliver the very best work that is possible. 
Kalina (2002: 125) suggests criteria that are divided into three categories: semantic 
content, linguistic performance and presentation, as shown in Table 2.1.
Semantic Content Linguistic Performance Presentation
Consistency Grammatical correctness Voice quality
Logic, coherence Adherence to TL norms Articulation
Completeness Comprehensibility Public speaking
Accurateness Stylistic adequacy Discipline
Unambiguity Terminological adequacy Simultaneity
Clarity Discretion Technical mastery
Reliability Lack of disturbances Conduct
Table 2.1 Dimensions o f interpreters' output quality (Kalina, 2002: 125)
As well as the above quality criteria, Kalina (2002: 126) also points out that other 
competences have an effect on the quality of an interpreter's output, including the 
level of ST comprehension, the situation and the ability to employ useful strategies 
under adverse interpreting conditions (cf. Kohn and Kalina, 1996).
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Kurz (2001: 395) agrees that quality depends on the situation in which the 
interpretation is taking place. She argues that, in a political setting, the most 
important factor in determining quality might be the extent to which the 
interpreter's language is forceful and convincing, whereas in a literary setting, for 
example, emphasis may be placed on more elegant language in the rendering of the 
speech. Thiéry (1990: 42) further points out that, when considering the quality of an 
interpreted speech, it is also necessary to take into account the purpose of the 
communication, as well as the needs of the audience listening to the speech (cf. 
2.2.1).
According to Kalina (2002:121), the mode of interpreting also plays a vital role in the 
way speech is interpreted, and this should therefore inform any subsequent 
judgements about the quality. She gives the example of court interpreting, in which 
there is less freedom to provide a general interpretation of the sense. So although 
ReiR and Vermeer (1991: 35) warn against an interpretation which is wortgetreu 
(verbatim), in a legal context, the target language discourse needs to be rendered 
more closely to the source speech, due to the need for factual detail (Kalina, 2002: 
121).
Kalina (2002: 121) also argues that users' tolerance of mistakes in an interpretation 
depends on the mode. As Kohn and Kalina (1996: 119) state, users' tolerance is 
generally higher in simultaneous interpreting, as they may be slightly distracted by 
the source speaker and may not hear all of the deficiencies in the interpreted 
speech. This is to be taken into consideration in the current project, in which the 
consecutive mode is under investigation. In any case, the ideal criteria outlined in 
this section are subject to individual interpreters' own criteria for their own 
performance, which are based on the individual's strengths and weaknesses as well 
as factors such as the mode and the situation, as mentioned above. These factors, as 
well as an awareness of one's own strengths and weaknesses, need to be addressed 
in training. This self-awareness and ability to identify gaps in knowledge and skills is 
also linked to the notion of learner autonomy, which will be discussed in 2.4.
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The literature reviewed in 2.2 draws attention to some commonalities and 
differences with regards to definitions of quality in interpreting, and also concerning 
the various players in interpreting scenarios. This is important background 
information for trainee interpreters. It is also worth noting that training should be 
designed from the very beginning with quality in mind, providing trainees with a 
learning experience which also considers the situations in which interpreters will 
later work once they have completed their training.
Next, the developing pedagogic approaches used to guide students to such a point 
will be outlined, focusing on methods of training which use new technologies, and 
more specifically, computer-assisted and corpus-based approaches.
2.3 Computer-assisted and Corpus-based Approaches to Interpreter 
Training
As noted by Hansen and Shlesinger (2007: 96-99), budget cuts in higher education 
have led to a reduction in the number of contact hours that interpreting students 
receive on their courses. Hansen and Shlesinger suggest that new technologies can 
be exploited in order to create more self-study materials for use by trainee 
interpreters in directed study time, which is already done to some extent in language 
teaching and translator training. However, financial constraints should not be the 
primary reason for changing approaches to training. Particularly in the UK context, 
where only a small number of students choose to study foreign languages post 16 
(see Chapter 1), there is a need to make changes to language pedagogy and 
interpreter (and translator) training, in order to produce more competent linguists 
and to promote foreign language study in higher education. This should be the main 
motivation for investigating new approaches. There is already some evidence that 
corpora offer promising resources for language learning and translator training, 
which will be introduced in 2.3.1. Taking this as a starting point, the present study 
aims to employ the use of corpora in similar ways to the training of interpreters. 
Though corpus-based approaches in interpreter training are currently limited, there 
have been recent developments in computer-assisted methods of training. These, as 
well as early developments in corpus-based approaches, will be presented in 2.3.2.
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2.3.1 Corpora as a Training Resource in Language Learning and Transiation
As indicated above, the use of corpora in areas other than linguistics is becoming 
more and more common, A significant development in the field of language learning 
and teaching came in the 1980s with the COBUILD project, initiated by John Sinclair 
(cf. Sinclair 1987 & 1991). COBUILD (Collins Birmingham University International 
Language Database) was a collaborative project between the University of 
Birmingham and Collins Publishers, leading to the publication of the first Collins 
COBUILD English Language Dictionary in 1987. As Boguraev (1990: 184-86) states, 
the COBUILD project was significant because entries in the dictionary were compiled 
solely on the basis of research conducted using the Bank of English corpus, which 
now contains around 650 million words of contemporary English used in everyday 
situations. This was a particularly important development, as entries were no longer 
created purely from intuition, but from information from the corpus about, for 
example, the frequency of words and collocations.
In language pedagogy, there are several ways of using materials that are created 
from corpus analyses, and as Nesselhauf (2004: 126) explains, results from corpora 
can be used to improve on existing reference and teaching resources, which is the 
case with the COBUILD dictionary. However, as Braun (2007b: 31) points out, the 
focus has now shifted towards the use of corpora directly by learners and teachers, 
as opposed to their indirect exploitation through the use of learning materials 
created by syllabus designers from corpus analyses. This approach, in which the 
learner becomes a "researcher" and a "discoverer" of language, is referred to by 
Johns (1986) as data-driven learning (DDL). As several authors note (Bernardini 2001; 
Gavioli 2001; Johns 1994), this approach is in keeping with current principles in 
language pedagogy, which state that students should become more autonomous 
and take control of their own learning.
According to Johns (1991: 2), DDL helps to instil a sense of discovery in learners, 
encouraging them to find patterns and rules in the target language. He goes on to 
point out that some aspects of language are simply too difficult to teach using 
traditional methods, whereas a data-driven approach can be useful in providing
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learners with rich search results about a problematic area of language -  for example, 
the use of definite and indefinite articles in English (Johns 1991: 3). It is considered 
by some that assigning students the role of researcher in this way can help to 
increase students' motivation and create more autonomous learners.
Whilst the pedagogical implications of corpora seem promising, Conrad (2005: 401) 
points out that there is little empirical evidence about the effectiveness of corpus- 
based language learning. Gavioli (2005) further summarises the main reservations 
about corpus-based approaches to learning, which are maintained by some applied 
linguists: there is the issue of representativeness, i.e. the language contained in a 
corpus is a sample, perhaps a rather accurate sample, but one which nevertheless is 
not 'real language'. Furthermore, it does not necessarily follow that showing 
students 'real language' leads to more effective learning (Gavioli 2005: 18-19). This 
highlights the point made earlier that corpora need to be made pedagogically viable 
by bridging the gap between the original function of corpora, i.e. linguistic research, 
and the emerging pedagogic potential of such resources (cf. Widdowson 2003; Braun 
2005). However, this is not to say that corpora have no pedagogic function at all. In 
fact, Conrad (2005: 402) explains that there are many positive claims from teachers, 
reporting improvements in their students' level of language and an increased 
motivation to learn after using corpus-based materials. It seems, however, that 
further empirical investigation is required, in order to move beyond anecdotal 
accounts of the perceived benefits of corpus-based learning.
In addition to text corpora, the use of corpora in language teaching is now multi­
modal, with Braun's (2006, 2007b) work on the ELISA °^ corpus providing a 
demonstration of the applications of spoken and video corpora in the language 
classroom, showing an extension of the established written format in pedagogic 
corpora. According to Braun (2005), the materials that can be created from 
pedagogic corpora present many benefits, including:
A small multimedia corpus, stands for 'English Language Interview Corpus as a Second Language 
Application': A corpus developed by the University of Tübingen, containing 26 video interviews about 
people's professional lives (Braun 2006). More information online at: www.uni- 
tuebingen.de/elisa/html/elisa_index.html.
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Providing realistic situations, showing language in 'real' contexts, as opposed 
to texts that are constructed for the sole purpose of learning;
Returning rich search results, providing more diverse information than that 
produced by language dictionaries;
Displaying a demonstrative nature, showing how the language works in 
reality.
With regard to the ELISA corpus, Braun (2007a: 309) explains that the videos are 
accompanied by exercises, word lists and concordances, all of which require very 
little knowledge of corpus linguistics. This is important if the focus of corpus-based 
language learning is to remain on creating autonomous learners who can explore 
and research the language independently. Furthermore, it could be argued that 
corpora need to be exploited in a broader variety of ways, for example, giving 
students access to whole texts or themed sections, as opposed to the more obvious 
techniques, such as providing word lists and concordances. In this way, a broader 
view of a corpus-based approach might be more helpful in developing more fruitful 
exploitation of such resources (cf. 7.1.2).
In the field of corpus-based translator training, Aston (2009: ix) suggests that the use 
of corpora is more reliable than dictionaries and other more traditional reference 
materials. At the same time, corpus-based translator training allows students to 
develop their IT skills (Beeby, Rodriguez Inès & Sanchez-Gijon, 2009: 3-4), and such 
competencies are of great importance in the subsequent career of a translator 
nowadays, or indeed in many other fields of work.
In translator training, the focus has been on multilingual corpora, and there are two 
main types of multilingual corpora: parallel and comparable corpora. As McEnery 
and Xiao (2008:20) explain, parallel corpora contain source texts and their 
translations, and such corpora can contain two or more languages. They can also be 
unidirectional or bidirectional, containing, for example, German source texts and 
translations into English, as well as English source texts and translations into 
German. Olohan (2004) summarises the uses of such resources in translator training 
and explains that, if source and target texts are aligned in the corpus, it can be a
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useful tool in enabling students (or indeed professionals) to look up terminology 
quickly (Olohan 2004:168).
Pearson (2003) also notes that a parallel corpus can act as a reference resource that 
students can use when faced with a particular translation problem between two 
languages. Students can use the corpus to find out how translators have previously 
solved the problem in question, thus gaining a useful insight into translation 
practices regarding a particular language pair. Nevertheless, as McEnery and Xiao 
(2008: 21) point out, the nature of translated language means that parallel corpora 
inevitably contain translationese, which possibly limits the usefulness of such 
corpora as an accurate reference for language learning. Furthermore, it is time- 
consuming to build such corpora, and so the amount of material available to 
students is still somewhat limited.
Comparable corpora, on the other hand, contain texts that have been selected 
according to the same criterion or criteria, e.g. texts in the same genre or from the 
same period in time (McEnery and Xiao 2008: 20). Such resources can be particularly 
useful when translating highly specialised language, because, as McEnery and Xiao 
(2008: 25-6) point out, such language is often as unfamiliar in the translator's native 
language as in the foreign language (cf. 4.1). This points to another important factor 
with regards to supporting students' language competence in interpreter training, 
i.e. to what extent it is also necessary to enhance the learners' knowledge of the 
language 1 (LI) as well as the language 2 (L2).
Zanettin (1998) also advocates the use of small comparable corpora in translator 
training, as a means of improving students' ST comprehension, as well as helping 
them to produce more fluent target texts. As explained above, the comparable 
nature comes from the comparability of the texts, in terms of their subject matter 
and text type. In a comparable corpus, students can search texts of a particular 
genre in language A alongside texts of the same genre in language B, and contrast 
the language used in a particular genre across two different languages (Olohan 2004: 
172). However, as there are no translations in a comparable corpus, it could be
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argued that corpora of this type might be used more effectively if combined with 
other resources, since a comparable corpus cannot provide the trainee translator 
with solutions to translation problems.
In addition to parallel and comparable corpora, Bowker (2002: 19) suggests that 
translator trainers archive their students' translations, which can then be used to 
inform future teaching strategies and to identify areas of pedagogic focus. She goes 
on to explain that a corpus of this type can be used by trainers to highlight aspects of 
translations that their students frequently find problematic, thus helping to 
determine future needs in the training process (ibid.).
The above summary of corpus-based approaches to language learning and translator 
training provides a promising insight into the potential benefits of exploiting such 
resources for training purposes. However, more empirical studies are required, in 
order to provide more concrete findings and to demonstrate the use of corpora in 
pedagogical settings. The use of corpus-based materials in language learning and 
translator training is also only one part of a more general trend towards the 
exploitation of new technologies in training settings. The ways in which such 
resources are being developed in /nterpreter training will be presented in 2.3.2.
2.3.2 Computer-assisted and Corpus-based Resources in Interpreter 
Training
According to Blasco Mayor and Jimenez Ivars (2007: 292), new technologies, 
including Computer-Assisted Translation (CAT) tools, are already used to good effect 
in Translation Studies and translation pedagogy, and the review of the literature in
2.3.1 shows that, to some extent, this is true. However, it seems that such new 
resources are yet to be fully incorporated into the training of interpreters. There are 
nevertheless some examples where new technologies are being exploited in 
interpreter training.
Blasco Mayor and Jimenez Ivars (2007: 292) explain that there is now a virtual 
learning environment (VLE) for undergraduate students of translation and
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interpreting (consecutive and simultaneous) at the University Jaume I in Castellon, 
Spain. This VLE allows students to access audio and video resources attached to the 
University's interpreting laboratory and to practise interpreting outside the 
classroom, as well as record and edit their attempts at interpreting tasks, in order to 
track their own progress (Blasco Mayor and Jimenez Ivars, 2007: 293).
After using the VLE to deliver much of the interpreting course at the University 
Jaume I, the authors claim the following advantages of using online and virtual 
learning as a method of teaching interpreting:
It is a more learner-centred approach, which is recommended in education 
nowadays;
- The teacher no longer simply disseminates her/his knowledge, but rather acts 
as a "learning facilitator" (cf. Little et al. 1989/1993);
- Students can still practise and complete assignments when they are unable to 
attend classes, due to working on placement abroad, for example.
(Blasco Mayor and Jimenez Ivars 2007: 296-7)
With specific reference to online and virtual learning. Gran, Carabelli and Merlini add 
that this form of learning brings the advantage of enabling the instructor to 
differentiate tasks to the needs of individual students, stating that:
The principle of personalised learning cannot be applied to traditional schooling, [...]. 
This principle is, however, applicable to online education, where the flexibility of the 
software used and the continuous communication between students and teachers 
allow for a modelling and adaptation of the contents, [...] according to the 
characteristics and interests shown by each individual and by the group as a whole.
Gran, Carabelli and Merlini, 2002: 280.
With the present project in mind, it is possible to envisage that spoken multimedia 
corpora, using video and audio materials, as well as interview transcripts, could 
make a useful contribution to the personalised approach to training outlined above, 
as students would be able to practise using spoken discourse of varying degrees of
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difficulty, as well as improve different areas of their linguistic knowledge, depending 
on individual requirements.
The learner-centred approach described by Blasco Mayor and Jimenez Ivars goes 
some way to moving away from the teacher-led activities advised against in current 
preferred language pedagogy. According to Sandrelli (2009: 18), there are now 
several sets of self-study materials available to interpreting students, which support 
autonomous learning. However, she adds that resources used in the classroom, 
which are often more traditional, still require too much input from the teacher, and 
this, according to Sandrelli, is one of the biggest motivations for changing this 
approach and using Computer-Assisted Interpreting Tools (CAIT) in conference 
interpreter training (Sandrelli 2009:18).
Sandrelli and her colleagues first developed CAIT tools in the mid-1990s, in order to 
integrate new technologies into the training of interpreters, and to provide more 
resources for interpreting students. This first involved the creation of digital speech 
repositories, and the first attempt to consolidate these into a useable package was 
the InterprIT CD-Rom, which is a collection of dialogues between British and Italian 
speakers, and is now used on interpreter training courses in some British universities 
where Italian is offered (Sandrelli,2009: 18). Since the creation of InterprIT, other 
such packages have been created, for example, a CD-Rom for students interpreting 
from English, French and German, and the Marius database for French, Spanish and 
English at Granada, which contains over 2000 speeches and video recordings of 
authentic communication (Sandrelli, 2009: 19). The Marius database, compiled by 
Jesus de Manuel Jerez, is a resource which aimed to complement the previous CAIT 
materials by using ICT to present students with authentic interpreter training 
resources (Sandrelli and De Manuel Jerez 2007: 279).
Sandrelli goes on to say that, to some extent, interpreter trainers now have the use 
of authoring software to help combine video, audio and text to create teaching 
resources and exercises. One such package was released by Melissi Multimedia Ltd 
in 2005 called Black Box 3.0, and includes modules on shadowing, sight translation 
and dozing, among others (Sandrelli 2009:19). However, the use of such materials is
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by no means widespread, and the present project aims to contribute to the 
development of such materials using a multimedia corpus. Furthermore, the 
materials in this study are specifically geared towards interpreter training at 
undergraduate level, which is in contrast to Sandrelli's overview of more specialised 
materials that are available for conference interpreter training at postgraduate level.
Another online interpreter training resource is the ELI speech repository,^^ which is 
run by the Directorate General for Interpretation, and includes content from all 
European institutions. However, the materials in this repository are clearly geared 
towards the content of meetings in the EU, most of which is arguably not at an 
appropriate level for undergraduate students. Further e-learning initiatives include: 
SIMON,^^ developed by the Ecole de Traduction et d'interprétation in Geneva; and 
ORCIT (Online Resources for Conference Interpreter Tra in ing) .These are 
undoubtedly interesting developments with regards to the creation of pedagogic 
resources for interpreter training. However, similar to the EU speech repository, 
such materials are not suitable for training at undergraduate level and, in any case, 
concentrate on the conference setting.
In relation to the self-study materials mentioned by Sandrelli, Hansen and Shlesinger 
(2007: 103) describe another example of video-based interpreter training at the 
Copenhagen Business School, in which two instructors perform a role-play. Students 
can then use these dialogues in their own time to practise interpreting (Hansen and 
Shlesinger 2007: 103). Hansen and Shlesinger go on to explain that, after 
implementing the use of such self-study resources, students submitted course 
appraisals commenting on the new learning materials. The authors report that 
students' feedback was "overwhelmingly positive" (Hansen & Shlesinger 2007: 110) 
and that, perhaps more importantly, final exam results improved in the subsequent 
years, with a 100% pass rate in 2004 and a 97.3% pass rate in 2005 (Hansen and 
Shlesinger 2007: 112-13). The authors claim that the improvements in students' 
performances in their final exams are a result of increased motivation among
http://www.multilingualspeeches.tv/scic/portal/index.html 
Shared Interpreting Materials Online (cf. Seeber 2006). 
http://www.orcit.eu/
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students, due to the availability of self-study materials for autonomous exploitation. 
This would seem to support claims by Little (1995) and Dickinson (1995) that an 
autonomous approach to learning increases the motivation of students to learn (cf. 
2.3.1).
So far, the resources discussed above use computer and video technology to aid 
interpreting, particularly by providing a repository of resources which increases the 
availability of practice materials for students' independent exploitation. However, 
these are, as yet, not corpus-based methods of training. Combining a method similar 
to the one described by Hansen and Shlesinger, but with video transcripts compiled 
in a searchable corpus, and enriched with language comprehension exercises, could 
provide a way of increasing the pedagogic benefits of such materials for students.
One corpus which goes some way to providing spoken materials for interpreting 
students came as an offshoot from corpus-based Interpreting Studies, with the 
European Parliament Interpreting Corpus (EPIC). As Bendazzoli and Sandrelli (2005: 
1) explain, a research group was set up at the University of Bologna at Forli in 2004, 
in order to investigate strategies used by conference interpreters across various 
languages and directions. The EPIC corpus contains videos of real European 
Parliament conferences and debates, so each video file contains the source 
discourse from each of the EU languages represented at the particular sitting, plus 
interpretations of proceedings into English, Italian and Spanish (Bendazzoli and 
Sandrelli 2005: 5), therefore constituting a multilingual parallel corpus (cf. 2.3.1).
Although the EPIC corpus was originally created for Interpreting Studies, it has since 
been suggested that it can be used as a training resource. Bendazzoli and Sandrelli 
(2009) also give an overview of two further corpora which are works in progress, 
namely DIRSI (Directionality in Simultaneous Interpreting) and FOOTIE, a corpus of 
press conferences held before and after football matches played by the Italian 
national team during the European football championships of 2008. Bendazzoli and 
Sandrelli go on to describe the potential pedagogical applications of the materials 
collected in these corpora. Firstly, they suggest that trainee interpreters can use the
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EPIC video files and transcripts to practise interpreting in their own time, choosing to 
just listen to the source text without the target text renderings. The interpreted 
speeches by professional interpreters can then be compared to a student's rendition 
in order to give feedback on how to improve their interpreting skills (Bendazzoli and 
Sandrelli 2005: 9-10). Secondly, students receive a demonstration of specialist 
language (jargon) used in the European Parliament, and how such terminology is 
rendered in different languages, highlighting a benefit with regards to subject- 
specific terminology acquisition (cf. Chapter 1). Thirdly, the corpus allows students to 
conduct topic searches in order to study speeches about a particular subject matter, 
like politics, health, and so on, thus helping learners to gain world knowledge about 
a particular topic (cf. Kohn & Kalina 1996; 2.1).
A further area which has attracted interest recently is interpreter training using 
virtual worlds, such as Second Life. Research into such resources is only at an early 
stage, but a concise overview of some of the possible ways of integrating virtual 
worlds in interpreter training is provided by Sahin (2013). He presents some of the 
advantages of Second Life for training, albeit in relation to conference interpreting:
- Second Life (SL) offers a semi-authentic learning environment
- SL facilitates distance learning, in groups and on a one-to-one basis
- SL facilitates recording of activities on the screen, allowing peer-feedback and 
self-evaluation
Lessons can be evaluated and uploaded to a virtual learning environment, 
such as Moodle
(Sahin 2013:101)
In addition to these benefits, Braun and Kohn (2012: 198) discuss the possibility of 
integrating corpus-based materials into virtual worlds. In the IVY project 
(Interpreting in Virtual Reality),^^ they have extracted materials from the BACKBONE 
corpus (see 3.2 below) and used the audio files to create various interpreting 
scenarios in Second Life. This would seem to offer a holistic approach, with the
EU Lifelong Learning Programme, Project 511862-2010-LLP-UK-KA-KA3MP, project 
website: http://www.vlrtual-lnterpretlng.net/lndex.html
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advantages of virtual worlds, mentioned by Sahin (2013), and combining these with 
the rich materials from spoken corpora. However, ways in which a corpus can be 
integrated into a virtual world, and still retain key search functions, are yet to be 
explored.
The developing corpus-based approaches and new technologies outlined above are 
promising. Nevertheless, ways in which such corpora can be exploited pedagogically 
are only starting to emerge, for example Sandrelli (2010) further alludes to some of 
the possible training uses of EPIC, both for L2 language learners and trainee 
interpreters. Nevertheless, there is as yet a lack of empirical studies showing the 
application of pedagogically motivated corpus-based resources in training situations. 
Moreover, the materials available in these corpora are arguably unsuitable for 
students at undergraduate level, as speeches from the European Parliament, for 
example, are likely to be too complex for students at the very beginning of their 
interpreting training.
As it stands, resources such as the EPIC corpus also act much like a speech 
repository, in similar ways to the EU speech repository and SIMON. For students at 
undergraduate level, it is arguably more beneficial to enrich such a corpus with 
exercises designed to improve students' language skills and lexical knowledge, thus 
potentially fulfilling the dual purpose in this project of enhancing students' L2 
competence, alongside the teaching of introductory interpreting skills.
The research discussed in 2.3.2 above gives an insight into the possibilities o f using 
computer-assisted tools in interpreter training, and in particular, the emerging 
potential of spoken corpora as a pedagogic resource for fulfilling the dual function 
outlined above. However, there is still a lack of resources available, particularly for 
students at undergraduate level, and it is apparent that it is indeed worth 
investigating the possible benefits of corpora in undergraduate interpreter training. 
Based on the need for self-study resources, it would seem that corpora can offer 
learning materials that would provide exercises that can be used both in and out of 
the classroom setting, either with a teacher or as a self-study aid. Furthermore, as 
discussed above, it is often argued that training resources of this kind would have
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the added benefit of promoting learner autonomy, thus supporting the current 
preferred pedagogical approach, which places the learner at the centre of a student- 
led interpreter training programme.
2.4 A Note on Learner Autonomy
The notion of learner autonomy is one which is important in the context of 
interpreter training, as a successful interpreter will be required to develop research 
skills as well as an ability to self-assess and identify areas for improvement. As 
Cammaert (1988: 313) states, life-long learning is a key factor in the life of a 
successful interpreter, and it is this ability and desire to continue learning which 
contributes to a sense of autonomy.
This leads on to the challenge of defining autonomy; a concept which, in the 
literature, is said to be complex and difficult to define (Horvath 2005). In the 
educational context, autonomy relates to a sense of freedom and decision-making in 
the learning process. There is, however, a lack of research on autonomy in 
interpreter training, with deeper discussion of this concept in the language learning 
literature. One long-standing definition comes from Holec, who defines autonomy as 
"the ability to take charge of one's own learning" (Holec 1981: 3); including all 
aspects concerning the setting of learning objectives, teaching and learning 
methods, monitoring and assessment, and so on. However, this definition raises 
questions about the realistic roles of learners and teachers, i.e. a learner, by nature, 
may not possess the required knowledge and skills to take charge of every aspect of 
the learning process; a point which is also made by Johnston (1985: 192) and Nunan 
(1997: 194). Holec, whilst providing a useful basis for defining autonomy, also gives 
little consideration to the cognitive aspects involved, i.e. the capacity of learners to 
reflect and self-assess (Little 1995).
It would therefore seem that it might be more helpful to define autonomy using an 
incremental approach. As opposed to Holec, Nunan (1997: 193) argues that 
autonomy is "not an absolute concept." This is to say that there are different levels 
of autonomy which might be reached at different times, by different learners, under
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different conditions. This would seem to be more feasible, since human behaviour is, 
by nature, variable. On this basis, Nunan suggests a five-point scheme for levels of 
autonomy, as shown in Table 2.4.
Level Learner action Content Process
1 Awareness Learners are made aware of 
the pedagogical goals and 
content of the materials they 
are using.
Learners identify strategy 
implications of pedagogical 
tasks and identify their own 
preferred learning 
styles/strategies.
2 Involvement Learners are involved in 
selecting their own goals 
from a range of alternatives 
on offer.
Learners make choices 
among a range of options.
3 Intervention Learners are involved in 
modifying and adapting the 
goals and content of the 
learning programme.
Learners modify/adapt 
tasks.
4 Creation Learners create their own 
goals and objectives.
Learners create their own 
tasks.
5 Transcendence Learners go beyond the 
classroom and make links 
between the content of 
classroom learning and the 
world beyond.
Learners become teachers 
and researchers.
Table 2.4. "Autonomy: levels o f Implementation" (Nunan, 1997: 195)
Here, learners might feasibly be situated at any of the levels in the scheme, and may 
also move between the levels at different times. The scheme is perhaps over­
simplified, and does not explicitly illustrate the overlap between the levels, although 
this is also a point acknowledged by Nunan himself.
As mentioned above, it is clear from the literature that the focus of work on 
autonomy has been in the context of language learning. There are, however, some 
exceptions where research has been conducted into autonomy in postgraduate 
interpreter training. Work of note here is Sandrelli's (2003; 2005) development of 
computer-assisted interpreter training (CAIT) tools (cf. 2.3.2), and a questionnaire- 
based study into students' autonomous behaviours in interpreter training (Horvath 
2007). Furthermore, Ficchi (1999), Fowler (2004) and Lee (2005) have argued for
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autonomous learning approaches in relation to self-assessment in postgraduate 
simultaneous interpreter training. However, investigations into the use of corpus- 
based resources and learner autonomy seem to be more rare, with effectively no 
work in this area in the context of corpus-based, consecutive interpreter training, at 
either undergraduate or postgraduate level.
As outlined in Chapter 1, the third aim of this research project is to investigate how 
corpus-based resources might promote learner autonomy in undergraduate 
consecutive interpreter training. According to Gavioli (2009: 46) the increasing 
importance of autonomy in language learning has "posed the problem of creating a 
space for students' action and participation in their own learning activity", and it is 
suggested that corpora may be one way of providing this space. Bernardini further 
comments that corpora are "rich sources of autonomous learning activities of a 
serendipitous kind" (Bernardini 2002: 165). It now seems that research in language 
learning contexts needs to be exploited and adapted to interpreter training, in order 
to provide empirical validation for this statement.
2.5 In Summary
This chapter has provided an overview of four key themes in an attempt to work 
towards an approach to interpreter training which exploits spoken corpus-based 
materials. The chapter began by looking at the interpreting process, taking 
Seleskovitch's théorie du sens as a starting point, and drawing on Gile's Efforts 
Model and Kohn and Kalina's discourse-based mental modelling. These models 
provide a way of explaining the interpreting process which is tangible and can be 
understood by students at undergraduate level. Particularly the contribution by 
Kohn and Kalina also encompasses cultural aspects, incorporating the role of general 
and world knowledge. This is especially useful in the context of the current project, 
in which the topic of education is under investigation; a topic which contains many 
system and culture-specific terms and concepts. Gile's approach is also useful for 
highlighting to students that less 'effort', particularly in terms of avoiding verbatim 
translations at the lexical level, may often lead to better quality in the interpretation, 
a point which is also made by Baxter (2012: 31).
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There was then a review of the literature surrounding interpreting quality, focusing 
on existing quality criteria which can be adapted for the purposes of the case studies 
presented in this project. This section also raised the issue of user expectations and 
the extent to which a user of interpreting is in a position to adequately assess the 
quality of an interpreting assignment. It was suggested, however, that in the 
undergraduate context, with non-specialised interpreting degree pathways, detailed 
information regarding the users' expectations of quality might be less important.
The chapter then provided an overview of some of the pedagogical applications of 
computer-assisted and corpus-based materials in language learning and translator 
training, as both of these areas have enjoyed relatively more development of such 
approaches when compared to the slower uptake of corpus-based resources in the 
interpreter training context. This is in part due to the practical implications of 
creating and enriching spoken corpus-based materials, which is generally more time 
consuming than the compilation of written text corpora. Nevertheless, the 
opportunity to apply the work already underway in language learning and translator 
training to the interpreter training sphere has been identified, and this forms the 
main aim of the present project: to investigate the benefits of spoken corpora in 
undergraduate interpreter training, both for classroom and self-study use.
Finally, the review alludes to the complex nature of the concept of learner 
autonomy, setting out definitions which exist primarily in the language learning 
literature. A further aim of this project is to observe how the use of spoken corpus- 
based materials might help to promote learner autonomy in the interpreter training 
context. It is suggested in 2.4 above that this may be done by adapting Nunan's 
(1997) scheme for the five levels of autonomy, allowing autonomous learning 
behaviours to be identified in the student data.
The case studies outlined in the subsequent chapters (4, 5 and 6) were conducted in 
order to address the gaps identified in the literature, and to investigate the research 
questions outlined in Chapter 1. In Chapter 3, the methodological approach for the 
studies will be outlined.
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CHAPTER 3 
Methodology
This chapter outlines the research design (3.1) and gives an overview of the 
materials used and data types generated by the study (3.2). This is followed in 3.3 by 
a description of the procedures used to conduct the research, forming case study 1, 
which also acted as a pilot study to trial the methodology. On the basis of results 
from case study 1, minor modifications were made to the procedures, and these are 
outlined in 3.4, including an overview of the three subsequent case studies which 
took place after the pilot.
3.1 Research Questions and Pilot Study Design
As explained in Chapter 1, the main aim of this research was to explore ways in 
which spoken multimedia corpora (with audio, video and transcripts) can be used in 
the training of undergraduate interpreting students, focusing on lexical knowledge in 
the field of education, alongside the teaching and learning of initial interpreting 
skills. A further goal was to gather student feedback about the corpus-based 
resources and the participants' perceived usefulness of such materials for interpreter 
training. Finally, the project aimed to investigate how the use of these particular 
corpus-based materials may promote student autonomy in the training process. To 
achieve these aims, answers to the research questions in Chapter 1 were sought. To 
restate these questions, the project aimed to investigate:
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RQ1. How can spoken multimedia corpora be used to serve a dual purpose; to 
enhance students' lexical knowledge and to teach consecutive 
interpreting skills at undergraduate level, focusing on the topic of 
education, with English and German and English and French as language 
pairs?
RQ la . How can spoken multimedia corpora be exploited in the 
classroom and as a self-study resource?
RQ lb . How can the use of these particular corpus-based materials 
promote student autonomy in the training process?
RQ 2. What light can cognitive models shed on the role of lexical knowledge 
in interpreting?
In order to investigate the questions above, the research was conducted in 
undergraduate interpreting classes in the Department of Languages and Translation 
Studies at the University of Surrey, forming four case studies, the first of which was 
conducted as a pilot study^^ to trial the methodology outlined in this chapter.
As mentioned above, the intention was to explore how students use corpus-based 
materials in the interpreter training context, and the focus was therefore on 
identifying the processes and methods of working, rather than providing a strict 
measure of the students' interpreting success. It was therefore not deemed 
necessary to include a control group in the research design. There were also further 
motivations for choosing such a design: corpus-based interpreter training is still a 
relatively new area of research, and so it is necessary to explore in depth how such 
materials can be (potentially) beneficial to trainee interpreters. Additionally, the 
focus of this project was to investigate under which conditions corpus-based 
materials might be most useful, and how they might be best presented to students.
Henceforth referred to as case study 1.
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This aim is reflected in the methodological modifications with regards to adaptations 
made to the layout of the exercises on Moodle after case study 1 (see 3.4). Finally, it 
would have been difficult to carry out a comparative study due to the small sample 
size in the case studies, as well as ethical considerations surrounding the provision of 
different learning resources for different groups: with the existence of a fee-paying 
system in British higher education, it would be unethical to provide different groups 
of students, who are paying the same level of fees, with different learning 
experiences, particularly if there is an assumption from the Researcher that one 
pedagogic approach may be more beneficial than the other.
Due to the small number of students available, participants were 'selected' 
according to what Gillham (2007: 18) refers to as a "convenience sample." The data 
set in case study 1 therefore includes all students who chose to study interpreting in 
their final year; eight in total, two English native speakers and six German native 
speakers, as outlined in Table 3.1.
Participant Mother tongue Interpreting experience
A DE One semester of consecutive interpreter 
training at home institution in Germany.
B EN No prior training.
C DE Two semesters of consecutive interpreter 
training at home institution in Switzerland.
D DE No prior training.
E DE No prior training.
F EN Ad hoc interpreting between Spanish and 
English during placement year (internship) in 
Spain.
G DE One semester of consecutive interpreter 
training at home institution in Germany.
H DE One semester of consecutive interpreter 
training at home institution in Germany.
Table 3.1 Participant profiles
The data were collected during a final year introductory English-German-English 
interpreting module, and over a period of six weeks (two hours per week), the
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sessions were taught by the Researcher and the Module Tutor. Due to the small 
number of students, any trends observed cannot be generalised, and as such, 
descriptive statistics are only used to support the discussion of the findings from this 
particular data sample, and to complement the qualitative approach employed here.
In order to provide a focus for the empirical study, the topic of education was 
chosen, with the six sessions divided up as shown in Table 3.2. Apart from 
introductory and testing sessions, each week was devoted to a particular tier of 
education, and materials in each language were selected, corresponding to the sub- 
topic for that week. As shown in Table 3.2 below, the research design consists of two 
pre-tests, followed by a phase of teaching and learning, and ending with two post­
tests. This design is adapted from Skaaden's (1999) investigation into lexical 
knowledge and interpreter aptitude, which allows for benchmarking of each 
student's performance at the beginning of the study.
Session Topic Focus
1 Introduction - what is interpreting? 
What are the difficulties?
Speaking in a group; interpreting 
other students' introductions.
2 1. Settings and modes of 
interpreting.
2. Interpreting pre-test.
3. Terminology pre-test.
Pre-testing.
Problems encountered during 
interpreting.
3 Primary education. SL comprehension.
4 Secondary education. Note-taking.
5 Higher education and vocational 
training.
TT production.
6 1. Interpreting post-test.
2. Terminology post-test.
3. Discussion of interpreting 
problems and strategies employed.
Post-testing.
Feedback.
Table 3.2 Overview o f Case Study 116
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the focus of testing was twofold (lexical knowledge and 
interpreting), and so both pre- and post-tests included an interpreting element and a 
subject-specific terminology element (see 3.2).
The rest of the module, beyond the study, took place over six more weeks, covering the following 
topics: climate change, the London 2012 Olympics, big brother society.
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As Table 3,2 shows, the study then consisted of three weeks of teaching and 
learning, using exercises based around videos from the German and English sub­
corpora related to education. At the end of the study, post-testing was conducted, 
once again with regard to the students' interpreting skills and knowledge of 
terminology related to education. The subject-specific terminology post-test 
consisted of the same terms as the pre-test, but the students were not given prior 
notification that they would be tested on these terms again at the end of the study.
For the interpreting post-test, new videos, also on the topic of education, were 
filmed and kept separate from those already stored in the corpus. Since students 
had free access to the corpus during the study, the creation of new post-test videos 
ensured that students had not previously seen the test material, and it also made it 
possible to include some of the terms featured during the study. The German post­
test material features an interview with a German native speaker who is a university 
tutor who teaches German (see transcript in Appendix 3a and video interview on 
DVD). The English post-test similarly features an interview with an English native 
speaker who works as a teacher of History at a British grammar school (see 
transcript in Appendix 3b and video interview on DVD). Both interpreting post-tests 
are described in more detail in 3.2 below.
3.2 Materials and Data Types
The central resource used in this research was the BACKBONE^  ^ corpus, which 
consists of sub-corpora containing video interviews with native speakers of English, 
French, German, Polish, Spanish and Turkish as well as non-native speakers of 
English as a lingua franca. From the start page, students can work with videos in their 
chosen language by selecting the sub-corpus for that language (see Figure 3.1).
The corpus was developed in the EU project BACKBONE, EU Lifelong Learning Programme, Project 
143502-LLP-1-2008-1-DE-KA2-KA2MP, 2009-2011.
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Backbone teamingSearch Site
English Corpus
VIDEO INTERVIEWS - SPOKEN DISCOURSE
English as Lingua Franca Corpus
French Corpus
Serman Corpus
Polish Corpus
Spanish Corpus
TuiMsh Corpus
•  English, French. German, Polish, Spanish, Turtdsh
• English as a lingua Iranca
« Speakers horn different walks ot life 
.  Culture, region, education, business, technology
SEffiCH RESULTS - L£ARt«G ACTIVITIES
• Thematic & linguistic search categortes
•  More than concordance data
• Sound and video
• Language learning modules in Teios and Hoodie
Fig. 3 .1  BACKBONE corpus:  se le c t io n  o f  s u b - c o r p o r a
Interviews cover a range of topics, including education, health, culture, business and 
technology. Once the sub-corpus has been selected, the student is directed to an 
overview of the videos in the specified language, with the various corpus functions 
shown in a menu at the top of the page, illustrated in Figure 3.2.
A PhD student's life
Elaine Is from Kerr/ and is currently undertaking her PhD in the Unlverstfy of Limenck. Her TEFL teachtng 
experiences In Columbia and Gsrm^y had helped her Idenfify her life goal - to be a teacher famer. She 
also loves travelling and said that the area she is in is the perfect opportunity to combine her work and 
travelling together.
Accent orvariety Irish English
Play video 
Play audio 
Download audio file 
Show transcript 
Show section overvlev/
A Sociology Lecturer
John Is a lecturer in soOolagy and has a keen Interest In vvaler sports such as sailing and angling. He talks piay video 
about the effects of environmental issues on Irish society, vamng from economy to poüùcs.
Accent or variety Irish English
A Wine Producer
Brian was bom in Belfast He lived in Scotland and Coventry when he was younger. .After IMng in Clare for 
20 years, he recently mo'.ed to Rosconwnon and is sfiil lookingfor somewhere he belongs. During his 20 
years of living in Clare, he setup a smalt homebrew business, called Wine of the Glen Brian talks about 
the wine making process. Ihe femientation. the eculpment. the regulations and the impact of the Cefflc 
Tiger on his business.
Accent or variety Irish English 
A jev/ellery salesperson
Karen works in a local jewellery shop in Nsnagh, Co Tipperary. She has been working in the shop for 4 
years and she talks about some of her best moments and worst moments. Karen reveals that the current 
recession does not affect frreir business She hopes to set up a shop of her otvn in the future as it is a good 
profession to ha-ve 
Accent or variety Irish English
A view of history
John is from Dublin and has a keen interest in the contemporary Irish history. He is a regular guest to some
Play audio 
Download audio hie 
Show transcript
Play video 
Play audio 
Download audio file 
Show transcript 
Show section overview
Play \ndeo 
Play audio 
Download audio file 
Show transcript 
Show section overview
Accent or variety Irish English
Amphibious tours
Amphibious vehicles-vehicles that travel on land and water -  are used in Plymouth as a unique 
sightseeing tour through friis historic ns-val town in the South West of England Sam talks about the tour 
route, the sights that you can see In Plymouth and why the lours are so popular with tourists 
Accent Of variBt. EJMtinn Crawh _........ „ _   . ...................... ..................... .......................
Play video 
Play audio 
Download audio tile 
Show transcript 
Show section overview
Play video 
Play audio 
Download audio file
Fig. 3 . 2  O v e r v i e w  o f  s o m e  o f  the  i n t e r v i e w s  in th e  Engl ish corpus
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The corpus functions, as displayed in Figure 3.2, are as follows:
• Browse -  provides the student with an overview of the videos in each sub­
corpus, including a synopsis of the content of each interview.
• Section Search -  allows the student to conduct searches according to various 
criteria, including topic-based and grammar-based searches.
• Co-occurrence -  provides information about terms which frequently appear 
together.
• Concordance -  allows the student to conduct a search, with the term in 
question surrounded by co-text to the left and right.
• Lexical/key word lists -  provides the student with a list of key words in a 
particular topic.
• Annotation Highlighter -  allows the student to highlight terms in interview 
transcripts, according to thematic and grammatical criteria.
Grammatical, lexical and thematic elements are tagged in the interview transcripts, 
enabling students to link their particular searches to the corresponding video(s). 
Furthermore, the BACKBONE online search interface can be used to explore each 
sub-corpus. For teaching and learning purposes, videos from the English and German 
sub-corpora were used alongside language comprehension and interpreting 
exercises, which were created to accompany the interviews which were used in this 
study.
As mentioned in 3.1, at the beginning of the study, participants completed two pre­
tests: an English terminology test and a German terminology test (see Appendix la  
and lb  respectively), with terms related to the field of education, adapted from 
Skaaden's (1999) study; a short interpreting test using video extracts from the 
BACKBONE English and German sub-corpora (see transcripts in Appendix 2a and 2b 
respectively and the video extracts on DVD). The interpreting pre-test consists o f an 
extract from a video interview in the BACKBONE corpus, one from the German sub­
corpus and one from the English sub-corpus. Each extract is around 2.5 minutes long 
and the German and English tests contain similar content. The speakers start by
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giving general information about themselves, including their name, occupation and 
where they come from. Then they talk about their writing activities and preferred 
literary genres. These extracts were chosen for their relative simplicity, in which the 
speakers provide general information, with little subject-specific vocabulary. 
Furthermore, the two speakers -  the German and the English -  have similar 
occupations and talk about similar themes; hence it was considered that each ST 
would provide the English and German native speaker subjects with comparable 
material for their first interpreting task. Both STs were approximately the same 
length (ca. 2.5 minutes), with 402 words in the English extract and 303 words in the 
German text.
As mentioned above, the second part to the pre-testing was a subject-specific 
terminology test. The terminology tests consisted of terms related to education in 
English and German, all of which were extracted from the English and German sub­
corpora. In this test, the students were asked to provide an explanation of the terms 
in German or English, in order to demonstrate an understanding of the concepts. 
Then, the participants were required to give an approximate equivalent term in the 
other language, where possible, as shown in the example of supply teacher below. 
The full list of terms can be found in Appendices la  and lb .
Term Explanation Equivalent
Supply teacher
At the end of the study, participants completed two post-tests: a terminology test 
with the same terms as in the pre-test condition; a longer interpreting test on the 
subject of education. As mentioned in 3.1, the interpreting post-test videos were 
created separately from the BACKBONE materials, as it was important that the 
students had not previously seen these interviews. The post-test videos feature 
similar content, with the German and English ST speakers talking about the 
education systems in Germany and England respectively. The German video contains 
743 words (see transcript in Appendix 3a) and the English test consists of 931 words
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(see transcript in Appendix 3b), and both interviews are approximately the same 
length: ca. 6 minutes.
From the pre- and post-tests and the corpus-based exercises, the following data 
types were generated:
• Audio recordings of students' interpretations in the pre- and post-test 
conditions (these are available in the audio files on the DVD).
• Transcripts (see 3.3) from the students' audio recordings (see Appendices 
19a-22f).
• Students' written answers from the terminology test in the pre- and post-test 
conditions.
• Overview of students' activity and engagement with the exercises, provided 
by logs created in Moodle. Each individual student generates 'hits' when 
completing exercises on the Moodle course page. Each hit shows which 
exercise has been opened and when, thus giving an approximate picture of 
each student's engagement with the materials (see Figure 3.3). This is, 
however, an approximation, as it is not possible to know exactly how each 
exercise was used.
Fill nameTime IP Alldress
NonT.a[iijaiy2C11,0^:4SFIi/ gi2'2,2ô-,1G7
Won li.a iiu a r^ 'Z C Il,0^:43 FIJ 9.12'2,2Ô2,16T
Won 1âuafiU3ri/2C1l,0^:36 FW 9].2 '2 .2oT.W
Won 1'uariuafj/2C11,0^35 FW Ô12'2.2Ô-,W
Won IFLaw jafifZCII,0^:31 FW 9 1 2 '2 ,2 Ô :,F
AcHei) liÈnmlidii
reïouice W#; V ( ic a h la y :ÏM rig  j j a  P i r i iy  School Toaciu
r s î o u i î 4 Vidio: Dêr Bi d jrg ip  a i "üi dis Grundahu on
f è iO U IC é  W 9 Ü J Vidto: Dêf TigîîahliuM 'i Ki:a(Kirdîriageitatte)
F o ; o u i o é  w e w Inlofprelirg English-Go'man Clp2
o c u s n im Sufiey,ln:e 'p 'e:irgG em rlo^el3
F igu re  3 . 3  Flits log  on M o o d l e
The audio recordings and transcripts enabled both quantitative and qualitative 
analyses, showing how the students rendered subject-specific terms, and also 
providing an overview of the interpreting problems identified in the students' 
transcripts (see assessment criteria in Table 3.3 below). Quantitative findings were 
also derived from the students' scores in the terminology tests and from their
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engagement with the corpus-based resources, in terms of the number of hits 
registered in the Moodle logs. Further qualitative data were obtained by analysing 
the students' written responses in the terminology tests.
In addition to the above data types, which were generated from the students' direct 
use of the corpus materials and the transcriptions, the following types of data were 
collected during and after the study:
•  Class discussions, showing students' developing knowledge of the education 
systems in Germany and England.
• Observations by the Researcher and the Module Tutor, who team-taught the 
module during the study.
• A written assignment (see Appendix 4a for the assignment brief) - a 
commentary of the interpreting post-test, forming part of the usual 
assessment for the module.
•  Students' responses on a feedback questionnaire (see Appendix 24) 
completed at the end of the study. This consisted of questions about the 
usability of the corpora and exercises, as well as questions about the 
students' perceived learning success in the areas of ST comprehension, TT 
production, corpus use and subject-specific terminology.
The observations from the class discussions and during contact time provided an 
insight into the students' methods of working, highlighting how the students used 
the learning materials (RQ 1). Further qualitative results were obtained on the basis 
of the students' comments in the written assignment and feedback questionnaire, 
showing both how the corpus-based materials were used in self-study time (RQ la), 
and how the materials might help to promote a sense of learner autonomy (RQ lb).
As mentioned above, during the teaching phase, students practised interpreting in 
class and during self-study using videos in the field of education. This topic was 
chosen as many of the items of vocabulary and the concepts involved in this field are 
culture-specific, and it is therefore necessary that students not only know the 
vocabulary, but also the source and target language (education) cultures and
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systems. Hence, it was deemed that this topic would emphasise the importance of 
specialist and world knowledge (cf. Kohn and Kalina 1996; 2.1). Due to the cultural 
specificity of this topic, it was considered that it would present typical interpreting 
problems, whilst at the same time providing students with material which is partly 
familiar, since all participants had inevitably studied in one or more education 
systems.
For the purpose of providing students with practice in the two key areas of source 
text (ST) comprehension and target text (TT) production, a selection of videos from 
BACKBONE was chosen for use in the teaching phase of the study. Following Braun's 
(2005) suggestion that corpora should be 'enriched' with pedagogical materials, 
exercises were designed for both English and German native speakers, in order to 
improve students' L2 comprehension and vocabulary base in the foreign language. 
These exercises guided the students in the use of the corpus search functions for 
lexical knowledge acquisition and for language comprehension practice. 
Furthermore, interpreting exercises provided the participants with practice in key 
skills for interpreting, such as active listening and note-taking. In addition, students 
had access to exercises in their LI, as it was possible that some of the subject- 
specific terminology would be unfamiliar in both English and German. The exercises 
and links to the videos and the sub-corpora were posted on M o o d l e , a  free e- 
learning platform used in BACKBONE, in order to ensure that all materials for the 
module were in one place that could be easily accessed both in class and during self- 
study.
To obtain the data outlined above, the study was conducted following the 
procedures described in 3.3.
3.3 Procedures
The research was conducted in six two-hour sessions as shown in Table 3.1 above. 
Each week, part of the lesson was spent practising interpreting as a group, using 
transcripts from the video interviews that had been selected. The other part was
A sample of the corpus-based exercises posted on Moodle can be found in Appendix 5.
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devoted to corpus-based exercises from the Moodle page. The students were then 
directed to other exercises that were available for self-study. At the start of each 
session, students were asked to begin by discussing the outcome of their 
preparations for the class, and were given the opportunity to ask questions relating 
to exercises that they had completed. In addition to this, the discussions at the 
beginning of each session were designed to gauge the extent to which students had 
engaged with the materials in private study, and to explore how the sub-corpora and 
exercises were being used. To this end, it was also anticipated that the students 
would reveal a useful insight into their methods of working (RQs I & II). Each 
student's activity is further evidenced by information stored in Moodle regarding hits 
(see Figure 3.3 above).
In order to deliver the module according to the plan outlined in Table 3.2, the 
exercises were organised on Moodle in sections corresponding to each session. For 
each week, there were two sections for each language: one consisting of language- 
based exercises and another consisting of interpreting exercises. In addition to work 
completed during contact time, students were also asked to prepare for the 
following session by using the exercises on Moodle, in order to become familiar with 
the vocabulary and education systems at primary, secondary and tertiary levels.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, it was considered in this study that undergraduate 
interpreting requires a dual focus: on lexical knowledge as well as interpreting skills. 
Flence the exercises were clearly divided into sections devoted to language-based 
and interpreting practice (RQ 1). Once again, using information stored on Moodle, it 
was possible to gain an insight into each student's use of both types of exercise. For 
the language-based exercises, for which a numerical grade is automatically assigned, 
it was also possible to track the students' performance and to draw inferences about 
possible improvements in their level of comprehension.
As shown in Table 3.2 above, the first session provided an introduction to 
interpreting. This served as an opportunity to get to know the students and also 
allowed them to practise interpreting using a warm-up exercise: students were 
asked to briefly introduce themselves and to then interpret the introduction of
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another student. This was an icebreaker which aimed to reduce the students' levels 
of anxiety at the start of the class. In session 2, pre-tests were carried out, as 
outlined in 3.3.1.
3.3.1 Pre-testing
As displayed in Table 3.2, there were two pre-tests. First, an interpreting test was 
conducted using short extracts from video interviews from BACKBONE (see video 
interviews on DVD and transcripts in Appendices 2a and 2b). All students interpreted 
from their L2 into their LI, with participants seated at computers which were 
situated around the classroom. Students were asked to sit as far apart from each 
other as possible, in order to minimise the risk of interference and distractions. For 
most of the students, this was their first recorded interpreting experience, and it was 
also the first time that they had used the corpus. For this reason, they were allowed 
to watch the video once first and were instructed to interpret the second time, and 
to record their rendition using Audacity, free editor and recording software. Each 
participant had a pair of headphones with a microphone to facilitate the recording. 
Note-taking was permitted, although in line with Gile's recommendation that the 
listening 'effort' should be prioritised (cf. 2.1; Gile 2009), the students' attention was 
drawn to the importance of the listening and comprehension efforts in the first 
instance.
The ST extracts contained no pre-programmed pauses, so students were able to 
decide when to take each interpreting turn. It was important that students had 
control over interpreting turn length, as it was considered to be useful to know how 
long the students' self-determined turns were, since information of this kind may 
give an insight into the participants' level of confidence in their memory and ST 
comprehension. Each recording was then transcribed to enable closer analysis (see 
3.3.4).
The second stage of pre-testing was a terminology test containing a list of terms 
related to the field of education, all of which are in the BACKBONE corpus. There 
were two lists of 14 terms: one list of English terms and one list of German terms.
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and all participants completed both the English and German tests. For each term, 
students were asked to give an explanation of the term in German or English, and if 
possible, to provide an equivalent term or expression in the other language (see 
Appendices la  and lb). As each individual student came with a varying degree of 
experience, the interpreting and terminology pre-tests were vital in setting a 
benchmark against which improvements could be gauged (RQ 1).
3.3.2 Learning and Teaching Phase
The study was then conducted according to Table 3.2, with session 3 focusing on 
primary education and ST comprehension. To start the work on comprehension, 
students were asked to watch the video clips Die Ausbildung zur Erzieherin and 
Working as o Primary School Teacher (see Appendices 6a and 6b for transcripts), and 
to then answer comprehension questions in the form of mini quizzes (Appendix 6c). 
As the German corpus also had a video about nursery education, a comprehension 
quiz was included about this tier of education using the video Der Togesoblouf in 
einer Kita (Appendix 6d). Students were also introduced to the concordance function 
in the corpus, and were asked to search for unfamiliar terms and to try to deduce 
the meanings from the search results. As a transition from understanding to 
interpreting an interview extract, students were asked to complete an anticipation 
exercise (see Appendices 7a and 7b), in order to make them actively aware of the 
content of the interview, and to prompt the students to start anticipating 
subsequent interview themes. Students used the corresponding exercise in their L2 
for this task, so that they could then practise interpreting the section into their LI.
For session 4, the students were asked to prepare for the topic of secondary 
education using the language-based exercises on Moodle. At the beginning of the 
lesson, there was a class discussion to explore what students had found out about 
secondary education in England and Germany. The discussion took place largely in 
German, but with some English used by native speakers when required. This part of 
the session helped to deduce from students how they had used the corpora to 
research the education systems and individual terms and phrases (RQ 1 & la). In this 
session, interpreting practice was completed as a group, using transcripts from
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interviews from BACKBONE (Appendices 8a and 8b). In an adapted version of Hansen 
and Shlesinger's (2007; cf. 2.3.2 above) role-play approach, the Researcher and the 
Tutor read the German and English roles from the selected transcripts, and the 
students took turns to interpret consecutively. During this part of the session, 
students were asked to take notes and to then use these notes to aid interpreting. 
This was followed by a short discussion about note-taking strategies.
Next, the students were asked to complete a note-taking exercise individually, using 
an exercise which had been uploaded onto Moodle. In this task, students practised 
using the 'section search' (see 3.2) function in the corpus, in order to find the video 
section called working fo r  a school with a performing arts specialist status. They 
were then guided through a set of instructions to explore note-taking techniques 
using the interview extract that they had found (RQs I & II) (see Appendices 9a and 
9b).
For session 5, students were asked to prepare for the topic of higher education and 
vocational training by using the language-based exercises on Moodle. Once again, 
the session started with a class discussion and then interpreting practice as a group 
using transcripts from BACKBONE -  Interview m it Richard and Interview with Stephen 
(see transcripts in Appendices 10a and 10b). As shown in Table 3.2 above, the focus 
for this session was TT production, so in the corpus-based part of the class, students 
were asked to practise interpreting interview sections from their L2 to their LI, links 
to which were posted on Moodle. Towards the end of the session, there was a 
further class discussion to highlight problems that had arisen and to discuss the 
possible production strategies that could be employed (RQ 1 & la).
3.3.3 Post-testing
As session 6 was reserved for post-testing, students were asked after week 5 to 
continue using the exercises on Moodle during self-study time, and to complete 
exercises that had been omitted previously. The post-test followed the same format
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as the pre-test, starting with the interpreting test^^. As mentioned in 3.2, new, 
unseen video interviews were recorded in German and English for the purpose of 
post-testing, each containing around 6 minutes of spoken material. Students were 
asked to interpret from their L2 into their LI without watching the clip first. Once 
again, the students had control over the length of each interpreting turn and were 
able to decide for themselves when to pause the ST audio. Students were allowed to 
take notes, but as in the pre-test, they were asked to prioritise listening over the 
taking of notes. Interpretations were recorded using Audacity, and later transcribed 
for closer analysis of interpreting performance and use of terms related to 
education.
In addition to the interpreting post-test, students also completed a terminology 
post-test, without prior warning. This contained the same terms from the English 
and German sub-corpora which were used in the pre-test. Students were once again 
asked to provide an explanation of each term and an equivalent term in the other 
language, where possible. The results from the terminology pre- and post-tests were 
used to assess each student's progress in terms of their knowledge of vocabulary 
related to education.
3.3.4 Transcription and Analysis
The students' interpreting performances were transcribed primarily to enable closer 
analysis of interpreting problems under the quality criteria outlined in Table 3.3 
below. The focus was on the participants' use of subject-specific terminology as well 
as ST comprehension and subsequent TT production. It was therefore deemed 
necessary to transcribe false starts and multiple false starts, in which the student 
starts and then corrects a segment, sometimes more than once. It was considered 
that renditions of this kind show a lack of confidence in both ST comprehension and 
TT production. Furthermore, instances of prolonged hesitation were also transcribed 
using the notation '...' before the rendition, as it was deemed that such hesitations 
may highlight problematic parts of the ST, particularly if more than one student
The interpreting post-test was not graded, i.e. it did not form part of the students' marks for the 
module.
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hesitated at the same point during the interpreting task. Finally, each student's 
transcript was organised turn by turn, with ST and TT segments in parallel, in order 
to facilitate an easier comparison between each ST chunk and the corresponding TT 
rendition (see transcripts in Appendices 19a-22f).
The analysis of the two types of test -  the subject-specific terminology test and the 
interpreting test -  was conducted by the Researcher in the first instance. For 
moderation purposes, second evaluators were sought who could provide an 
independent and more distanced evaluation of the data. Hence, the terminology 
tests were also analysed by a German native speaker who grew up in Germany, and 
who has lived in the UK for more than 15 years, and now works as a secondary 
school teacher. It was therefore considered that she would have the necessary 
subject-specific expertise to provide a valid evaluation of the data.
Similarly, a second evaluator was approached to analyse the students' interpreting 
transcripts and to check the consistency of the Researcher's analysis. This 
independent evaluator is a native German speaker and has a dual background in 
Translation and Interpreting Studies and language learning. It was therefore 
considered that she would be able to provide a valuable contribution to the analysis 
of the interpreting test data.
In discussion with the second evaluators, and using examples of problems identified 
in the students' interpreting transcripts, a set of criteria was established in an 
adapted version of Kalina's (2002: 125) set of quality criteria. As shown in Table 2.1 
in Chapter 2, these fall into three categories: semantic content, linguistic 
performance and presentation. The categories deemed to be relevant for this study 
are those which help to highlight the students' level of ST comprehension, including 
knowledge of terminology. Hence, three categories have been used to evaluate 
interpreting performance, which belong to the 'semantic content' and 'linguistic 
performance' strands of Kalina's criteria:
•  terminological adequacy, which focuses on the students' use of terms related 
to education.
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• accuracy, which demonstrates the students' level of ST comprehension and 
ability to reproduce the message in the target language (TL).
•  completeness, highlighting omissions of ST ideas in the TT rendition.
Regarding the students' level of engagement with the corpus-based materials, the 
analysis of problem areas in the participants' interpreting performance aims to 
highlight instances where renditions of subject-specific terms have been aided by 
working with the corpus and associated exercises (RQs I and II). Since students had 
control over the length of each interpreting turn, the terms selected for qualitative 
analysis of the interpreting transcripts occasionally feature in different turns for 
different students, i.e. there are no uniform segments across the whole sample 
which can easily be extracted for analysis. However, as the focus is not on the overall 
coherence of the students' TTs, the examples discussed are occasionally artificially 
arranged into comparable segments.
To return to the quality criteria outlined above, the term 'accuracy' is to be 
understood broadly, and includes renditions which show a clear discrepancy with the 
meaning in the corresponding ST segment, as well as additions and generalisations. 
Table 3.3 outlines the criteria in each of the three categories: terminological 
adequacy, accuracy and completeness.
In the interpreting transcripts (see Appendices 19a-22f), problems are highlighted 
according to the colours in Table 3.3 below, with the addition of pink highlighting 
where it is considered that the student has provided a successful solution. Following 
discussions with the external evaluators, the seriousness of the problems in the 
categories of accuracy and completeness was sub-divided into minor and major 
problems, on the basis of the criteria outlined in Table 3.3.
In discussion with the external evaluators, students' renditions of subject-specific 
terminology were deemed to be terminological adequate if they provided a point of 
reference for the term in the target language education system, and if this term or 
explanation would be comprehensible to a native speaker.
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interpreting. TT. information which 
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schools years, e.g. (Gile 2009). to more than
Year 5 for Klasse once.
5. Incorrect
interpretation of ST 
material, even 
after the segment 
has been listened 
to more than once.
Table 3.3 Criteria fo r  analysis o f interpreting transcripts
In addition to the analyses by the Researcher and the second evaluators, two types 
of statistical test were conducted.^® The students' scores in the terminology pre- and 
post-tests were summarised descriptively, presenting the mean increase from pre- 
to post-test along with the standard deviation from the mean values. From these 
values, a paired t-test was conducted, in order to test the significance of the 
differences between the pre- and post-test scores.
The second test was conducted to investigate the possibility that the students' 
increases in average turn length in the interpreting post-test are associated with 
higher levels of engagement with the corpus-based materials (hits on Moodle), with
Statistical tests were conducted on the kind advice of Dr David Bonsall and Dr Dawn Duke.
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longer turn lengths considered to be a sign of the student's confidence and ability to 
remember ST content. To explore this possible association, a regression analysis was 
carried out, generating a value for the R-squared coefficient of determination. R- 
squared reveals the extent to which one value can predict another. If R-squared is 
0.0, then knowledge of one value does not help to predict another value. If R- 
squared is 1.0, then knowledge of one value allows another value to be predicted (cf. 
Dobson 2002). It is important to point out, however, that this test provides 
information about the strength of a possible association, but does not indicate 
causality; it simply shows whether an association between the two variables exists.
3.3.5 Written Assignment and Feedback Questionnaire
As explained in section 3.2, the students also completed a written assignment about 
their interpreting performance (see Appendix 4a for the brief), which was based on 
the interpreting post-test. Students were asked to provide a commentary on their 
interpretation of the interview, and to discuss strategies that they used, or could 
have used. In order to analyse their performance, students had access to the ST and 
their interpreting TT. This assignment helped to gauge the extent to which students 
were actively aware of the ways in which they solve interpreting problems, and how 
they feel that the corpus-based resources aided them in the learning process (RQ 
lb).
After the study, a questionnaire was posted on Moodle for students to complete 
anonymously (see Appendix 24). This contained questions about the usefulness of 
the corpus-based exercises for lexical knowledge acquisition and interpreting, as well 
as questions about the students' perceived learning success. The questionnaire also 
aimed to deduce information about the ways in which students used the corpus and 
exercises in self-study time (RQ la  & lb). This follows an adapted version of an 
earlier study by Kennedy and Miceli (2001), which assessed students' use of the 
Contemporary Written Italian Corpus (CWIC). The aim of this investigation was to 
study the effectiveness of students' own corpus investigations and to enable them to 
progress from using the corpus in the classroom to becoming independent 
'researchers' (cf. Johns 1991) of a foreign language. In Kennedy and Miceli's study.
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evidence was collected by asking students to show their work and to comment on 
how they solved problems using the corpus (Kennedy & Miceli 2001: 81). Questions 
in the present study were designed to elicit similar responses, albeit in written form.
The methodology described above was trialled in case study 1 (the pilot study), the 
results of which are presented in Chapter 4. On the basis of feedback from students 
who took part in case study 1, minor modifications were made to the procedures, 
and these are outlined in 3.4 below.
3.4 Methodological Modifications to Subsequent Case Studies
On the basis of the findings and feedback from the participants in case study 1 (see 
Chapter 4), the methodological approach underwent minor modifications. First, the 
questionnaire generated comments regarding the layout of the exercises on Moodle. 
As explained in 3.3, each session was organised with three sections on Moodle: one 
consisting of language-based exercises in German, a second containing language- 
based exercises in English and a third with interpreting tasks relating to both 
languages. This created a linear format, and attracted comments, such as:
What I disliked was the user-unfriendly design of the page. It is an endless, linear 
list of exercises, not structured at all. Some kind of tree structure or drop-down 
menus would be great. Another user-unfriendly aspect of the web layout is that 
videos and exercises are mentioned in the unit induction text, but you have to 
scroll down to find the actual links, so that you have to read a bit, then scroll down 
for the activity, then scroll up again - very confusing. Direct links in the text would 
be nice.
For the subsequent case studies, the materials were organised by session, with all 
activities for each class in one separate section and with direct links to exercises 
and/or video extracts. In addition, separate sections were created consisting of extra 
exercises for self-study, with the aim of emphasising that students could, and should, 
continue to use the resources in their own time.
Some of the students also commented that some of the exercises were too simple, 
particularly in relation to language-based tasks involving multiple choice elements.
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I think the comprehension exercises where we had to select an answer from a few 
options were maybe a bit too simple. The ones where we had to type the answers 
were much more challenging.
Tasks of this type are, by nature, less complicated than exercises in which students 
are required to write freely, and it is difficult to solve this issue on the Moodle 
interface, and without the use of specialist software (cf. 7.1.2 below). The decision 
was therefore taken to use fewer exercises with multiple choice questions in the 
other three case studies.
Apart from addressing the students' comments by modifying the organisation of the 
resources on Moodle, the questionnaire itself was also adapted, in order to elicit 
responses regarding the students' methods of working with the corpus-based 
materials (RQ la) and their awareness of how they can learn using the resources (RQ 
lb). In the subsequent studies, the students were asked how they would use the 
resources to prepare for a topic other than education. This question was designed to 
explore to what extent the students had developed their own independent methods 
of working, and whether they were able to apply these techniques to a different, 
albeit hypothetical, task.
An additional question regarding students' perceived areas of difficulty was inserted 
into the questionnaire for the third case study, in which the participants were at an 
earlier stage in their training -  in the second year as opposed to the final year of 
their degree. It was considered that it would be useful to know which aspects of 
language learning and interpreting the students find most challenging at this level.
There were also further modifications in the procedure for case study 3, simply due 
to the context of this study, i.e. the participants were level 2 students rather than 
level 3 students. These changes to the methodological approach are outlined in 3.4.2 
below.
Apart from modifications to the layout of the exercises and changes to the 
questionnaire, the method was also adapted to incorporate a greater element of 
control regarding the situations in which terms related to education were 
encountered; that is to say, more terms, selected by the Researcher, which were not
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discussed in class. The aim of this change was to increase the number of subject- 
specific terms which only featured in the two sub-corpora and associated exercises. 
In doing so, it was envisaged that it might be possible to attribute students' 
improved knowledge of more terms to working with the corpus-based resources.
3.5 Subsequent Case Studies
The modifications outlined above were implemented in three further case studies. 
These are outlined briefly in 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3, including information about the 
participants who took part in each study.
3.5.1 Case Study 2
Case study 2 was conducted according to the methodology described in Chapter 3, 
but with the modifications outlined in 3.4 above. The language pair in this sample 
was English and French, with five English native speakers and four French native 
speakers. Although the timeframe for this study was the same as for case study 1 
(see Table 3.2), some of the materials used here were necessarily different: a French 
video extract from the BACKBONE French sub-corpus was required for the French- 
English interpreting pre-test (see video interview on DVD and transcript in Appendix
12), and a separate video was created for the interpreting post-test (video interview 
on DVD and transcript in Appendix 13). Similar to the English and German pre-test 
videos, a French extract was selected which contained general information about the 
speaker: his name, where he is from and his occupation. He then talks about 
francophonie and the promotion of French language and culture abroad.
The French interpreting post-test was filmed with a French lecturer who teaches at 
the University of Limerick. It follows a similar format to the English and German 
tests, starting with general information about the speaker. The video then consists of 
information about the French education system, starting from when children are 
aged six to when they enter higher education. The French ST speaker answers 
questions about the French education system, although these were supplied in 
writing beforehand because the interviewer was not present, and so the video takes 
the form of a monologue, with structured questions which guide the speaker to elicit
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similar responses to those in the English and German interpreting post-tests. The 
French post-test contains 859 words and is similar in length to the English and 
German interpreting post-tests, around 6 minutes of spoken material (see Appendix
13).
Generally, the students in this sample had little prior experience of interpreting. 
However, there is some variation which is worth mentioning, as outlined in Table 
3.4.
Participant Mother tongue Interpreting experience
FI EN One semester of German-English-German 
interpreting (participant B in case study 1).
F2 FR No previous interpreting training or experience.
F3 FR No previous interpreting training or experience.
F4 FR No previous interpreting training or experience.
F5 EN Studied English-Spanish-English consecutive 
interpreting, alongside this module in English- 
French-English interpreting.
F6 EN No previous interpreting training or experience.
F7 EN No previous interpreting training or experience.
F8 EN Studied English-Spanish-English consecutive 
interpreting, alongside this module in English- 
French-English interpreting.
F9 FR A semester-long module of note-taking at the 
student's home institution in France.
Table 3.4 Case study 2 Participant Profiles
The majority of the participants had received no previous interpreter training, 
although FI had completed an introductory course in consecutive interpreting with 
German and English as the language pair (participant B in case study 1), and F9 had 
attended a module on note-taking at her home institution in France.
This case study tracks the students' use of 52 terms related to education, all of which 
appear in at least one of the following scenarios: class discussion, terminology tests, 
interpreting post-test, corpus-based materials. These terms are mapped, showing
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where each lexical item could have been encountered by the students (see Appendix
14).
In the analysis of the terminology and interpreting tests, a second person was asked 
to provide an evaluation of the data, in order to check and moderate the initial 
analysis, which was conducted by the Researcher. The second evaluator is a 
practising French-English interpreter and interpreter trainer at undergraduate and 
postgraduate levels. It was therefore considered that she would be able to provide 
an expert second opinion in the analysis of this data sample.
3.5.2 Case Study 3
This case study was conducted according to the methodology described in Chapter 3, 
but with the modifications outlined in 3.4 above. The language pair in this sample 
was English and German, with four English native speakers in their second year of 
undergraduate study. As outlined in 3.4, the timeframe for this study was shorter 
than in case studies 1, 2 and 4, since the sessions described here took the format of 
two workshops, with the aim of providing students with a brief introduction to 
consecutive interpreting and to using the corpus-based materials to practise this 
activity. As this study was not conducted as part of a degree module, the students 
were not required to write an assignment reflecting on their performance in the 
interpreting-post test, and so this data type was not collected from this sample.
The German interpreting pre- and post-test videos were the same as those used in 
case study 1 (see Appendices 2a, 2b, 3a & 3b), and the terminology tests consisted of 
the same terms which were presented to students in case study 1 (see Appendices 
la  and lb). The students in this sample had no prior experience of interpreting and 
had not spent any prolonged periods of time in German-speaking countries.
In the analysis of the terminology and interpreting tests, the initial evaluation by the 
Researcher was moderated. The same moderators, who aided in the analysis of the 
data in case study 1, were asked to provide an evaluation of the data in this sample.
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3.5.3 Case Study 4
This final case study was conducted using an adapted version of case study 1, As 
outlined in 3.4, changes to the organisation and design of the study were made in 
accordance with feedback from students regarding the usability of the materials 
uploaded to Moodle. In this sample, it was difficult to assign all students an LI and 
an L2, since four of the participants were German/English bilinguals, who had spent 
time in both the English and German education systems. However, all four bilinguals 
chose to interpret into English in the post-test, perhaps suggesting that these 
students perceive their production skills to be stronger in English. This is further 
supported by the hits on Moodle, which indicate that more of the English exercises 
were completed than the German exercises, which required the students to practise 
interpreting into German. The other two students were native speakers of German 
who were completing the interpreting module as part of the Erasmus programme, 
and both of whom had received some prior training in consecutive interpreting at 
their home institutions. Profiles of the participants are summarised in Table 3.5.
Participant Mother tongue Interpreting experience
G1 DE One semester of German-English-German 
consecutive interpreting at home institution.
G2 DE One semester of German-English-German 
consecutive interpreting at home institution.
G3 EN/DE bilingual No previous interpreting training or experience.
G4 EN/DE bilingual No previous interpreting training or experience.
G5 EN/DE bilingual No previous interpreting training or experience.
G6 EN/DE bilingual No previous interpreting training or experience.
Table 3.5 Case Study 4 Participant Profiles
The pre- and post-test materials in this study were the same as those used in case 
studies 1 and 3 (see Appendices la, lb , 2a, 2b, 3a & 3b). Once again, the analysis of 
the students' interpreting and lexical knowledge tests was moderated by the same 
evaluators who contributed to case studies 1 and 3. This enabled the consistency of 
the initial analysis to be verified.
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In the following three chapters, the findings from the case studies will be presented, 
starting with the results from case study 1 (pilot study) in Chapter 4. This is followed 
in Chapter 5 by the findings from case study 2, which as mentioned in 3.5.1, used 
English and French as the language pair. The presentation of findings is concluded in 
Chapter 6 with the results from case studies 3 and 4, both of which used English and 
German as the language pair.
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CHAPTER 4
Case Study 1: Findings
In order to test the methodology outlined in Chapter 3, the first case study was 
conducted in the form of a pilot study/^ following the procedures described in 3.3. 
In this chapter, an overview of the findings from this study will be given, both in 
terms of quantitative results (4.1) and qualitative findings from the students' post­
test interpreting transcripts (4.2), and written assignments and questionnaires (4.3). 
The quantitative findings provide a concise overview of the trends emerging from 
the data sample, before a more in-depth qualitative exploration of the students' 
performances. The discussion draws on examples of the students' knowledge and 
application of 54 terms in English and German which are related to the topic of 
education (see Appendix 11 for the list of terms).
In 4.1, research questions 1 and la  are investigated, presenting data gathered from 
four areas linked to the data types in 3.2 above:
• Students' engagement with the exercises on Moodle (hits)
• Scores in the terminology pre- and post-tests
• Audio recordings and data regarding interpreting turn length
• Interpreting transcripts
This study is described in Baie (2013).
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Section 4.2 provides further evaluation of the data obtained from the students' post­
test interpreting transcripts and terminology tests, drawing on qualitative examples 
to illustrate the students' application of subject-specific terminology. The third 
research question regarding learner autonomy is addressed in 4.3 in relation to the 
students' comments in the written assignment and the feedback questionnaire.
4.1 Quantitative Findings and Générai Observations
In terms of a comparison of the students' pre- and post-test data, it is apparent that 
all participants increased their knowledge of terminology related to the field of 
education. Table 4.1 shows each participant's number of correct explanations and 
correct equivalent terms in the terminology pre- and post-tests. As can be seen in 
Table 4.1, anomalies are displayed by participants D, E and G in the number of 
German terms explained correctly, as the number of correct answers is lower in the 
post-test than in the pre-test.
EN Explanations 
N=14
DE Explanations 
N=14
EN trans to 
DE 
N=14
DE trans to  
EN 
N=14
Participant Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
A 3 13 5 13 6 14 1 13
B 11 12 0 7 2 10 1 7
C 2 13 2 10 4 11 4 9
D 4 11 12 10 4 8 6 11
E 7 13 13 11 7 13 5 9
F 13 14 5 5 4 10 3 14
G 6 10 12 9 6 11 8 10
H 4 11 10 11 7 9 4 9
TOTAL 50 97 59 76 40 86 32 82
Mean 6.25 12.125 7.375 9.5 5 10.75 4 10.25
St dev 3.919 1.356 5.012 2.507 1.773 1.982 2.39
0
2.315
t(7)=-4.467,
p<0.01
t(7)=-1.26,
p>0.05
t(7)=-7.92,
p<0.001
t(7)=-5.12,
p<0.001
Table 4.1 Students' scores in terminology pre- and post-tests
However, this may show that these participants had learned corresponding 
equivalent expressions during the study, and that they therefore did not think
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explanations for all terms were necessary, and hence they left the explanation fields 
blank on the post-test. In fact, this is supported by the increase in the number of 
equivalent terms provided by each participant in the post-test. It is also interesting 
that these participants, who are all German native speakers, seemed to rely more on 
explaining German terms in the pre-test, but gave more English translations of terms 
in the post-test. This is an important improvement in these students' knowledge of 
vocabulary, as there is little time for lengthy explanations of terms during 
consecutive interpreting situations.
As explained in 3.3.4, a paired t-test was conducted on each set of pre- and post-test 
data under the four categories of 'explanations of English terms', 'explanations of 
German terms', translations of terms from English into German' and 'translations of 
terms from German into English'. The improvement in students' knowledge of these 
items of terminology related to education was significant at the level of p<0.01^^ for 
explanations of English terms. Furthermore, the biggest increases are in the 
categories for translations of terms, showing an even stronger result, with 
significance at the level of p<0.001 for translations from English into German and 
from German into English. There is, however, no significant increase between pre- 
and post-test conditions for explanations of German terms.
In order to identify possible links between students' lexical knowledge and corpus 
use, the terms which featured during the study were mapped according to the 
situations in which they had been encountered through the students' use of the 
corpus and exercises in self-study time. For example, 'A Level' featured in three 
areas: in the English sub-corpus, in the terminology tests and in the interpreting 
post-test, but it did not arise during class discussions (see Appendix 11 for the full list 
of terms).
By working with the corpus and associated exercises, the students were able to 
encounter more of the terms related to education. Table 4.2 shows the number of
p<0.01 means the likelihood that the difference between pre- and post-test is due to chance is less 
tan 1%; p<0.001 means the likelihood that the difference between pre- and post-test is due to chance 
is less than 0.1%.
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education-related terms seen by each student in any of the situations; either in class 
discussion, in the corpus and associated exercises, in the terminology tests, in the 
interpreting post-test, or in more than one of these conditions. From Table 4.2, it 
becomes clear that greater engagement with the materials, indicated by the number 
of hits logged on Moodle, meant that students encountered more of the key terms 
related to the topic of study. This interaction with the corpus-based resources gave 
students like F, for example, more opportunities to encounter and learn certain 
terms.
Participant Hits Terms seen
F 180 35
G 67 27
A 74 20
C 98 24
E 91 20
H 64 13
D 22 14
B 24 12
Table 4.2 Hits and terms seen by each student In decreasing rank order o f hits
Moving from the teaching and learning phase to the interpreting post-test, the 
students were then ranked according to the number of ST words interpreted in each 
turn, in order to compare each student's average turn length and the number of hits 
logged on Moodle. As mentioned in 3.3.1, it was considered that analysis of the 
average turn length would reveal information about the students' level of 
confidence in their own memory capacity as well as their confidence in their level of 
comprehension. Observing average turn length alongside the number of hits allowed 
any associations between these two factors to be highlighted. Whilst there are likely 
to be some differences between languages, due to grammatical peculiarities in, for 
example, word order in German, the number of ST words was deemed to be a more 
reliable indicator of turn length than the running time of each turn. Time, as an 
indicator of turn length, can be affected by several variables, including the ST 
speaker's speech rate, hesitations, false starts, and so on.
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Table 4.3 below shows the students' total number of hits in class, the number of hits 
generated during self-study and each student's average turn length in the 
interpreting pre- and post-tests. From the analysis of turn length, it can generally be 
said that students who engaged more with the materials achieved a bigger increase 
in average turn length, when pre- and post-test performances are compared. Most 
notable is the increase for participant F, with 180 hits and an increase in average ST 
words interpreted per turn of 216. Participant C seems to show an anomalous result, 
with the second highest number of hits, but with no change in the number of ST 
words interpreted per turn. However, as shown in Table 3.1, C already had some 
experience of training in consecutive interpreting, and the base figure of 108 was 
already high.
Participant Total 
Hits/Hits 
during Self- 
Study
Pre-test: Average number 
of ST words interpreted 
per turn
Post-test: Average 
number of ST words 
interpreted per turn
Difference 
between 
pre- and 
post-test
F (EN)'' 180/153 30 246 + 216
C(DE) 98/39 108 108 0
H(DE) 64/30 32 61 + 29
G (DE) 67/57 31 51 + 20
D(DE) 22/18 17 25 + 8
B(EN) 24/11 17 18 + 1
A (DE) 74/48 22 17 -5
E(DE) 91/31 15 13 -2
Table  4 . 3  S t u d e n t s '  hi ts  a n d  a v e r a g e  tu rn  l e n g t h  (ST w o r d s )
It also seems that two groups emerge from this study, indicated by the shaded areas 
in Table 4.3. On the one hand, participants F, C, H and G, seem to have performed 
better, generally showing more engagement with the corpus-based resources and 
higher increases in the average number of ST words interpreted per turn, with the 
exception of C, mentioned above. Participants D, B, A and E seem to have performed 
less well, and on the whole, showed less engagement with the corpus-based 
resources. The differences between the figures for the pre- and post-tests are also 
smaller for these participants, with decreases for participants A and E, once again
Refers to  the student's native language (LI).
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indicating that these students were perhaps less able to remember longer chunks of 
the ST, or that they perceived themselves to be less able to do so. Interestingly, the 
total number of hits for participants A and E is rather high (74 and 91 respectively), 
although as explained above, it is not possible to know exactly what the student did 
with each hit. So it could be that the participant opened many of the files, thus 
creating hits, but did not necessarily engage in meaningful activity with the 
exercises.
To further investigate the potential link between the students' use of the corpus- 
based materials and the average turn length in the interpreting post test, a 
regression analysis was conducted, as explained in 3.3.4 above. Figure 4.1 shows the 
extent to which post-test turn length and total hits are proportional in this set of 
data.
300
250U )
200
100
50
100 150 200-50
Total Hits
♦  Post-Test Results 
 Linear (Post-Test Results)
R^  = 0.7509
Fig. 4 .1  R -s q ua r e  va lu e  f o r  t o t a l  hi ts  a n d  p o s t - t e s t  a v e r a g e  tu rn  l e n g t h
The R-squared value, representing the extent to which the number of hits is linked to 
the average turn length, (R^=0.75, F=18.085, p<0.005) is relatively high, thus 
supporting the association between higher engagement with the materials, in terms 
of hits, and a higher increase in average turn length. The R^  value (0.75) indicates 
that 75% of the variation from the linear regression has been accounted for, and this 
association is significant at the level of p<0.005. It is, however, important to point 
out that such a trend cannot be reported too strongly, due to the small sample size 
and the approximate nature of the data concerning hits.
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As a general observation, students seemed to focus on exercises in their L2. This is 
perhaps unsurprising and may be due to a (sometimes mistaken) belief that 
knowledge of the education system and corresponding vocabulary is sufficient in the 
LI. However, it is also interesting to note that there is a focus on L2 learning in 
foreign language lessons at secondary level as well as in content modules at 
university. These observations are interesting in the context of the present study 
because, for interpreting, it is important that students practise both languages, 
particularly when subject-specific terminology is required, which may also be 
unfamiliar to students in their LI.
It is also interesting that the availability of corpus-based materials seems to prompt 
students to prepare for classes and to research the topic more thoroughly than when 
such resources are not available. This was particularly evident in the session after the 
study had finished. There was a change of topic from 'education' to 'tour guiding in 
London and Tubingen' in session 7. As usual, students were asked to prepare for the 
topic during the following week, although they did not have access to any videos or 
corpus-based exercises to facilitate their preparation. There was a notable difference 
in the students' (world) knowledge, i.e. their (prepared) knowledge of education 
systems and their knowledge of London and Tübingen, and it appeared that very 
little research had been done for the tour guiding topic as a whole.
In 4.2, a selection of qualitative examples is presented, in order to illustrate the 
students' use of terms related to education, drawing on terms which were 
encountered in the terminology pre- and post-tests, in class discussions, and in the 
corpus-based materials.
4.2 Analysis of Interpreting Post-Test
As outlined in Table 3.1, two of the participants (B and F) in this case study were 
English native speakers, and hence these two students interpreted from German into 
English. The other four students interpreted from English into German. From the 
interpreting transcripts, several problem areas arise, particularly where the ST 
contains terminology related to education.
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The discussion starts by highlighting examples from the English native speaker 
students' interpreting transcripts, which suggest that the level of engagement with 
the corpus-based materials is linked to the overall success of the interpreting 
performance, with regards to the criteria of accuracy and completeness (see Table
3.3).
Level of engagement with the corpus materials and performance In the 
Interpreting post-test
Although the focus of analysis is on the students' use of subject-specific terminology, 
it is also useful to explore parts of the ST which proved to be problematic, in terms of 
the students' ability to provide complete and accurate renditions (see assessment 
criteria in Table 3.3 in 3.3.4). The examples which highlight the students' use of 
terminology related to education can be linked to the participants' work with the 
corpus through information gathered on the Moodle course page (hits). This is not 
the case with problems of completeness and accuracy, such as in Examples 1 and 2a 
and 2b below. However, a looser association can be made between the seemingly 
more successful performance of participant F, for example, compared to that of 
participant B; an association between the students' level of engagement with the 
corpus-based exercises, in terms of hits logged on Moodle, and the level of success 
in the interpreting post-test. Example 1 starts with a major omission by participant B.
Example 1:
ST Schon, und was fur eine Ausbildung hast du gemacht?
B:TT *Omitted*
F:TT Can you just explain what sort of studies you did?
This is the second question in the interview ST and, as shown in Example 1, B 
omitted the whole question which was posed by the interviewer. This was 
considered to be a major omission, as without a translation of the question, the 
English speaking audience receives an answer from the ST speaker without any 
context, and so it may take some time for them to 'catch up', thus disrupting their 
comprehension. However, as mentioned above, this is not an omission which can be 
linked to the student's work with the corpus, apart from the fact that B engaged far
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less with the materials than participant F, as shown by the number of hits (see Table
4.3).
Participant B displayed other deficiencies in her TT rendition, both in terms of 
accuracy and completeness, as displayed in Examples 2a and 2b.
Example 2a:
ST Im Moment sind Gesprache im Gange, dass man versucht die Schulzeit von... oder die
gymnasiale Schulzeit von insgesamt 13 Jahren auf 12 Jahre zu reduzieren, aber das 1st
noch nicht entschieden, und in Nordrhein-Westfalen zum Beispiel darf man inzwischen 
entscheiden, ob man 12 oder 13 Jahre machen will an den einzelnen Schuien.
B:TT In Nordrhein Westfalen... they're thinking of changing it to make the age... what you have 
to decide which school to go to from 13 to 11.
F:TT At the moment there's discussions in Germany about talking to reduce the number of 
years that pupils go to school altogether when they want to do their... the A... equivalent 
of A Levels, from 13 years down to 12. But nothing has been decided about that yet. 
There is discussion in... there is one federal state. North Rhine-Westphalia, where pupils 
have the choice as to whether they do it in 12 or 13 years.
Example 2b:
ST aber dort lernen sie eigentiich keine schuiischen Fahigkeiten. sondern eher F...1 vielleicht 
(wie man) ein Butterbrot schmiert
B:TT Here thev don't learn particularlv strenuous school subiects l...lthev mavbe iust throw 
bread and butter at each other
F:TT And there, they don't really learn any school subjects, but it tends to be things such as [...] 
how to make a sandwich
As shown in Example 2a, B omitted the first part of this extract. As this is the 
precursor to the second part of the segment, this omission is deemed to be major in 
nature. Furthermore, the second part was then interpreted, but with an instance of 
major inaccuracy, since the student not only gave the incorrect number of years, but 
also stated that "they're thinking of changing it", without clarifying what these 
changes might be. F on the other hand, provided a full and complete rendition. 
Similarly, in Example 2b, participant B displayed another major inaccuracy, as she 
seemed to misunderstand the ST. Though it is not possible to draw strong inferences 
about the reasons for the differences in B and F's renditions in the examples above, 
it is nevertheless evident that participant F was clearly more engaged than B, and 
subsequently was more successful in the interpreting post-test.
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Terms featured in class discussions and In corpus materials
The students' knowledge of terms in this section was tested in the terminology pre- 
and post-tests, and the items of terminology featured both in class discussions and in 
the corpus materials. Improvements in knowledge here may therefore be in part due 
to the students' work with the corpus and associated exercises, but also as a result 
of class discussions.
Examples 3 and 4 show the English native speaker students' renditions of the 
German qualification, the mittlerer Abschluss, and the German native speaker 
participants' renditions of the approximately equivalent term, the GCSE.
Example 3:
ST Dann auf der Realschule Ribt es meistens so einen mittleren Abschluss, der so eine 
Fachoberschulreife gibt.
B:TT At high school there's a more middling qualification.
F:TT At the Realschule, which is like the middle level of education, there is a middle level 
leaving certificate, which would be the equivalent of an English GCSE.
Participant B translated the term literally, using middling to render mittlerer, which 
would not be comprehensible to an English speaking listener. Participant F, on the 
other hand, provided the approximate qualification in the English system, the GCSE, 
thus offering the TT listener a point of reference to the target educational system. 
Both terms, GCSE and mittlerer Abschluss, were encountered by participant F during 
the study, whereas the hits on Moodle reveal that participant B did not complete 
any corpus-based exercises which featured these terms. So here, it could be the case 
that F's knowledge of this terminology was facilitated by both the class discussions 
and the corpus-based exercises. B, on the other hand, had not benefitted from the 
discussion of these terms, and furthermore, she did not complete relevant corpus- 
based exercises which might have aided her in interpreting this segment. It is also 
interesting that, with regards to the terminology test, participant B provided no 
answer in the pre- and post-test, yet F gave GCSE as an equivalent term in the 
terminology post-test, having provided no response for this term in the terminology 
pre-test, suggesting that this knowledge gap had been filled.
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Example 3 illustrated how the English native speakers rendered the term mittlerer 
Abschluss in the interpreting post-test. The approximately equivalent term, GCSE, 
also featured in the English interpreting post-test ST. Example 4 shows how this term 
was interpreted by all German native speakers in this study.
All six participants provided an adequate rendition by giving the approximate 
equivalent term in the German system -  the Realschulabschluss or the mittlere Reife. 
According to the hits on Moodle, all participants completed exercises containing this 
term, and so it would be reasonable to suggest that knowledge of this qualification 
was aided by working with the corpus.
Example 4:
ST The main qualifications that you would leave Queen Elizabeth's with are certainly GCSEs, 
so a General Certificate of Secondary Education.
A:TT Nun, der wichtigste Schulabschluss, mit dem man die Queen Elizabeth's School, wo ich 
arbeite. verlassen kann 1st es die sogenannten GCSEs -  General Certificate of Secondary 
Education. Es hat eine gewisse Ahniichkeit mit dem deutschen Realschulabschluss.
C;TT Ja. also ais Abschluss einer Grammar School werden die GCSE abgelegt. das sind so wie die 
ietzten Prdfungen. Also es ist eigentiich equivalent zum deutschen Realschulabschluss.
D:TT Hauptsachiich die mittlere Reife.
E:TT Also die Hauotauaiifikationen, die man hier erreicht sind die GCSEs. Das ist vergieichbar 
mit dem deutschen Realschulabschluss.
G:TT der Hauptabschiuss ist der GCSE, ungefahr vergieichbar mit dem Realschulabschluss
H:TT der Hauptabschiuss, den man erstmai erwirbt auf dieser Schuie... ist... also genereii... es 
gibt sogenannte GCSEs und damit, also mit diesem Abschluss, der ist... ia etwa vergieichbar 
mit dem Realschulabschluss
This is particularly the case for students who did not know this term at the start of 
the study. GCSE is not in the English terminology test, but the German term mittlere 
Reife is featured in the German term test. From the results of these tests, it becomes 
clear that participants D, G and H already gave GCSE as an approximate equivalent 
for mittlere Reife in the terminology pre-test. However, A, C and E did not know the 
term GCSE in the terminology pre-test, but subsequently gave the correct answer in 
the terminology post-test, as well as in the interpreting post-test, as shown in 
Example 4 above. For these three students in particular, this bridging of the gap in 
lexical knowledge was arguably strongly aided by working with the corpus and 
associated exercises.
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Apart from terminology for the various educational qualifications, there are also 
instances where terms for types of schools are interpreted with differing degrees of 
success. This seemed to be particularly problematic when interpreting from German 
into English, due in part to the existence of a three-tiered system in the German 
context. Example 5 shows how B and F interpreted the term Gymnasium, which is 
approximately equivalent to the English term, grammar school.
Example 5:
ST Und du hast das Gymnasium erwahnt...
B:TT You went to a Gymnasium, which is a orivate school.
F:TT You mentioned the Gymnasium, so the highest level of secondary education.
Participant B provided an incorrect paraphrase, stating that a Gymnasium is a private 
school. This was a misconception expressed by participant B during a class discussion 
on one occasion: that a grammar school is a private school, and this manifested itself 
in her TT rendition. B repeated this incorrect paraphrase again, before correctly 
translating Gymnasium as grammar school when it was mentioned by the ST speaker 
on the third occasion, hence leading to an instance of terminological inadequacy, 
and risking causing confusion in the English-speaking listener. F, on the other hand, 
provided a paraphrase by placing the Gymnasium within the context of the three­
tiered school system in Germany.
From the logs on Moodle, it is evident that Gymnasium had been encountered by 
both B and F in corpus-based exercises, and it had also been discussed in class. 
Therefore, knowledge of this term may have been activated by both class discussion 
and corpus activities. Furthermore, due to F's high number of hits (see Table 4.3), it 
is possible that she encountered this term more frequently than B. Interestingly, B 
also gave the answer private school as an equivalent term for Gymnasium in the 
terminology pre-test, but subsequently gave the correct answer, grammar school, in 
the terminology post-test. However, she also gave a further explanation in the pre­
test, as follows:
B: Terminology pre-test Private school where parents can choose to send their children.
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So it would seem that B simply conflated the two ideas of private schools and 
grammar schools, resulting in correct renditions in some places and in incorrect 
renditions elsewhere, as the underlying concept had not been understood correctly.
Terms for the types of school in the German education system also arose in other 
parts of the ST, and example 6 presents how B and F interpreted Gymnasium the 
second time it was mentioned, as well as the other two types of school in the three­
tiered German secondary system, Hauptschule and Realschule.
Example 6:
ST aber dieses Gutachten sagt ob sie auf eine weiterfiihrende Schuie, ob sie auf die 
Hauptschule, auf die Realschule oder auf das Gymnasium gehen sollen
B:TT but the parents have to watch out which school... if they go to a high school, college or a 
private school.
F:TT but based on this recommendation, it savs which school the pupils ought to go to
B translated Realschule and Gymnasium incorrectly, once again translating 
Gymnasium as private school, and also placing Realschule outside of the secondary 
school system, as college belongs to the domain of post-16 education. On the other 
hand, F omitted the types of school. Whilst it may have been useful for the listener 
to receive a reminder of the different types of school, in discussion with the 
secondary evaluator, this was deemed to be a minor omission, since the student 
showed elsewhere in the TT that she knew how to translate these terms. 
Furthermore, it could even be argued that this was a strategic omission, as the 
names or types of school are arguably not of great importance in this segment.
Another interesting term in Example 6 is Gutachten, which refers to the report 
received by German pupils at the end of primary school, outlining the recommended 
type of secondary school that they ought to attend. Participant B's rendition was 
considered to display a major inaccuracy, since she presented a mistranslation, 
perhaps mistaking Gutachten for beachten (to pay attention, to take notice of). This 
term did not occur in the corpus or in class discussions, although a term which is 
similar in meaning, Gymnasialempfehlung, did feature in some of the corpus-based 
exercises. Participant F completed activities which contained this term, whereas B 
did not, so this may in part explain F's satisfactory rendition.
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A final term to highlight from the English interpreting post-test ST, which was 
discussed in class and featured in the corpus materials, is Specialist Status. The 
concept of educational specialisms is a current aspect of the school system in 
England, which refers to a school's focal area of study, for which it receives extra 
funding. From the Moodle log, it is clear that all German native speaker students, 
apart from A and E, completed exercises which featured this term. However, 
problems surrounding the interpretation of this idea still arose in the interpreting 
post-test.
Example 7:
ST OK. And 1 understand it's also pot a Specialist Status, the school here?
A:TT Ah. alias klar. Und hab ich das richtig verstanden. dass diese Schuie auch einen Snecialist 
Status hat.
C:TT OK, das ist sehr intéressant. So viel ich weiss hat die Kent... die Queen Elizabeth Grammar 
School auch einen gewissen... einen speziellen Status, also sie ist in bestimmten Fachern 
soezialisiert. Kannst du darüber was sagen?
D:TT Und Ihre Schuie hat sich auf einen bestimmten Zweig soezialisiert.
E:TT Und so eine Grammar School hat einen besonderen Status hier?
G:TT Und hab ich das richtig verstanden. ihre Schuie hat doch einen soezieiien Status, ein 
Bonus? 1st das richtig?
H:TT Ja. dann hab ich gehort. dass Queen Elizabeth's hier einen Specialist Status hat?
As Example 7 shows, participants A and H interpreted Specialist Status by using what 
Gile (2009) calls instant naturalisation. This means that, on hearing the ST term, the 
students created an impromptu loanword by applying TL phonology to the original 
SL words. This solution is deemed to be terminologically inadequate, since a German 
speaking audience would be unlikely to grasp the meaning of this concept without 
further explanation.
Though not as explicit as participants A and H, the renditions provided by E and G 
feature close borrowings, translating special as besonderer or spezieller. However, 
similar to the solutions offered by A and H, E and G's renditions would be difficult to 
follow without an additional explanation of the term, and these are therefore also 
considered to be terminologically inadequate. C and D are therefore the only 
students who provided adequate interpretations: C offered a further explanation 
with also sie 1st in bestimmten Fdchern speziallsiert (so it specialises in certain 
subjects), whilst D adequately referred to the school's branch {Zweig) of specialism.
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The disappointing renditions of the segment in Example 7 do not necessarily mean 
that the students failed to learn equivalent terms or explanations for Specialist 
Status in German. As mentioned above. Specialist Status was discussed in class and 
all students, except A and E, completed exercises featuring this term. In the 
terminology pre-test, none of the students were able to offer an explanation or an 
equivalent term, simply leaving the fields blank. However, all students offered an 
explanation and/or an equivalent term in the terminology post-test. This shows that 
they had gained some knowledge of this concept and the corresponding idea in 
German, but were not able to call on this knowledge during the interpreting task. 
This highlights that the application of lexical knowledge is complex, and this 
knowledge needs to be activated for successful production to take place (cf. Green 
1993; Skaaden 1999). The extent to which a term is used successfully may depend on 
several factors, for example, lexical density, ST speaker's speech rate, among others, 
and so the same term may be applied satisfactorily at one point in the TT and 
unsatisfactorily elsewhere.
Terms only featured In corpus materials
The examples above have examined the students' renditions of terms which 
featured in the terminology tests, in class discussions and in the corpus materials. In 
this section, the terms only featured in the corpus materials, and did not arise in 
class discussions. Here, Example 8 illustrates the English native speaker participants' 
renditions of the term Abitur when it first occurred in the German ST. Participant F 
used an established translation strategy, with a combination of a paraphrase, 
transference and a cultural equivalent (Newmark 1988: 91), transferring the German 
term Abitur, followed by a brief explanation in English.
Example 8:
ST Ja. urn eine allgemeine Hochschulrelfe zu haben muss man das Abitur gemacht haben.
B:TT They should have done the German equivalent of A Levels In a high school or a college.
F:TT ...thev need to have a general school leaving certificate that Is called the Abitur In 
Germanv, which Is like the British equivalent of A Levels.
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As this is the first mention of the term Abitur in the ST, it was useful for the English- 
speaking target audience to hear the German term, along with an approximate 
cultural equivalent in the English school system. Participant B also provided a 
cultural equivalent, but did not mention the German term. Although together with 
the second evaluator, it was decided that both strategies could be deemed as 
acceptable, there is an interesting qualitative difference: participant B provided the 
audience with an approximation of the qualification in the English educational 
context. However, as Abitur appeared here on the first occasion, it was also 
considered to be appropriate, as in F's rendition, to provide the English-speaking 
listener with a German point of reference, by repeating the German term, and then 
giving the relevant English qualification, the A Level.
The terminology pre- and post-tests reveal that both B and F provided correct 
responses for the term A level. Interestingly however, the other education-related 
term in Example 8, allgemeine Hochschulrelfe, was interpreted with different 
degrees of success by participants B and F. This term only featured in the corpus 
materials, and according to the analysis of hits, participant F encountered this term 
whilst completing exercises, and subsequently offered a satisfactory solution with 
general school leaving certificate. Participant B, on the other hand, did not 
encounter this term during her work with the corpus-based tasks, and did not offer 
any translation of this term, although the TT rendition is nevertheless clear.
The examples above have explored the students' renditions of subject-specific 
terminology in the interpreting post-test and the terminology tests. The terms in this 
study mainly featured in the corpus-based materials as well as in class discussions. 
As explained in 3.4, in the subsequent case studies a greater element of control was 
introduced with regards to the situations in which terms were encountered. This 
means that in case studies 2, 3 and 4 (Chapters 5 and 6), there are more examples of 
terms which were only encountered in the corpus-based materials, allowing stronger 
links to be made between the students' work with the corpus and associated 
exercises and improvements in lexical knowledge.
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4.3 Feedback Questionnaire and Written Assignment
As explained in 3.3.5, the students were asked to produce a written assignment 
commenting on their performance in the interpreting post-test (see Appendix 4a). 
The participants also completed a questionnaire about the materials used during the 
study (see Appendix 23). This section first explores the students' responses in the 
questionnaire, and then presents extracts from the participants' written 
assignments, in order to review the ways in which the corpus-based materials were 
used. The comments are sub-divided into broad categories, starting with students' 
evaluations of the materials.
Students' Evaluation of the Materials
With regards to the level of the exercises created alongside the corpus, seven of the 
eight students responded that the materials were at the appropriate level. One 
participant replied that some of the exercises were too simple, and two students 
provided further comments, as follows:
Comment la :
The comprehension exercises were a bit too easy.
Comment lb :
I think the comprehension exercises where we had to select an answer 
from a few options were maybe a bit too simple. The ones where we 
had to type the answers were much more challenging.
The comments shown in la  and lb  were taken into consideration at the end of this 
first case study and, as explained in 3.4, fewer multiple choice tasks were used in the 
subsequent case studies. As discussed in 6.1.2 below, computerised grading of 
longer, free-text responses would require the use of natural language processing- 
based assessment, and this was beyond the scope of this project.
The students were then asked to rate the helpfulness of the language-based 
exercises for their training, with the responses shown in Table 4.5.
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Please rate the helpfulness of the COMPREHENSION exercises in aiding your 
preparation for interpreting tasks (i.e. exercises such as watching a video and 
answering comprehension questions about the clip).
Response
rate
Very
heipful
Helpful Neither 
helpfui nor 
unhelpful
Not very 
helpful
Not helpful 
at all
8/8 (100%) 2/8 5/8 0/8 1/8 0/8
Table 4.5 Students' evaluation o f the comprehension exercises
Seven of the eight students found the exercises either very helpful or helpful, but 
one student did not agree with this rating, offering the following comment:
Comment 2:
I found that watching clips that covered the same topic very helpful in 
order to be able to know what to expect. However, answering the 
questions was rather like a quiz.
Comment 2 echoes comments la  and lb , as the quiz-like format of some of the 
exercises led to some of the tasks being too simplistic. Though to a lesser extent, this 
issue was also raised by one participant in case study 2 (cf. Comment 2b, 5.3).
The students provided similar evaluations of the interpreting exercises, with six of 
the eight participants rating the materials very helpful or helpful, as shown in Table 
4.6
Please rate the helpfulness of the INTERPRETING exercises for practising and 
improving your interpreting skills.
Response
rate
Very
helpful
Helpful Neither 
helpful nor 
unhelpful
Not very 
helpful
Not helpful 
at all
8/8 (100%) 5/8 1/8 2/8 0/8 0/8
Table 4.6 Students' evaluation o f the interpreting exercises
Two students, however, provided neutral ratings, and one student offered the 
following comment:
Comment 3:
I found the interpreting exercises on the computer a little bit strange. I 
prefer it "live".
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The student in Comment 3 raises an interesting point regarding the nature of 
computer-based tasks. This participant preferred to interpret in face-to-face 
situations with other students/speakers. This is perhaps a reminder that a range of 
teaching and learning methods is desirable, and hence, as explained in 3.3.2, corpus- 
based learning was combined with group discussion and group interpreting practice 
in so-called 'live' situations, such as the role-playing approach using transcripts 
extracted from the corpus (cf. 3.3.2).
Other students provided positive reflections about the ways in which the 
interpreting
exercises aided their training, as shown in Comments 4a and 4b:
Comment 4a:
It was really useful having access to different accents - what we should 
be expecting in the real world.
Comment 4b:
Having the opportunity to have so much material available for practice 
outside the class was invaluable and has really helped build my 
confidence.
These comments highlight the richness of corpus-based materials, which in this case 
alludes to the authenticity of having a range of speakers, as opposed to the students 
gaining exposure to just the teacher's voice and accent (cf. Bernardini 2002; Braun 
2005; Chapter 2). Furthermore, the presentation of the materials, uploaded to a 
single online platform, ensured that all resources were easily accessible in one place.
The students were then asked to rate their perceived learning success in several 
areas on a Likert scale from 1 to 5, with 1 representing I have learned very much, 2 I 
have learned quite a lot, 3 I have learned something, 4 I have not learned much, and 
5 representing I have learned nothing, with an additional option (6) to indicate that 
the student did not use the corpus-based materials for that particular learning 
activity (see Table 4.7).
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Having worked w ith the corpus-based materials, please rate your learning in the 
following areas:
Response rate = 3/8 (100%)
1 2 3 4 5 6
Using the 
corpora to 
prepare for an 
interpreting 
task
1 3 3 0 0 1
Subject-specific
vocabulary
(education)
4 3 0 0 0 1
Comprehension 
of L2
2 3 2 0 0 1
Note-taking 0 3 3 1 0 1
TT production 
(interpreting)
0 3 4 1 0 0
Table 4.7 Students' perceived learning success
The students generally rated their learning success highly with regards to their use 
of the materials to prepare for an interpreting task, to learn subject-specific 
terminology, and to improve L2 comprehension. The ratings for note-taking and TT 
production are lower, although the differences are not considerable. It is, however, 
apparent that one student gave a low rating to the learning success for note-taking 
and TT production, with the following comment offered:
Comment 5:
The materials were definitely much more helpful in improving my L2 
understanding, as well as challenging you to really apply the right 
vocabulary. I don't think the materials really helped improve my TT 
production as I didn't feel it was one of the focuses.
This student raises an interesting point regarding how corpus-based learning may be 
perceived. Students may feel isolated when working on a computer, and may 
therefore not realise that they are still engaging in communication and TT 
production. This also links to Comment 3 above regarding practising 'live' 
interpreting. However, as mentioned in 3.3.2, corpus-based materials, in the form of 
videos and transcripts, were extracted from the corpus and used as practice 
resources in the group. However, the perception of corpus-based learning may be
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rather narrow; it may not be obvious to the student that TT production is being 
trained using a corpus-based approach when the materials are used away from the 
computer.
Methods of Working
In order to gather information about the students' methods of working with the 
materials (RQs I & 2), the participants were asked to provide information about the 
ways in which they used the resources at their disposal. These are shown in Table 
4.8.
Interestingly, the most popular way to use the materials was to adapt the exercises 
uploaded onto Moodle, and to apply the techniques learned to different scenarios. 
This was also observed in case study 2 (see Table 5.6 in 5.3).
Please select the ways In which you used the corpus-based materials for SELF- 
STUDY.
Response Rate 8/8
(100%)
Looking back at the interpreting exercises and applying the same 
techniques to other videos.
8
Searching for terms using concordances. 3
Searching for two or more terms using the co-occurrence function. 2
Using the annotation highlighter to extract key terms. 4
Using the 'view lists' function to generate a list of key terms in the topic 
of'education'.
2
Conducting section searches to extract interview sections with a 
common theme.
1
Comparing systems in each culture using both the English and German 
corpora simultaneously, e.g. comparing university education in the UK 
and Germany.
6
Other 0
Table 4.8 Methods o f corpus use during self-study
All participants said that they used the resources in this way, showing elements of 
personalised and independent learning (cf. 7.2). This method of working is 
corroborated in qualitative remarks made by some of the students, for example:
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Comment 6:
I have tried interpreting some of the videos at home and also looked at 
some exercises to get new ideas about how to use the corpus.
It is also important to note that corpus functions like concordance searches and key 
word lists, which might be considered more traditional ways of using a corpus, were 
used less frequently by the students. This provides further support for the 
requirement to pedagogically enhance corpora, as the needs and aims of learners 
are somewhat different to those of (corpus) researchers.
A final point to make from Table 4.8 is that one unexpected and perhaps innovative 
way of using the materials emerged. Six out of the eight students used the German 
sub-corpus and the English sub-corpus simultaneously, i.e. by having two web-pages 
open side by side, in order to compare texts and terminology, thus creating an ad 
hoc version of a comparable corpus.
Benefits and Shortcomings of the Materiais
The final aim of the questionnaire was to gather feedback about the students' 
opinions on corpus-based interpreter training. The recurring themes emerging from 
this question mirror the comments made above regarding the richness and 
accessibility of the materials on the one hand (cf. Comments 4a and 4b), and some 
students' preference for working offline, away from the computer, on the other 
hand (cf. Comment 3).
Another point raised by one participant relates to the layout of the exercises on 
Moodle (see comment in 3.4). The student commented that the linear presentation 
of the tasks was user unfriendly. On this basis, and as explained in 3.4, the layout of 
the materials was changed in the subsequent studies, in order to present clearly the 
topic and exercises for each week of the study.
In the above, the students' comments in the questionnaire have been explored. The 
focus now turns to the written assignment, highlighting extracts from the students' 
essays which provide further information about how the materials were used (RQs I
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& II). Furthermore, the selected extracts show the students' learner behaviours and 
emerging autonomous approaches in their training (RQ lb).
Comments from Written Assignments
From the students' written assignments, two broad themes have been identified:
• Reflection and self-assessment
• Personalisation; identifying personalised goals
Extracts from across the students' written assignments are used to illustrate the 
comments made in each of the categories above. The comments relate most 
frequently to subject-specific terminology, perhaps showing that this was an 
important and challenging aspect for the students. The participants' reflections on 
terminological issues can be further divided into problems of lexical access, 
problems related to preparation and research, and inconsistency in the use of 
terminology.
Reflection and Self-Assessment
Extract 1 shows examples of comments relating to problems of lexical access.
Extract 1:
B One of the biggest problems for me was finding the correct word immediately 
after the speaker had said it. A solution for this is research beforehand.
The main causes for this (lengthy TT) are probably the frequent reformulation 
of parts of sentences, as the interpreter was looking for a more appropriate 
way of expressing herself, and also not having the German equivalent of 
certain terms available instantly.
H It was difficult to find German equivalents as the German school system 
differs significantly from the English school system.
Interestingly, lexical access was identified as a problem by the students in Extract 1, 
and as discussed in Example 7 above, it is sometimes the case that students 
demonstrate knowledge of certain terminology, by providing correct responses in 
the terminology test, but they are not always able to retrieve terms at a given
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moment, thus leading to problems of lexical access, especially of subject-specific 
terms. It is also noteworthy that participant B suggests prior research as a strategy 
to counter this problem. It seems here that she is admitting a lack of preparation for 
the task, and this is something that is supported by this student's low number of hits 
logged on Moodle (see Table 4.3 above).
Other comments more explicitly related to research and preparation were offered 
by participants 8, D and G, as shown in Extract 2:
Extract 2:
[D]ue to the fact that interpretation is instantaneous, and also one can never 
know exactly what the speaker is going to say, the issue of vocabulary is even 
difficult for people who are perfectly bilingual and have done background 
research, because it is very likely that a word or expression could come up 
that the interpreter was not expecting, causing him to have to think very 
quickly.
D The wrong translations are without any doubt a matter of preparation as well 
as nervousness and lack of time. The more unpleasant issue is the fact that 
the word "grammar school" was translated by the German word 
"Mittelschule" which is wrong. The best German equivalent of grammar 
school is the Gymnasium and this is a different type of school.
Another obvious problem when interpreting a cultural specific topic such as 
education system is the translation of specific terms such as for example 
OFSTED, PSHE or red brick universities [...] to help him or herself (the 
interpreter) and to make the task easier, it can be suggested previous study 
on the subject if it is known.
As presented in Table 4.3 above, these three students logged the lowest number of 
hits on Moodle. This was particularly the case for B and D, who showed the lowest 
level of engagement with the resources available during the study, and so it is 
perhaps unsurprising, but promising, that these students reflected on aspects of 
topic preparation and research, and have identified this as a goal for improvement.
The final type of terminological problems refer to inconsistency in the use of 
subject-specific terms. Participants A, E and F provided comments in this category.
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Extract 3:
The inconsistent and somewhat redundant character of explicitation in the 
target text can be demonstrated with the example of the term 'A-level(s)'. This 
realia occurs in the source text four times and is rendered differently each 
time it comes up. A better way of dealing with re-occurring realia would be to 
give the English term along with an explanation the first time it comes up and 
to refer to the English term later on.
[0]ne had to choose either to use the English term or the German 
equivalence, which may cause problems because other concepts may have 
the same or a similar meaning to the one chosen. I.e. "eine Grammar School, 
was ein britisches Gynasium ist" and later on "m it diesem Abschluss kann man 
zum Beispiel aufdas College gehen, dass ist sowas die Gymnasiale Oberstufe 
in Deutschland oder (...) konnen auf die 6th Forms gehen. Das ist vergleichbar 
mit einem Gymnasium." It can be quite confusing for the audience because 
every term is linked to the German concept of a Gymnasium.
One of the main problems faced during this interpreting task was to decide 
how to deal with cultural elements [...] especially where I interpreted "das 
Gymnasium" differently three times and where I swapped between using 
"British" and "English", I think it is necessary to decide on a fixed equivalent 
term and then use it consistently.
The comments in Extract 3 draw attention to the fact that familiar terminology is 
applied with varying degrees of success at different points in the TT rendition; a 
point which was made under Example 7 above. This also links to issues of lexical 
access, as highlighted in Extract 1, as students demonstrate their knowledge o f a 
particular term, but are not always able to apply this in a consistent way.
A final point regarding reflection is that the students were on the whole very critical 
of their performances, choosing to focus on the deficiencies in their interpretations 
rather than highlighting positive aspects of their performance. This demonstrates the 
students' critical and analytical engagement in the self-evaluation of their work, 
which was used to inform future learning.
Personalisation and identifying Goais
The other theme identified in the written assignments is personalisation and 
identification of learning goals. The students highlighted a range of goals for 
improvement, but the most common of these was the importance of preparation 
prior to an interpreting assignment, as shown in Extract 4.
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Extract 4:
A This (use of strategies) can be improved with a more reflected, prepared and 
consistent approach towards reoccurring realia.
D But these are problems that can and should be overcome with better 
preparation and, of course, more practice.
G [I]t helped a lot that the topic of education was discussed and practised in 
class before. However, as described in the main part, there still remained 
some problems which can only be solved with practising comprehension, 
note-taking and producing a target text that sounds good.
H The interpreter should, therefore, not only be familiar with the specific 
terminology in the source language as well as the target language, but should 
also have a profound knowledge of the cultures involved.
Each student in Extract 4 identifies detailed topic-based research and skills practice 
as a strategy for improving their interpreting performance. These are valid points, 
although the level of reflection here could be deeper. For example, participant G 
does not clearly identify how these particular skills will be honed, and H could reflect 
further on how she will enhance her systemic and cultural knowledge.
Participants C and F draw attention to deficiencies in their note-taking strategies, as 
shown in Extract 5.
Extract 5:
More practice and a better skill of taking notes will contribute to an increasing 
appropriateness and also correctness of interpreting._____________________
Although I have started to develop a note-taking strategy, I still have a long 
way to go until I am a competent note-taker. As Gillies (2005) said, "you will 
have to practice -  a lot" (2005:14) before mastering a good note-taking 
system. ___
It is interesting that these two students identify note-taking as an area for 
improvement, as these are the two participants with the highest number of hits on 
Moodle and also the longest average turn length (see Table 4.3). This may suggest 
that they already have confidence in their ST comprehension and ability to listen to 
longer sense chunks, and so have decided to focus on note-taking. The only 
participant who did in fact identify ST comprehension as a goal for improvement was 
E who, as shown in Table 4.3, had the lowest average turn length in both the 
interpreting pre- and post-test. This adds further support to the hypothesis that
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shorter turn length may be an indicator of the student's lack of confidence in her/his 
ability to listen to and comprehend longer segments of the ST.
The final extract is taken from participant B's written assignment, in which there is 
no explicit mention of a personalised goal for improvement.
Extract 6:
The general things that all interpreters have to take into account, and make 
the speaker aware of are the length of the sections they expect to be 
interpreted, the speed at which they are talking, the accent with which they 
speak and any legal issues that they may be faced with if the text is not 
interpreted correctly and the audience misunderstands something. ___
In Extract 6, the student refers rather to the aspects of speech that need to be taken 
into consideration by the ST speaker, in order to aid the interpreter in delivering a 
successful interpretation. It is interesting that any deficiencies which arose during 
the interpreting post-test are not explicitly attributed to the student's performance, 
but mistakes are linked to aspects of the ST speaker's way of speaking. As shown in 
the qualitative examples in 4.2 above, as well as Table 4.3, this student showed the 
least amount of engagement with the materials and also delivered, arguably, the 
least successful interpretation. This lack of engagement seems to continue after the 
task and into the debriefing and reflection stage, during which only a superficial level 
of self-assessment is offered.
4.3 In Summary
The above analysis has highlighted several findings from this initial case study. First, 
the quantitative findings show that the students' knowledge of subject-specific 
terminology improved, with statistically significant results, particularly with regards 
to the students' ability to offer equivalent terms in the other language, as opposed 
to providing lengthy (cultural) explanations, for which there would be little time 
during an interpreting situation.
Second, the analysis of the students' interpreting post-test transcripts has drawn 
attention to several items of terminology, for which a lexical gap is likely to have
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been filled by a combination of class discussion and working with the corpus-based 
materials. Third, the students' responses in the questionnaire revealed interesting 
information about how the materials were used. Most notable was the fact that the 
students in some cases used the resources in unexpected ways. Furthermore, the 
traditional corpus functions, such as concordances, were used less frequently, 
highlighting the differences in the use of corpora by linguistic researchers and 
students.
Finally, in the written assignments, the students started to display reflective and 
self-evaluative practices, identifying personalised goals for improvement. This 
provided important insights into the participants' behaviours as continual learners 
who can work independently, a point which will be discussed further in 7.2.
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CHAPTER 5
Case Study 2: Findings
This chapter presents the findings from case study 2 (see 3.5.1), with English and 
French as the language pair. In 5.1, the quantitative findings from this sample are 
presented, followed by qualitative analyses of the students' post-test interpreting 
transcripts, focusing on their use of subject-specific terminology (5.2). In section 5.3, 
the participants' comments and responses in the written assignment and feedback 
questionnaire are explored, with a summary of the key findings from this case study 
in 5.4.
5.1 Quantitative Findings
The results from the terminology test in this case study are similar to the findings 
from case study 1, in so far as the total number of correct answers in each of the 
four categories (English explanations, French explanations, translations from English 
into French, and translations from French into English) increased, with almost double 
the number of acceptable responses in the post-test in the categories of French 
explanations and translations from French into English (see Table 5.1).
The improvements in students' knowledge of English terms (English explanations and 
English to French translations) are smaller, rising from a group total of 32 to 44 and 
47 to 66 respectively. This may be due to the fact that there were more English 
native speakers in this sample; according to the trend that students seem to
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concentrate more on their L2 during self-study (cf. 4.1), the focus of participants' 
attention may have been placed more heavily on the French terms, as in this case, 
these were the L2 terms for the majority of students in this data set.
EN
Explanations
FR
Explanations
EN trans to  
FR
FR trans to 
EN
Participant Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
FI (EN) 12 6 1 7 4 6 5 9
F2 (PR) 1 2 5 2 7 8 4 9
F3 (FR) 0 1 6 9 7 7 6 6
F4 (FR) 0 7 0 4 7 7 1 4
F5 (EN) 10 11 6 11 3 8 4 10
F6 (EN) 1 1 0 2 6 7 4 5
F7 (EN) 3 6 1 7 5 6 3 9
F8 (EN) 2 5 3 9 2 7 2 5
F9 (FR) 3 5 11 11 6 10 3 5
TOTAL 32 44 33 62 47 66 32 62
Mean 3.556 4.889 3.667 6.889 5.222 7.333 3.556 6.889
St dev 4.391 3.219 3.674 3.516 1.856 1.225 1.509 2.315
t(8)=-1.167,
p>0.05
t(8)=-3.105,
p<0.Ü5
t(8)=-3.124,
p<0.05
t(8)=-4.714,
p<0.01
Table 5.1 Students' scores in terminology pre- and post-tests
Regarding the t-tests conducted on this sample, the students' scores improved 
significantly at the level of p<0.05 for explanations of French terms and translations 
of English terms into French. The increase in acceptable responses for translations of 
French terms into English was significant at the level of p<0.01. This significance level 
supports the possibility that the focus of learning was on French terminology in this 
data set, hence leading to bigger increases in knowledge of English approximate 
equivalent terms for the corresponding French lexical items. There was, however, no 
significant increase in the students' number of correct explanations of English terms 
in this case study. A similar finding was observed for explanations of German terms 
in case study 1 (see Table 4.1), and it was suggested that this is a promising result, as 
it may mean that students are relying less on lengthy explanations of concepts, and 
rather demonstrating increased knowledge of equivalent terms.
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Similar to case study 1, it can generally be said that students who showed more 
engagement with the corpus and related materials during the study, were exposed 
to more of the 52 terms related to education; 45 of which are in the French and 
English sub-corpora (see Appendix 14 for the full list of terms). Table 5.2 shows each 
student's total hits logged on Moodle alongside the number of terms encountered 
through their work with the corpus-based materials.
Participant Hits Terms seen
F6 196 29
F5 178 29
F3 127 25
F7 110 27
F8 107 26
F2 77 29
F9 75 25
FI 27 14
F4 27 12
Tob/e 5.2 Hits and terms seen by each student in decreasing rank order o f hits
There are some small differences where the number of terms encountered is 
relatively low, compared with the number of hits. For example, participant F2 has 77 
hits and encountered more terms than F3, F7 and F8, all of whom had more hits. 
This, however, can be explained by the differences in lexical density of the various 
corpus-based exercises. It is therefore likely that F2 completed exercises containing 
more of the key terms related to education. In any case, greater engagement with 
the corpus-based materials, at the very least, provides students with more 
opportunities to encounter and improve their knowledge of the terminology in 
question.
In Table 5.2 above, the participants have been ranked in descending order, according 
to the total number of hits. However, it is also interesting to see this ranking 
alongside the average turn length in the interpreting pre- and post-test conditions. 
This is shown in Table 5.3 below (cf. Table 4.3, Chapter 4).
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In Chapter 3, it was considered that students choosing to pause the ST at very 
frequent intervals may show that they have a lack of confidence in their ST 
comprehension and memory capacity.
Participant Total
Hits/Hits
during
Seif-
Study
Pre-test: Average 
number of ST words 
interpreted per turn
Post-test: Average 
number of ST words 
interpreted per turn
Difference
F6 196/115 15 107 +92
F5 178/162 13 95 +82
F3 127/79 15 138 +123
F7 110/90 13 45 +32
F8 107/82 9 72 +63
F2 77/37 27 61 +34
F9 75/60 25 969 +944
FI 27/10 12 123 +111
F4 27/15 12 121 +109
Table 5.3 Students' hits and average turn length (ST words) in decreasing rank
order o f hits
As shown in Table 5.3, all students in case study 2 increased their turn length, 
measured by the number of ST words interpreted per turn. However, unlike the 
association between hits and turn length highlighted in the case study 1 (see Fig. 
4.1), the sample in case study 2 displays no link in this regard. F6, who has the 
highest number of hits, shows a big increase in average turn length of 92 words, but 
other participants with fewer hits (FI and F4, for example) have bigger increases in 
their average turn length. Participant F9 also logged fewer hits than those at the top 
of Table 5.3, but this student displayed the biggest increase in turn length, in fact 
choosing to interpret the whole interview in one turn. On the whole, this was done 
without compromising the quality of the interpretation: as seen in F9's transcript 
(see transcript in Appendix 20i; audio recording on DVD), this student only
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experienced one terminological problem in the interpreting post-test, and omissions 
and inaccuracies were largely of a minor nature/^
The findings outlined above provide an overview of general trends in the students' 
performance. The discussion now turns to the participants' renditions of individual 
sections of the interpreting post-test, and also links the students' use of key terms to 
their performance in the terminology pre- and post-tests.
5.2 Analysis o f interpreting Post-Test
The students' work will now be evaluated using examples to illustrate areas of the 
English and French post-test STs which proved to be problematic for the participants. 
The examples focus primarily on the students' use of terminology related to 
education, as this can in part be linked to working with the corpus-based materials. 
The analysis begins by exploring the lexical knowledge gaps present at the start of 
the study, for which there was no pedagogical intervention, and hence no 
subsequent improvement in the students' knowledge. This is followed by examples 
of terms which were encountered by students by working with the corpus and 
associated exercises, as well as in class discussions. Improvements in knowledge of 
these terms can in part be attributed to the corpus-based materials. Finally, terms 
which were only encountered through working with the corpus are discussed, 
illustrating the students' increased awareness of the education systems in France 
and England. For these examples, the link between the participants' knowledge and 
the corpus-based materials is stronger, since the corpus and associated exercises 
were the only form of pedagogical intervention during the study.
Identifying and bridging terminoiogicai knowledge gaps
In the other case studies (see for example. Example 8 in 6.2.2), it became apparent 
that the students were largely unsuccessful in rendering the various school years in 
the TL. This difficulty was also prevalent in this case study. Examples la  and lb
However, see F9's reflection on this approach in Extract 1 in 5.3 below.
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illustrate the students' renditions of terms which did not feature during the study, so 
any satisfactory renditions would have come from the participants' prior knowledge.
Example la :
ST et Duis l'école primaire commence vers l'âge de 6 ou 7 ans avec le CP, le CP c'est le cours 
préparatoire. En général c'est le cours, enfin c'est l'année durant laquelle les écoliers 
apprennent à lire et à écrire enfin.
F1:TT and then primary school starts at about the age of 6 or 7, and that's where they have their 
basic lessons, like, that's where thev learn to read and write
F5:TT And then they go to école primaire, which is the primary school. They'll start there at 
about either 6 or 7 vears old. So thev start school with what is called as the cours 
préparatoire, which is where thev start to learn to read and write
F6:TT and between the ages of 7- 6 and 7... kids go to primary school, and that's where they 
learn what vou call CP, which is in French means cours préparatoire, which is an equivalent 
to primarv school in Engiand, and that's where they learn how to read and write.
F7:TT At the age of 6, 6 and 7. students take preparatorv classes where thev learn to read and 
write, etc
F8:TT So the primary school starts for children at ages 6 or 7, and during these years, children 
will learn the basics, like reading and writing, and then thev go on to classes which are 
cailed CEI and CE2, which are the first classes thev will attend
Children in the cours préparatoire (CP) are the same age as pupils in Year 2 in the 
English school system. As shown in Example la, no student gave an equivalent 
school year. Since the ST and the students' corresponding TT renditions provide the 
age of the children in the CP, the interpretations here are not deemed to be 
inaccurate. This is in contrast to instances where students transposed the school 
year from one system to the other, such as Kiasse 9 as Year 9 in the German/English 
studies, for example, with no clear reference to the age of pupils in the target 
language system. So as the students' renditions in Example la  provide accurate 
information about the age of pupils in the CP, but do not succeed in satisfactorily 
rendering the term cours préparatoire, the interpretations of all students in this 
example are deemed to be terminologically inadequate, as opposed to belonging to 
the category of 'inaccuracy'. Nevertheless, this is perhaps unsurprising, since this 
term does not appear in the French sub-corpus, and neither did it feature during 
class discussions.
This problem was repeated for the two subsequent stages in the French primary 
education system.
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Example lb :
ST Et Duis ensuite il va  le CEI, le CE2, donc ce sont les cours élémentaires 1 et 2, et le C M l 
et le CM2 : cours moven 1 et 2.
F1:TT So then, when- thev move on to their eiementarv lessons, which- and thev have 2 vears of 
that: it's like vear 3 and vear 4, and then thev r o  on to... average lessons, also for 2 vears: 
that's vears 5 and 6.
F5:TT Then thev eo on to studvins...les cours alimentaires. There are 2 levels for this: level 1 and 
level 2. And after that they have the cours moven, levels 1 and 2 asain.
F6:TT *omitted*
F7:TT After that, vou have eiementarv lessons: 2 vears of that, and then you have middle 
eiementarv classes for another 2 years
F8:TT and then thev go on to classes which are called CEI and CE2, which are the first classes 
thev will attend, and then CMA and CM2.
Children in the cours élémentaire (CE) 1 and 2 and the cours moyen (CM) 1 and 2 are 
the same age as children in Years 3 and 4 and Years 5 and 6 in the English school 
system. Once again, the ST terms do not appear in the French sub-corpus and did not 
feature in class discussions. Participants F5, F7 and F8 provided terminologically 
inadequate renditions, since they either repeated the French term or gave a literal 
English translation. Without a clear frame of reference to the English system, 
renditions of this type would not be easily comprehensible to an English-speaking 
listener. F6 incurred a major omission, as the next part of the segment following on 
from Example lb  is not logical after this instance of incompleteness. The only 
student here who gave the equivalent school years is FI, although she also initially 
provided literal translations of the words élémentaire and moyen. Though it is not 
possible to say how FI knew the equivalent school years in this example, it is 
interesting to note that this student also participated in case study 1 (participant B), 
interpreting from German into English. Since she showed little engagement with the 
materials in case study 1, and subsequently gave a poor performance in the 
interpreting post-test, it is possible that this student conducted independent 
research during this second case study, in order to avoid repeating the same 
mistakes.
In the following two examples, there is evidence that lexical knowledge gaps are 
starting to be filled. Terminological inadequacies arose in the translation of school 
years in the secondary education system. Example 2a shows how the students
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interpreted the term seconde, which is the first year at the French lycée, when 
students are the same age as pupils who are in Year 11 in the English school system.
Example 2a:
ST done ils oassent d'abord en seconde et en seconde en fait, l'année de seconde est assez 
importante, puisque cette année c'est une année durant laquelie les élèves doivent 
choisir leur orientation pour le bac.
F1:TT it's imoortant because, in general...(oh mv God)...vou have to take- in the second vear. 
which is the first vear of the college, it's reallv important because vou have to choose, vou 
have to choose, like, exactly what you're gonna focus on and specialise in for your A Level,
F5:TT and they would be in the vear that's called the seconde vear. And so this is a verv 
important year for the students, because this is when they would have to choose which, 
choose certain subjects that thev're going to studv for the baccalauréat, which is...a 
Qualification in France.
F6:TT the first vear which is the most important one, important one, because they get to choose 
their, their... modules for their baccalauréat, which is an equivalent to A Levels in England.
F7:TT and in their first vear of college, it's quite an important vear, because this is the year 
during which they choose the subiects that thev are going to specialise in for the, for the A 
Levels.
F8:TT In the first vear, which is called seconde, it's quite an important vear as the students have 
to choose the type of baccalauréat, which is the tvpe of A Levels, thev want to studv for.
In Example 2a, all students apart from F5 stated that seconde is the first year (of 
college). Whilst this is partially correct, as the seconde is the first year of the French 
lycée, the term college is not an adequate translation for lycée, which consists of 
three years compared with two years in the college. It therefore seems that this 
mismatch between the two systems may have led to the inadequate renditions in 
Example 2a. Interestingly, participants FI, F5, F6, and F8 also displayed this 
misconception in the terminology post-test, providing sixth form  as an equivalent 
term for lycée. The term seconde appears in the French sub-corpus and, according to 
data from Moodle, was encountered by all students except F8. Since this term had 
not been discussed in class, it would be reasonable to attribute knowledge of this 
terminology to working with the corpus-based exercises. Although the renditions 
provided by the students in this instance displayed terminological inadequacy, the 
participants nevertheless demonstrated an understanding of where the seconde fits 
within the French secondary education system, and how this corresponds to the 
English system.
This problem with school years extends to the final year in the French secondary 
education system. In Example 2b, the students were required to render the term
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terminale, which is the last year of secondary schooling in France, approximately 
equivalent to Year 13 in the English system.
Example 2b:
ST Done à la fin du Ivcée bien sûr, les élèves de terminale passent le baccalauréat.
F1:TT At the end of college, the students have to take a baccalauréat, which is the equivalent of 
A Levels
F5:TT So as 1 was saving, when students are in terminale, which is the second vear of 6“" form 
basically, they would take their baccalauréat exams -  thev're sort of equivalent to A Levels
F6:TT So at the end of... of 6^  ^form, or Ivcée in French, that's when the students will pass the 
first- they will sit the first important exam, which is gonna be the exam for the 
baccalauréat, which is the equivalent of A Levels.
F7:TT After secondarv school, the students take their A Levels
F8:TT Also at the end of the 6^  ^form, the students will take the baccalauréat, which is equivalent 
to the A Levels.
In this example, the meaning of terminale is arguably implicit due to the preceding à 
la fin  du lycée, thus signalling that pupils are at the end of their secondary education. 
Participants FI, F6, F7 and F8 omitted the term terminale. In each case, this is 
deemed to be a minor omission, since each student included a rendition similar to at 
the end o f college, which would enable an English-speaking listener to infer the 
equivalent school year in the English system. Although this rendition does not take 
account of the fact that the lycée consists of three years, an English-speaking listener 
would nevertheless be able to infer that second year o f sixth form, which is also the 
final year, corresponds to the final year of the lycée, i.e. the terminale.
F5, however, provided an adequate rendition, stating that terminale is the second 
year o f 6^  ^form. From Moodle, it is clear that all students apart from FI encountered 
the term terminale during their work with the corpus, and it had also been discussed 
in class. However, as mentioned above, the omission of this term by four out of the 
five students may be explained by the fact that the meaning of terminale in this 
instance is implicit, both in the ST and in the students' renditions.
A second term in this example is the baccalauréat, the qualification that students 
obtain in France at the same age as A Level students in the English system. Both the 
French and English terms {baccalauréat and A Level) were encountered by all 
students through their work with the corpus, and neither term had been discussed in
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class. However, it is also the case that all participants, except F8, were able to 
provide correct equivalent terms in the terminology pre-test. F8, on the other hand, 
did not give an answer in the pre-test, but subsequently gave the correct equivalent 
term in the terminology post-test. In this student's case, it is possible that knowledge 
of this term may have been activated through working with the corpus.
Terms featured in ciass discussions and in corpus materia is
The examples presented so far have illustrated the fact that knowledge gaps were 
evident among the students at the beginning of the study. In the case of Examples la  
and lb , no intervention (in terms of discussion and teaching) led to terminologically 
inadequate renditions in the interpreting post-test. There is some evidence in 
Examples 2a and 2b, however, that exposure to subject-specific terms, either 
through working with the corpus and/or in class discussions, activated terminology 
in some students. In this section, the selected examples present terms which 
featured in class discussions and in the corpus materials. Example 3 shows how the 
French native speaker participants rendered the term for the school subject PSHE, 
Personal, Social and Health Education. This is specific to the school system in 
England^^ and it would also be necessary for the student interpreter to know what 
the acronym stands for, in order to be able to understand and then interpret the 
segment successfully. In Example 3 (cf. Example 15a in 6.2.2), the speaker refers to 
PSHE and gives a brief and general explanation of this school subject.
Example 3:
ST but within that 1 think there is a degree, or an expectation that you would teach other 
subiects. for example PSHE is eenerallv expected to be taught bv most subiect tutors, 
normallv to their form, sort of being personal, social and health education, so they've
got an awareness of drugs, sex education and the wider world as well.
F2:TT mais il est vrai aue il v a aussi une attente que... les professeurs enseignent le PSHE. qui 
veut dire l'éducation personnelle et sociale et de la santé. Donc c'est un suiet assez
général, qui touche aux drogues, à la santé, aux problèmes sociaux
F3:TT Mais... à travers cela, on, on attend des professeurs qu'ils enseignent aussi d'autres 
matières.
F4:TT Mais on peut également enseigner d'autres sujets en plus de la licence, si on en a fait des 
recherches dessus.
F9:TT mais certains professeurs peuvent enseigner d'autres matières.
PSE in Wales, Health and Wellbeing in Scotland.
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Participants F3 and F9 omitted the subject name as well as the explanation given by 
the ST speaker. The omitted segment is long and contains important information 
about the types of subjects that teachers are expected to deliver in addition to their 
main field of specialism. These omissions are therefore deemed to be major. 
Participant F4 also found this segment problematic and, as well as omitting the 
information about PSHE, incurred a major inaccuracy by rendering the 'expectation 
that you would teach other subjects' as 'you can teach other subjects if you have 
researched them'. This is a major inaccuracy, as it seems from F4's rendition that any 
teacher can teach any subject, so long as they have conducted some independent 
research in that field.
Participant F2, on the other hand, is the only student who gave an adequate 
rendition, mentioning both the subject name in English, and a brief explanation of 
the content of classes in PSHE. This term had been discussed in class and also 
featured in corpus-based exercises and the terminology test. Interestingly, F2 was 
the only student who completed exercises which featured PSHE and was 
subsequently the only participant to produce a satisfactory rendition. However, it is 
also true that none of the four students provided an answer for this term in the 
terminology pre- or post-tests. So in this case, F2 was able to apply her knowledge of 
PSHE in the communicative situation, i.e. the interpreting post-test, but for some 
reason did not demonstrate this knowledge in the written terminology test (see 
Appendix 20b).
Another term which featured in class discussions, in corpus-based exercises, in the 
terminology tests, and in the interpreting post-test, was Specialist Status, which is 
also a term that has cultural and political links within the English school system. 
Despite the students' exposure to the concept of Specialist Status in class 
discussions, the renditions in the interpreting post-test show that this segment 
proved to be challenging (cf. Example 16a in 6.2.2).
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Example 4:
ST OK. And 1 understand it's also got a Soeciailst Status, the school here?
Yeah, most schools in England today 1 believe have to have a Specialist Status, which 
basically means that within lessons and within sort of the wider school community, you 
need to be thinking about sort of the specialisms and sort of making children more 
aware.
F2;TT Done ie... le Ivcée dans leauel vous enseignez est un Ivcée soécialisé?
Oui, je crois que la plupart des lycées maintenant en Angleterre doivent d'être spécialisés.
F3:TT Mais la olupart des Ivcées anglais... ont un statut particulier. Donc en effet le fait que les 
lycées anglais soient classés par spécialité rend les élèves un peu plus, un peu plus 
conscient de l'enjeu.
F4:TT Donc il me semble que donc cette école, en plus d'être une grammar school, a aussi ce 
ou'on appelle des, des, des domaines de spécialisation en fait. Est-ce que c'est, c'est, c'est 
le cas un peu en Angleterre?
Donc, oui, donc cette école a effectivement un domaine de spécialisation comme, comme 
beaucoup d'écoles en Angleterre enfin de plus en plus. Donc c'est-à-dire qu'en dehors des, 
des cours, des cours normaux, des cours...oui des, des, des cours normaux, l'école en fait 
se spécialise dans un certain domaine, donc pour donner un peu aux étudiants, aux élèves 
plus de- une connaissance, des connaissances dans un sujet un peu précis.
F9:TT Je comprends, ie, ie crois aussi que votre école a un statut spécialisé. Pouvez-vous rh'en 
dire plus à ce sujet?
En effet la plupart des écoles en Angleterre ont un statut spécialisé. C'est-à-dire une 
matière qu'elles étudient plus particulièrement.
Participant F2 incurred a major omission, as she did not interpret the ST explanation 
about the concept o i Specialist Status, which would have supported her rendition - 
un lycée spécialisé - and provided clarification about this term for a French-speaking 
listener. F4 provided perhaps the most complete and accurate rendition, with a 
translation into French for the term Speciaiist Status, followed by an accurate 
interpretation of the explanation of this concept. Participants F3 and F9 also 
provided adequate translations of Specialist Status, although their renditions are not 
without deficiencies. F3 merged the question and answer, incurring an instance of 
major inaccuracy, followed by the omission of 'which basically [...] the wider school 
community'. This, however, is only considered to be minor in nature, as this is extra 
information which is not central to the concept at hand.
In F9's rendition, the second part 'which basically means [...] making children more 
aware' is deemed to be interpreted inaccurately, but this inaccuracy is only of a 
minor nature, since the student seemed to generalise the message of the ST, but 
nevertheless provided an otherwise adequate rendition. It could even be argued that
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the ST is rather vague at this point, and the TT interpretation offered by F9 could also 
be seen as an improvement.
As mentioned above. Specialist Status featured in all four places (corpus-based 
materials, class discussions, terminology tests, interpreting post-test; see Appendix 
14 for mapping of terms), and all students encountered this term in corpus-based 
exercises, with the exception of F3. Participant F3 also seemed to find this segment 
more problematic than the other students, confusing the beginning, question part of 
the ST with the subsequent answer. From looking at the terminology tests and the 
interpreting post-test, it is apparent that knowledge of the concept of Specialist 
Status did indeed improve compared with the beginning of the study. None of the 
students gave an answer for this term in the terminology pre-test, but F2 and F9 
were able to provide an approximate equivalent term in the form of (école) 
spécialisée in the terminology post-test (see Appendices 20b and 20i). It seems 
therefore, that this lexical knowledge gap identified in the terminology pre-test had 
been filled, if only in part, by the end of the study.
Another term which features in the English ST is OFSTED, i.e. the organisation which 
inspects schools and childcare services in England. This organisation featured in the 
English sub-corpus, although it was not present in any of the corpus-based exercises. 
It is therefore not possible to say definitively whether students had encountered this 
term through their independent work; if they had, this would have been through 
independent corpus searches, rather than through completing exercises. In addition, 
the term was discussed in class, and it was also one of the terms in the terminology 
tests and in the interpreting post-test. Example 5 shows how the French native 
speakers rendered this term in French.
Example 5:
ST But eenerallv overseeine all of that is an oreanisation known as OFSTED. which eo into 
schools 1 think on a, about a three yearly basis to inspect everything in schools. Thev 
look at the lessons, the qualitv of teaching, the wav in which management look after the
pupils, the wav in which pupils are sort of seen as being secure within the school, thev
basically analyse everything to do with the school and the school environment.
F2:TT Mais... au dessus de ca. il v a une organisation, oui s'aooelle OFSTED, oui fait des 
inspections tous les 3 ans environ.
F3:TT Il V a des inspections biensûr: des inspections, oui, faites par l'inspection académique sur
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une base de, oui c'est tous les 3 ans.
F4:TT Généralement, donc les écoles sont soumises à des inspections, oui, oui sont donc- oui, 
qui, qui- des Inspections qui ont lieu à peu près donc tous les 3 ans.
F9:TT Nous avons également des Inspect- nous sommes également Inspectés tous les 3 ans, les 
professeurs ou l'école, l'école en général, les locaux.
All four students gave a satisfactory interpretation by rendering the main part of the 
meaning, i.e. that schools are inspected approximately every three years. F3's 
rendition is arguably even more adequate, since the student gave the name of the 
approximate equivalent French organisation, Tinspection ocadémique.^^ In this 
segment, each student nevertheless incurred an omission, as the second part of the 
ST segment was not interpreted. This omission is only considered to be minor, 
however, because the information given in the ST simply elaborates on the idea that 
schools are inspected.
From the terminology pre-test, it seems that none of the students knew this term at 
the beginning of the study. In the terminology post-test, F3 and F4 still gave no 
answer, but participants F2 and F9 provided the following responses.
Pretest Post-test
F2 - Organisation that checks schools and 
teachers on national level.
F9 Office for Standards in Education, 
performing inspections in schools 
(teachers, facilities etc). Inspection 
académique.
These participants not only showed knowledge of OFSTED in the interpreting post­
test, but they were also able to explain the term in the terminology post-test, with 
F9 even giving the full name of the organisation. Once again, this knowledge gap 
may have been partly filled by the students' work with the corpus-based resources, 
also complemented by class discussions.
The findings so far highlight examples of terms, for which a lexical knowledge gap 
has either been left unfilled, with no pedagogical intervention or exposure to the
Although these are overseen by Individual départements, as opposed to OFSTED, which operates 
nationally.
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term during the study, or where terminological knowledge has been improved either 
on the basis of corpus-based work or through class discussion, or a combination of 
the two. In the following examples, improvements in students' lexical knowledge can 
be more closely linked to working with the corpus and associated exercises, since the 
terms selected here only featured in the corpus-based materials and did not arise in 
class discussions.
Terms only featured In corpus materials
The confusion surrounding the second part of the French secondary education 
system {lycée), which was mentioned briefly in Example 2a above, also arises again 
later in the interpreting task, as shown in Example 6.
Example 6:
ST Done à la suite des études au collège, donc la première partie de l'école secondaire, les 
élèves généralement vont au lycée
F1:TT So, now we're done with secondarv school. Then it goes on to- students go on to college 
or 6^  ^form
F5:TT So then after college, after having done these brevet de college, they go on to study, they 
go on to what's called a Ivcée, so it's the second part of secondarv education.
F6:TT So after college, students will go to lycée, what is known in England as a 6th form college.
F7;TT Following this, the students then go to a college
F8:TT Then after college, students then go on to the... to the... second part of the secondarv 
school svstem, and the students, most students will tend to go on to the 6*^  form
During the course of the study, all students encountered this term through their 
work with the corpus and, initially, by completing the terminology pre-test in week 2 
of the study. However, there was mixed success in the students' renditions of the 
segment in Example 6.
As highlighted in Example 2a, the students seemed to confuse lycée with sixth form, 
but this is not terminologically adequate, since pupils spend three years at a lycée 
and only two years in sixth form. In cases where students used these two terms as 
equivalents, without further explanation about the differences, these renditions 
were classified as terminologically inadequate. This was the case for FI, F6 and F7,
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whereas F5 and F8 clarified that a lycée is the 'second part of secondary education', 
thus providing a terminologically adequate solution.
With regards to the terminology tests, it is interesting that only F5 and F8 showed an 
improvement in their knowledge of the term lycée from pre-to post-test. Both 
students gave the generic term school in the terminology pre-test, which was 
deemed to be inadequate, as it does not clarify which tier of education is meant by 
this term. In the terminology post-test, F5 and F8 gave adequate answers as follows:
Explanation Equivalent term
F5 Where students study for le 
baccalauréat.
Second part of secondary education 
(sixth form)
F8 Where you study after high school to 
get the baccalauréat -  A levels.
Sixth form
Both students used the term sixth form  as an approximate equivalent, but this is 
supported by further explanations. As the other students provide either no term or 
sixth form  without a supporting explanation, their answers are deemed to be 
inadequate in the terminology post-test. Therefore, there seems to be partial 
success within the group surrounding knowledge of the term lycée, and since F5 and 
F8 provided incorrect answers in the terminology pre-test and subsequently gave 
adequate renditions in the interpreting and terminology post-tests, it is possible that 
the corpus-based exercises facilitated this improvement in lexical knowledge. For the 
other students, there was also an improvement, moving from either no answers or 
generic terms such as school in the terminology pre-test, to a partially correct 
equivalent term (sixth form) in the terminology and interpreting post-tests. Once 
again, as this term had not been discussed in class, it is possible that this lexical gap 
may have been filled, or at least narrowed, by students' work with the corpus-based 
materials.
Example 6 presented the second part of French secondary education, which is linked 
to the baccaiauréat or the English functional equivalent, A Levels. The other main 
qualification mentioned by the French ST speaker is the brevet des collèges, which is
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obtained at the end of the first part of French secondary education. This seemed less 
problematic on the whole, as shown in Example 7.
Example 7:
ST la fin des années de collège est sanctionnée par un, un examen ; une épreuve qui 
s'aooelle le brevet des collèges
F1:TT At the end of this, at the end of secondarv school, thev have an exam called the brevet de 
collège which Is like GCSEs
F5:TT So then at the end of their, their vears at college, thev have to take an exam which Is 
called un brevet de college, which Is...verv similar to the GCSEs In England.
F6:TT And at the end of college, thev have to... take an exam which Is called brevet des colleges, 
which again In England would be an equivalent to the GCSEs.
F7:TT After the 4 years of secondarv school, thev have to take a test.
F8:TT at the end of the school, the children have to take an exam, which Is called the brevet de 
college, which Is the equivalent to the GCSE exam In England.
With the exception of F7, all students mentioned the French term and then gave the 
approximate equivalent qualification GCSE. F7's rendition is deemed to be 
terminologically inadequate, as she did not give an English functional equivalent 
qualification, and hence provided no context to aid the listener in filling the 
knowledge gap. The term brevet des collèges does not appear in the French sub­
corpus and was also not discussed in class. However, the English qualification GCSE 
does appear in corpus-based exercises and was encountered by all participants 
except F7. Furthermore, all students, once again with the exception of F7, provided 
either no answer or an incorrect equivalent term in the terminology pre-test and the 
following answers in the terminology post-test:
Pre-test Post-test
FI The qualification you get aged 
15/16 after 2 years of study.
Brevet de collège
F5 Currently the earliest and only 
required qualifications from 
school -1 .  partie du bac.
Certificat d'études secondaires
F6 - BEPC (brevet d'études du 
premier cycle)
F7 Qualifications taken at school 
(age 11-16).
-
F8 Un qualification anglaise qui 
peut avoir a la fin de lycée, [sic]
Brevet du premier cycle
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Each of the test answers from FI, F5, F6 and F8 are considered to be terminologically 
adequate, as they provide an approximate equivalent French qualification. Although 
the SfPCisthe name of the qualification which preceded the brevet des collèges, it is 
nevertheless deemed to be adequate, as it could be approximately compared to the 
qualification which preceded the GCSE -  the Certificate o f Secondary Education 
(CSE). As the brevet des collèges and the GCSE were not discussed in class, it is once 
again possible that the students' improved knowledge of this terminology was aided 
by their work with the corpus-based materials.
Similar success in the rendering of the GCSE and the brevet des colleges was 
displayed by the French native speaker participants, who rendered this term as 
shown in Example 8.
Example 8:
ST The main qualifications that vou would leave Queen Elizabeth's with are certainlv GCSEs, 
so a General Certificate of Secondarv Education. With a GCSE vou can go on to pursue 
further education in college for example, do something more vocational, or you could 
stav on into sixth form and do AS levels and A levels, which then qualifv vou to then go 
on to university.
F2:TT Princioalement l'équivalent du brevet de collège, et donc après ca ils peuvent aller dans, 
dans des lycées pour... pour faire quelque chose de plus professionnel ou ils peuvent aller 
dans des Ivcées générales, qui... qui amènent ensuite à l'université.
F3:TT dans collèges, Ivcées anglais, ce sont les GCSEs, c'est-à-dire c'est un certificat d'études 
secondaire, donc où l'étudiant pourra choisir des matières à passer, qui ensuite 
l'amèneront soit à aller dans un, ce qu'on appelle un collège, pour quelque chose de plus 
professionnel ou alors pour passer son A Levels, c'est l'équivalent du baccalauréat, qui 
ensuite pourra amener, pourra conduire l'élève à l'université.
F4:TT Donc la, la, la maieure, le majeur diplôme que les élèves obtiendront c'est le brevet,
GCSEs, donc l'équivalent du, du brevet en France. Suite à l'obtention donc de ce brevet, il v 
a plusieurs choix qui s'offrent donc aux élèves: soit donc ils, ils continuent en fait leur 
svstème éducatif en allant donc au Ivcée: soit ils peuvent s'orienter vers une voie plus 
professionnalisante, ou soit ils restent donc au sein de, de- dans le même établissement 
pour passer donc l'équivalent de leur brevet, donc ils restent-ils font collège brevet dans le 
même établissement et suite à l'obtention donc de leur, de leur baccalauréat, ils peuvent 
aller à l'université.
F9:TT Mon école forme les élèves aux GCSEs, qui est l'équivalent du brevet de collège français. 
Après ce diplôme, ils peuvent poursuivre des études dans un établissement universitaire 
ou... ou faire... recevoir une formation professionnelle. Ou ils peuvent continuer une 
classe, qui est l'équivalent de la première et de la terminale des Ivcées français, qui les
forment, qui les préparent aux A Levels, l'équivalent du bac. Et après ces A Levels, ils 
peuvent continuer leurs études à l'université.
The term GCSE was encountered in corpus-based tasks by all four students. The 
meaning of this term and that of the French brevet des collèges were not discussed
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in class. All four students gave a terminologically adequate rendition, either by 
mentioning the English term, followed by the approximate French equivalent, or in 
the case of F2, simply by giving the French term, preceded by l'équivalent de. For 
participants F2 and F4, it is not possible to say that knowledge of this terminology 
improved during the study, since both students already knew approximate terms in 
French and English in the terminology pre-test. F3 and F9, however, gave no answer 
in the terminology pre-test and subsequently provided the following in the 
terminology post-test:
Pretest Post-test
F3 - Certificat d'études secondaire
F9 General Certificate of Secondary 
Education -  exam students take at age 
16 after 3 years' preparation (from 9^*^  
grade) Brevet des collèges
As this term had not been discussed in class, it is reasonable to suggest that this 
knowledge gap was filled through the students' work with the corpus-based 
exercises. Participant F9 also gave an explanation in the terminology post-test, 
showing an increased awareness of the English secondary school system.
A second term in Example 8 is sixth form, which also proved to be problematic for 
the English native speakers (see Examples 2a and 2b above). Similar to GCSE, sixth 
form  only appeared in corpus-based tasks and was not discussed in class. All four 
students encountered this term, yet only F9 gave an adequate rendition. The French 
native speakers experienced similar confusion to the English native speakers in this 
sample, who largely gave lycée as an equivalent term for sixth form. In F9's rendition, 
however, the sixth form  is linked to the classes in the French system, in which pupils 
are the same age as pupils in an English sixth form, namely première and terminale, 
with the seconde forming the first year of education at a lycée. This was therefore 
considered to be an adequate interpretation, as the school years which constitute 
the sixth form. Years 12 and 13, are approximately equivalent to the première and 
the terminale. Whilst the terminale had been mentioned in class, it also featured in 
corpus-based exercises, and interestingly, F9 was the only French native speaker
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who completed exercises featuring this term, subsequently giving the only 
satisfactory rendition of sixth form, as shown in Example 8.
A term for which a lexical knowledge gap was evident in four out of the five English 
native speakers, and subsequently filled during the course of the study, is 
redoublement, referring to cases in which pupils fail the school year and are required 
to re-sit, a feature of the French education system which is not shared in the English 
system. Example 9 shows how redoublement was interpreted by the five English 
native speakers.
Example 9:
ST Cela dit. en France, il est imoortant de préciser que il va  un svstème de redoublement en 
cas d'échec scolaire.
F1:TT In France, it's probably important to mention that there's a system where you can, like, re  ^
sit... a vear, in the case of- if you don't pass all your exams.
F5:TT So in France we have a, a very precise and important system, which 1 believe does not 
happen here in England, which Is called les redoublement, which is literallv a case of when 
children retake a vear at school
F6:TT also in France, 1 have to mention that there's a svstem, what thev call redoublement, 
which means that vou retake the same vear. It's when vou don't pass a particular vear, so 
you're not allowed to go to the next stage, so you have to retake that particular, that year 
altogether.
F7:TT There is a thing such as retaking in French schools
F8:TT in France we have this svstem of retaking a vear at school
All five students provided renditions which are terminologically adequate, and as 
there is no single equivalent term in English, the participants explained the concept 
in terms of re-sitting or retaking a year. Also interesting is that all except F8 provided 
no answer for this term in the terminology pre-test, but they were then able to give 
an explanation in the terminology post-test, either by giving retaking a year or 
resitting a year as a response in the terminology post-test. This improvement in 
lexical knowledge is arguably due to the students' work with the corpus.
A final term which was problematic for the students is école publique and the 
corresponding English term state school. Each of these terms appears in the English 
and French sub-corpora, in the English and French terminology tests and in the 
interpreting post-test, but they were not discussed in class. Example 10 below shows 
the English native speaker students' renditions of these terms.
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From the hits logged on Moodle, it is evident that all students except FI completed 
corpus-based tasks which feature the term école publique and/or state school. 
Example 10:
ST D'accord. alors en France II v a bien sûr un système d'écoles oubliaues et d'écoles 
privées.
F1;TT In France they have a- they have oublie schools and private schools.
F5:TT So as well there is the oublie svstem or the orivate system on French, in France, which is a 
little bit different to the oublie-...a little bit different to the one in England, as obviously 
oublie and orivate schools are the same.
F6:TT Also in France there's- you have oublie school and orivate school. Obviously oublie school, 
they are-thev're funded by, by the government, no so sorry, you have oublie school, which
are orivate schools in England as well.
F7:TT In France there are state schools and private schools.
F8:TT So in France, we do have the svstem of oublie and orivate schools, no, of oublie and state 
schools.
FI; subsequently, was the only participant who gave a rendition which is deemed to 
be terminologically inadequate, translating école publique literally as public school. 
The concept of public school is a false friend which caused some confusion, even in 
the renditions by F5 and F6. These students did, however, correct their 
interpretations as they realised that a public school in English is in fact private.
As well as the interpreting renditions, the students' also demonstrated improved 
knowledge of these terms in the terminology post-test. Participants F5, F7 and F8 
either gave no answer in the terminology pre-test or they provided public school as 
an equivalent term for école publique. These students subsequently gave the answer 
state school in the terminology post-test. FI and F6 already knew this term in the 
terminology pre-test; however, as shown in Example 10, FI still rendered école 
publique incorrectly, showing that she was in this instance unable to apply her lexical 
knowledge under the pressure of the interpreting task. Once again, the fact that this 
term and its corresponding English equivalent were not discussed in class, but was 
encountered in corpus-based tasks, suggests that the lexical knowledge gap has 
been narrowed by working with the corpus. This is even more likely for those 
students who gave no answer in the terminology pre-test, and who then rendered 
the term correctly in both the terminology and interpreting post-tests, namely 
participants F5, F7 and F8.
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This section has reviewed some of the segments of the interpreting post-test which 
proved to be problematic for some of the students. The focus has been on 
terminological adequacy, with a particular emphasis on knowledge of terms which 
may have been aided through students' corpus-based activities. In section 5.3, the 
questionnaires and written assignments are analysed, in order to explore the 
students' methods of working and comments about corpus-based interpreter 
training.
5.3 Feedback Questionnaire and Written Assignment
In this section, an overview of the participants' responses in the questionnaire will 
be given, followed by an exploration of the students' comments in the written 
assignment (see Appendix 4b for the brief). The comments extracted from the essays 
are chosen in order to demonstrate the students' methods of working with the 
corpus-based materials and to highlight their likes and dislikes about corpus-based 
interpreter training.
In the questionnaire (see Appendix 23), the students were asked to respond to 
whether they felt that the training materials were at the appropriate level for their 
needs. All nine students in this study replied that the exercises were at the correct 
level and that they were clear and easy to follow, and one student provided a further 
comment:
Comment 1:
On the whole, yes. Some of the French vocabulary that was specific to 
certain topics (i.e. education and museums) was quite challenging to 
understand, as it is not vocabulary that we deal with everyday.
This participant highlights the difficulties that can be presented by subject- 
specific terminology. In this way, the corpus-based materials here perhaps acted 
as a prompt, highlighting lexical knowledge gaps to students.
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Students' Evaluation of the Materials
In terms of the language-based exercises, the students were asked to rank the 
'helpfulness' of the tasks in aiding their comprehension of the language(s), with 
the responses given in Table 5.4 below.
Please rate the helpfulness of the COMPREHENSION 
preparation for Interpreting tasks (i.e. exercises such 
answering comprehension questions about the clip).
exercises in aiding your 
as watching a video and
Response
rate
Very
helpful
Helpful Neither 
helpful nor 
unhelpful
Not very 
heipfui
Not helpful 
at all
9/9 (100%) 7/9 2/9 0/9 0/9 0/9
Table 5.4 Students' evaluation o f the comprehension exercises
As shown above, all nine students found the language-based exercises either 
helpful or very helpful. Further comments were given as follows.
Comment 2a:
They made me listen to the videos more carefully which is essential for 
interpreting.
Comment 2b:
They were helpful in the sense that they forced you to listen out for specific 
details (such as place names, or certain figures), but from what I remember 
it seemed to be quite easy as well, so it was information that was picked up 
quite easily anyway. Maybe if the comprehension questions were a bit 
more detailed or difficult, that would really force us to listen?
These responses show that the students found the language-focused exercises 
helpful in preparation for interpreting tasks, and as Comment 2a explains, this is 
particularly the case for active listening. However, Comment 2b highlights the 
problem with computer-based comprehension exercises (cf. 7.1.2), which do 
not allow the student to write freely, due to the fact that the student's free-text 
must perfectly match one of the acceptable answers programmed into the 
computer: tasks of this type are therefore often too simplistic.
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Nevertheless, as mentioned in the methodological modifications (see 3.4), 
fewer of these exercises were used in case study 2 than in case study 1, 
providing students with more exploratory tasks, which required them to 
research terms and concepts in the corpus, rather than answer multiple choice 
questions to test comprehension, which formed a larger part of case study 1.
The students were also asked to evaluate the usefulness of the interpreting 
exercises uploaded to Moodle (see Appendix 5 for a sample exercise), with the 
responses in Table 5.5, as follows.
Please rate the helpfulness of the INTERPRETING exercises for practising and 
improving your interpreting skills.
Response
rate
Very
helpful
Helpful Neither 
helpful nor 
unhelpful
Not very 
helpful
Not helpful 
at all
9/9 (100%) 4/9 5/9 0/9 0/9 0/9
Table 5.5 Students' evaluation o f the interpreting exercises
All students found the materials helpful or very helpful. One student, who also 
took part in case study 1 (participant B), provided the following comment^^
Comment 3:
It was great to have the opportunity to use such a wide range of videos to 
practise our interpretation skills. Having had similar interpreting exercises 
in another language, maybe dividing the interviews into sections would be 
useful as then it forces the students to listen to longer "thought chunks" 
and then interpret when prompted to do so.
This echoes the comments made by students in case study 1 (e.g. Comments 4a 
and 4b in 4.3). The wide variety of videos was a significant consideration in the 
choice of materials used for the exercises in the study, as it was deemed to be 
important to expose the students to a range of speakers and accents. This 
student's comment about dividing the interviews into sections is an interesting 
one. In order to reveal information about the students' confidence in their
The questionnaire was completed by students anonymously, but this participant also made this 
comment face-to-face.
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comprehension and memory, it was decided at the outset of the project that 
participants should have the choice to determine the length of ST segments to 
interpret (cf. 3.3.1). However, some of the interpreting exercises also consist of 
interview extracts, which are shorter than whole interviews, thus providing 
students with longer, yet still manageable chunks for interpreting practice. This 
participant, however, only had 24 hits in case study 1 (see Table 4.3), and 27 hits 
in case study 2 (see Table 5.3), which was the lowest number of hits in each 
sample, so she did not encounter many of the exercises which provided longer 
extracts of the interviews.
The questionnaire then asked students to rate their learning success in several 
areas on a Likert scale from 1 to 5, with 1 representing I have learned very 
much, 2 I have learned quite a lot, 3 I have learned something, 4 I have not 
learned much, and 5 representing I have learned nothing, with an additional 
option to indicate that the student did not use the corpus-based materials for 
that particular learning activity (see Table 5.6).
Having worked w ith the corpus-based materials, please rate your learning in the 
following areas:
Response rate = 9/9 (100%)
1 2 3 4 5 6
Using the 
corpora to 
prepare for an 
interpreting 
task
4 4 1 0 0 0
Listening skills 7 2 0 0 0 0
Subject-specific
vocabulary
(education)
7 2 0 0 0 0
Comprehension 
of LI
5 2 0 2 0 0
Comprehension 
of L2
3 5 0 1 0 0
Note-taking 6 2 1 0 0 0
TT production 
(interpreting)
3 4 2 0 0 0
Table 5.6 Students' rating o f learning success
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Overall, learning success was rated highly for using the corpus to learn subject- 
specific terminology, to prepare for an interpreting task, and for improving 
listening skills. Whilst some students rated their learning success highly in the 
areas of LI comprehension and L2 comprehension, two participants indicated 
that they had not learned much in terms of LI comprehension, and one student 
also gave this response for L2 comprehension. This may be due to the students' 
perception that they already have a high level of comprehension, particularly of 
their LI, and so they did not feel that they had improved this skill during the 
study. This is also consistent with the general trend (cf. 4.1 and 5.1) that 
students tend to focus on completing L2-related tasks, perhaps on the 
assumption that their LI knowledge is already sufficient.
The question about learning success also included two key activities in 
consecutive interpreting, namely note-taking and TT production. These two 
areas were also rated highly, in terms of the students' perceived learning 
success; however, one student provided the following comment.
Comment 4:
It would have been useful to go over some of our interpretations in class 
to find out how other students coped with certain parts of the 
interpretation. There were a few times when I wasn't happy with the way 
I interpreted something, but I had nothing to compare it to or no way to 
find out the best way to say it.
This comment seems to relate to TT production, and the student alludes to the 
fact that this area of learning is not one which can be carried out in isolation, 
using solely the corpus-based materials. However, this also raises the notion of 
"the best way" of interpreting a certain passage, and this perhaps highlights that 
students need to be reminded that there is not one perfect way of interpreting, 
and that the same ST speech will have more than one satisfactory rendition. 
Nevertheless, it may be interesting to explore the possibility of inserting 
interpreted renditions into the corpus, in order to provide students with one 
possible solution; a function which is present in the EPIC corpus (cf. 2.3.2).
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Methods of working with the corpus-hased materiais
In order to gauge in what ways the corpus-based materials were used for self- 
study, students were also asked to say what they did with the resources in their 
own time, outside of classroom sessions. These are shown in Table 5.7 below. 
The results here are similar to those in case study 1 (see Table 4.7), with the 
most popular way to exploit the materials during self-study being the use of 
exercises as a template to practise interpreting other videos which were 
previously unseen, i.e. to apply corpus search techniques and skills learned 
through completing exercises to other interpreting scenarios, with other topics; 
7 out of the 9 students said that they used the corpus-based materials in this 
way.
Please select the ways in which you used the corpus-based materials for SELF- 
STUDY.
Response Rate 9/9
(100%)
Looking back at the interpreting exercises and applying the same 
techniques to other videos.
7
Searching for terms using concordances. 4
Searching for two or more terms using the co-occurrence function. 0
Using the annotation highlighter to extract key terms. 3
Using the 'view lists' function to generate a list of key terms in the topic 
of 'education'.
5
Conducting section searches to extract interview sections with a 
common theme.
0
Comparing systems in each culture using both the English and French 
corpora simultaneously, e.g. comparing university education in the UK 
and France.
6
Other 0
Table 5.7 Methods o f corpus use during self-study
Other popular methods of working included looking at both the English and 
French sub-corpora simultaneously, in order to compare terms and systems. In 
addition, 5 of the students indicated that they used key term lists, which consist 
of topic-related terms tagged in the corpus, in order to facilitate topic-based 
searches. These were used to help build a glossary of terms related to 
education. 4 out of 9 used the concordance function to view terms in context
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across the English and French sub-corpora. It is interesting that, what may be 
considered as traditional corpus functions, i.e. concordances and key term lists, 
were used less frequently by the students. A similar observation was made from 
the students' responses in case study 1, and this point will be elaborated in 
Chapter 7.
In order to allow the students more freedom to write about their methods of 
working with the corpus-based materials during self-study, the questionnaire 
also posed a more open-ended question, which did not provide possible ways of 
using the materials, but simply asked students to comment on how they had 
used the resources to practise and improve their interpreting skills. The 
students' answers to this question can be divided into two broad categories. 
Firstly, there is an element of the students reflecting on their work and 
identifying deficiencies and areas for improvement and personalised goals, as 
shown in Comments 5a and 5b.
Comment 5a:
The main goal for me was to pick up key elements and to improve my 
note taking abilities. I was more focusing on the way I was listening 
than on the final interpreting.
Comment 5b:
I listened to lots of the videos to practise listening in French and note- 
taking, as this is not something I feel particularly strong in.
Secondly, there is a range of approaches from individual students, with some 
choosing to simply interpret other videos during self-study.
Comment 6a:
I used it twice a week by watching two videos and interpreting them 
in both languages.
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Comment 6b:
I've also found interpreting different videos from the same topic (i.e. 
education) very helpful.
This was a popular method of working, simply gaining further practice by using 
the abundance of materials available for self-study. Furthermore, students also 
commented on the use of the video transcripts in their self-study, with 
examples of such comments in 7a -  7e.
Comment 7a:
I tried not to use the transcripts, and to understand as much as I could by 
myself.
Comment 7b:
I used videos that I watched while I was taking notes. Then I would try 
to translate it, and then look at the transcripts if there are things I 
was not sure about, some words I didn't understand. That will allow 
me to look for the vocabulary next.
Comment 7c:
I found it very useful to read along with the transcripts at first, so that 
I could practice my listening but stay focused at the same time. After 
a while of listening to the same topics of texts, I would not look at the 
transcripts and go straight into the listening and interpreting.
Comment 7d:
I have watched the videos and practiced interpreting them and then 
looked at the transcripts to check I had interpreted the content 
correctly.
Comment 7e:
I used the transcripts and the concordances search tools to develop my 
glossary and try to find equivalents for certain terminology that I didn't 
know how to interpret.
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As can be seen in Comments 7a -  7e, the transcripts were used frequently, but in a 
variety of ways. They were sometimes used as a comprehension aid, as in Comment 
7c, or students used the transcripts to check the interpreting they had done and to 
highlight areas for improvement, or vocabulary that needed to be researched.
One student also commented that she used the materials mainly to practise 
comprehension of her L2.
Comment 8:
I have used the videos to practise my understanding of L2 and work on 
my note-taking by listening to long chunks and trying to [...] translate 
them mentally.
Here, it seems that the student's focus was on increasing the length of the sense 
chunks interpreted in each turn. In addition, she prioritised L2 comprehension 
and note-taking skills, with TT production out loud given little consideration.
This echoes Comment 6 in 4.3 above, in which the student revealed that she did 
not feel that TT production was the focus of learning in her corpus-based work.
This lends further support to the promotion of a broader view of what 
constitutes a corpus-based approach, i.e. that materials (videos and transcripts) 
can be extracted from the corpus and used in face-to-face practice (cf. 3.3.2;
4.3).
The penultimate question was posed in order to gauge how the students would 
use the corpus-based materials in the future in a different situation, with a topic 
other than education. The aim of this was to explore to what extent the 
participants would be able to apply their knowledge and skills to a different 
situation (RQ lb). The students' responses mainly point towards using the 
resources as a preparatory tool, in particular to improve knowledge of 
terminology and to create a subject-specific term glossary for the task in 
question, as this selection of comments shows.
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Comment 9a:
I think I would keep on always listening to videos in both way (English 
and French) and try to do a list of vocabulary related to the topic by 
myself.
Comment 9b:
I would look for the various topics available other than education, and 
then practice interpreting the same topics both into English and into 
French to learn equivalent vocabulary and expressions.
Comment 9c:
I would browse the corpus for materials relevant to the topic on which I 
have to work, and use it to make up glossaries.
Comment 9d:
[l]t would also allow me to research key terminology and phrases 
associated with the topic, which would improve my general knowledge 
of the topic.
Most of the students commented on the importance of preparation and 
researching the topic, both in terms of terminology and background knowledge. 
The chosen method is usually to browse the corpus and to use the sub-corpora 
for the two languages (here, English and French) to find relevant materials and 
approximate equivalent terms in the two languages, thus highlighting that the 
learners are behaving as 'researchers', which is a benefit often associated with 
corpus-based learning (cf. Johns 1991; Gavioli 2001).
Apart from using the resources for preparation, there are different approaches 
from individual students, as follows.
Comment 10a:
I would choose random videos and interpret them straight away, which 
I believe would help me to improvise and also get used to interpreting 
on the spot.
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Comment 10b:
I will watch videos a first time. Then I will look for some topic-related 
vocabulary to have a subject background. And then I will watch the 
videos again and interpret some.
Comment 10c:
For general listening: it is quite hard to listen to French in England, so 
they are nice to have on in the background to help make my ear used 
to listening to French.
The student in Comment 10a adopted an ad hoc approach, prioritising the 
immediate nature of interpreting. It is perhaps the abundance of materials in a 
corpus that allows for such a method of working, although it would arguably be 
more beneficial to foreground preparedness. This comment perhaps highlights 
that this student needs to learn howto  learn. With so many resources available, 
it could be argued that a blended approach, combining face-to face and online 
learning, is more beneficial, with a level of guidance offered by the Tutor, with 
regards to how the materials might be exploited most effectively. The notion of 
guided autonomy in the context of corpus-based learning is explored further in 
7.2.
Comments 10b and 10c show that these students did in fact concentrate more 
on aspects of preparation, displaying slightly more cautious approaches which 
foreground the students' needs for listening and comprehension practice 
alongside interpreting. It therefore seems to emerge that personalised learning 
is promoted here, providing the students with the freedom to reflect upon and 
set their own future learning goals.
Benefits and Shortcomings of the Materiais
Finally, the students were asked to comment on their likes and dislikes about 
working with the corpus-based materials. This question was posed in order to 
gain a user perspective on the benefits of using these resources and also to 
identify possible areas for development in future work. Eight out of the nine 
students responded to this question.
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Overall, the students were very positive about the corpus-based resources used 
in this study. The main criticism, however, was that interpreting on the 
computer (see 3.3.2) does not allow for interaction between the interpreter and 
the speakers in the pre-recorded videos, a point also made by some students in 
case study 1.
Comment 11a:
It didn't give me a sense of "audience".
Comment 11b:
[T]he videos do not allow for interaction as we would probably have in 
real life situations (liaison interpretation); we could not ask for more 
explanation on what we did not understand.
This is an important point, and one which speaks in support of practice in 'live' 
situations. So, this is perhaps a good stage at which to suggest that interpreting 
on the computer could be done alongside practice with peers, in situations 
which facilitate interaction between speakers. Furthermore, it is argued by 
some researchers that a blended approach (see for example Littlejohn and 
Pegler 2007: 9), with traditional classroom teaching complemented by 
pedagogical opportunities offered by online resources, promotes personalised 
learning and transfers control from the teacher to the learner, aiding the 
development of autonomous learning behaviours (see 7.2).
Another area for development relates to the recording of some of the videos in 
each sub-corpus. Two students commented that, in some cases, it was difficult 
to hear the audio.
Comment 12a:
The only bad thing was that I often found the French texts to be really 
quiet, so that could maybe have been improved.
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Comment 12b:
Sometimes it was difficult to hear the interviewer, which does make it 
difficult to interpret, but also more difficult to anticipate what might be 
coming next.
One student commented positively on the corpus functions available, such as 
concordance and co-occurrence searches. However, in Comment 13, she 
highlights that, for the corpus to be fully exploited independently, perhaps more 
explanation and demonstration of the various functions might be useful, which 
points towards the need for elements of guidance in the learning process, as 
mentioned above.
Comment 13:
I liked the idea of searching for terminology and using the 
concordances, but I did find it difficult to use. Maybe if it had been 
explained more in class, with a possible demonstration, I would have 
felt more confident with it and used it more often.
Otherwise, the students commented positively about their experiences whilst 
using the corpus-based materials. Generally, the students found the materials 
simple to use and the exercises easy to follow.
Comment 14a:
I liked it because it was very easy to use.
Comment 14b:
I liked the fact they were easily accessible online from any computer. 
Also, the videos seemed to be at the right level for our class.
As Comment 14b also highlights, the fact that the exercises and links to videos 
were uploaded onto Moodle, allowed students to access the resources from 
anywhere, on any computer. In addition to this, a recurring theme in the 
students' comments relates to the richness of the materials, particularly in
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terms of variety. This point was also highlighted by students in case study 1, for 
example in Comments 4a and 4b in Chapter 4.3.
Comment 15a:
It was also good to hear a variety of people with different accents.
Comment 15b:
I liked that they used a variety of different speakers, which helped us to 
get used to the different ways people speak, e.g. the young people 
always spoke very fast but having older people was a good practice too; 
listening to people with different accents - this was all good to prepare 
us, as we will not always be interpreting the same type of person in the 
future.
This is an important point which was made by most of the students. In contrast 
to traditional methods of interpreter training, in which students would primarily 
be exposed to the teacher's voice and accent, the corpus gives students access 
to a far wider range of speakers, with a variety of accents. This may be 
beneficial for the students' comprehension skills, both for interpreting 
situations as well as for general L2 competence. This also links to comments 
about the abundance of materials at their disposal, which prevents students 
from having to search for appropriate practice resources which are at the 
correct level.
Comment 16a:
I liked having videos at my disposal without having to look for videos, it 
allowed me not to lose time.
Comment 16b:
Also, the videos seemed to be at the right level for our class.
So far, the findings in this section have focused on students' comments in the 
questionnaire. In order to provide further examples of the students' methods of 
working and to gauge their level of autonomy in the training process (RQ lb), 
the remaining examples are drawn from the written assignment, which was
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completed by students after the interpreting post-test, as a reflection on their 
learning and performance in the post-test interpreting task.
Comments from the Written Assignments
From the written assignments, three broad themes have been identified in the 
students' comments. Two of these emerged strongly in the students' written 
assignments in case study 1 (see 4.3), and here, a third category, methods of 
working, has been identified. The following three themes will therefore be 
explored:
•  Methods of working
• Reflection and self-assessment
• Personalisation; identifying personalised goals
Extracts from across the students' assignments will be used to illustrate the 
comments provided in each of the categories above. The discussion starts with 
the students' comments about their methods of working, as shown in Extracts 
1, 2 and 3.
Methods of Working
Extract 1:
FI I had made a conscious effort for the entire project to leave as long as possible 
in between interpreting, so that I could use the "thought chunks" to my 
advantage. The longer you can listen to the source text, the more likely you are 
to be able to understand the whole idea.
F9 [Tjhe interpreter chose to listen to the whole interview and to translate it as 
one chunk. This choice may not have been very wise nor justified, as it would 
have seemed logical to divide the interview into shorter chunks.
The students' comments show the variety of preferred methods of working, 
with individuals prioritising different aspects in the interpreting task. FI, who is 
the same student as participant B in case study 1, had an average turn length of
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18 ST words per interpreting turn in the first study, choosing to pause the ST 
audio at short intervals. In case study 2, she had an average turn length of 123 
ST words per turn (see Table 5.3), and her comment in Extract 1 shows that she 
had made a conscious decision to listen to longer ST segments before taking 
each interpreting turn, in order to gain a better overview of the ST. Participant 
F9 also commented on her preferred turn length, as she had conducted the 
whole interpreting task in one turn (see Table 5.3; see Appendix 20i). It could be 
argued that this shows that this student felt confident that she could 
understand and remember a large amount of information without interpreting 
short chunks. However, as F9 explains, this may not have been the most 
effective approach.
Students F2 and F7 foreground the use of anticipation as a point of departure 
for the interpreting task. This formed part of the discussion surrounding 
interpreting strategies, and the Moodle course page also featured exercises 
about anticipation in week 3 (see Appendix 7b, for example), which helped to 
highlight the importance of anticipation in the interpreting process.
Extract 2:
F2 As there was background information to draw from, this interpreting task was 
started with a short preparation using the anticipation strategy.
F7 She [ST speaker] continues to talk about the same subject throughout the text 
and describes the school system in chronological order which makes it easier 
for the interpreter to anticipate what she is going to say. For example, when 
she is talking about "lycées", the interpreter can anticipate that she will next 
discuss "le bac" as this is the natural order in which to describe the French 
school system. ___
Participants F3 and F8, however, focus more on acquisition of lexical knowledge 
and on the compilation of glossaries.
Extract 3:
F3 Thanks to previous classes of interpreting we had, we had a good knowledge 
background concerning the vocabulary and equivalences in English and French
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of the English educational system. Before the test, I revised all the vocabulary 
we had seen so far.
F8 Using glossaries allows interpreters to note and learn useful vocabulary in a 
structured way and therefore reduce the risk of misunderstanding key words in 
the task [...] this will certainly be considered in future interpretation tasks.
Students were encouraged from the beginning of the study to create a glossary 
of terms related to the topic of education, although this was not guided by the 
Tutors and was merely a suggested tool with which the students could 
experiment on an individual basis.
The other students, F4, F5 and F6, concentrate on note-taking and seem to 
foreground this as an essential part of their approach to interpreting.
Extract 4:
F4 [In note taking], I tend to write down every word because I don't trust my 
memory e n o u g h . _________________
F5 I did not write everything I heard verbatim; instead it was more effective to 
capture the main ideas^_____________________________ ___
F6 As the interpreter does not have too much experience, they felt that it was 
important to take as many notes as possible.
Students F4 and F6 seem to approach the interpreting task at the micro level, 
concentrating on individual words rather than ideas. They also reveal their lack 
of confidence, particularly regarding memory capacity. Although F5 has a similar 
focus on note-taking, she nevertheless seems to be more successful in the 
implementation of this strategy, recognising that the interpreter is required to 
work at the macro level by capturing ideas and concepts. Interestingly, F5 had a 
slightly shorter average turn length than F4 and F6, with an average of 95 ST 
words per turn compared with 121 and 107 words for F4 and F6 respectively 
(see Table 5.3). This perhaps shows that F5 was more aware of her own memory 
and processing capacity and was more successful at choosing the optimum 
length of her interpreting turns than either F4 or F6.
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Reflection and Seif-Assessment
With regards to the second category, reflection and self-assessment, the written 
assignment yielded rich data, with the students providing interesting critical 
comment on their performance. In the students' written assignments, the 
reflective and self-evaluative comments generally fall into one or more of the 
following sub-categories: reflections on ST comprehension problems;
assessment of renditions of terminology related to education; and reflections of 
a positive nature.
Comments in the sub-category of ST comprehension problems are shown in 
Extract 5 below, showing the reflective behaviour which the students in this 
group are beginning to demonstrate.
Extract 5:
FI There were several instances in this interpreting task when there was a lack of 
understanding on the interpreter's side [...] I had heard the speaker say 
"Galway", but I was not sure what it was, and initially thought she had said 
"Gaulois", which did not make sense to me [...] The strategy here was 
omission due to a lack of understanding, and it was strategic; rather than 
saying something that I knew was geographically incorrect, I had to infer that 
the University was near to Cork.
F5 I struggled to quickly identify numbers [...] For example, when Stéphanie talks 
about how the education system differed when she was at school, she 
mentions 1989 and 1990, which I did not identify correctly and so noted 
"86/89". Nevertheless, when interpreting this section, I was unsure if these 
dates were correct so I used a coping technique from Gile [...] Therefore, I 
referred to these years as the "80s", rather than stating specific years.
F7 The first problem this essay will discuss is the problem of the interpreter 
misunderstanding the source text and interpreting it wrongly into English [...]l 
wrongly interpret that school is obligatory in France until the age of 
seventeen, which is in fact "seize" (sixteen) in the French text. A solution for 
this problem would be to [...] use general knowledge and common sense in 
order to convey the right information.
F9 [0]ther omissions were due to a lack of comprehension of the source speech, 
and failing to pick up some of the information [...] for instance: the name of 
the school, "Queen Elizabeth", which was only picked up after a second 
listening (posterior to the recording of the interpretation).
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As participant FI explains, the second place name, Galway, was omitted 
strategically, in order to avoid providing incorrect information. The student 
points out that, although the omission was made intentionally, this was 
nevertheless due to the fact that she had not fully understood the ST at this 
point. A similar strategic response is employed by F5, who, upon noting down 
the incorrect range of years from the ST, decides to provide a more general 
rendition to avoid an incorrect interpretation. These students provide useful 
reflective comments in this instance, in which they analyse the deficiency in 
their performance, whilst also identifying the positive aspect of the strategy 
employed, albeit a coping strategy.
Students F7 and F9 identify examples from their interpreting transcripts, in 
which they feel that a lack of ST comprehension led to deficiencies in their 
renditions. F9, in particular, highlights the fact that she listened to the ST more 
than once on two occasions in this extract (after the interpreting post-test had 
been recorded), in order to compensate for her comprehension difficulties on 
the first listening. In each of these comments, the students show that they are 
beginning the process of reflection, taking into account the strategies that could 
be employed in a similar situation in the future.
The students made several comments in the second sub-category, reflection on 
renditions of terms related to education, perhaps showing that subject-specific 
terminology was one of the most challenging aspects of the interpreting task. 
Extract 6 exemplifies typical comments of this type.
Extract 6:
FI Some examples of where the target text does not quite convey the exact 
same message as the source text are at 02:18, "basic lessons" is given as a 
translation of "cours préparatoires", followed by "elementary lessons" and 
"average lessons" as very literal translations of "cours élémentaires" and 
"cours moyens" [...] if I had been more prepared, the correct solutions are 
"Key Stages 1,2 and 3".
F2 The main difficulties that arose during the interpreting task had to do with 
vocabulary related to education. A number of vocabulary items were
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expected, thanks to the anticipation strategy [...] However, some vocabulary 
items were not expected and this called for "coping strategies.
F3 1 didn't interpret the expression <Red Brick Universities> because 1 had no 
idea how to say that in French.
F4 Michael refers to the acronym PSHE that 1 wasn't familiar with [...] I've been 
confused with two specific terms which are "comprehensive school" and 
"red brick Universities". The problem wasn't that 1 couldn't understand those 
words being pronounced but 1 just wasn't sure of their meaning.
F5 When interpreting from French into English, the majority of my problems 
will always be regarding the topics that the interpretations are about [...] 
This shows the importance of thoroughly preparing and reading about the 
topic beforehand. When interpreting in the future 1 will ensure that my 
knowledge of the interpreting topic is much more in depth because these 
types of target-text production problems dramatically reduce the quality of 
the interpretation.
F6 The example below illustrates the lack of accuracy of the target text:
ST: Au college, II y a done la 5""’", 4""’" et 3""’"...
TT : A t this collège, that's where we find  the -  that's where they do their 
e^me e^me s^'^^which Is 0  b it like In England, -  which will be an equivalent 
of yea r-so  year 6, year 7, year 8 and year 9. The interpreter could have 
avoided this inaccuracy if they had prepared fully in advance and made sure 
that they understood the subject that they were going to interpret.
F7 A] rather large difficulty was the use of false friends and lack of cultural 
adaptation of academic terms [...] Even after weeks of studying the two 
school systems before the task, the interpreter was unable to adapt them.
F8 Although certain specific terms were revised before the task [...] problems 
were caused relating to the topic of Private and State Schools. [Ajithough 1 
corrected myself after the mistakes made, the interpretation is still not clear 
and the differences between the two types of school are not stated in a clear 
manner. This mistake further highlights the importance of preparation 
before a task...
F9 The second major issue in this interpreting task was that of the translation of 
specific terms related to the topic of education [...] The opposite strategy (to 
using the SL term), which was to leave out completely the English expression 
and to provide only a French equivalent, was used for the terms "Sixth form" 
and "OFSTED". The first one is translated as "une classe qui est l'équivalent 
de la Première et de la Terminale des lycées français": 1 thought it would be 
more easy and straightforward to address the audience using their own 
system of reference.
Participant FI reflects on her rendition of school years in the French primary 
education system and assesses the literal nature of her translation of the terms 
cours préparatoires, cours élémentaires and cours moyens. Whilst this 
assessment is valid, it seems rather negative, since, as shown in Example lb  in
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5.2 above, FI succeeded in providing the equivalent school years in the English 
primary school system. F6 provides a similar evaluation of her rendition of 
school years, and whilst she is correct that her rendition was not accurate, she 
nevertheless provided some of the correct equivalent school years in the English 
secondary school system. In these cases, it seems that the students are highly 
critical of their performance.
Students F3 and F4 assess their renditions of specific terms related to education, 
stating that problems arose due to a lack of understanding of the terms red­
brick university, PSHE and comprehensive school. F3 clearly says that she did not 
know how to express red-brick university in French, and F4 did not know the 
meaning of all three terms. Red-brick university only appears once in the whole 
of the English sub-corpus, and since it was also not a concept which was 
supported through class discussion, this may explain these students' difficulties 
in the rendition of this term.
Student F8 also exemplifies her comment by referring to specific terms, private 
and state schools. She confused the concept of 'public' and 'private' and hence 
provided a misleading rendition, realising during the interpretation that she had 
made a mistake (see Appendix 20h). This student did not encounter the French 
terms école publique and école privée during the study, neither in class nor 
during self-study. From the hits logged on Moodle, it is clear that she did, 
however, complete exercises containing the English term state school. With a 
more joined-up approach, using both sub-corpora simultaneously, it may have 
been easier to avoid the confusion caused by the terms public and private, 
which are often used synonymously in the English education system.
The other students also show in Extract 6 that they prioritise the importance of 
conducting research on subject-specific terminology, and whilst they identify 
this as a point for development in their training, participant F9 highlights the 
usefulness of understanding concepts in their cultural and systemic context, as 
opposed to necessarily knowing an equivalent term. In relation to her rendition
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of sixth form, F9 evaluates her paraphrase approach, in which she provides the 
French listener with the French school years which constitute the sixth form, i.e. 
Première and Terminale (see Appendix 20i). As discussed in Example 9 in 5.2 
above, this was deemed to be an adequate rendition, and F9's justification of 
this solution demonstrates the student's knowledge and application of this 
terminology, as well as a critical assessment of her approach.
Further reflective comments regarding the interpretation of subject-specific 
terminology were made by some of the students, as shown in Extract 7.
Extract7:
F4 If my pre-research concerning the education system in England ha[d] been 
more complete 1 would probably have come across the terms "red brick 
universities" or "comprehensive school" and my comprehension wouldn't 
have been hindered.
F5 Originally, 1 interpreted "brevet des collèges" as an equivalent to GCSEs, 
which was in fact correct. However, later on in the interpretation exercise 1 
thought 1 had made a mistake and that it was not an equivalent to GCSEs and 
so 1 corrected myself: "Just to recap. I'm afraid le brevet des collèges is not in 
fact the GCSEs, that is just a test they do at the end of the troisième année".
F7 One of the first instances of when this problem (cultural adaptation) arises is 
when the interpreter translates "cours préparatoires" as "preparatory 
classes". This is a direct translation of the French term [...] This term should 
have instead been adapted and expressed as "year 2 of primary school".
F9 1 also feel 1 was focusing too much on the specific vocabulary of education, 
and as a consequence 1 neglected the way 1 expressed myself in French.
Here, participant F4 elaborates on the deficiencies displayed in herTT regarding 
the terms red-brick university and comprehensive school, and once again alludes 
to the importance of terminological research. Students F5, F7 and F9 also 
provide further comments on their renditions of terms related to education, 
and interestingly, F9 suggests that too much 'effort' may have been spent on 
subject-specific terminology, leading to deficiencies in other areas. However, 
with a highly trained base of lexical knowledge, less processing capacity would 
be required for lexical access, and more 'effort' could be spent on other aspects 
of the interpreting process (cf. 2.1; Gile 2009; Skaaden 1999).
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Reflective comments on the use of terminology form a large part o f the 
students' self-assessment in the written assignment, which shows both the 
challenge of rendering subject-specific terminology, and also the students' 
awareness of the importance of terminological knowledge, arguably prompted 
by the students' work with the corpus-based materials. So for those students 
who showed slower improvements over the six-week period of the study, it is 
important to note that they were at least aware of the significance of prepared 
knowledge of terminology, which provides a useful basis for on-going 
improvements beyond the timeframe of the study.
The final point in the sub-category of self-assessment and reflection relates to 
the general mood of the students' comments and evaluations. Overall, the 
students seem to be rather self-critical and tend to focus almost completely on 
(perceived) negative aspects of their performance.
Extract 8:
FI Overall, 1 believe that this interpretation gives a fairly good representation of 
the source text.
F2 The strongest strategy which was employed here was the use of cultural 
adaptations. This strategy was only made possible with preparation and 
anticipation, both of which take place before the actual interpreting
F5 To conclude, 1 was generally pleased with my note-taking during this 
interpreting exercise, but was disappointed with my target-text production, 
considering it was into my native language.
F6 Overall, the interpreter's performance was of a relatively good standard.
As a conclusion, 1 do not consider this piece of interpretation as my most 
successful one so far, though 1 think 1 managed to convey most of the 
information and ideas expressed by the speakers.
Across the students' written assignments, it is evident that positive reflective 
comments are sparse. Where positive self-assessment does occur, it usually 
forms part of the concluding remarks in the assignment, with superficial 
comments such as "the interpreter's performance was of a relatively good 
standard". This underlines the overwhelmingly critical nature of the comments
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and shows that the participants were engaging analytically with their 
performance in order to inform future learning.
Personalisation and Identifying Goals
The final theme identified in the students' written assignments is 
personalisation and the identification of differentiated goals and areas for 
development. This is an essential part of the learning process and is required if 
the student is to progress. Some of the students' goals relate to preparation 
prior to an interpreting task, as shown in Extract 9.
Extract 9:
FI The most important strategy that 1 need to apply to myself for future 
interpretations is preparation, and thinking of all possible words that could 
be used as soon as the source text's topic is revealed.
F2 The strength of a given strategy is best assessed in looking at the effect it has 
on the interpreting performance. In that sense, it appears that the strongest 
strategy is the preparation beforehand.
F3 When interpreting, it is important for an interpreter to prepare himself and 
to build a sufficient knowledge background to translate "live".
F5 When interpreting in the future 1 will ensure that my knowledge of the 
interpreting topic is much more in depth because these types of target-text 
production problems dramatically reduce the quality of the interpretation 
[...] 1 will study the interpretation topics in detail, in terms of background 
information, appropriate vocabulary and terminology and target-text 
equivalents.
The comments refer in particular to background knowledge of the topic and 
subject-specific terminology, both of which were recurring themes in the 
students' identification of problems associated with the interpreting post-test 
task.
Another goal which is prevalent in the students' written assignments concerns 
the development of more effective note-taking techniques as well as the trade­
off between accurate listening and the noting of key points in the ST.
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F3
Extract 10:
It is really important to listen carefully to what the speaker says so that you 
could easily remember to interpret. As it is impossible to write everything, 
you have first to train your memory.
F4 [T] a king notes and listening at the same time is still very challenging for me, 
and I sometimes forgot to fully listen when concentrating on my note taking 
[...] Flowever, what could be efficient for me is to structure more my notes 
and to develop my own way of using symbols and abbreviations in order to 
save precious time when writing down ideas.
F5 To improve my interpreting in the future, I will continue to practise and 
develop my note-taking techniques, in order to obtain an efficient note- 
taking system. I am also going to think more carefully before starting 
interpreting to avoid unnecessary errors, such as the use of incorrect 
equivalents.
F8 [A]pplying Roznan's diagonal theory will allow the beginnings and ends of 
each sense chunk to stand out clearly from the page. This technique will 
solve another problem as during the task it was difficult to note numbers 
and key dates quickly in a calm manner. This diagonal technique offers 
enough space in the margin to note any key figures so that they can easily be 
found and reproduced in the target language effectively [...] The final 
solution to improve my note-taking techniques refers to abbreviations and 
symbols. Word for word translations can be avoided by using symbols, which 
in addition can also help the interpreter save time when interpreting.
Participants F3 and F4 comment on their over-reliance on notes and the 
detrimental effect that this has on the listening effort. F3 identifies memory 
capacity as an alternative or additional skill which needs to be improved, in 
order to rebalance the burden between various efforts, rather than depending 
heavily on note-taking. F4, whilst commenting on the same skill, identifies a 
different goal, which is the development of more effective note-taking 
strategies to prevent too much information from being written down. Similar to 
F4's comment, students F5 and F8 identify possible improvements to be made 
to their note-taking strategies. F8, however, provides more detail about what 
she might do to improve this skill, showing some background research and 
insight into her personalised goal for development. On the other hand, student 
F5 makes perhaps a more superficial comment, stating that she will ''practise 
and develop" her note-taking technique, without providing in depth information 
about how this goal might be achieved.
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Some of the students also identify further aims for their on-going development 
in interpreting; aims which do not belong to the categories of note-taking, 
listening or preparation. These are summarised in Extract 11.
Extract 11:
F2 It would be very interesting to contrast this interpreting performance with 
one done by a professional interpreter, to see if the strategies used are 
different altogether or if they simply are refined.
F7 [T]he interpreter has been far too influenced by the French and has 
struggled to separate what they hear in French and what they say in English 
[...] In order to overcome this difficulty, the interpreter should continue to 
practise interpreting from French to English in general and also listening to 
videos about the school system in English may help to make them more 
accustomed to hearing English terms and give them more of an ability to be 
able to link the French and English systems.
F8 With slower speech it is more likely that false starts would be avoided as I 
would have lower levels of stress. As a result I would be able to think in a 
clear and calm manner and start the sentences correctly.
Student F2 raises an interesting method for the development of her interpreting 
competence, by means of a comparison of her own performance with that o f a 
professional interpreter. This was not possible for the post-test material, as it 
had been created for the sole purpose of the students' assessment. However, F2 
was directed to look at the EPIC corpus (see Chapter 2.3.2), which consists of 
professional interpretations of plenary sessions at the European Parliament, in 
order to explore the strategies used by professional interpreters, albeit in a 
different setting and with different ST material.
In section 5.1, it was found that students generally focused on exercises which 
provided support and practice in the L2, and that far fewer LI tasks were 
completed. Interestingly, participant F7, who is an English native speaker, 
recognises that her lack of preparation of English terminology made it more 
difficult to identify links between the English and French education systems. As 
shown in Table 5.2 above, F7 encountered 27 terms related to education in her 
work with the corpus-based materials, and of these, only 9 were English terms.
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This underlines the fact that this student had concentrated on the French 
materials, and it is promising that the need to train both LI and L2 has been 
noted as a possible goal for improvement.
Finally, F8 sets herself a goal relating to speech rate. This student tended to 
speak rather fast and to make false starts as a result of starting to interpret too 
quickly. This is therefore a useful goal for this participant, and in fact, this might 
also be a valid aim for other students in this group to strive towards.
5.4 In Summary
This chapter has presented the findings from case study 2, with English and French 
as the language pair. Section 5.1 outlined quantitative results from the following 
data: scores in the terminology pre- and post-tests; the students' number o f hits on 
the Moodle course page, and the average interpreting turn length in the interpreting 
pre- and post-tests. Following on from the quantitative analysis, section 5.2 explored 
in more depth the students' performance in the interpreting post-test. Analysis here 
was based on selected examples from the participants' interpreting transcripts, 
focusing in particular on the students' renditions of subject-specific terminology 
related to education, and terms which had been encountered through working with 
the corpus-based materials.
Finally, 5.3 has given an overview of some of the comments made by students in the 
questionnaire and the written assignment. The examples which have been presented 
aim to demonstrate the students' methods of working with the corpus-based 
materials and strive to exemplify the reflective behaviours which start to emerge. In 
addition, useful information was gathered from the students regarding positive and 
negative aspects of the materials from a user's/student's perspective.
A discussion of the findings presented above will follow in Chapter 7, relating the 
results outlined here to those from the other case studies; these further studies, 
with English and German as the language pair, are described in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6 
Case Studies 3 and 4: Findings
As explained in 3.5, case Studies 3 and 4 were conducted using materials from the 
English and German sub-corpora. Section 6.1 presents the findings from case study 
3; a data sample which consists of level 2 (second year) undergraduate English native 
speakers. This is followed by an overview of the results from case study 4 in section 
6.2.
6.1 Case Study 3
As outlined in 3.5.2, the timeframe for this study was shorter than in the other 
studies, since the sessions here took the format of two workshops, with the aim of 
providing second year undergraduate students with a brief introduction to 
consecutive interpreting and to using the corpus-based materials to practise this 
activity. As this study was not conducted as part of a degree module, the students 
were not required to submit a written assignment about their performance in the 
interpreting post-test. Therefore, information about the students' methods of 
working (RQ 1 & la) and their emerging autonomous learning behaviours is derived 
from responses in the questionnaire (RQ lb).
In 6.1.1 below, the quantitative findings from this sample are presented, followed by 
qualitative analyses of the students' post-test interpreting transcripts, focusing on
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their use of subject-specific terminology (6.1.2). In section 6.1.3, the participants' 
comments and responses on the feedback questionnaire are explored.
6.1.1 Quantitative Findings
In case studies 1 and 2, there was a tendency for students to focus on completing L2 
exercises, and in some cases, participants chose to concentrate exclusively on their 
L2. Due to the time constraints in case study 3, exercises uploaded to Moodle 
revolved around video extracts only from the German sub-corpus. Therefore, the 
tendency for students to focus on L2 terms, as mentioned in 4.1 and 5.1, cannot be 
verified here, since the pedagogical focus was in any case on German, the students' 
L2.
Perhaps as a result of this L2-focused work, the students' scores in the terminology 
pre- and post-tests reveal bigger improvements in their knowledge of German terms 
compared with the English terms, as shown in Table 6.1.
EN
Explanations
DE
Explanations
EN trans to 
DE
DE trans to  
EN
Participant Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
2A 9 11 7 9 6 6 3 7
2B 9 9 0 8 1 4 0 8
2C 9 9 3 8 3 6 2 5
2D 9 12 4 9 3 5 1 9
TOTAL 36 41 14 34 13 21 6 30
Mean 9 10.25 3.5 8.5 2.06 5.25 1.5 7.25
St dev 0 1.5 2.887 0.577 1.773 0.957 1.291 1.708
t(3)=-1.667,
p>0.05
t(3)=-4.082,
p<0.05
t(3)=-2.828,
p>0.05
t(3)=-4.373,
p<0.05
Table 6.1 Students' scores in terminology pre- and post-tests
The students in this sample were already able to explain the majority o f the English 
terms in the pre-test, all of whom scored 9 out of 14. This led to either no change or 
slight increases in the post-test. For the translation of English terms into German, the
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students started with low base figures in the pre-test; the highest score was 6 out of 
14 (participant 2A), and showed either no or slight increases in the post-test.
On the other hand, the increases in students' scores in the categories of 
'explanations of German terms' and 'translations of German terms into English' are 
more promising. This is illustrated by the increases in the group total from pre- to 
post-test, with a total of 14 correct explanations of German terms in the pre-test and 
34 in the post-test. Similarly, for the translation of German terms into English, there 
was an increase in the group total from 6 in the pre-test to 30 in the post-test. These 
increases are significant at the level of p<0.05. So here, it would seem that the focus 
on German terminology and the German education system in the corpus-based 
exercises aided greater improvements in the students' knowledge of these terms, 
whereas there was no significant improvement in the participants' knowledge of the 
English terms.
Due to the shorter timeframe in this study, the students' level of engagement with 
the materials was not analysed. As there were only two sessions, there was little 
opportunity for self-study, and therefore the total number of hits was similar for all 
participants. As the exercises focused on videos from the German sub-corpus, the 
terms encountered by the students were also German, helping to explain the 
significance level in the increases in students' knowledge of German terminology 
related to education.
6.1.2 Analysis of Interpreting Post-Test
The students' renditions of subject-specific terminology will now be evaluated, 
illustrated by examples taken from the participants' post-test interpreting 
transcripts, and also by making reference to the responses given in the terminology 
pre- and post-tests. As shown in Table 6.1 above, the students in this sample already 
demonstrated good knowledge of English terms in the terminology pre-test. 
However, all students displayed a lack of knowledge about systemic (mis)matches, 
i.e. how the English and German systems differ structurally. This will be highlighted 
in Example 1.
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Identifying gaps In cultural and systemic knowledge
In case study 2 (cf. Examples la  and lb  in 5.2), it was apparent that the students 
found the rendering of school years problematic in the interpreting post-test. 
Difficulties of this type also arose in this set of data, as shown in Example 1 below.
Example 1:
ST aber die ersten zwel Jahre, also das 5. oder 6. Schuliahr. das nennt man die 
Erprobungsphase
2A:TT But the- for the first 2 years- for the- for the first 2 years that they spend at one of these 
schools and for the first 2 vears, there is a period where it's easv to switch between the 
schools.
2B:TT So when- in vear 5 or 6. when the child is 10, these two first vears are sort of an adaption 
period
2C:TT The first 2 years of the three-tier school system are meant to adiust the students, so it's 
still quite easy to switch between the different schools.
2D:TT and the first few- but the first- for the first few vears there's a general testing period when 
it's more easy to transfer between the different school systems
Participants 2A and 2C incurred a minor omission, as they did not provide an 
approximate rendition of the school years, 5 and 6, in the English school system. This 
omission is only deemed to be minor, since both students clarified that the ST 
speaker is referring to the first two years of schooling in the three-tiered system. 2B 
simply transposed the years into English; pupils in Year 5 in Germany would be 
approximately the same age as pupils in Year 7 in the English system, and hence this 
leads to a minor inaccuracy. Participant 2D also incurred an instance of minor 
inaccuracy, as he generalised the reference to the school years to 'for the first few 
years'. This provides the English speaking listener with an approximate frame of 
reference, but it is nevertheless ambiguous.
Example 1 demonstrates the complex nature of the chosen topic, education, as 
many of the terms are culture- and system-specific, and without knowledge of these 
differences, it is difficult for the interpreter to navigate the points where the systems 
do not run in parallel, i.e. in the above example, where Year 5 in the English system 
is not simply the fifth year of education in a German school. Exercises on school 
years were not included during this case study, and so it is arguably the case that, 
without pedagogical intervention with regards to the structure of school years in
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each education system, the students were unsuccessful in rendering this segment of 
the ST.
Terms in class discussions and corpus materials
Example 1 above illustrated the fact that knowledge gaps were evident among the 
students, particularly with regards to the structure of the education systems in 
England and Germany. There was no opportunity in the corpus and associated 
exercises to gain knowledge of the differences in school years in each system, and 
the students subsequently found this segment of the ST problematic. In this section, 
the selected examples present terms which featured in class discussions and in the 
corpus materials (see Appendix 15 for the list of terms in this study).
Example 2a shows how the students rendered the term Gymnasium, which is 
approximately equivalent to an English grammar schooi.
Example 2a:
ST Und du hast das Gymnasium erwahnt. Was fur andere Schulen eibt es In Deutschland?
2A:TT You have mentioned the Gymnasium, the German grammar school...
2B:TT So you've mentioned the grammar school. What other sorts of schools are there in 
Germany?
2C:TT So you've mentioned the Gymnasium. Is there any- what other kind of schools are there in 
Germany?
2D:TT You have mentioned the Gymnasium, the grammar school. What other kind of schools are 
there in Germany?
The term Gymnasium was encountered by all four students in corpus-based 
exercises. With the exception of 2C, the participants' renditions were 
terminologically adequate, with the students choosing to either provide grammar 
schooi as an approximately equivalent term or to mention the German term 
followed by the approximated English term. 2C, however, did not translate the term, 
and since the student had not previously given an explanation of Gymnasium earlier 
in her TT, this is deemed to be terminologically inadequate.
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From analysis of the terminology tests, it emerges that none of the participants 
provided an adequate response for this term in the pre-test, yet all four students 
were able to give correct answers in the terminology post-test, as shown in Example 
2b.
Example 2b:
Pre-test Post-test
2A Most academic German school leading to 
Abitur - High school/college
Highest secondary school -  grammar school
2B - Hochste Schule des dreigliedrigen 
Schulsystems -  grammar school
2C High school (6^  ^form) Highest form of education at secondary 
level -  A level
2D akademisch-orientierte Schule Hochste Ebene von Schule, akademisch -  
grammar school
As the Gymnasium was encountered by all four students during the study, it would 
seem that the improvement in knowledge of this lexical item may have been aided 
by working with the corpus-based materials, supported by class discussions.
Apart from the Gymnasium, the German ST speaker also talks about the other types 
of secondary school in the three-tiered system, the Reaischuie and the Hauptschuie. 
All three terms were rendered as shown in Example 3a.
Example 3a:
ST [DJieses Gutachten sagt ob sie auf elne welterführende Schule, ob sie auf die 
Hauptschuie, auf die Reaischuie oder auf das Gymnasium gehen sollen und das ist eben
je nach dem, wie gut die akademischen Fahigkeiten sind, wie gut diese Kinder sind.
2A:TT And according to how good the children are, they either go to the Hauptschuie, the lowest 
form of edu- secondary education, the Reaischuie, the middle form of secondary 
education, or to the Gymnasium, the highest form of secondary education in Germany.
2B:TT but now it's about how good the child is at the academic subjects.
2C:TT [T]he parents were also quest- along with the teachers, who would analyse the kids' 
academic ability and decide whether they should go to the Gymnasium, which would lead 
to A Level equivalent, Reaischuie or a Hauptschuie, which are the lower 2 tiers.
2D:TT they decide, well, whether the child should go to a Hauptschuie, Reaischuie or 
Gymnasium, so the Gymnasium is the grammar school and the Hauptschuie and 
Reaischuie are the lower- lower or upper levels below that, and this is generally depends-
generally depends on the child's general academic ability.
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Participants 2A, 2C and 2D provided terminologically adequate solutions, relating the 
different schools back to the three-tiered system which had been mentioned just 
before in the ST. 2B, on the other hand, incurred a minor omission, as she did not 
mention the types of school at all. However, this student did mention the types of 
school in the next interpreting turn, and linked them to the three-tiered system, as 
shown in Example 3b.
Example 3b:
ST Sie gehen dann auf eine der drei Schulformen.
2B:TT The school system is split into the Hauptschuie, Reaischuie and Gymnasium, so the lowest, 
middle and highest type of secondary school.
In the terminology tests, the students showed improved knowledge of the types of 
secondary school. The participants gave the following responses for the term 
Hauptschuie in the terminology pre- and post-tests.
Example 3c:
Pre-test Post-test
2A Least academic German school -  high 
school
Lowest secondary school
2B - Niedrigste Schule des dreigliedrigen 
Schulsystems -  secondary school
2C Middle school between Reaischuie and 
Gymnasium
Lowest form of education at secondary level 
-  poor GCSE
2D Allgemeine Schule Niedrigste Ebene von Schule, generelle 
Ausbildung -  secondary school
The students generally provided more information about the Hauptschuie in the 
post-test, compared with responses in the pre-test. Participant 2B was even able to 
explain the term in German and gave the term secondary school as an approximate 
equivalent in the context of the three-tiered system, which is deemed to be a 
satisfactory response. Participant 2C interestingly related the term to the type of 
qualification which is achieved at the Hauptschuie, namely approximately equivalent 
to a GCSE with a low grade.
Similar responses and improvements are seen in the students' terminology post­
tests, with regards to the term Reaischuie, as shown in Example 3d.
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Example 3d:
Pre-test Post-test
2A High school/college 2"'^  highest, respected secondary school
2B - Mitte Schule des dreigliedrigen 
Schulsystems -  secondary school
2C Training more for career (trade, 
apprenticeship) -  trade apprenticeship 
programme
Middle form of education at secondary level 
-  average-good GCSE
2D Praktisch-orientierte Schule -  
academy/college
Arbeit/Praktisch-orientierte Schule -  
practically-focused secondary school
Once again, the students generally referred to the three-tiered organisation of the 
German school system in the terminology post-test, showing improved cultural 
knowledge. 2C once again linked the Reaischuie to the approximate type of 
qualification gained in this type of institution, namely the GCSE. One exception here 
is 2D, whose response is deemed to be unsatisfactory. The student's response is 
similar in the pre- and post-test, and the answer does not show knowledge of the 
position of the Reaischuie in the German secondary school system.
Similar improvements in lexical knowledge were seen for the term Gymnasium (see 
Example 2b above). From the Moodle logs, it is clear that all four students 
encountered these terms in the corpus-based activities. The students' increased 
cultural, systemic and lexical knowledge highlighted in Examples 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d 
may therefore be attributed in part to their work with the corpus-based resources as 
well as to class discussions which featured these terms.
Terms only featured In corpus materials
The examples thus far feature terminology which highlights knowledge gaps for 
terms which were encountered by students in the corpus-based materials and during 
class discussions. The examples in this section present terms which were only 
encountered in the corpus and associated exercises, and which did not arise during 
class discussions. For these terms, any improvements in lexical knowledge can be 
more strongly linked to working with the corpus.
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Example 4a shows how the qualification, mittlerer Abschluss, which is approximately 
the GCSE qualification in the English school system, was rendered by the four 
participants in this sample.
Example 4a:
ST Dann auf der Reaischuie gibt es meistens so einen mittleren Abschluss,
2A:TT And at the Reaischuie there is a... mittlerer Abschluss, which is equivalent to a GCSE, 
rouRhIv equivalent to a GCSE- the GCSEs in England.
2B:TT And from there you can go to another school.
2C:TT Then there's the Reaischuie, which is the middle level leaving qualification.
2D:TT And if- from the Reaischuie thev can obtain... a middle qualification which- and thev can 
also have- which can lead them to further education.
Participant 2A provided a terminologically adequate rendition by referring to the 
English GCSE as an approximate equivalent qualification. Student 2B, however, 
omitted the term, leading to a lack of information presented in the English TT; this is 
therefore deemed to be a major omission. Participants 2C and 2D provided 
terminologically inadequate renditions, translating mittlerer literally as middle 
(level). This term was encountered by all participants through completing corpus- 
based exercises. Although 2A was the only student to give a terminologically 
adequate rendition, all four students showed improved knowledge of this term in 
the terminology post-test.
Example 4b:
Pre-test Post-test
2A Received at Reaischuie Qualification from Reaischuie-GCSE, 
roughly equivalent
2B - GCSE
2C - One of the Reaischuie qualifications -  
average qualification
2D Was man nach der Hauptschuie bekommt GCSEs
As shown in Example 4b, participant 2A was already aware that the mittlerer 
Abschluss is obtained at the German Reaischuie. However, she was not able to give 
an approximate equivalent term. This knowledge improved in the terminology post­
test (and in the interpreting post-test, as shown in Example 4a), with the addition of 
the approximate equivalent, the GCSE. Students 2B and 2C gave no answer in the
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terminology pre-test and 2D provided an incorrect response, as the mittlerer 
Abschluss is achieved after the Reaischuie. All three students subsequently provided 
adequate responses in the terminology post-test. Similar to the findings in case study 
1, participants 2B, 2C and 2D in Example 4b demonstrate terminological knowledge, 
but they were not able to apply this accurately in the interpreting situation, once 
again highlighting a problem of lexical access under the adverse conditions (cf. Kohn 
and Kalina; 2.1) of interpreting.
The final qualification mentioned in the German ST is the Abitur, which is the exam 
taken in German schools at the same time as the A Level in England.
Example 5:
ST Ja. urn elne allgemeine Hochschuireife zu haben muss man das Abitur gemacht haben.
2A:TT General- thev need to have a general qualification. And one must have completed their 
Abitur, which is the equivalent to the English A Levels,
2B:TT Thev need to have the general... a general school leaving certificate from secondarv 
school. You need to have done the A Level equivalent for that.
2C:TT Normallv in Germanv, one would have to do their Abitur, which would come after 
Gvmnasium.
2D:TT Generallv vou need to have a general... certificate. You need to generallv graduate from 
vour secondarv school and to do this vou need to generallv have the Abitur, which is 
equivalent to German- the German equivalent to A Levels,
Before the Abitur is mentioned, the ST speaker refers to the allgemeine 
Hochschuireife, which refers to the qualification required for admission to a higher 
education institution. The rendition of this term was deemed to be terminologically 
inadequate if the student did not make the link between this qualification, the Abitur 
and the fact that this is required for admission to university. This is the case for 
participant 2A, who rendered the allgemeine Hochschuireife as a general 
qualification, separating this from the Abitur. 2B and 2D successfully provided 
renditions which clarified that the Abitur is the qualification which grants admission 
to university. Participant 2C also provided a clear interpretation, although she 
incurred a minor omission for not referring to the allgemeine Hochschuireife.
Although the allgemeine Hochschuireife features in one video in the German sub­
corpus, the hits on Moodle reveal that it was not encountered by any of the 
participants. This lack of contact with this term, through corpus-based work or class
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discussion, may explain the students' generalised renditions, and the terminological 
inadequacy displayed by 2A.
The main point for discussion in Example 5 is the term Abitur. This term was 
encountered by all four students in the corpus-based exercises and it was not 
discussed in class. Participants 2A and 2D provided terminologically adequate 
renditions by referring to German term, followed by the approximately equivalent 
qualification in the English system. 2B also provided an adequate interpretation by 
stating the English equivalent qualification, but without mentioning the German 
term Abitur. 2C, however, provided a terminologically inadequate rendition, since 
she attempted to explain the qualification, but unfortunately by using a reference to 
the German system, the Gymnasium, hence providing the English-speaking listener 
with no English approximate term.
Interestingly, all four students except 2C were already able to provide an adequate 
response for the term A Level in the terminology pre-test. 2C provided no answer 
and subsequently provided Abitur as an approximate equivalent term in the 
terminology post-test. So it seems that this student had learned this term, as shown 
in the terminology post-test, but she was not successful in applying this knowledge 
in the interpreting post-test on this occasion. As mentioned above, this was also 
observed in case studies 1 and 2, where knowledge of terminology was 
demonstrated in the terminology test, but this knowledge was not always 
successfully applied in the interpreting post-test (see Example 6 in 4.2; Example 4 in
5.2). As the Abitur was only encountered through work with the corpus-based 
materials, it is possible to suggest that this student filled the lexical knowledge gap 
by completing the corpus-based tasks.
A final term for discussion, which only featured in the corpus-based materials, is das 
dreigliedrige Schulsystem, which was encountered by all students during the study. 
All four students rendered this correctly in the interpreting post-test with a three­
tiered school system.
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Example 6a:
ST Es gibt eieentlich ein dreigliedriges Schulsvstem.
2A:TT There is a three-tiered school svstem in Germanv.
2B:TT There is a three-tier school svstem.
2C:TT There's a three-tiered school svstem.
2D:TT In Germanv. there is a three-tiered schooi svstem.
With regards to the terminology pre-test, it is interesting that only participant 2A 
provided an explanation and an English term, as shown in Example 6b.
Example 6b:
Pre-test Post-test
2A Different schools depending on academic 
performance -  3 tiered schooi system
School system with 3 different types of 
school -  3 tiered school system
2B - System von Haupt-, Reaischuie u. 
Gymnasium -  3-tiered school system
2C Hauptschuie, Reaischuie, Gymnasium, 
different levels
3 tier system. Separation of students based 
on academic ability -3 tier system
2D System von 3 Arten von Schulen nach der 
Grundschule
Kinder gehen in eine von 3 Schularten 
(Haupt/Realschule/Gymn) -  three-tiered 
school system
Participant 2A provided an explanation and the term three-tiered school system in 
the pre-test. Whilst 2C and 2D provided adequate explanations, they did not give an 
approximate term in English until the post-test. Participant 2B also provided a full 
and adequate answer in the terminology post-test, having given no response in the 
pre-test. As this term had not been discussed in class, it is likely that this lexical 
knowledge gap was filled by the students' work with the corpus-based resources.
The findings presented in 6.1.2 have explored the students' renditions of subject- 
specific terminology both in the interpreting post-test and in the terminology tests. 
With the close mapping of the terminology, in terms of the places in which each 
lexical item featured during the study (see Appendix 15), it is possible to draw 
inferences about how students may have improved their lexical knowledge. For the 
terms which were only encountered through working with the corpus-based
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materials, it is possible to make a stronger link between the participants' knowledge 
of terminology related to education and their work with the corpus.
6.1.3 Feedback Questionnaire
In this section, the students' responses in the questionnaire are explored. As 
mentioned in 3.4, an additional question was posed in case study 3, regarding the 
training areas of difficulty for students at this level, who have not spent a prolonged 
period of time in a German-speaking country. The comments are sub-divided into 
the broad categories of 'evaluation of the materials', 'reflections on learning', 
'methods of working with the corpus materials', and 'benefits and shortcomings of 
the materials'.
Students' Evaluation of the Materials
With regards to the degree of difficulty of the exercises, all four students replied that 
the corpus-based activities were at the appropriate level, and one student 
commented that he had used corpora previously, but that the exercises were 
nevertheless broad enough to keep him interested in the subject matter.
In terms of the different types of corpus-based tasks, language-based and 
interpreting exercises, the students were asked to rate the helpfulness of the 
exercises for their learning, with all four students rating the interpreting exercises as 
very helpful, as shown in Table 6.2.
Please rate the helpfulness of the INTERPRETING exercises for practising and improving 
your interpreting skills.
Response
rate
Very helpful Helpful Neither 
helpful nor 
unhelpful
Not very 
helpful
Not helpful 
at all
4/4 (100%) 4/4 0/4 0/4 0/4 0/4
Table 6.2 Students' evaluation of Interpreting exercises
Similar responses were given in relation to the language-based exercises, as shown 
in Table 6.3.
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Please rate the helpfulness of the COMPREHENSION exercises in aiding your preparation 
for interpreting tasks (i.e. exercises such as watching a video and answering 
comprehension questions about the clip).
Response
rate
Very helpful Helpful Neither 
helpful nor 
unhelpful
Not very 
helpful
Not helpful at 
all
4/4 (100%) 0/4 4/4 0/4 0/4 0/4
Table 6.3 Students' evaluation o f comprehension exercises
With a 100% response rate, all four students said that they found the language- 
based tasks helpful for their learning. One student provided the following comment 
in relation to the language-based exercises:
Comment 1:
It was not clear whether or not we could re-watch the video multiple times 
to better answer the questions.
This comment is interesting, as it suggests that this student required guidance on 
how to use the exercises (see 7.2). It perhaps also shows that this participant was not 
confident in her/his ST comprehension, since it appears that the student generally 
required more than one listening of the video extracts to enable correct responses to 
be given.
As this case study was conducted over a shorter period of time than the other 
studies, the students had less time to explore the corpus-based resources during 
self-study. One of the questions therefore asked whether students had used the 
materials at all for self-study. Only one of the four students replied 'yes' to this 
question, although the following comments were also offered:
Comment 2a:
No, but I will use them in the future.
Comment 2b:
I have only used them briefly, to better acquaint myself with them, 
however they will be further used in the future.
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In this study, there was only one opportunity to use the resources in self-study, i.e. 
during the time between the two class-based sessions. It is therefore unsurprising 
that the resources were not fully exploited by the students during self-study. 
However, it is encouraging that the comments suggest intended future use of the 
materials.
Reflections on Learning
In order to help the students to reflect on their learning, they were also asked to 
identify the main factors which they feel hinder them most when interpreting. The 
responses show that the main factors are linked to the students' deficiencies in the 
L2, as shown in Table 6.4.
Which of the following do you think hinder you most when interpreting?
Lack of comprehension of L2 3/4
Lack of knowledge of subject-specific terminology in LI 0/4
Lack of knowledge of subject-specific terminology in L2 2/4
Lack of knowledge of general vocabulary in LI 0/4
Lack of knowledge of general vocabulary in L2 2/4
Table 6.4 Identification of factors which hinder the students' Interpreting
performance
The students' recognition that problems arise due to a lack of L2 knowledge is 
perhaps unsurprising, since the participants in this sample are only in their second 
year of undergraduate study, before spending a year in professional training in a 
German-speaking country. Furthermore, these findings echo the problems 
highlighted in Chapter 1 regarding (UK) students' generally low level of language 
competence when transferring from secondary to higher education. Deficiencies in 
the L2 are further exemplified by the following comment:
Comment 3:
A problem for my L2 ability in general, a lack of general vocabulary 
hinders my ability to speak, whereas the specific terminology itself is less 
of a problem.
The responses given to this question highlight the need for language enhancement, 
particularly of L2 vocabulary and comprehension skills, and as outlined in Chapter 1,
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this is arguably a particular requirement of students who are studying at 
undergraduate level.
The students provided further reflections by identifying their perceived learning 
success in particular areas. The participants were asked to rate their learning on a 
five-point Likert scale, with 1 representing I have learned very much, 2 I hove learned 
quite a lot, 3 I did not use the corpus-based materials fo r  this learning activity, 4 I 
have not learned much, and 5 representing I have learned nothing.
Having worked with the corpus-based materials, please rate your learning in the 
following areas:
Response rate = 4 /4 (100%)
1 2 3 4 5
Using the corpora 
to prepare for an 
interpreting task
2 2 0 0 0
Listening skills 1 2 1 0 0
Subject-specific
vocabulary
(education)
1 3 0 0 0
Comprehension of 
L2
1 3 0 0 0
Note-taking 0 3 0 1 0
TT production 
(interpreting)
0 3 0 1 0
Table 6.5 Students' perceived learning success in various learning activities
As the responses in Table 6.5 show, the students rate their learning across the 
various learning activities favourably. Most of the responses are in the categories I 
have learned very much and I have learned quite a lot. One student claimed not to 
have used the materials with regards to listening skills and one student responded 
that s/he had not learned much about note-taking. This, however, is not surprising, 
since this was not a focus of the classroom-based sessions, and so the students 
would only have practised this skill during self-study, if at all. As the learning areas 
subject-specific terminology and L2 comprehension were identified by the students as 
factors which hinder their interpreting performance, it is promising that the 
students' perceived learning success pertaining to these areas of learning is high.
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Methods of Working with the Corpus-based Materials
The final four questions do not provide numerical data; students were asked to 
respond to the questions by writing their own comments. These questions were 
posed with the intention of gauging how the students would use the corpus-based 
materials in the future, to improve their language and interpreting skills, and how 
they would use the resources to prepare for an interpreting task on a different topic. 
This helped to explore the extent to which the students would be able to apply their 
skills in a different situation, independent of the constraints of the classroom setting 
(RQ lb). With regards to the use of the materials to improve language and 
interpreting skills, the students made the following comments:
Comment 4a:
I would learn vocabulary by area (e.g. education). I would listen to more 
clips - 1 could check comprehension by reading the transcripts.
Comment 4b:
I would use it for examples of usage of terms within context.
Comment 4c:
The transcription of the nuances of language which often go unmarked 
would help me to improve my general speaking ability.
Regarding future use of the materials in preparation for an interpreting assignment 
about a different topic (other than education), the students made the following 
comments:
Comment 5a:
I would find videos/audio clips on this topic and look up relevant 
vocabulary.
Comment 5b:
[I would do] [ejxercises to go over before the assignment to find any 
potential difficulties with subject-specific vocabulary and examples of how 
to best work out solutions to the terms.
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Comment 5c:
I would search for the key words associated with the topic and watch 
videos in order to gain a broad understanding of the topic.
Comment 5d:
[I would use] [t]he key word search to find the meaning/definitions of L2 
words.
Overall, the students' comments relate to issues of vocabulary, in particular subject- 
specific terminology in the L2. This again highlights the participants' requirement to 
enhance their competence in the (foreign) language, particularly lexical knowledge. 
These comments also show that the students have identified potential benefits of 
using the corpus-based materials to improve their language and interpreting skills. 
Furthermore, the responses exemplify the variety of ways in which the resources can 
be used to work towards personalised goals, a point which was also made in the 
other studies (see for example Comments 6a, 6b, 7a, among others, in 5.3).
Benefits and Shortcomings of the Materials
Finally, the students were asked to comments on positive and negative aspects of 
the corpora and associated exercises. The students' comments were largely positive, 
with only minor negative responses, as follows:
Comment 6a:
[The corpus is] still quite new so could be expanded to have further 
examples and terms.
Comment 6b:
I disliked how the interface itself needed to be improved upon, as it 
hindered the fluidity and ease of use, however this was not a major 
problem.
The comments regarding improvements relate to superficial aspects of the design 
and on-going development of the corpus search interface, rather than criticising the 
content or use of the materials on the basis of their pedagogic value.
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The benefits of the materials echo the positive comments made by students in case 
studies 1 and 2:
Comment 7a:
I liked it that most of the videos were transcribed because then I can search 
for terms and it shows them in context and it gives links to videos where I 
can find them "in action". Nothing strikes me which I disliked about 
working with the corpus-based materials.
Comment 7b:
[I liked the] in-text, real life examples of language usage.
Comment 7c:
I particularly enjoyed having access to true spoken material on useful 
topics, as opposed to relying on news channel interviews etc.
Comment 7d:
[Ejasy to use, good videos, interesting.
As can be seen in Comments 7a-7d, the students mainly refer to the richness and 
abundance of materials, providing them with many texts and videos with examples 
of language use in context. This is particularly important for enhancing the students' 
language skills, as the materials used here provide them with access to audio, visual 
and textual content, which is at an appropriate level and which features a range of 
topics and speakers. Comments of a similar nature were also offered by students in 
case studies 1 and 2 (see Comments 4a and 4b in 4.3; Comments 15a and 16a in 5.3, 
among others).
6.2 Case Study 4
Section 6.2 will now present the findings from the final case study. As shown in Table
3.5 above, the participants in this study consisted of two German native speakers 
and four English/German bilinguals. In 6.2.1, the quantitative findings are presented, 
followed by an exploration of the students' interpreting transcripts in 6.2.2. Section
6.2.3 then provides an overview of the students' comments in the written
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assignment and feedback questionnaire, with a summary of the findings from case 
studies 3 and 4 in 6.3.
6.2.1 Quantitative Findings
Regarding the terminology test, the results in this sample support the findings from 
the previous case studies (see Tables 4.1, 5.1 and 6.1). As Table 6.6 shows, the group 
total increased between pre- and post-test in each of the four categories.
EN Explanations DE Explanations EN trans to DE DE trans to  EN
Participant Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
G1 5 11 7 12 8 11 7 11
G2 0 12 6 12 6 13 2 11
G3 2 9 9 8 6 10 6 12
G4 2 1 1 2 6 8 7 8
G5 7 13 10 14 3 13 7 14
G6 5 5 7 10 7 11 7 14
TOTAL 21 51 40 58 36 66 36 70
Mean 3.5 8.5 6.7 9.7 6 11 6 11.7
St dev 2.588 4.637 3.141 4.274 1.673 1.897 2 2.251
t(5)=2.543,
P>0.05
t(5)=-2.818,
P<0.05
t(5)=-4.129,
P<0.01
t(5)=-4.949,
P<0.01
Table 6.6 Students' scores in terminology pre- and post-tests
More interestingly, the improvements in lexical knowledge were bigger for the 
translation categories, in which students had to provide an equivalent term in the 
other language. The group total for translations of terms from English into German 
rose from 36 in the pre-test to 66 in the post-test, with an increase from 36 to 70 
correct responses when translating German terms into English. These increases are 
significant at the level of p<0.01; the improvements in students' explanations of 
German terms were significant at the level of p<0.05. There was, however, no 
significant improvement in the participants' explanations of English terms. Similar 
findings were obtained in the other case studies, and as explained in 4.1, it is 
promising that the students' ability to offer equivalent terms improved at a high 
level of significance, as there is little time for lengthy explanations of terminology in 
interpreting situations.
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Similar to the previous case studies, students who engaged more with the materials, 
encountered more of the 60 terms mapped in this sample, 52 of which can be found 
in either the German or English sub-corpus (see Appendix 16). Table 6.7 shows the 
students' number of hits logged on Moodle alongside the number of terms 
encountered by completing corpus-based exercises during the study.
Participant Hits Terms seen
G1 145 45
G5 144 44
G6 99 38
G2 76 29
G4 28 2
G3 25 7
Table 6.7 Hits and terms seen by each student
There seems to be an anomaly for participant G4, who had slightly more hits than 
G3, but encountered fewer terms. However, most of the hits for G4 were created 
when looking at the pre- and post-test videos, and not from completing exercises. 
Therefore, it is unsurprising that only two of the terms were encountered by this 
student. Otherwise, the data here follows the trend in case studies 1 and 2 (see 
Tables 4.2 and 5.2), with higher engagement with the materials leading to greater 
contact with key terms in the field of education, providing more opportunities to 
learn and apply knowledge of this terminology.
In Table 6.7 above, the participants have been ranked in descending order, according 
to the total number of hits. Table 6.8 presents this ranking alongside the students' 
average turn length in the pre- and post-test conditions.
Participant Totai
Hits/Hits
during
Seif-
Study
Pretest: Average 
number of ST words 
interpreted per turn
Post-test: Average 
number of ST words 
interpreted per turn
Difference
G1 145/129 18 27 +9
G5 144/127 23 124 +101
G6 99/88 43 44 +1
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G2 76/56 17 39 +22
G4 28/0 152 743 +591
G3 25/7 11 106 +95
Table 6.8 Students' hits and average turn length (ST words)
As shown in Table 6.8, all students increased their turn length, although the extent 
of the increase varies, with G6 displaying the lowest increase of an average of one 
word more per turn and G4 showing an average of 591 more words per turn in the 
post-test. This large degree of variation means that the link between hits and turn 
length observed in case study 1 (see Fig. 4.1) is not replicated with this sample. This 
may be partly explained by G4's performance, as this student commented that he 
had misunderstood the instructions and thought that the post-test ST was to be 
interpreted in one single turn, hence the very large increase in turn length for this 
participant.
The findings outlined above provide an overview of general trends in the students' 
interpreting performance and knowledge of terminology in the field of education. 
Section 6.2.2 now explores the participants' renditions of individual sections of the 
interpreting post-test, and also links the students' use of key terms to their 
responses in the terminology pre- and post-tests.
6.2.2 Analysis of Interpreting Post-Test
This section will exemplify the students' renditions of subject-specific terminology in 
the interpreting post-test and the terminology tests. The first three examples are 
selected to illustrate the students' level of lexical and cultural knowledge with 
regards to the topic of education.
Identifying the bilingual students' level of knowledge
As outlined in Table 3.5, four of the students in case study 4 were English/German 
bilinguals, all of whom had spent several years in primary and secondary education 
in Germany prior to moving to the UK. As a result, it might be expected that these 
participants would possess high cultural awareness and a good level of existing 
knowledge. The examples in this section present terms which had not featured
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during the study, and so it is likely that any knowledge of the terminology and 
concepts in Examples 7 and 8 below already existed before the case study.
In the extract in Example 7, the ST speaker describes her academic studies and refers 
to the philologisches Staatsexamen.
Example 7a:
ST Schon, und was fur eine Ausblldung hast du gemacht?
Ich hab vor elnlger Zelt schon in Deutschland eln philologisches Staatsexamen gemacht. 
Das ist ein Studium von fünf Jahren
G3:TT And what did you do beforehand?
Well, 1 got a philosophical state exam in Germany, that's- runs for five years.
G4:TT What is your educational training background?
1 have studied in Germany... philology and... took the state exam,
G5:TT 1 did mv training a long time ago. 1 did it in Philologv and 1 comoleted... state exam, which 
lasted 5 years overall, the training.
G6:TT And what professional training do you have?
A long time ago. in Germanv. 1 studied languages. 1 did what is called a Staatsexamen. 
which is a five year long course.
The phililogisches Staatsexamen was the state-run examination for philology in 
Germany, and was obtained in order to gain entrance into the profession of 
language teaching in higher education. The term Staatsexamen (without 
philologisches) appears once in the German sub-corpus, but the video interview in 
which the term appears was not used in any of the corpus-based exercises. 
Therefore it is unlikely that this term had been encountered by the students. 
Nevertheless, G4, G5 and G6 managed to provide terminologically adequate 
renditions, suggesting that they already had knowledge of this term. Only G3 
incurred an instance of inaccuracy, as she seemed to mishear philoiogisch and 
translated the term as philosophisch (see Appendix 22c).
Interestingly, this term was more problematic for the English native speakers in case 
studies 1 and 3, as shown by the students' renditions of philologisches Staatsexamen 
in Example 7b.
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Example 7b:
Participant B 
Case Study 1
a town exam
Participant F 
Case Study 1
a philosophical state exam
Participant 2A 
Case Study 3
an exam
Participant 28 
Case Study 3
lots of exams in German to be a teacher
Participant 2C 
Case Study 3
a theological exam
Participant 2D 
Case Study 3
a philosophical state exam
Examples 7a and 7b show that three out of the four bilingual students in case study 4 
provided terminologically adequate renditions, whereas all English native speakers in 
the other two English/German studies (case studies 1 and 3) were unsuccessful in 
rendering the term philologisches Staatsexamen in the interpreting post-test. As 
stated above, it is unlikely that the students encountered this term in the corpus- 
based materials; hence the successful renditions for three of the bilingual students 
(G4, G5 and G6) are likely to be a result of the participants' existing knowledge, as 
they had all completed part of their education in a German school. This highlights 
the importance of terminological and 'world knowledge' (cf. Kohn and Kalina 1996; 
Chapter 2).
There were, however, gaps in the students' knowledge, particularly with regards to 
the structural mismatches between the English and German school systems. There 
were problems with the rendition of school years for some students, which was a 
difficulty experienced by students in all four case studies (see Examples la  and lb  in
5.2).
Example 8:
ST [D]ann bleiben sle auf dieser Schule und es gibt verschiedene Abschlüsse, Ich melne der 
niedrigste Abschluss, den man haben kann 1st so ein Hauptschulabschluss nach Klasse 9. 
dann gibt es auch noch einen Hauptschulabschluss nach Klasse 10a, das 1st ein biBchen 
besser.
G3:TT And after that, they stay in that school and you get different sorts of qualifications: you get 
the leaving certificate at the... at six- at the 9^  ^grade, which is 16. which is from the lower 
tiered school.Jhat's- then you can also get one in the lO^ a^ grade, which is a little bit ____
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better.
G4:TT The lowest... certificate of secondary education is the Hauptschulabschluss, which can be 
obtained in vear 9 or vear 10, which is sometimes a little bit better.
G5:TT After that there are different qualifications that you can obtain at these types of school. 
There is the leaving certificate which vou can get at the age of 15 or 16. The one at 16 is 
obviously a bit better.
G6:TT These schools have different types of leaving certificates. So at the Hauptschule vou get 
vour leaving certificate at 16.
As Example 8 shows, minor inaccuracies are displayed by G3, as she transposed 
Klasse 10 as 10^  ^grade, and by G4, as he transposed both school years, showing a 
lack of knowledge about the mismatch between the two school systems. Participant 
G5, however, rendered this section satisfactorily, as she paraphrased the difference 
between the certificates in Klasse 9 and Klasse 10 and explaind this in terms of the 
age at which pupils achieve these qualifications. G6 also used this strategy, but she 
omitted the second part of this segment, which talks about the Hauptschulabschluss 
nach Klasse 10a. This is deemed to be a major omission, since the student did not 
provide the English listener with a full rendition about the qualifications obtained at 
the Hauptschule (see Appendix 22f).
Examples 7 and 8 demonstrate that the bilingual students possessed some existing 
knowledge about both the English and German education systems prior to case 
study 4; knowledge which, in the case of the term philologisches Staatsexamen, was 
not known by the English native speakers in case studies 1 and 3. It is suggested here 
that this is due to the bilingual participants' cultural and world knowledge collected 
whilst living and growing up in Germany. However, there were also gaps in 
knowledge, or at least instances where the students encountered problems 
navigating the mismatches between the English and German education systems. So 
for these participants, there was a good knowledge base at the start of the study, 
but it was nevertheless possible to identify areas for improvement.
The next examples exemplify the students' renditions of terms which were featured 
in the corpus-based materials and in class discussions.
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Terms featured in class discussions and in corpus materials
The focus now turns to examples of terminology which were encountered by the 
students in the corpus-based materials and in class discussions. Any improvements 
observed in lexical knowledge may therefore be attributed to these two factors. 
Example 9 shows how the two German native speaker participants, G1 and G2, 
rendered the term grammar school, which is approximately equivalent to the 
Gymnasium in the German school system.
Example 9a:
ST OK. And you mention that this school. Queen Elizabeth's, is a grammar school. Can you 
just explain a bit about what that means; what is a grammar school? A grammar school is 
... it's quite hard to explain without sounding a little bit snobby.
G1:TT Und Sie haben erwahnt, dass diese Schule, an der Sie unterrichten, das 1st ein Gymnasium. 
Konnten Sie uns bitte erklaren, was das bedeutet hier?
Also grammar school, ist es hier genannt grammar school, so was wie Gymnasium, und es 
ist eben, also ohne dass es hier irgendwie eingebildet klingen soli oder so.
G2:TT Also du hast uns gesagt, dass du an Queen Elizabeth's, an der Schule Queen Elizabeth's 
unterrichtest und das ist ein Gymnasium. Kannst du uns ein biBchen genauer erklaren. wie 
das in England funktioniert?
Es 1st gar nicht so einfach zu erklaren, ohne jetzt irgendwie arrogant zu klingen.
The term grammar schooi was rendered adequately by both students in Example 9a 
and throughout the rest of the interpreting task. The grammar school does not 
feature in the English sub-corpus, but the approximate equivalent. Gymnasium, is 
featured in the German sub-corpus and the associated exercises. Both students 
encountered the German term through their corpus-based work, and so this may 
have facilitated retrieval of this knowledge in the interpreting post-test.
Interestingly, both students also improved their knowledge of the term Gymnasium 
in the terminology test, as shown in Example 9b.
Example 9b:
Pre-test Post-test
G1 Schule, die zum Abltur führt -  College Schule mit Abitur als Abschluss -  Sixth form 
college with A levels
G2 5. -1 3 . Klasse. Abltur -  Studium 5. -1 3 . Klasse. Voraussetzung: Empfehlung
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nach Abitur -  Studium -  Grammar school
Both students made reference to the final qualification obtained at the Gymnasium, 
the Abitur, in the terminology pre-test, thus showing knowledge of the German 
system of schools and corresponding qualifications. This improved in the 
terminology post-test, with the English terms grammar schooi and sixth form  coliege 
with A ievels provided by the students. This improvement is likely to have been 
facilitated by using the corpus materials and by participating in class discussions 
which featured this terminology.
Another term featured in the English interpreting post-test ST, and encountered by 
the students in class discussions and in the corpus-based resources was OFSTED, the 
government body which regulates schools in England, with the renditions as shown 
in Example 10a.
Example 10a:
ST OK. And just finally, how are schools here and teachers regulated and checked up on, so 
to speak?
Sort of on a day-to-day level, I'm just a general classroom teacher and my Head of 
Department keeps an eye on me, makes sure that I'm sort of achieving the best that 1 can. 
Senior Management would watch over him, make sure that his results were always very 
good, the best that they could be. But generally overseeing all of that is an organisation 
known as OFSTED, which eo into schools 1 think on a, about a three yearly basis;
G1:TT Und wie ist es denn- wie- was fur Kontrollen oder was für Tests müssen sich hier die 
Lehrer und die Schulen unterziehen?
Also und diese- unsere Schule, unser Direktor, er muss natürlich auch- der wird natürlich 
auch iiberwacht und zwar von einer Organisation, die nennt sich OFSTED. das ist also 
eine... es ist die britische Schulaufsichtsbehorde und dieses OFSTED. eben diese britische 
Schulaufsichtsbehorde, die kontrolliert eben alle drei Jahre,
G2:TT Ja, ich hab mal so eine Frage: wie werden Schüler und Lehrer in England... werden die 
kontrolliert?
Naja, also was mich betrifft hab ich einfach den Abteilungsleiter, der nach meiner Arbeit 
schaut. aber generell gibt es in England eine Schulbehorde. die OFSTED. die dreimal im 
Jahr in die Schulen geht
The class discussion was a follow-up from students' work in self-study time, in which 
they searched the corpus for the term and then researched on the Internet, posting 
their findings on a discussion forum, which had been uploaded onto the Moodle 
course page (see Appendix 18a). Both students provided terminologically adequate
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renditions, mentioning the English acronym and also providing a German term, 
Schul(aufsichts)behorde.
From the terminology pre-test, it is clear that neither student was able to provide an 
explanation or a German term for OFSTED, as shown in Example 10b.
Example 10b:
Pre-test Post-test
G1 - Office for Standards in Education -  britische 
Schulaufsichtsbehorde
G2 - State organization that checks schools and 
teachers -  britische Schulaufsichtsbehorde
In the terminology post-test, both participants were able to explain the term and 
provide an approximate German equivalent. The discussions which took place in 
class were prompted by the students' own research using the English sub-corpus and 
other resources, such as the Internet. It therefore seems that, also in this case, the 
lexical knowledge gap was closed by the students' active engagement with the 
corpus-based materials, supported by group discussion, both in class and in the 
online discussion forum (Appendix 18a).
Terms only featured in corpus materials
The findings so far highlight examples of terms showing that the bilingual students 
brought existing knowledge to the study, but that gaps in lexical knowledge were 
also found through the terminology pre-test, which were subsequently filled through 
a combination of corpus-based work and class discussions. The following examples 
present improvements in students' lexical knowledge which can be more closely 
linked to working with the corpus and associated exercises, as the terms selected 
here only featured in the corpus-based materials and did not arise in class 
discussions.
Terminology for qualifications achieved at school in England and Germany feature in 
the category of terms which were only encountered in the corpus and associated
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exercises. Example 11 examines the renditions of the term A level by participants G1 
and G2.
Example 11:
ST OK. And in Britain do secondary school teachers generally have one subject that they 
teach, or?
Generally, yes. 1, myself, teach geography just to Year 7. because 1 have an A level in it.
G1:TT Und in England, wie ist das, haben Lehrer im Gymnasium ein bestimmtes Each, das sie 
unterrichten oder wie ist das?
Ja, also für mich personlich gilt das schon. Also ich unterrichte nur Landeskunde in der 7. 
Klasse, well ich hab da auch das Abitur darin gemacht.
G2:TT Wie ist das in England? Haben Lehrer an weiterführenden Schulen- unterrichten sie nur 
ein Each oder mehrere Eacher?
Ja, also ich peronlich unterrichte Géographie in der 7. Klasse im Gymnasium, weil ich da 
auch mein Diolom gemacht habe.
G1 completed corpus-based exercises which featured this term, and provided a 
terminologically adequate rendition by referring to the approximately equivalent 
qualification in the German school system, the Abitur. Interestingly, G2 had not 
encountered this term through her work with the corpus and subsequently gave an 
inadequate rendition, placing the qualification too high within the German school 
system, since a Dipiom would be obtained at a higher education institution. 
Nevertheless, it appears that both students demonstrated knowledge of this term in 
the terminology pre-test, giving Abitur as an approximate equivalent term in the 
English school system. So it seems that, although G2 had knowledge of this 
terminology in both school systems, she was not able to render this term adequately 
in practice on this occasion. Similar observations regarding the activation of lexical 
knowledge were made in case studies 1 and 2 (cf. Example 6 in 4.2, Example 10 in 
5.2, for example). In Example 11 above, it could therefore be argued that participant 
Gl's exposure to the term Abitur through her work with the corpus helped to 
activate her knowledge in this instance, thus aiding her successful rendition during 
the TT production phase. This highlights the complex nature of knowiedge, which, as 
mentioned in 2.1, must be activated in order to be applied during an interpreting 
situation.
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The German interpreting post-test ST also features the term which is approximately 
equivalent to the A level, the Abitur. Example 12a shows how the bilingual students, 
interpreting into English, rendered this term.
Example 12a:
ST Ja. urn eine allgemeine Hochschuireife zu haben muss man das Abltur gemacht haben. 
Das 1st normaierweise nach einer gymnasialen Oberstufe von drei Jahren.
G3:TT Well, vou have to get the general certificate, so vou have to go to a higher education 
institution, which means that vou have to have the German A Levels, and this is usuallv 
three years long.
G4:TT They have to have an Abitur. which can be obtained at the Gymnasium, which is the 
highest level of secondarv school, also known as a grammar school, which takes about
three years, the Abitur.
G5:TT Well, thev have to go to a grammar school and get their A level. This is usuallv received in 
the... higher level of grammar school, usually they last three years.
G6:TT To be allowed to be- to go to universitv. vou need an Abitur. which is the eauivalent to A 
Levels, which you get after three years of sixth form.
Participants G3, G5 and G6 provided terminologically adequate renditions, referring 
to the approximately equivalent English qualification, the A Level. G4 incurred an 
instance of terminological inadequacy, as he provided a German frame of reference, 
the Gymnasium, which would not aid an English-speaking listener's comprehension. 
The Abitur was encountered in corpus-based tasks by G3, G5 and G6. However, the 
students already had a good awareness of this term in the terminology pre-test, as 
shown by their responses for the term A Level in Example 12b.
Example 12b:
Pre-test Post-test
G3 Abitur Schulabschluss des Gymnasiums -  Abitur
G4 Abitur Abitur
G5 Year 12 and 13 -1 2 . Und 13. Klasse -  
Abitur
Completed in Year 12 -  Year 13 in 
four/three chosen subjects -  successful 
completion required for university entry-  
Abitur
G6 engi./brit. Abitur Abitur
As G4 was the only student who did not encounter this term in the corpus, 
subsequently providing the only terminologically inadequate rendition in the
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interpreting post-test, this example is similar to 11 above, which highlighted the 
importance of activating existing knowledge to aid TT production.
Another qualification mentioned in the English ST is the GCSE, which is 
approximately equivalent to the mittlere Reife or the Realschulabschluss in the 
German system.
Example 13a:
ST The main qualifications that vou would leave Queen Elizabeth's with are certainlv GCSEs. 
so a General Certificate of Secondary Education. With a GCSE you can go on to pursue 
further education in college, for example.
G1:TT Also das grundsatzliche- der grundsatziiche oder der aiigemeine Abschluss 1st GCSE. das 1st 
praktisch wie die mittlere Reife und damit kann man also weitere- weitermachen oder 
kann man zum Beispiel aufs College gehen.
G2:TT Also in England macht man auf welter- bei weiterführenden Schulen die GCSE. das ist so 
wie ein Realschulabschluss. Dann kann man danach f...l aufs College gehen.
G1 and G2 rendered the term adequately by using a couplet, mentioning the English 
term, followed by the German qualification, which approximately corresponds to the 
GCSE. The GCSE, the mittlere Reife and the Reaischulabschluss feature in the English 
and German sub-corpora and none of these terms were discussed in class. 
Participant G2 completed exercises featuring the term Realschulabschiuss, but not 
those featuring the mittlere Reife. Interestingly, this student then used the term 
Reolschulabschluss in her rendition - the term that she had encountered during her 
corpus-based work. G1 encountered both German terms in the corpus-based 
exercises and subsequently used the mittlere Reife in her rendition.
From the terminology test, it is clear that G1 already knew this term in the pre-test, 
as shown in Example 13b.
Example 13b:
Pre-test Post-test
G1 Abschluss der Realschule -  GCSE Abschluss an Realschule -  GCSE
G2 - Realschulabschluss; Voraussetzung für 
Berufsschule - GCSE
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The GCSE does not form part of the English terminology test, but the mittlere Reife 
features in the German test. Example 13b shows that participant G2 provided no 
response for this term in the terminology pre-test. In this case, it is likely that the 
improved knowledge came from working with the corpus-based materials, 
particularly because she used the term Realschuiabschiuss, which she had 
encountered in the exercises, having demonstrated no prior knowledge in the 
terminology pre-test.
The bilingual participants also had to interpret segments featuring the mittlere Reife 
or the mittlerer Abschluss. Example 14a shows the students' renditions of this term 
in the interpreting post-test.
Example 14a:
ST Dann auf der Realschule gibt es meistens so einen mittleren Abschluss,
G3:TT And in the general intermediate school, you get a sort of... subject-soecific... certificate
G4:TT Then you have the Realschule. which is a... equivalent to the GCSEs in England, better than 
the Hauptschule. which takes 10 vears to obtain.
G5:TT and there is the GCSE eauivalent
G6:TT At the Realschule you can achieve the equivalent of the GCSEs.
The mittlerer Abschluss was rendered adequately by all students, except G3. 
Participants G4, G5 and G6 provided the English qualification, the GCSE, as an 
approximate equivalent. G3 hesitated and eventually translated the term as subject- 
specific certificate, which would not be comprehensible to an English-speaking 
listener. Both terms, GCSE and mittlerer Abschluss, were encountered by G5 and G6 
in corpus-based tasks.
The terminology test featured a similar term, the mittlere Reife, and it appears that 
all four students already had a good knowledge of this term at the start of the study, 
as shown in Example 14b.
Example 14b:
Pre-test Post-test
G3 Schulabschluss -  GCSEs GCSEs
G4 General Certificate of Secondary Education Secondary Education
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G5 Realschule -  Realschulabschluss in der 11. 
Klasse -  GCSEs
Realschulabschluss -  leaving certificate at 
the age of 16, GCSEs
G6 Equivalent to GCSE level Leaving certificate after Realschule -  GCSE 
(equivalent)
Here, as the English and German terms were encountered by G5 and G6 in the 
corpus-based exercises, it seems that this may have helped to activate this 
terminology for these participants. Whilst G3 displayed knowledge of both the 
English and German terms in the terminology pre- and post-test, there was a lack of 
activation of this knowledge in practice during the interpreting task. As this 
terminology had not been encountered by this student during corpus-based work, 
the observation made in Examples 11 and 12 above, regarding lexical activation, also 
applies here.
The final two examples from the German native speakers' transcripts highlight terms 
which, according to the terminology pre-tests, were unknown to the students at the 
start of the study. The first of these is PSHE, the subject taught in schools to provide 
pupils with an overview of personal, social and health-related issues. Example 15a 
shows the students' renditions of this segment.
Example 15a:
ST 1 think generally at secondary schools, your expectation Is that you teach your primary 
subject, the one that you have your degree In, but within that 1 think there Is a degree, 
or an expectation that vou would teach other subjects, for example PSHE Is eenerallv 
expected to be taught by most subject tutors.
G1:TT Also ich glaube, allgemein ist das so, dass Sie- im Gymnasium unterrichten Sie eben dieses 
Each, wo Sie auch Ihren Abschluss gemacht haben. Und zum Beispiel, Sozialkunde: das 1st 
auch- es wird auch erwartet, dass man Sozialkunde in dieser Stufe unterrichtet.
G2:TT Normaierweise unterrichtet man in weiterführenden Schulen das Each- dieses Each, in 
dem man spezialisiert ist. Aber es wird auch erwartet, dass man dann noch andere Eacher 
unterrichtet. zum Beispiel wird erwartet. dass man PHSE unterrichtet. Das ist ein Each für 
Sozialkunde.
G1 rendered PSHE adequately by providing the approximate school subject in the 
German school system, Sozialkunde. Participant G2 also used the term Sozialkunde, 
although she incurred a minor inaccuracy for saying PHSE, with the letters in the 
incorrect order. Otherwise, both provided an approximate term in German which
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encompasses similar themes and topics to those discussed in the English PSHE 
curriculum.
Interestingly, neither student displayed knowledge of PSHE in the terminology pre­
test, as shown in example 15b.
Example 15b:
Pre-test Post-test
G1 - Personal, Social and Health Education - 
Sozialkunde
G2 - Personal, Social, Health Education - 
Sozialkunde
In the terminology post-test, however, both students provided the name of the 
subject in English as well as the German term Sozialkunde. Since these terms were 
not discussed in class, it seems likely that this lexical knowledge gap may have been 
filled by working with the corpus-based materials.
A similar case, in which the German native speaker students showed improved 
knowledge of a term which had only been encountered in the corpus-based 
materials, is shown in G1 and G2's renditions of Specialist Status, in Example 16a (cf. 
Example 7, 4.2; see also Appendices 22a and 22b).
Example 16a:
ST OK. And 1 understand it's also got a Specialist Status, the school here?
Yeah, most schools in England today 1 believe have to have a Specialist Status, which 
basically means that within lessons and within sort of the wider school community, you 
need to be thinking about sort of the specialisms and sort of making children more aware. 
Queen Elizabeth's has several specialisms. We are a Maths and IT Specialist School,
G1:TT Also das 1st so- also Sle haben einen Spezlallsten Status, stimmt das? Ihre Schule hat 
einen Spezlallstenstatus?
Ja, das stimmt. also das ist aber allerdings so, dass die meisten Schulen einen 
Spezialistenstatus haben, also... Also, la das 1st so und unsere Schule ist spezialisiert auf 
Mathe und Computerwissenschaften
G2:TT Ich denke, dass ihr Gvmnaslum In elnem Berelch spezialisiert 1st?
Ja, inzwischen ist es so, dass iede Schule einen Bereich hat, in dem sie spezialisiert ist. 
Queen Elizabeth's hat zwei Bereiche; wir sind spezialisiert in Mathematik und IT
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Specialist Status was encountered by G2 in her work with the corpus and exercises. 
Consistent with the evaluation of the renditions by participants E and G in case study 
1 (cf. Example 7, 4.2), G l's solution is considered to be terminologically inadequate, 
as it features a close borrowing. G2, however, successfully paraphrased the term by 
stating that the school is specialised in a particular area.
G2 also showed improved knowledge of this term in the terminology test, as shown 
in Example 16b below.
Example 16b:
Pre-test Post-test
G1 Specialised on a certain subject-specialist School which is specialised in one or more 
areas -  Spezialisten Status
G2 - Area [in which] the school is at a top level -  
spezieller Fachbereich
In the pre-test, G1 was already able to provide an adequate explanation of the term, 
although the equivalent term offered in the interpreting and terminology post-tests 
{Spezialisten Status) is not deemed to be adequate, as explained above. However, for 
G2, who provided no answer for this term in the terminology pre-test, the improved 
knowledge shown in both the interpreting and terminology post-tests, may be 
attributed to the student's completion of corpus-based tasks which featured this 
term.
The above examples from case studies 3 and 4 have illustrated the ways in which the 
students rendered subject-specific terminology in the interpreting and terminology 
tests. In some cases, where the students had encountered the terms in question in 
their work with the corpus-based materials, it is possible to suggest that 
improvements in lexical knowledge were facilitated by the corpus and associated 
exercises.
In section 6.2.3, a selection of comments and extracts from the feedback 
questionnaire and the students' written assignments will be presented, in order to
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provide an insight into the participants' methods of working, as well as give an 
overview of the students' opinions on corpus-based approaches to training.
6.2.3 Feedback Questionnaire and W ritten Assignment
This section presents an overview of the participants' responses in the 
questionnaire, followed by an exploration of the students' comments in the written 
assignment. The questionnaire responses are arranged into three sections: students' 
evaluation of the materials and reflections on learning; students' methods of 
working with the corpus-based materials; and the benefits and shortcomings of the 
materials from the students' perspective.
Students' Evaluation of the Materials and Reflections on Learning
Regarding the level of the exercises and materials used in the study, all six students 
responded that the resources were at the appropriate level. Referring in particular to 
the helpfulness of the language-based exercises, the students provided the 
responses shown in Table 6.9.
Please rate the helpfulness of the COMPREHENSION exercises in aiding your preparation 
for Interpreting tasks (I.e. exercises such as watching a video and answering 
comprehension questions about the clip).
Response
rate
Very helpful Helpful Neither 
helpful nor 
unhelpful
Not very 
helpful
Not helpful at 
all
6/6 (100%) 0/6 5/6 1/6 0/6 0/6
Table 6.9 Students' evaluation o f the comprehension exercises
Overall, the language-based exercises were considered to be helpful in aiding 
preparation for interpreting tasks, with one student providing a further comment:
Comment 8:
They helped in the sense that I could see how much of the factual 
information (e.g.: figures) I retained without referring to my notes.
However since the computer does not allow for variation, it defies 
its purpose of giving a score.
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This comment reiterates the issue with short-answer comprehension questions, 
which allow for a limited number of correct answers. Fewer exercises of this type 
were used in each of the case studies after case study 1, although, as seen in 
Comment 8, this issue was still raised by one student on this occasion.
The interpreting exercises were also generally considered to be helpful. Each of the 
students who responded to this question considered the interpreting exercises to 
be very helpful or helpful, as shown in Table 6.10 below.
Please rate the helpfulness of the INTERPRETING exercises for practising and 
improving your interpreting skills.
Response
rate
Very
helpful
Helpful Neither 
helpful nor 
unhelpful
Not very 
helpful
Not helpful 
at all
5/6 (83%) 4/5 1/5 0/5 0/5 0/5
Table 6.10 Students' evaluation o f the interpreting exercises
The students were also asked about factors which hinder a good interpreting 
performance, in order to encourage self-reflection and identification of skills which 
require improvement. One student did not respond to this question, but the 
remaining five participants responded as shown in Table 6.11.
Which of the following do you think hinder you most when interpreting:
Lack of comprehension of L2 0/5
Lack of knowledge of subject-specific terminology in LI 5/5
Lack of knowledge of subject-specific terminology in L2 4/5
Lack of knowledge of general vocabulary in LI 0/5
Lack of knowledge of general vocabulary in L2 0/5
Table 6.11 Identification o f factors which hinder the students' interpreting
performance
Interestingly, the only factor identified by the students in this sample is (lack of) 
knowledge of subject-specific terminology in the LI and the L2. This perhaps shows 
that, as bilinguals, the participants have a broad knowledge of both German and 
English, but that their knowledge of technical vocabulary is less established. This 
may also show a degree of confusion about what is the dominant (LI) language for
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some of the students in this case study, which has already been noted above. In any 
case, these responses show that the participants in this study perceive subject- 
specific terminology to be important in both languages, which is promising in light of 
the trend observed in case studies 1, 2 and 3, which highlighted the fact that 
students concentrated almost exclusively on improving their L2 knowledge.
It is Interesting that none of the students identified comprehension problems as a 
hindrance. This, however, is perhaps due to the fact that four of the participants are 
bilingual and the other two are German native speakers who also have a high level 
of comprehension in English.
In addition to reflecting on problematic areas in their interpreting performance, the 
students were also asked to rate their perceived learning success in six areas on a 
five-point Likert scale with the following answers: 1 = I have learned very much, 2 = I 
have learned quite a lot, 3 = I did not use the corpus-based materials fo r  this learning 
activity, 4 = I have not learned much, and 5 = I have learned nothing. The responses 
given are as follows.
Having worked w ith the corpus-based materials, please rate your learning in the 
following areas:
Response rate = 5/6 (100%)
1 2 3 4 5
Using the 
corpora to 
prepare for an 
interpreting 
task
0 5 1 0 0
Listening skills 0 6 0 0 0
Subject-specific
vocabulary
(education)
3 2 1 0 0
Comprehension 
of L2
0 5 1 0 0
Note-taking 1 3 2 0 0
TT production 
(interpreting)
2 2 2 0 0
Tabie 6.12 Students' perceived learning success in various areas
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As Table 6.12 shows, subject-specific terminology was perceived to be the aspect of 
learning that was aided the most through working with the corpus, with five 
students stating that they had learned very much or quite a iot. In the previous 
question, none of the students identified lack o f L2 comprehension as a hindering 
factor when interpreting. However, perhaps in contradiction to this, five of the 
students stated that they had learned quite a lo t with regards to L2 comprehension. 
This seems to highlight a mismatch between factors which are perceived by 
students to be problematic and perceived learning successes. This raises important 
questions surrounding the issue of learner autonomy (RQ lb), as the process of 
reflection by the student requires that meaningful goals for improvement are 
identified on the basis of an informed knowledge of one's strengths and 
weaknesses. If there is a mismatch in this process, which seems to be the case here, 
it could prove to be difficult for the student to set personalised objectives for 
improvement.
Methods of Working with the Corpus-based Materials
The next question asked the students whether they had used the corpus-based 
resources for self-study and to comment on how they had used them. Once again, 
one student did not answer this question and the other five replied that they had 
used the materials for self-study purposes. Three students also provided further 
comments, as follows:
Comment 9a:
I used it to practise my listening skills, summarising key ideas - find 
transcripts in the corpus search to get a clearer idea of the meaning 
or to find certain vocabulary.
Comment 9b:
I have watched quite a few of the videos in English and German and 
added all the vocabularies I did not know to my personal vocabulary 
list. I think it is also very good to get used to different accents and 
speed of the speakers.
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Comment 9c:
Videos, either in order to practise interpreting or just in order to see 
which terms are used for a specific topic in both languages. 
Sometimes just listen to a video in order to get used to different 
accents.
These comments reveal that the students predominantly used the materials to 
expand their vocabulary, particularly with regard to subject-specific terminology. 
This is an important use of the resources in self-study, since there is little time to 
focus on aspects of vocabulary in the interpreting classroom. Two of the students 
also seem to refer to comprehension, stating that the availability of the resources 
allows for further listening practice with speakers who have a variety of accents and 
speech rates, a point also raised by students in the other case studies (cf. Comments 
4a, 4b in 4.3; 15a, 15b in 5.3; 7c in 6.1.3).
The final three questions were posed with the intention of gauging how the 
students would use the corpus-based resources in the future for their own 
independent purposes (RQ lb). The students were asked how they would use the 
corpus-based materials to improve their lexical knowledge and their interpreting 
skills, and the following comments were provided:
Comment 10a:
By going through the videos, consistently listening, taking notes and 
reproducing the ST into a meaningful TT, I would improve my skills 
through constant practice.
Comment 10b:
Practise interpreting with videos, as in comparison to videos available on 
other web-sites, we can listen to them again and check our translation. 
Unfortunately, there are only videos available on certain topics, it would 
be great to have videos on current issues. As for vocabulary, I don't use 
backbone that often, I would go to other web-sites (news, newspapers 
etc.), read articles or watch interviews and then write down and check 
specific terms that are used or vocabulary I don't know or don't 
understand.
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Both students seem to value the corpus and exercises as resources which offer the 
opportunity to practise interpreting more away from the classroom, although in the 
case of Comment 10b, the student would like the corpus to be expanded to 
incorporate topical issues. This student also seems to prefer using Backbone for 
interpreting practice, and less so for lexical knowledge acquisition. However, it could 
be said that the corpus-based materials may at the very least prompt the student to 
research certain items of terminology, even if this research is subsequently 
conducted using other resources, such as the Internet.
With regards to using the corpus-based materials to prepare for an interpreting 
assignment on a different topic, other than education, three students provided 
comments, as follows:
Comment 11a:
I would use the corpus to research a topic, finding relevant key 
vocabulary for which I would find the equivalent in L2, making sure I 
have a general awareness of the topic.
Comment 11b:
I would mainly watch videos in both, LI and L2, to prepare for 
certain topics.
Comment 11c:
I don't think I would use backbone in this case.
Interestingly, one student stated that s/he would not use Backbone to prepare for a 
future assignment. It seems likely that this comment may have been provided by 
participant G3 or G4, as both of these students showed little engagement with the 
corpus-based materials during the study. The other two comments highlight the use 
of videos in the LI and the L2, in order to gain a general understanding of the topic in 
both languages, including the acquisition of subject-specific terminology.
Finally, the students were asked whether they feel confident to apply the corpus 
techniques learned during the study, in order to work on other aspects of their
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language and interpreting skills. One student did not provide a response to this 
question; the other five students replied 'yes', and two participants offered further 
comments, as follows;
Comment 12a:
By reading on a broad range of topics, vocabulary and general 
knowledge can be enhanced, so I will use my interpreting skills to 
find out how to convey the content of a topic in a certain language to 
another one. I will also use the "listening to the meaning rather than 
word" technique to get the whole sense of a text, in order to have a 
total grasp or understanding of said text.
Comment 12b:
By watching the videos you can get used to different accents and 
speakers, you can watch the videos more often and learn lots of new 
words on different topics.
Both comments once again show that the students value the materials as a helpful 
resource for gaining knowledge of a particular topic and its associated terminology. 
There is little insight into the exploitation of the materials with regards to 
interpreting skills, perhaps with the exception of the recognition in Comment 12a 
that the resources can be used to practise deductive listening, i.e. listening for the 
sense, rather than the words. These comments therefore perhaps show the 
requirement for language enhancement among these students, even though they 
are mainly bilinguals, since the comments generally tend to refer to their language 
skills, as opposed to their interpreting skills.
Benefits and Shortcomings of the Materials
Comments pertaining to the students' likes and dislikes about the corpus-based 
materials were sparse in this study. However, 13a and 13b below summarise the 
recurring themes with regards to the benefits and shortcomings of the resources.
Comment 13a:
[S]ince the computer does not allow for variation, it defies its purpose of 
giving a score (for the exercises).
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Comment 13a echoes the students' criticisms in the previous studies, regarding the 
nature of exercises which do not allow the student to provide free-text responses 
(cf. Comments la  and lb  in 4.3; Comment 2b in 5.3, for example).
The main positive comment referred to the richness of the materials, in terms of the 
variety of speakers and accents.
Comment 13b:
I think it is also very good to get used to different accents and speed 
of the speakers.
Comments such as 13b were made by several students across all four case studies, 
and this seems to be one of the main advantages of the materials from a student 
perspective, (cf. Comment 7c in 6.1.3 above, for example).
Comments from Written Assignments
The second part of this section looks at the students' comments in the written 
assignment. Similar to the analysis of the students' written assignments in case study 
2, the comments which follow are organised into three main themes, namely:
• processes and methods of working
• reflection and self-assessment
• personalisation and identification of personalised goals 
Methods o f Working
The discussion begins with extracts from the students' assignments which relate to 
methods of working. Extract 1 shows comments from three of the students, which 
refer to preparation for the interpreting task.
Extract 1:
When conducting my preparations for the text I ensured I understood the basic German 
education and especially the "dreigliedriges Schulsystem". I have familiarised myself with 
various specific technical terms within that topic, such as das Abitur, Gymnasium, 
Realschule, Hauptschule und Gesamtschule [...] I had some basic understand [sic] about 
the German education system from personal experience which assisted me as a
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springboard for my preparation and research.
G5 Through the precise content description in the brief, relevant abbreviations were noted 
down for immediate use at phase 1 (listening, note-taking), which then enabled immediate 
recognition at phase 2 (note reading, production).
G6 Note-taking was reduced to the writing down of key words. These reduced notes could be 
reconstructed and used to produce the TT by making use of 'off-line strategies' 
(Pochhacker, 2003), such as the preparatory familiarisation with the subject and its 
terminology.
Participants G4, G5 and G6 foreground the use of preparation as a strategy in the 
interpreting post-test. G4 refers to his experience of the German school system and 
the knowledge gained from studying in Germany, which aided his preparation for the 
interpreting task. It was suggested in 6.2.2 that the bilingual students started the 
interpreting course with arguably better knowledge of the German and English 
education systems than the German and English native speaker participants, due to 
the fact that they had spent time in both English and German schools. G4's comment 
in Extract 1 would seem to support this assumption.
G5 implicitly mentions the Backbone corpus, stating that she used the content 
description in the brief which was similar to the content descriptions for each video 
in the corpus. This information was used to anticipate the subject matter which 
would be likely to arise, and on the basis of this brief, notes were taken before the 
interpreting task began. G6 links the preparation conducted before the task to her 
note-taking strategy. It seems that the research prior to the interpreting assignment 
allowed this student to take fewer notes, thus enabling her to allocate more 
processing capacity to other efforts, such as listening.
Another common theme regarding methods of working is note-taking, which was 
discussed by four of the students, as shown in Extract 2.
Extract 2:
G2 In the last couple of weeks, trying to write everything down was not only impossible, but 
made focusing on the main ideas more difficult. In order to have structured notes, several 
techniques were used: Verticalisation, the 'Matyssek' line, the use of symbols, for example 
a 'T  to symbolise a question, and abbreviations, for example 'Gym' for 'Gymnasium'._____
G3 Instead of focusing on the ideas, [...] whole words were noted down, making it harder to 
follow what the speaker was saying.
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G5 Anticipation, as mentioned before, was applied to predict that the speaker will speak 
about the German three-tier school system. This again made it possible to keep notes at a 
minimum...
G6 As asking the speaker to slow down or repeat was not possible, other coping strategies had 
to be found. To deal with the speed and lexical density, a combination of so-called 'on-line 
strategies' (Pochhacker, 2003) was employed: compressing the ST, extracting the key point 
and taking notes.
Participants G2 and G3 critically evaluate the effectiveness of their note-taking, with 
G3 reflecting on the fact that note-taking was prioritised over listening to the ST 
speaker, which had a detrimental effect on ST comprehension (cf. 2.1; Gile 2009). G2 
mentions a similar problem: that writing too many notes did not enable the student 
to listen for the main ideas. G2 then offers solutions to this issue, which were 
implemented during the interpreting assignment.
G5 and G6 discuss note-taking in the context of other strategies, as opposed to 
dealing with this as a stand-alone technique. G5 recognises that note-taking should 
be kept to a minimum and once again links her notes to anticipation (see Extract 1). 
G6 similarly refers to note-taking as part of a selection of strategies which are used 
to cope with the speed and lexical density of the ST.
The final comments about methods of working relate to interpreting turn length, and 
comments of this type were provided by participants G1 and G5, as shown in Extract 
3.
Extract 3:
G1 In a normal conversation between two or more people, the interpreter could make notes 
in order to help to remember certain things, which were said by the participants. However, 
since this conversation was in form of a video, the student had to stop the video at certain 
points to be able to catch everything that was said in the video. As a result the student did 
not take any notes at all, but interrupted the conversation about 30 times.
G5 As a result of having this contextual knowledge, it was decided that lengthier portions 
could be handled and interpreted in one go.
Participant G l, one of the German native speakers, reveals that she took around 30 
turns, although the actual number of turns was 34 (see Appendix 22a). She also 
states that the reason for this was "to be able to catch everything that was said in 
the video", which perhaps implies that this student found comprehension of the ST
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difficult in some places; this is also supported by further comments of this nature in 
Extract 4 below. On the other hand, G5 mentions that she was able to take fewer 
turns, rendering lengthier segments of the ST in each turn. She attributes this to the 
subject knowledge gained during the study, which allowed her to listen to longer 
portions of the ST before taking each interpreting turn.
Reflection and Seif-Assessment
The second category of comments deals with reflection and self-assessment. 
Comments of this type were more prevalent among the students in this study, 
showing that reflective behaviour is starting to emerge in the training process. The 
extracts showing evidence of reflection are divided into sub-categories, starting with 
the students' self-assessment of comprehension issues, shown in Extract 4.
Extract 4:
Gl The first matter that attracts the observer's attention is that some words or sections are 
missing or have been wrongly translated in the target text as a result of understanding 
difficulties...
In the section about the Specialist Status of the school, the interpreter left out three lines 
of what the speaker said, because of lack of understanding.
G3 While talking about the different education systems Birgit mentioned the 
"Erprobungsphase"[...] This was simply left out, due to a lack of understanding.
G4 Conversely while interpreting 1 was not familiar to the term, "bologna prozess and its 
meaning behind it, as 1 focused during my research specifically on the Secondary Education 
system in Germany.
Participants G l, G3 and G4 provided self-evaluative comments regarding ST 
comprehension, justifying the reasons for certain omissions in the TT and for 
terminological knowledge gaps. Interestingly, G4 states that the focus of his research 
was on secondary education, though as shown in Table 5.9 above, this student only 
had 28 hits on the Moodle course page, and none of this research was conducted 
during self-study. G l also confirms the comprehension problems which were alluded 
to in Extract 3, in relation to interpreting turn length.
Another area for reflection, which attracted comments from three of the students, 
relates to the effectiveness of the participants' note-taking techniques, as illustrated 
in Extract 5.
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Extract 5:
G2 [T]he note-taking was not always precise enough and therefore could not always 
complement memory. Hence, this led to misrepresentation of the ST...
G3 The problem whilst note-taking is that too much thought is given to the notes and 
insufficient attention is paid to what the speaker is saying and as a result the source text 
cannot be followed.
G4 1 fell into the pattern of using one symbol for one purpose and the same symbol for a 
different purpose.
Participants G2 and G3 comment on the problem of over-reliance on notes, leading 
to a deficit in the listening effort and inaccurate renditions in the TT (cf. Extract 2 
above). G4 remarks that he had not devised a system of symbols for the common 
concepts in the topic of education. Interestingly, from the hits logged on Moodle, it 
becomes apparent that none of these participants completed the note-taking 
exercises, which had been uploaded for completion during self-study.
The area which attracted reflective comments from the most students relates to 
preparation and research, particularly into subject-specific terminology and the 
systemic differences between the German and English school systems. These are 
shown in Extract 6.
Extract 6:
G2 Preparation and knowledge of both the English and German school system was very 
helpful.
It would not have been possible to translate these terms without preparation because the 
terms used are very specific to the field of education.
G3 Even though preparation and revision had been done, there were some issues in terms of 
subject specific vocabulary and terminology. This is demonstrated where the speaker says 
at 0:55 that she has a "philologisches Staatsexamen" \fjh\ch was incorrectly interpreted 
"philosophical state exam".
G4 Due to my preparations and research, 1 was able to anticipate the majority of the speaker's 
text.
G5 In terms of terminology, there weren't many hurdles as continuous practice before the 
task and existing socio-cultural background aided the process.
G6 Preparation and previous knowledge of the subject field and its terminology was crucial in 
finding ways of dealing with such issues (terminological issues).
The comments in Extract 6 are largely positive, showing the students' recognition 
that the detailed research using both corpus-based and non corpus-based materials.
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was beneficial during the interpreting task. Only participant G3 provides a self- 
evaluative comment, referring to her rendition of the term philologisches 
Staatsexamen; the interpretations of which were discussed in Example 7a in section 
6.2.2 above. Incidentally, G3 was the only participant to provide a terminologically 
inadequate rendition in Example 7a above, and so it is promising that this student 
has engaged in a critical evaluation of this particular part of her performance.
The issue of preparation and research is also linked to problems in the rendition of 
subject-specific terminology. Four students offered reflections on their 
interpretations of terms related to education.
Extract 7:
G2 Nonetheless, it was difficult to translate the term 'red-brick universities' (ST), partly 
because of time restraint and the lack of knowledge.
First off, while focusing on the possible translation of the term 'PSHE' the rest of the 
sentence was missed. Then, the term 'form tutor' due to stress, time restraint and lack of 
knowledge was not understood. Therefore, it was decided to reproduce only the main idea 
of the sentence, which is 'PSHE is generally expected to be taught' (ST).
G3 While talking about the different education systems Birgit mentioned the 
"Erprobungsphase", this was simply left out, due to a lack of understanding. This can also 
be seen [...] where some temporary uncertainty concerning vocabulary arose relating to 
the correct translation of "Hauptschule", "ReaIschule" and "Gymnasium". Both of these are 
good examples of cultural differences, where it is always challenging to find the right 
interpretation.
G5 [T]he reference to 'Gymnasium' was interpreted with "Gymnasium, the grammar school" 
to ensure clarification [...] Yet this strategy was not entirely effective, as the explicitation 
was not implemented when the word 'Gymnasium' was introduced first, but much later in 
the ST.
G6 As the British secondary schools are not divided into three tiers, there are no TL 
equivalents for "Hauptschule", "Realschule" and "Gymnasium". Therefore, these terms 
were interpreted into the TL by means of explicitation [...] The explanatory information 
was not present in the ST but was added based on knowledge of the German system.
Participant G2 reflects on problems caused by a lack of lexical knowledge, which 
occurred here even after preparatory research had been conducted on the topic of 
education. The student uses a coping strategy and correctly identifies the main 
message in this segment. G3 and G6 highlight cultural and systemic differences, 
which are recognised as presenting difficulties for the interpreter. G6, moreover, 
comments on the strategy used to render such terms as Hauptschule, employing 
explicitation alongside the German term. G5 also uses explicitation, although she
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assesses her rendition negatively, since the explanatory information was not 
provided when the term Gymnasium was mentioned for the first time.
These comments show the complexity of rendering subject-specific terms in an 
interpreting situation. However, these were the only reflective comments which 
referred to the students' interpretations of terms related to education, perhaps 
showing that this was not deemed to be a particularly problematic aspect of the 
interpreting task for the students in this study.
A minor sub-category, attracting two comments in the written assignments, concerns 
technical difficulties which arose due to working with the corpus-based materials, as 
shown in Extract 8.
Extract 8:
G3 Furthermore there were some technical difficulties towards the end of the TT, resulting in 
an almost one minute long pause [...] where the ST stops very abruptly. This caused a loss 
of concentration and led to minor mistakes such as repetitions and pauses in the last two 
minutes of the TT.
G6 The technical issues, however, had a bigger impact on the interpreting effort and thus on 
the TT. Finding appropriate times to pause the video and hitting the pause button in time 
meant an additional thing to concentrate on. This was further complicated by the slight 
delay between the pause button being clicked and the recording stopping. In one segment, 
this delay even led to misunderstanding, as the three words "Es gibt auch" (there are also) 
were 'lost' and the segment was given an altered meaning in the TT (see Appendix 1, 
segment 18).
The comments provided here highlight the fact that the students were faced with an 
additional effort, i.e. to pause and restart the ST audio before and after taking an 
interpreting turn. In some cases, there was also a delay between the time when the 
pause button was pressed and when the ST actually stopped, as explained in G6's 
comment in Extract 8. However, whilst this has been highlighted by a small number 
of students, it was nevertheless deemed appropriate to allow the participants to 
control the length of each interpreting turn, in order to explore how much of the ST 
each student felt able to interpret at one time. This also allowed for a comparison 
between the average number of words per turn in the interpreting pre-test and the 
interpreting post-test, which enabled inferences to be drawn about the students'
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memory capacity and level of confidence in their ST comprehension (cf. Tables 4.3,
5.3 & 6.8).
Finally, Extract 9 shows examples of self-assessment and reflections of a positive 
nature. As also observed in the other case studies, there were far fewer comments of 
this type, and only three students provided positive appraisals of their interpreting 
performance.
Extract 9:
G2 [T]he next sentence They're, no they're for 1 think between the ages of about 13 and 17' 
was omitted deliberately. Not only this information was irrelevant but it would have led to 
an even bigger confusion among the target audience.
G4 1 already had profound cultural background knowledge on Germany in the first place; 1 had 
some basic understanding about the German education system from personal experience 
which assisted me.
My area of strength was mainly grasping the main ideas from the source text and 
translating them for the audience. This was possible [sic] due to good prior preparation 
and research.
G6 What has become obvious is that very few of the on-line strategies used would have been 
useful without the preparation and previous knowledge brought to this task. Although not 
every problem in this ST was solved perfectly [...] the knowledge of terminology and 
subject-specific concepts was crucial in enabling the interpreter to deal with the majority 
of difficulties...
The written assignments show that the students are demonstrating reflective and 
critical thinking, as shown by the extracts above. However, comments of a positive 
nature are scare, as shown in Extract 9. This was also observed in case study 1, where 
the comments were largely critical, with positive evaluations generally reserved for 
the concluding remarks in the assignment. This highlights that the students were 
engaging critically with their performance in order to inform future learning goals.
Personalisation and Identifying Goais
The final category of comments is the identification of personalised goals, which 
completes the cycle of self-assessment and reflection. Some of the goals identified 
highlight the need for further practice and preparation before an interpreting 
assignment, as shown in Extract 10.
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Extract 10;
G1 Relating to the difficulties in understanding the speakers, an easy way to overcome this 
problem could be to use the Backbone corpora in order to practise and to get used to all 
sorts of different accents and speech rates.
G3 [I]t seems that further research and preparation work (of education terminology) needed 
to be done.
G5 At times, effective use of methods is evident, at other times the contrary can be observed. 
This shows that in order to implement the above mentioned solutions effectively, 
repeated practice using "a consistent system" (Gillies 2005:7) is required.
Participants Gl, G3 and G5 identify ongoing practice and preparation as goals which 
may help to improve their interpreting performance. G1 also mentions the Backbone 
corpus-based materials as a useful tool to help work towards this goal. In addition to 
this, two students identify note-taking as a skill which requires improvement.
Extract 11:
G3 Here, in order to improve this (note-taking), one might refer to Andrew Gillies' (Gillies 
2005:37) idea of noting down the subject, verb and object [,..] Furthermore, there could 
have been horizontal lines drawn after each subject, object, verb constellation, in order to 
separate different parts of the message.; ________________________________________
fell into the pattern of using one symbol for one purpose and the same symbol for a 
different purpose [...] Therefore creating a proper semiotic system for interpreting [...] 
could help more in the future...
G4
Upon identifying the problem and subsequent goal for improvement, participant G3 
consulted the interpreting literature to gather ideas about how to improve her note- 
taking technique. G4's comments relate to the problem identified in the reflection in 
Extract 5 regarding the lack of a system of notation symbols, showing that his self- 
assessment has led to a meaningful learning goal.
A third sub-category of personalised goals relates to memory capacity. Two students 
identified this as an area for improvement, providing the comments in Extract 12.
Extract 12:
G1 Concerning the problems with the correct sentence structure, the student needs to focus 
on improving her memory skills, which will enable her to listen to longer sections of the 
conversation.
G2 In conclusion, there is a clear link between the major challenges encountered and 
memorization.
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Interestingly, G1 and G2 interpreted the lowest number of words per turn on 
average (27 and 39 respectively; see Table 6.8). This may indicate that they had less 
confidence in their ability to remember longer segments of the ST, and so the goals 
outlined in Extract 12 seem to be appropriate.
6.3 In Summary
This chapter has reported the findings from the final two case studies, with English 
and German as the language pair. Section 6.1 outlined case study 3, which was 
conducted with four level 2 (second year undergraduate) students who were all 
native speakers of English. The quantitative findings were outlined in 6.1.1, followed 
by a qualitative exploration of the students' interpreting transcripts in 6.1.2. Finally, 
the students' comments on the feedback questionnaire were presented in 6.1.3.
The second part of this chapter examined the findings from the fourth case study, 
which was conducted with students in their final year of undergraduate study, two 
of whom were German native speakers, with an additional four English/German 
bilingual students. The quantitative results from this sample were presented in 6.2.1, 
with the qualitative examples used to illustrate the students' interpreting 
performance in 6.2.2. The chapter was concluded with a sample of the students' 
comments on the feedback questionnaire and in the written assignment. This 
generated valuable information about the usefulness of the corpus-based materials 
from the student perspective, and provided an insight into the ways in which the 
students used the resources during the study. Furthermore, the written assignment 
in particular enabled the students to show self-evaluative and reflective behaviours, 
which have started to develop (RQ lb).
The two case studies presented in Chapter 6 have yielded several findings similar to 
case studies 1 and 2. First, improvements in lexical knowledge were observed in the 
terminology post-test, particularly in terms of the students' ability to provide 
equivalent terms. It was suggested that this was a promising development in the 
students' knowledge, as there is little time during an interpreting task for the
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student to rely on lengthy explanations of concepts. With regards to the application 
of this knowledge, there were several examples of terms which had only been 
encountered through the students' corpus-based work, and which were 
subsequently rendered adequately in the interpreting post-test, suggesting that 
improved knowledge had been aided by completing corpus-based exercises.
However, it was also noted that some students demonstrated an awareness of 
certain terms, but that they were not able to access this terminology under the 
stressful conditions of the interpreting task, thus pointing to a lack of activation of 
knowledge.
One finding which was not replicated in case study 4 was the association made 
between the students' number of hits logged on Moodle and the average turn 
length. This was only observed in case study 1, and has not been replicated in the 
other samples.
A more detailed discussion of the findings from the four studies will now follow in 
Chapter 7, drawing on the similarities and differences between the findings across 
the different data samples.
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CHAPTER 7 
Discussion
This chapter presents a discussion of the findings emerging from the four case 
studies outlined in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. Each of the research questions is revisited 
and examined in light of the data gathered throughout the research project, starting 
with a discussion surrounding research questions 1 and la ; namely, to investigate 
the ways in which corpus-based resources can be used to fulfil the dual objective of 
enhancing students' vocabulary base, alongside the teaching of initial interpreting 
skills; and secondly, how might such materials be best exploited in classroom and 
self-study settings (7.1) This is followed in section 7.2 by a discussion of the 
implications of the findings for the use of spoken corpora in relation to research 
question lb , the aim of which was to explore how the use of these corpus-based 
resources might assist learners in becoming more autonomous in the training 
process. Here, the discussion draws in particular on data gathered from the students' 
feedback questionnaires and written assignments. In 7.3, research question 2 is 
revisited, evaluating how cognitive models of interpreting, initially presented in 2.1 
above, can help to shed light on the role of lexical knowledge in interpreting. Finally, 
section 7.4 provides a summary of the main themes emerging from the discussion of 
the data presented in the findings chapters.
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7.1 Spoken Corpora in Undergraduate Interpreter Training
The point of departure for this research project, as outlined in Chapter 1, was the 
current situation surrounding the study of foreign languages in the UK secondary and 
tertiary education sectors. Over the last decade, there has been a trend towards 
fewer and fewer students taking a foreign language at secondary school, and hence 
fewer students choosing to study foreign languages at university. Of those who do 
choose this route, language skills may be deficient, especially for the demanding task 
of interpreting. It was therefore suggested that interpreter training at undergraduate 
level should concentrate on the students' language competences, alongside teaching 
initial interpreting skills, forming the premise of research questions 1 and la.
This section first outlines the key findings with regards to the students' improved 
lexical knowledge, and the significance of this for their ongoing interpreter training 
(7.1.1). Then 7.1.2 discusses the ways in which the corpus-based exercises were used 
by the students. This is followed in 7.1.3 by an overview of the participants' methods 
of working during self-study, contextualised within the broader debate surrounding 
corpus-based language learning.
7.1.1 Improvements in Students' Lexical Knowledge
The first point for discussion relates to the students' improved knowledge of subject- 
specific terminology: here, education. The improvements across all four studies are 
on the one hand unsurprising, since the topic had been the focus of study for four 
weeks prior to the interpreting and lexical knowledge post-tests. However, what may 
be unexpected is that the mean increases in students' knowledge were generally 
higher for L2 terminology,^^ and from the hits logged on Moodle, it is clear that the 
participants devoted more time to completing corpus-based tasks in their L2, 
particularly during self-study. This was observed in all four case studies, and is 
further evidenced by the significance levels for improvements in knowledge of L2 
terms. In each study, the students' knowledge of L2 terms improved at a higher level
Here, the L2 is determined by the majority of students in each case study, so in case study 1, for 
example, there are more German native speakers, and so the dominant L2 is defined as English.
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of significance than the increases in knowledge of LI terms, and it is further the case 
that the significance levels for translations of terms, as opposed to explanations of 
terms, were also higher (see Table 7.1 below).
In case study 1, the majority of the students were German native speakers, and 
hence the dominant L2 was English. Case study 2 consisted of a marginal majority of 
English native speakers, which defines French as the L2. Case study 3 consisted 
exclusively of English native speakers, and so the L2 here was German. In case study 
4, the definition of the LI and L2 was more ambiguous, since four of the six 
participants stated that they were bilingual (English/German) in the feedback 
questionnaire. However, as all four of these students chose to interpret from 
German into English in the interpreting pre- and post-tests, it was considered that 
they were more confident in English, and so German was defined as the majority L2 
in this case.
p-value for 
translations of 
L2 terms
p-value for 
translations of LI 
terms
p-value for 
explanations of 
L2 terms
p-value for 
explanations of 
LI terms
Case
study
1
p<0.001 p<0.001 p<0.01 p>0.05
Case
study
2
p<0.01 p<0.05 p<0.05 p>0.05
Case
study
3
p<0.05 p>0.05 p<0.05 p>0.05
Case
study
4
p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.05 p>0.05
Tabie 7.1. Subject-specific terminoiogy tests; p-vaiues
The results will now be compared across all four studies, examining each category in 
Table 7.1 in turn. As Table 7.1 shows, the students' ability to offer translations of L2 
terms improved significantly in all four studies, with the highest level of significance 
for case study 1, followed by case studies 2 and 4. In case study 3, the students' 
lexical knowledge also improved significantly, but at a lower level (p<0.05), meaning
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that the probability that the improvements are due to chance is less than 5%. 
However, this may be explained by the smaller sample size (four students). As Chow 
(1996: 8) notes, statistical significance can be guaranteed with very large samples, 
whereas a lower level of significance or a non-significant result may be produced if 
the sample size is very small, as in case study 3.
With regards to translations of LI terms, the improvements were significant in case 
studies 1, 2 and 4; once again with case study 3 showing a different, non-significant 
result: p>0.05, meaning that the probability that the improvements were due to 
chance is greater than 5%. This is likely to be a consequence of the fact that, in case 
study 3, the students were only provided with German (L2) corpus-based exercises. 
Hence the participants' L2 knowledge, both in terms of explanations and translations 
of terms, improved at the significant level o f p<0.05, whereas in the categories of 
explanations and translations of LI terms, there was no significant result, perhaps 
reflecting the fact that the focus was exclusively on L2 terminology in the corpus- 
based tasks in this study.
In the third category, explanations of L2 terms, the students' knowledge improved 
significantly in all four studies. Interestingly, however, the corresponding level of 
significance for translations of L2 terms was either higher or the same, which 
supports the observation that the students tended to focus on their L2 during their 
work with the corpus-based materials. This is also a promising finding, since it is 
important that students develop quick solutions, rather than explaining concepts 
and terminology at length, for which there is little time during interpreting 
situations; a point which was also raised in 4.1 and 6.2.1 above.
Finally, the observation above, that students tend to concentrate on their L2, is 
supported in the significance levels for improvements in explanations of LI terms, 
with no significant result in any of the studies (p>0.05). As highlighted above, this is 
countered by the fact that, apart from the smaller sample in case study 3, the 
students' translations of LI terms improved significantly, showing less reliance on 
lengthy explanations of the concepts related to education.
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In summary, the main findings regarding subject-specific terminology therefore show 
similar results across all four case studies: firstly, that students tend to focus on and 
complete more corpus-based tasks in their L2, leading to improvements in their 
knowledge of this terminology at higher levels of significance than LI terms. Training 
should therefore place emphasis on LI as well as L2 terminology, particularly where 
subject-specific terms are concerned. Secondly, the levels of significance for 
improvements in the students' ability to offer functionally equivalent translations 
were higher than the increases in the students' explanations of terms. This, as 
mentioned above, is promising, as the time pressure in interpreting situations, in any 
case, does not allow for constant, lengthy explanations of concepts which arise in 
the ST. Furthermore, as Skaaden (1999) has pointed out, the ability of the interpreter 
to quickly render subject-specific terms may leave more processing capacity free to 
devote to other tasks during the interpretation.
A final point in relation to lexical knowledge is that the analysis of the students' 
interpreting performance (Chapters 4, 5, 6) shows several examples of successful 
renditions of terms which, according to the terminology pre-test, were previously 
unknown and which were subsequently encountered in corpus-based exercises, thus 
lending support to the discussion of the benefits of corpus-based materials for lexical 
knowledge acquisition. One finding from case study 1, however, which was not 
corroborated by case studies 2, 3, and 4, was the association made between the 
students' engagement with the materials and increased turn length (see Fig. 4.1). 
The hypothesis that a higher number of hits (logged on Moodle) aids students' 
comprehension and subsequent memory capacity, leading to a longer average turn 
length, is therefore rejected.
7.1.2 Students' use of corpus-based exercises
The second point for discussion relates to the ways in which the corpus-based 
materials were employed in the undergraduate interpreting classroom, including the 
types of exercises used. As explained in Chapter 3, the exercises fall into two broad 
categories, in line with the dual focus on lexical knowledge and interpreting skills; 
namely, language-based and interpreting-based exercises.
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From the feedback questionnaire, the students generally found the language-based 
and interpreting-based exercises to be a helpful aid in the training process. Table 7.2 
below summarises the number of responses which categorise the exercises as either 
Very helpful' or 'helpful', showing the total number across the four studies, with 27 
participants. The majority of the students stated that they found both types of 
exercise to be helpful for their training, although for each type, a small number of 
students provided a different response.
Very helpful Helpful Total
Language-based 9 16 25/27
Interpreting-based 17 7 24/27
Table 7.2 Students' responses to 'helpfulness' o f language- and interpreting-
based exercises
In the language-based category, one student found the exercises to be 'not very 
helpful', and another stated that the tasks were 'neither helpful nor unhelpful'. In 
the interpreting-based category, one student did not provide a response, and two 
other participants found these exercises to be 'neither helpful nor unhelpful'.
Of particular interest here are the reasons why a minority of the participants did not 
find the exercises helpful. As summarised in the students' comments, the negative 
responses seem to be given for two reasons: the multiple-choice exercises were 
deemed by some students to be too simplistic (see Comments la  and lb , 4.3, for 
example). As a response to this comment, fewer such tasks were used in the 
subsequent case studies after case study 1.
The second reason for negative comments here is related to the changes made to 
the style of questions used in case studies 2, 3 and 4: namely, requiring students to 
think of and type their own responses, instead of providing a multiple choice 
element. However, this type of exercise, in which the student has the freedom to 
provide an answer using the wording of her or his choice, does not lend itself to 
computer-based tasks, as the only accepted answers will be those which have been 
pre-programmed by the Tutor or course designer. Since it is difficult to pre-empt
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every variation in responses which may be given by each student, this may lead to 
correct answers being marked as incorrect.
Research into natural language processing (NLP)-based assessment of students' 
work, in terms of both essay-length and short-answer questions, has been 
conducted over the last few years (see for example Whittington and Hunt, 1999; 
Callear et. al, 2001; Litman 2012), in order to move closer towards accurate 
computerised assessment of free-text responses to questions. However, the use of 
such programmes was beyond the scope of the current research project, as the 
Moodle interface requires exact matches between the students' answers and those 
pre-programmed by the instructor. If non-multiple choice, short-answer questions 
were to be used more extensively, technology which uses NLP-based assessment 
would need to be incorporated alongside the corpus-based materials and 
corresponding exercises. Alternatively, such 'free-text' responses could be 
incorporated into classroom study, with questions posed orally by the Tutor and/or 
students, in order to initiate discussions and to test knowledge of terminology and 
key concepts.
The other frequently used types of language-based exercises were exploratory tasks 
and forums. These required students to explore certain videos in the corpus and to 
research certain key terms (see Appendix 17 for an example), after which, they were 
asked to post their research findings on a forum and to share ideas with their peers 
about ways in which certain concepts and items of vocabulary might be rendered in 
the other language. From the hits on Moodle, the exploratory exercises seemed to 
be used extensively by the students across all four studies, and there was some 
engagement in discussion on the forums (see for example the discussion threads 
surrounding the organisation, OFSTED, and GCSEs, A Levels and sixth form, in 
Appendices 18a and 18b respectively). However, other discussion forums were only 
visited by a minority of students, or were not used at all. This may be due to the 
small class sizes, in which students regularly met face-to-face to practise interpreting 
and discuss ideas. Furthermore, some students commented that they preferred 
working 'in real life', and less so on the computer, and this may be another reason
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why students generally discussed their terminological research in class and face-to- 
face, making less use of the discussion forums.
Aside from completing the language-based exercises, the students also frequently 
remarked on the usefulness of the corpus-based materials for independent research 
surrounding subject-specific terminology (see Comments 6 in 4.3; 9a in 5.3; 8b, 10a 
in 6.2.3, among others), thus highlighting the students' perceived benefits of using 
such resources to aid their lexical knowledge acquisition.
The interpreting exercises were also generally found to be useful, as shown in Table
7.2 above, with 24 out of the 27 students responding that they found the tasks 
either helpful or very helpful. The small number of responses which fall outside of 
this category may be due to the reservations that some students expressed about 
practising interpreting on the computer. This is illustrated by the following comment:
I found the interpreting exercises on the computer a little bit strange. I
prefer it "live".
As mentioned above, comments of this nature were made by students across all four 
studies. However, this perhaps simply highlights that it is important to demonstrate 
to students that there are wider possibilities of exploiting spoken corpora, which do 
not require the learner to sit in front of a computer. In the context of language 
learning, Braun and Chambers (2006) draw attention to the use of spoken corpora 
beyond the compilation of key word lists and concordances; taking longer text 
segments for listening comprehension practice or even taking the approach of 
"who I e-text reading" (Braun, 2007: 309), in which individual texts are examined in 
more detail. As explained in Chapter 3, this method of corpus exploitation was used 
in class, whereby interview transcripts were printed out and used for group 
interpreting practice during lessons. It would perhaps be helpful, as Sandrelli (2010) 
suggests in relation to possible ways of using the EPIC corpus, to encourage students 
to use this kind of corpus exploration during self-study, so that they gain the benefits 
of the materials available, whilst also engaging in what the students often refer to as 
'live' practice, incorporating more human interaction and less solitary, computer- 
based work.
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As discussed above, a combination of language-based and interpreting exercises 
have been used to complement the video interviews and corpus functions available 
to the students, thus providing opportunities to deepen knowledge of vocabulary in 
the field of education as well as to practise interpreting. The discussion now looks in 
more detail at how the materials were used by the students during self-study, and 
furthermore, how the resources might further be exploited in the future.
7.1.3 Self-study
From the feedback questionnaire, it is possible to gain an overview of the ways in 
which the students most frequently used the corpus-based materials during self- 
study. In this analysis, the total number of students who provided a response is 
slightly lower than the overall total number of students across the four studies (27), 
since one student in case study 3 chose not to respond, and the four participants in 
case study 2 were excluded, since there was little or no time for self-study, due to 
the shorter time frame over which this study was conducted (see 3.5.2). This 
therefore leaves a total of 22 students who provided responses about their 
preferred methods of working with the corpus-based materials during self-study.
Method of corpus exploitation Total number of 
students using this 
method^®
Using the exercises to apply the same techniques to other 
videos/scenarios
18
Using the sub-corpora in LI and L2 simultaneously to 
compare education systems
12
Key-word lists 8
Concordances 7
Annotation highlighter 7
Co-occurrence 2
Section search 2
Table 7.3 Students' methods of using the corpora during seif-study 30
From 22 responses.
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Table 7.3 shows that the most popular way to use the corpora was to apply the skills 
and techniques, which had been practised in the exercises, to different scenarios, 
using different video interviews. 82% of the students stated that they had chosen 
this method of working during self-study. The second most common use of the 
materials is interesting and rather novel. This involved opening two webpages, so 
that videos and transcripts from the student's LI sub-corpus could be compared with 
similar material in the L2 sub-corpus, enabling observations to be made regarding 
key educational terms and concepts, and the similarities and differences between 
the two education systems. 55% of the students used the resources in this way 
during self-study.
Perhaps more interesting is the fact that the main corpus functions, such as 
concordances and key-word lists, which might be considered traditional ways to 
exploit corpora, were in fact used least frequently by the students in this series of 
studies. This is despite the inclusion of a demonstration of the various corpus 
functions, which was given during classroom contact time, as well as exercises which 
guided students in the use of, for example, the concordance function. These findings 
highlight the differences between corpus exploration for pedagogic purposes and 
the traditional function of corpora for linguistic description. This seems to be in 
keeping with suggestions in the language learning literature, which state that smaller 
corpora are generally preferred, at least in the beginning (Gavioli & Aston 2001: 
244), combining corpus-based techniques (concordances, key-word lists etc.) with 
whole-text and whole-corpus reading, in a discourse-based approach (cf. Tribble, 
1997; Henry and Roseberry, 2001; Braun, 2005).
With regards to corpus size, Aston (1997: 54) suggests that a small corpus for 
language learning purposes may be in the region of 20,000 to 200,000 words. Since, 
compared with a larger corpus, a corpus of this size would yield less rich results, it 
would seem sensible to use this dual approach, both corpus-based and discourse- 
based. However, as the studies in the current project took place in the interpreting 
context, as opposed to the language learning context, the students seemed to favour
(cf. 3.2 for corpus functions).
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the discourse-based approach, using whole-text reading and even comparing texts 
across the LI and L2 sub-corpora, focusing less on individual aspects of language.
The second point for discussion relates to the time when it is most beneficial for 
students to complete work on a computer. This was touched upon in 7.1.2 above, 
where it was mentioned that some students commented that they preferred to 
practise interpreting 'live', rather than on the computer. As classroom contact time 
with tutors is becoming more limited (see Hansen and Shlesinger 2007), it is 
therefore suggested that computer-based work with the corpora and corresponding 
exercises might best be completed during self-study, thus reserving contact time for 
interpreting practice with the Tutor and other students in face-to-face format.
It was also observed that the use of corpus-based materials on computers was rather 
time-consuming, particularly at the beginning, when the students were becoming 
familiar with the BACKBONE search interface, the Moodle course page and the 
corresponding exercises. This was especially noted during the interpreting pre-test, 
which, as explained in 3.3.1, was why the students were permitted to listen to the 
pre-test ST once first, before starting the interpreting task.
Apart from the time taken for the students to become familiar with the materials, 
there are also the inevitable technical difficulties which occur when working with 
technology, such as faulty microphones and headphones, or a temporarily slow 
internet connection, for example. Also for these reasons, it is considered that self- 
study is the most appropriate space for computer-based work with the corpora and 
pedagogic exercises.
A final point is that self-study allows students to explore the corpus-based materials 
in their own way and at their own pace, thus allowing some degree of 
personalisation in the training process. As mentioned in 3.3.2, every session in each 
of the studies began with a discussion about the students' research into the topic for 
that particular session. This also included the sharing of interpreting problems that 
had arisen out of the students' work during self-study, and suggestions from the 
participants themselves about the strategies they used to overcome these problems.
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Researchers and interpreter trainers have also alluded to the pressured nature of 
interpreting and the anxiety which is often felt by trainee interpreters (cf. Jimenez 
and Pinazo 2001; Hansen and Shlesinger 2007: 96); and the issue of helping students 
to overcome their anxiety in the classroom. The availability of corpus-based 
materials, outside of the classroom setting, may therefore provide a means of 
helping students to become familiar with the interpreting setting, and to make 
classroom-based sessions less daunting.
So far the discussion has looked at improvements in the students' knowledge of 
subject-specific terminology, and the ways in which the corpus-based materials have 
been exploited in the classroom and as a self-study resource. The points mentioned 
above, about personalisation and student input regarding interpreting problems and 
strategies, lead on to the question of learner autonomy, and this forms the basis for 
discussion in 7.2.
7.2 Learner Autonomy in (and out of) the interpreting Ciassroom
Much has been written about learner autonomy in the context of language learning, 
particularly in English as a Foreign Language (EFL) and English as a Second Language 
(ESL) contexts. However, as mentioned in 2.5, there is little research of this kind in 
the interpreting sphere, and it might be argued that a sense of autonomy is even 
more important in the career of an interpreter, as the capacity to conduct research 
prior to an assignment, as well as to evaluate one's own performance and to identify 
goals for improvement, are essential attributes of a successful interpreter. Indeed, as 
Cammaert (1988) highlights, lifelong learning is a key factor in the professional life of 
an interpreter.
If Holec's definition of autonomy is to be considered, it is necessary to question 
whether and how this might be applicable in interpreter training. To restate Holec's 
definition, autonomy is "the ability to take charge of one's own learning" (Holec 
1981: 3); an explicitly political approach to learning, in which the student is enabled 
"to act more responsibly in running the affairs of the society in which he lives" (Holec 
1981:1). This calls for a rethink about the structure of education in a general sense.
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However, others (cf. Allwright, 1988; Wenden; 1991; Benson; 2001) argue that the 
concept of autonomy has more to do with the learner's behaviour and approach to 
learning, rather than the structural setting of education in general. This, as outlined 
in 2.5, is perhaps a more helpful starting point when applying concepts of 
autonomous learning to the interpreting classroom.
Accepting that autonomy relates to learner behaviours, including the ability to learn 
effectively, it is to be acknowledged that individual learners will inevitably display 
different behaviours at different times and under different conditions. With this in 
mind, there is a general consensus that learners may be at different stages of 
autonomy in the learning process (Nunan, 1997; Sheerin, 1997). As described in 2.4, 
Nunan (1997: 195) suggests five levels of autonomy, as shown in Table 7.4 below. 
Nunan's scheme takes account of the progressive nature of autonomy; a capacity or 
state which may be more or less pronounced in the learner at different times.
Level Learner action Content Process
1 Awareness Learners are made aware of 
the pedagogical goals and 
content of the materials they 
are using.
Learners identify strategy 
implications of pedagogical 
tasks and identify their own 
preferred learning 
styles/strategies.
2 Involvement Learners are involved in 
selecting their own goals from 
a range of alternatives on 
offer.
Learners make choices 
among a range of options.
3 Intervention Learners are involved in 
modifying and adapting the 
goals and content of the 
learning programme.
Learners modify/adapt tasks.
4 Creation Learners create their own 
goals and objectives.
Learners create their own 
tasks.
5 Transcendence Learners go beyond the 
classroom and make links 
between the content of 
classroom learning and the 
world beyond.
Learners become teachers 
and researchers.
Table 7.4 "Autonomy: levels o f implementation" (Nunan, 1997: 195)
There is evidence from the students in the four studies in this project to suggest that 
levels of autonomy, of varying degrees, were displayed by the students. Level 1 is
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perhaps more rudimentary, where the students are simply made aware of the 
learning goals. These goals and intended learning outcomes were made explicit, both 
orally in class, and in written form on the Moodle course page. However, more 
interesting are students' comments in the written assignment, which seem to show 
the emergence of autonomous behaviours at stages beyond level 1 in Nunan's 
scheme.
The students seemed to be particularly engaged at level 2 of the scheme (see 
Extracts 9, 10 and 11, Chapter 5.3; Extracts 10, 11, 12, Chapter 6.2.3, for example), 
identifying their own personalised goals for improvement. Furthermore, the level of 
autonomy here is perhaps higher than Nunan's scheme suggests, where the 
'process' column states that: "Learners make choices among a range o f options" 
(emphasis added). However, the students' behaviour seems to overlap between 
levels 2 and 3, since no options were given by the Tutor; students had the freedom 
to determine their own learning goals, depending on weaknesses that had been 
identified through working with the corpus-based resources, and through discussion 
of these problems and weaknesses during contact time and self-study.
There is also some evidence of autonomy at level 4, with students creating their own 
learning tasks, based on the corpus-based exercises, which provided a template for 
how the materials might be used. So, comments such as the following, with students 
using the materials that have already been created, in order to develop their own 
ways of exploiting the resources for their own learning needs, show some degree of 
'creation' (level 4):
I have tried interpreting some of the videos at home and also looked at
some exercises to get new ideas about how to use the corpus.
This leads the discussion on to the notion of guided autonomy, which can be 
distinguished from definitions by, amongst others, Dickinson (1987: 11), who 
foregrounds the complete control over learning in the hands of the learner, 
independent of institutional structures, including teachers. However, with such an 
abundance of material, such as in a corpus and associated exercises, it is easy to see
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how a student may become overwhelmed by the sheer amount of practice materials 
available, a point also made by Tymczyhska (2009) in relation to healthcare 
interpreting courses using Moodle, and by Gavioli (2009: 47) in the context of 
corpus-based approaches to the teaching of English language. This issue of guidance 
was exemplified in comments such as those made by the student in Comment 13 in 
Chapter 5.3, showing that some participants needed further demonstrations about 
howto  use the materials.
In the context of guided autonomy, Littlewood (1999: 75) distinguishes between so- 
called "reactive" and "proactive" autonomy, where students may display 
autonomous behaviours in reaction to guidance (from a tutor, textbook etc.) or, 
perhaps in a more advanced state of autonomy, the guidance is retracted and the 
students can display more proactive behaviour in their state of autonomy. This, it 
might be argued, is what is at play in the current studies. As suggested in 7.1.3, 
corpus-based work on computers might be more beneficial during self-study, on the 
basis of the preferences expressed by the students, and also due to limited contact 
time, which is perhaps better spent practising 'live' interpreting with the Tutor and 
other students. However, the element of guided autonomy is prevalent in the 
exercises themselves, which essentially provide the students with a rubric and a 
template for using the materials. Moreover, classes frequently contained short 
reminders about ways in which the corpus-based resources can be used during self- 
study.
Over and above the discussion of guided autonomy, it is also the case that students 
may not always be in the best position to decide what might be the most effective 
ways to progress in their learning (Johnston, 1985: 192; Nunan, 1997: 194), and this 
is arguably even more so in the context outlined in Chapter 1, in which 
undergraduate students are frequently entering higher education with a low level of 
competence in foreign languages.
Finally, examples of behaviours at level 5 in Nunan's scheme are, perhaps 
unsurprisingly, less prevalent in the data samples presented in this project. The 
timeframe for each of the studies was short, leaving little time to develop
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autonomous behaviours of the type posited at level 5. At this level of autonomy, 
students make links between their learning and the wider world, and are able to 
research and pass on knowledge. However, it might be argued that the nature of 
corpus exploration explicitly encourages the user, in this case a learner, to research, 
and so this type of resource may be said to inherently promote autonomy at this 
level. Indeed, the motto for Johns' data-driven learning approach is: "Every student a 
Sherlock Holmes!" (Johns, 2002:108), with the student as linguistic researcher.
In addition to the research element, there are also examples of students taking the 
'teacher role' by means of sharing their research, both orally in class and also on 
discussion forums posted on the Moodle course page (see Appendices 18a and 18b, 
for example). Such behaviour would also fit in level 5 of Nunan's scheme, though as 
mentioned above, this level of autonomy is not exemplified extensively in the data 
gathered from the four studies in this project. Nevertheless, as this research was 
conducted in the undergraduate context, it is possible that the corpus-based 
materials used here may have prepared the students to work towards higher levels 
of autonomy, which could be developed later during postgraduate degree studies. 
Beyond Nunan's levels of autonomy, it is important to bear in mind that whilst, as 
argued above, an element of guidance may be required or even desirable, the 
reflective and proactive behaviours which develop ought to be initiated by the 
learner her/himself. As Benson (2001: 52) states, "the essence of genuinely 
autonomous behaviour is that it is self-initiated rather than generated in response to 
a task in which the observed behaviours are explicitly or implicitly required." The 
written assignment in case studies 1, 2 and 4 required students to analyse their 
interpreting performance in the post-test, with the assignment wording, as follows 
(also see Appendices 4a and 4b):
Your task is to interpret a 5-minute narrative consecutively from your 
second language into your first language, to analyse the challenges arising 
from this, and to discuss your solutions.
The assignment instructions do not contain any words which state explicitly that 
reflective and self-evaluative comments are required in the assignment. Students are
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not asked to evaluate or to reflect upon their performance, yet all students provided 
self-evaluative and reflective comments in their written assignments. In the context 
of interpreter training, Horvath (2007) identifies 'reflection' as the single most 
important characteristic of an autonomous learner, so it is promising that the 
students in the samples presented here display such reflective practices.
Linked to the idea of self-initiation of autonomous behaviours is the practice of self- 
study. Work completed during self-study is not marked or checked by the Tutor, and 
it is clear that any extra practice outside of contact hours is purely for the benefit of 
the student. The fact that most of the students engaged in corpus-based self-study, 
as evidenced by the hits on Moodle, shows that the students were not reacting to 
requirements set down by the Institution or Tutor, but that they were working in 
their own interests and in response to their own identified learning needs. This point 
is also made by Horvath (2007:116) in relation to a study of autonomous learning in 
postgraduate interpreter training, which she says demonstrates a level of autonomy 
in the learners.
A final point regarding autonomy relates to the rationale behind promoting 
autonomous learning. It is sometimes said that the implementation of initiatives 
such as self-directed learning and autonomous learning has cost-saving benefits. For 
example, Hansen and Shlesinger (2007) highlight the issues faced by higher 
education institutions regarding budget cuts and reduced contact hours. However, 
as mentioned in 2.4, it should be said that these should not be the main reasons for 
promoting student autonomy, and in any case, an autonomous approach simply 
changes the dynamic in the training process, shifting the focus onto the learner. This, 
however, does not necessarily mean that there is a reduction in the workload for the 
teaching staff, since the 'pedagogic enrichment' (Braun, 2005: 55) and creation of 
exercises required to make a corpus pedagogically viable needs to be developed in 
the first instance. Furthermore, the students need to be guided in how to use the 
materials, without handing over full 'control'. The real motivation for promoting 
autonomous learning in interpreter training is to allow students the space to develop
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the skills required to function successfully as interpreters, and it would seem that the 
corpus-based resources used here may be one method of providing that 'space'.
7.3 Cognitive Approaches to Interpreting and Lexical Knowledge
The final aspect of the discussion relates to the participants' knowledge of subject- 
specific terminology, and the role played by cognitive approaches in the acquisition 
of lexical knowledge. The point of departure here concerns Skaaden's (1999) study 
into lexical knowledge and interpreter aptitude (see Chapters 1, 2.1 & 3.1), from 
which she found that a greater knowledge of terminology led to more accurate and 
complete interpretations. As explained in 2.1, Skaaden contextualised her findings 
within Gile's Efforts Model, concluding that a broader knowledge of terminology 
allows the interpreter to allocate more processing capacity to other efforts, such as 
listening, comprehension and reformulation. The results from the case studies in the 
present project support Skaaden's findings: the students who showed greater 
knowledge of subject-specific terminology in the term test were generally able to 
provide more accurate and complete renditions in the interpreting post-test. It is 
also arguably the case that students' mere exposure to the terminology in question, 
by working with the corpus-based materials, aided lexical access during the 
interpreting assignment.
The case studies also showed, however, that students occasionally demonstrated 
knowledge of lexical items in the terminology test, but were not always able to apply 
this knowledge successfully during the interpreting post-test. This leads the 
discussion on to the relation between lexical items and meaning. According to 
Lederer (1978/2002), successful decoding of meaning is linked with words in so far 
as this process involves "the synthesis of a number of words present in short-term 
memory associating with previous cognitive experiences or recollections" (Lederer 
1978/2002:138). This means that the comprehension of meaning is a complex affair, 
and is partially dependent on the individual interpreter's own "world knowledge", as 
Kohn and Kalina (1996) put it (see 2.1).
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The potential for a triggering effect, with words and ideas in short-term memory 
acting as a prompt for the interpreter, raises important questions about the ways in 
which the training process might be able to contribute to the creation of a lexical 
trigger, particularly where subject-specific terminology is concerned. More precisely, 
it would be beneficial to explore how the temptation to interpret using what Lederer 
(1978/2002: 136) refers to as the 'primary meaning' can be minimised; i.e. how to 
avoid simply translating a term using the first equivalent that is recalled, but drawing 
on existing lexical knowledge, which can be accessed successfully during an 
interpreting assignment.
One solution is offered by the corpus-based materials used in the present case 
studies. Throughout the four studies, there were several examples which showed 
that the participants had encountered specific terms related to the topic of 
education only in the corpus-based materials, and that the application of these 
lexical items was subsequently successful in the terminology and interpreting post­
tests. It was suggested in 6.2.3 that the availability of the corpus-based materials 
acted as a prompt for students to research subject-specific terminology, regardless 
of whether this research was then conducted using the corpora, other resources, or 
a mixture of the two. This was also noted in Comment 1 in section 5.3 above, which 
showed that the corpus-based exercises aided the students in identifying lexical 
knowledge gaps. It could be argued that by actively engaging with terminology in this 
way, students are more likely to retain new knowledge and be able to gain access to 
the new lexis when required in a pressured interpreting situation.
In relation to the Interpretive Theory of Translation (see 2.1 above), it was concluded 
that individual lexical units are not foregrounded in this approach. Nevertheless, the 
ITT offers useful insights into the acquisition of lexical knowledge. To restate Lederer 
(2010): "Contextualized words usually have one and only one meaning" (174). This is 
arguably even more the case when dealing with subject-specific terminology, where 
there is likely to be less ambiguity about the meaning of a term in context. With 
regards to the methodological approach employed in this project, it may have been
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more appropriate to present the terms in the terminology tests in context, as 
opposed to a raw list (see Appendices la  and lb).
Another point related to the ITT concerns the notion of "sense" (cf. Seleskovitch 
1975; 2.1 above). The depth of comprehension of the sense depends partly on the 
interpreter's world knowledge (Kohn and Kalina 1996; see 2.1 above) and on the 
access to cognitive complements. Whilst Seleskovitch and the Interpretive Theory of 
Translation maintain that individual words should not be foregrounded in 
interpreting, the ITT nevertheless acknowledges that lexical knowledge acts as an 
important cognitive complement, which can be called upon when the sense is to be 
determined from words in context (Seleskovitch 2008: 85). This could serve as a 
useful starting point for reminding students that ongoing development of their 
lexical knowledge, particularly of subject-specific terms, is imperative.
The importance of world and lexical knowledge as a useful cognitive component was 
illustrated particularly well in case study 4 (see 6.2 above), in which the bilingual 
participants demonstrated that they were able to understand the subject-specific 
terms and the interpreting post-test video on a deeper level, in comparison with the 
participants in the other English/German studies. One example of this was shown by 
the term philologisches Staatsexamen in the German interpreting post-test, which 
was interpreted correctly by all but one of the bilingual participants. However, 
without the required world knowledge of the German education system, all of the 
English native speakers resorted to using either a "phonetic shift" (Lederer 
1978/2002: 136), an incorrect translation of Stoat as town, or a generic term for 
exam, as shown in Example 7b in 6.2. For ease of recall, the students' solutions are 
presented again here:
Participant B a town exam
Case Study 1
Participant F a philosophical state exam
Case Study 1
Participant 2A an exam
Case Study 3
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Participant 2B 
Case Study 3
lots of exams in German to be a teacher
Participant 2C 
Case Study 3
a theological exam
Participant 2D 
Case Study 3
a philosophical state exam
This example shows clearly the difference between the students' translation of a 
lexical, but also a cultural item, with the bilingual participants calling on the available 
cognitive complement, and a distinct lack of knowledge, and subsequent 
unsuccessful processing of the sense among the English native speakers.
The research conducted in this project has highlighted the complex processes 
involved in interpreting. Furthermore, using cognitive models of interpreting as a 
framework, it is clear that sound lexical knowledge is imperative to successful 
interpretation, and the ITT and the Efforts Model in particular provide tangible 
approaches to explain how terminology relates to meaning, foregrounding the 
importance of contextualisation with regards to lexical knowledge.
7.4 In Summary
The above discussion has drawn out several themes in relation to the central 
questions posed in this project. Firstly, it was noted that the students across the 
studies achieved significant improvements in their lexical knowledge, particularly of 
L2 terms. Students were also able to provide a higher number of equivalent terms in 
the post-test when compared to the number of explanations of terms. This is 
important in the interpreting context, as the time pressure does not allow for 
lengthy explanations of concepts. The students also revealed that they found the 
corpus-based resources to be useful for lexical knowledge acquisition.
The studies used a combination of language-based and interpreting skills-based 
exercises to achieve the dual objective outlined in research question 1. The materials 
were used in various ways, including the extraction of resources from the corpus, 
such as videos and transcripts, for use in whole-class interpreting practice. It was
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suggested that corpus-based work on the computer might be reserved, in the main, 
for self-study, with further guidance on how to use the resources given during 
contact time.
During self-study, the students' revealed that they favour a discourse-based 
approach, choosing whole-corpus and whole-text reading over 'traditional' corpus 
functions, such as concordances and key-word lists. It was suggested that, with more 
guidance on how to use the materials, self-study could incorporate a corpus-based 
and a discourse-based approach, so that the materials are used to their full 
potential.
In relation to guidance on the use of the corpus-based resources, the idea of reactive 
autonomy was discussed, recognising that the rich resources provided by corpora 
require pedagogic mediation, both in the form of the exercises used in the four 
studies, but also with regards to guidance from the Tutor. The discussion here draws 
mainly on research into autonomy in language learning, and there was evidence of 
autonomous behaviour at all levels of Nunan's (1997: 195) five-stage scheme for 
autonomy.
A further point was that corpus-based materials may be said to have qualities which 
inherently promote learner autonomy, as they place the student in the role of 
researcher (cf. Johns 1991), and can be exploited independently. The resources used 
in this project provided a 'space' for students to develop their skills, though it was 
recognised that the Tutor does not become redundant, but that the emphasis in 
training is simply shifted onto the student.
Finally, it was suggested that cognitive models of interpreting can be used to 
illuminate the important role played by lexical knowledge in interpreting, drawing 
particular attention to the need for pedagogic approaches which provide students 
with opportunities to expand their terminology base, and appropriate contexts to 
enable the interpreter to access this knowledge at any given time.
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CHAPTER 8 
Conclusions
The research conducted in this project has yielded several findings which have been 
analysed and discussed, leading to implications for interpreter training practice. 
Here, these findings are summarised (8.1), and the recommendations for a corpus- 
based approach to undergraduate interpreter training are suggested in 8.2. This is 
followed by a brief overview of possible avenues for future exploration of this topic 
in 8.3, taking into consideration the findings and methodological limitations in this 
project.
8.1 Summary of Findings
As discussed in Chapter 7, the case studies presented in this project have produced 
several findings which have implications for the use of spoken corpus-based 
resources in undergraduate interpreter training.
With regards to the students' independent use of the materials, it was perhaps 
unsurprising to find that there was an overwhelming tendency to focus on the L2, 
with students completing more, and in some cases exclusively focusing on, exercises 
related to the L2. Whilst this is not a key finding from the studies, it is nevertheless a 
useful observation which highlights the fact that interpreting requires a deep 
knowledge of both the LI and L2, particularly with regards to technical or subject-
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specific terminology, which is likely to also be unfamiliar to the interpreter in her or 
his native language.
As a minor observation, it was noted that, from pre- to post-test, the students 
generally increased their average turn length, in terms of the average number of ST 
words interpreted per turn. On the basis of Skaaden's (1999) findings, which showed 
that participants with a broader knowledge of terminology produced better quality 
interpreting assignments, it was considered that these increases in turn length might 
indicate that the students were able to allocate more 'effort' to listening and 
comprehension during the post-test, having improved their lexical knowledge during 
the course of the study.
The listening effort, as suggested by Seleskovitch and Lederer (1989: 16) ought to be 
the initial focus of training, a point echoed by Gile (1992: 192; see section 2.1). 
Indeed case study 1 (see Chapter 4) highlighted a link between the students' number 
of hits logged on Moodle and the extent of the increase in average turn length, 
possibly showing that the students with higher engagement with the materials had 
improved their ability to listen to longer segments of the ST before taking each 
interpreting turn. However, this association was not shown as strongly in the 
subsequent case studies, and would require further investigation in order to 
substantiate the observations made.
A key finding was the students' improved knowledge of subject-specific terminology 
in the field of education, as shown by the terminology pre- and post-tests, and by 
mapping whether the terms had been encountered by the students during their 
work with the corpus-based materials (see Appendices 11, 14, 15 & 16). The results 
here echoed the focus on L2 terminology, with the biggest increases shown in the 
students' ability to explain and provide equivalent terms for the L2.
Furthermore, and more interestingly, the improvements were more noticeable in 
the category of translations of terms, as opposed to explanations. This was an 
important finding, as the time-pressured nature of interpreting does not allow for 
lengthy explanations of terms, so it was promising that the students had developed
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their knowledge of functionally equivalent subject-specific terms in both languages, 
instead of relying on paraphrasing and explanations of cultural concepts.
In terms of the students' usage of the materials, there was an overall preference 
towards non-traditional methods of corpus exploration; that is to say, functions such 
as concordances and keyword lists were used less frequently than whole-text and 
whole-corpus approaches. This is on the one hand due to the fact that only a small 
amount of training was provided in how to use the corpus, but this also highlights 
the differences in the use of corpora for traditional linguistic description purposes 
and the developing pedagogic uses of corpus-based materials.
During classroom contact time, the materials were used in a more varied way, 
exploiting both corpus-based and discourse-based approaches. That is to say, by 
guiding students in the use of the corpus to conduct concordance searches and 
section searches, for example, but also extracting resources from the corpus, in the 
form of video transcripts, for example, and using these in group interpreting 
practice, away from the computer.
By using the materials in a variety of ways, this helps to create a more personalised 
approach, leading on to the question of learner autonomy. The studies presented 
here aimed to adapt the work carried out in language pedagogy research, which is 
the field in which the majority of investigations into autonomy have been conducted. 
Following Nunan's (1997) scheme for the five levels of autonomy, evidence was 
found across all of the studies, which indicated that students were demonstrating 
characteristics of autonomous behaviours at various levels of Nunan's scheme. 
However, this was shown to be less the case for level five, at which point it is 
assumed that the learner is fully autonomous and adapts the learning to the real 
world. Nevertheless, there were hints of behaviour at this level, particularly where 
students showed developments in their research skills; an essential attribute of an 
interpreter. Furthermore, as mentioned in 7.2, the work conducted here may have 
contributed to preparing the students to achieve higher levels of autonomy later in 
their training.
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Aside from research skills, perhaps the most frequent indicator of autonomy 
displayed by the students was reflection and self-assessment. Many of the 
comments in the students' written assignments and feedback questionnaires show 
that reflection was very common across all four studies, and this aided the students 
in identifying personalised goals for improvement. This is where corpus-based 
materials can be particularly helpful: as the resources are available in abundance 
outside of classroom contact time, the students are able to work in an individual 
way, according to their own needs.
It has already been stated that the students improved their knowledge of subject- 
specific terminology, as shown in the terminology post-test. Furthermore, there 
were terms which had only been encountered by students in corpus-based exercises, 
and which were then subsequently interpreted adequately in the interpreting post­
test (cf. Example 7 in 4.2; Examples 6-10 in 5.2; Examples 4-6 in 6.1.2; Examples 11- 
16 in 6.2.2). In these cases, where the students had given either no response or an 
incorrect response in the terminology pre-test, it is possible to suggest that the 
improved lexical knowledge was facilitated by working with the corpus and 
associated exercises.
Finally, by analysing the results within the frameworks of key cognitive approaches 
to interpreting, i.e. the Interpretive Theory of Translation and the Efforts Model, two 
main conclusions can be drawn: the theoretical frameworks highlight that strong 
lexical knowledge is a prerequisite to successful interpretation. Whilst this may 
appear unsurprising, this finding nevertheless provides confirmation that 
enhancement of language skills, including lexical knowledge, has a place in 
interpreter training, despite the traditional view that interpreting and language 
education ought to remain separate.
Secondly, the ITT in particular provides a useful framework for the method of lexical 
knowledge acquisition. With the interplay of words, sense and meaning in this 
model, interpreter trainers and trainees need to focus on the acquisition of new 
terminology on the one hand, but also on successful activation of this knowledge on
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the other hand. Using the ITT as a model, it becomes clear that context is a key 
factor: since context plays a vital role in comprehension of the sense, it follows that 
context ought also to feature in the acquisition of lexical knowledge, and that new 
terminology should therefore be presented in context. With the rich and authentic 
materials available in corpora, such resources would seem to offer an appropriate 
way of providing students with opportunities to expand their lexical knowledge, 
particularly in subject-specific fields.
With these findings in mind, it is now possible to make some suggestions about the 
potential ways of using corpus-based materials in undergraduate interpreter 
training, both as a means to introduce interpreting skills, and also in order to 
enhance students' lexical knowledge in a given field.
8.2 Suggestions for the Use of Spoken Corpora in UG interpreter Training
The case studies outlined in this project were conducted on the assumption that 
developments in corpus-based translator and language training could be extended to 
incorporate the use of spoken multimedia resources in the interpreter training 
classroom (cf. Shlesinger 1998; sections 2.3.1 above). From the analysis of the data, 
it indeed seems that a corpus-based approach to interpreter training can be 
beneficial, and several suggestions for the use of such materials can now be 
presented.
Following Braun's (2005) recommendation that corpora should be pedagogically 
enriched, it is suggested in this project that exercises, linked to video interviews from 
the corpus, can be created and made available to students. As outlined in Chapter 3, 
a user-friendly method is to integrate the corpus and associated exercises into a 
virtual learning environment (VLE) or a repository of online resources, so that all 
resources are available at all times, in one place. In the current project, the free 
online platform, Moodle was used to present the pedagogic materials together with 
the video clips in the English, French and German sub-corpora. Apart from acting as a 
resource repository, Moodle also stores information about the students' level of 
engagement with the materials, and provides numerical scores for language-based
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tasks. However, other VLEs which feature similar functionality would also be 
sufficient in providing an online space for pedagogic enrichment of the corpus.
With regards to the type of exercises which constitute pedagogic enrichment, the 
case studies in this project drew on two broad categories of tasks:
•  exploratory exercises, showing students how to search the corpus for 
particular terms and concepts related to the topic at hand (in this case, 
education). These exercises also explore interpreting skills, such as active 
listening and note-taking;
• comprehension and language-based exercises, focusing on listening 
comprehension and the students' general and terminological knowledge of 
the education systems in the countries of the LI and L2.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the exercises are intended to be used as a template, so 
that students become familiar with the ways in which the corpus can be exploited, 
and can then draw on the skills learned to use the corpus-based resources for their 
own, personalised purposes, helping to promote autonomous learning behaviours.
In case study 1 (Chapter 4), corpus-based exercises, completed on the computer, 
were used in class and during the students' self-study time. Up to half of each class- 
based session (ca. 50 minutes) consisted of students completing corpus-based tasks 
individually at a computer, both exploratory and comprehension exercises. Several 
participants commented that they preferred to interpret 'live' with other (student) 
interpreters. On this basis, the amount of time spent completing computer-based 
tasks was reduced to around 20-30 minutes per session in each of the subsequent 
case studies. This meant that more time was available for interpreting practice as a 
whole group, as explained in 3.4. During whole-class practice, the approach was still 
corpus-based, with video transcripts extracted from the sub-corpus for each 
language, and with students performing the roles of speakers and interpreters. Due 
to the fact that contact time is limited,^^ it might even be considered that corpus- 
based tasks on the computer could be reserved solely for use during self-study, so
In the context of the present study, there were only two hours of contact time per week.
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that the focus of contact time is on live, human interaction, albeit it with resources 
extracted from the corpus.
Decisions about how and when to incorporate corpus-based work into the 
interpreting classroom ought, however, to be flexible. The beginning of each session 
in the case studies (see 3.2) enabled a discussion to take place between the Tutor 
and the students about the specific topic, but also about the use of the corpus. It is 
therefore not envisaged that the corpus should not be mentioned at all in class, or 
that students should never work on a computer. If it becomes apparent that more 
guidance is required about a particular corpus function, for example, it would be 
useful to demonstrate the function in question in class, and if necessary, to allow 
some time for students to explore the corpus themselves whilst in the classroom 
with the Tutor on hand. This way, the corpus and associated exercises are more 
likely to be an attractive option as a resource for students to use during self-study.
In self-study time, students can identify their own learning goals based on work 
completed in class. However, some guidance may also be required about how the 
corpus-based resources are used away from the classroom. As was shown in the case 
studies, there was a general tendency for students to focus on the L2. It would 
therefore be useful to remind students that a good knowledge of terms and 
concepts pertaining to the topic in question is required in the LI as well as the L2, 
especially with regards to subject-specific terminology. Furthermore, interpreter 
trainers need to devise methods of encouraging students to devote time to both 
languages, in order to address TT production problems caused by deficiencies in the 
LI. More specifically, using the sub-corpus for the LI alongside the sub-corpus for 
the L2 allows the user to draw comparisons between, for example, the German and 
English education systems. Exploiting the resources in this way can aid the student in 
gathering knowledge of the topic in both languages, and also encourage a focus on 
both languages. Such points should be considered in the development of future 
multilingual pedagogic corpora.
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8.3 Future Work
As outlined in Chapter 2, the amount of research into corpus-based interpreter 
training is limited thus far, and so the work conducted in this project could be 
developed and extended in several ways. It would be useful to replicate the 
approach used in the studies in this project, in order to increase the number of 
participants and also to explore whether the findings remain the same. It might also 
be interesting to conduct the same case studies with different language pairs, and 
particularly with other languages which are already available in the BACKBONE 
corpus.
In terms of language pairs, there might be other avenues for analysis: with regards to 
turn length, for example, it could be that the average turn length when interpreting 
from German into English is longer than the average turn length from French into 
English, due to the syntactic structures of German. If this is found to be the case, 
targeted, language-specific exercises could be created, in order to facilitate the 
acquisition of interpreting strategies specific to particular languages.
In Chapter 3, the ethical questions surrounding a comparative research design were 
considered. As it was not possible to provide students with different training 
experiences, there was no 'treatment' group and hence no comparative element. In 
order to further investigate the effectiveness of a corpus-based approach to 
interpreter training, as opposed to the ways in which such materials can be exploited 
by students, it would be useful to conduct studies with different groups, in order to 
facilitate a comparison between students' progress in a corpus-based interpreter 
training programme and students' performance in a more traditional approach to 
training.
With regards to BACKBONE, the video content can be increased and the transcripts 
can be annotated further, i.e. by highlighting more subject-specific terms, for 
example, in order to enable more fruitful use of the 'annotation highlighter' 
function. It could also be interesting to build a further sub-corpus within BACKBONE, 
consisting of good quality interpreted renditions of videos in the corpus. Indeed
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future multilingual corpora could be developed to incorporate this parallel element. 
In this way, students would be able to compare their own performance to the 
examples recorded in the corpus, a function which already exists in the EPIC corpus 
(Bendazzoli and Sandrelli 2005; see 2.3.2). This would also provide students with the 
tools to engage in self-assessment, and would address the criticism that there is 
currently no way for students to compare their performance of specific segments 
with other interpreters' renditions (cf. Comment 4 in 5.3).
Apart from expanding and developing the corpus, it would also be important to 
grade the various videos and exercises according to the level of difficulty. Each level 
could then be tagged, so that students would be able to search for all materials 
which correspond to a particular level. This is a feature of the Marius project, for 
example (cf. Sandrelli and de Manuel Jerez 2011), in which the materials are graded 
according to speech rate and lexical density.
In Chapter 3, it became clear that participants were selected from a so-called 
'convenience sample' (Gillham 2007: 18), due to the small number of students 
opting to study interpreting. It was also suggested that it would be difficult to 
overcome this problem, as the use of control groups would not be feasible, both as a 
result of the low number of students and because of ethical considerations 
surrounding the provision of different 'treatment' of students within a fee-paying 
system. It could therefore be suggested that an action research approach might be 
adopted, so that various pedagogic interventions can be implemented within the 
same group over a longer period of time. Whilst this is not a common methodology 
in interpreter training research, examples of such an approach are starting to 
emerge (e.g. Boéri and de Manuel Jerez 2011), and it seems that insights from the 
neighbouring discipline of Education Studies could prove to be fruitful for the 
development of methodologies for empirical research in situations similar to those 
described in this project.
As mentioned in Chapter 7, the language-based exercises were limited in this 
project, in so far as it was not possible to use questions which require the student to
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provide a free-text response. This meant that some of the tasks were rather 
simplistic, especially where multiple-choice questions were used. As a longer-term 
solution, it would therefore be useful to explore the use of natural language 
processing (NLP) software, in order to allow students to write free-text. This would 
increase the complexity of the language and comprehension tasks, and allow for 
more diverse question types.
In summary, this project has attempted to extend the use of corpus-based materials 
for pedagogic purposes (in translation and language learning) to the training of 
interpreters. Whilst there is some research in this area, studies have, until now, 
focused on postgraduate training, mostly in the simultaneous mode. This research 
has shifted the focus onto undergraduate training and suggests that corpus-based 
materials can serve a dual purpose, both as an interpreter training resource, and as a 
support for students' language learning needs, which often require further 
enhancement at undergraduate level. Furthermore, the case studies presented here 
have shown that the abundance of spoken material available in a corpus like 
BACKBONE is beneficial for the users during self-study, and helps to place the learner 
at the centre of a student-led approach to training.
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APPENDIX la: English Subject-Specific Terminology Test
Subject-Specific Terminology - Education 
Please explain the following terms and give an equivalent expression in German.
Term Explanation Equivalent
1. Primary 
school
2. Nursery
3. Term
4. Secondary 
school
5. PSHE
6. B.Ed.
7. OFSTED
8. Specialist 
status
9 .A Level
10.State 
school
11.
Undergraduate
12. Red brick 
(university)
13. PhD
14. Supply 
teacher
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APPENDIX lb: German Subject-Specific Terminology 
Test
Fachausdmcke - Bildung
Drücken Sie bitte die foigenden Begriffe anders aus und geben Sie die 
entsprechenden englischen Obersetzungen.
Ausdruck Erklarung Engllsche Übersetzung
1. Klta
2. Grundschule
3. Hauptschule
4. Realschule
5. Gymnasium
6. Grundschul -  
Gymnasialempfehlung
7. dreigiiedriges 
Schulsystem
8. kaufmannische 
Berufsschule
9. Schulabschiuss
10. duales System
11. BWL
(Betriebswirtschaftsiehre)
12.VWL
(Volkswirtschaftslehre)
13. mittlere Reife
14. padagogische 
Hochschule
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APPENDIX 2a: English interpreting Pre-Test Transcript
Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Thank you very much for coming and doing an interview with us today. Could I just ask you to 
start by introducing yourself, please?
Certainly. I’m Fiona Doloughan and I’m a lecturer in English at the University of Surrey.
And we’d like to talk to you specifically about your creative writing that you do in your own 
personal time away from the university. Could you perhaps just say a little bit about that please, 
and how you started with your creative writing?
Certainly. I’ve been writing actually for a very, very long time. I suppose like most would-be writers I 
started out writing in my teen years and when I look back at what I produced then I’m horrified. But I 
kept going through my undergraduate and postgraduate years. I guess it’s really only in about the last 
10 to 15 years that I’ve begun to take my writing a little bit more seriously in the sense that I see it as 
part of what I do professionally as well as personally, and so I’ve started trying to develop more of a 
profile.
What kinds of things do you write about? Is it — first of all in terms of genre, is it poetry or 
fiction or —  and what kinds of topics do you write about?
Mainly poetry, though I did go through a phase when I was actually writing short stories. So probably 
at the turn of the century I actually went on a creative writing course residential week at Trenoweth in 
North Wales and I took a creative writing course with Ali Smith and Jackie Kay and that course was 
actually on short fiction and I spent quite a lot of time working on short fiction, even getting as far as 
producing a little book with draft short stories called "The farmer only eats what he knows". And then I 
put that away in a drawer and I have left that since that time. I think in the process of drafting the short 
stories I realised that the short story might not necessarily be my preferred genre. I will at some point in 
the ftiture come back to that because I think I’ve learnt a lot more in the intervening years and it might 
be nice to go back and work on those. But essentially since then I’ve been working pretty much full­
time on trying to write poetry.
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APPENDIX 2b: German Interpreting Pre-Test Transcript
Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz vorstellen?
Mein Name 1st Michael Zeller, ich bin 64 Jahre alt und lebe als freier Schriftsteller 
hier in Wuppertal.
Was bedeutet es fur dich heute, freier Schriftsteiler zu sein und wie siehst du dich 
ais deutschsprachiger Schriftsteiier in einer Literaturumgebung, die immer starker 
von der engiischen Sprache gepragt ist?
Also, es ist ein sehr komplexer Beruf, es ist ein sehr barter Beruf, eigentlich hab ich 
manchmal den Eindruck, es ist gar kein Beruf, weil es sehr schwer ist, das, was man 
produziert hat, auch dann unter die Leute zu bringen, weil es ein sehr geringer 
Bedarf ist an Literatur, jedenfalls so, wie ich sie mache und auch weiter machen will 
und immer machen wollte. Ich habe also nie darauf geachtet, eine moglichst groBe 
Leserschaft zu haben, sondern für mich war es immer wichtig, ein Produkt 
herzustellen, mit dem ich zufrieden bin und von dem ich mir vorstelle, dass ein paar 
Leute, die ich kenne, mit denen ich befreundet bin, dass die auch ihre Freude daran 
haben. Literatur soil Freude machen, aber Literatur soil auch, ja, 'n bisschen Mühe 
machen. Auch beim Sport gehort die Mühe dazu, da muss sehr viel trainiert werden, 
da muss geschwitzt werden, und am Ende steht dann — nach dem Lauf steht dann 
die Freude, dass man diesen Lauf geschafft hat, und ich finde, so ahnlich ist es auch 
mit der Literatur und einem Buch. Was mich nicht anstrengt, das heiBt, ein Buch, 
was nicht mein Denken anregt, was nicht meine Phantasie anregt, und das ist allés 
etwas unbequem, würde mich nie interessieren. Ich lese nicht, um mich abzulenken, 
das hab ich nicht notig. Da geh ich spazieren oder ich spiel Billard oder ich hore mir 
Musik an, aber wenn ich lese, dann muss es etwas sein, Ja, wo der Kopf etwas von 
hat.
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APPENDIX 3a: German Interpreting Post-Test Transcript
So, kannst du dich mai kurz vorstellen?
Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton. Ich komme aus Deutschland aus Leverkusen, das 1st in der Nahe von Koln, 
aber ich wohne schon ziemlich lange in England und jetzt unterrichte ich hier an der Universitat in 
Guildford.
Schon, und was für eine Ausbildung hast du gemacht?
Ich hab vor einiger Zeit schon in Deutschland ein philologisches Staatsexamen gemacht. Das ist ein 
Studium von fünf Jahren, aber durch den ganzen Bologna Prozess im Moment ist das im Auslauf, also 
es gibt noch Studiengange mit Staatsexamen, aber die meisten haben jetzt einen Batchelor oder 
einen Master, der darauf aufbaut, weil man versucht eben die Ausbildung anzugleichen in Europa.
Und was ist der Bologna Prozess genau?
Der Bologna Prozess ist, dass man versucht, dass alle Studenten in Europa in verschiedenen 
Universitaten studieren konnen und dass das... dass die Punkte anerkannt werden an den 
verschiedenen Universitaten, und dass es ganz einfach einfacher ist international zu studieren, und 
das ist ja auch eine gute Idee.
Gut. Und was müssen dann Schüler in Deutschland machen, um auf die Uni zu geh en, um zu 
studieren?
Ja, um eine allgemeine Hochschulreife zu haben muss man das Abitur gemacht haben. Das ist 
normalerweise nach einer gymnasialen Oberstufe von drei Jahren. Im Moment sind Gesprache im 
Gange, dass man versucht die Schulzeit von...oder die gymnasiale Schulzeit von insgesamt 13 Jahren 
auf 12 Jahre zu reduzieren, aber das ist noch nicht entschieden, und in Nordrhein-Westfalen zum 
Beispiel darf man inzwischen entscheiden, ob man 12 oder 13 Jahre machen will an den einzelnen 
Schulen. Ich glaube das ist eine etwas merkwürdige Idee.
Und du hast das Gymnasium erwahnt. Was für andere Schulen gibt es in Deutschland?
Es gibt eigentlich ein dreigliedriges Schulsystem, also die Kinder, die kleinen Kinder gehen erst 
vielleicht in eine Kita, das ist so eine Kindertagesstatte oder ein Kindergarten, aber dort lernen sie 
eigentlich keine schulischen Fahigkeiten, sondern eher so ein biRchen allgemeines soziales Leben mit
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ihren Freunden und wie man eine Schere benutzt und vielleicht ein Butterbrot schmiert und solche 
Sachen, mehr motorische Fahigkeiten. Dann mit 6 Jahren gehen alle Kinder auf eine Grundschule, wo 
sie 4 Jahre bleiben, und dann ist das System dreigliedrig aufgeteilt, das heil5t die Kinder mit 10 Jahren 
bekommen ein Gutachten, auf welche Schulform sie gehen sollen. Friiher war das, dass die Eltern 
auch gefragt wurden, ich nehme an, das ist auch ein Gesprach mit den Eltern und den Lehrern, aber 
dieses Gutachten sagt ob sie auf eine weiterführende Schule, ob sie auf die Hauptschule, auf die 
Realschule oder auf das Gymnasium gehen sollen und das ist eben je nach dem, wie gut die 
akademischen Fahigkeiten sind, wie gut diese Kinder sind. Sie gehen dann auf eine der drei 
Schulformen, aber die ersten zwei Jahre, also das 5. oder 6. Schuljahr, das nennt man die 
Erprobungsphase und von da kann man noch ziemlich einfach auf eine andere Schulform wechsein, 
also vielleicht ein zehnjahriges Kind hat noch nicht ganz gezeigt, dass sie tatsachlich viel intelligenter 
sind als man gedacht hat, und dann bleiben sie auf dieser Schule und es gibt verschiedene Abschlüsse, 
ich meine der niedrigste Abschluss, den man haben kann ist so ein Hauptschulabschluss nach Klasse 9, 
dann gibt es auch noch einen Hauptschulabschluss nach Klasse 10a, das ist ein biRchen besser. Dann 
auf der Realschule gibt es meistens so einen mittleren Abschluss, der so eine Fachoberschulreife gibt, 
also man konnte dann auch auf eine weiterführende Schule gehen. Und es gibt auch einen Abschluss 
mit Qualifikation auf der Realschule. Wenn man dann so einen Notendurchschnitt von 2 hat, dann 
darf man da weiter auf das Gymnasium gehen.
Und gibt's dann irgendwelche Schwachen dieses Systems, deiner Meinung nach?
Ich würde sagen dieses dreigliedrige System, also zum Beispiel wenn... kleine Kinder haben ja auch 
Freundschaften und so von der Grundschule, das wird einfach nicht weitergeführt und das ist 
eigentlich ein biRchen traurig, also man wohnt in der StraRe zusammen, wahrscheinlich ist man dann 
mit Kindern befreundet, die auf die gleiche Schule gehen, also ich hatte nur Schule- Freunde aus dem 
Gymnasium und das ist sicherlich nicht gut. Es gibt auch Gesamtschulen in Deutschland, wo das so ein 
biRchen gesehen wird, wo die drei Schulformen irgendwie vereinigt sind, zumindestens vom Ort her, 
dass sie am gleichen Ort sind und vielleicht macht man gemeinsam Sport oder Musik und solche 
Sachen, so dass wenigstens die Kinder gemeinsam zur Schule gehen konnen, also ich glaube das 1st... 
das ist tatsachlich vielleicht ein Fehler des deutschen Systems.
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APPENDIX 3b: English interpreting Post-Test Transcript
Hello, could you just introduce yourself, please?
My name's Michael Salvage. I am a teacher of History at Queen Elizabeth's Grammar 
School which is a mixed grammar school in East Kent.
OK. And in Britain do secondary school teachers generally have one subject that 
they teach, or?
Generally, yes. I, myself, teach geography just to Year 7, because I have an A level in 
it. I think generally at secondary schools, your expectation is that you teach your 
primary subject, the one that you have your degree in, but within that I think there is 
a degree, or an expectation that you would teach other subjects, for example PSHE is 
generally expected to be taught by most subject tutors, normally to their form, sort 
of being personal, social and health education, so they've got an awareness of drugs, 
sex education and the wider world as well, and there's an expectation that that 
would be something that you would do as part of being a form tutor.
OK. And you mention that this school. Queen Elizabeth's, is a grammar school. Can 
you just explain a bit about what that means; what is a grammar school?
A grammar school is... it's quite hard to explain without sounding a little bit snobby. 
Grammar schools are a selective system, whereby generally the top 25 percent of 
people within the country or an area, a local area would be selected to go to 
grammar school by means of a selection test. We have the Kent Test in Kent, which 
tests their numeracy, maths, literacy and science skills, and that means that they are 
able to then go to grammar school, and other, the ones that perhaps aren't... less... 
aren't as able would go to a different kind of school, but grammar schools generally 
are for the top 25 percent.
OK. And I understand it's also got a Specialist Status, the school here?
Yeah, most schools in England today I believe have to have a Specialist Status, which 
basically means that within lessons and within sort of the wider school community, 
you need to be thinking about sort of the specialisms and sort of making children 
more aware. Queen Elizabeth's has several specialisms. We are a Maths and IT 
Specialist School, and we are also a Specialist Languages School, as well, which 
means that we have excellent provision for a variety of languages and teachers that 
are able to teach lots of different languages, which enables pupils to... I think it 
equips them with lots of skills that they can use in later life.
OK. And what other types of school are there in the British education system?
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In the south east-1 think it's slightly different in the north, because I think you have 
middle schools in the north, but I don't really know what they do. They're, no they're 
for I think between the ages of about 13 and 17. In the south east we have the 
grammar system which is for the top 25 percent of pupils. They're for the most able. 
And then we have a comprehensive system, which is basically for everybody else. So 
those people that don't achieve the qualification to go into a grammar school will go 
to a comprehensive school, where they have sort of the same education, the same 
topics, the same subjects, but they're taught across the ability group, and grammar 
schools are just teaching to the upper end of the ability range.
OK. And what sort of qualifications do students achieve in secondary school here?
The main qualifications that you would leave Queen Elizabeth's with are certainly 
GCSEs, so a General Certificate of Secondary Education. With a GCSE you can go on 
to pursue further education in college for example, do something more vocational, 
or you could stay on into sixth form and do AS levels and A levels, which then qualify 
you to then go on to university, and we have quite a few pupils that will go on to 
university from here.
And what sort of universities wouid they generaliy go on to, the students from 
here?
Generally they go on to study quite traditional subjects such as English, History, 
Maths, Engineering, so they're using the qualifications that they've got from their 
education here to quite good effect. Traditional sort o f subjects and traditional 
universities are generally called red brick universities, so sort of the more longer 
established universities, such as sort of Leicester or Liverpool, for example, are sort 
of the destinations of choice for many of our pupils.
OK. And just finally, how are schools here and teachers regulated and checked up 
on, so to speak?
Sort of on a day-to-day level. I'm just a general classroom teacher and my Head of 
Department keeps an eye on me, makes sure that I'm sort of achieving the best that 
I can. Senior Management would watch over him, make sure that his results were 
always very good, the best that they could be. But generally overseeing all of that is 
an organisation known as OFSTED, which go into schools I think on a, about a three 
yearly basis. They basically analyse everything to do with the school and the school 
environment. Those inspections, yeah as I say, about every three years and they sort 
of come randomly, but they're, and they will give the school a grading of 
outstanding, very good or good, satisfactory, that kind of grading, which means that 
pupils and teachers, sorry, parents can judge the quality of teaching within the 
school on a national level.
OK, thank you very much.
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APPENDIX 4a: Brief for the Written Assignment 
(German/English case studies)
TASK DESCRIPTION
Your task is to interpret a 6-minute narrative consecutively from your second 
language into your first language, to analyse the challenges arising from this, and 
to discuss your solutions.
THE SITUATION
English source text: Michael works as a teacher in a grammar school in Kent. This 
week, his school has a small group of visitors from Germany-teachers from a 
Gymnasium in Baden-Württemberg who want to find out about the English 
education system. They have a particular interest in the different types of schools at 
secondary level. One of Michael's colleagues, who has a good grasp of what the 
German visitors want to know, asks Michael some questions to elicit relevant 
information from him. Your task is to interpret the questions and the answers into 
German.
German source text: Birgit ist Dozentin an der University of Surrey. Heute besucht sie 
die Aston University und spricht dort mit Studierenden, die sich für Bildung, Politik 
und Kultur in Europa interessieren, über die Unterschiede zwischen dem deutschen 
und dem britischen Schulsystem. Ein Kollege an der Aston University, der ganz gut 
einschatzen kann, was die Studierenden gerne wissen mochten, stellt Birgit einige 
Fragen zum Thema. Einige der Studierenden verstehen Deutsch, andere nicht. Ihre 
Aufgabe ist es, die Fragen und Birgits Erklarungen konsekutiv vom Engiischen ins 
Deutsche zu dolmetschen.
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTIONS
The source texts (video clips) will be given in class, and your interpretation will be 
recorded in class.
TASK Part 1
Interpret the given text. You can decide on the length of the passages that you want 
to interpret. You can take notes, but please remember... don't forget to listen!
If you take notes, make sure you keep them for your analysis.
TASK Part 2
Write an essay of 1,500 to 2,000 words about this interpreting task, discussing the 
source text, the problems you encountered and your solutions. A good way of 
proceeding is
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o  to characterise the source text as a whole (i.e. the situation, the background of 
the speaker, her way of speaking etc),
o  to identify, classify and describe the problems you encountered (i.e. discuss 
problems by type rather than section by section)
o  to describe and discuss your solutions (i.e. highlight the strengths and 
weaknesses of your solutions and either justify your solution or discuss 
alternatives, as appropriate).
You should transcribe relevant ST and TT passages to exemplify your discussion. 
ASSESSMENT
The assessment will be based on your essay. The interpreting task itself will not 
count towards your mark, but you will get feedback on your interpreting 
performance.
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APPENDIX 4b: Brief for the Written Assignment 
(French/English case studies)
TASK DESCRIPTION
Your task is to interpret a 6-minute narrative consecutively from your second 
language into your first language, to analyse the challenges arising from this, and 
to discuss your solutions.
THE SITUATION
English source text: Michael works as a teacher in a grammar school in Kent. This 
week, his school has a small group of visitors from France -  teachers working in 
secondary and tertiary education in Paris who want to find out about the English 
education system. They have a particular interest in the different types of schools 
at secondary level. One of Michael's colleagues, who has a good grasp of what 
the French visitors want to know, asks Michael some questions to elicit relevant 
information from him. Your task is to interpret the questions and the answers into 
French.
French source text: Stéphanie is a lecturer in French at the University of Limerick 
in Ireland. Today she is giving a brief talk to some students on the B.Ed. 
programme at the Institute of Education, University of London. As part of their 
teacher training, the students have to learn about education systems in other 
countries, and Stéphanie is going to talk to them about the French education 
system. Some of the students can understand French, but others cannot. Your 
task is to interpret the speech into English.
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTIONS
The source texts (video clips) will be given in class, and your interpretation will be 
recorded in class.
TASK Part 1
Interpret the given text. You can decide on the length of the passages that you want 
to interpret. You can take notes, but please remember... don't forget to listen!
If you take notes, make sure you keep them for your analysis.
TASK Part 2
Write an essay of 1,500 to 2,000 words about this interpreting task, discussing the 
source text, the problems you encountered and your solutions. A good way of 
proceeding is
o  to characterise the source text as a whole (i.e. the situation, the background of 
the speaker, her way of speaking etc).
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o  to identify, classify and describe the problems you encountered (i.e. discuss 
problems by type rather than section by section)
o  to describe and discuss your solutions (i.e. highlight the strengths and 
weaknesses of your solutions and either justify your solution or discuss 
alternatives, as appropriate).
You should transcribe relevant ST and TT passages to exemplify your discussion. 
ASSESSMENT
The assessment will be based on your essay. The interpreting task itself will not 
count towards your mark, but you will get feedback on your interpreting 
performance.
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APPENDIX 5: Selection of Corpus-based Exercises
Examples of Language-based Comprehension Exercises with Short Answer and
Multiple Choice Questions
i  ^  Wie heiBen die drei Schultypen Im dreigliedrigen Schulsystem? Schreiben Sie kite die Antworten mit dem bestimmten Artlkel (der, die. das)
,, , _ und mit einem Komma zwischen den einzelnen Begriffen.
Answer:
2 y  Weichen Schulabschiuss absdvieri man an einem Gymnasium?
V^irtct: - / I
3 /  Was fiir eine Schule gibt es im l>enjflichen Bereich?
Mârtt»; -/I
4 / Was hat Sylvia gesagt?
- / I
"die (Schülerinnen) gehen in die Berufsschule im dualen Systen, und das heiBt, die hat>en ja gieichzeitig die Ausbildung im Betrieb und sie 
haben eben die  _______ ____an der Schule
Answer: | "  1
( SubrniTj
5 /  Wie oft gehen die Schülerinnen der Berufsschule in die Schule?
Choose one answer. Q  a. zwei bits drei Tage im Monat
O  b. ein bis zwei Tage im Monat
Q  c. sie verbringen zwei Wochen in der Schule und dann zwei Wochen Im Betrieb
O  d ein bis zwei Tage in der Woche
O  e. zwei bis drei Tage in der Woche
( Submit I
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1 ^  Which company did Stephen used to work for?
K ^fks : -V I
Answer.
fsubmir]
2 ^  In which village is the school v*ere Stephen works?
-VI
3^
M^arks: -V I
Answer;
Stephen says: 
“it is a large__
What sort of school does he work In? Fill in the gaps. 
Answer f       "
What does Stephen say about the percentage of students who are bussed in and out of the school?
”prot>at)ly_______ per cent of the students are actually bussed in and out of the school t>ecause it is again in a small village.’
Choose one answer. Q  a. 70 to 80%
O  b 77 to 80%
O  c. 7 to 8%
O  d. 70 to 87%
O  e. 17 to 18%
( Submit
Example of an Interpreting Exercise
The differences between the two universities in Bristol -  Different types of
university in the UK
Similarly to the education system at other levels, higher education can be complex, 
with different types of institutions offering a range of different courses and 
qualifications. This exercise helps you to understand some of the differences 
between higher education institutions in the UK.
1. Go to the Backbone corpus website and load the English corpus.
2. Do a section search under the category of Education and then select Higher
education. Scroll through the returned search items and find the clip 
entitled The differences between the two universities in Bristol.
3. Optional: Click on play video and interpret this section into German. This
part of the interview contains lots of terminology that is specific to higher 
education in general, as well as terminology that is rooted in British 
culture.
4. Alternatively: Before interpreting, use the annotations function to highlight
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all terms and phrases related to Higher education. Many of these terms 
you will have found in the preparatory tasks. However, some of these 
terms are culture-specific and may need further research, in particular the 
terms related to different types of higher education institutions.
5. When you feel confident that you have researched the different types of
institutions adequately, click on play video and interpret this section into 
German.
6. Within the same section search, scroll through and find the video clip entitled
The two universities in Bristol.
7. This clip contains similar terminology and a similar message to the section
worked with so far in this exercise. Now try to interpret this section 
without preparation.
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APPENDIX 6a: Transcript of Die Ausbildung zur 
Erzieherin
interviewer: Wie sieht eigentlich so die Ausbildung jetzt im Moment aus zur Erzieherin?
Marlles: Also, ich hab meine Ausbildung vor 20 Jahren gemacht — 
i: Ah, da weiRt d u 's nicht, wie's heute aussieht?
Marlles: Also, ich weiR, dass sie heut Abitur brauchen und dass — Bei uns war das ja halt noch, ich bin dann drei 
Jahre auf die Berufsfachschule gegangen und hab dann mein Anerkennungsjahr gemacht, das praktische Jahr. 
Und heute ist das so, die machen wahrend der schulischen Ausbildung ganz viele kurze Praktika in verschiedenen 
Bereichen. Die müssen jetzt auch in — zum Teil auch in die Psychiatrie, was w ir allés nicht machen mussten. Wir 
mussten halt uns wirklich um den Beruf des Erziehers kümmern, und da — Aber wir sind halt nicht sicher, ob wir 
das gut finden.
i: Aha.
Marlles: Diese Kurzpraktika. Es ist zum Teil ganz schon, aber es 1st zum Teil halt auch — Dieser groRe 
Praxiskomplex, der fehit ihnen dann halt. Also, sie haben sehr viel Theorie, die dann unterbrochen wird durch 
Kurzpraktika. Ich weiR nicht, ob das von Vorteil ist.
I: Also, machen die das gar nicht mehr
Marlles: Die haben kein Anerkennungsjahr mehr.
I: Ach so, das haben die gar nicht mehr?
Marlles: Neln.
I: Ah, ja.
Marlles: Und das hatten wir, wir hatten ja unsere Kurzpraktika und anschlieRend noch 'n ganzes Jahr 
Anerkennung, ne.
I: Das heiRt, da war man ja im Grunde dann mit einer anderen Erzieherin oder 'nem Erzieher zusammen in einer 
Gruppe?
Marlles: Genau. Wir hatten dann halt unsere Anieiterin, so hieR das halt, und das 1st jetzt gar nicht mehr.
I: Ah ja, das ist in der Tat schwierig, weil so was 1st ja einfach so diese standige, ganz normale Praxis zu erleben, 
auch über 'n groReren Zeitraum.
Marlles: Muss man ja auch, wir leben ja eigentlich aus der Praxis, also, die Theorie ist schon und gut, die 
brauchen wir auch, aber 'n GroRteil ist ja nun mal unsere praktische Arbeit. Das heiRt, wenn ich 'ne Praktikantin 
habe, die nicht weiR, wie man windelt, dann wird's schwierig.
I: Jaja.
Marlles: Weil, wenn die nicht grade selber irgendwo jüngere Geschwister hatte und das schon mal mitgemacht 
hat, aus der blanken Theorie weiR man nicht unbedingt, wie 'ne Windel funktioniert.
I: Jaja.
Marlles: Die wird da auch mal verkehrt rum zugemacht.
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I: Ja, und vor alien Dingen, wenn man dann also jetzt hier — Was haste gesagt, ihr habt dann 14 
Marlles; 15
1:15 Kinder, also wenn dann mal alle da sind, dann wird's —
Marlles: Dann 1st Windein im Akkord angesagt, nach'm Frühstück, ne, also da geht's dann auch nicht 
MarlieSykannstemal hier,kannstemal d a , da ist wirklich zack, zack, zack, eine nach'm andern waschen, Zahne 
putzen, windein.
I: Jaja, und gieichzeitig ja dann doch auch 'n Auge drauf haben, was die anderen in der Zeit so machen, ne? 
Marlles: Ja. Na gut, wir sind zu zweit in der Einrichtung, also —
I: Klar.
Marlles: Das muss auch sein.
I: Das muss immer so sein.
Marlles: Das 1st bei 15 Kindern sowieso schon in dem Alter recht wenig.
I: Ja.
Marlles: Aber es geht. Haben wir auch 'ne ganz tolle Gruppe, muss ich sagen.
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APPENDIX 6b: Transcript of Working as a Primary 
School Teacher
Lauren: I work in a place called Sutton which is actually a borough of London but it’s classed as Surrey, 
it’s a bit of a strange one, but it is classed as London. And it’s — again it’s about 25 minutes from the 
centre of London and I teach in a school called Devonshire Primary School so it is a primary school 
which ranges — the children range from the age of about 3 which is nursery, going up to about 10 or 11 
in Year 6.
Interviewer: And which year do you teach?
L: I teach in Year 1 which is lovely. I’ve only been there for the past term so about 3 months. Really 
enjoying it. I did teach in reception for nearly 4 years which was my first teaching placement and I loved 
it. I loved the children, loved the curriculum. And Year 1 is really nice actually. It’s fairly similar. It’s quite 
a nice continuation from reception because it’s still fairly play-based, the curriculum, but there is an 
awful lot more work in Year 1. And the children and myself are both noticing that, so.
I: What sort of things does the curriculum involve? Does it — is it something that the school sets for you 
to do, or is it — does it come from a higher level?
L: It’s actually — yeah , it’s actually set by the government, the curriculum, and all state schools in 
England have to follow the curriculum in both infant schools, primary schools, secondary schools. We all 
follow the curriculum. Obviously it’s at different levels. We cover literacy, we cover numeracy, history, 
geography, science, everything, physical education, PSHE.
I: What’s PSHE?
L: It’s a personal and social subject so it’s talking about friendships, relationships, bullying, you know, 
looking after yourself. It’s a nice subject and I think it’s a very essential subject for the children 
nowadays, definitely.
I: And you teach all of those subjects?
L: Yes. I teach all of the subjects. In primary school you would teach every subject. You do specialise in 
a subject, mine was ICI, but at the moment I don’t need to specialise in that. I don’t teach that sort of 
separately. When you go up to secondary school you would specialise in one particular subject and 
teach that to every single year group whereas I would teach my class literacy, numeracy, history, and so 
on.
I: OK. And what are you doing with your class at the moment?
L: We are doing a lovely topic and it’s all about the Walking through the Jungle’. It’s a book called 
Walking through the Jungle’ and so we’ve got a very topic-based fortnight which is the two weeks of 
teaching at the moment so literacy, numeracy, every subject we do will be based around this book which 
is a lovely book and it talks about different sorts of, well, settings in nature really, so it’s lovely.
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APPENDIX 6c: Questions from Moodle: Working as a 
Primary School Teacher and Die Ausbildung zur 
Erzieherin
Watch the video 'working as a primary school teacher' again, and pay particular 
attention to the following terms:
1. Curriculum
2. Term
3. State school(s)
4. Primary school(s)
5. Nursery
6. Reception
Do you know what these expressions mean?
How would you translate them into German?
Search for these terms in the English corpus BACKBONE Corpus Search and find 
equivalent expressions in German. Click on the Concordances and/or Co-occurrence 
tabs at the top of the page and search for the terms. Try to deduce the meanings of 
the words from the information given. Additionally, you could use monolingual and 
bilingual dictionaries.
Create a glossary of terms for the topic of education.
Questions from Moodle: Die Ausbildung zur Erzieherin
Sehen Sie sich das Video noch einmal an und achten Sie besonders auf die folgenden 
Ausdrücke:
1. derErzieher/dieErzieherin
2. dieBerufsfachschule
3. dasAnerkennungsjahr
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4. dieKurzpraktika
5. dieEinrichtung
Kennen Sie diese Begriffe? Wie heiBen sie auf Englisch?
Suchen Sie die Worter im deutschen Korpus BACKBONE Corpus Search und finden 
Sie die entsprechenden engiischen Übersetzungen. Klicken Sie auf Concordances 
und/oder Co-occurrence und dann suchen Sie die Begriffe. Sie konnen auBerdem 
einsprachige und zweisprachige Wôrterbücher verwenden.
Erstellen Sie ein Glossar zum Thema Bildung.
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APPENDIX 6d: Transcript of Der Tagesablauf in einer Kita
Interviewer: Marlles, kannst du mal was erzahlen so über den Tagesablauf jetzt In deiner 
KIndergruppe, auch vor alien Dingen darüber, dass es ja jetzt die ganz kleinen Kinder sind, und wie alt 
sind die Kinder und wie sleht so euer Tagesablauf hier aus?
Marlles: Also, wir sind 'ne Kita (Kindertagesstatte), ein Tell einer Kita, wir sind eine Gruppe, wir haben 
15 Kinder zwischen elns und zwo'nhalb knapp. Und, ja, Tagesablauf, wir offnen um sleben Uhr drelRIg, 
da werden die ersten Kleinen gebracht und dann wird bis um neun Uhr gesammelt, um neun gibt's 
dann Frühstück für alle bis um halb zehn und nach'm Frühstück, ja, kommt WIckeIn, bel den Kleinen, 
halt, Waschen, da 1st halt noch sehr groRer pfiegerlscher Aufwand. Und ab — um zehn gehmer dann 
raus Oder machen Aktlvltaten In den Raumen. Wir machen mit den Kleinen schon Musik oder Tanzen. 
Sobald die laufen konnen, finden die das auch ganz toll. Um halb zwolf gibt's dann schon MIttag. Ja 
und Nachmlttag wird dann wieder gewlndelt und wieder gewaschen und dann gehn wir schlafen bis 
um halb drei. Um halb drei werden dann die ersten Kinder geholt und die letzten dann um halb fünf. 
Mit denen kann man dann nachmlttags nochmal rausgehen oder hier drinnen splelen. Das 1st unser 
Tagesablauf für die Kleinen.
I: Und wie halten die Kleinen das so durch, well es 1st ja schon Irgendwie ganz schon viel Zeit, ne?
Marlles: Es 1st anstrengend, ja. Es 1st, für die Kleinen 1st es 'n richtlger Arbeltstag, also manche Eltern 
unterschatzen das. Das sind zum Tell neun Stunden, die die hier am Stück sind. Also die sind auch 
froh, wenn die mittags auf die Matte kommen. Wir müssen dann auch belm MIttagessen füttern 
schnell machen, damit sie das auch allés erleben, und dann schlafen die wirklich Ihre zwei Stunden 
und dann geht's aber wieder.
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APPENDIX 7a: German Anticipation Exercise - 
Kindertagesstatte
In this exercise, you will practise your skills of anticipation, in order to predict what 
the speaker will talk about in the interview. On the BACKBONE corpus website, load 
the German corpus and use the Browse function to find the video Kindertagesstatte.
1. Before watching this interview, read the short summary which explains who 
Marlies is and what she will be talking about in the interview. Use this 
summary to anticipate the general ideas that will be communicated during 
the interview. This includes the communicative functions (kommunikative 
Funktionen) that you think will be used in the video, for example introducing 
yourself, expressing opinions etc. Make a list of these ideas and 
communicative functions.
2. Then click on play video on the right hand side of the transcript. Watch the 
first 1 - 2  minutes of the interview, and then check whether the ideas and 
communicative functions that you expected to feature in the interview are 
actually present. Having watched the start of the video, you may need to 
revise these expectations. Continue watching the interview, pausing to revise 
your anticipations where necessary.
3. Think about the following:
- How did you arrive at your decisions about what to expect in each part of 
the interview?
- How would such strategic anticipation help you in an interpreting 
assignment?
4. Using the Section Search function, open the Themen category, then Bildung, 
and then choose Kindergarten. Click Search to find sections related to this topic. 
Browse the items returned in the search and find sections that feature Marlies and 
practise interpreting these short sections into English.
Bearing in mind that you have already seen some or all of these sections, did you 
find your anticipation of topics and communicative functions helpful whilst you were 
interpreting?
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APPENDIX 7b: English Anticipation Exercise -  Primary 
School
In this exercise, you will practise your skills of anticipation, in order to predict what 
the speaker will talk about in the interview. On the BACKBONE corpus website, load 
the English corpus and use the Browse function to find the video Primary School.
1. Before watching this interview, read the short summary which explains who 
Lauren is and what she will be talking about in the interview. Use this 
summary to anticipate the general ideas that will be communicated during 
the interview. This includes the communicative functions that you think will 
be used in the video, for example introducing yourself, expressing opinions 
etc. Make a list of these ideas and communicative functions.
2. Then click on play video on the right hand side of the transcript. Watch the 
first 1 - 2  minutes of the interview, and then check whether the ideas and 
communicative functions that you expected to feature in the interview are 
actually present. Having watched the start of the video, you may need to 
revise these expectations. Continue watching the interview, pausing to revise 
your anticipations where necessary.
3. Think about the following:
- How did you arrive at your decisions about what to expect in each part of 
the interview?
- How would such strategic anticipation help you in an interpreting 
assignment?
4. Using the Section Search function, open the Education category, then 
Primaryeducation. Click Search to find sections related to this topic. Browse 
the items returned in the search and find sections that feature Lauren, and 
practise interpreting these short sections into English.
Bearing in mind that you have already seen some or all of these sections, did you 
find your anticipation of topics and communicative functions helpful whilst you were 
interpreting?
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APPENDIX 8a: Transcript of Interview with Stephen 1
Interviewer: I just wondered if you could teil us a bit about the school and what sort of type of school 
it is, please?
Stephen: Yes. It is a large comprehensive school serving a rural area again, probably 70 to 80 per cent 
of the students are actually bussed in and out of the school because it is again in a small village. It has 
about 1,650 students.
I: That's big for the area.
S: It is, as I say again, because it's pulling in from so many small villages in the Mendip area. It — 
students go there from the age of 11 in compulsory education till the age of 16. And at that stage they 
sit exams called the GCSEs and from there they can decide to then go on and study what we have in 
this country called A-levels with a view for a further 2 years education and if they're successful there 
then they can go on to a university. Or students can leave at the age of 16 and p'raps go to a college 
where they can do more vocational training or indeed look for a job.
I: I understand that it's got a sort of specialist status, the school that you work at. Could you explain a 
bit about what is special about your school?
S: Yes, very much so. All comprehensive schools, state schools nowadays, have a specialism of one 
form or another. At our school we have a specialism in the performing arts and we've had that since 
2002. What that means is the government give you extra funding to develop that particular area of 
specialism. As I say, in our case, the performing arts is mainly theatre, drama, music and dance. And 
that's allowed us the extra money to employ more specialists in those areas, to employ technicians 
like a theatre technician, like a sound engineer, and so on. So, as I say, it gives us the lead in that 
aspect. The other thing with it is that because we're comprehensive, community school, part of the 
funding is to develop relationships with the community and to encourage them to come in and use 
our facilities. When we got the specialism, it allowed us, for instance, to buiid a brand new dance 
studio, purpose-built with sprung floor, dance mirrors and so on. But obviously it's only used for a few 
hours a day during school time so we hire that out to the community at a very low rate, for them to 
come in and use it. And it is used every night of the week and often at weekends. Likewise with our 
theatre, we've developed that and we regularly have shows, whether they're dance, whether they're 
theatre, musicals and so on. So getting the community to come aiong and use the school facilities and 
building that relationship is a key part of what the specialist status was meant to do and what we 
have done.
I: So it's to benefit the students obviously, but it's also got that wider impact as well.
S: Absolutely. As it happens, I mean, both parties benefit because a lot of our students are also into 
theatre clubs, they go to dance schools, ballet schools, out of hours and it's those same people using 
our facilities and if so, they get better at dance through that, they get better at dance through being 
at school as well, so hopefully they learn a lot more a lot quicker because of that.
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APPENDIX 8b: Transcript of Interview mit Sylvia
Interviewer: Ja, kannst du mal'n bisschen was Genaueres über die Schule erzahlen, das ist ja jetzt 'n 
besonderer Schultyp auch, an dem du bist.
Sylvia: Ja, das ist 'ne Besonderheit eigentlich vor allem des süddeutschen Schulsystems, also das gibt's 
auch gar net in ganz Deutschland, sondern in Baden-Württemberg, und Bayern hat noch 'ne ahnliche 
Variante, das heiRt, wir haben ja dieses dreigliedrige Schulsystem in Baden-Württemberg, mit der 
Hauptschule als dem niedrigsten, von der Qualifikation her niedrigsten Schulabschiuss. Dann gibt's 
den Realschulabschluss als mittleren Schulabschiuss und das Gymnasium mit dem Abitur. Und im 
beruflichen Bereich gibt's jetzt die Berufsschule, also für alle, die einen — eine Ausbildung machen 
nach ihrem Schulabschiuss, die gehen in die Berufsschule im dualen System, und das heiRt, die haben 
ja gieichzeitig die Ausbildung im Betrieb und sie haben eben die schulische Ausbildung an der Schule. 
Die kommen ein bis zwei Tage in der Woche an die Schule, um dort eben diesen schulischen Bereich 
der Ausbildung abzudecken. Des isch des, was auch landlaufig die Bevolkerung unter beruflicher 
Schule versteht. Und jetzt isch des Schul des berufliche Schulsystem aber viel breiter gefachert, denn 
wir bieten sozusagen diesen zweiten Bildungsweg an, das heiRt von der allgemeinbildenden Schule 
kann man bei uns weiterführende Qualifikationen erwerben, also'n hdher qualifizierenden 
Schulabschiuss machen. Und da gibt's eigentiich aile Moglichkeiten, die's im allgemeinbildenden 
Bereich gibt, die ka'ma bei uns nachholen, we'ma se auf dem normalen Weg am allgemeinbildenen — 
im allgemeinbildenden Schulsystem nicht geschafft hat. Also beispielsweise, ich hab einen 
Hauptschulabschluss und mocht jetzt gern den Realschulabschluss machen, dann hab ich neun 
Schuljahre hinter mir, nach neun Schuljahren mach ich die Hauptschule, oder schlieR ich die 
Hauptschule ab und dann kann ich zu uns kommen und dann mach ich auf — bei uns heiRt das dann 
Wirtschaftsschule, da machen die zwei Schuijahre und machen nach diesen beiden Schuljahren einen 
Realschulabschluss. Mit diesem Realschulabschluss konnen sie, wenn sie wollen, dann sogar 'n 
Gymnasium besuchen. Also, die müssen allerdings ein Jahr mehr investieren als sie normalerweise in 
der Realschule investieren müssen. Die geht ja zehn Jahre, und bei uns waren's dann elf Schuljahre. 
Dann gibt's die weitere Moglichkeit vom mittleren Bildungsabschluss, also vom Realschulabschluss 
noch das Gymnasium draufzusattein, also's Abitur zu machen. Die kommen dann von der Reaischule 
mit ihren zehn Schuljahren und machen bei uns in drei Jahren dann noch Gymnasium dazu und enden 
dann mit dem Abitur. Also da isch es — mittlerweile wird es jetzt na' auch intéressant mit dem G8, ja, 
jetzt versucht man, oder jetzt wird des ja bei uns — isch es eingeführt, dass sie des Abitur jetzt in 
zwolf Jahren machen, also nur noch acht Jahre Gymnasium, und für viele isch des ja zu schneil, des 
heiRt, die haben dann die Moglichkeit, da au' nochmal auszusteigen nach der zehnten Klasse, zu 
wechsein, und bei uns dann eben nochmal drei Jahre dranzuhangen bis zum Abitur, da haben se noch 
a bissle langer Zeit. Wobei des natürlich 'n Problem isch, weii die in Konkurrenz treten mit den 
Reaischülern. Und jetzt isch es au' so, dass diese Platze — Es sind 75 Prozent aller Platze in unserer 
Schule vorbehalten für die Reaischüler, weil es soil wirklich die Moglichkeit sein für die Reaischüler, 
des fortzuführen, und die restlichen 25 Prozent dürfen auch mit Gymnasiasten aufgefüllt werden, die 
also sagen, sie mochten lieber diese langsamere Variante, oder sie mochten den Berufsbezug, und des 
isch ja die Besonderheit bei uns, wir sind 'ne kaufmannische Berufsschule, des heiRt, die haben als 
Pflichtfach in allen Schularten kaufmannische Fâcher, BWL, Rechnungswesen, VWL, des sind 
Pflichtfacher. Also für die Gymnasiasten heiRt des sechs Wochenstunden Betriebswirtschaftsiehre mit 
Rechnungswesen und des müssen die auch verpflichtend dann im Abitur als schriftiiche Prüfung 
ablegen.
I: Und insofern unterscheidet sich dann von den — das vom allgemeinbildenden Gymnasium auch.
Sylvia: Genau, also die haben weniger Wahlmôglichkeiten, weil sie festgelegt sind auf diesen 
Profilbereich.
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APPENDIX 9a: Note-taking Exercise - Das deutsche 
Schulsystem
When interpreting consecutively, you may find it useful to take notes in order to aid 
your memory during the target text production stage of your interpretation. In these 
exercises, you will have the opportunity to develop your own style of note- taking.
To start with, you could practise taking notes using one of the videos you have 
already seen. Otherwise, follow the steps using the video section das deutsche 
Schulsystem.
Go to the Backbone corpus website and load the German corpus. Use the Section 
Search function to find videos related to secondary education. Open the category 
Themen, then Bildung, and then select the option Schule. Scroll through the items 
returned by the search until you find the section entitled das deutsche Schulsystem. 
Click on Play video and watch this section without looking at the transcript.
1. Sylvia speaks at length about the German school system. Try to identify the main
ideas in her explanation and the ways in which these ideas are linked.
2. While you are watching the video, think about the information that you would
note down, as well as information that you would omit. Why would you 
include or omit certain information? (i.e. you are confident you will 
remember a certain idea, and so you decide to omit it in your notes).
3. How would you take notes? Using symbols? Which language? How would you note
the cohesive devices and links between ideas?
4. Watch the video again, this time taking notes. Then use your notes to produce
your target language rendition.
5. After interpreting the section, assess the effectiveness of your notes. How could
you improve your note-taking? Is there enough information to aid your 
memory? Did you take too many notes? Could you incorporate more symbols 
and abbreviations to facilitate faster note-taking?
6. Browse through the items returned in your original section search and find
another section from Sylvia's interview. Repeat this note-taking exercise, this 
time taking notes during the first viewing.
7. Assess your notes for this section of the interview. Can you identify any 
improvements compared with your first experience of note-taking? Are there still 
any weaknesses in your system of note-taking?
Discuss your style of note-taking with your fellow students, and share ideas and 
techniques.
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APPENDIX 9b: Note-taking Exercise - Arts School
When interpreting consecutively, you may find it useful to take notes in order to aid 
your memory during the target text production stage of your interpretation. In these 
exercises, you will have the opportunity to develop your own style of note- taking.
To start with, you could practise taking notes using one of the videos you have 
already seen. Otherwise, follow the steps using the video section Arts School.
Go to the Backbone corpus website and load the English corpus. Use the Section 
Search function to find videos related to secondary education. Open the category 
Education, and then select the option Secondary education. Scroll through the items 
returned by the search until you find the section entitled working for a school with a 
performing arts specialist status. Click on Play video and watch this section without 
looking at the transcript.
1. Stephen speaks about his work at a school with a specialist status. Try to 
identify the main ideas in his explanation and the ways in which these ideas 
are linked.
2. While you are watching the video, think about the information that you 
would note down, as well as information that you would omit. Why would 
you include or omit certain information? (i.e. you are confident you will 
remember a certain idea, and so you decide to omit it in your notes).
3. How would you take notes? Using symbols? Which language? How would you 
note the cohesive devices and links between ideas?
4. Watch the video again, this time taking notes. Then use your notes to 
produce your target language rendition.
5. After interpreting the section, assess the effectiveness of your notes. How 
could you improve your note-taking? Is there enough information to aid your 
memory? Did you take too many notes? Could you incorporate more symbols 
and abbreviations to facilitate faster note-taking?
6. Browse through the items returned in your original section search and find 
another section from Stephen's interview. Repeat this note-taking exercise, 
this time taking notes during the first viewing.
7. Assess your notes for this section of the interview. Can you identify any 
improvements compared with your first experience of note-taking? Are there 
still any weaknesses in your system of note-taking?
Discuss your style of note-taking with your fellow students, and share ideas and 
techniques.
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APPENDIX 10a: Transcript of Interview mit Richard
Interviewer: Ja, kannst du dich mal bitte kurz vorstellen?
Richard: Ja, ich bin Richard, ich arbeite an der Universitat Oldenburg oder genauer gesagt, hab bis vor 
Kurzem hauptamtiich da gearbeitet, bis zum Erreichen der Aitersgrenze, und bin jetzt noch ais Berater 
fur die neue Leiterin des Sprachenzentrums tatig. Meine Aufgaben waren bis 31.03. Unterricht und 
Forschung im Bereich British Studies in der Angiistik und nebenamtiich die Leitung des 
Sprachenzentrums der Universitat. ich unterrichte an dieser Uni seit den siebziger Jahren.
Ursprüngiich war ich Studiengangspianer, war dabei, ais diese Uni aufgebaut wurde, war auch mit 
invoiviert. Das — Diese Uni ist hervorgegangen aus einer padagogischen Hochschuie in den damais 
doch recht wenig mit Biidungsmogiichkeiten, tertiaren Biidungsmogiichkeiten gesegneten 
Nordwestraum und die Universitat Oldenburg und — gehorte zusammen mit der Universitat 
Osnabrück zu den ietzten beiden Neugründungen dergroBen Expansion der tertiaren 
Biidungseinrichtungen in den siebziger Jahren. Die — Der Anfang der Universitat war gekennzeichnet 
stark durch die Tradition der padagogischen Hochschuie, also der Lehrerausbiidung und insbesondere 
durch ein Projekt, was die ersten sechs Jahre, sechs bis acht Jahre der Universitat stark beeinfiusst 
hat, die sogenannte 'Einphasige Lehrerausbiidung', eines der groBten aus Bundesmittein Projekt 
Bundesmittein geforderten Projekte der damaiigen Zeit. Dabei ging es um die integration der 
berufspraktischen Ausbiidung der Lehrerinnen und Lehrer in das Studium, das heiBt also, eine 
Verschrankung von Referendariat und Studium. Der Nebengedanke war damais sicher, dass man da 
auch die Ausbiidungsdauer 'n bisschen verkürzen konnte. Etwas Ahniiches hat man in Bremen 
versucht mit der einphasigen Juristenausbiidung. in beiden Fallen waren das Modeiiversuche, die 
nicht dauerhaft in die Praxis übernommen wurden. Von da aus bin ich dann Anfang der achtziger 
Jahre in mein angestammtes Fach, in die Angiistik, gegangen und habe zusammen mit einem 
damaiigen Koiiegen und, Ja, iebensiangen Freund, wie ich sagen kann, den Bereich British Studies, 
also eine etwas, Ja, moderner gefasste Landeskunde, die wir zum Teii auf der — auf dem Trend der 
britischen 'Soziaigeschichte von unten' aufbauten, und zum anderen Teii auf den Arbeiten, die am 
Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies der Universitat Birmingham entstanden waren, das heiBt, 
wir versuchten so eine Mischung aus Soziaigeschichte und Kuiturgeschichte und Analyse der 
Gegenwartskuitur in die zu Jener Zeit doch noch sehr stark iiteraturiastige — in das zu Jener Zeit doch 
noch sehr stark iiteraturiastige Angiistikstudium zu integrieren.
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APPENDIX 10b: Transcript of Interview with Stephen 2
Interviewer: You mentioned there about the 2 universities in Bristol. Could you explain a 
little bit about why perhaps there are 2 universities in Bristol and the differences between 
them, please?
Stephen: The most popular university in Bristol is a more traditional Bristol University as it's 
known which was created over a hundred years ago and is situated right in the heart of 
Bristol. It was supported initially of course by the tobacco trade and the Wills family made 
major endowments to create a city-based university. Since those times it's changed, has 
become one of the top 10 universities and also one of the top global universities. It's very 
well-known for its research activity and it's extremely academic in its approaches, although 
it does have innovation centres to support new companies which are being formed from its 
research output. It has about 15,000 undergraduates and about 7,000 postgraduates and it 
contrasts with University of the West of England, Bristol, where I work, which is a much 
more industry-focused, applied university in the north. And being in the north of the city, it's 
actually very close to where Airbus is located. In fact, we're within about 2 miles of the 
Airbus factory. And we have very strong connection with Airbus, as indeed we have with 
many of the industries in Bristol and we also have innovation and start-up centres which are 
there to support, for example, the spin-outs of the creative industries.
So the 2 universities are very different, they're complementary in their approach, where you 
have the more traditional Bristol University with its many endowments and its traditional 
approach and its academic curricula and large numbers of postgraduates, many doctoral 
students. And then you have UWE, as it's known. University of the West of England, Bristol, 
based in Frenchay, which is the area in the north, close to Southmead and close to the area 
where the Airbus is created. And that has of the order of 30,000 students so in fact twice the 
size of Bristol University. And the programmes in UWE are much more applied so they're 
focussed upon subjects which are relevant to again jobs, and as m , and the largest area of 
activity is in the art and design field where we have many, many different undergraduate, 
postgraduate programmes and we feed through students who then ultimately start to lead 
these media companies which are based in the Bristol area. So UWE is perceived and seen 
and in fact it markets itself as a knowledge exchange university, whereby it acquires 
knowledge from industry and then it converts its degree programmes into industry-focussed 
degrees which in turn attract many different kinds of students. So of the new university 
perspective which is essentially those universities created post-92, it's actually the leader in 
the field in terms of research and industry income in that particular group. The pre-92s, or 
traditional universities, often called 'traditional' or 'red-brick', excluding Oxford and 
Cambridge, are universities which were created a hundred years or so, or maybe 50 years 
ago and which don't tend to have that same applicability to industrial need and don't focus 
upon developing programmes which are fully applied in that regard.
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APPENDIX 11: Mapping of English and German Terms in
Case Study 1
Term Class Discussion Corpus Terminology
Test
Interpreting
Post-Test
1. Specialist status X X X X
2. PSHE X X X X
3. OFSTED x X X X
4. Red-brick (university) X X X X
5. Undergraduate X X X
6. Term X X X
7. Nursery X X X
8. Secondary school X X X
9. A Level X X X
10. Sixth form X X X
11. Supply teacher X X
12. State school X X
13. PhD X X
14. Primary school X X X
15. B.Ed. X X
16. Degree X X
17. Literacy and numeracy X X
18. Comprehensive school X X
19. GCSE X X X
20. College X X
21. Postgraduate X
22. Lecturer X
23. Grammar school X
24. Form tutor X
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25. Selection test X
26. Middle school X
27. Head of Department X
Mapping of German Terms in Case Study 1
Term Class Discussion Corpus Terminology
Test
Interpreting Post- 
Test
1. Grundschule X X X X
2. Hauptschule X X X X
3. Realschule X X X X
4. Gymnasium X X X X
5. Kita X X X X
6. Mittlere Reife X X X X
7 .Dreigliedriges 
Schulsystem
X X X
8. (gymnasiale) 
Oberstufe
X X X
9. Bologna Prozess X X X
10. Grundschul- 
Gymnasialempfehlung
X X
11. Kaufmannische 
Berufsschule
X X
12. VWL X X
13. BWL X X
14. Schulabschluss X X
15. Duales System X X
16. padagogische 
Hochschuie
X X
17. (philologisches) 
Staatsexamen
X X
18. Allgemeine 
Hochschulreife
X X
19. Weiterführende 
Schule
X X
20.
Hauptschulabschluss
X X
21. Notendurchschnitt X X
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22. Studium X X
23. Studiengang/ 
Studiengange
X X
24. Abitur X X
25. Gesamtschule X X
26. Erprobungsphase X
27. Fachoberschuireife X
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APPENDIX 12: French interpreting Pre-Test Transcript
Pierre, bonjour.
Bonjour.
En quelques poignées de secondes, pouvez-vous dès à présent vous présenter?
Tout à fait. Donc je suis Français, j'habite sur la région de Lons-le-Saunier, j'ai 32 ans, chef d'entreprise 
et je fais aussi de la formation au sein d'écoles.
De quelle école?
Notamment depuis ce week-end, l'école Majestic, à la Chambre de Commerce et d'industrie de Lons- 
le-Saunier.
Très bien et, non pas dans une vie antérieure, mais votre activité professionnelle, malgré votre 
jeune âge, vous a conduit à travailler à l’étranger, notamment en Afrique Noire, n'est-ce pas?
Tout à fait, tout à fait. De par mes anciennes expériences professionnelles, j'ai effectivement beaucoup 
travaillé dans le commerce international et j'ai, très jeune commencé comme responsable de zone 
Afrique où j'avais en charge les pays qui partaient depuis la Tunisie jusque l'Angola.
Pour quels types de produits?
Alors, essentiellement ma carrière a toujours été tournée sur les produits alimentaires, donc j'ai toujours 
travaillé dans le domaine alimentaire.
Très bien. Pierre, vous qui êtes un ancien de l’Afrique Noire et fort de votre expérience réalisée 
sur ce continent, j ’ai envie de vous demander de nous parler de la francophonie.
La francophonie, c'est un vaste sujet. On peut lui trouver deux sens à ce mot francophonie : déjà c'est 
l'ensemble de la population dans le monde qui utilise la langue française, en langue maternelle ou en 
langue administrative ou en langue de culture. N'oublions pas que le français a beaucoup de valeur, 
mais on a cette deuxième notion de la francophonie aujourd'hui qui est l'Organisation Internationale de 
la Francophonie (OIF), qui a des missions dans le monde entier principalement des actions politiques 
mais aussi des actions culturelles et de la promotion de la langue française. Des illustrations types sont 
les mises en place des Alliances Françaises, il existe à peu près un millier d'Alliances Françaises à 
travers le monde.
Qu’est-ce qu’une Alliance Française?
Qu'est-ce qu'une Alliance Française? Alors les Alliances Françaises sont présentes sur 136 pays dans le 
monde et sont là pour promouvoir la langue française, donc deux actions; principalement, ça va être 
l'éducation. Donc, on enseigne le français à des étrangers, tous niveaux sont acceptés et le deuxième 
aspect c'est surtout la promotion de la culture française, c'est aussi bien l'art, le cinéma, la littérature 
c'est surtout un échange entre les différentes cultures, on se limite pas à la culture française, on va 
beaucoup plus loin...
Et tout ça se fait dans le cadre des services culturels des ambassades?
Alors, effectivement, les STAC (SCAC, Service de Coopération et d'Action Culturelle), les services 
culturels de l'action du service, du service culturel des ambassades qui gèrent ç a , et qui donc vont 
promouvoir toute la culture, en général, française.
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APPENDIX 13: French Interpreting Post-Test Transcript
Alors, où en étais-je?
Donc, à rUniversité de Limerick. Donc, Limerick se trouve dans le sud ouest de l'Irlande, on 
va dire entre Galway et Cork et donc l'université n'est pas une très grande université, mais le 
campus est en pleine croissance et comme je le disais tout à l'heure, il y a toujours des 
bâtiments en construction sur le campus, donc même malgré la crise économique actuelle. 
Alors, je vais vous parler du système éducatif français assez brièvement, assez 
succinctement, et donc je vais commencer par vous dire que en France, donc l'école est 
obligatoire de l'âge de 6, de 6 ans jusqu'à l'âge de 16 ans. Mais la plupart des petits français 
commencent l'école à 3 ans et donc vont à la maternelle pendant 3 ans, et puis l'école 
primaire commence vers l'âge de 6 ou 7 ans avec le CP, le CP c'est le cours préparatoire. En 
général c'est le cours, enfin c'est l'année durant laquelle les écoliers apprennent à lire et à 
écrire enfin, les, les rudiments de lecture et d'écriture. Et puis ensuite il y a le CEI, le CE2, 
donc ce sont les cours élémentaires 1 et 2, et le CMl et le CM2 : cours moyen 1 et 2. Donc 
les écoliers français passent en moyenne 5 années à l'école primaire.
Cela dit, en France, il est important de préciser que il y a un système de redoublement en cas 
d'échec scolaire. La notion d'échec scolaire est assez, on va dire, assez stressante pour les 
petits écoliers français, parce que effectivement lorsqu'un enfant n'atteint pas un certain 
niveau selon ses professeurs et aussi selon ses parents, il peut être amené redoubler la 
classe, c'est à dire refaire la même année une deuxième fois.
Et donc une fois terminée l'école primaire, les écoliers français deviennent collégiens; il vont 
au collège donc de l'âge de environ 11 ou 12 ans à l'âge de 15 ou 16 ans, et au collège donc il 
y a la sixième, la cinquième, la quatrième et la troisième, donc 4 années, qui se suivent et la 
fin des années de collège est sanctionnée par un, un examen; une épreuve qui s'appelle le 
brevet des collèges, et en fait j'ai fait quelques petites recherches sur internet, parce que ça 
faisait longtemps que je ne m'étais pas penchée sur la question de, du brevet et à mon 
époque, le tout début des années quatre-vingt dix, l'année quatre-vingt neuf ou quatre-vingt 
dix, en fait le brevet des collèges ne consistait qu'en 3 épreuves, c'est-à-dire 3 examens ; une 
épreuve de français, une épreuve d'histoire-géo et une épreuve de mathématiques, alors 
qu'apparemment depuis 2006 je crois, le brevet des collèges comprend deux autres
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épreuves : une épreuve de langue vivante, et je crois qu'il faut atteindre le niveau A2 du 
cadre de référence européen dans une langue vivante, et puis il faut aussi passer un genre 
de petit brevet d'aptitude en informatique. Donc les choses ont changé en 20 ans.
Donc voilà pour le collège. Donc à la suite des études au collège, donc la première partie de 
l'école secondaire, les élèves généralement vont au lycée et font des... et suivent leurs 
études dans un lycée général et donc ils passent d'abord en seconde et en seconde en fait, 
l'année de seconde est assez importante, puisque cette année c'est une année durant 
laquelle les élèves doivent choisir leur orientation pour le bac. Ils doivent en général choisir 
une filière bien particulière, donc ils ont le choix entre plusieurs filières d'enseignement 
général, donc il s'agit de la filière littéraire, la filière...économique et sociale, la filière 
scientifique, donc ce sont les 3 filières les plus répandues au niveau général. Il y a aussi des 
filières plus professionnalisantes, dont notamment la filière gestion, il y a aussi des filières 
technologiques et donc voilà.
D'accord, alors en France il y a bien sûr un système d'écoles publiques et d'écoles privées. 
Les écoles privées -  les écoles publiques, pardon, sont bien évidemment financées par l'état, 
mais les écoles privées reçoivent également des subventions de l'état, en fonction du 
nombre d'élèves.
Donc à la fin du lycée bien sûr, les élèves de terminale passent le baccalauréat. Et donc le 
bac, le baccalauréat, on va dire c'est le diplôme, le premier diplôme vraiment très important 
dans la vie des, des écoliers français, des lyciens français. Et donc pour obtenir une place à 
l'université, il faut simplement obtenir une moyenne de 10 sur 20 au baccalauréat.
Donc voilà... et autrement alors... au niveau universitaire, alors après le lycée en France, il y a 
bien sûr l'université; l'université française est publique. Et les frais d'inscription en France 
sont vraiment minimes par rapport aux frais d'inscription en Irlande. En ce moment bien sûr 
les choses sont en train de changer en Irlande, mais il est vrai semblable que les étudiants 
irlandais vont bientôt devoir payer des frais d'inscription beaucoup plus élevés. Je crois 
qu'en ce moment la première année s'élève à 1,500 euros en Irlande. En France je ne suis 
pas sûre, mais ça doit tourner autour de 500 à 700 euros maximum, à mon avis, je ne suis 
pas sûre; il faudra vérifier.
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APPENDIX 14: Mapping of English and French Terms in
Case Study 2
Term Class Discussion Corpus Terminology Test Interpreting
Post-Test
1. Degree X X X X
2. Undergraduate X X X
3. Term X X
4. State school X X X
5. Specialist status X X X X
6. PhD X X
7. GCSE X X X
8. PSHE X X X X
9. Secondary school X X X
10. OFSTED X X X X
11. College (of 
further education)
X X X
12. A Level X X X
13. B.Ed. X X
14. Red brick 
(university)
X X X X
15. Sixth form X X
16. Literacy and 
numeracy
X X
17. Comprehensive 
school
X X
18. Grammar school X X
19. Form tutor X
20. Selection test X
21. Middle school X
22. Head of 
Department
X
23. Lecturer X
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24. Postgraduate X X
25. Primary school X
26. Nursery X
Mapping of French Terms In Case Study 1
Term Class Discussion Corpus Terminology Test Interpreting
Post-Test
1. Lycée X X X
2. Stage X X
3. Formation en 
alternance
X X X
4. Bac général X X X
5. Bac professionnel X X X
6. L' Éducation 
Nationale
X X
7. BTS X X X
8. École de commerce X X
9. Licence X X X
10. Projet fil rouge X X
11. École publique X X X
12. Redoublant(e)/ 
redoublement
X X X
13. Filière X X X
14. Terminale X X X X
15. Maternelle X X
16. École primaire X X
17. Collège X X
18. La sixième X X
19. La cinquième X X
20. La quatrième X X
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21. La troisième X X
22. Le brevet des 
collèges
X
23 .Seconde X X
24. École privée X X
25. Certificat d'etudes X
26. Bac
économique/social
X X X
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APPENDIX 15: Mapping of English and German Terms in
Case Study 3
Term Class Discussion Corpus Terminology Test
1. Specialist status X X
2. PSHE X X
3. OFSTED X X X
4. Red-brick (university) X X
5. Undergraduate X X
6. Term X X
7, Nursery X X
8. Secondary school X X
9. A Level X X
10. Sixth form X X
11. Supply teacher X X
12. State school X X
13. PhD X X
14. Primary school X X
15. B.Ed. X X
16. Degree X
17. Literacy and numeracy X
18. Comprehensive school X
19. GCSE X X
20. College X
21. Postgraduate X
22. Lecturer X
23. Grammar school X
24. Form tutor
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25. Selection test
26. Middle school
27. Head of Department
Mapping of German Terms in Case Study 3
Term Class Discussion Corpus Terminology
Test
Interpreting Post- 
Test
1. Grundschule X X X
2. Hauptschule X X X X
3. Realschule X X X X
4. Gymnasium X X X X
5. Kita X X X
6. Mittlere Reife X X X
7 .Dreigliedriges 
Schulsystem
X X X
8. (gymnasiale) 
Oberstufe
X X X
9. Bologna Prozess X X
10. Grundschul- 
Gymnasialempfehlung
X X
11. Kaufmannische 
Berufsschule
X X
12. VWL X X
13. BWL X X
14. Schulabschluss X X
15. Duales System X X
16. padagogische 
Hochschuie
X X
17. (philologisches) 
Staatsexamen
X X
18. Allgemeine 
Hochschulreife
X X
19. Weiterführende 
Schule
X X
20.
Hauptschulabschluss
X X
21. Notendurchschnitt X X
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22. Studium X X
23. Studiengang/ 
Studiengange
X X
24. Abitur X X
25. Gesamtschule X X
26. Erprobungsphase X
27. Fachoberschuireife X
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APPENDIX 16: Mapping of English and German Terms in
Case Study 4
Term Class Discussion Corpus Terminology
Test
Interpreting
Post-Test
1. Specialist status X X X
2. PSHE X X X
3. OFSTED X X X X
4. Red-brick (university) X X X X
5. Undergraduate X X
6. Term X X
7. Nursery X X X
8. Secondary school X X X X
9. A Level X X X
10. Sixth form X X X
11. Supply teacher X X
12. State school X X
13. PhD X X
14. Primary school X X X
15. B.Ed. X X X
16. Degree X X
17. Literacy and numeracy X X
18. Comprehensive school X X
19. GCSE X X
20. College X X X
21. Postgraduate X
22. Lecturer X
23. Grammar school X
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24. Form tutor X
25. Selection test X
26. Middle school X
27. Flead of Department X
28. Year 1, Year 2 etc. X X
Mapping of German Terms in Case Study 4
Term Class
Discussion
Corpus Terminology
Test
Interpreting
Post-Test
1. Grundschule X X X X
2. Hauptschule X X X X
3. Realschule X X X X
4. Gymnasium X X X X
5. Kita X X X X
6. Mittlere Reife X X X
7 .Dreigliedriges 
Schulsystem
X X X X
8. (gymnasiale) Oberstufe X X
9. Bologna Prozess X X
10. Grundschul- 
Gymnasialempfehlung
X X
11. Kaufmannische 
Berufsschule
X X
12. VWL X X
13. BWL X X
14. Schulabschluss X X
15. Duales System X X
16. padagogische 
Hochschuie
X X X
17. (philologisches) 
Staatsexamen
X X
18. Allgemeine 
Hochschulreife
X X
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19. Weiterführende Schule X X
20. Hauptschulabschluss X X
21. Notendurchschnitt X X
22. Studium X X
23. Studiengang/ 
Studiengange
X X
24. Abitur X X
25. Gesamtschule X
26. Erprobungsphase X
27. Fachoberschuireife X
28. Mittlerer Abschiuss X X
29. Klasse 1, Klasse 2 usw. X X
30. Lehramt X X
31. Lehramtsstudium X
32.
Lehramtsmagisterabschiuss
X
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APPENDIX 17: Exploratory Exercise -  Example
Elaine's views on being a PhD student /  What you do for a living 
Comparing speakers' register and style
Another aspect of speech, which requires consideration when interpreting, is the speaker's 
style and register. In this exercise, you will have the opportunity to reflect on two different 
speakers' style and register, and to think about how this would affect the way in which you 
interpret.
1. Go to the Backbone corpus website and load the English corpus.
2. Do a section search under the categories of Education and then Higher education.
3. Scroll through and find the two sections entitled Elaine's views on being a PhD 
student and What you do for a living, with the interviewees Elaine and Stephen 
respectively.
4. Play each video clip and focus on the speakers' style and register. Are there any 
similarities or differences in their speech, such as:
the use of formal or informal language 
how fast they speak
the use of terminology specific to education
the interviewee's interaction with the interviewer -  friendly or more distant? 
short or more complex sentences
5. Think about the different types of audience from a previous exercise in the 
secondary education section. On the basis of your observations about each 
speaker's style, decide on a type of audience that matches the style and register of 
the speaker (i.e. interpreting for a formal speaker to a large audience of subject 
experts), and interpret into German so that the register of your interpretation 
matches the register of the source language.
6. Now interpret each section again, but change the style and register so that the style 
in your interpretation is different to that of the source language discourse.
7. Assess your interpreting performance in formal and informal registers. Which do 
you find easiest?
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APPENDIX 18a: Example of a Discussion Thread in a 
Forum about OFSTED
Backbone Richard BËe
UpdateprofSe Myccwses Logout
update this ForumBackbone > Surrey, interpreting - German ► Forums ► OFSTED
Tha (orjm  foroôs everyone to bo *ub»cnb« 
^  Aitow everyone to chooa
Having listened to Lauren talking about OFSTED, what do you now understand about this organisation? What does 
OFSTED stand for? Search on the internet to find more information. Are there equivalent or similar organisations in 
Gemian-speaking countries?
Please post your findings in this forum for others to read.
( jM ^ a  new discussion topic j
Re: First topic
by L  Sunday. 2< October 2010. 11:21 PM
From what I have heard and read so far, I would suggest 'Schu!aufsichtst>ehôrde' as a possible translation of OFSTED
Show parent! Edit} Split 1 Delete | Reply
 ^ - Re: First topic
byri«B 8g£ ,iii;.-IA )n<fay. 25 0c*ob«r2010. 11:44 AM
This is certainly a good suggestion. There is also the term local Education Authority’ (LEA) in English. The function of an LEA is similar to that of 
OFSTED, but an LEA works locally as opposed to nationally. In any case, it may be a good idea to give the German suggestion 
'Schulaufsichtsbehorde' and to say the English term 'OFSTED* and maybe to explain very tiriefiy that this organisation operates nationally.
Show parent | Edit | Split | Delete | Reply
 ^ /  Re: First topic
• Thursday. 28 Octob«f 2010.10:39 AM
I like the Schulaufsichtsbehoerde suggestion too. However, I'm not sure I'd agree that OFSTED and LEA's have similar functions, unless I've 
misunderstood along the way...
OFSTED (Office for Standards in Education) operates nationally and inspects all state schools (as well as all services linked to children's 
care and education). They report on schools' standards of teaching/achievement/pupii tiehaviour. Schools are inspected every 4 years and if 
they get a poor OFSTED report, schools can t>e put into "Special Measures" - this is when the inspectors think the failing school would be 
unable to improve without outside help Schools then receive additional help and funding, as well as more regular OFSTED inspections until 
they have improved sufficiently.
From my time at school, I remember OFSTED inspections being a big source of stress for teachers and they always asked us to be on our 
best behaviour and enthusiastic if we had an inspector in our lesson, so that their lesson was w^l reviewed. Good OFSTED reports are often 
a positive resource for schools trying to get higher quality teachers, as well as high achieving pupils.
An LEA (Local Education Authority) is part of the local borough or county council and they are responsible for education within its jurisdiction. 
They are responsible for all state schools in the area and organise funding, allocate place numbers, define catchment areas and employ 
teachers. They are also responsible for funding university students who normally live in their area permanently For example, my fees are 
paid by Leicestershire LEA on my behalf and then I will pay them back once I've graduated
So in my mind's eye, OFSTED are responsible for monitoring the quality of education in schools, whereas the LEA is responsible for all other 
aspects linked to administration
Not sure I would know how tiest to interpret them. I guess you could say Schulamt for LEA But you would probably have to say the name in 
English, give a German equivalent and briefly explain it. .
Show parent j Edit | Split | Delete j Reply
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APPENDIX 18b: Example of a Discussion Thread in a 
Forum about GCSEs, A Leveis and Sixth Form
Backbone
Cbq^&aea(ch mCtxiSQB ...Teedvrstfport Gcrpusbok PiqadcSxunontaSai 0o4sct
FüdiædBcde
Update proRe My couses Ljogout
Backbone > Surrey Interpreting French >  Forums ► English Ex. 3. GCSEs, A Levels and Sixth Form ( Ü ^ a te  this Forum
This forum a Mows evefyone to choose whether to subschbo or r  
^  Force everyone to be subscnb- 
Show/edit current subscnbc 
Unsubftcnbe from this forx
What do GCSEs and A Levels stand for? What is a Sixth Form? Watch the video clip below entitled Different types 
of secondary school qualifications’ and try to deduce the meanings of these 3 terms. Do further research on the 
Internet. Try to find out a t)it about these terms. How many subjects do the students have to study at GCSE and A 
Level? What grades can be achieved in each type of exam? What do students do In Sixth Form?
How would you express these terms in French?
Post your suggestions in this forum.
Education at GCSE and A level
> - Monday, 21 FeOnjaiy 2011. 09'42 PM
( Add a new discutsion topic
GCSE stands for General Certificate of Secondary Education and are putilic exams that are taken at the age of 16. They are the last exams that are 
compulsory for schoolchildren. Students choose which subjects they are going to study In Year 9 (the year before tfie GCSE courses start). Subjects such 
as Maths, English, the Sciences, Religious Education and Physical Education are compulsory at GCSE level, as well as some form of ICT and citizenship, 
but students can also choose other sutijects to study. Some schools have njles that require students to study at least one modem foreign language or 
English literature, etc, but this depends on the school. Students, on average, study 10 different subjects at GCSE level. For GCSE, students can be graded 
from A* to G, but only grades atx>ve C are considered as a pass mark by universities as most employers. There are also two different tiers used at GCSE - 
Foundation and Higher. Students should get at least 5 GCSEs graded from A*-C to go on to study A level’s.
A Levels are Advanced Level studies. They are optional courses but necessary If one wisties to progress to university afterwards. They are normally divided 
into AS level (Advanced Subsidiary) exams at the end of the first year and the A level exams taken at the end of the second and final year. These exams 
are optional and taken after GCSEs wtien students are aged 17-18. Students can choose whichever subjects they like for these courses. A levels are the 
standard entry qualification for university. Ordinarily, students study 4 AS levels and then drop one subject, continuing with just 3, although there are no 
limits to the amount of A levels one can study. Students can tie graded from A* to E.
Sixth form is the most senior class in a secondary school to which pupils, usually atxiut the legal leaving age. may proceed to take A levels.
These terms in french;
GCSE - certificat d'etudes secondaires
A levels - tiaccalaureat
Sixth form - (lower) classes de premiere.
(upper) classes de terminale.
What has everyone else found out?
Edit I Delete | Reply
Re; Education at GCSE and A level
I.-Tuesday. 22 Fobfuary2011. 10:47 AM
I agree completely with everything you have written atxrut GCSE s, A-levels and Sixth Form. I have found similiar things with my own research 
regarding these exams
For example, children in England study GCSE's over 2 years, starting at the age of 15, They have the exams at the end of the second year. Tfvese 
exams are the final exams of compulsory education, and after taking these exams students have the opportunity to leave school and find a job or to 
continue studying at a college or in the sixth form studying A-levels. I agree vrith the core sutijects you have written, the main ones in most schools are 
Maths, English, Science, and then students can normally choose with other studies to follow. Students will have many class twurs studying their 
sut^ ect for GCSE. but also a lot of coursework and homework which could count towards their final GCSE grade To state wfiat Katie said earlier, ttie 
grades do run from A*-G
A-Levels are the next academic exams ttie students can take. If students decide to continue school at the age of 16, after their GCSE's, ttiey will then 
go on to spend 2 more years studying in the sixth form for the A-Level exams. At the end of ttie first year of sixth form, students take AS level exams 
These marks make up half of ttie overall A-Level grade. Usually students take 4 subjects at AS level, and then only continue with 3 for A-Level In 
order to go to top Universities, students must have good A-Level grades, such as A s or B's
Show parent | Edit | Split | Delete | Reply
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Re: Education at GCSE and A level
by Rchato Bale - Tuesday. 22 February 2011, 01:02 PM
Thanks (or these detailed resnnnspA rvies anyone have any different suggestions?
Show parent} Edit} Split I Delete | Reply
Re: Education at GCSE and A level
by Tuesday. 22 Fëbruaty 2011 . 01:20 PM
GCSEs stands for General Certificate o f Secondary Education. They are the exams taken by most UK pupils o f school-leaving age, and arc widely 
available to all 14 19 students, although there is no lower or upper age limit. Some subjects arc offered as double Award, which are equivalent to 
two GCSEs. GCSEs are usually assessed by exams at the end o f the course and coursework completed by the students during the course. Some 
modular GCSEs are assessed by regular cnd-of-module tests.
GCSE Award are graded .A* G. In most subjects foundation or higher tier papers arc provided, with grades C G available from the foundation tier 
and A *~D  from the higher tier,
English, Maths and Sciences are compulsory subjects for every school in England and Wales. However, depending on schools, students may have to 
take more compulsory subjects such as IT, Physical Education, a foreign language and Religious Studies. In general, the average students take up 9-10 
GCSEs.
A Levels stands for Advance Levels. A levels are subject-based qualifications mostly taken by UK students aged 16 19 in school sixth-forms or at 
college, but there arc no age restrictions on entry. An A level is normally achieved through a two-year course. AS (.Advanced Subsidiary) is the first half 
of an A-level, as well as being a stand-alone qualification. A few subjects arc offered only at AS level. A2 is the second half of an A level qualification.
Some A-levcls involve the study o f a sector o f industry and the development o f work-related skills: these are described as 'vocational A levels' or 
'GCEs in applied subjects', which may be offered as single or double Award (equivalent to two A-lcvcls).
A Levels Award are graded A-E.
Sixth Form is an educational institution. It's part o f a secondary school, it is for students studying for A -( Advaneedjlevel school subject 
examinations.
It's however optional for students who have completed their GCSEs to go to Sixth form. Some sixth forms like Stephens'offer vocational courses.
Those are less academic courses. For instance, a student who studies Media Studies, as part o f the course, the student would have the opportunity to 
work at local newspaper or at a local theatre. Stephens thinks that these vocational courses “gives people who arc not very academic confidence in 
things they can do".
For -A Levels, students may choose whatever subjects they prefer and cant take up as many subjects as they want. In general, the average number o f 
subjects per students varies between 3 to 5 subjects.
In regards to the French equivalent of the temis, I agree with whatSBCpamc up with.
Show parent) Edit} Split j Delete j Reply
Re: Education at GCSE and A  level f ;
Tuesday. 22 February 2011, 01:48 PM
I came up with the same definitions in English.
In French. I think you would talk about “Brevet des colleges" for an equivalent to GCSEs; but I agree with the rest of 
suggestions.
Although for "classe de Premiere" and "classe de Terminale", you would only say "Premiere" and "Terminale".
Show parent | Edit | Split | Delete | Reply
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APPENDIX 19a: Participant A Interpreting Transcript
Sections highlighted in red indicate where the participant has listened to a section 
more than once.
Participant
A
ST T T ST
Words
T T
W ords
P R E -T E S T
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Thank you very much 
for coming and doing an 
interview with us today. 
Could I just ask you to 
start by introducing 
yourself, please?
Hallo.
Hallo Catherine.
Vielen Dank, dass Du 
heute hier bei uns bist. 
Kann ich Dich bitte, zu 
Beginn, etwa drum bitten, 
Dich vorzustellen?
27 23
2 Certainly. I’m Fiona 
Doloughan and I’m a 
lecturer in English at the 
University of Surrey.
Sicherlich. Mein Name ist 
Fiona Doloughan and... und 
ich bin Dozentin an der... 
unterrichte Englisch an der 
University of Surrey.
15 20
3 And we’d like to talk to 
you specifically about 
your creative writing 
that you do in your own 
personal time away 
from the university.
Wir wurden uns gerne 
heute mit Ihnen dariiber 
unterhalten, wie Sie- was 
Sie in Ihrer Freizeit 
schreiben, Ihr kreatives 
Schreiben.
24 20
4 Could you perhaps just 
say a little bit about that 
please, and how you 
started with your
Konnten Sie uns etwas 
mehr dariiber erzahlen, 
wie Sie angefangen haben 
zu j^lireib^?
19 13
5 Certainly. I’ve been 
writing actually for a 
very, very long time. 1 
suppose like most would- 
be writers 1 started out 
writing in my teen years
Sicher, sehr geme. Ich habe 
bereits schon sehr sehr 
langer Zeit geschrieben. Ich 
habe in meinen jungen 
Jahren damit angefangen, ais 
ich ein Teenager war...
25 25
6 and when I look back at 
what 1 produced then I’m 
horrified. But I kept going 
through my 
pdergraduatq and
guess it’s really only in 
about the last 10 to 15 
years that I’ve begun to 
take my writing a little bit 
more seriously
Und wenn ich darauf 
zurückschaue, was ich in 
dieser Zeit so produziert 
habe, erschreckt es mich 
durchaus, aber ich habe 
trotzdem wahrend meines 
Studiums sowohl ais 
Ondergraduatfil ais auch 
Postgfi^tiat^ nicht aufgehort 
zu schreiben, hab weiter 
geschrieben, und ja, 
lediglich in den Ietzten 10 
oder 15 Jahren habe ich 
tatsachlich angefangen, mein 
Schreiben ernst zu nehmen...
47 56
7 in the sense that I see it as 
part of what 1 do
Ernst zu nehmen in dem 
Sinne, dass ich es ais Teii
29 38
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professionally as well as 
personally, and so I’ve 
started trying to develop 
more of a profile.
dessen betrachte was ich 
sowohl beruflich ais auch in 
meiner Freizeit mache, und 
in diesem Sinne habe ich 
auch angefangen so etwas 
wie ein Profil zu entwickeln.
8 What kinds of things do 
you write about? Is it—  
first of all in terms of 
genre, is it poetry or 
fiction or— and what 
kinds of topics do you 
write about?
Nun, in welchen Genres 
schreibst Du oder iiber 
welche Themen?
32 10
9 Mainly poetry, though I 
did go through a phase 
when I was actually 
writing short stories. So 
probably at the turn of the 
century 1 actually went on 
a creative writing course 
|;0#idenMweeN
Nun, ich schreibe 
hauptsachlich Poesie, doch 
es sind auch
Kurzgeschichten darunter 
und so um die 
J ahrhundert wende herum 
hatte ich einen Kurs zum 
Thema kreatives Schreiben 
belegt wahrend meiner
34 30
10 at Trenoweth in |^o f^
1 actually went on a 
creative writing course 
residential week at 
Trenoweth in North 
Wales
Der Kurs land in Trenoweth 
in fortlTW ^M  statt.
5 9
11 and 1 took a creative 
writing course with Ali 
Smith and Jackie K #
Die Leiter hieBen Ali Smith 
und llakle Ka$j.
13 8
12 and that course was 
actually on short fiction 
and I spent quite a lot of 
time working on short 
fiction, even getting as far 
as 0@#uc#@i a little book
In dem Kurs ging es in... um 
kurze... fiktive Geschichten, 
Short Fiction, und ich habe 
sogar einige Zeit damit 
verbracht und sogar ein 
Buch dazu }#m'd%ntllcht |
29 26
13 with draft short stories 
called "The farmer only 
eats what he knows", 
with draft short stories 
called "The farmer only 
eats what he knows".
Das buch enthielt so zu 
sagen Entwilrfe von 
Kurzgeschichten, es heiBt 
The farmer only eats what 
he knows...
12 18
14 And then I put that away 
in a drawer and 1 have left 
that since that time.
Nun, danach habe ich diese 
Geschichten zur Seite 
gelegt...
17 9
15 I think in the process of 
drafting the short stories 1 
realised that the short 
story might not 
necessarily be my 
preferred genre.
Und da ich mich nun mit 
Kurzgeschichten befasst 
habe, habe ich festgestellt, 
dass es eventuell nicht ganz 
mein Ding ist.
23 20
16 I will at some point in the 
future come back to that 
because I think I’ve learnt 
a lot more in the 
intervening years and it
Und die Entwiirfe zu diesen 
Kurzgeschichten zu 
schreiben hat mir wirklich 
die Einsicht vermittelt, dass 
es vielleicht nicht mein
36 21
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might be nice to go back 
and work on those.
1 will at some point in the 
future come back to that 
because 1 think I’ve learnt 
a lot more in the 
intervening years and it 
might be nice to go back 
and work on those.
Lieblingsgenre ist.
17 1 think I’ve learnt a lot 
more in the intervening 
years and it might be nice 
to go back and work on 
those.
Ich schliesse nicht aus, dass 
ich eines Tages wieder zu 
den Kurzgeschichten 
zurückkehre, weil ich 
wirklich jede Menge dazu 
gelemt... dariiber gelemt 
habe.
0 23
18 But essentially since then 
I’ve been working pretty 
much full-time on trying 
to write poetry.
Nun, seit dem habe ich 
hauptsachlich versucht, 
Gedichte zu schreiben und 
das ist auch das, woran ich 
die meiste Zeit verbringe.
15 21
P<3S T -T E S T
1 Hello, could you just 
introduce yourself, 
please?
Hallo. Kannst du dich bitte 
vorstellen?
7 6
2 My name’s Michael 
Salvage. 1 am a teacher of 
History at Queen 
Elizabeth’s Grammar 
School which is a mixed 
grammar school in East 
Kent.
Ich heiBe Michael Salvage 
und ich unterrichte 
Geschichte...
24 8
3 could you just introduce 
yourself, please?
My name’s Michael 
Salvage. I am a teacher of 
History at
pebWf which IS a mixed 
grammar school in East 
Kent.
an der |^ristm as GraWW# 
Behoo;: eine Art 
Gymnasium. Und das ist ein 
sogenanntes Mixed 
Grammar School, ein 
Gymnasium in East Kent.
0 21
4 OK. And in Britain do 
secondary school 
teachers generally have 
one subject that they 
teach, or?
Haben die Lehrer in 
weiterführenden Schulen 
in GroBbritannien generell 
nur ein Unterrichtsfach 
Oder wie ist es?
16 16
5 Generally, yes. 1, myself, 
teach geography just to 
lYearl
Insgesamt ja. Ich persdnlich 
unterrichte noch Geographic 
RhïYiear 7, wo did.Scltillei^ 
also 11 Jahre ah sintjj...
10 18
6 because 1 have an A level 
in it.
weil ich auch mein Abitur in 
diesem Fach gemacht habe.
8 10
7 1 think generally at 
secondary schools, your 
expectation is that you 
teach your primary 
subject, the one that you 
have your degree in
Ich glaube an
weiterftirenden Schulen wird 
erwartet, dass man das Fach 
unterrichtet, auf das man 
sich vorher bei seinem 
Studium spezialisiert hat und
23 30
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worin auch man seinen 
Studium-.. .Studienabschluss 
gemacht hat.
8 I think generally at 
secondary schools, your 
expectation is that you 
teach your primary 
subject, the one that you 
have your degree in, but 
within that I think there is 
a degree, or an 
expectation that you 
would teach other 
subjects, for example 
PSHE is generally 
expected to be taught by 
most subject tutors, 
normally to their form.
Gelegentlich wird auch 
erwartet, dass man andere 
Facher unterrichtet. Es gibt 
zum Beispiel ein Fach,
PSHE und das steht fur 
Personal, |\ I i and Health 
Education, eine Art 
Sozialkunde und ja, eine 
Einfuhrung zum sozialen 
Leben fur die Schuler.
Davon wird erwartet, dass es 
ziemlich jeder Lehrer 
unterrichten kann.
35 48
9 sort of being personal, 
social and health 
education, so they’ve got 
an awareness of drugs, 
k x  educatioij and the 
wider world as well.
Bei diesem Unterrichtsfach 
werden die Schuler fiber 
Drogen aufgeklart, es 
werden |@mundheitstheme^ 
angesprochen...
23 13
10 and there’s an expectation 
that that would be 
something that you would 
do as part of being a form 
tutor.
und es wird erwartet, dass 
man das unterrichtet, wenn 
man der Klassenlehrer ist.
20 13
11 OK. And you mention 
that this school, Queen 
Elizabeth’s, is a 
grammar school.
Allés klar. Du hast gesagt, 
dass diese Schule Queen 
Elizabeth’s Grammar 
School ein Gymnasium 
ist...
13 15
12 Can you just explain a 
bit about what that 
means; what is a 
grammar school?
Kannst du genau erklaren, 
was eine Grammar School 
ist?
15 9
13 A grammar school is... 
it’s quite hard to explain 
without sounding a little 
bit snobby .
Eine Grammar School ist... 
nun das ist ein biBchen 
schwierig zu erklaren, ohne 
versnobt zu klingen.
15 16
14 Grammar schools are a 
selective system, whereby 
generally the top 25 
percent of people within 
the country or an area, a 
local area would be 
selected to go to grammar 
school
Grammar Schools sind eine 
selektive Schulform, wobei 
ca. die besten 25 % der 
Gesamtbevolkerung oder der 
Bevolkerung in dem 
entsprechenden Gebiet fur 
diese Schulform ausgewahlt 
werden.
31 26
15 by means of a selection 
test. We have the Kent 
Test in Kent,
Dafur wird ein spezieller 
Test, sogenannter Selection 
Test veranstaltet...
13 9
16 selected to go to grammar 
school by means of a 
selection test. We have 
the Kent Test in Kent, 
which tests their 
numeracy, maths, pterai^ 
and science skills
In... bei uns in Kent heiBt 
dieser Text... heiBt dieser 
Test Kent Test. Dabei 
werden solche Fahigkeiten 
der Schuler iiberpriift wie 
Lesen und Schreiben, 
Mathematik und ihre
9 32
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naturwissenschaftlichen
Kenntnisse.
17 and that means that they 
are able to then go to 
grammar school, and 
other, the ones that 
perhaps aren’t... less... 
aren’t as able would go to 
a different kind of school, 
but grammar schools 
generally are for the top 
25 percent.
Diejenigen, die am besten 
abschneiden konnen danach 
die Grammar School 
besuchen, also cine Art 
Gymnasium und die anderen 
Schuler müssen sich auf cine 
andere Schule begeben.
42 26
18 OK. And I understand 
it’s also got a fepcialisl 
Kat!^, the school here?
Ah, allés klar. Und hah ich 
das richtig verstanden, 
dass diese Schule auch 
einen ^^ffieialist Statut hat. 
felt das richtig und w#@ 
genau versteht 
Sarunterlj
13 26
19 Yeah, most schools in 
England today I believe 
have to have a Specialist 
Status, which basically 
means that within lessons 
and within sort of the 
wider school community, 
you need to be thinking 
about sort of the 
specialisms
Ja, heutzutage 1st es so, 
glaube ich, dass die meisten 
Schulen in England diesen 
Specialist Status haben und 
was es bedeutet ist, dass 
man sowohl wahrend der 
Schulstunden als auch 
insgesamt, im Leben der 
Schulgemeinde daran 
denken muss, dass man 
diese jSpezialisierungj 
umsetzt, also diesen 
Schwerpunkt auch 
verwirklicht.
38 48
20 and sort of making 
children more aware. 
Queen Elizabeth’s has 
several ispecialisma|. We 
are a
So dass die Kinder speziell 
fur diesen Schwerpunkt 
sensibilisiert werden. 
Unsere Schule, die Queen 
Elizabeth’s hat mehrere
15 22
Specialist Status fiir mehrerej
Schwerpunkte^
21 Maths and IT Specialist 
School, and we are also a 
Specialist Languages 
School, as well
Wir haben diesen Specialist 
Status fur unseren IT 
Bereich, also wir haben den 
Schwerpunkt auf IT und 
auch auf Sprachen.
15 20
22 which means that we 
have excellent provision 
for a variety of languages
Das heiBt wir haben 
hervorragende 
Moglichkeiten, mehrere 
Sprachen zu erlemen...
12 10
23 and teachers that are able 
to teach lots of different 
languages.
und Lehrer, die viele 
verschiedene Sprachen 
unterrichten konnen...
11 8
24 which enables pupils to... 
1 think it equips them 
with lots of skills that 
they can use in later life.
was die Schiller mit einer 
Vielzahl von Fahigkeiten, 
Fertigkeiten ausstattet, die 
sie in ihrem kiinftigen Leben 
nutzen konnen.
21 18
25 OK. And what other 
types of school are there
OK, welche anderen 
Schultypen gibt es Im
14 9
293
in the British education 
system?
britischen
Bildungssystem?
26 Iln the sotâh east... I thinl^ 
slightly different lit
Nun, es untejcscheidet sich je 22 23
^ c h  Region, Im Siidosten
pne northJ because I think 
you have ütiddle school^ 
in the north,
Englands ist es anders als im 
Norden. Im Norden hat man 
sogenannte [Model School^...
27 but I don’t really know 
what they do.
Ich weiss nicht genau was 
sie machen, worin sie sich 
unterscheiden...
8 11
28 it’s slightly different in 
the north, because I think 
you have middle schools 
in the north, but I don’t 
really know what they do. 
R e y ’re, no they’re fbr%  ^
Jftiink between the $ges of 
fcbout 13 and 17J In the 
south east we have the 
grammar system which is 
for the top 25 percent of 
pupils.
Nun, im Siidosten haben wir 
dieses System mit den 
Grammar Schools, eine Art 
Gymnasium, die fur die 
besten 25 % der Schiller 
vorgesehen sind...
32 24
29 They’re for the most able. 
And then we have a 
[comprehensive systemj.
Also fiir die begabtesten 
Schiller. Und dann haben 
wir noch jdei^
12 22
Comprehensive SchulzweigJ
den si^nannten
Comprehmmve SchulzweigJ 
Das ist eine Ari 
pesamtschule.J
30 which is basically for 
everybody else. So those 
people
Und das sind dann die 
Schulen fiir alle anderen.
9 9
31 that don’t achieve the 
qualification to go into a 
grammar school will go 
to a comprehensive 
school
Das heiBt jeder, der den Test 
nicht so gut besteht, dass er 
eine Grammar School 
besuchen konnte, besucht 
die Comprehensive School.
17 21
32 They’re for the most able. 
And then we have a 
comprehensive system, 
which is basically for 
everybody else. So those 
people that don’t achieve 
the qualification to go 
into a grammar school 
will go to a
comprehensive school, 
where they have sort of 
the same education, the 
same topics, the same 
subjects, but they’re 
taught across the ability 
group
Dort erhalten sie im Prinzip 
die selbe Bildung, sie 
haben... also sie behandeln 
Themen, haben die gleichen 
Facher, eine ahnliche Art 
von Unterricht, aber der 
richtet sich eben an Schiller 
aller Niveaus,
21 31
33 and grammar schools are 
just teaching to the upper 
end of the ability range.
wohingegen auf den 
Grammar Schools werden 
wirklich die besten Schiller 
unterrichtet, ^so  wirklic^
14 17
#e To#25 B#%enf
34 OK. And what sort of OK, was fiir 13 11
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qualifications do 
students achieve in 
secondary school here?
Schulabschliisse werden 
hier auf den
weiterführenden Schulen 
erreicht?
35 The main qualifications 
that you would leave 
Queen Elizabeth’s with 
are certainly GCSEs,
Nun, der wichtigste 
Schulabschluss, m it dem 
man die Queen Elizabeth’s 
School, wo ich arbeite, 
verlassen kann ist es die 
sogenannten GCSEs -  
General Certificate o f 
Secondary Education.
13 26
36 so a General Certificate! 
o f Secondaiy Educatiorq
Es hat eine gewisse[ 
^nG chke it mit dea 
deufechen
Realschulabschlussi
7 9
37 With a GCSE you can go 
on to pursue further 
education in college for 
example, do something 
more vocational.
Wenn man seine GCSE 
gemacht hat, kann man 
entweder we iter zur Schule 
gehen und seine A  Levels 
machen, also eine Art Abitur 
Oder man kann eher in 
Richtung Berufstraining 
gehen...
19 30
38 or you could stay on into 
kx th  forffi^Jand do 
levels and A levelsj
Man... nachdem man seine 
GCSEs absolviert hat, kann 
man auf die... auf das 
sogenannte K x t lv F c ^  
Collets gehen. Manche 
Schulen haben auch die 
Sixth Form, ohne dass man 
auf ein College wechseln 
miisste. Da kann man dann 
sein A Leveis, also sein| 
Abitur macherij
15 44
39 which then qualify you toj 
then go on to university!
Die A Levels geben 
genauso wie beim A 
die Moglichkeit eine 
Universitat zu besuc
eineiTiy
b iturj^
hen^
10 15
40 and we have quite a few 
pupils that w ill go on to 
university from here.
Und w ir haben recht viele 
Schuler, die danach an die 
Uni gehen.
15 12
41 And what sort of 
universities would they 
generally go on to, the 
students from here?
Und auf welchen 
Universitaten gehen die 
Schiller von hier meistens?
15 10
42 Generally they go on to 
study quite traditional 
subjects such as English, 
History, Maths, 
ptïj^necriiïg
Nun, in der Regel tendieren 
sie dazu eher traditionelle 
Facher zu studieren; 
Englisch, Geschichte, 
Mathe... (Technologie u ^
15 18
43 so they’re using the 
qualifications that they’ve 
got from their education 
here to quite good effect.
Sie machen also wirklich 
recht guten Gebrauch von 
ihren SchulabschlUssen, die 
sie hier erreichen konnen.
16 15
44 Traditional sort o f 
subjects and traditional 
universities are generally 
called red brick
Traditionelle Universitaten, 
die auch traditonelle Facher 
unterrichten werden in 
England Red-brick
13 30
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universities, universities genannt. Das
sind Universitaten, die voi|
1990 gegriindet wurdegj. Es 
gibt insgesamt 6 bekannte 
Red-brick universities in 
GroBbritannien.
45 so sort of the more longer 
established universities, 
such as sort of Leicester 
or Liverpool, for 
example.
Es sind quasi Universitaten, 
die schon etwas langer 
bestehen, die sich bereits 
etabliert haben. Eine... um 
einige Beispiele zu nennen, 
zum Beispiel Leicester oder 
Liverpool ware darunter.
17 26
46 are sort of the 
destinations of choice for 
many of our pupils.
Das sind die Universitaten, 
die von vielen unserer 
Schiilem gewahlt werden.
12 11
47 O K . And just finally, 
how are schools here 
and teachers regulated 
and checked up on, so to 
speak?
Zuletzt noch die Frage, wie 
genau werden die Schulen 
hier kontrolliert und 
überprüft?
18 13
48 Sort of on a day-to-day 
level. I’m just a general 
classroom teacher and my 
^ead of Departmehij
Nun, wenn es um das 
Tagesgeschaft geht, ist es so, 
dass ich jetzt zum Beispiel 
ein normaler Klassenlehrer
24 35
keeps an eye on me, 
makes sure
bin und mein Head of
Department, afto meinj 
ferei^steitei hat ein Auge
darauf, was ich so mache...
49 that I’m sort of achieving 
the best that I can.
und stellt sicher, dass ich 
wirklich mein Bestes tue...
10 9
50 my Head of Department 
keeps an eye on me, 
makes sure that I’m sort 
of achieving the best that 
I can. Senior 
Management would 
watch over him, make 
sure that his results were 
always very good.
Es gibt wiederum einen 
hohergestellten Beamten, 
der wiederum meinen 
Bereichsleiter auch 
iiberwacht.
15 11
51 the best that they could 
be. But generally 
overseeing all of that is an 
organisation known as 
DFSTEDl,
Und das allés wird von der 
Organisation namens 
lO T SW  kontrolliert.
18 10
52 which go into schools I 
think on a, about a three 
yearly basis
Sie besuchen Schulen, ich 
glaube ca. alle drei Jahre...
13 9
53 to inspect everything in 
schools. They look at the 
lessons, the quality of 
teaching, the way in 
which management look 
after the pupils
Um die... sich die Schule 
anzuschauen und sich den 
Unterricht anzuschauen, zu 
beurteilen wie man mit 
Schülern umgeht, wie man 
sich verwaltet...
23 22
54 the way in which pupils 
are sort of seen as being 
secure within the school, 
they basically analyse
Ob die Schiller in der Schule 
sich auch sicher fiihlen 
konnen, was heiBt sie 
nehmen im Prinzip allés
28 29
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everything to do with the 
school and the school 
environment.
unter die Lupe... was die 
Schule und die schulische 
Umgebung umgeht...
55 Those inspections, yeah 
as 1 say, about every three 
years and they sort of 
come randomly.
Diese Infektionen... 
Inspektionen fmden ca. alle 
drei Jahre statt und zwar 
willkiirlich, das heiBt ohne 
Vorwamung...
16 16
56 but they’re- and they will 
give the school a grading 
of outstanding, very good 
or good, satisfactory, that 
kind of grading
Und sie beurteilen die 
Schulen auf einer Skala von 
sehr gut, gut, befriedig-...bis 
hin zu beff iedigend oder 
mangelhaft.
21 18
57 which means that pupils 
and MMherysorry, 
parents can juage the 
quality of teaching within 
the school on a national 
level.
Anhand dieses Rankings 
konnen feiwohl die Lehre^ 
als auch die Schiller und ihre 
Eltem die Qualitat des 
Unterrichts auf der Schule 
auf einem... nationalen 
Niveau beurteilen.
21 26
58 OK, thank you very 
much.
OK, vielen Dank. 5 3
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APPENDIX 19b: Participant B Interpreting Transcript
Participant
B
ST T T ST
W ords
T T
Words
P R E -TE S T
1 Ja, kannst du |#WW bitte kurz Yes, could you please 
bresent jidurself 
quickly?
7 7
2 Mein Name 1st Michael 
Zeller, ich bin 64 Jahre alt 
und lebe als fre ier 
Schriftsteller hier in 
lÜ upperta ll
My name is Michael 
Zeller. I’m 64 years old 
and I live here in
# r m ^ -
18 15
3 Was bedeutet es für dich 
heute, freier Schriftsteller 
zu sein und wie siehst du 
dich als deutschsprachiger
What does it mean to 
you to be a writer, and 
particularly a German 
freelance writer a?ith|
30 22
Schriftsteller in einei]_
ebung, ^
;r von dei| 
)rache gepragij
regards to 
(education?
the Englisfal
lüteraturumg 
immer starke 
engliscRen Sf
N
4 Also, es ist ein sehr 
komplexer Beruf,
So it’s a very complex 
job...
7 6
5 es ist ein sehr barter Beruf, It’s a very hard job... 6 5
6 eigentlich hab ich manchmal Sometimes IWe hean^ 11 11
jden Eindruck 
Beruf,
es ist gar kein jpeo^e saying that it’s 
not really a job...
7 kveil es sehr schwer ist, dasJ 
Las man produziert hat, aucfl 
dann unter die Leute ztj 
pringenj keil es ein seftj 
lieringer Bedarf ist mi _ 
iLiteratur, jedênfalls so, wid 
jkh sie mache und auc | 
Welter machen will
Because it’s hard tflj__
specify... to bring w h ^  
I’ve noted down to be # 
workj
37 14
8 und immer machen wollte. 
Ich habe also nie darauf
geachtet, eine moglidhs|__
gfoBe Leserschaft zu h ab ^
I never expected to have 
m award like this,
16 9
9 sondern fiir mich war es 
immer wichtig, ein Produkt 
herzustellen, mit dem ich 
zufrieden bin
For me it was always 
important to present a 
product. To create a 
product that 1 was happy 
with.
15 19
10 bid  von dem 
worsteBe, das 
Leute, die ich 
Kiien ich bef 
pass die auch 
jdaran haben.
ieh mill 
5 ein paaS 
keme, n ^  
reundet bin, 
ihre Freuds
Fm happy to present itJ 
to ^  that I’ve created ii 
and; fhæ had people whq 
are not._ I’ve 
say that they liA  it andj 
people that Lm nojj 
firieiKte with say that theyj
25 38
11 Literatur soil pfeWW machen, 
aber Literatur soli auch, ja, 'n 
bisschen Miihe machen.
Literature should be 
K c e fu l but it should 
also... you should also
20 24
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Auch beim Sport gehort die 
Miihe dazu,
have to work for it, like 
in sport you have to earn 
it.
12 da muss sehr viel trainiert 
werden, da muss geschwitzt 
werden, und am Ende steht 
dann— nach dem Lauf steht 
dann die Freude, dass man 
diesen Lauf geschafft hat.
You have to train, you 
have to sweat and you 
have... and then at the 
end, the end result is that 
you’ve finished the run... 
and...
28 26
13 und ich fmde, so ahnlich ist 
es auch mit der Literatur und 
einem Buch.
It’s the same with 
literature.
14 5
14 IWas mich nicht anstren^ 
das heiBt, ein Buch, wasT 
nicht mein Denken a n re ^
The same for literature.
My book was not my|___
Ihougjtts... it wasn’t m y^
28 13
was nicht meincj jPhantas# 
jmpegt, und das 1st allés 
W#as unbequem, wiirde 
jnich nie interessieren.
15 Ich lese nicht, pm mich I don’t readL And I’m no| 11 9
dbzulenkml das hab ich nichlj 
botig,
interested in it,„
16 Da geh ich spazieren I’d rather go walking... 
doesn’t interest me I’d 
rather go walking...
4 11
17 oder ich spiel Billard oder 
ich hore mir Musik an.
1 play billiards, I listen to 
my music.
10 8
18 aber wenn ich lese, dann 
muss es etwas sein, ja, wo 
der Kopf etwas von hat.
But when I read I have to 
think about it [bid that^ 
what the end ^ rod#^ 
diould be.
16 18
P O S T-TE S T
1 So, kannst du mal So, could you please 7 6
kurz bbrsitelien^ bresent yourself?
2 Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton. 
Ich fomme au^ Deutschland 
aus Leverkusen, das ist in der 
Nahe von Koln, aber ich 
wohne schon ziemlich lange 
in England und jetzt 
unterrichte ich hier an der 
Universitat in Guildford.
Ich- My name is Birgit 
Linton. I come from 
Germany ITîxesî 
iLbberskucAen which is 
quite near to Koln, ^  
I’ve lived for quite a Icmrf 
pmd in England and now 
I teach at the University 
in Guildford.
36 39
3 jSchôn, und was fiir eine 
jAusbildung hast du 
gemacht?
Ich hab vor einiger Zeit 
schon in Deutschland ^  
bhilologisches Staatsexamegj 
gemacht. Das ist ein Studium 
von fiinf Jahren,
* Question Missi
In Germany I di( 
year long exam, 
fexani.. and...
ng*
I a 5
28 13
4 aber durch den ganzen 
Bologna-Prozess im Moment 
ist das im Auslauf, also es 
gibt noch Studiengange mit 
Staatsexamen, aber die 
meisten haben jetzt einen 
Batchelor oder einen Master, 
ider darauf aufbaut, weil mart
At the moment with the 
whole Bologna Process, 
everything’s changing.
So everyone is now 
doing a bachelor Arbeit... 
a bachelor’s degree or a 
master’s degree blong...! 
k # . . .  the wM&j
40 29
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^ersucht eben dig 
^usbildung anzugkicW m j
jSuropa^ : _________
Und was ist der Bologna- 
Prozess genau?_________
What exactly is the 
Bologna Process?
The idea is that ^Der Bologna-Prozess ist,_
dass man versucht, jjass alk
enten m Furopa iil|__
ferschiedenen IJniversitatet 
erehk*
16 31
itudents across Eure 
g»n go to the same..
can get into '
#m e universities, havl 
file same abilities to ge  ^
B#to universities, make ij
und dass das... dass die 
Punkte anerkannt werden an 
den verschiedenen 
Universitaten
That the points will be 
recognised at different 
universities.
12
IS It’s much easier no#| to 
study internationally and 
it’s a much better idea.
g, inte
einMid dass es \
Énfachejr is i rnational zu
18 13
studieren, und das ist ja auch 
eine gute Idee.____________
Gut. Und was müssen dann 
Schuler in Deutschland 
machen, lum auf die Uni
bchen, um zu studieren
What do students in 
Germany need to do to 
get into an 
International 
university?___________
18 14
10 Ja, um eine allgemeine 
Hochschulreife zu haben 
muss man das AbiWr 
gemacht haben. pas Wj 
pormalerweise nach eined 
jpinnasialen Oberstufe von 
^ i  Jahre# Im Moment sind
They should have done 
the German equivalent of 
A Levels in a high school 
or a college
26 17
tn Nordrhein Westfalen^J 
they’re thinking o f  
changing it to make tl 
Ige... what you have 
decide which school t< 
go to from 13 to 11.
11 Gesprache im Gange, dasg 
jEBian versucht die Schulzeil 
yon... oder die gymnasial# 
Schulzeit von insgesamt l |  
jjahren auf 12 Jahre zW 
ir#iuzieren, aber das ist noch 
bdcht entschiWW 
kordrhein-Westfalen zui 
Beispiel darf man inzwischi 
entscheiden, ob man 12 ode: 
13 Jahre machen will an del 
Binzelnen Schulen,
49 26
12 Ich glaube das ist eine etwas 
merkwiirdige Idee.
14 10
Jnd dll hast dai|_____
i^mnasium jcrwUhnt^J
Fou went to #{_ 
pymuasiumytvvhich is b 
irivate school._______
13 Was für andere Schulen 
gibt es in Deutschland?
What other schools are 
there in Germany?___
14 Es gibt eigentlich ein 
dreigliedriges Schulsystem, 
also
There’s a three-level 
school system.
15 also die Kinder, die kleinen 
Kinder gehen erst vielleicht 
in eine Kita, das ist so eine 
Kindertagesstatte oder ein
Small children go to a 
type of crèche or like, a 
day school
19 13
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16 Kindergarten, aber dort 
lernen sie eigentlich keine 
schulischen Fahigkeiten,
Or like a kindergarten. 
Here they don’t leam 
particularly strenuous 
school subjects
9 12
17 sondern eher so ein biBchen 
allgemeines soziales Leben 
mit ihren Freunden und wie 
man eine Schere benutzt und
It’s more social skills, 
how to make friends and 
general skills like that.
18 13
18 vielleicht ein Butterbrol And they biaybe jusl 14 11
KchmieM und solche Sachen, throw bread and butter ^
mehr motorische 
Fahigkeiten. Dann mit 6 
Jahren
each othe]
19 gehen alle Kinder auf eine 
Grundschule, wo sie 4 Jahre 
bleiben, und dann ist das 
System
Then all children go to a 
junior school, where they 
stay for 4 years
16 14
20 dreiglied 
heiBt die 
Jahren b( 
Gutachte 
Schulfor
rig aufgeteilt, das 
Kinder mit 10 
îkommen ein
Then it gets split up 
when children are 10 
years old, and feey havej
18 26
n, ^uf welche 
u sie gehen sollenj
ko decide which type o f  
school they would like to|
RO to
21 prüher war dm, dass die It includes the p# e i# | 22 15
Eltem auch gefragt wurden, 
ich nehme an, das ist auch 
ein Gesprach mit den Eltem 
und den
who have... g  have 
meetings with the 
parents... to discuss it.
22 Lehrern, iber dieses but the parents have to 23 21
Outachten sagi ob sie auf 
eine weiterfuhrende Schule, 
ob sie auf die Hauptschule, 
auf die [Ptoalschul^ oder auf 
das B w # a s iW
watch oui 
if they go 
school, bo 
brtvate scl
which school... 
to a high 
l le ^  or a 
too(
23 gehen sollen und das ist eben 
je nach dem, wie gut diej 
kkademischen FahigkeitS 
Bind, wie gut diese Kindeif 
Bind,
and it depends how good 
the children are 
academically... how... 
What their strengths an j  
kveaknesses are,
20 16
24 Sie gehen dann auf eine der 
drei Schulformen,
Then they go to one of 
the three schools.
8 9
25 aber die ersten zwei Jahre, 
also das b- oder 6. Schuljah^, 
das nennt man die 
Erprobungs-...
The first two years are 
called and é”' class.
16 10
26 ...phase und von da kann 
man noch ziemlich einfach 
auf eine andere Schulform 
wechseln.
At this stage it’s still 
easy to change school... 
the type of school.
14 13
27 also vielleicht ein 
zehnjahriges Kind hat noch 
nicht ganz gezeigtjlass s i f  
Etshchiich viel intelligent^ 
Bind als m #T
At 10 years old a child 
has not exactly shown 
whether or not 
b in g  to b ^ a l j i  
pitelliienfcj
18 19
28 j^ciacht hsi, und dann 
bleiben sie auf dieser Schule 
und es gibt verschiedene 
AbschlUsse, ich meine der 
niedrigste Abschluss, den 
man haben kann ist so ein
Then there’s the different 
qualifications you can 
get from these schools. 
The lowest level of these 
is the ÈRivalent to d. 
IB C # .. ............
27 22
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IW eW hulabschliW
29 nachtam®® S|dann gibt es 
auch |noch e in ^  
Mauptschulabschluss nach 
Klasse 10a,
which you v 
Wass ^  and 
%... there’ s s 
you’d get in
/ould get in 
hen there^ 
om eth in f^ 
level lOj
13 17
30 das ist ein biBchen besser. 
Dann auf der Realschule gibt 
es meistens so einen 
|W#eren AbschlW f der so 
eine Fachoberschulreife gibt, 
also man konnte dann
A t high school there’s a 
^ r e  m id d li^  
Iffualiflcati^Et
25 8
31 auch auf eine weiterfuhrende 
Schule geheni Und es gibtj 
auch einen Abschluss m f
And then there is a.^ 
degree with! 
qualifications^
14 8
Qualifikation
32 auf der Realschule. Wenn 
man dann so einen 
Potefdurchschnitt von 2 hat,
When you have an 
average Rot# above 2 or 
o f 2,
12 11
33 dann darf man da weiter auf then you car 
go on to the 
Ichool.
continue to 9 11
das Gymnasiuinj gehen. grammai
34 Und gibt es dann [There... is... a certaii1 11 8
irgendwelche Schwacheaj 
dieses Systems, deineij 
Meinung nach?
Weakness in this systemj
35 Ich wiirde sagen diesei[__
dreigliedrige System, alsol 
zum Beispiel wenn... kleinb
Maybe wher 
children hav 
that they dot 
break or lose
the smalletl 
e friendship# 
I ’t want tO|
19 15
Kinder haben ja  aucli
Freundschaften und so von
36 der Grundschule, das wii*4 
leinfach nicht weitergefiihil 
und das ist eigentlich ein 
biBchen traurig, Slso man
wohnt in der StraBf_____
msammen. wahrscheinlich 
ist man dann mit Kindem
It’s a bit sad 
have to%av( 
when they’re
When theW^ 
g their scho^ 
Î younger J
27 14
37 beffeundet. die auf die 
gleiche Schule gehen, also 
ich hatte nur SchuleQ 
Kêünde aus del^ 
|%mnasimm[und das ist 
sicherlich nicht gut. Es gibt 
auch fcjesamtschuleii in 
Deutschland,
There’s also... i t ’s not 
very good when children 
only have fihendsmMM 
E%oc^. There’s also 
pomprehensive schools^
28 18
38 wo das so ein biBchen 
gesehen wird, wo die drei 
Schulformen irgendwie 
vereinigt sind, zumindestens 
vom Ort her, dass sie am 
gleichen Ort sind und 
vielleicht macht man 
gemeinsam Sport oder Musik 
und solche Sachen, so dass 
wenigstens die Kinder
At these comprehensive 
schools, they all do 
things together, like sport 
and music.
40 13
39 gemeinsam zur Schule gehen 
konnen, also ich glaube
They can go to school 
together.
8 6
40 das ist... das ist tatsachlich 
vielleicht ein Fehler des 
deutschen Systems.
That’s maybe an error in 
the German system, 
school system.
11 10
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APPENDIX 19c: Participant C Interpreting Transcript
Participant ST T T ST T T
C W ords Words
P R E T E S T * first half not recorded
What kinds of things do you 
write about? Is it— first of 
all in terms of genre, is it 
poetry or fiction or— and 
what kinds of topics do you 
write about?
Mainly poetry, though I did go 
through a phase when I was 
actually writing short stories. 
So probably at the turn of the 
century I actually went on a 
creative writing course 
residential week at IIrenowel 
and I took a 
creative writing course with 
Ali Smith and Jackie Ka]  ^and 
that course was actually on 
short fiction
Jetzt mochten wir Sie 
fragen was fiir ein 
Schreibstil Sie haben? 
Schreiben Sie Gedichte oder 
ist es more... ist es mehr 
Fiktion, und iiber welche 
Themen schreiben Sie?
Zuerst habe ich vorwiegend 
Gedichte geschrieben, dann 
hatte ich aber auch eine 
Phase, in der ich 
Kurzgeschichten geschrieben 
habe. Und dann so um die 
Jahrhundertwende, im Jahr 
2000 bin ich nach in 
^ r t l r W a B  und hab ich an 
einem Writing Kurs, was so 
viel bedeutet wie ein 
Schreibkurs, teilgenommen. 
Das war mit Ali_________  lort une
bfickie Kaÿ und da haben wir 
vor allem iiber Short Fiction 
gesprochen, also erfundene 
Kurzgeschichten._________
92 99
and I spent quite a lot of time 
working on short fiction, even 
getting as far as producing a 
little book with draft short 
stories called "The farmer only 
eats what he knows". And then 
I put that away in a drawer and 
I have left that since that time.
I think in the process of 
drafting the short stories 1 
realised that the short story 
might not necessarily be my 
preferred genre. 1 will at some 
point in the future come back 
to that because 1 think I’ve 
learnt a lot more in the 
intervening years and it might 
be nice to go back and work on 
those. But essentially since 
then I’ve been working prea^ 
biuch ftill-time on trying to 
write poetry.
Ich hab eine lange Zeit mit 
diesem Genre, den Short 
Fictions, ich hab eine lange 
Zeit darilber geschrieben. Ich 
hab sogar ein kleines Buch 
produziert, wo 
Kurzgeschichten, erste 
Versionen von 
Kurzgeschichten abgedruckt 
sind. Das Buch heiBt The 
farmer only eats what he 
knows, was so viel bedeutet 
wie Der Baiier isst niir was er 
kennt. Ich habe dieses Buch 
dann aber in die Schublade 
gelegt und auch bis heute da 
gelassen, Wahrend dem 
Produzieren von diesen 
Erstversionen dieser 
Geschichten, hab ich gemerkt, 
dass die Gen-, dass die 
Kurzgeschichten 
wahrscheinlich nicht mein 
Lieblingsgenre sind. Ich habe 
aber wahrend dieser Zeit viel 
dazu gelernt und vielleicht___
124 130
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werde ich auch wieder einmal 
in der Zukunft darauf 
zurilckkommen, aber I
bment bin ich ziemlic
ischaftigf und eigentlich 
bleib ich da auch bei den 
Gedichten.
P O S T-TE S T
Hello, could you just 
introduce yourself, please?
My name’s Michael Salvage. 1 
am a teacher of History at 
Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar 
School which is a mixed 
grammar school in East Kent.
OK. And in Britain do 
secondary school teachers 
generally have one subject 
that they teach, or?
Generally, yes. I, myself, teach 
geography just to [Tear % 
because 1 have an A level in it. 
1 think generally at secondary 
schools, your expectation is 
that you teach your primary 
subject, | he one that you hav^ 
jyour degree in|, but within that 
I think there is a degree, or an 
expectation that you would 
teach other subjects, for 
example PSHE is generally 
expected to be taught by most 
subject tutors, normally to 
their form, sort of being 
personal, social and health 
education, so they’ve got an 
awareness of drugs, sex 
education and the wider world 
as well, and there’s an 
expectation that that would be 
something that you would do 
as part of being a form tutor.
Hallo. Konntest du dich 
kurz vorstellen?
Ja, natiirlich. Mein Name ist 
Michael. Ich bin ein Lehrer 
fur Geschichte an einer... an 
einem Gymnasium in East 
Kent.
Im Vereinigten Konigreich 
haben Lehrer... 
Gymnasienlehrer 
normalerweise ein Fach, das 
sie unterrichten?
Ja, genau. Normalerweise ist 
es ein Fach. Bei mir ist es 
Géographie. Ich unterrichte 
das in... Schuler, die in der @ 
H-lassi sind, weil ich darin 
einen Abiturabschluss habe.
Ich glaube, dass Lehrer an 
einem Gymnasium... dass von 
ihnen erwartet wird, dass man 
primar ein Fach unterrichtet, 
namlich auch dieses... in 
welchem man... bei welchem 
man das... kb welchem mail 
Idas Abitur abgeschlossen h ^  
Darin aber gibt es mehrere 
Moglichkeiten, dass man auch 
andere Facher unterr... also es 
wird auch erwartet, dass man 
andere Facher unterrichtet, 
zum Beispiel auch das PSHE, 
was so viel ist wie 
Lokalkunde und das 
Entwicklen von personlichen 
Beziehungen zu anderen 
Schülerinnen/Schülem.
Dieses Fach wird meistens 
von alien Gymnasien Lehrern 
unterrichtet... ja, wie bereits 
gesagt, in den PSHE-Fachern 
wird einfach erwartet, dass 
man ein gewisses Gespiir 
dafur bekommt fur 
personliche, soziale und auch 
gesundheitliche Bildung. Also 
das ist meistens Part eines 
Gymnas... eines Lehrers des 
Gymnasiums.______________
166 188
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OK. And you mention that 
this school, Queen 
Elizabeth’s, is a grammar 
school. Can you just explain 
a bit about what that means; 
what is a grammar school?
Du hast erwahnt, dass du an 
ein... Grammar School, also 
an einem Gymnasium 
unterrichtest, das Queen 
Elizabeth’s heiBt. Kannst du 
das ein biBchen ausführen. 
Was ist eigentlich eine 
Grammar School?
28 30
A grammar school is... it’s 
quite hard to explain without 
sounding a little bit snobby. 
Grammar schools are a 
selective system, whereby 
generally the top 25 percent of 
people within the country or an 
area, a local area would be 
selected to go to grammar 
school by means of a selection 
test. We have the Kent Test in 
Kent, which tests their 
numeracy, maths, literacy and 
science skills, and that means 
that they are able to then go to 
grammar school.
Ja, das ist ganz schon 
schwierig zum... zu erklaren, 
was eigentlich eine Grammar 
School ist, ohne dabei ein 
biBchen hochnasig sich 
anzuhoren. Also eine 
Grammar School besteht 
eigentlich... um an einer 
Grammar... um an einer 
Grammar School 
aufgenommen zu werden, 
muss man einen Test ablegen 
und das sind etwa 25 % der 
Personen...
Schülerinnen/Schüler in 
diesem Fall von ein^  
feewissen Region!, die dann 
zugelassen werden, auf eine 
Grammar School zu gehen. In 
Kent haben wir den Kent 
Test, der entscheidet ob eben 
jemand an eine Grammar 
School aufgenommen wird 
oder nicht. Die Schiller 
werden in der... in ihrer Lese- 
und Schreibfahigkeit, aber 
auch wissenschaftliches 
Wissen und Mathematik 
werden getestet.________
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and other, the ones that 
perhaps aren’t... less... aren’t 
as able would go to a different 
kind of school, but grammar 
schools generally are for the 
top 25 percent.
OK. And I understand it’s 
also got a Specialist Status, 
the school here?
Die anderen, die diesen Test 
leider nicht bestehen dürfen 
dann an eine andere Schulg 
p h e n |J b e r  leider nicht a g  
p n  Gymnasium, also ein^ 
j^a rn m a r SchoolJ ^
OK, das ist sehr intéressant. 
So viel ich weiss hat die 
Kent... die Queen Elizabeth 
Grammar School auch einen 
gewissen... einen speziellen 
Status, also ^
122 118
estimmten 
ezialisiert. Kannst du
tie 1st iri 
Facherq
Yeah, most schools in England 
today 1 believe have to have a 
Specialist Status, which 
basically means that within 
lessons and within sort of the 
wider school community, you
darilber was sagen?
Ja, soviel ich weiss sind die 
meisten Schulen in England 
auf ein gewisses Gebiet 
spezialisiert. Bei uns in Kent 
ist es Mathematik und IT, also
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need to be thinking about sort 
o f the specialisms and sort o f 
making children more aware. 
Queen Elizabeth’s has several 
specialisms. We are a Maths 
and IT  Specialist School, K 0  
We are also a Specialist 
jj^quages School, as well] 
which means that we have 
excellent provision for a 
variety o f languages________
Computerwissenschaften. 
foben aber auch sehrjgguj 
pprach-... sehr g # ^  
^ m A unterr ic h j also bei uns 
in der Queen Elizabeth’s 
Grammar School gibt es einen 
ausgezeichneten... eine 
ausgezeichnete groBe Varietat 
an Sprachen, die man erlemen 
kann.
and teachers that are able to 
teach lots o f different 
languages, which enables 
pupils to... I think it equips 
them with lots o f skills that 
they can use in later life.
OK. And what other types of 
school are there in the 
British education system?
Ja, also and die Lehrer sind 
fahig, verschiedene Sprachen 
zu unterrichten und ich 
denke, das w iederum 
befahigt die 
Schülerinnen/Schüler, 
Fahigkeiten zu erwerben, die 
sie dann in ihrem spateren 
Leben auch gut gebrauchen 
konnen.
OK. Was fiir andere 
Schulen gibt es dann da 
noch im englischen... im 
britischen Schulsystem?
45 48
In the south east... 1 think i t ’ s 
slightly different in the north, 
because 1 think you have 
jaaiddle school^ in the north, 
but I don’t really know what 
they do. Ifhey’re. no they’re 
jfor I think between the ages o f 
kbput 13 and 17. In the south 
east we have the grammar 
system which is for the top 25 
percent o f pupils. They’re for 
the most able. And then we 
have a comprehensive system, 
which is basically for 
everybody else. So those 
people that don’t achieve the 
qualification to go into a 
grammar school w ill go to a 
comprehensive school, where 
they have sort o f the same 
education, the same topics, the 
same subjects, but they’ re 
taught across the ability group, 
and grammar schools are just 
teaching to the upper end o f 
the ability range.
la, also im SUdosten sieht e: 
ein biBchen kompHz-_ also es 
fet ein biBchen kompliziertj 
Im Norden weiss ich, dass es
135 149
wiederum anders is j Da gibt 
es auch sogenanntene j^li Idle 
ichools, also s#| 
M ittleschulenfDa weiss ich 
aber nicht genau, wie das 
funktioniert. Also im 
SUdosten gibt es diese
Grammar Schools, 
gesagt habe die GymnasienJ 
was dam deutsche^ 
Gymnasium entsprich^ und
5, wie icri 
l i nj
das sind eben die... das sind 
die besten 25 % der 
Bewerberinnen/Bewerber, die 
eine... die eine solche 
Grammar School besuchen, 
und was es auch noch gibt 
sind Comprehensive Schoolsj 
das rsW. entspdcht elwa deij 
deutschen Gesamtsdiuh
Personen, also 
Schülerinnen/Schüler, die es 
nicht geschafft haben, diesen 
Test zu bestehen und dafur an 
eine Grammar School 
aufgenommen zu werden, 
gehen dann eben auf eine 
Gesamtschule. Da werden die 
selben Facher abgedeckt und
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eigneltich auch generell die 
selbe Ausbildung wird an 
die... wird an den 
Gesamtschulen unterrichtet 
oder erreicht.
OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do students 
achieve in PconM M schodl 
here?
The main qualifications that 
you would leave Queen 
Elizabeth’s with are certainly 
GCSEs, so a General 
Certificate of Secondary 
Education. With a GCSE you 
can go on to pursue further 
education in college for 
example, do something more 
vocational, or you could stay 
on into sixth form and do AS 
levels and A levels, which then 
qualify you to then go on to 
university, and we have quite a 
few pupils that will go on to 
university from here.
Gut, was für Qualifikationen 
erhalt man denn an einer... 
in einerSram marSchS?
Ja, also als Abschluss einer 
Grammar School werden die
92 1 1 8
pCSE abgelegt, das sind sd 
wie die letzten PriifungenJ 
Also es ist eigentlich 
equivalent zum deutschen! 
Realschulabschlussj Dieser 
Abschluss befahigt einem 
dann weiter auf ein ^ollef# 
zu gehen, also das Abitur zu 
machen oder auch ins 
Berufsleben einzusteigen, um 
eine Lehre zu beginnen.
Wenn man sich fur das 
College entscheidet, schliesst 
man mit den |A Levels ab, waj 
Eigentlich das Abitur islj und 
dieses befahigt einem dann... 
mit diesem wird man befahigt 
an einem weiter-...an einer... 
sich an einer Universitat zu 
immatrikulieren. Diesen 
Weg... fur diesen Weg 
entscheiden sich eigentlich 
ziemlich viele unserer Schiller 
und Schiilerinnen.
And what sort of universities 
would they generally go on 
to, the students from here?
Generally they go on to study 
quite traditional subjects such 
as English, History, Maths, 
Engineering, so they’re using 
the qualifications that they’ve 
got from their education here 
to quite good effect.
Traditional sort of subjects and 
traditional universities are 
generally called red brick 
universities, so sort of the 
more longer established 
universities, such as sort of 
Leicester or Liverpool, for 
example, are sort of the 
destinations of choice for
Was für Universitaten 
werden denn von 
Schülerinnen und Schülern 
der Kent Grammar School 
gewahlt, wenn sie dann 
dieses Abitur einmal 
abgeschlossen haben?
Ja, also viele unserer 
Schiilerinnen und Schüler 
wahlen einen ziemlich 
traditionellen Weg, wenn ich 
das so sagen kann. Meistens 
wird... werden Facher so wie 
Englisch, Geschichte, 
Mathematik oder 
Ingenieurwissenschaften 
studiert. Alle sind auch 
hauptsachlich traditionelle 
Universitaten, die da gewahlt 
werden. Bei uns in England 
werden die meistens auch als 
Red-brick universities
95
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many of our pupils. bezeichnet. Das sind die 
wirklich traditionellen, 
akademischen Universitaten, 
die auch seit... langer Zeit 
existieren. Leicester oder 
Liverpool sind bekannte 
Universitaten als Beispiel.
OK. And just finally, how 
are schools here and teachers 
regulated and checked up on, 
so to speak?
Sort of on a day-to-day level, 
Lm just a general classroom 
teacher and kny Head o(
Department keeps an eye oi 
me, makes sure that Lm so rt^  
achieving the best that I car 
Senior Management woul< 
ivatch over him, make sure tha| 
results were always verj 
ood, the best that they could 
be. But generally overseeing 
all of that is an organisation 
known as OFSTED, which go 
into schools 1 think on a, about 
a three yearly basis to inspect 
everything in schools. They 
look at the lessons, the quality 
of teaching, tW way in which 
management look after # e  
pupils, the way in which pupils 
ape sort of seen as being secure 
within the school, they 
basically analyse everything to 
do with the school and the 
school environment. Those 
inspections, yeah as I say, 
about every three years and 
they sort of come randomly, 
but they’re, and they will give 
the school a grading of 
outstanding, very good or 
good, satisfactory, that kind of 
grading, which means that 
pupils teachers, sm & l 
Earen#i can judge the quality 
of teaching within the school 
on a national level.
Ja, und dann noch zum 
Schluss würde mich 
interessieren, wie die 
Schulen bewertet werden 
und nicht nur die Schulen 
aber auch die Lehrer. Kannst 
du darüber noch etwas 
erzahlen?
Ja, also... da sind die Lehrer, 
ja, so w ie ich... taglich 
unterrichten und dann ÈÎ
212 222
die Schulleitung, die naturiic l 
immer ein Auge auf uns w irf
und schaut, was w ii____
unterrichten und wie will 
Buch unterrichten und dig 
schaut auch, dass der
iLehrplan eingehalten wird.
Ubergeordnet gibt es dann 
noch eine organisation 
namens lOFSTED. Das ist a
eine Schulaufsichts-... ein
bundesweite
Schuiaufsichtsbehordq, ware 
das deutsche Equivalent. 
Personen dieser OFSTED 
gehen alle drei Jahre in die 
Schulen und bewerten die 
Qualitat des Unterrichts, die 
Schule selbe, aber auch die 
Umgebung der Schule. Also 
es ist w irklich... vieles w ird 
angeschaut und auch sehr 
deta illie rt bewertet. Soviel ich 
weiss kommen die auch 
zufalligerweise, also man 
kann sich nicht w irklich 
vorbereiten. Das OFSTED 
bewertet einem dann auch, 
also einem... aber auch die 
Schule als Ganzes und da gibt 
es verschiedene Levels, die 
man erreichen kann. Zum 
einen ist es Outstanding, also 
überdurchschnittlich gut, 
dann gibt es das... einfach gut 
und auch zufriedenstellen, 
und diese... diese Messlatten, 
wenn man so w ill, dienen
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OK, thank you very much.
dann |den Lehrerri den Eltern 
und auch anderen Menschen, 
um einzuschatzen... 
einschatzen zu konnen, was 
das für eine Schule 1st und 
wie hoch die Qualitat ist.
Gut. Vielen Dank.
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APPENDIX 19d: Participant D Interpreting Transcript
Sections highlighted in red indieate where the partieipant has listened to a section 
more than onee.
Participant
D
ST T T ST
Words
T T
W ords
P R E -TE S T
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Thank you very much 
for coming and doing an 
interview with us today.
Hallo.
Hallo Catherine.
Erstmal vielen Dank, dass 
Sie dieses Interview heute 
mit uns machen.
16 14
2 Could I just ask you to 
start by introducing 
yourself, please?
Würden Sie sich bitte 
zuerst einmal vorstellen?
11 7
3 Certainly. I’m Fiona 
Doloughan and I’m a 
lecturer in English at the 
University of Surrey.
Sicher, ich bin Fiona 
Doloughan und ich bin eine 
Dozentin an der Universitat 
von Surrey.
15 15
4 And we’d like to talk to 
you specifically about 
your creative writing 
that you do in your own 
personal time away 
from the university. 
And we’d like to talk to 
you specifically about 
your creative writing 
that you do in your own 
personal time away 
from the university.
Wir mochten speziell mit 
Ihnen iiber Ihr kreatives 
Schreiben reden, was Sie 
betreiben, wenn Sie nicht 
an der Universitat 
arbeiten.
24 20
5 Could you perhaps just 
say a little bit about that 
please, and how you 
started with your 
creative writing?
Konnten Sie zuerst etwas 
darüber erzahlen, wie Sie 
angefangen haben mit 
diesem kreativen 
Schreiben?
19 14
6 Certainly. I’ve been 
writing actually for a 
very, very long time. 1 
suppose like most would- 
be writers 1 started out 
writing in my teen years
Sicher, ich hab schon vor 
sehr langer Zeit angefangen 
mit dem Schreiben, so wie 
wahrscheinlich jeder Autor 
in meinen Teenager- 
Jahren...
25 20
7 and when 1 look back at 
what 1 produced then I’m 
horrified.
Wenn ich darauf 
zurückblicke, dann bin ich 
nicht sehr zufrieden damit...
12 11
8 But 1 kept going Ih ro i^ Aber ich habe das t^hrendj 54 8
By undemradua^ anq 
pcMgraduate yearsj 
But 1 kept going through 
my undergraduate and 
postgraduate years. 1 
guess it’s really only in 
about the last 10 to 15 
years that I’ve begun to
liieinEr Studknzcit 
weitergefiihrt...
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take my writing a little bit 
more seriously in the 
sense that I see it as part 
of what 1 do
professionally as well as 
personally.
But 1 kept going through 
my undergraduate and 
postgraduate years.
9 1 guess it’s really only in 
about the last 10 to 15 
years that I’ve begun to 
take my writing a little bit 
more seriously
Und erst seit den letzten 10 
bis 15 Jahren, nehme ich 
mein Geschreibe erst emst.
0 15
10 I’ve begun to take my 
writing a little bit more 
seriously in the sense that 
1 see it as part of what 1 
do professionally as well 
as personally, and so I ’vej 
[started trying to develop 
(more of a profile. I’ve 
begun to take my writing 
a little bit more seriously 
in the sense that 1 see it as 
part of what 1 do 
professionally as well as 
personally, and so I’ve 
started trying to develop 
more of a profile.
[Und so hab ich versuchd 
mich auf diesem Gebieg 
Iweiter zu entwickelnj
28 12
11 What kinds of things do 
you write about? Is it—  
first of all in terms of 
genre, is it KoetjjH or 
fiction or— and what 
kinds of topics do you 
write about?
What kinds of things do 
you write about? Is it—  
first of all in terms of 
genre, is it poetry
Und in welchem Genre 
schreiben Sie. 1st es 
tUiteratw! oder Fiktion? 
Und iiber welche Themen 
schreiben Sie?
32 17
12 Mainly poetry, though 1 
did go through a phase 
when 1 was actually 
writing short stories.
Hauptsachlich Literatur, 
Kurzgeschichten...
16 3
13 So probably at the turn of 
the century 1 actually 
went on a Ei'eative writini
Aber um das Millennium 
herum habe ich ein ^ea tw ^
16 12
14 residential week at 
Trenoweth in pfotÜ
in |i|orth W aï^ 7 3
15 and 1 took a creative 
writing course with Ali 
Smith and Jackie Kay
Ich habe diesen Kurs mit Ali 
Smith und Jackie Kay 
besucht
13 11
16 and that course was 
actually on short fiction 
and 1 spent quite a lot of 
time working on short
und dieser Kurs behandelte 
Kurzgeschichten und Ich 
habe viel Zeit damit 
verbracht, Kurzgeschichten
20 15
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fiction, zu schreiben
17 even getting as far as 
producing a little book
und ich hab auch ein kleines 
Buch geschrieben
9 8
18 1with draft short stdrfW iber ® i^ieschichte^ mit 12 13
:alled "The farmer only 
:ats what he knows".
dem Namen Ifas der Bauef 
nicht kennt, isst er nicht}
19 And then 1 put that away 
in a drawer and 1 have left 
that since that time.
und ich hab das 
weggeschlossen in eine 
Schublade und hab das seit 
dem da liegen lassen.
17 16
20 1 think in the process of 
drafting the short stories 1 
realised that the short 
story might not 
necessarily be my 
preferred genre.
Wahrend ich diese 
Kurzgeschichten 
geschrieben habe, habe ich 
ausgefiinden, dass 
Kurzgeschichten nicht 
wirklich mein 
Lieblingsgenre sind.
23 16
21 1 will at some point in the 
future come back to that 
because 1 think
Ich werde in der Zukunft 
irgendwann darauf 
zuriickgreifen, denke ich.
15 10
22 I’ve learnt a lot more in 
the intervening years and 
it might be nice to go 
back and work on those.
weil ich damit viel gelernt 
habe.
21 6
23 But essentially since then 
I’ve been working pretty 
much {Rill-timE on trying 
to write poetry.
Aber seit dem arbeite ich 
j^j-^ an der Literatur.
15 9
POST-TEST
1 Hello, could you just 
introduce yourself, 
please?
Hallo, konnten Sie sich 
bitte zuerst vorstellen?
7 7
2 My name’s Michael 
Salvage. 1 am a teacher of 
History at Queen 
Elizabeth’s Grammar 
School which is a |#ix<^
Kent.
Ich bin Michael Salvage 
von... ich bin Lehrer an 
einer jWitteWhiiiE in Kent, 
in Ostkent.
24 14
3 OK. And in Britain do 
secondary school 
teachers generally jjhVE 
ine sublect that th^~^  
iKIch, or?
Haben in GroBbritannien 
die Lehrer auch 
Verschiedene Facher, dl  ^
#e unterrichten# wie 
Detutschlandtj
16 14
4 Generally, yes. 1, myself, 
teach Geography Just tp 
[Year 7J because 1 have an 
A level in it.
Ja, ich unterrichte 
Géographie, weil...
18 5
5 Generally, yes. 1, myself, 
teach Geography just to 
Year 7, because 1 have an 
A level in it.
weil ich das als Hauptfach 
im Abitur hatte...
0 8
6 1 think generally tqj 
secondary schoolsj your
und ich denke in 
Deutschland ist es soj dass
23 18
expectation is that you 
teach your primary 
subject, the one that you 
have your in.
man das Fach unterrichtet, 
was man als Hauptfach 
hatte.
7 but within that 1 think *rest of answer omitted* 106 16
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there is a degree, or an 
i expectation that you I
would teach other ;
: subjects, for example 
iPSHE is generally |
expected to be taught by 
: most subject tutors, 
normally to their form, |
jsort of being personal, '
; social and health 
[education, so they’ve got ! 
jan awareness of drugs, 
isex education and the 
[wider world as well, and 
[there’s an expectation that 
[that would be something 
jlhat you would do as part 
|of being a form tutor.
OK. And you mention 
that this school, Queen 
Elizabeth’s, is a 
grammar school. Can 
you just explain a bit 
about what that means; 
what is a grammar 
school?
Und sie haben gesagt, dass 
die Schule eine... eine 
Gymnasium ist. Konnten 
Sie das mehr erklaren?
A grammar school is... 
it’s quite hard to explain 
without sounding a little 
bit snobby. Grammar 
schools are
Das ist schwierig zu 
erklaren...
18
Grammar schools are a 
selective system, whereby 
generally the top 25 
percent of people within 
die country or an area, a 
local area would be 
selected to go to grammar 
àchool by means of a 
Selection test. We have 
the Kent Test in Kent, 
which tests their 
numeracy, maths, literacy 
and science skills. 
Grammar schools are a 
selective system________
Die Gymnasien basieren auf 
einem System, {das man siclj
53 17
ILissucht, ob man dahiaf 
g,ehen will oder nichtj
10 would be selected to go to 
grammar school by means 
of a selection test. We 
have the Kent Test in 
Kent, which tests their 
numeracy, maths, literacy 
and science skills,
In Kent machen wir 
Eignungstests...
11 and that means that they 
are able to then go to 
grammar school j and 
other, the ones that 
perhaps aren’t... less... 
aren’t as able would go to 
a different kind of school.
Und da stellt sich dann 
heraus, wer die 
Eigneschaften mitbringt, um 
auf das jGymnasiuiij zu 
gehen, und andere, die nicht 
so gute Eigenschaften 
mitbrinsen konnen dann auf
42 31
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but grammar schools 
generally are for the top 
25 percent._____
I
eine andere Schule gehen.
12 OK. And 1 understam 
It’s also got a Specialis 
Status, the school here
bud Ihre Schule hat sicl 
Buf einen bestlmmtei 
Zweig spezialisiertj
13 10
13 Yeah, most schools in 
England today I believe 
have to have a Specialist 
Status, _______
Ja, das müssen heutzutage 
die meisten Schulen in 
England haben...
14 10
Wir haben uns au|^ 
Mathematik und In form at il 
spezialisiert... und auch ii 
Sprachen; w ir bieten sd 
viele Sprachen an une 
Lehrer, die diese Sprache 
unterrichten konnenj
14 which basically means 
that within lessons and 
w ithin sort o f the wider 
school community, you 
need to be thinking about 
sort o f the specialisms 
and sort o f making 
children more aware.
97 25
Queen Elizabeth’s has! 
several specialisms.
#re a Maths and IT 
Specialist School, and w<| 
ire  also a Specialist”  
Lanouaaes School, ^  
well]
which basically means 
that within lessons and 
within sort o f the wider 
school community, you 
need to be thinking about 
sort o f the specialisms 
and sort o f making 
children more aware. 
Queen Elizabeth’s has 
several specialisms. We 
are a Maths and IT  
Specialist School, and we 
are also a Specialist 
Languages School, as 
well, which means that 
we have excellent 
provision for a variety o f 
languages and teachers 
that are able to teach lots 
o f different languages, 
which enables pupils to...
I think it equips them with 
lots o f skills that they can 
use in later life.
15 OK. And what other 
types of school are there 
in the British education 
system?_______________
Und welche anderen 
Schulen gibt es im 
britischen 
Bildungssystem?
14
16
17
In the south east... I think 
it ’s slightly different in 
the north, because 1 think 
you have ^  
in the north.
lm Südosten ist es anders als 
im Norden, weil es da 
m ftte lschu l#  gibt...
22 13
but I don’t really know 
what they do. They’re, no
lm Südosten haben w ir die 
Gymnasien, auf die 25 %
45 19
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they’re for 1 think 
between the ages o f about 
13 and 17. In the south 
east we have the grammar 
system which is for the 
top 25 percent o f pupils. 
They’re for the most able.
der Schuler gehen, eben 
diejenigen die dafur 
geeignet sind.
18 And then we have a 
Comprehensive systemj, 
which is basically for 
everybody else.
Und w ir haben die 
0esamtschuler|, die 
hauptsachlich fiir  alle 
anderen Schiller da sind.
13 13
19 So those people that don’t 
achieve the qualification 
to go into a grammar 
school w ill go to a 
comprehensive school, 
where they have sort o f 
the same education, the 
same topics, the same 
subjects.
Also die Schiller, die nicht 
geeignet sind fiir  ein 
Gymnasium, die besuchen 
eine Gesamtschule, wo sie 
die selbe Bildung erfahren, 
die selben Facher...
34 23
20 [but they’re taught across ; 
-the ability group, and j 
[grammar schools are just [ 
teaching to the upper end ■ 
o f the ability range.
OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do 
students achieve
;*rest o f answer omitted*
Und welchen Grad der 
Qualifikationen, Facher, 
Ausbildung erreichen
34 14
lie^idafiF school herel Schüler En dieser SchulE
Eierli
21 The main qualifications 
that you would leave 
Queen Elizabeth’s with
fcauptsirchlich die raittlere 13 4
meife,
are certainly GCSEs,
22 so a General Certificate o f 
Secondary Education.
With a GCSE you can go 
on to pursue Hurtheij 
education in college for 
example.
Damit kann man sich 
weiterbilden an anderen 
HochschulenJ
22 8
23 do something more 
vocational, or you could 
stay on into sixth form 
and do AS levels and A 
levels, which then qualify 
you to then go on to 
university.
Man kann eine 
Berufsausbildung machen 
oder man kann das Abitur 
machen... m it welchem man 
dann zur Universitat gehen 
kann.
29 19
24 and we have quite a few 
pupils that w ill go on to 
university from here.
Und w ir haben auch viele 
Leute, die zur Universitat 
gehen.
15 10
25 And what sort of 
universities would they 
generally go on to, the 
students from here?
Und an welchen 
Universitaten gehen diese 
Schüler dann?
15 8
26 Generally they go on to 
study quite traditional 
subjects such as English, 
History, Maths, 
Engineering,
Fiir gewohnlich studieren 
sie dann ziemlich 
traditionelle Facher... wie 
Englisch oder Geschichte, 
Mathematik und technische
15 16
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27 so they’re using the 
qualifications that they ve 
got from their edui ation 
here to quite good effect. 
Traditional sort o f 
subjects and traditional 
universities |gre general l)j
called red bricB 
universities,__
Fâcher...________________
Also in den meisten Fallen 29 12
gehen sie auf dig 
togenannten Red-brictj 
universitWÇr
28 so sort o f the more longer 
established universities,
was bedeutet das sind 
traditionelle Universitaten
10
tnit einem guten Rufi
29 such as sort o f Leicester 
or Liverpool, for example.
Das sind Universitaten wie 
in... Leicester oder...
30 Traditional sort o f 
subjects and traditional 
universities are generally 
called red brick 
universities, so sort o f the 
more longer established 
universities, such as sort 
o f Leicester or Liverpool, 
for example, are sort o f 
the destinations o f choice 
for many o f our pupils.
Liverpool zum Beispiel. 12
Und wie ist der Unterricht 
Bn Hirer Schulj 
Difianisiert?!
31
32
OK. And just finally,
ated 
, so tj
how are schools her#
Bnd teachers regul : 
Bud checked up on.
Sort o f on a day-to-day 
level. I ’m just a general { 
classroom teacher and my i 
Head o f Department i 
keeps an eye on me, | 
makes sure that I ’m sort s 
o f achieving the best that ] 
I can. j
OK. And just finally, 
how are schools here 
and teachers regulated 
and checked up on, so to 
speak?________________
52
Sort o f on a day-to-day 
level. I ’m just a general 
classroom teacher
Ich bin nur ein 
Klassenlehrer...
12
33 and my Head o f 
Department keeps an eye 
on me, makes sure that 
I ’m sort o f achieving the 
best that 1 can. Senior 
Management would 
watch over him, make 
sure that his results were 
always very good, the 
best that they could be. 
But generally overseeing 
all o f that is A i_________
Es gibt eine
Schiilaiifsichtsbehbrde. Sic| 
heiBt OFS l EDj
113
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Organisation known as
OFSTED, which go into 
schools I think on a, about 
a three yearly basis to 
inspect everything in 
schools. They look at the 
lessons.
Senior Management 
would watch over him, 
make sure that his results 
were always very good, 
the best that they could 
be. But generally 
overseeing all o f that is an 
organisation known as 
OFSTED, which go into 
schools I think on a, about 
a three yearly basis to 
inspect everything in 
schools. They look at the 
lessons, the quality o f 
teaching,! the way m 
which management look 
after the pupils, the way 
ÏÎ1 which pupils are sort o f 
seen as being secure 
w ithin the school, they 
basically analyse 
everything to do with the 
school and the school 
environment. Those 
ipspections, yeah as I say  ^
about every three years 
and they sort o f corne 
randomly^___________
34 Senior Management 
would watch over him, 
make sure that his results 
were always very good, 
the best that they could 
be. But generally 
overseeing all o f that is an 
organisation known as 
OFSTED, which go into 
schools I think on a, about 
a three yearly basis to 
inspect everything in 
schools. They look at the 
lessons, the quality o f 
teaching,_______________
Und diese Organisation 
schaut sich die Schulen an. 
und untersucht die... den 
Unterricht, Qualitat vom 
Unterricht...
16
35 the way in which 
management |^ k * a f t ^  
^ ^ ^ lls l the way in 
which pupils are sort o f 
seen as being secure 
within the school.
und wie sich die Schule... 
wie sich an der Schule @  
pe  L'ehIP und auch die 
Schüler gekümmert wird.
24 18
36 they basically analyse 
everything to do with the 
school and the school 
environment. Those
Sie analysieren allés, was 
mit der Schule und der 
Schulumgebung zu tun hat. 
Diese Untersuchunsen
29 20
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inspections, yeah as I say, 
about every three years 
and they sort of come 
randomly.
fmden alle drei Jahre statt.
37 but they’re, and they will 
give the school a grading 
of outstanding, very good 
or good, satisfactory, that 
kmd of gradingj which 
means that pupils and 
teachers, sorry, parents 
can judge the quality of 
teaching within the school 
on a national level.
Und dann erhalt die Schule 
eine Note.
42 7
38 which means that pupils 
and teachers, sorry, 
parents can judge the 
quality of teaching within 
the school on a national 
level.
Anhand dieser Zensur 
konnen Schiller sowie ihre 
Eltem über die Qualitat 
dieser Schule entscheiden.
0 14
39 OK, thank you very 
much.
OK, vieleu Dauk. 5 3
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APPENDIX 19e: Participant E Interpreting Transcript
Participant
E
ST T T ST
W ords
T T
W ords
P R E -TE S T
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Thank you very much for 
coming and doing an 
interview with us today. Could 
I just ask you to start by 
introducing yourself, please?
Hallo Catherine.
Ich freue mich, dass Du 
heute gekommen bist. 
Kann ich Dich bitten, Dich 
vorzustellen, bitte?
27 17
2 Certainly. I’m Fiona Doloughan 
and I’m a lecturer in English at 
the University of Surrey.
Natürlich. Ich bin Fiona 
Doloughan und bin Dozentin 
fur Englisch an der 
Universitat von Surrey.
15 15
3 And we’d like to talk to you 
specifically about your 
creative writing that you do in 
your own personal time away 
from the university.
Wiirden gerne über Deine 
spezielle Arbeiten sprechen 
und die nichts mit der 
Universitat zu tun haben.
24 16
4 Could you perhaps just say a 
little bit about that please, and 
how you started with your 
Creative writiiij^
Kannst Du bitte darüber 
etwas erzahlen, wie Du 
damit angefangen hast zu 
^chreiben^
19 13
5 Certainly. I’ve been writing 
actually for a very, very long 
time. I suppose like most 
would-be writers 1 started ou^
Ich hab schon sehr sehr sehr 
firüh angefangen zu 
schreiben und wie die 
meisten Autoren- Schreiber
25 28
[writing in my teen yearij bin ich am Anfang seh rf 
habe ich sehr sehr f fu lT  
pngefangpn zu sch re ib ^
6 and when I look back at what I 
produced then I’m horrified.
Und wenn ich jetzt wieder 
zurücksehe und lese, was ich 
geschrieben habe, bin ich 
schockiert.
12 15
7 But I kept goi 
bndergradOaQ 
years 1 1 guess 
[about the last 
i ’ve begun to
ng through my 
landjNKtgradiïEhi
it’s really only i f  
10 to 15 years th0
tJnd ich habe 
weitergeschrieben in deri 
vergangenen 10 Jahren b ^  
15 Jahaanl durch mein
27 21
Studium, meine B achd^
und dann ü®ine MasteÿZ
8 to take my writing a little bit 
more seriously in the sense that 
1 see it as part of what 1 do
Und sehe meine Schriften 
als etwas Serioses,
22 7
9 brofessionally as well as [besenders person 1 ici 5 2
personally,
10 and so I’ve started trying to 
develop more of a profile.
Und hab angefangen, ein 
Profil zu entwickeln.
11 7
11 What kinds of things do you 
write about? Is it— first of all 
in terms of genre, is it poetry
Worüber schreibst Du 
denn gerne? Welche Genre 
ist es? 1st es Poesie oder
32 25
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or fiction or— and what kinds 
of topics do you write about?
Fiktion? Welche Themen 
magst Du... über welche 
Themen magst Du gerne 
schreiben?
12 [Mainly poetiy, though 1 d i d ^  
through a phase when 1 was[~ 
actually writing short storied
Ein bisschen,Poesie, abei 
Btehr über... meld 
KurzgeschichtenJ
16 8
13 So probably at the turn of the 
century 1 actually went on a 
creative writing course 
residential week
So um die Jahrhundertwende 
habe ich einen Kreatives 
Schreiben Kurs belegt...
18 11
14 at Trenoweth in North Wales ...in Nord Wales, in 
Trenoweth.
5 5
15 and 1 took a creative writing 
course with Ali Smith and 
Jackie Kay
Und ich hab einen Kreatives 
Schreiben Kurs mit Ali 
Smith und Jackie Kay belegt
13 14
16 and that course was actually on 
short fiction
Und dieser Kurs ging über 
Kurzgeschichten, fiktionale 
Kurzgeschichten.
8 8
17 and 1 spent quite a lot of time 
working on short fiction
Ich hab eine gute Zeit 
investiert, um Kurz- Fik-, 
um fiktive Kurzgeschichten 
zu schreiben.
12 14
18 even getting as far as producing 
a little book
Und es ging sogar so weit, 
dass ich ein kleines Buch 
produziert habe- hergestellt 
habe.
9 15
19 with draft short stories called Das heiBt Bauer isst nut 12 10
"The farmer only eats what hej |c/aç; was ei' kenni
knows".
20 And then 1 put that away in a 
drawer and 1 have left that since 
that time.
Dann hab ich es fallen 
lassen.
17 6
21 |l think in the process of drafting 
pie short storieal
und hab es entwickeit, di* 
Kurzgeschichten zu 
entwerfen.
10 8
22 1 realised that the short story 
might not necessarily be my 
preferred genre.
und habe gemerkt, dass die 
Kurzgeschichten nicht 
wirklich mein Genre sind,
13 11
23 1 will at some point in the future 
come back to that
und irgendwann in der 
Zukunft werde ich wieder zu 
diesem Punkt 
zurückkommen.
12 12
24 because 1 think I’ve learnt a lot 
more in the intervening years 
and it might be nice to go back 
and work on those.
denn ich glaube ich habe 
viel gelemt in den letzten 
Jahren, und es wird schon, 
wieder an dieser Arbeit 
anzusetzen
24 20
25 But essentially since then I’ve 
working
Aber wesentlich ich habe 
lehr viel gearbeitel
7 7
26 B6##much full-time on trying 
to write poetry.
mein gan- Poesie wà 
ichreibenj vollzeit Poesie zu 
schreiben.
8 9
POST-TEST
1 Hello, could you just 
introduce yourself, please?
Hallo. Konnen Sie sich 
kurz vorstellen?
7 6
2 My name’s Michael Salvage. 1 
am a teacher of History at 
Queen Elizabeth’s ^am m #^
Hallo. Ich bin Michael. Ich 
bin ein Lehrer an der Queen 
Elizabeth’s S h u f i  in Kent
24 19
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ichoo l which is a 
gHKBimar school in East Kent.
und unterrichte da 
Geschichte.
3 OK. And in fcritafc do 
secondary school teachers 
generally have one subject 
that they teach, or?
Und in ^ iW h  hat man da 
iiblicherweise nur ein 
Unterrichtsfach, das man 
in den weiterführenden 
Schulen Unterrichtet?
16 17
4 Generally, yes. I, myself, teach 
Geography just to
Ja, in GroBbritannien schon. 
Ich fur meinen Part 
unterrichte Erdkunde
8 10
5 year 1 I have an ^ in der 1 e d i  ich hatte 
)itutl darin.
10 11
Level m it. meine... mein At
6 1 think generally at secondary 
schools, your expectation is that 
you teach your ^ im a ry  subj^S
In den weiterfurenden 
Schulen ist es so, dass man 
sein BebjS^Scp 
unterrichtet7|n dem m a i 
ÈÈpe bestcn Nolen hattej
23 19
7 but within that I think there is a 
degree, or an expectation that
Und for exam 
Beispiel wird
>.
ua
ac
ie
. zum 
n da ietz^
31 20
[you would teach other subjects, 
for examph ^ H E I s generally
nicht ai 
unterri( 
es wird
idere F 
dîtes w
le^
r a p .  I P
/aiieqbxpected to be taughd by most nicht erw
subject tutors.
8 normally to their form, sort o f 
being personal, social and health 
education.
Zum Beispiel dieses PSHD 
ist ein Unterrichtsfach, das 
über personliche und über 
Gesundheit und allés, was 
wichtig ist für die heutige 
Gesellschaft.
12 22
9 so they’ve got an awareness o f 
drugs, sex education and the 
f id e r  worldj as well
Es geh 
Geschl 
S®walt
über
echtsverkehr, Drogen,
15 6
10 and there’s an expectation that
jÉat would be something tha^_
pou would dp as part o f b e W fï 
Ibrm.tutori
und das sind eben die 
Erwartungen. Sie eift@i
20 10
11 OK. And you mention that 
this school. Queen Elizabeth’s, 
is a grammar school.
OK, una Sie naoen 
erwahnt, dass diese Schule, 
die Queen Elizabeth’s, ein 
Gymnasium ist.
13 14
12 Can you just explain a bit 
about what that means; Iwhall
Konne
bilîche
sagen.
School
Gymn
n Sie uns ein 
n darüber was
15 17
Is a grammar school?| was jetne 
, eben eir 
asium ist'
Grammaij
britische#
i
13 A grammar school is Eine Grammar School ist... 4 4
14 i t ’s quite hard to explain without Es ist ziemlich schwer zu 
erklaren ohne etwas
6 8
15 sounding a little bit snobby. snobistisch zu klingen. 5 3
16 Grammar schools are a selective 
system, whereby generally the 
top 25 percent o f people within 
the country or
Grammar Schools sind sehr 
selektiv, denn nur die besten 
25 % des Landes konnen 
eine besuchen.
18 16
17 in  area, a local area would be 
selected to gp to gramma:
Und mvar nur i j i  
b  del' matt lebt \ 
^sgewahlt, aub 
prammar Schoo
der Gegendj 
vird man
13 19
school sine
zu gehen.
18 by means o f a selection test. We 
have the Kent Test in
Und zwar durch einen 
Auswahltest. W ir haben
13 13
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einen Kent Auswahltest in 
unserer
19 which tests their numeracy, 
maths, llte rac i and
der eher die Mathematik, 
Literatit^, Sprache, 
iSeschicl^
7 7
20 science skills und wissenschaftliche 
Facher priift.
2 4
21 and that means that they are 
able to then go to grammar 
school, and other, the ones that 
perhaps aren’t
Und es zeigt denen dann, ob 
sie auf eine Grammar 
School... ob sie eine 
Grammar School besuchen 
diirfen oder nicht.
20 20
22 ...less ...aren’t as able would go 
to a different kind o f school, but 
grammar schools generally are 
for the top 25 percent.
Und falls sie nic 
miissen sie eine 
von Schule besu 
[Beispiel eine Ge 
eine sogenannte 
PompKhensive 
wenn sie eben ni 
25 % gehoren.
ht (...?) sind, 
andere Form 
chen, SËüïîj 
samtschul^
SchoolJ.. 
cht zu der
22 31
23 OK. And I understand it’s 
also got a Hwxalist Stat##^ the 
school here?
Und so eine Grammar 
School hat einen 
bmsonderen Statut hier?
13 10
24 Yeah, most schools in England 
today I believe have to have a 
Specialist Status,
Ja, die meisten Schulen 
haben einen besonderen 
Status in GroBbritannien 
heutzutage.
14 11
25 which basically means that Und das bedeutet im Grund( 14 12
within lessons and within s< 
the wider school com munit
Drt o f genommen, dass wir ebeh
% Uiiterrichtstacher gebenj
26 [you need to be thinking aboul 
port o f the specialisms
die s|Kzialisiert sind eben.^, 10 4
27 sort o f making children 
pore aware. Queen Elizabe 
has several specialisms. We 
a
th’ s
are
|ie eben die Kinder meli^ 
l lra u f hinweisen..|~~^ 
^sondere F üh ilÉ e ite n^  
#twickeln«
15 11
28 Maths and IT  Specialist School Zum Beispiel Mathematik 
Oder IT  spezialisierte 
Schulen.
5 7
29 and we are also a Specialist 
Languages School, as well.
Oder zum Beispiel fur... in 
moderne Sprachen 
spezialisierte Schulen.
10 8
30 which means that we have 
excellent provision for a variety 
o f languages
W ir haben zum Beispiel eine 
exzellente... Moglich- w ir 
haben exzellente 
Moglichkeiten, Sprachen zu 
unterrichten...
12 14
31 ind teachers that are able to Und haben eben 
... viele verschie( 
Sprachen zu unte
diesf Fahig 10 10
teach lots o f d iffé ra it iensj
rrichteaj
32 languages, which enables pupils 
to... I think it equips them with 
lots o f skills that they can use in 
later life.
Eben dass man die Unter- 
...Schuler mit vielen 
Fahigkeiten ausstattet, die 
sie im spateren Leben 
brauchen konnten.
21 16
33 OK. And what other types of 
school are there in the British 
education system?
OK, und was für andere 
Schultypen gibt es noch in 
GroBbritannien?
14 11
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34 In the south east... I think it’s 
slightly different in the north,
Im Siidosten ist es ein 
biBchen anders als im 
Norden...
11 10
35 because I think you have fedcjW 
5Ro39 in the north, but
weil man im Norden 
sogenannte Middle Schools! 
hat...
11 8
36 I don’t really know what they 
do. They’re, no they’re for
Ich weiss aber nicht ganz 
genau was sie da... was man 
da macht.
11 12
37 I think between the ages of 
about 13 and 17. In the south 
east
Sie sind fur Schiller 
zwischen 13 und 17.
14 8
38 we have the grammar system Wir haben eben dMj 14 16
which is for the top 25 percent 
of pupils.
Grammar S 
Gymnasien, 
besten 25 
liindes!
chools, die! 
fur die 25 %... 
der...
39 They’re for the most able. And 
then we have a comprehensive
Das sind die, die eben am 
Fahigsten sind.
11 8
40 system, which is basically for 
everybody else.
Und dann haben wir noch 
die Comprehensive Schools, 
die fur jeden anderen... fur 
alle die anderen Schiller 
sind.
7 18
41 So those people that don’t 
achieve the qualification to go 
into a grammar school will go to 
a Comprehensive school,
Und die, die eben keine... 
die Zugangsqualifikationen 
nicht erreichen, diirfen... 
gehen dann auf eine
20 18
Comprehensive School, einej 
Cesamtschulej
42 where they have sort of the 
same education, the same 
topics, the same subjects.
Da haben sie die gleichen 
Unterrichtsfacher, die selben 
Themen, die selben Gebiete 
abzudecken, aber...
14 14
43 but they’re taught across the 
ability group.
aber es ist eben filr 
verschiedene Niveaustufen, 
weil die alle zusammen inj 
einer Klasse sitzen.
7 15
44 and grammar schools are just 
teaching to the upper end of the 
ability range.
und in so eii 
Schooleben 
man nur die 
Schiller, die
ler Grammar 
unterrichtet 
fahigeren 
#Pmut'^indj
14 17
45 OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do students 
achieve in secondary school 
here?
Und was für verschiedene 
Qualifikationen erreichen 
die Schüler... erwerben die 
Schüler hier in den 
weiterführenden Schulen?
13 16
46 The main qualifications that you 
would leave Queen Elizabeth’s 
with are certainly |GC$ii, so
Also die
Hauptqualifikationen, die 
man hier erreicht sind die 
^ S E s=  DrG a  vei^leichbaij 
ink (fem deutscheJ 
fealschufabschtes^
14 17
47 a General Certificate of 
Secondary Education. With a 
GCSE you can go on to pursue 
lEbrther education in coïle#i for 
example.
Und mit diesem Abschluss 
kann man zum Beispiel |ïujl 
[College gehen. Das ist s^ 
mas wie die gym nasial^  
P to ltu fe  in Deutschland]
21 21
48 do something more vocational. Oder konnen eben auf 12 12
323
or you could stay on into ^  
^rn|
Berufsschulen gehen und 
sich auf einen Beruf 
spezialisieren.__________
49 and do AS levels and A levels, 1er konnen bis auf S i)#  
'orms gehen. Das 
rergleichbar mit de: 
/mnasium, wo man 
spiel die AS Level! 
Irreichen kann. Das sind...
32
r
Hochschulen... 
Zugangsberechtigung, jabej 
ur fur Hochschulen, keing
niversitatea
50 which then qualify you to then 
go on to university.
Und die A Levels natürlich. 
Das sind das Abitur und 
damit kann man auf die 
Universitaten gehen.______
10 17
51 and we have quite a few pupils 
that will go on to university 
from here.
Und wir haben ziemlich 
viele Schüler, die auf 
Universitaten gehen aus... 
aus meiner Schule.
15 14
52 And what sort of universities 
would they generally go on to, 
the students from here?
Und im Grunde 
genommen auf welche 
Schul-... auf welche 
Universitaten gehen die 
Schüler dieser Schule im 
Anschluss?
15 17
53 Generally they go on to study 
quite traditional subjects such as 
English,
Allgemein gesprochen gehen 
sie auf Universitaten und 
studieren eher die 
traditionellen Facher, wie 
zum Beispiel Englisch,_____
12 16
54 History, Maths, Engineering Geschichte, Mathematik 
oder Ingenieurswesen.
55 so they’re using the 
qualifications that they’ve got 
from their education here to 
quite good effect.___________
Also benutzen sie eben die 
Facher, die sie hier erlemt 
haben an dieser Schule, um 
eben... zu studieren.
16 18
56 Traditional sort of subjects and 
traditional universities are 
generally called red brick 
universities.
Die traditionelleren 
Universitaten und Facher 
jlemt man... aim b e s t#
den Red bricks__________
Universitaten. 0 as sind digj
13 25
Top 10 UniversitatB! 
Grofibritanniens,
■usgenomrnen Oxford un<j 
Cambririisej
57 so sort of the more longer 
established universities, such as
Also sind sie eben 
Universitaten, die einen Ruf 
haben und langer sind... alter 
sind.
10 14
sort of Leicester or jEavei 
for example,_______
58 wie zum Beispiel Leicester 
oder iBirminj
59 are sort of the destinations of 
choice for many of our pupils.
Also viele Schüler wollen 
auf diese Universitaten 
gehen.
12
60 OK. And just finally, jiow art 
Ichools herj__________
Und schliesslich...
61 ind teachers regulated an 
checked upon, so to speak?
wie viele Lehrer gibt ea 
hier an der Schule?
10
324
62 Sort of on a day-to-day level,
I’m just a general classroom 
teacher and my jSeadTof 
ËNpartment an ®re on mej 
makes sure that
Auf einem allgemeinen 
Level bin ich hier Lehrer an 
der Schule und mein 
Department, also meine 
Abteilung |st für micî| 
Imstündig und g # t mtj
25 26
63 I’m sort of achieviüi the best 
that I can.
pid  ich versuchi, das zu 
erreichen, was eben den... in 
meiner Macht liegt.
9 12
64 Senior M an agemeih would 
Watch over himj make sure that 
B sresu l^  were always very 
good, the best that they could 
be.
Und achte darauf, dass #  
Lrgcbnissg so gut sind wie 
moglich.
21 11
65 But generally overseeing all of 
that is an organisation known as 
jOFSTEDl, which go into schools
Und... aber es geht bier auf 
die OFSTED, das ist did 
national*
16 20
Schulaufsichtsbehorde, dil 
eben die Qualitat übeiprüli 
von Schulen.^
66 I think on a, about a three yearly 
basis
alle drei Jahre. 9 3
67 to inspect everything in schools. 
They look at the lessons, the 
quality of teaching.
Und sie überprüfen eben die 
Qualitat des Unterrichts, die 
Unterrichtsfacher,
14 10
68 the way in which management 
look after the pupils, fhe way in 
which
wie eben das Management 
auf die Schüler eingeht und 
wie sie in dieser Schule eben 
gefbrdert werden.
13 17
69 pupils are sort of seen as being 
secure within the school, they 
basically analyse everything
und sie analysieren 
eigentlich im Grunde 
genommen allés, um eben 
sicher zu stellen, dass die 
Unterrichtsgestaltung einem 
Standard entspricht in 
GroBbritannien.
15 21
70 to do with the school and the 
school environment. Those 
inspections, yeah as I say, about 
every three years
So wie ich gesagt habe alle 
drei Jahre gibt es eben diese 
Untersuchungen, diese 
Inspektionen der Schule...
19 17
71 and they sort of come randomly, 
but they’re
Und sie kommt ziemlich 
unangekündigt.
8 5
72 and they will give the school a 
grading of outstanding.
Und sie geben der Schule 
eben eine Bewertung.
10 8
73 very good or good, satisfactory, 
that kind of grading.
Und die eben von sehr gut 
über gut bis bin zu 
ausreichend geht...
9 13
74 which means that pupils and 
kachers, SOFI^ , pamil^ can 
judge the quality of teaching 
within the school on a national 
level.
So konnen eben Schüler und 
El tern jïie Lehreil in Schulen 
beurteilen auf einem 
national-... auf einer 
nationalen Ebene.
21 18
75 OK, thank you very much. OK, vielen Dank fiir das 
Interview.
5 6
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APPENDIX 19f: Participant F Interpreting Transcript
Participant
F
ST T T ST
W ord
s
T T
W ord
s
P R E -T E S T
1 Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Mein Name 1st Michael Zeller, ich 
bin 64 Jahre alt und lebe als fre ier 
Schriftsteller hier in W uppertal.
Could you please introduce 
yourself?
Yeah, my name is Michael Zeller. 
I am 64 years old and I work as a 
freelance author and 1 live in 
Wuppertal.
25 28
2 Was bedeutet es für dich heute, 
freier Schriftsteller zu sein und wie 
siehst du dich als
deutschsprachiger Schriftsteller in 
einer Literaturumgebung, die 
immer starker von der englischen 
Sprache gepragt ist?
What do you consider it to 
mean to be a freelance author 
and how do you see yourself as 
a German freelance author in a 
society... in an environment 
which is being... which is being 
more influenced by English?
30 39
3 Also, es ist ein sehr komplexer 
Beruf, es ist ein sehr barter Beruf, 
eigentlich hab ich manchmal den 
Eindruck, es ist gar kein Beruf,
OK so I think it’s a very difficult 
job, it’s a very complex job and 
sometimes I have the opinion that 
it’s not a job at all.
24 27
4 weil es sehr schwer ist, das, was 
man produziert hat, auch dann unter 
die Leute zu bringen, weil es ein 
sehr geringer Bedarf ist an 
Literatur, jedenfalls so, wie ich sie 
mache und auch weiter machen will 
und immer machen wollte. Ich habe 
also nie darauf geachtet, eine 
moglichst groBe Leserschaft zu 
haben, sondern fiir mich war es 
immer wichtig, ein Produkt 
)kermstelle% mit dem ich zulfieden 
bin und von dem ich mir vorstelle, 
ein paar 1 eute, die ich kennejj 
p it  denen ich befreundet bin, dap  
@ie auch ihre Freude daran habenj
Because... because I never wanted 
to... because it’s a very small 
audience for which these kind of 
authors are needed, especially for 
the kind of literature that I write, 
that 1 want to write and that I have 
always wanted to write, 1 have 
never tried to gain large 
readership^. I’ve always w a ii^  
jto... always wanted to try
93 65
5 Literatur soil Freude machen, aber 
Literatur soil auch, ja, 'n bisschen 
Mühe machen. Auch beim Sport 
gehort die Mühe dazu.
Literature should be something 
that is joyful but it’s also 
something that requires some 
effort. It’s a bit like sport which 
also requires effort.
20 24
6 da muss sehr viel trainiert werden, 
da muss geschwitzt werden, und am 
Ende steht dann— nach dem Lauf 
steht dann die Freude, dass man 
diesen Lauf geschafft hat.
With sport for example you have 
to train, you have to sweat and at 
the end of the run there’s the joy 
of having completed it.
28 26
7 und ich finde, so ahnlich ist es auch 
mit der Literatur und einem Buch, 
Was mich nicht anstrengt, das 
heiBt, ein Buch, was nicht mein 
Denken anregt, was nicht meine 
Phantasie anregt.
And it’s the same with literature I 
find that a book that doesn’t 
excite me, that doesn’t get my 
brain engaged, that doesn’t 
engage my fantasies...
32 26
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und das ist allés etwas unbequem, 
wiirde mich nie interessieren.
It’s something that I would find 1Q 
very strange.
Ich lese nicht, um mich | And I don’t read to relax
10 das hab ich nicht nbtig. Da geh ich 
spazieren oder ich spiel Billard oder 
ich hore m ir Musik an, aber wenn 
ich lese, dann muss es etwas sein, 
ja, wo der Kopf etwas von hat.
I don’t need to read to relax. For 
that I can go on a walk or I can 
play billiards or something. When 
I read, it has to do something in 
which to bring my... my mind has 
to gain something from it._______
35 43
P O S T-TE S T
So, kannst du dich mal kurz 
vorstellen?
Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton. Ich 
komme aus Deutschland H  
|5iwW(usEi3 das 1st in der Nahe von 
Koln, aber ich wohne schon 
ziemlich lange jn  England hnd je%t 
Unterrichte ich hier an der 
Universitat in Guildford
Schon, und was fiir eine 
Ausbildung hast du gemacht?
Ich hab vor einiger Zeit schon in 
Deutschland ein Ppiolopscfrej 
Staatsexanrëÿ gemacht. Das ist ein 
Studium von fünf Jahren, aber 
durch den ganzen Bologna-Prozess 
im Moment ist das im Auslauf, also 
es gibt noch Studiengange mit 
Staatsexamen, aber die meisten 
haben jetzt einen Batchelor oder 
einen Master, der darauf aufbaut, 
weil man versucht eben die 
Ausbildung anzugleichen in 
Europa.
Und was ist der Bologna-Prozess 
genau?
Der Bologna-Prozess ist, dass man 
versucht, jjass alle Studenten M 
Êre@p@in verschiedettw(~~ 
pniversitaten studieren k d n iS  und 
dass das... dass die Punkte 
anerkannt werden an den 
verschiedenen Universitaten, und 
dass es ganz einfach einfacher ist 
international zu studieren, und das 
ist ja auch eine gute Idee._________
OK, could you just introduce 
yourself, please?
Yeah, my name is Birgit Linton 
and I come from Germany. I 
live... I come from a town 
ËIIËverkusêl which is near Kôln, 
Cologne, but I have lived in the 
UK for many years now.
Can you just explain what sort 
of studies you did?
Yeah, it’s a few years ago now, 
but I did a # # 3
^aiîîïl which was 5 years long, 
but now due to the Bologna 
Process, things are changing a bit 
and it’s becoming more of a 
bachelor and master programme, 
and the... this process is trying to 
make everything the same across 
Europe.
Could you just explain a bit 
more about what this process 
is?
Yeah, it’s so that all students in 
Europe can ^ ÿ ^ u g h ly  
kree  sorts of programmes an^ 
jCollow the ^ m e  sorts of p»th^ 
basically to try and simplify 
things, and 1 personally think that 
that’s a good idea.
163 157
Gut. Und was miissen dann 
Schüler in Deutschland machen, 
um auf die Uni zu gehen, um zu 
studieren?
Could you just explain how 
students in Germany can then 
go on to university, what they 
need to do?
435 492
memJa, um eine |a.l
iHochschufre&j zu haben muss man 
das Abitur gemacht haben. Das ist
Yeah, they need to have a
tichool le^ ing  certfficatej that is 
called the Abitur in Germany^__
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normalerweise nach einer 
gymnasialen Oberstufe von drei 
Jahren. Im Moment sind Gesprache 
im Gange, dass man versucht die 
Schulzeit von... oder die 
gymnasiale Schulzeit von 
insgesamt 13 Jahren auf 12 Jahre zu 
reduzieren, aber das ist noch nicht 
entschieden, und in Nordrhein- 
Westfalen zum Beispiel darf man 
inzwischen entscheiden, ob man 12 
Oder 13 Jahre machen will an den 
einzelnen Schulen. Ich glaube das 
1st eine etwas merkwiirdige Idee.
Und du hast das Gymnasium 
erwahnt. Was fiir andere Schulen 
gibt es in Deutschland?
Es gibt eigentlich ein dreigliedriges 
Schulsystem, also die Kinder, die 
kleinen Kinder gehen erst vielleicht 
in eine Kita, das ist so eine 
Kindertagesstatte oder ein 
Kindergarten, aber dort lemen sie 
eigentlich keine schulischen 
Fahigkeiten, sondern eher so ein 
biBchen allgemeines soziales Leben 
mit ihren Freunden und wie man 
eine Schere benutzt und vielleicht 
ein Butterbrot schmiert und solche 
Sachen, mehr motorische 
Fahigkeiten. Dann mit 6 Jahren 
gehen alle Kinder auf eine 
Grundschule, wo sie 4 Jahre 
bleiben, und dann ist das System 
dreigliedrig aufgeteilt, das heiBt die 
Kinder mit 10 Jahren bekommen 
ein Gutachten, auf welche 
Schul form sie gehen sollen.
6far das, dass die El tern au( efragt wurdenj ich nehme an, das ist auch ein Gesprach mit den 
Eltern und den Lehrern, aber dieses 
Gutachten sagt ob sie auf eine 
weiterfiihrende Schule, ob sie auf 
die Hauptschule, auf die Realschule 
oder auf das Gymnasium gehen 
sollen und das ist eben je nach dem, 
wie gut die akademischen 
Fahigkeiten sind, wie gut diese 
Kinder sind. Sie gehen dann au f___
hich is like the British 
uivalent of A Levelaf after
having been to, say, the _____
{Gymnasium, which would be likgj 
a sixth form co#ge for thre^
■ears on top of their normal 
pchoolinaj At the moment there’s 
discussions in Germany about 
talking to reduce the number of 
years that pupils go to school 
altogether when they want to do 
their... the A... equivalent of A 
Levels, from 13 years down to 12. 
But nothing has been decided 
about that yet.
There is discussion in... there is 
one federal state. North Rhine- 
Westphalia, where pupils have the 
choice as to whether they do it in 
12 or 13 years. I personally think 
that it’s a slightly strange idea.
You mentioned the 
Gymnasium, so the highest level 
of secondary education. What 
other kind of schools are there?
Well to start with, children go to |  
[Kita, which is like a nurser>|. And 
there, they don’t really learn any 
school subjects, but it tends to be 
things such as social skills and 
learning to play with friends or 
how to use scissors, how to make 
a sandwich, and all those sorts of 
things. Then when the children 
are 6 years old, they go to primary 
school and that lasts for 4 years. 
Then the German system becomes 
like a three-tier system. And at the 
age of 10, pupils become... get a 
recommendation from their 
teachers. It’s quite often iS
tmt
based on this recommendation, it 
says which school the pupils 
ought to go to, depending on their 
level of intelligence and what 
they’ve showed up until now in 
primary school. There’s still a 
phase, like a trying out, 
probationary period in lia rs '5j 
I  for the pupils, because it could 
be that a student at the age of 10 
didn’t necessarily show how 
intelligent they were, and so it 
might not be that they’re at the 
right school to reach their 
potential. Then the pupils stay at 
this school, and then, depending 
on which school they’re at, they
328
eine der drei Schulformen. aber die 
ersten zwei Jahre, also W i5 ''o3NI
K Schiiliahr] das nenni man die 
Erprobungsphase und von da kann 
man noch ziemlich einfach auf eine 
andere Schulform wechseln, also 
vielleicht ein zehnjahriges Kind hat 
noch nicht ganz gezeigt, dass sie 
tatsachlich viel intelligenter sind als 
man gedacht hat, und dann bleiben 
sie auf dieser Schule und es gibt 
verschiedene Abschliisse, ich meine 
der niedrigste Abschluss, den man 
haben kann ist so ein 
[Hauptschulabschlusj nach ^pT se^  
dann gibt es auch noch einen 
B&mAêhulabscW M  nach 
llOajdas ist ein biBchen besser.
Dann auf der Realschule gibt es 
meistens so einen kihkrerj 
[Abschluss] der so eine 
Fachoberschulreife gibt, also man 
konnte dann auch auf eine 
weiterfiihrende Schule gehen. Und 
es gibt auch einen Abschluss mit 
Qualifikation auf der Realschule. 
Wenn man dann so einen 
kWtendurchschnitt von 2[ hat, dann 
darf man da weiter auf das 
Qymnasiunj gehen.
then have different leaving 
certificates. With the lowest level 
of education, so in... people can 
get Urn equivalent of a low GCSE| 
for the British system, which 
would be in, say in |^a r 9|, but
then they can stay on to [ÿw J ^  
and get a jjïighüy betteTleaviiM 
zhool certificate# At the 
[Realschule. which is like th(j 
liddle level of educatior{lhere is
ajniddle level leaving certificate, 
çv'hich would be the equivalent 
an English GCS^. And if they
i
have an average mark that’s 
[equivalent to like a B in E n g li^  
for example, they could then go 
on to the [Gymnasium, so th*j 
jighest level of educationjlo  then 
complete their A Levels, if they 
so wished.
think- \vhat do you thïa^^ 
out the three-tier jjite ii^
Und gibt es dann irgcndwelchij 
lehwachen dieses SyWems* deinë  ^
Heinungnal
144 152
Ich wiirde sagen dieses dreigliedrige 
System, also zum Beispiel wenn... 
kleine Kinder haben j a auch 
Freundschaften und so von der 
Grundschule, das wird einfach nicht 
weitergefiihrt und das ist eigentlich 
ein biBehen traurig, also man wohnt 
in der StraBe zusammen, 
wahrscheinlich ist man dann mit 
Kindern befreundet, die auf die 
gleiche Schule gehen, also ich hatte 
nur Schule... Freunde aus dem 
Gymnasium und das ist sieherlich 
nicht gut. Es gibt auch 
Qesamtschuleij in Deutschland, wo 
das so ein biBchen gesehen wird, wo 
die drei Schulformen irgendwie 
vereinigt sind, zumindestens vom Ort 
her, dass sie am gleichen Ort sind und 
vielleicht macht man gemeinsam 
Sport oder Musik und solche Sachen, 
so dass wenigstens die Kinder 
gemeinsam zur Schule gehen konnen, 
also ich glaube das ist... das ist 
tatsachlich vielleicht ein Fehler des 
deutschen Systems.
Well I think this three-tier system 
can be quite difficult, because for 
friendships amongst pupils, it’s 
not always the best thing to 
facilitate them. I think it’s sad that 
pupils don’t stay together... it 
might be that pupils live together 
in the same street and they go to 
the same primary school, but then 
they don’t stay together. So for 
example, I have only got friends 
from the Gymnasium, so the 
upper education level, and I think 
that’s a bit sad. In Germany, 
however, there are types of 
[eomprehensive schools] so where 
all three school types are mixed 
together, and so children stay 
together, and it might be that they 
have sport classes together and 
they can travel together. And 1 
think it’s maybe one of the 
problems with the German school 
system, that there are three tier-... 
different types of school.________
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APPENDIX 19g: Participant G Interpreting Transcript
Participant
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f»RE-TEST
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Thank you very much 
for coming and doing 
an interview with us 
today. Could I just ask 
you to start by 
introducing yourself, 
please?
Hallo
Hallo Catherine.
Vielen Dank, dass Du heute 
gekommen bist und dass Du 
heute mit uns dieses 
Interview machst. Konntest 
Du Dich kurz vorstellen?
27 24
2 Certainly. I’m Fiona 
Doloughan and I’m |  
lecturer in English! at the 
University of Surrey.
Selbstverstandlich. Ich bin 
Fiona Doloughan und ich bin 
km English Teacheij an der 
University of Surrey.
15 16
3 And we’d like to talk to 
you specifically about 
krour creative writiik  
that you do in your own 
personal time away 
from the university. 
Could you perhaps just 
say a little bit about 
that please, and how 
you started with your 
creative writing?
Wir wollen mit Dir heute 
über lias, was Du schreibst 
in deiner Freizeit reden. 
Würdest Du da uns ein 
bisschen genaures erzahlen, 
wie Du damit angefangen 
hast land wann Du damiif 
kmmefammm hast^
43 33
4 Certainly. I’ve been 
writing actually for a 
very, very long time. I 
suppose like most would- 
be writers I started out 
writing in my teen years 
and when I look back at 
what 1 produced then I’m 
horrified.
Selbstverstandlich. Also ich 
schreibe schon seit sehr 
langer Zeit. Ich habe wie die 
meisten Autoren angefangen 
mit meinen Teenager-Jahren 
und wenn ich jetzt darauf 
zurückblicke, dann finde ich 
das erschreckend, was ich 
damais geschrieben habe.
37 35
5 But I kept going through 
my imdergraduate and 
pw^aduate y%W. 1 
guess it’s really only in 
about the last 10 to 15 
years that I’ve begun to 
take my writing a little 
bit more seriously
Ich habe dann auch in meinen 
Undei graduate und 
Postgraduate Year# 
weitergeschrieben, aber ich 
glaube ich habe erst 
angefangen, meine Arbeit 
emst zu nehmen in den 
letzten 10 bis 15 Jahren.
35 30
6 in the sense that I see it 
as part of what I do 
professionally as well as
Und dama habe ida aucJaj__
angefangen, es=mehr als eiij
29 13
Profd zu æhen,
personally, |nd so I’vej
smrted trying to develop
more of a profil^
*Task incomplete*
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P O S T-TE S T
Hello, could you just 
introduce yourself, 
please?____________
Hallo. Konnen Sie sich bitte 
kurz vorstellen?
My name’s Michael 
Salvage. I am a teacher 
of History at Queen 
Elizabeth’s Grammar 
School which is a mixed 
lMimmar~school in East 
Kent.
Ja, mein Name ist Michael 
Salvage. Ich bin 
Geschichtslehrer auf einer 
Sekundarschule in Kent... 
einer gemischten 
^kundarschuld in Kent.
24 19
OK. And in Britain do 
secondary school 
teachers generally have 
one subject that they 
teach, or?
1st es in England
in D e u ts ^
Lehrer an einer 
Sekundarschule nur ein 
Each haben, das sie 
unterrichten?
16 21
Generally, yes. I, myself, 
teach geography just to 
If ear 7j because I have an 
& level in it. I think
generally at secondary 
schools, your expectation 
is that you teach your 
primary subject, the one 
that you have your 
degree in, but within that 
I think there is a degree, 
or an expectation that 
you would teach other 
subjects, for example 
PSHE is generally 
expected to be taught by 
most subject tutors, 
normally to their form, 
sort of being personal, 
social and health 
education, so they’ve got 
an awareness of drugs, 
sex education and the 
wider world as well, and 
iere’s an expectatioi 
lat that would 
ïometh in% that yoi
Ja, ich unterrichte Erdkunde 
im F  AiM, weil ich darin
mem Abitur in England 
gemacht habe, mein
lanntes Abitur] Generell
119 62
macht man... unterrichtet man 
einfach sein Hauptfach, in 
dem Each, dem man sein 
Abschluss gemacht hat. Also 
Facher wie PSHE, also das 
wie... ja... Umgang mit 
anderen und... ja... 
Gesundheitspflege, Lann maik 
{auch noch nebenbëî
unterrichten, weil man ^  
aher gemacht hat,
mg
oiild dcjas part of being
a form tutor.
OK. And you mention 
that this school. Queen 
Elizabeth’s,!^  
Izrammarscliookl Can 
you just explain a bit 
about what that means; 
what is a grammar 
school?
Sie haben erwahnt, dass die 
Queen Elizabeth’s School 
ist ein... Cine sogenann^ 
{Grammar School Konnen 
Sie erklaren, was das genau 
ist?
28 20
A grammar school is... 
it’s quite hard to explain 
without sounding a little 
bit snobby. Grammar
Ja, das ist sehr schwierig zu 
erklaren. Ich wiirde sagen 
eine Grammar School hat ein 
Auswahlverfahren. 74 % der
72 53
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schools are a selective 
system, whereby 
generally the top 25 
percent of people within 
the country or an area, a 
local area would be 
selected to go to 
grammar school by 
means of a selection test. 
We have the Kent Test in 
Kent, which tests their 
numeracy, maths, 
literacy and science 
skills, and that means 
that
Schüler werden... müssen 
ein... werden durch dieses 
Auswahlverfahren 
genommen. Sie müssen 
namlich einen Test machen. 
Wir haben eben das Kent Test 
und da werden sie getestet in 
Mathematik, in Schreiben, 
Lesen und in 
Naturwissenschaften.
they are able to then go 
to grammar school, and 
other, the ones that 
perhaps aren’t ...less 
...aren’t as able would go 
to a different kind of 
school, but grammar 
schools generally are for 
the top 25 percent.
'Ich hab mich vertan: 25 °4
1er Schiller odei______
[ugendlichen konnen auf 
diese Schule geherjThicht
38 47
Ja, also es... [die, die dieser 
ffest bestehen, die konnei 
dann auf die Grammar School 
gehen und die, die ihn nichj 
bestehen müssen dann auf 
pine andere Schule geher
OK. And I understand 
it’s also got a Specialist 
Status, the school here?
Und hab ich das richtig 
verstanden, Ihre Schule hat 
doch einen
StatusJ ein Bonus? 1st das 
richtig?__________________
13 18
Yeah, most schools in 
England today I believe 
have to have a Specialist 
Status, which basically 
means that within lessons 
and within sort of the 
wider school community, 
you need to be thinking 
about sort of the 
specialisms and sort of 
making children more 
aware. Queen Elizabeth’s 
has several specialisms. 
We are a Maths and IT 
Specialist School, and we 
are also a Specialist 
Languages School, as 
well, which means that 
we have excellent 
provision for a variety of 
languages and teachers 
that are able to teach lots 
of different languages, 
which enables pupils to... 
1 think it equips them 
with lots of skills that 
they can use in later life.
Ja, also die meisten Schulen 
in England haben so einen 
speziellen Status, ein Bonus. 
Das bedeutet, dass man in 
den Unterrichtsstunden... 
innerhalb der 
Unterrichtsstunden eben 
mehr, je nach dem welchen 
Status man hat, dafür tut. 
Unsere Schule, zum Beispiel, 
hat Each-... Fachbe-... also 
dieser spezielle Status im 
Each Mathematik, 
Informationstechnologie und 
auch in Sprachen. Das heiBt 
wir konnen ganz viele 
verschiedene Sprachen 
anbieten, die die Schüler 
lemen konnen und somit ihre 
Fahigkeiten auch im 
Sprachbereich ausbauen 
konnen.
I l l 77
10 OK. And what other 
types of school are
Welche anderen Schultypen 
gibt es noch im britschen
14 10
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there in the British 
edncation system?
System... Schulsystem?
1 1 In the south east... I think 
it’s slightly different in 
the north, because I think 
you have f e ddle school^ 
in the north, but |  don’j  
HY know what the; 
They’re, no they’re 
for I think between the 
ages of about 13 and 17. 
In the south east we have 
the |gm m #ar^stem  
which is for the top 25 
percent of pupils.
They’re for the most 
able. And then we have a 
comprehensive system, 
which is basically for 
everybody else. So those 
people that don’t achieve 
the qualification to go 
into a grammar school 
will go to a
comprehensive school, 
where they have sort of 
the same education.
Also ich glaube hier im 
südôstlichen GroBbritannien 
ist es anders als im Norden. 
Im Norden gibt es diese 
Middle Schools, jo iner weil
108 104
Mittelschulmj... keiner weiss 
genau was die machen. [Pasj 
^st so eine Obergangsschulq 
fur... von 13 bis 17 Jahren. 
Und hier bei uns gibt es die 
S^mmarSchool^ und die 
Comprehensive SchoolJ 
lOesamtschulen u n g fa l^  und 
die, die dann nicht zu den 
25% gehoren, die auf die 
Grammar School gehen 
konnen, diirfen dann auf die... 
oder konnen dann auf die 
Comp-... auf die 
Gesamtschule gehen, auf die 
Comprehensive School, 
werden... es wird doch das 
gleiche unterrichtet, 
kticht so fachlichj___________
12 the same topics, the same 
subjects, but they’re 
taught across the ability 
group, and grammar 
schools are just teaching 
to the upper end of the 
ability range.
OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do 
students achieve in 
secondary school here?
40 11
Und welche Qualifikationen 
konnen die Schüler hier... in 
dieser Schule erwerben?
13 The main qualifications 
that you would leave 
Queen Elizabeth’s with 
are certainly ftCSBs, so a 
General Certificate of 
Secondary Education. 
With a GCSE you can go 
on to pursue further 
education in pollegd for 
example, do something 
more vocational, or you 
could stay on into sixth 
form and do AS levels 
and A levels, which then 
qualify you to then go on 
to university, and we 
have quite a few pupils 
that will go on to 
university from here.
J a, das... der Hauptabschluss 
ist Icier GCSE. ungefahjj] 
yergleichbar mit dem p 
Reahchulabschlussjhier in
79 78
Deutschland. Mit diesem 
General Certificate of 
Education kann man 
entweder weiter auf ein 
College... sogenanntes 
College gehen und dort sein 
A Level, also sein Abitur 
nachholen... weitermachen, 
oder man kann eine 
Ausbildung anfangen. Mit 
diesem A Level, mit diesem 
Abitur kann man dann weiter 
auf die Universitat gehen, 
was auch sehr viele machen, 
die hier... sehr viele Schüler 
machen, die hier auf der 
Schule sind.
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14 And what sort of 
universities would they 
generally go on to, the 
students from here?
Auf welche Universitaten 
gehen die Schüler von hier 
generell, im Allgemeinen
15 12
so/
15 Generally they go on to 
study quite traditional 
subjects such as English, 
History, Maths,
using the qualifications 
that they ’ ve got from 
their education here to 
quite good effect. 
Traditional sort of 
subjects and traditional 
universities are generally 
called red brick 
universities, so sort of the 
more longer established 
universities, such as sort 
of Leicester or Liverpool, 
for example, are sort of 
the destinations of choice 
for many of our pupils.
Die meisten, denke ich, 
studieren die traditionellen 
Facher wie Englisch, 
Geschichte, Mathe, 
i^^ndwas Technischeg 
sie gehen auch dann meistens 
auf die sogenannten Red­
brick Universitaten, also die 
sehr... Universitaten... sehr 
alte, angesehene 
Universitaten wie Leicester 
oder Liverpool.
73 38
16 IK. And just finallj 
Ihow are schools her 
ind teachers régulât* 
ind checked up on, ; 
to speak?______
Ind jetzt zum Schlua [jfil 
rird die Schule hiet| 
>estimmt von den Lehreitll 
ind den Schülern?
18 16
17 Sort of on a day-to-day 
level. I’m just a general 
classroom teacher and
keeps an eye on me, 
makes sure that I’m sort 
of achieving the best that 
I can. Senior 
Management would 
watch over him, make 
sure that his results were 
always very good, the 
best that they could be.
Also ich bin bier nur der 
Klassenlehrer und 
P ^ ¥ f t m ^  Uberwacht mich, 
dass ich unterrichte, dass ich 
das Beste gebe, was ich kann.
55 23
But generally overseeing 
all of that is an 
organisation known as 
OFSTED, which go into 
schools I think on a, 
about a three yearly basis 
to inspect everything in 
schools. [They look at tin
Darüberhinaus gibt es 
natürlich dieses sogenannte 
OFSTED - Lann man mit del
134 82
Schulaufsichtsbehorde ii 
Deutschland vergleicheh. Sie
kommt alle drei Jahre
ungefahr und Bberprüfi ebe
essons, the quality of 
teaching, the way in| 
which management lool 
ifter the pupils, the waj 
n which pupils are sor 
of seen as being secure 
within the school, the] 
basically analyse
die  Q ualita t  von d e m ,  w a s  
LinteiTichtet w ird .  S i e  sc h a u e i  
J a n a ch ,  w ie . . .  w i e  a l lés
organisiert ist, kiimmert siclj 
eben um die SchulklimaJ und
everything to do with tin 
chool and the scho
diese Schulaufsichtsbehorde, 
dieses OFSTED, gibt dann... 
vergibt dann... benotet dann 
die Schule sozusagen, und 
das ist damit Eltern, Schüleij 
sehen kann, wie diese
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environment, Those Schule eingestuft wird und
inspections, yeah as I 
say, about every three 
years and they sort of 
come randomly, but 
they’re, and they will 
give the school a grading 
of outstanding, very good 
or good, satisfactory, that 
kind of grading, which 
means that pupils and
welches Urteil fiir diese 
Schule (...?) wurde.
sorry, parents
can judge the quality of 
teaching within the
school on a national
level.
19 OK, thank you very 
much.
OK, vieleu Dauk. 5 3
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APPENDIX 19h: Participant H Interpreting Transcript
Participant
H
ST T T ST
Words
T T
Words
P R E -T E S T  ^unfinished
Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Thank you very much 
for coming and doing 
an interview with us 
today. Could I  just ask 
you to start by 
introducing yourself, 
please?______________
Hallo. Schon, dass Sie heute 
hier sind und mit uns dieses 
Interview machen. Konnte 
ich Sie jetzt darum bitten, 
sich kurz vorzustellen?
27 22
Certainly. I’m Fiona 
Doloughan and I’m a 
lecturer in English at the 
University of Surrey.
Ja, natürlich. Mein Name ist 
Fiona Doloughan und ich bin 
Dozentin für Englisch an der 
University of Surrey._______
15 18
And we’d like to talk to 
you specifically about 
your lereative writing! 
that you do in your own 
personal time away 
from the university. 
Could you perhaps just 
say a little bit about 
that please, and how 
you started with your 
creative writing?
W ir wiirden jetzt gerne mit 
Ihnen etwas über Ih re, ja 
Ihre {Creative W r i t ^ , also 
Ihre schriftstellerischen 
Tatigkeiten, die Sie 
auBerhalb der Universitat 
machen, reden. Konnten 
Sie uns vielleicht darüber 
was erzahlen? Also wie Sie 
damit angefangen haben zu 
schreiben.
43 39
Certainly. I’ve been 
writing actually for a 
very, very long time. I 
suppose like most {would-j 
{be writeni I started out 
writing in my teen years 
and when 1 look back at 
what I produced then I’m 
horrified. But I kept 
going through my 
undergraduate and 
postgraduate years.
Ja, ich schreibe schon seit 
sehr langer Zeit und wie, ja 
die meisten knochte-^eml 
$chrift^ellei habe ich bereits 
in meinen Teenager-Jahren, 
also in meiner frühen Jugend 
mit dem Schreiben 
angefangen. Allerdings wenn 
ich heute mir anschaue, was 
ich damais geschrieben hab, 
dann finde ich das ganz 
entsetzlich. Und ich habe 
jetzt auch über die... also in 
meiner Zeit an der 
Universitat das weiter 
verfolgt.__________________
47 64
I guess it’s really only in 
about the last 10 to 15 
years that I’ve begun to 
take my writing a little 
bit more seriously in the 
sense that 1 see it as part 
of what 1 do
Ja, und erst in den letzten 10 
bis 15 Jahren habe ich 
angefangen, das ganze nun 
wirklich ernster zu nehmen 
und als ein Teil von dem, 
was ich mache anzusehen, 
auch beruflich, und... ja.
54 34
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professionally as well as 
personally, and so Tve 
started trying to develop 
more of a profile.
6 What kinds of things do 
you write about? Is it—  
first of all in terms of 
genre, is it poetry or 
fiction or—  and what 
kinds of topics do you 
write about?
Also, in welcher Art, was 
Schreiben Sie denn, ist es 
eher, sind es eher, sind sie 
eher Gedichte, ist es eher 
Lyrik oder ist es eher 
Fiktion, und über was für 
Themen schreiben Sie 
denn?
32 35
7 Mainly poetry, though I 
did go through a phase 
when I was actually 
writing short stories.
Also vor allem Gedichte, 
aber ich hatte auch eine 
Phase, in der ich vermehrt 
Kurzgeschichten geschrieben 
habe.
16 17
8 So probably at the turn of Ja ungefahr ru Beginn dea 23 8
the centum Ï actually 
went on a creative 
writing course res idential 
week at Trenoweth in 
North Wales
hforigen Jahrhunderta, ja...
P O S T-TE S T
1 Hello, could you just 
introduce yourself, 
please?
My name’s Michael 
Salvage. I am a teacher 
of History at Queen 
Elizabeth’s Grammar 
School which is a mixed 
grammar school in East 
Kent.
Konnten Sie sich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Ja, mein Name ist Michael 
Salvage. Ich bin ein... Lehrer 
fur Geschichte an einem... 
einer Grammar School, so| 
haras wie ein Gymnasiumlin 
East Kent.
31 31
2 OK. And in Britain do 
secondary school 
teachers generally have 
one subject that they 
teach, or?
Und wie ist es in 
GroBbritannien? Haben da 
Lehrer für die 
Sekundarstufe 
normalerweise nur ein 
Fach, was sie unterrichten?
16 19
3 Generally, yes. I, myself, 
teach geography just to 
[Year %, because 1 have an 
A level in it. 1 think 
generally at secondary 
schools, your expectation 
is that you teach your 
kmomm subjüS, the one 
that you have your 
degree in, but within that 
1 think there is a degree, 
or an expectation that 
you would teach other 
subjects, for example 
PSHE is generally 
expected to be taught by 
most subject tutors.
Ja, also grundsatzlich jm|, also 
ich unterrichte zum Beispiel 
Géographie |m siebten Jghj 
und... weil ich da auch^ei^ 
lA Leveial drin gemacht hab 
und grundsatzlich wird eben 
erwartet, dass man vor allem 
in den Facher| unterrichtet, 
in denen man auch einen 
Abschluss hat. Ansonsten 
gibt es aber auch Facher, wo 
generell von jedem Lehrer, 
egal von welchem Fach, 
erwartet wir, dass er das auch 
unterrichten konnte, so zum 
Beispiel PSHE, also das ist 
ein Fach, j a das heiBt
119 107
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normally to their form, 
sort of being personal, 
social and healA 
education go thev ve 
Im awareness of drugs] 
jiex education and 
jirider world as w elljand 
there’s an expectation 
that that would be 
something that you 
would do as part of being 
a form tutor.
Personal, Social, Health 
Education und dort wird 
eben... werden eben j a
erworben und, ja wie gesagt, 
das ist ein Fach, was 
eigentlich jeder Lehrer 
unterrichten konnen sollte.
OK. And you mention 
that this school, Queen 
Elizabeth’s, is a 
grammar school. Can 
you just explain a bit 
about what that means; 
what is a grammar 
school?
Ja, und dann haben Sie 
erwahnt, dass diese Schule 
hier, also Queen Elizabeth’s 
wie sie heiBt, eine 
Grammar School ist.
28 32
Vielleicht konnten Sie 
erklaren, was genau 
eine Grammar School
A grammar school is... 
it’s quite hard to explain 
without sounding a little 
bit snobby. Grammar 
schools are a selective 
system, whereby 
generally the top 25 
percent of people within 
the country or an area, a 
local area would be 
selected to go to 
grammar school by 
means of a selection test. 
We have the Kent Test in 
Kent, which tests their 
numeracy, maths, literacy 
and science skills, and 
that means that they are 
able to then go to 
grammar school, and 
other, the ones that 
perhaps aren’t... less... 
aren’t as able would go 
to a different kind of 
school, but grammar 
schools generally are for 
the top 25 percent.
Ja, also eine Grammar 
School basiert auf einem 
Auswahlprozess, so dass dort 
grundsatzlich so die besten 
25% im... ja des Landes or 
eben eines Gebiets hingehen 
konnen, und diese werden 
eben ausgewahlt und da gibt 
es Eignungstests in den 
Schulen, bei denen dann eben 
die... ja... Fahigkeit- 
generelle Fahigkeiten wie 
jLesen, Schreiben, Rechnegj 
oder auch
naturwissenschaftliche 
Fahigkeiten iiberpriift 
werden, und anhand von 
diesen Ergebnissen wird 
dann entschieden, ob die... ob 
die Kinder auf eine Grammar 
School oder auf diese 
Grammar School gehen 
konnen oder nicht. Und 
diejenigen, die nicht gut 
genug sind, miissen dann 
eben auf eine andere Art von 
Schule gehen.
110 102
OK. And I understand 
it’s ajso got a ^ ÿ # ia lW  
Matu^, the school here?
Ja, dann hab ich gehort, 
dass Queen Elizabeth’s hier 
einen WWeialist Statui hat?
13
Yeah, most schools in 
England today 1 believe 
have to have a Specialist 
Status, Which basically 
means that within lessons 
and within sort of the
Ja, also die meisten Schulen 
in GroBbritannien haben jetzt 
einen Specialist Status und... 
ja, diese Schule hat mehrere: 
Wir haben zum Beispiel in 
Mathematik, IT und aber
1 1 1
13
77
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wider school community, 
you need to be thinking 
about sort ofthei 
specialisms and sort of 
making children more 
aware. Queen Elizabeth’s 
has several specialisms. 
We are a Maths and IT 
Specialist School, and we 
are also a Specialist 
Languages School, as 
well, which means that 
we have excellent 
provision for a variety of 
languages and teachers 
that are able to teach lots 
of different languages, 
which enables pupils to... 
I think it equips them 
with lots of skills that 
they can use in later life.
auch im sprachlichen Bereich 
einen Specialist Status. Das 
heiBt, dass hier eine ganze 
Reihe von Sprachen 
angeboten wird und ja, dass 
eben Lehrer gibt es hier, die 
viele Sprachen unterrichten 
konnen und dadurch erhalten 
natürlich die Schüler die 
Moglichkeit, Fahigkeiten zu 
erwerben, die sie auch spater 
im Leben gut gebrauchen 
konnen.
OK. And what other 
types of school are there 
in the British education 
system?_______________
Und was für andere Arten 
von Schulen gibt es noch im 
britischen Schulsystem?
14 13
In the south east... I think 
it’s slightly different in 
the north, because 1 think 
you have ÿiddle school^ 
in the north, but I don’t 
really know what they 
do. [They’re, no they’i 
for I think between th< 
%es of about 13 and 11{ 
In the south east we havi 
the grammar systei 
which is for the top 21 
percent of pupils,
Ja, also hier im Südosten von 
England ist es ein biBchen 
anders als in Nordengland.
Ich glaube in Nordengland 
haben sie noch so was wie 
eine M iddle School also eâd 
Mittelschulgj, allerdings so 
genau weiss ich da auch 
nicht. [Hier ist es für K indd 
ind Jugendliche im Alteij 
/ischen 13 und 17 J a h re ^  
itweder eine Gramme:
135 133
They’re for the most 
able. And then we have a 
comprehensive system, 
which is basically for 
everybody else. So those 
people that don’t achieve 
the qualification to go 
into a grammar school 
will go to a
comprehensive school, 
where they have sort of 
the same education, the 
same topics, the same 
subjects, [but they’i 
^aught across the abilit] 
roup, and gramme 
)ls are just teachi 
the upper end of tht 
ibility range^__
ichool, also wie gesagt die.J 
a die besten 25 % hingeheq 
onnenj Alle anderen, die 
dafur nicht gut genug waren, 
gehen in ^ogenanntcj______
Comprehensive Schools, da 
1st dann j a, so eine Arl 
Gesamtschulaj, konnte man
sagen, und dort haben sie... 
ja... werden die gleichen 
Facher unterrichtet und sie 
haben eigentlich auch... ja 
sonst mehr oder weniger das 
gleiche System, ^ber ... jg e;
ÿind eiréfecli... ja fiir die, ( 
K niclot in eine Graraane 
School aeschafflf habe;
10 OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do 
students achieve in
Ja, und was für 
Qualifikationen erwerben 
jetzt die Schüler in der... in
13 2 0
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secondary school here? der Sekundarstufe... nach 
der Sekundarstufe hier... in 
Britain?
11 The main qualifications 
that you would leave 
Queen Elizabeth’s with 
are certainly QCSE^ so a 
General Certificate of 
Secondary Education. 
With a GCSE you can go 
on to pursue further 
education in ^oifejgje for 
example, do something 
more vocational, or you 
could stay on into 
foitîî and do AS levels 
and A levels, which then 
qualify you to then go on 
to university, and we 
have quite a few pupils 
that will go on to 
university from here.
Ja, also es gibt also die... ja 
der Hauptabschluss, den man 
erstmal erwirbt auf dieser 
Schule... ist... also generell... 
es gibt sogenannte |G C S ^ 
pnd damit, also mit diesem 
Abschluss, der ist_ j a etwj 
vergleichbar mit ded  
Realschulabschlussjhi
79 115
Deutschland, mit diesem 
Abschluss kann man dann 
entweder weiter zur Schule 
gehen, also auf... in ein 
sogenanntes p o lic e  oder 
man kann eme Ausbildung 
machen oder aber eben in der 
Sixtà Form... in die Sixth 
Form gehen und dort 
weitermachen und dann die... 
das Abitur machen, also ein 
anderer Abschluss, mit dem 
man auch auf die Universitat 
gehen kann. Von dieser 
Schule machen das sehr viele 
Leute und... ja eben ein 
groBer Anted geht auf eine 
Universitat spater.__________
12 And what sort of 
universities would they 
generally go on to, the 
students from here?
Und auf welche 
Universitaten gehen die 
Schüler ans dieser Schule 
generell so?_____________
15 12
13
14
Generally they go on to 
study quite traditional 
subjects such as English, 
History, Maths, 
Engineering, so they’re 
using the qualifications 
that they’ve got from 
their education here to 
quite good effect. 
Traditional sort of 
subjects and traditional 
universities are generally 
called [red brkl]
universities, so sort of th^ 
more loiM^r e&tablisheq 
iinivCTsitiesJ such as sort
of Leicester or Liverpool, 
for example, are sort of 
the destinations of choice 
for many of our pupils.
Ja, also die meisten Schuler 
studieren dann eher... von 
hier studieren eher... ja 
traditionelle Facher, so was 
wie Englisch, Geschichte, 
Mathematik oder... ja also 
Richtung Machinenbau, 
ingenieurwissenschaftliche 
Facher, und dabei konnen sie 
die Qualifikationen, die sie 
hier in der Schule erwerben, 
gut einsetzen, was sie auch 
tun, |lo dass fiir viele 
IWahl dann auf sogenannte 
R ed-bri^ UniversiaSen S it
KO das sind, jl_________
pltcingescs.seiie, renom iert^ 
luiitveFsTtaten, wie zum 
Beispiel Leicester oder 
Liverpool.
73 72
OK. And just finally, 
how are schools here 
and teachers regulated 
and checked up on, so 
to speak?____________
Und zum Abschluss noch 
wie werden denn... wie sind 
die Schulen hier... ja... 
reguliert oder überwacht, 
oder auch die Lehrer?
18 2 0
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15 Sort of on a day-to-day 
level, I’m just a general 
classroom teacher and 
my Head of Department 
keeps an eye on me, 
makes sure that I’m sort 
of achieving the best that 
I can.
watch over him, make 
sure that his results were 
always very good, the 
best that they could be. 
But generally overseeing 
all of that is an 
organisation known as 
PFSTEQ, which go into 
schools I think on a, 
about a three yearly basis 
to inspect everything in 
schools. They look at the 
lessons, the quality of 
teaching, ithe way in 
which management look 
after the pupils, the way 
in which pupils are sort 
of seen as being secure 
within the school, they 
basically analyse 
everything to do with the 
school and the school 
environment. Those 
inspections, yeah as I 
say, about every three 
years and they sort of 
come randomly, but 
they’re, and they will 
give the school a grading 
of outstanding, very good 
or good, satisfactory, that 
kind of grading, which 
means that pupils and 
keaeher%##ôî3 parents 
can judge the quality of 
teaching within the 
school on a national 
level.
Ja, also... so generell bin ich 
ja nur ein... ja  einfacher 
Lehrer. Das heiBt mein... der 
Leiter meines Bereichs, 
also... oder meines 
Fachbereichs hat ein Auge 
auf mich und der wiederum 
wird j a beobachtet oder 
kontrolliert von Seipof 
was eben 
darauf achtet, dass gute 
Ergebnisse rauskommen und 
erreicht werden, aber 
insgesamt gibt es eine... ja
189 166
bine Schulaufsichtsbehorde] 
tPe sich OFSTED nenlJ^md
von dort kommen ca. alle 
drei Jahre Leute, die die 
Schule... j a priifen und mehr 
oder weniger allés 
analysieren, also die Schule, 
die ganze Umge-...ja die 
ganze Schulgemeinschaft und 
Umgebung, und von dort 
bekommt dann die Schule 
auch... also wird dann 
eingestuft und kommt dann... 
ja die sagen halt dann, ob die 
Schule jetzt als „sehr gut“ 
eingestuft wurde oder eher 
nur „gut“ oder einfach nur 
„in Ordnung". Und diese 
Ergebnisse sind dann 
zuganglich fiir die Schüler 
natürlich, aber
zum Beispiel auch die Eltem, 
die dadurch die Moglichkeit 
erhalten, das... ja eben die 
Schulen auch zu vergleichen 
auf einem nationalen Level.
16 OK, thank you very 
much.
OK, vielen Dank.
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APPENDIX 20a: Participant FI Interpreting Transcript
Interpreting
turn
ST T T ST
Words
T T
Words
P R E -T E S T
1 Pierre, bonjour. Pierre, hello. 2 2
2 En quelques poignées de 
secondes, pouvez-vous dès à 
présent vous btréseii^?
In just a few seconds could 
you please E I p I  yourself?
11 10
3 Tout à fait. Donc je suis Of course. 1 m French, |live;ia| 13 12
Français J'habite sut la ieg W  
|@b Eons-le-Sauni#
k little vilUBÉe in Francej
4 j'ai 32 ans, I’m 32 years old 3 4
5 bhef d'entreprise et je fais aussi 
lie la fonnation au sein d'écolesl
And I work for a company thaij 
Includes training of employees]
12 11
6 De quelle école ?
Notamment itepuis ce week- 
end, l'école Majestic, à la 
Chambre de Commerce et 
d'industrie de Lons-le-Saunier.
For which school?
Notably for the school...notably 
for a school...in France.
19 11
7 Très bien Very good. 2 2
8 it, non pas dans une vi#j 
intérieure, mais Vôtre activité 
professionnelle, malgré votre 
jeune âge, vous a conduit à 
travailler à l'étranger, 
notamment en [Afrique Noire] 
n'est-ce pas ?
Yes, but your activities don’J 
[just include working in fhi# 
Small villaad, but also vou’ve 
been involved in some work 
abroad, notably in [Nortfc| 
# fr i(#  I believe?
29 27
9 Tout à fait Exactly. 3 1
10 De par mes anciennes 
expériences professionnelles, 
l'ai effectivement 
Wwaillé dans le co@ËB#^ 
|WWWtiona{
fexactly, I’ve been working foji 
pMbrent co- comgmnies abroftj
14 9
11 et j'ai, très jeune |potnimncé 
Mmme respqpsablé [de zone 
Afrique
At a very young age,
Working for another, ford^*^ 
tempfcni that was in charge of a 
region in Africa,
10 22
12 joù j'avais en charge les pawqui Which up until...which I was 13 9
partaient depuis la Tunisiq responsible for up
jusque l'Angola. lontil...Tunisia,
13 Pour quels types de produits ? For what type of products? 5 5
14 Alors, essentiellement ma 
carrière a toujours été tournée 
sur les produits alimentaires
Mainly nu- nu- nutritional 
products.
12 3
15 donc j'ai toujours travaillé dans 
le domaine ®naentaii^.
So I’ve always worked in the 
W-ifritiod industry.
8 8
16 Très bien. Very good. 2 2
17 Pierre, vous qui êtes un ancien 
de l'Afrique Noire et fort de 
votre expérience réalisée sur 
ce continent.
In north Africa you’ve had 
experience in this continent.
18 9
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18 j ’ai envie de vous demander 
de nous parler de Q  
^aneoWionW.
I really wanted to ta lk  to you 17 15
19 La francophonie, c'est un vaste 
sujet.
Francophonie is a vast subject. 6 5
20 On peut lui trouver deux sens à 
ce mot francophonie : déjà 
c'est— l'ensemble de la 
population dans le monde qui 
utilise la langue française
Basically it’s everyone in the 
world who speaks French
25 9
21 en langue maternelle ou en and that uses French as its 
language for.. .juiministrativ^
7 9
l^cuments,
22 ou en langue de culture. 
N'oublions pas que le français a 
beaucoup de valeur
Of course not forgetting the 
culture which can give great 
importance to a language.
14 14
23 teais” on a”cette'deuxième notioi 
m  laA w m d m W  aujourd'hui
pfet there are 2 organ isationW 
^ i c h  are about franco^pni#:
17 17
qui est l'Organisation 
Internationale de la 
Francophonie
first is the Organisation 
Internationale de la 
Francophonie
24 OIF OIF, and that stands for 
Organis- International 
Organisation of French, the 
French language.
1 13
25 qui a des ^issionj dans le 
monde entier principalement des 
actions politiques
This has )o issi(# j all over the 
world, mainly for political 
reasons.
12 11
26 mais aussi des actions 
culturelles et de la promotion de 
la langue française.
But also cultural and for the 
promotion of the French 
language.
13 11
27 Des illustrations types sont les 
mises en place des Alliances 
Françaises,
The other one is the 
implementation of the allia- 
Alliance Française,
11 11
28 il existe à peu près un millier 
d'Alliances Françaises à travers 
le monde.
which exists all over the world. 13 6
29 Qu'est-ce qu'une Alliance 
Française ?
W hat is an Alliance 
Française?
5 5
30 Qu'est-ce qu'une Alliance 
Française ? Alors les Alliances 
Françaises sont présentes sur
Alliance Française is present in 
|6 countriesi across the world
17 10
136 pays dans le monde
31 et sont là pour promouvoir la 
langue française
and its main goal is to promote 
the French language.
8 10
32 donc deux teion^; 
principalement, ça va être 
l'éducation.
So its 2 main are 
education.
8 7
33 Donc, on enseigne le français à 
des étrangers.
which is teaching French to 
foreigners.
8 6
34 tous niveaux sont acceptés. All levels are accepted 4 4
35 et le deuxième aspect c'est 
surtout la promotion de la 
culture française.
And the second aspect is the 
promotion of French culture.
12 10
36 c'est aussi bien l'art, le cinéma, 
la littérature
So with art, cinema, literature 8 5
37 c'est surtout un échange entre 
les différentes cultures, on se 
limite pas à la culture française.
34 11
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on va beaucoup plus loin...
Et tout ça se fait dans le cadre 
des services culturels des 
ambassades ?
And ail that is found in the 
cultural service 
in...ambassadors?
38 Alors, effectivement, les STAC 
(SCAC, Service de Coopération 
el d'Action Culturelle), les 
S#vices culturels de faction du 
service, du service culturel des 
Ambassades qui gèrent ç a , —et 
qui donc vont promouvoir toute 
la culture, en général, française.
...These alliances 
French culture.
promote 38
POST-TEST
Alors, où en étais-je?
Donc, à l’Université de 
Limerick. Donc, Limerick se 
trouve dans le sud ouest de 
l’Irlande, on va dire | n ^  
et C ^ 0  et donc 
l’université n’est pas une très 
grande université, mais le 
campus est en pleine croissance 
et comme je le disais tout à 
l’heure, il y a toujours des 
bâtiments en construction sur le 
campus, donc même malgré la 
crise économique actuelle.
So, at the University of 
Limerick, which can be found in 
south west Ireland H ^ ' n e a r^  
KoiLl It’s not very big, but the 
campus is always growing and, 
as I’m going to say later, there’s 
always construction going on, 
even considering the fact that 
there’s a- the credit crunch 
that’s happening at the moment.
68 55
Alors, je vais vous parler du 
système éducatif français assez 
brièvement, assez 
succinctement, et donc je vais 
commencer par vous dire que en 
France, donc l’école est 
obligatoire de l’âge de 6, de 6 
ans jusqu'à l’âge de 16 ans.
Mais la plupart des petits 
français commencent l’école à 3 
ans et donc vont à la paternelij 
pendant 3 ans, et puis l’école 
primaire commence vers l’âge 
de 6 ou 7 ans avec le Bp , le Cî 
i ’est le cours ■
général c’est le cours, enfin 
c’est l’année durant laquelle les 
écoliers apprennent à lire et à 
écrire enfin, les, les rudiments 
de lecture et d’écriture.
So I’m, basically I’m going to 
explain to you about the French 
education system very quickly. 
Just first I want to say that in 
France, school is compulsory 
between the ages of 6 and 16, 
but a lot of the little, little- the 
young French people, they start 
at the age of 3, which is- where 
they go in to ^ s e r y  oi| 
jreceptioij, and then primary 
school starts at about the age of 
6 or 7, and that’s where they 
have their Ibasic lesson^, like, 
that’s where they learn to read 
and write, all the basic 
fundamental things like that.
107 100
Et puis ensuite il y a le ÇE1, 1< 
BE2J done ce sont les cours 
élémentaires I et 2, et le |CM I et| 
te CM3| : cours moyen I et 2. 
Donc les écoliers français 
passent en moyenne 5 années à 
l’école primaire. Cela dit, en 
France, il est important de 
préciser que il y a un système de 
redoublement en cas d’échec 
scolaire. La notion d’échec
So then, when- they move on to 
their elementary lessons, which- 
and they have 2 years of that; 
it’s like ^ear 3 and year 4 , and 
then they go on to... average 
lessons, also for 2 years; that’s 
^ears 5 and 6j So in France, 
students will spend 5 years at 
primary school. In France, it’s 
probably important to mention 
that there’s a system where you
115 138
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scolaire est assez, on va dire, 
assez stressante pour les petits 
écoliers français, parce que 
effectivement lorsqu’un enfant 
n ’atteint pas un certain ^iv e ^  
selon ses professeurs et aussi] 
selon ses -parental, il peut être 
amené redoubler la classe, c’est 
à dire refaire la même année une 
deuxième fois.
can, like, re-sit... a year, in the 
case of- if you don’t pass all 
your exams. This is quite a 
stressful time for the children. 
Basically if they don’t reach- if 
they don’t achieve a certain 
level, then their teachers... fci<
colleagues, and their colleaguesj 
and everyone except for theii 
parentsj basically, will decide 
that they have to re-sit their 
year, and basically they just 
take, they just take the year 
again.____________________
Et done une fois terminée 
l’école primaire, les écoliers 
français Reviennent collégienlj ; 
il vont au collège donc de l’âge 
de environ 11 ou 12 a n s^ l’%e 
de 15 ou 16 ans, et au ]~
donc il y a |la sixième, li 
cinquième, la quatrième et 11 
troisième] donc 4 années, qui se 
suivent et la fin des années de 
collège est sanctionnée par un, 
un examen ; une épreuve qui 
s’appelle |le brevet des collège^, 
et en fait j ’ai fait quelques 
petites recherches sur internet, 
parce que ça faisait longtemps 
que je ne m’étais pas penchée 
sur la question de, du brevet et à 
mon époque, le tout début des 
années quatre-vingt dix. Tannée 
quatre-vingt neuf ou quatre- 
vingt dix, en fait le brevet des 
collèges ne consistait qu’en 3 
épreuves, c'est-à-dire 3 
examens : une épreuve de 
français, une épreuve d’histoire- 
géo et une épreuve de 
mathématiques,______________
So once primary school’s 
finished, in France students, 
Ithejy go to secondary school, 
and that’s from the age of about 
11 to 12 to the ages 15 to 16. 
^ n d th q a after tM  they... they 
go to the...coHeg@ where they 
have the 6' year, 5*^ , 4* and 3'"'^  
class, [which is like year 7 to| 
[year I Oj At the end of this, at 
the end of secondary school, 
they have ^n exam called the| 
brevet de collège which is lil^ 
loCSEj. I did a bit of research 
on this, because it’s been a 
while since I did mine; it was in 
the ‘80s, early ‘90s, and then, 
the brevet de collège was 
consisted of just 3 exams, and 
that was one in French, one on 
French, one on history- 
geography and one on 
mathematics.
148 132
alors qu’apparemment depuis 
2006 je crois, le brevet des 
collèges comprend deux autres 
épreuves : une épreuve de 
langue vivante, et je crois qu’il 
faut atteindre le niveau A2 du 
cadre de référence européen 
dans une langue vivante, et puis 
il faut aussi passer un genre de 
petit brevet d’aptitude en 
informatique. Donc les choses 
ont changé en 20 ans._________
But, since 2006 they’ve added 2 
extra exams: one’s on modem 
languages, which students have 
to... achieve a cert- a level of at 
least 2, and then there’s another- 
the other- and another exam 
they have to take is just a kind 
of general, it’s like information 
technology.
60 48
Done voilà pour le collège.
B m e à la suite des é tu d e s ^  
pollège, donc la première w tW  
^  l’école secondaire les élèves 
généralement vont au lycée et 
font des...et suivent leurs études
So, Row we’re done witl| 
^econdaty school] Then it goes 
on to- students go on to college 
or 6‘*’ form...where they spend 3 
years, and it’s important 
because, in general...(o/? my
139 132
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dans un lycée général et donc ils 
passent d’abord en seconde et 
k î seconde en fait, l’année de 
seconde est assez importante, 
puisque cette année c’est une 
année durant laquelle les élèves 
doivent choisir leur orientation 
pour le bac. Bp ddMÜIIIIIË en 
général choisir une filière bien 
particulière, donc ils ont le 
choix entre plusieurs filières 
d’enseignement général, donc il 
s’agit de la FîijM littéraire, la 
filière...économique et sociale, 
la filière scientifique, donc ce 
sont les 3 filières les plus 
répandues au niveau général. 11 
y a aussi des filières plus 
professionnalisantes, dont 
notamment la filière gestion, il y 
a aussi des filières 
technologiques et donc voilà.
Go<i)...you have to take- 
year, which is the : 
of the coll^i^fïfsrëally  
important because you have to 
choose, you have to choose, 
like, exactly what you’re gonna 
focus on and specialise in for 
your A Level, which is the last 
exam of the- after... 6* form. 
And so there’s, like, different 
branches; j^oueanjbe quite, like, 
particular, or it can be quite 
gej^eral. For example ^em eo) 
@R#GneraI on#| like 
literature...the economy and 
sociology, and there’s also 
scientific. But then there’s also 
ones that are more... 
professional-based, for example 
there’s management and 
technology.
D’accord, alors en France il y a 
bien sûr un système |f é col#| 
lub lijuel et d’écoles privées. 
Les écoles privées -  les écoles 
publiques, pardon, sont bien 
évidemment financées par l’état, 
mais les écoles privées 
reçoivent également des 
subventions de l’état, en 
fonction du nombre d’élèves. 
Donc à la fin du lycé^ bien sûr, 
les élèves de terminale passent 
le baccalauréat. Et donc le bac, 
le baccalauréat, on va dire c’est 
le diplôme, le premier diplôme 
vraiment très important dans la 
vie des, des écoliers français, 
des lyciens français. Et donc 
pour obtenir une place à 
l’université, il faut simplement
At the end o fbolle#ij, the
students have to take a 
baccalauréat, which is the 
equivalent of A Levels; it’s their 
first real qualification. For the 
students, it’s like their first 
degree of- it’s like their first 
achievement. And you have to- 
in order to get a place at uni.
221 171
obtenir une moyenne de 10 si 
20 au baccalauréat;
Donc voilà... et autrement 
alors... au niveau universitaire, 
alors après le lycée en France, il 
y a bien sûr l’université ; 
l’université française est 
0 bli@u .^ Et les frais 
d’inscription en France sont 
vraiment minimes par rapport 
aux frais d’inscription en 
Irlande, fen ce moment bien sûr 
les choses sont en train del 
içhanger en Irlande, mais il est 
vrai semblable que pes étudiaiTl 
frlandais wont bien#Adeyoii 
payer des frais d’.insçriptio]i 
beaucoup plus élevés. Je crois
you have to pass 10 out of 20| 
subject^ that you can take in 
your bac. So then moving on to 
university. I’ve got to say, all 
the universities are publiq... 
com- which is...and the, and 
the...fees are very minimal 
compared to those in Ireland. 
Ireland I know that the student 
have to pay a very, veiy hif 
price; I think for the first year, 
it’s about €1500, compared to 
France where it’s about 500. 
And also, just going back to the 
schools, the- in France they 
have a- they have jublic
and private schools. Public 
schools are financed by 
government, but private schools 
also get...some kind 
of..subsidisation from the 
government depending on the 
number of students there are.
346
qu’en ce moment la première 
année s’élève à 1,500 euros en 
Irlande. En France je ne suis pas 
sûre, mais ça doit tourner autour 
de 500 à 700 euros maximum, à 
mon avis, je ne suis pas sûre ; il 
faudra vérifier.
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APPENDIX 20b: Participant F2 Interpreting Transcript
Interpreting
turn
ST T T ST
W ords
T T
W ords
P R E -T E S T
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Thank you very much for 
coming and doing an interview 
with us today.
Bonjour.
Bonjour, Catherine.
Merci beaucoup d’être 
venue pour faire un 
entretien avec nous 
aujourd’hui.
16 14
2 Could I  just ask you to start by 
introducing yourself, please?
Est-ce que je peux vous 
demander de commencer en 
vous présentant ?
11 12
3 Certainly. Tm Fiona Doloughan 
and I’m a ^cTure^ in English at 
the University of Surrey.
Bien sûr, je m’appelle Fiona 
Doloughan et je suis 
^ o fe ssëü  d’Anglais à 
l’université.
15 13
4 And we’d like to talk to you 
specifically about your creative 
writing that you do in your own 
personal time away from the 
university. Could you perhaps 
just say a little bit about that 
please, and how you started 
with your creative writing?
J’aimerais parler un peu 
plus de... votre... écriture 
créative au dehors de 
l’université, donc nous 
allons parler un peu plus à 
propos de ça, et comment 
vous avez commencé.
43 29
5 Certainly. I’ve been writing 
actually for a very, very long 
time. I suppose like most |would-| 
Re writer^ I started out writing in 
my teen years and when I look 
back at what I produced then I’m 
horrified.
J ’écris depuis longtemps et 
comme la plupart des... des 
écrivains... en herbcj, j ’ai 
commencé dans mon... 
pendant mon adolescence et 
quand je me souviens de mon 
travail à cette époque, je suis 
horrifiée.
37 33
6 But I kept going through my Mais j ’ai continué à écrire au 53 42
undergraduate and postgraduate niveau de tna licence et après!
years; I guess it’s really only in 
about the last 10 to 15 years that 
I’ve begun to take my writing a 
little bit more seriously in the 
sense that I see it as part of what 1 
do professionally as well as 
personally.
|ma licena 
avant 10 o 
commence 
travail séri 
que... part 
profession 
que persor
... et ce n’était pas 
u 15 ans que j ’ai 
à prendre mon 
eusement, autant 
ie de ma vie 
nelle, aussi, bien 
nelle.
7 and so I’ve started trying to 
develop more of a profile.
Et donc je commençais à 
développer un profil.
11 8
8 What kinds of things do you 
write about? Is it- first of all in 
terms of genre, is it poetry or 
fiction or- and what kinds of 
topics do you write about?
Donc, quel genre de... 
travail écrivez-vous en 
termes de genre, de genre. 
Est-ce que vous écrivez de la 
poésie, de la fiction, et quel 
genre de sujet?
32 27
9 Mainly poetry, though 1 did go 
through a phase when 1 was 
actually writing short stories. So 
probably at the turn of the century
J’écris principalement de la 
poésie, bien que je sois passée 
par une phase d’écriture de 
nouvelles. Autour du siècle,
39 34
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I actually went on a creative 
writing course residential week at 
Trenoweth in North Wales
j ’ai été à... un cours d’écriture 
à Trenoweth dans le nord du 
pays de Galles.
10 and I took a creative writing 
course with Ali Smith and Jackie 
Kay and that course was actually 
on short fiction
J’ai alors pris un cours 
d’écriture créative avec Ali 
Smith et Jackie Kay et ce 
cours était spécialisé dans 
l’écriture de nouvelles.
21 22
11 and I spent quite a lot of time 
working on short fiction, even 
getting as far as producing a little 
book with draft short stories 
called "The farmer only eats what 
he knows".
J’ai passé beaucoup de temps 
à écrire des nouvelles et même 
jusqu'à produire un petit livre 
avec des brouillons de 
nouvelles, intitulé ‘The 
Farmer Only Eats What He 
Knows’.
33 29
12 And then I put that away in a 
drawer and I have left that since 
that time.
Et puis finalement j ’ai mis ça 
de coté dans un tiroir et je lui 
ai laissé... qu’en faisant 
partie de cette période.
17 22
13 I think in the process of drafting 
the short stories I realised that the 
short story might not necessarily 
be my preferred genre.
Dans le processus de... créer 
nouvelles, j ’ai réalisé que la 
création des nouvelles, que les 
nouvelles elles-mêmes 
n’étaient pas nécessairement 
mon genre préféré.
23 23
14 I will at some point in the future 
come back to that because I think 
I’ve learnt a lot more in the 
intervening years and it might be 
nice to go back and work on 
those.
A un moment donné je vais 
retourner aux nouvelles, aux 
nouvelles, parce que je pense 
que, dans les années, qui ont 
suivis, j ’en ai appris beaucoup 
plus... sur l’écriture.
36 29
15 But essentially since then I’ve 
been working pretty much full­
time on trying to write poetry.
Mais essentiellement, depuis 
cette époque je me suis 
concentrée principalement sur 
l’écriture à temps plein de la 
poésie.
15 18
POS1r-T E S T
1 Hello, could you just introduce 
yourself, please?
Bonjour. Est-ce que vous 
pouvez vous présenter, s’il 
vous plait?
7 10
2 My name’s Michael Salvage. I am 
a teacher of History at Queen 
Elizabeth’s grammar School 
which is a mixed grammar school 
in|BWK#R.
Mon nom est Michael 
Salvage. Je suis professeur 
d’histoire au jlycée ^ 
Irecrutement sélectif, qui se 
trouve dans f^East Anÿiïi.
24 20
3 OK. And in Britain do 
secondary school teachers 
generally have one subject that 
they teach, or?
Et donc, en Grande 
Bretagne, les professeurs 
d’écoles secondaires 
n’enseignent qu’un seul 
sujet?
16 13
4 Generally, yes. 1, myself, teach 
geography just to f?"ear because 
I have an A level in it. I think 
generally at secondary schools, 
your expectation is that you teach 
your primary subject, the one that 
you have your Regrecj in, but 
within that 1 think there is a 
degree, or an expectation that you
Généralement oui... bien que 
j ’enseigne aussi géographie 
jusqu'à la^ièu iR . L’attente 
en générale c’est que les 
professeurs enseignent leur 
matière principale, dans 
laquelle ils ont Rne liceneR, 
mais il est vrai que il y a aussi 
une attente que... les
119 87
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would teach other subjects, for 
example |PSHE| is generally 
expected to be taught by most 
subject tutors, normally to their 
form, sort of being personal, 
social and health education, so 
they’ve got an awareness of 
drugs, sex education and the 
wider world as well, and there’s 
an expectation that that would be 
something that you would do as 
part of being a form tutor.______
professeurs enseignent le 
^SHE, qui veut dir«
réducation personnelle e^  
lociale et de la santé. Don; 
pest un sujet æsez général] 
qgi touche æ x  drogues, à lî 
^nté, aux problèmes sociaul 
et donc c’est vrai que la 
plupart des professeurs ont 
tendance à, à enseigner ça 
aussi.
OK. And you mention that this 
school, Queen Elizabeth’s, is a 
grammar school. Can you just 
explain a bit about what that 
means; what is a grammar 
school?
Vous avez aussi mentionné 
que Queen Elizabeth lycée, 
dans lequel vous travaillez, 
est à recrutement sélectif. 
Est-ce que vous pouvez 
expliquer en quoi cela 
consiste?
28 25
A grammar school is... it’s quite 
hard to explain without sounding 
a little bit snobby. Grammar 
schools are a selective system, 
whereby generally the top 25 
percent of people within the 
country or an area, a local area 
would be selected to go to 
grammar school by means of a 
selection test. We have the Kent 
Test in Kent, which tests their 
numeracy, maths, literal^ and 
science skills, and that means that 
they are able to then go to 
grammar school, and other, the 
ones that perhaps aren’t... less... 
aren’t as able would^o to a 
different kind ofWiodjj, but 
grammar schools generally are for 
the top 25 percent._____________
C’est assez difficile à 
expliquer un lycée à 
recrutement sélectif sans avoir 
Tair un peu snob, mais en fait, 
Icomme son nom l’indique] le 
recrutement est sélectif et 
seulement... le top 25% du 
pays ou, ou de, de la région est 
sélectionné par test. Donc par 
exemple, dans la région du 
Kent, on a un test qui évalue 
les capacités... iittérairej et 
scientifiques. Et donc ceux qui 
sont, les élèves qui sont moins 
capables iraient dans un ^ e |  
différent. Et donc c’est 
vraiment le, les premiers 25%, 
qui vont dans des lycées à 
recrutement sélectif.
110 95
OK. And I  understand it’s also 
got a Specialist Status, the 
school here?
Done je ... le lycée dans 
lequel vous enseignez est un 
lycée spécialisé?___________
13 12
Yeah, most schools in England 
today 1 believe have to have a 
Specialist Status, which basically 
means that within lessons and 
within sort of the wider school 
community, you need to be 
thinking about sort of the 
specialisms and sort of making 
children more aware. Queen 
Elizabeth’s has several 
specialisms. We are a Maths and 
IT Specialist School, and we are 
also a Specialist Languages 
School, as well, which means that 
we have excellent provision for a 
variety of languages and teachers 
that are able to teach lots of 
different languages, which______
Oui, je crois que la plupart des 
lycées maintenant en 
Angleterre doivent d’être 
spécialisés. Donc Queen 
Elizabeth, par exemple, est 
spécialisé en maths et en... 
technologie... informatique, 
mais aussi spécialisé dans les 
langues. Donc c'est-à-dire que 
les professeurs ici peuvent 
enseigner beaucoup de 
langues différentes et 
évidemment ce statut d’école 
spécialisée permet R’^ u ip a j 
les élèves avec._ lesj 
merlleurs... le m eiW ^
1 1 1 62
enseignemenll possible
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enables pupils to.... 1 think ill 
bquips them with lots of skilïj 
they can use in later life.
that
OK. And what other types of 
school are there in the KFiÉ^ 
education system?
Et donc est-ce que vous 
pouvez nous dire quels 
genres de, quels types 
d’écoles il y a en &#leteg
14 19
10 In the south east... I think it’s 
slightly different in the north, 
because I think you have biiddlR 
^chool!j in the north, but I don’t 
really know what they do.
They’re, no they’re for 1 think 
between the ages of about 13 and 
17. In the |# u t h ^ ^  we have 
ferammar sy s te rf^ ic h  is for the 
top 25 percent of pupils. They’re 
for the most able. And then we 
have a [comprehensive systei^ 
which is basically for everybody 
else. So those people that don’t 
achieve the qualification to go 
into a grammar school will go to a 
comprehensive school, where 
they have sort of the same 
education, the same topics, the 
same subjects, but they’re taught 
across the ability group, ^n^ 
kp'ammar schools are just teaching! 
p  the upper end of the abilit^
Dans le nord, je sais gu il y
quelque chose q u i[~  
S’appelle middle s c h o ^  qui
135 93
est pour les élèves de 1 j  a 1 7 
ans, mais ici dans le jjoTd 
de l’Angleterre, on a donc | 
Système à recrutement sélectif] 
^ e  système... polyvalent 
c'est-à-dire que le... les 
premiers 25%, les 25% des 
meilleurs élèves vont dans le 
système à recrutement sélectif 
et tandis que le système 
polyvalent enseigne à toutes, 
toutes les capacités, tous les 
niveaux pour les élèves. Mais 
bien sûr les deux systèmes 
fonctionnent avec les mêmes 
matières, les mêmes sujets.
11 OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do students 
achieve in ^econdaiy schooj 
here?
Donc quel genre de 
qualifications est-ce que les 
élèves... ont à la fin de 
l’école secondaire^
13 16
Principalement f  équivalent d ^  
[brevet de collège, et donc 
après ça ils peuvent aller dans, 
dans des lycées pour... pour 
faire quelque chose de plus 
professionnel ou ils peuvent 
aller dans des ^ c W  
générales, qui... qui amènent 
ensuite à l’université.
12 The main qualifications that you 
would leave Queen Elizabeth’s 
with are certainly |GCSEs|, so a 
General Certificate of Secondary 
Education. With a GCSE you can 
go on to pursue further education 
in college for example, do 
something more vocational, or _ 
you could stay on into jlxth foCT^  
and do AS levels and A levels, 
which then qualify you to then go 
on to university, and we have 
quite a few pupils that will go on 
to university from here._________
79 39
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And what sort of universities 
would they generally go on to, 
the students from here?
Et donc, quelles universités 
accueillent les élèves à la fin 
de, de leur diplôme dans 
votre école, [ju gu^t-b ti 
juTls étudient^___________
15 21
Generally they go on to study 
quite traditional subjects such as 
English, History, Maths, 
Engineering, so they’re using the 
qualifications that they’ve got 
from their education here to quite
La plupart des élèves étudie 
des, des sujets, des matières 
assez traditionnelles, comme 
l’anglais, l’histoire, les maths, 
ou pour devenir ingénieur. 
Donc ils vont dans des
73 38
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good effect. Traditional sort of 
subjects and traditional 
universities are generally called 
red brick universities, so sort of 
the more longer established 
universities, such as sort of 
Leicester or Liverpool, for 
example, are sort of the 
destinations of choice for many of 
our pupils.____________________
universités établies depuis 
longtemps et ils, ils étudient 
des sujets assez traditionnels.
15 OK. And just finally, how are 
schools here and teachers 
regulated and checked up on, so 
to speak?_____________________
Et done, comment est-ce que 
les écoles et les 
professeurs... sont régulés 
en Angleterre ?____________
18 15
16 Sort of on a day-to-day level, Tm 
just a general classroom teacher 
and my Head of Department 
keeps an eye on me, makes sure 
that Tm sort of achieving the best 
that I can. Senior Management 
would watch over him, make sure 
that his results were always very 
good, the best that they could be. 
But generally overseeing all of 
that is an organisation known as 
OFSTED, which go into schools I 
think on a, about a three yearly 
basis to inspect everything in 
schools. They look at the lessons, 
the quality of teaching, the way in 
which management look after the 
pupils, the way in which pupils 
are sort of seen as being secure 
within the school, they basically 
analyse everything to do with the 
school and the school 
environment. Those inspections, 
yeah as I say, about every three 
years and they sort of come 
randomly, but they’re, and they 
will give the school a grading of 
outstanding, very good or good, 
satisfactory, that kind of grading, 
which means that pupils and 
teachers, sorry, parents can judge 
the quality of teaching within the 
school on a national level.
OK, thank you very much._____
Au jour le jour, j ’ai un, un... 
un patron au dessus de moi 
qui, qui fait en sorte que je 
fasse le meilleur travail 
possible, mais un chef du 
département. Mais... au 
dessus de ça, il y a une 
organisation, qui s’appelle 
OFSTED, qui fait des 
inspections tous les 3 ans 
environ, mais les inspections 
sont, sont par surprise en fait. 
Et donc, ils donnent, ils 
donnent une note à chaque 
école afin que, que les parents 
puissent être au courant du 
niveau de chaque école au 
niveau national.
194 89
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APPENDIX 20c: Participant F3 Interpreting Transcript
Sections highlighted in red indicate where the participant has listened to a section 
more than once.
Interpreting
Turn
ST TT ST
W ord
s
T T
Words
PRE-TEST
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Bonjour.
Bonjour Catherine.
3 3
2 Thank you very much for coming 
and doing an interview with us 
today.
Merci d’être présente pour 
nous accorder cette interview 
aujourd’hui.
13 9
3 Could I just ask you to start by 
introducing yourself, please?
Est-ce que je peux vous 
demander de vous présenter ?
11 10
4 Certainly. I’m Fiona Doloughan and 
I’m a tlectureil in English at the 
University of Surrey.
Bien sûr, je m’appelle Fiona 
Doloughan. Je suis Riaître dc| 
Iconférence^ en littérature à 
l’Université de Surrey.
15 18
5 And we’d like to talk to you 
specifically about your creative 
writing that you do in your own 
personal time away from the 
university.
Nous aimerons- nous 
aimerions vous poser des 
questions à-propos de votre 
écriture... en créativité que 
vous faites dans votre temps 
libre.
24 20
6 Could you perhaps just say a little 
bit about that please.
Est-ce que vous pourriez nous 
parler un peu plus de ça, s’il 
vous plait?
11 14
7 and you started with your 
creative writing?
iQuanRl est-ce que vous avez 
commencé à écrire à-propos 
de la créativité?
8 12
8 Certainly. I’ve been writing actually 
for a very, very long time. I suppose 
like most would-be writers 1 started 
out writing in my teen years
Bien sûr, cela fait très, très 
longtemps que, que j ’écris. Je 
croix que j ’ai commencé à 
écrire quand j ’étais adolescente
25 22
9 and when I look back at what I 
produced then I’m horrified.
Et quand je regarde ??? ce que 
j ’ai pu écrire, je suis 
complètement horrifiée par ce 
que j ’ai produit.
12 18
10 But I kept going through my 
Undemaduate and postgraduate 
years]
Mais j ’ai continué à écrire 
pendant que je faisais ma 
licence et mes autres anné^ 
[d’études à r  université.
10 18
11 I guess it’s really only in about the 
last 10 to 15 years that I’ve begun to 
take my writing a little bit more 
seriously in the sense that I see it as 
part of what 1 do professionally as 
well as personally.
Mais celan fait- cela fait environ 
dix ans, une dizaine d’années, 
que je prends vraiment l’écriture 
très au sérieux, 
professionnellement et 
personnellement.
43 20
12 and so I’ve started trying to develop 
more of a profile.
Et cet ainsi que j ’ai commencé à 
développer cela autant que... 
autant que profil.
11 13
13 What kinds of things do you write 
about? Is it— first of all in terms of 
genre, is it poetry or fiction or— 
and what kinds of topics do you 
write about?
Sur quel sujet écrivez-vous en 
général ? Est-ce que vous 
écrivez plutôt de la poésie, de la 
fiction?
32 18
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What kinds of things do you write 
about? Is it — first of all in terms 
of genre, is it poetry or fiction or —  
and what kinds of topics do you 
write about?
14 Mainly poetry, though I did go 
through a phase when I was actually 
writing short stories.
Je fais principalement de la 
poésie, bien j ’ai écrit aussi des 
nouvelles.
16 12
15 So probably at the turn of the century 
I actually went on a creative writing 
course residential week
J’ai notamment participé à des 
cours de- d’écriture créative
18 8
16 at Trenoweth in Npdh In ^o g h  WâM. 5 3
17 and I took a creative writing course 
with ^ li Smith andlackie Ka^
Je me suis pris des cours de... 
d’écriture créative avec... avec
13 11
18 and that course was actually on ^ho^ 
|#ctigg
et ce cours était principalement 
basé sur des ^u rtes ftcdo%@.
8 10
19 and I spent quite a lot of time 
working on short fiction.
et j ’ai donc passé beaucoup de 
temps... à écrire de courte 
fiction.
12 11
20 even getting as far as producing a 
little book
J’ai même été jusqu'à produire 
un petit livre
9 8
21 with draft short stories avec des brouillons de, de 
nouvelles.
4 6
22 called "The farmer only eats what he 
knows".
with draft short stories called "The 
farmer only eats what he knows". 
And then 1 put that away in a drawer 
and 1 have left that since that time.
Et ensuite j ’ai laissé de côté 
jusqu'à maintenant.
25 8
23 I think in the process of drafting the 
short stories I realised that the short 
story might not necessarily be my 
preferred genre.
Je pense qu’à travers le procès 
d’écrire des nouvelles, j ’ai 
vraiment réalisé que ce n’était 
pas mon genre préféré.
23 19
24 I will at some point in the future 
come back to that
Je pense que dans le futur je 
reviendrai peut-être à ce genre 
d’écriture.
12 13
25 because I think I’ve learnt a lot more 
in the intervening years and it might 
be nice to go back and work on those.
parce que je pense que j ’ai 
appris beaucoup de... de ce 
genre.
24 11
26 But essentially since then I’ve been 
working pretty much full-time on 
trying to write poetry.
Mais depuis j ’ai principalement 
travaillé à plein temps sur... je 
me suis essentiellement 
concentrée sur la poésie.
15 16
P O S T-TE S T
1 Hello, could you just introduce 
yourself, please?
My name’s Michael Salvage. 1 am a 
teacher of History at Queen 
Elizabeth’s Grammar School which is 
a mixed school m East 
Kent.
OK. And in Britain do secondary 
school teachers generally have one 
subject that they teach, or?
Generally, yes. 1, myself, teach 
geography Just to Year % because 1
Bonjour. Pouvez-vous 
commencer par vous 
présenter, s’il vous plait?
Oui, bonjour, je suis Michael 
Salvage. Je suis professeur 
d’histoire au ^çée§#bhgu@|... 
dans l’est du Kent.
Est-ce que généralement les 
professeurs ont qu’une seule 
matière à enseigner?
Oui, généralement oui. Je suis 
professeur de géographie... ^
166 105
Ixaye an A leyel in i i  I think generally 
at^@wW@#school#, your
lyçé^ Donc, je, Enseigne 1# 
géographie aux élèves pour 1 ^
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expectation is that you teach your 
primary subject, the one that you 
have your degree in, but within that I 
think there is a degree, or an 
expectation that you would teach 
other subjects, for example PSHE ig 
generally expected to be taught by 
most subject tutors, normally to the# 
form, sort of being personal, social 
and health education, so they’ve gol 
btt awareness of drugs, sex education 
and the wider world as well, and 
Éiere’s an expectation that that would 
le  something that you would do as 
part of being a form tutor.__________
accalauréat, l’équivalen t^ 
ccalauréat en Angleterr^En 
'cegénéral au gg ég, les professeurs 
ont plutôt tendance à enseigner 
leur matière de prédilection, la 
matière qu’ils ont, qu’ils ont 
étudié lors de leur, de leur 
licence. Mais... à travers cela, 
on, on attend des professeurs 
qu’ils enseignent aussi d’autres 
matières.
OK. And you mention that this 
school, Queen Elizabeth’s, is a 
grammar school. Can you just 
explain a bit about what that 
means; what is a grammar school? 
A grammar school is... it’s quite hard 
to explain without sounding a little 
bit snobby. Grammar schools are a 
selective system, Wiereby generally 
the top 25 percent of people within 
the country or an area, a local area 
would be selected to go to grammar 
school by means of a selection test, 
We have the Kent Test in Kent, 
which tests their numeracy, maths, 
literacy and science skills, and that 
means that they are able to then go to 
grammar school, and other, the ones 
that perhaps aren’t... less... aren’t as 
able would go to a different kind of 
school, but grammar schools 
generally are for the top 25 percent.
OK. And I understand it’s also goi 
a Specialist Status, the school here?
Done vous venez de 
mentionner que vous faites 
partie, vous travaillez dans un 
lycée public, qu’on appelle en 
anglais grammar school. 
Pouvez-vous expliquer ce que 
c’est?
Eh, bien, c’est assez difficile à 
expliquer sans paraître un 
peu... un peu hautain. En fait, 
rammar school, c’est un ly c^  
ublic à système sélectif Donc 
on choisit les gens qui habitent 
dans la région où le lycée se 
trouve, par exemple dans le 
Kent il y a un test de sélection 
qui s’appelle le test du Kent. 
Donc, dans notre lycée plus 
particulièrement, on requière 
des compétences de 
mathématiques et de, de 
science. Et les élèves qui, qui 
échouent à ce test sont rédigés 
vers d’autres types de lycée.
165 125
Yeah, most schools in England today 
I believe have to have a Specialist 
Status, _____________
Mais la plupart des lycée; 
anglais... ont un statui 
particulier;_____
éej
i
which basically means that within 
lessons and within sort of the wider 
school community, you need to be 
thinking about sort of the specialisms 
and sort of making children more 
aware. Queen Elizabeth’s has several 
specialisms. We are a Maths and IT 
Specialist School, and |ÏK are a lso j 
iB ^ialist Languages School,[aTwe11, 
which means that we have excellent 
provision for a variety of languages 
and teachers that are able to teach lots 
of different languages, which enables 
pupils to... I think it equips them with 
lots of skills that they can use in later 
life.
Done en effet le fait que les 
lycées anglais soient classés par 
spécialité rend les élèves un peu 
plus, un peu plus conscient de 
l’enjeu. Par exemple notre lycée 
dans le Kent est spécialisé dans 
les maths et dans les outils 
technologiques. [Mais aussi es  ^
bien répété fw ir le^ 
[languesjDonc on a un excellent 
niveau en langues et les profs, 
mes collègues, les professeurs, 
les autres professeurs du lycée, 
sont capables d’enseigner dans 
plusieurs langages.
97 77
OK. And what other types of 
jijtool are there in the British
Pouvez-vous me parler des 
autres... des autres types de
149 205
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education system?
In the south east-1 think it’s slightly 
different in the north, because I think 
you have R ddle schoohj in the north, 
but I don’t really know what they do. 
They’re, no they’re for 1 think 
between the ages of about 13 and 17. 
In the south east we have the 
[grammar system! which is for the top 
25 percent of pupils. They’re for the 
most able. And then we have a 
comprehensive system, which is 
basically for everybody else. So those 
people that don’t achieve the 
qualification to go into a grammar 
school will go to a comprehensive 
school, where they have sort of the 
same education, the same topics, the 
samejubjects^But they’re taug^ _ 
jac#ss the ability group, and gramnW 
Schools are just teaching to the uppef 
# 6 ^ 1  hty_mnge j
que vous avez en Grande 
Bretagne?
Oui, alors j ’vais plus parler du 
sud-est, car dans le nord... je ne 
sais pas je crois qu’ils ont une 
de middle schools, dëj 
tes de%cé#Tdont je ne 
saurais vous parler. Mais dans le 
sud-est nous avons ce qu’on 
appelle des [grammar schools]
dome un lycée à ^stèmc 
sélECtifJ donc q u i,  q u i concerne.
on va dire que nos étudiants font 
partie du, du haut du classement 
des 25% des meilleurs élèves de 
la région. Et les autres, on va 
dire que tous les autres vont 
dans ce qu’on appelle 
comprehensive school, c'est-à- 
dire un lycée...lycée public, 
mais sans recrutement sélectif. 
Donc, ce sont plus les étudiants 
qui n’ont pas pus intégrer les 
grammar schools, les lycées à 
recrutement sélectif. D’accord] 
;t y a-t-il une différem 
tntre... quelle est 
[rande différence 
ammar school 
mmprehensive schooll 
Il n y a pas vraiment de 
différence dans l’éducation, le 
même type d’éducation, les 
mêmes sujets, les mêmes cours, 
mais on va dire que dans les 
comprehensive schools, c'est-à- 
dire les lycées qui...qui ne sont 
pas à recrutement sélectif, k  ^
m à  moins Wusséf
OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do students achieve 
in secondary school here?
The main qualifications that you 
would leave Bueen Elizabeth’^  with 
are certainly GCSEs, so a General 
Certificate of Secondary Education. 
With a GCSE you can go on to 
pursue further education in ^llgg# 
for example, do something more 
vocational, or you could stay on into 
sixth form and do [AS levels and 
lievdsj which then qualify you to then 
go on to university, and we have 
quite a few pupils that will go on to 
university from here.
Très bien. Quelles sont les... 
les qualifications, les 
différentes sortes d’examens 
que vous passez dans ce lycée, 
dans les lycées anglais?
Le plus j^os examen que l’on a 
dans ^ 1 1 ^ # , lycées an^aW, ce 
sont les GCSEs, c'est-à-dire 
c’est un certificat d ’études 
secondaire^[îonc^ù l’étudiaMlj 
j^m ra choisir des matières é| 
BBSwTdui ensuite l’amèneront 
soit à aller dans un, ce qu’on 
appelle ^% coll&gA, pour quelque 
chose de plus professionnel ou 
alors pour passer son [A LerelsJ 
est féquivatent dtj 
lacmlauréall, qui ensuite pourra 
amener, pourra conduire l’élève 
à l’université.
92 84
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And what sort of universities would 
they generally go on to, the 
students from here?
Generally they go on to study quite 
traditional subjects such as English, 
History, Maths, Engineering, so 
they’re using the qualifications that 
they’ve got tfom their education here 
to quite good effect. Traditional sort 
of subjects and traditional universities 
are generally called red brick 
universities, so sort of the more 
longer established universities, such 
as sort of Leicester or Liverpool, for 
example, are sort of the destinations 
of choice for many of our pupils.
Et dans quels types 
d’universités vont 
généralement vos étudiants? 
Les étudiants du lycée du 
Kent?
Ils vont pour la plupart étudier 
dans les universités, dites 
traditionnelles. Ils vont étudier 
des sujets traditionnels, comme 
la littérature anglaise, l’histoire, 
les mathématiques. Ils vont 
généralement aussi étudier dans 
les universités, dites vieilles, qui 
ont été établies...il y a pas mal 
d’années déjà, on va dire les 
anciennes universités. C’est en 
effet, oui, là où la plupart des 
gens vont.___________________
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OK. And just finally, how are 
schools here and teachers regulated 
and checked up on, so to speak?
Sort of on a day-to-day level. I’m just 
a general classroom teacher and my 
Head of Department keeps an eye on 
me, makes sure that I’m sort of 
achieving the best that I can. Senior 
Management would watch over him, 
make sure that his results were 
always very good, the best that they 
could be. But generally overseeing all 
of that is an organisation known as 
QFSTSDI, which go into schools I 
think on a, about a three yearly basis 
to inspect everything in schools. They 
look at the lessons, the quality of 
teaching, the way in which 
management look after the pupils, the 
way in which pupils are sort of seen 
as being secure within the school, 
they basically analyse everything to 
do with the school and the school 
environment. Those inspections, yeah 
as I say, about every three years and 
they sort of come randomly, but 
they’re, and they will give the school 
a grading of outstanding, very good 
or good, satisfactory, that kind of 
grading, which means that pupils and 
teachers, sorry, parents can judge the 
quality of teaching within the school 
btl a national level
Et comment l’école et les 
professeurs sont évalués?
Donc... moi je suis un 
professeur, dit général, mais il y 
a ma chef de département, qui 
vérifie mes résultats, qui vérifie 
aussi... si on est, si on fait notre 
travail correctement. Il y a des 
inspections biensûr; des 
inspections, oui, faites par 
^inspection académique] sur une 
base de, oui c’est tous les 3 ans. 
Donc ils évaluent donc si on est 
bon, satisfaisant, non 
satisfaisant. Donc ça perniet, ça 
permet surtout aux parents de, 
déjuger la qualité, la qualité de 
l’enseignement du lycée R I
D’accord. Merci beaucoup.
212 100
OK, thank you very much.
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Interpreting
turn
ST T T ST
W ords
T T
W ords
P R E -T E S T
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Bonjour.
Bonjour Catherine.
3 3
2 Thank you very much for 
coming and doing an interview 
with us today.
Merci beaucoup de- pour 
votre présence et pour 
l’interview d’aujourd’hui.
13 10
3 Could I just ask you to start by 
introducing yourself, please?
Puis-je vous demander de 
commencer par une petite 
introduction sur vous- 
même?
11 11
4 Certainly. I’m Fiona Doloughan Oui, certainement, je suis Fi- 
Fiona Doloughan.
4 6
5 and I’m a #KtuîrW in English at 
the University of Surrey.
Je suis ^ # k s s 3  à 
l’Université de Surrey en 
Anglais.
11 9
6 And we’d like to talk to you 
specifically about your creative 
writing that you do in your own 
personal time away from the 
university.
D’accord, nous voudrions 
plus particulièrement vous 
parler... des écritures que 
vous faites... en dehors... 
des heures du cours.
24 18
7 Could you perhaps just say a 
little bit about that please, and 
how you started with your 
creative writing?
Pouvez-vous s’il vous plait 
nous en parler un peu plus, 
s’il vous plait?
19 13
8 Certainly. I’ve been writing 
actually for a very, very long 
time.
Oui, certainement. J ’ai, j ’ai 
écrit, j ’écris depuis très 
longtemps maintenant.
11 10
9 I suppose like most would-be 
writers I started out writing in my 
teen years
Je pense que j ’ai commencé à 
écrire quand j ’étais à 
l’adolescence
14 11
10 and when I look back at what 1 
produced then I’m horrified.
et quand je regarde au niveau 
ce que j ’écrivais à cette 
époque, je suis honteuse.
12 15
11 But I kept going through my Mais j ’ai continué à écrire... 10 13
Undergraduate and postgraduatR pendant mes [années de licencR
Eears; ^  de mastei,
12 I guess it’s really only in about 
the last 10 to 15 years
mais je pense que ça fait 
vraiment que depuis... 10 à 15 
ans
13 13
13 that I’ve begun to take my writing 
a little bit more seriously
que je, que je commence à 
prendre mon écriture un peu 
plus de sérieux.
12 14
14 in the sense that 1 see it as part of 
what 1 do
dans le sens où je commence à 
le voir comme... 
véritablement une partie de ce 
que je fais
13 18
15 professionally as well as 
personally.
professionnellement mais 
aussi personnellement.
5 4
16 and so I’ve started trying to Et donc j ’ai commencé à le 
develop-, ^d év e l# # # ' un
11 15
ieveloç more of a
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cette activité..t 
Usern®#]
POS ■TEST
Hello, could you just introduce 
yourself, please?
My name’s Michael Salvage. I am 
a teacher of History at Queen 
Elizabeth’s Grammar School 
which is a ^jged g ^ w a r  school 
in East Kent.
Bonjour. Pouvez-vous 
commencer par vous 
présenter, s’il vous plait?
Oui, bonjour. Je m’appelle 
Michael Salvage. Je suis un 
professei^d’histoire à j é c ^
nommée...Queen Elizabeth’s 
and- et cette école est située 
dans l’est du Kent.
31 36
OK. And in # r # B ^  
secondary school teachers 
generally have one subject that 
they teach, or?
Generally, yes. |ly myself, teacj 
kp(###Q^just to Year 7j because 
I have anW level |% i^ . I think 
generally at secondary schools, 
your expectation is that you teach 
your primary subject, the one that 
you have your Regre^ in, B
kvithin that 1 think there is ____
iegree, or an expectation that you! 
would teach other subjects^ Ef a  
example PSHE is generally 
expected to be taught by most 
subject tutors, normally to their 
form, sort of being personal, 
social and health education, so 
they’ve got an awareness of 
drugs, sex education and the 
wider world as well, and there’s 
an expectation that that would be 
fomething that you would do as 
part of being a form tutor._______
En les
professeurs sont, sont... on 
attend des professeurs 
qu’ils, qu’ils enseignent un 
sujet majeur, n’est-ce pas?
Oui, personnellement, moi 
l ’ensei^e lajS6ogy«ghie a^ 
nollèj^J puisque j ’ai A Level
iîi W, puisque j ’ai_________
un...[l’équivalent d’un, d’uR 
baccalauréat en géographicf 
En général donc on est 
supposé- en Angleterre en 
général les professeurs sont, 
sont supposés enseigner une 
matière pour laquelle ils ont 
donc une licenoj. ^I^is oi
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3eut également enseigne: 
autres sujets en plus de 
Icence, si on en a fait des 
recherches dessus]
OK. And you mention that this 
school. Queen Elizabeth’s, is a 
grammar school. Can you just 
explain a bit about what that 
means; what is a grammar 
school?
A grammar school is... it’s quite 
hard to explain without sounding 
a little bit snobby, ^ ramm 
Schools ai~e a selective sister 
whereby generally the top 25 
percent of people within the 
country or an area, a local area 
would be selected to go to 
grammar school by means of a 
selection test. We have the Kent 
Test in Kent, which tests their 
numeracy, maths, foerac^ and 
science skills, and that means that 
they are able to then go to 
grammar school, and other, the
Done l’école dans laquelle 
vous, vous enseignez est une 
ce qu’on appelle une 
grammar school en 
Angleterre, ce qui est 
l’équivalent en fait d’une 
école, d’une école sélective, 
d’une école où on sélecte 
donc les étudiants sur, sur 
dossier. Donc est-ce que vous 
pouvez un petit peu 
expliquer comment ça 
marche donc en 
Angleterre ?
Alors, c’est un petit difficile à 
expliquer, parce que, sans être, 
sans paraître un peu snob, 
mais en gros Rne ^am m
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school, c’est une école, don 
sélective!, qui recrute en fait
les 25 meilleurs, les 25, le, les
359
ones that perhaps aren’t... less... 
aren’t as able would go to a 
different kind of school, but 
grammar schools generally are for 
the top 25 percent.
25% meilleurs élèves en fait 
d’une région. Done ils sont 
sélectionnés en... suite à, suite 
à un test en fait, qui s’appelle 
donc le Kent Text, Test, donc 
pour la région du Kent où ils 
passent donc des matières 
comme les maths, les 
mathématiques, jfa iittératuü et 
les sciences, et donc s’ils sont 
sélectionnés après ce text, ce 
test, donc ils peuvent rentrer 
dans une grammar school. Si, 
s’ils échouent, ils vont dans 
une école normale, non 
sélective.
OK. And I understand it’s also 
got a Specialist Statiij, the 
school here?
Yeah, most schools in England 
today I believe have to have a 
Specialist Status, which basically 
means that within lessons and 
within sort of the wider school 
community, you need to be 
thinking about sort of the 
specialisms and sort of making 
children more aware. Queen 
Elizabeth’s has several 
specialisms. We are a Maths and 
IT Specialist School, and we are 
also a Specialist Languages 
School, as well, which means that 
we have excellent provision for a 
variety of languages and teachers 
that are able to teach lots of 
different languages, which 
enables pupils to... I think it 
equips them with lots of skills that 
they can use in later life.
Done 11 me semble que donc 
cette école, en plus d’être 
une grammar school, a aussi 
ce qu’on appelle des, des, des 
Romaines de sjpécialisationi 
en fait. Est-ce que c’est, 
c’est, c’est le cas un peu en 
Angleterre?
Donc, oui, donc cette école a 
effectivement un domaine de 
spécialisation comme, comme 
beaucoup d’écoles en 
Angleterre enfin de plus en 
plus. Donc c'est-à-dire qu’en 
dehors des, des eours, des 
cours normaux, des 
cours...oui des, des, des cours 
normaux, l’école en fait se 
spécialise dans un certain 
domaine, donc pour donner un 
peu aux étudiants, aux élèves 
plus de- une connaissance, des 
connaissances dans un sujet 
un peu précis. Donc ici nous, 
dans cette école, dans l’école 
Queen Elizabeth’s, on se 
spécialise le sujet, c’est les 
maths, plus, plus 
particulièrement 
l’informatique. On est aussi 
pas mal spécialisé dans les 
langues. Donc en fait ça 
permet aux élèves de leur 
donner des, des connaissances, 
ça leur donne des outils un 
peu, pour, pour élargir leurs 
connaissances et puis, ça peut 
leur être utile pour la suite.
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OK. And what other types of 
school are there in the British 
education system?
In the south east... I think it’s 
slightly different in the north, 
because I think you have middle
Et done en fait, il y a- quel 
autre type d’écoles y a-t-il en 
Grande Bretagne ?
Alors je sais pas trop comment 
ça marche dans le nord, par 
exemple, parce que c’est- je
149 176
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schools in the north, but I don’t 
really know what they do.
They’re, no they’re for I think 
between the ages of about 13 and 
17. In the south east we have the 
grammar system which is for the 
top 25 percent of pupils. They’re 
for the most able. And then we 
have a comprehensive system, 
which is basically for everybody 
else. So those people that don’t 
achieve the qualification to go 
into a grammar school will go to a 
comprehensive school, where 
they have sort of the same 
education, the same topics, the 
same subjects, but they’re taught 
across the ability group, and 
grammar schools are just teaching 
to the upper end of the ability 
range.
So those people that don’t achieve 
the qualification to go into a 
grammar school will go to a 
comprehensive school, where 
they have sort of the same 
education, the same topics, the 
same subjects, but they’re taught 
across the ability group, and 
grammar schools are just teaching 
to the upper end of the ability 
range.
sais que c’est différent, mais 
pour le, pour le cas du sud-est, 
donc il y a le, ce qu’on appelle 
le grammar système, done les 
écoles donc sélectives, 
comme, comme on Ta dit, 
qui...qui ne selecte...qui ne 
sélectionnent que 25% des 
meilleurs, des meilleurs élèves 
d’une région. Et y’a aussi ce 
qu’on appelle des 
comprehensive schools, ce 
qui, ce qui est l’équivalent en 
fait ben des écoles publiques, 
où- est- tout le monde- enfin 
ceux qui n’ont pas pu aller 
donc en grammar school en 
fait se tournent vers, vers ces 
écoles, donc c’est des écoles 
ouvertes à tout le monde, sans 
séleetion particulière. Donc ils 
ont la même, c’est même, le 
même type d’éducation, ils 
font les mêmes sujets, les 
mêmes matières; simplement 
donc ces écoles s’adaptent un 
peu plus aux habilités, aux 
capacités de tout le monde en 
fait.
OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do students 
achieve in j^ co n d a ^ sch ^  
here?
The main qualifications that you 
would leave Queen Elizabeth’s 
with are certainly jOCSEsj, so a 
General Certificate of Secondary 
Education.
OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do students 
achieve in secondary school 
here?
The main qualifications that you 
would leave Queen Elizabeth’s 
with are certainly GCSEs, so a 
General Certificate of Secondary 
Education. With a GCSE you can 
go on to pursue further edueation 
in college for example, do 
something more vocational, or 
you could stay on into sixth form 
and do |&S levels and A levej^, 
which then quality you to then go 
on to university, And we have 
quite a few pupils that will go on 
to university from here.
With a GCSE you can go on to
Et quels, quels diplômes en 
fait on obtient, en étant 
dans... dans Mme école 
béiective  ^dans un 
#aecW?
Donc la, la, la majeure, le 
majeur diplôme que les élèves 
obtiendront c’est le brevet, 
GCSEs, donc [Téquivalent duJ 
Ru brevet en FrancR. Suite à 
l’obtention donc de ce brevet, 
il y a plusieurs choix qui 
s’offrent donc aux élèves: soit 
donc ils, ils continuent en fait 
leur système éducatif en allant 
donc au lycée; soit ils peuvent 
s’orienter vers une voie plus 
professionnalisante, ou soit ils 
restent donc au sein de, de­
dans le même établissement 
pour passer donc F^uivalent 
B S b ^  donc ils restent- 
ils font collège brevet dans le 
même établissement et suite à 
l’obtention donc de leur, de 
leur baccalauréat, ils peuvent 
aller à l’université.
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pursue further education in 
college for example, do 
something more vocational, or 
you could stay on into sixth form 
and do AS levels and A levels, 
whieh then qualify you to then go 
on to university, and we have 
quite a few pupils that will go on 
to university from here._________
And what sort of universities 
would they generally go on to, 
the students from here?
Generally they go on to study 
quite traditional subjects such as 
English, History, Maths, 
Engineering, so they’re using the 
qualifications that they’ve got 
from their education here to quite 
good effect. Traditional sort of 
subjects and traditional 
universities are generally called 
red brick universities, so sort of 
the more longer established 
universities, 
subjects and traditional 
universities are generally called 
red brick universities, so sort of 
the more longer established 
universities, such as sort of 
Leicester or Liverpool, for 
example, are sort of the 
destinations of choice for many of 
our pupils.____________________
Done, dans quelles, vers 
quels types d’universités 
s’orientent généralement les 
élèves qui sortent donc de, 
de cette école?
Donc généralement donc ils 
choisissent des sujets 
relativement traditionnels, 
comme l’anglais, l’histoire, les 
mathématiques. C’est ce 
qu’on appelle en fait un 
système d’université red brick, 
c'est-à-dire, on va dire, 
traditionnel. Les universités 
donc sont, ont une 
réputation.. .ont une belle 
réputation depuis longtemps, 
donc c’est généralement de­
vers ce genre d’université 
donc que se tournent nos 
élèves.
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OK. And just finally, how are 
schools here and teachers 
regulated and checked up on, so 
to speak?
Sort of on a day-to-day level. I’m 
just a general classroom teacher 
and my Head of Department 
keeps an eye on me, makes sure 
that I’m sort of achieving the best 
that I ean.
OK. And just finally, how are 
schools here and teachers 
regulated and checked up on, so 
to speak?
Sort of on a day-to-day level. I’m 
just a general classroom teacher 
and my Head of Department 
keeps an eye on me, makes sure 
that I’m sort of achieving the best 
that I can. Senior Management 
Would watch over him, make sure 
that his results were always very 
good, the best that they could be, 
But generally overseeing all of 
that is an organisation known as 
OFSTED, which go into schools I 
think on a, about a three yearly
Et pouvez-vous m’expliquer 
donc comment un peu les, 
les professeurs sont, sont 
évalués ici; comment ça 
marche donc pour évaluer 
les capacités de l’école?
Donc, ben, moi en fait je suis 
donc, généralement mon rôle 
est simplement d’enseigner, je 
suis donc un enseignant, mais 
j ’ai aussi mon supérieur, qui 
donc qui s’assure un peu 
chaque jour donc que je fais 
de mon mieux pour- dans mon 
métier. Généralement, donc 
les écoles sont soumises à des 
inspections, qui, qui sont 
donc- qui, qui, qui- des 
inspections qui ont lieu à peu 
près donc tous les 3 ans, donc 
on n’est pas, on n’est pas 
prévenu quand y’a une 
inspection. Ça se fait, ça se 
fait de manière imprévue. Et 
ensuite, suite à cette, suite à 
cette inspeetion, l’éeole et puis 
bon, ÿiüs g m & ü h èrë^^  l@^
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basis to inspect everything in 
schools. They look at the lessons, 
the quality of teaching, the way in 
which management look after the 
pupils, the way in which pupils 
are sort of seen as being secure 
within the school, they basically 
analyse everything to do with the 
school and the school 
environment. Those inspections, 
yeah as I say, about every three
years and they sort of come__
randomly, but they’re, and ^ 0  
|# ï î #v e  the school a of
outstanding, very good or good, 
satisfactory, that kind of grading, 
which means that pupils and 
teachers, sorry, parents can judge 
the quality of teaching within the 
school on a national level.
OK, thank you very much._____
Bl^fesseurs se'voient don#^ 
Rone une notej une 
appreciation qui peut aller de 
très bien, à bien, satisfaisant 
etc. et donc ça permet aux 
parents et un peu...et ça 
permet aux parents de donner 
un peu... de permettre de, de 
permet déjuger donc les 
écoles dans un niveau un peu 
national. Ça permet de faire un 
peu un classement pour se 
rendre compte à peu près du 
niveau de chaque école au 
niveau national.
Très bien. Merci beaucoup 
pour cette interview.______
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APPENDIX 20e: Participant F5 Interpreting Transcript
Interpreting
turn
ST T T ST
W ords
T T
W ords
P R E -T E S T
1 Pierre, bonjour.
Bonjour.
Pierre, hello. 
Hello.
3 3
2 Eu quelques poignées de 
secondes, pouvez-vous dès à 
présent vous présenter?
Very quickly, please could 
you just introduce yourself?
11 8
3 Tout à fait. Donc je suis Français, 
^Habite sur la nfeton dç Lons-le^ 
i'ai 32 ans—, chef 
d'entreprise et je fais aussi de la 
formation— seiftR'écoiesj
Of course. I am French. |  liyR 
piBFano) I have - 1 am 32 
years old. I’m the manager of 
a company and I also do the 
training in our- BhînTûjj
29 34
4 De quelle école? Well which school? 3 3
5 Notamment depuis ce week-end, 
lécole Majestic, à la Chambre d^ 
Commerce et d'IndustriR de Lons- 
le-Saunier.
Notably in a... notably in a... a 
jgommercfaFi^hoo^.
15 9
6 Très bien et, non pas dans une 
vie antérieure, mais votre 
activité professionnelle, malgré 
votre jeune âge, vous a conduit 
àjtoftvailler à l'étranger] 
fetamment en Afrtaue Npird, 
n'est-ce pas?
And at a very young age you 
have started to be % cha#^  
brf the African zonei.this has 
happened very quickly for 
someone of such a young 
age.
30 28
7 Tout à fait, tout à fait. De par mes 
anciennes expériences 
professionnelles^]^ 
BfecHvement beaucoup travaiÜJ 
Rans le commerce internationiÉl et 
j'ai, très jeune commencé comme 
responsable de zone Afrique—où 
j'avais en charge |es pays qui 
partaient depuis la Tunisie jusque 
l'Angola.
Yes^I mainly work üfy 
liternational comm##^. It was 
very - 1 was very young to 
become the boss of this zone...
43 21
8 Pour quels types de produits ? For what type of products? 5 5
9 Alors, essentiellement klBMRiW 
a toujours été tournée sur les 
produits alimentaires
Essentially we tw u l our 
business on food products.
12 8
10 donc j'ai toujours travaillé dans le 
domaine alimentaire.
So, and so I have always 
worked among- within this, 
this... food area of business.
8 15
11 Très bien. Very good. 2 2
12 Pierre, vous qui êtes un ancien OK, you have worked with 29 40
Ide l'Afrique NoiwI et fort de an old black African and
votre expérience réalisée sur ce 
continent, j'ai envie de vous 
demander de nous parler de la
you have a lot of experience 
that’s been done on this 
continent. So now I am keen 
to know...! am keen for you 
to tell us about
3 6 4
francophone.
13 La francophonie, ^'est un 
fo e t jp n  peut lui trouver deux 
tens à ce mot francoplionâj : déjà
So francophonie Is a laigi^ 
teoup o f peopl^jFFs beed 
Roing for over 200 yearsTIt is
31 32
c'est—  l'ensemble de la 
population dans le monde qui 
utilise la langue française.
-  it refers to the population in 
the world that uti- that uses 
the French language
14 en |an£iic maWmel^ ou en langue 
administrative
as a p#ternaf lan##@^ or as 
an administrative language
7 9
15 ou en langue de culture. 
N'oublions pas que le français a 
beaucoup de valeur
Or within... you know, or the 
French culture. We cannot 
forget that French values its 
culture. I t ’ s very important.
14 19
16 mais on a cette deuxième notion 
de la francophonie aujourd'hui qui 
est l'Organisation ^ ^ # a tio n a l^  
de la Francophonie
There is also- nowadays for 
francophonie there is the 
organis- the organis- 
Organisât- Organisation o f 
Francophonie
17 17
17 iP lF il qui a des missions dans le which is, you know, the ©NS, 13 22
monde entier principalement deb which mer- primarily, itsj
[actions politiques foission is to, is within, is, i^ 
teancophonie within... thR 
political worldj
18 mais aussi des Ktipnij culturelles 
et de la promotion de la langue 
française.
cultural |@#o# and also the 
promotion of... the French 
language.
13 10
19 Des illustrations types sont les 
mises en place des Alliances 
Françaises, il existe à peu près un 
m illier d'Alliances Françaises à 
travers le monde.
The actions are, are done... put 
into practice, put into place by 
the French Alliance, 1’Alliance 
Française, the French 
Alliance.
24 20
20 Qu’est-ce qu'une Alliance 
Française?
What exactly is a French 
Alliance? What exactly is 
the F Alliance Française?
4 12
21 Qu'est-ce qu'une Alliance 
Française?
What is the French Alliance? 4 5
22 Alors les Alliances Françaises 
sont présentes sur | | 6  dan#|
OK, the French Alliance is 
present in |#0#Ry all o f ^  
[iopntriei in the worlR
12 15
23 et sont là pour promouvoir la 
langue française
and it is a way o f promoting 
the French language 
throughout the world.
8 13
24 donc deux actions; 
principalement, ça va être 
l'éducation.
The 2 actions, principally 2 
actions... education
8 7
25 Donc, on enseigne le français à 
des étrangers.
So we teach, the Alliance, the 
French Alliance teaches 
French to foreigners.
8 12
26 tous niveaux sont acceptés A ll levels are accepted. 4 4
27 et le deuxième aspect c'est surtout 
la promotion de la culture 
française, c'est aussi bien l'art, le 
cinéma,
The second action is the 
promotion o f the French 
culture [in terms o f its regional 
Culture] cinema,
18 17
28 ia littératuEd phe theawR 2 2
29 c'est surtout un échange entre les 
différentes cultures.
And it ’ s also to do with the 
exchanges between different 
cultures.
8 11
30 on se limite pas à la culture It ’ s not jus, i t ’ s not just 13 22
3 6 5
française, on va beaucoup plus 
loin...
focusing on the French culture 
but, you know, other countries 
throughout, other cultures 
throughout the world.
31 Et tout ça se fait dans le cadre 
des services culturels des 
ambassades?
And all of this is done within 
the offices of the 
Ambassador’s Cultural 
Services?
13 14
32 Alors, effectivement, les STAC 
(SCAC, Service de Coopération et 
d'Action Culturelle), les services 
culturels de l'action du service.
Yes, all of this done, is done 
within the, the SCACs, which 
is the Cultural Services of the 
Ambassadors.
18 19
33 du service culturel des 
ambassades qui gèrent ça
They are the people who 
manage this.
8 7
34 et qui donc vont promouvoir toute 
la culture, en général, française.
and promote all of the French, 
the general French culture.
11 10
POSlr-TEST
1 Alors, bù en étais-ie'î Hello, t  am studying a^  the 26 20
Donc, à l’Université de 
Limerick. Donc, Limerick se 
trouve dans le sud ouest de 
l’Irlande, on va dire entre 
Galway et Cork
University of Limerick which is 
in the South West of Ireland in 
between Galway.
2 et donc l’université n ’est pas 
une très grande université, mais 
le campus est en pleine 
croissance et comme je le disais 
tout à l’heure, il y a toujours des 
bâtiments en construction sur le 
campus, donc même malgré la 
crise économique actuelle.
The campus here at this 
university is not very big, but it 
is in the process of growing and 
getting bigger. There are a lot of 
buildings being constructed for 
this bigger campus, even though 
we, we are in an economic 
crisis.
42 42
3 Alors, je vais vous parler du 
système éducatif français assez 
brièvement, assez 
succinctement, et donc je vais 
commencer par vous dire que en 
France, donc l’école est 
obligatoire de l’âge de 6, de 6 
ans jusqu'à l’âge de 16 ans.
So first of all I ’m going to 
explain to you about the French 
education system quite briefly. 
So in France, school is 
compulsory for students, for 
children aged between 6 and 16. 
So young children start school 
at 3 years old at ^cofo
72 79
Mais la plupart des petits 
français commencent l’école à 3 
ans et donc vont à fa maternelle!
natemelle, which is...a nursery] 
he equiyalent to a nursery] 
>chool here in EnglandjAnd
pendant 3 ans, et puis l ’écolej 
brimairel commence vers l’âge 
de 6 ou 7 ans
then they go to ^cole primaire] 
kvhich is the primary school 
They’ll start there at about 
either 6 or 7 years old.
4 avec le CP, le CP c’est le boursj 
bréparatoirej En général c’est le 
cours, enfin c’est l’année durant 
laquelle les écoliers apprennent 
à lire et à écrire enfin, les, les 
rudiments de lecture et 
d’écriture. Et puis ensuite il y a 
le CEI, le CE2, donc ce sont les 
Bours élémentaire^ 1 et 2, et le 
CM 1 et le CM2 : pours moyerj 1 
et 2. Donc les écoliers français 
passent en moyenne 5 années à
So they start school with what is 
called as the Bours préparatoire] 
which is where they start to 
learn to read and write; they 
learn the basics of reading and 
writing. Then they go on to 
studying...les Boiïrd 
Pimentaiiesl There are 2 levels 
for this: level 1 and level 2. And 
after that they have the Bouri 
[noyetj, levels 1 and 2 again, 
and this all happens at primary
78 80
3 6 6
school, so they, they’re doing 5 
years at, at primary school.
l’école primaire.
Cela dit, en France 
hm m W t de il y a
un système de redoublement en 
cas d’échec scolaire. La notion 
d’échec scolaire est assez, on va 
dire, assez stressante pour les 
petits écoliers français, parce 
que effectivement lorsqu’un 
enfant n’atteint pas un certain 
niveau selon ses professeurs et 
aussi selon ses parents, il peut 
être amené redoubler la classe, 
c’est à dire refaire la même 
année une deuxième fois.
So in France we have aTp  ^
lise and
which 1 believe does not happen 
here in England, which is called 
les redoublement, which is 
literally a case of when children 
retake a year at school, which 
can provide- which can be quite 
stressful for children, especially 
for very young children who, 
who don’t reach a certain level 
which would be- that is required 
of them at that age, so therefore 
it is- it would normally be 
decided by either their parents 
or their teachers, and they 
should- if they decide that their 
children haven’t reached this 
level, then they would redo the 
school year that they, that they 
have just finished.____________
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Et donc une fois terminée 
l’école primaire, les écoliers 
français deviennent l^llégiens j 
il vont au |collègR donc de l’âge 
de environ 11 ou 12 ans à l’âge 
de 15 ou 16 ans, et au collège 
donc il y a la sixième, la 
cinquième, la quatrième et la 
troisième, donc 4 années, qui se 
suivent et la fin des années de 
collège est sanctionnée par un, 
un examen ^  une épreuve qui 
s’appelle |te~brevet des collège^, 
et en fait j ’ai fait quelques 
petites recherches sur internet, 
parce que ça faisait longtemps 
que je ne m’étais pas penchée 
sur la question de, du brevet et à 
mon époque, le tout début ^  
î-vingt dix, î’an n ^
: neuf ou @uatr#f -------,,mi r, ,„w-------------
:diÿ, en fait le brevet des 
collèges ne consistait qu’en 3 
épreuves, c'est-à-dire 3 
examens : une épreuve de 
français, une épreuve d’histoire- 
géo et une épreuve de 
mathématiques, alors 
qu’apparemment depuis 2006 je 
crois, le brevet des collèges 
comprend deux autres 
épreuves : une épreuve de 
langue vivante, et je crois qu’il 
faut atteindre le niveau A2 du 
cadre de référence européen 
dans une langue vivante, et puis 
il faut aussi passer un genre de
So once they’re finished at 
primary school, the, the, the 
children who would be called
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les [écolants, the iriMBy~ 
Children, they go on to what is 
called Line college in France]
but- what is known as : ___
secondary school in England]
and their year groups, they start 
at sixième, | o rather than having
iears 7 to I  F like we do in[~ ngland, they have sixiem^ inquième, quatrième e] oisième] so the 6**^ year, the 5* 
year, the 4* year and the 3’^'^ 
year to do whilst they’re at 
college, at secondary school. So 
then at the end of their, their 
years at college, they have to 
take an exam which is called |
brevet de college, whichj______
fs...very similar to the GCSEs iiij 
England] And this consists of.
well 1 actually had to do some 
research on the Internet to find 
out what this, what the children 
have to do, because it was a, 
mmkin the 8 #  when 1 did these 
tests, and back then it consisted 
of 3 tests: one, you were tested 
in French, another one in history 
and geography, and the third 
one in maths. Now, well in 
2006, so after I looked at my 
research, the, the, the...these 
exams, you now have to do 
those 3 original exams plus 2
3 6 7
petit brevet d’aptitude en 
informatique.
further exams. The first one is in 
a modem, a modem language, 
modem foreign languages, a 
modem foreign language, and 
you have to reach a level...you 
have to reach an A2 level...in 
the, that would be following the 
framework of the European 
Referencing System for, for 
languages, so you have to reach 
A2 in a modem foreign 
language. And they also have to 
do a small ICT course to, to 
check their ICT level.
Done les choses ont changé en 
20 ans.
Donc voilà pour le collège.
Donc à la suite des études au 
collège, donc la première partie 
de l’école secondaire, les élèves 
généralement vont au ifcoj et 
font des...et suivent leurs études 
dans un lycée général et donc ils 
passent d’abord en ^econdi^ et 
en seconde en fait, l’année de 
seconde est assez importante, 
puisque cette année c’est une 
année durant laquelle les élèves 
doivent choisir leur orientation 
pour p l b ^ . Ils doivent en 
général choisir une filière bien 
particulière, donc ils ont le 
choix entre plusieurs filières 
d’enseignement général, donc il 
s’agit de a^ filière littéraire, 1|| 
fil 1ère...économique et social^ 
la filière scientifiqu^ donc ce
So, as you can tell, a lot has 
changed in the last 20 years.
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BOW just to recap, les brevet d{ 
collège is not in fact the GCSEsJ 
but it’s just a test that they do d  
the end of the troisième année^ 
$ 0  after having, done 4 years a| 
School] So then after college.
after having done these brevet 
de college, they go on to study, 
they go on to what’s called a
lycée, so it’s the second part o^ 
secondary education!. They go to
sont les 3 filières les plus 
répandues au niveau général. Il 
y a aussi des filières plus 
professionnalisantes, dont 
notamment la filière gestion, il y 
a aussi des filières 
technologiques et donc voilà.
just a general, a general school, 
and they would be in the year 
that’s called the je c o n d e ^ ^ . 
And so this is a very important 
year for the students, because 
this is when they would have to 
choose which, choose certain 
subjects that they’re going to 
sWdy for the jfeca lau ré^  
te ic h  is...a qualification iq 
Pfan#^ So they have a lot of 
different options that they can 
study, for example for the 
general baccalauréat, ^hey havi
1 literature option, they have ar 
économ ies and social sciences 
Option and also a scientifu  
Optionj So this is all under the
general baccalauréat. There are 
other options for more specific 
baccalauréats, if they have a 
chosen subject that they’d like 
to study, for example 
management or technology.
D’accord, alors en France il y a 
bien sûr un système d’écoles 
publiques et d’écoles privées. 
Les écoles privées- les écoles 
publiques, pardon, sont bien 
évidemment financées par l’état, 
mais les écoles privées 
reçoivent également des 
subventions de l’état, en
So as well there is the public 
system or the private system on 
French, in France, which is a 
little bit different to the public- 
...a little bit different to the one 
in England, as obviously public 
and private schools are the 
same. But in France the public 
schools are obviously when the
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3 6 8
fonction du nombre d’élèves. 
Donc à la fin du lycée bien sûr, 
les élèves de ^rm inâîj passent 
Ile baccalauréat!. Et donc le bac, 
le baccalauréat, m  va dire c’e^  
e diplôme, le premier diplôïtf^ 
«miment très important dans lÿ 
trie des, des écoliers f r a n g é  
^IjgciensJ^ng^gj Et donc 
pour obtenir une place à 
l’université, il faut simplement 
obtenir une moyenne de 10 sur 
20 au baccalauréat.
schools are paid for by the state, 
by, by the government, whereas 
private schools receive money 
from the state depending on the 
number of students that, that 
they have at their school. So as I 
was saying, when students are 
in brminale. which i ^
>rm|cond year of 6 fori 
basically, they would take their 
^ccalauréat exams -  they’re! 
Sort of equivalent to A Level^ 
really, which is a very, |É * _ a r | 
important exams at th^
:ee,'because it shows that theÿ
qICQ And it’s also a way 
for them to move on into higher 
education. So in order to obtain 
a place at university, they have 
to pass their baccalauréat 
exams, and they only have to 
get an average of 10 out of 20 in 
their baccalauréats, in order to 
go on to university.
Done voilà... jet autremeni 
lalorsiej au niveau universitaire, 
alors après le lycée en France, il 
y a bien sûr l’université ; 
l’université française est 
publique. Et les frais 
d’inscription en France sont 
vraiment minimes par rapport 
aux frais d’inscription en 
Irlande. En ce moment bien sûr 
les choses sont en train de 
changer en Irlande, mais il est 
vrai semblable que les étudiants 
irlandais vont bientôt devoir 
payer des frais d’inscription 
beaucoup plus élevés. Je crois 
qu’en ce moment la première 
année s’élève à 1,500 euros en 
Irlande. En France je ne suis pas 
sûre, mais ça doit tourner autour 
de 500 à ^ 0  euros maximum, à 
mon avis, je ne suis pas sûre; il 
faudra vérifier.
So then... i  little bit mon
[Information! There’s obviously 
a university level that students 
go on and do. After, after being 
at secondary education, they go 
on to university and all 
universities in France are public 
universities. The... the tuition 
fees are very, very small. It is 
very different- very, very low, 
they’re very different to the 
ones here in Ireland, though I 
believe that they are in the 
process of changing. I think it’s 
€1500 for the first vear here in 
Ireland, whereas in France it’s 
about €500, maybe 
maximum, but I, I would have 
to check on those details.
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APPENDIX 20f: Participant F6 Interpreting Transcript
Interpreting
turn
ST T T ST
W ords
T T
W ords
P R E -T E S T
1 Pierre, bonjour.
Bonjour.
Hello, Pierre.
Hello.
3 3
2 En quelques poignées de 
secondes, pouvez-vous dès à 
présent vous Ig^ésente:?
In a couple of seconds can 
you please f^Sêrl yourself?
11 10
3 Tout à fait. Donc je suis Français Yeah, of course, Tm French 7 5
4 j'habite sur la région de Lons-le- 
Saunier, j'ai 32 ans, chef 
d'entreprise et je fais aussi de la 
formation au sein d'écoles.
and I’m 32 years old and I am 
the manager. I’m yeah, the 
manager of... the firm
21 17
5 De quelle école? *Question and answer 
omitted*
From a very young age, it 
looks like you have been 
working... everywhere, 
considerab- specifically in 
several countries in
50 20
%tamment depuis ce week-end 
jllécole Majestic, à la Chambre dfl 
Commerce et d'industrie de Lons* 
le^Saunjer]
Très bien et, non pas dans une 
vie antérieure, mais votre 
activité professionnelle, malgré 
votre jeune âge, vous a conduit 
à travailler à l’étranger, 
notamment en KÂWue Noft^, 
n’est-ce pas?
6 Tout à fait, tout à fait. De par mes 
anciennes expériences 
professionnelles, j'ai 
effectivement beaucoup travaillé 
dans le commerce international
Yeah, of course. I have been 
working in international 
business
20 10
7 et j'ai, très jeune commencé 
comme responsable de zone 
Afrique
From a very young age, I 
was... responsible... I was the., 
.responsible for... the zone in 
Africa... for the business.
10 20
8 où j'avais en charge les pays qui 
partaient depuis la Tunisie jusque 
l'Angola.
and I was in charge of 
countries from Tunisia 
through Angola.
13 11
9 Pour quels types de produits? For what kind of products is 
your business in?
5 9
10 Alors, essentiellement ma carrière 
a toujours été tournée sur les 
produits alimentaires, donc j'ai 
toujours travaillé dans le domaine 
alimentaire.
It’s mainly in- within the food 
industry.
20 7
11 Très bien. Pierre, vous qui êtes 
un ancien de l’Afrique Noire et 
fort de votre expérience réalisée 
sur ce continent, j ’ai envie de 
vous demander de nous parler 
de la l&aueWion^.
Pierre, since you seem to be 
quite familiar with African 
culture and Africa in 
general, and I would like 
you to talk to us about 
#ahco#on@ .
31 26
12 La francophonie, c'est un vaste Francophonie is a large... topic 6 5
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sujet.
13 On peut lui trouver deux sens à ce 
mot francophonie:
We can look at it from 2 
sense.
10 8
14 déjà c'est l'ensemble de la 
population dans le monde qui 
utilise la langue française,
First of all, we can look at it 
from the point of view of 
people in different countries 
who speak French
14 21
15 en langue maternelle ou en langue 
administrative
whether it’s the native 
language or it’s... from an 
admin point of view.
7 13
16 ou en langue de culture. 
N'oublions pas que le français a 
beaucoup de valeur, mais on a 
cette deuxième notion de la 
francophonie aujourd'hui
And we have this second point 
of view of francophonie
24 10
17 qui est l'Organisation 
Internationale de la Francophonie 
(OIF)
which is the International 
Organisation of Francophonie.
8 7
18 H  a des làîssioni dans le monde 
entier principalement des actions 
politiques
MR have feissiOTi around the 
world and also political 
missions.
12 10
19 mais aussi des actions culturelles 
et de la promotion de la langue 
française.
and who also help to promote 
the French language
13 9
20 Des illustrations types sont les 
mises en place des Kllîanc^ 
prançai#^, il existe |  peu près~üî  ^
Millier d'Alliances F W ^ is e fà "  
travers le monde.
For example, we can look at 
french association^, there’s, 
there’s mm# of those arounjj 
khe worWl
24 16
21 Qu'est-ce qu’une What is an All- a ferendl 4 6
iPran^iseli âlUançef
22 Qu'est-ce qu'une Alliance 
Française? Alors les Alliances 
Françaises sont jgWWBtes sur 1 
kgR dans le moni&j et sont là pour 
promouvoir la langue française.
Those alliances are found 
jÉ^unîj w i##  and they’re
there to promote the French 
language.
25 15
23 donc deux actions; 
principalement, ça va être 
l'éducation.
First of all we have those 
alliances in regard to 
education.
8 11
24 Donc, on enseigne le français | we teach, well the Alliances, 
they teach French Rt
8 11
25 tous niveaux sont acceptés and all levels are accepted 4 5
26 et le deuxième aspect c’est surtout 
la promotion de la culture 
française.
And the second is... also to 
promote the French culture.
12 10
27 c'est aussi bien l'art, le cinéma, la 
littérature
So French art, French cinema 
and French literature.
8 8
28 c'est surtout un échange entre les 
différentes cultures, on se limite 
pas à la culture française, on va 
beaucoup plus loin...
and most of all it’s an 
exchange between different 
cultures.
21 10
29 Et tout ça se fait dans le cadre 
des services culturels des 
ambassades?
And all of this happens 
within... an embassy... 
embassies?
13 9
30 Alors, effectivement, les STAC 
(SCAC, Service de Coopération et 
d'Action Culturelle), les services 
culturels de l'action du service, du
First of all is- the cultural 
services of embassies who are 
in charge of this programme
26 16
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service culturel des ambassades 
qui gèrent ça,
et qui donc vont promouvoir toute 
la culture, en général, française.
31 and they usually promote... the H  
French culture
POS -T E S T
Alors, où en étais-je?
Donc, à F Université de Limerick. 
Donc, Limerick se trouve dans le 
sud ouest de l’Irlande, on va dire 
entre Galway et Cork et donc 
l’université n’est pas une très 
grande université, mais le campus 
est en pleine croissance et comme 
je le disais tout à l’heure, il y a 
toujours des bâtiments en 
construction sur le campus, donc 
même malgré la crise économique 
actuelle.
Well, I’m-1 teach at the 
University of Limerick which 
is situated in the south west of 
Ireland. It’s between Galway 
and Cork. The university is 
not very big, but there are a lot 
of construction going on, is, 
there’s a lot of construction 
sites, even though during this 
economic crisis, the university 
is still evolving.
68 56
Alors, je vais vous parler du 
système éducatif français assez 
brièvement, assez succinctement, 
et donc je vais commencer par 
vous dire que en France, donc 
l’école est obligatoire de l’âge de 
6, de 6 ans jusqu'à l’âge de 16 
ans. Mais la plupart des petits 
français commencent l’école à 3 
ans et donc vont à |la maternel^ 
pendant 3 ans, et puï7|Fécok| 
jprimairel commence vers l’âge de 
6 ou 7 ans avec le CPj  le CP ç’es  ^
Ln général
c’est le cours, enfin c’est l’année 
durant laquelle les écoliers 
apprennent à lire et à écrire enfin, 
les, les rudiments de lecture et 
d’écriture.
I’m gonna talk to you about, a 
little bit about the French 
system. I’m gonna give you a 
brief summary of how the 
French system works in 
France. Well in France the 
school is compulsory from the 
age of 16 to the age of 6 - from 
the age of 6 to the age of 16 
years old. So the youngest 
children that starts going to 
school, they start going to 
^iurser\j. They start going at 
the age, at the age of 3 years 
old, at the age of 3, and 
between the ages of 7- 6 and 
7... kids go to bt’imary schoolj 
and that’s where they learn 
what you call l^CP, which is g | 
means cowra
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Préparatoire, which is 
{équivalent to grimw^jschopf 
|n Ln^ n # [and that’s where 
they learn how to read and 
write.
Et puis ensuite il y a le CEI, le 
CL2, donc ce sont les cours 
élémentaires I et 2, et le CM I et 
le CM2 : cours moyen 1 et 2.
Donc les écoliers français passent 
en moyenne 5 années à l’école 
primaire.fCela dit, en France, il 
est important de préciser que il y a 
un système de redoublement en 
cas d’échec scolaire. La notion 
d’échec scolaire est assez, on va 
dire, assez stressante pour les 
petits écoliers français, parce que 
effectivement lorsqu’un enfant 
n’atteint pas un certain niveau 
selon ses professeurs et aussi 
selon ses parents, il peut être_____
Yep, so in France, you end up 
going to school for 5 years 
and, and also in France, I have 
to mention that there’s a 
system, what they call 
redoublement, which means 
that you retake the same year. 
It’s when you don’t pass a 
particular year, so you’re not 
allowed to go to the next 
stage, so you have to retake 
that particular, that year 
altogether. This system, it can 
be said to be a bit stressful for 
the kids, because if they don’t, 
if they don’t reach the st- level 
that their parents and their
115 109
3 7 2
amené redoubler la classe, c’est à 
dire refaire la même année une 
deuxième fois.
teacher are expecting them to 
reach, they, they have to 
retake the class.
Et donc une fois terminée l’école 
primaire, les écoliers français 
deviennent collégiens; |fl vont au
collège donc de l’âge de environ 
11 ou 12 ans à l'âge de 15 ou 16
inj, et au jpollègljdônc il y a la
Èième, la cinquième, W ifrième et la.troisi.èmf, donc 4 
années, qui se suivent et la fin des 
années de collège est sanctionnée 
par un, un examen; une épreuve 
qui s’appelle le [brevet degj 
Collèges!, et en fait j ’ai fait 
quelques petites recherches sur 
internet, parce que ça faisait 
longtemps que je ne m’étais pas 
penchée sur la question de, du 
brevet et à mon époque, le tout 
début des années quatre-vingt dix, 
l’année quatre-vingt neuf ou 
quatre-vingt dix, en fait le brevet 
des collèges ne consistait qu’en 3 
épreuves, c'est-à-dire 3 examens : 
une épreuve de français, une 
épreuve d’histoire-géo et une 
épreuve de mathématiques.
And so after primary school, 
you move on to jwhat you cal| 
ollège. That’s, that’s betweeq 
he age of 11 or 12 up to thcj 
e of 15 or 1 (j. And at this 
»lk#| that’s where we find 
the... sixth- that’s where they 
do their sixième, cinquième, 
quatrième and troisième, 
which is a bit like in England, 
which will be equivalent of 
year... so year... Ireaf 6, year?] 
and thaf s 
altogether 4 years, 4 years 
altogether. And at the end of 
college, they have to... |take ap
148 161
exam which is called breve# 
des colleges, which again iq 
England would be a*CZ 
equivalent to the GCSE^. And
just, it’s been such a long 
time, I had to do some 
research on the Internet, the- 
because I finished-1 did my 
GCSEs around 1990, in the 
‘90s sorry, and I only had to 
take 3 exams, which was 
French, history and geography 
as one module, and also 
maths.
alors qu’apparemment depuis 
2006 je crois, le brevet des 
collèges comprend deux autres 
épreuves ; une épreuve de langue 
vivante, et je crois qu’il faut 
atteindre le niveau A2 du cadre de 
référence européen dans une 
langue vivante, et puis il faut 
aussi passer un genre de petit 
brevet d’aptitude en informatique. 
Donc les choses ont changé en 20 
ans.
Also in addition to what I’ve 
just said, from 2006, you- for 
the brevet des colleges, it’s 
not like it used to be before, 
because you have to take an 
additional 2 exams which are 
for languages, you have to 
reach the European level of, of 
A2, and also, in addition to 
that you have to do another 
GCSE which will be for IT, so 
yeah.______________________
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Done voilà pour le collège. Donc 
à la suite des études au collège, 
donc la première partie de l’école 
secondaire, les élèves 
généralement vont au )ty#e et font 
des... et suivent leurs études dans 
un lycée général et donc ils 
passent d’abord en seconde et en 
seconde en fait, l’année de 
seconde est assez importante, 
puisque cette année c’est une 
année durant laquelle les élèves 
doivent choisir leur orientation 
pour |e ba@|. Ils doivent en général 
choisir une filière bien
So after college, students will 
go to lycée, what is known in 
England as a j# i  form c 
They’ll do [there- they’ll do 
[years ther^: the first year 
which is the most important 
one, important one, because 
they get to choose their, 
their... modules for their
141 138
baccalauréat, which is an 
equivalent to A Levels in 
Lnglandj They have a choice
between what kind of modules 
they want to do depending on 
what they want to specialise
3 7 3
particulière, donc ils ont le choix 
entre plusieurs filières 
d’enseignement général, donc il 
s’agit de la filière littéraire, la 
filière... économique et sociale, la 
filière scientifique, donc ce sont 
les 3 filières les plus répandues au 
niveau général. Il y a aussi des 
filières plus professionnalisantes, 
dont notamment la filière gestion, 
il y a aussi des filières 
technologiques et donc voilà.
in, so for example they can do 
modules that would later lead 
them to do... to be an... 
economic... to be an economic 
path, or scientific, or perhaps 
literature. So those 3 are the 
most in, the most popular 
modules that students usually 
go for. But apart from that, 
there’s also professional 
modules which are IT 
modules and also business 
modules.
D’accord, alors en France il y a 
bien sûr un système d’écoles 
publiques et d’écoles privées. Les 
écoles privées- les écoles 
publiques, pardon, sont bien 
évidemment financées par l’état, 
mais les écoles privées reçoivent 
également des subventions de 
l’état, en fonction du nombre 
d’élèves. Donc à la fin du lycée 
bien sûr, les élèves de terminale 
passent le baccalauréat. Lt donc le 
bac, le baccalauréat, on va dire 
c’est le diplôme, le premier 
diplôme vraiment très important 
dans la vie des, des écoliers 
français, des lyciens français.
Also in France there’s- you 
have public school and private 
school. Obviously public 
school, they are-they’re 
funded by, by the government.
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no so sorry, you have publi^ 
school, which are privatcP^  
schools in Lnglandj as well,
and then you also hav(|______
comprehensive schools, whichj 
are, in France is écolï 
publique, so th^ 
comprehensive schools ai"W 
{financed by the government
and the private schools are 
also financed by- part of it’s 
financed by the government, 
and that’s depending on how 
many students go to the 
school. So at the end of... of 
6* form, or lycée in French, 
that’s when the students will 
pass the first- they will sit the 
first important exam, which is 
gonna be the exam for the 
baccalauréat, which is the 
equivalent of A Levels. That’s 
when they’ll get the first very 
significant qualification._____
Lt done pour obtenir une place à 
l’université, il faut simplement 
obtenir une moyenne de 10 sur 20 
au baccalauréat.
Donc voilà... et autrement 
alors... au niveau universitaire, 
alors après le lycée en France, il y 
a bien sûr l’université; l’université 
française est publique. Lt les frais 
d’inscription en France sont 
vraiment minimes par rapport aux 
frais d’inscription en Irlande. Ln 
ce moment bien sûr les choses 
sont en train de changer en 
Irlande, mais il est vrai semblable 
que les étudiants irlandais vont 
bientôt devoir payer des frais 
d’inscription beaucoup plus______
So after obviously taking- 
sitting the baccalauréat exam, 
in order to get a space, place at 
the university, in France you 
have to be able to have at least 
10 out of 20 from your bac, 
baccalauréat qualification. The 
universities in France are 
public. The, the fees are very 
minimum compared to- 
they’re not- they’re very low 
compared to- in Ireland, 
because in Ireland at the 
moment, the- it’s more 
expensive than France and it’s 
perhaps going to be even more 
expensive in the future.
Rough- it costs about roughly
138 138
3 7 4
élevés. Je crois qu’en ce moment 
la première année s’élève à 1,500 
euros en Irlande. En France je ne 
suis pas sûre, mais ça doit tourner 
autour de 500 à 700 euros 
maximum, à mon avis, je  ne suis 
pas sûre; il faudra vérifier.
€1500 for Irish students to go 
to university, whereas in 
France, it, it costs between 
€500 to €700, but I’m, I’m not 
quite sure- I’m not 100% sure 
that’s the exact amount, but 
it’s just a rough, rough- just to 
give you guys the rough idea. 
Thank you.________________
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APPENDIX 20g: Participant F7 Interpreting Transcript
Interpreting
turn
ST T T ST
W ords
T T
W ords
P R E -T E S T
1 Pierre, bonjour.
Bonjour.
Bonjour, Pierre.
Bonjour.
3 3
2 En quelques poignées de 
secondes, pouvez-vous dès à 
présent vous l^resentié^?
In a few seconds, can you 
please |#resén  ^yourself?
11 9
3 Tout à fait. Donc je suis Français, 
j ’habite sur de Lons-1^
Of course. I am French and I 
am from of Franck
13 13
Baunier,
4 j'ai 32 ans, chef d'entreprise I am 32 years old and 1 have a 
company.
5 10
5 et je fais aussi de la fonnation au jit’s a company which d o ^  
[training... within schools!
10 8
sein d'écoles<
6 De quelle école?
Notamment depuis ce week-erw#  ^
l'école Majestic, à la Chambre de 
Commerce et d'industrie de Lons- 
le-Saunier.
In which type of schools? 18 5
fonfrsiîon^
7 Très bien et, non pas dans une 
vie antérieure, mais votre 
activité professionnelle, malgré 
votre jeune âge, vous a conduit 
à travailler à l'étranger, 
notamment en |#i0@ue NoirW, 
n'est-ce pas?
So you have worked in 
is that true?
30 9
8 Tout à fait, tout à fait. Exactly, exactly. 6 2
9 De par mes anciennes expériences 
professionnelles, j'ai 
effectivement beaucoup travaillé 
dans le commerce international
I worked a lot within 
international businesses.
14 7
10 et j'ai, très jeune commencé 
comme responsable jg
I started very young as W 
M W #  o f the zbnesj
10 10
11 où j'avais en charge les pays qui 
partaient depuis la Tunisie jusque ; 
l'Angola.
Pour quels types de produits?
*omission*
For what type of products?
18 5
12 Alors, essentiellement ma carrière 
a toujours été tournée sur les 
produits alimentaires.
Food products. 12 2
13 donc j'ai toujours travaillé dans le 
domaine alimentaire.
So I’ve always worked in the 
domain of food.
8 9
14 Très bien. Pierre, vous qui êtes 
un ancien de l'Afrique Noire et 
fort de votre expérience réalisée 
sur ce continent, j'ai envie de 
vous demander de nous parler 
de la FancofiiiônS.
Very good. Pierre, you have 
a lot of experience of 
working in Africa and I 
would like to ask you 
about... ÿrench-s#i#0g|^
31 22
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15 La francophonie, c'est un vaste 
sujet. On peut lui trouver deux 
sens à ce mot francophonie:
There is 2 meanings for the 
word ‘francophonie’.
16 8
16 déjà c'est l'ensemble de la 
population dans le monde qui 
utilise la langue française.
Firstly it’s talking about the 
population of the world that 
speaks in the French language
14 15
17 en langue maternelle ou en langue 
administrative ou en langue de 
culture.
as a maternal language, a 
mother tongue, an 
administrative language.
12 10
18 N'oublions pas que le français a 
beaucoup de valeur.
without forgetting that French 
has a lot of different values.
9 10
19 mais on a cette deuxième notion 
de la francophonie aujourd'hui qui 
est l'Organisation Internationale 
de la Francophonie
The second meaning of 
francophonie today is the 
international organisation.
17 10
20 (O IF ) , O IF , 1 1
21 qui a des missions dans le monde 
entier principalement des actions 
politiques
which has aims in the world, 
mainly political aims.
12 9
22 mais aussi des hctioiwj culturelles 
et de la promotion de la langue 
française.
cultural kcti(*i and the 
promotion of the French 
language.
13 9
23 Des illustrations types sont les 
mises en place des Alliances 
Françaises, il existe à peu près un 
millier d'Alliances Françaises à 
travers le monde.
Qu’est-ce qu'une Ë it ia S i  
l^ranéiiseï
: ""omission*
What is a jPVench Allianod?
28 5
24 Qu'est-ce qu'une Alliance 
Française? Alors les Alliances 
Françaises sont présentes sur l ’s l  
dans le m ##e
The French Alliances are 16 11
25 et sont là pour promouvoir la 
langue française.
and they are there to promote 
the French language.
8 9
26 donc deux actions; 
principalement, ça va être 
l'éducation.
One action is education 8 4
27 Donc, on enseigne le français | of which we teach French 8 6
28 tous niveaux sont acceptés All levels are accepted. 4 4
29 et le deuxième aspect c'est surtout 
la promotion de la culture 
française.
And the second aspect is 
especially the... promotion of 
the French culture
12 12
30 c'est aussi bien l'art, le cinéma. Cinema, 6 1
31 littératad bieatrej 2 1
32 c'est surtout un échange entre les 
différentes cultures.
and an exchange between 
different cultures.
8 6
33 on se limite pas à la culture 
française, on va beaucoup plus 
loin...
and not only French culture 13 5
34 Et tout ça se fait dans le cadre 
des services culturels des 
ambassades?
Is all this to do with the 
cultural services of the 
embassies?
13 12
35 Alors, effectivement, les STAC 
(SCAC, Service de Coopération et 
d'Action Culturelle), les services
Yes, it’s the cultural services 
that manage this, that lead this
26 11
3 7 7
culturels de l'action du service, du 
service culturel des ambassades 
qui gèrent ça
36 et qui donc vont promouvoir toute 
la culture, en général, française.
and that therefore promote all 
the different French culture.
11 9
PO S3r -T E S T
1 Alors, où en étais-je^j
Donc, à l’Université de Limerick. 
Donc, Limerick se trouve dans le 
sud ouest de l’Irlande,
So I study al the University of 
Limerick which is in the south 
west of Ireland.
19 16
2 on va dire entre Galway et Cork et 
donc l’université n’est pas une 
très grande université, mais le 
campus est en pleine croissance et 
comme je le disais tout à l’heure, 
il y a toujours des bâtiments en 
construction sur le campus, donc 
même malgré la crise économique 
actuelle
It’s not a very big campus, but 
it’s continually growing. 
There’s always buildings that 
are being worked on.
49 18
3 Alors, je vais vous parler du 
système feducatif français assez 
brièvement, assez succinctement.
I’m going to speak to you 
about the academic- French 
fed em il system briefly
13 13
4 et donc je vais commencer par 
vous dire que en France, donc 
l’école est obligatoire de l’âge de 
6, de 6 ans jusqu'à l’âge de |5  
ans. Mais la plupart des petits 
français commencent l’école à 3 
ans
School is obligatory in France 
from the age of 6 to the age of 
U , but most young French 
people start at the age of 3.
38 26
5 et donc vont à la maternelle 
pendant 3 ans, et puis l’école 
primaire commence vers l’âge de 
6 ou 7 ans avec le CP, le CP c’est 
le |o iïrs j^ |a ra to } r4  Ln général 
c’est le cours, enfin c’est l’année 
durant laquelle les écoliers 
apprennent à lire et à écrire enfin, 
les, les rudiments de lecture et 
d’écriture.
At the age of 6, 6 and 7, 
students take preparatory 
klassei  ^where they learn to 
read and write, etc
56 20
6 Lt puis ensuite il y a le CL 1. le 
CL2, donc ce sont les tours 
IWémenWiNMl 1 et 2. et le CM 1 et 
le CM2 : ^ u rs  moyw 1 et 2. 
Donc les écoliers irançais passent 
en moyenne 5 années à l’école 
primaire.
After that, you have 
pem enta# lessm^; 2 years of 
that, and then you have 0^iddl# 
Wànenta# class# for another 
2 years, so French students 
spend around 5 years in 
elementary school
43 31
7 Cela dit, en France, il est 
important de préciser que il y a un 
système de redoublement en cas 
d’échec scolaire. La notion 
d’échec scolaire est assez, on va 
dire, assez stressante pour les 
petits écoliers français, parce que 
effectivement lorsqu’un enfant 
n’atteint pas un certain niveau 
selon ses professeurs et aussi 
selon ses parents, il peut être 
amené redoubler la classe, c’est à
There 5  a iring such asj__
retaking in French schoolsj 
which means that if student^ 
don’t reach a certak leve(”  
According to the teachers #  
the parents, they Itavc tc| 
retake the year, which is quit^ 
firessfcil for the young 
chndrenj
72 41
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dire refaire la même année une 
deuxième fois.
Et donc une fois terminée l’école 
primaire, les écoliers français 
deviennent collégiens; il vont au 
collège donc Jfe l’âge de environ 
il 1 ou 12 ans à l’âge de 15 ou 16 
WSi, et au collège donc ify  a la 
dixième, la cinquième, 1# 
Quatrième et la troisièmej donc 4 
années,______________________
After primary school they go 
to... a secondary school where 
they have 4 years
51 14
qui se suivent et la fin des années 
de collège est sanctionnée par un, 
un examen; une épreuve qui _ 
s’appelle brevet fies col)#gi#, Gt 
en fait j ’ai fait quelques petites 
recherches sur internet, parce que 
ça faisait longtemps que je ne 
m’étais pas penchée sur la 
question de, du brevet et à mon 
époque, le tout début des années 
quatre-vingt dix, l’année quatre- 
vingt neuf ou quatre-vingt dix, en 
fait le brevet des collèges ne 
consistait qu’en 3 épreuves, c'est- 
à-dire 3 examens: une épreuve de 
français, une épreuve d ’histoire- 
géo et une épreuve de 
mathématiques,________________
After the 4 years of secondary 
school, K iyhave to takeÿ 
|^s3 In the ‘90s, when I did 
this, when I took these tests, 
there were 3 tests: one in 
French, one in- and one in 
maths.
94 38
10 alors qu’apparemment depuis 
2006 je crois, le brevet des 
collèges comprend deux autres 
épreuves : une épreuve de langue 
vivante, fct je crois qu’il faut 
atteindre le niveau A2 du cadre de 
reicrence européen dans uftp 
langue vivante, et puis il faut 
aussi passer un genre de petit 
brevet d’aptitude en informatique. 
Donc les choses ont changé en 20 
ans.
Things have changed recently. 
Since 2006 there have been 2 
new tests: one is in a foreign 
language and the other one is 
an aptitude test for IT, so 
things have changed a bit.
60 34
11
12
Done voilà pour le collège. Donc 
à la suite des études au collège, 
donc la première partie de l’école 
secondaire, les élèves 
généralement vont au lyeéç! et font 
des... et suivent leurs études dans 
un lycée général et donc ils 
passent d’abord en seconde et en 
seconde en fait, l’année de 
seconde est assez importante, 
puisque cette année c’est une 
année durant laquelle les élèves 
doivent choisir leur orientation 
pour ^  bacj.___________________
Following this, the students 
then go to a ^oHeg0, and in 
their first year of college, it’s 
quite an important year, 
because this is the year during 
which they choose the 
subjects that they are going to 
specialise in for the, [foftlfefAl 
M v e l^
72 45
Ils doivent en général choisir une 
filière bien particulière, donc ils 
ont le choix entre plusieurs 
filières d’enseignement général, 
donc il s’agit de la filière
So they have the choice to 
choose between general- a 
general subject. They can 
choose between literature, the 
economy and social studies.
53 33
379
littéraire, la filière...économique 
et sociale, la filière scientifique, 
donc ce sont les 3 filières les plus 
répandues au niveau général. Il y 
a aussi des filières plus 
professionnalisantes.
and then there are more 
professional subjects that you 
can choose.
13 dont notamment la filière gestion, 
il y a aussi des filières 
technologiques et donc voilà.
For example, there is an 
option to choose management, 
and also to choose technology.
15 14
14 D’accord, alors en France il y a 
bien sûr un système ^ ’écoleaj 
[publiques et d’écoîes privéeq. Les 
écoles privées -  [Tes écol# 
pardon, sont bien 
évidemment financées par l’état.
In France there are itatej 
Schools and private school^. 
The public schooki are 
financed by the government
29 17
15 mais les écoles privées reçoivent 
également des subventions de 
l’état, en fonction du nombre 
d’élèves.
The private schools are also a 
bit financed by the state, 
according to the number of 
students that attend it
15 20
16 Donc à la fin du lycée bien sûr, 
les élèves de terminale passent le 
baccalauréat. Et donc le bac, le 
baccalauréat, on va dire c’est le 
diplôme, le premier diplôme 
vraiment très important dans la 
vie des, des écoliers français, des 
lyciens français.
After secondary school, the 
students take their A Levels; 
this is the f- the most- the first 
important qualification that 
they receive.
43 22
17 Et donc pour obtenir une place à 
l’université, il faut simplement 
obtenir une moyenne de 10 sur 20 
au baccalauréat.
In order to gain a place at a 
university, you need to obtain 
10 out of 20 on your A Levels
20 21
18 Donc voilà... et autrement 
alors... au niveau universitaire, 
alors après le lycée en France, il y 
a bien sûr l’université; l’université 
française est publique. Et les 
en France sont 
vraiment minimes par rapport aux 
frais d’inscription en Irlande. En 
ce moment bien sûr les choses 
sont en train de changer en 
Irlande, mais il est vrai semblable 
que les étudiants irlandais vont 
bientôt devoir payer des frais 
d’inscription beaucoup plus 
élevés.
After secondary education, 
there is university, which is 
much cheaper than in Ireland. 
The mÉMNWkn fee# are much, 
much lower than in Ireland, 
where the students have to pay 
quite a high price, although at 
the moment this situation is 
changing.
72 41
19 Je crois qu’en ce moment la 
première année s’élève à 1,500 
euros en Irlande. En France je ne 
suis pas sûre, mais ça doit tourner 
autour de 500 à 700 euroij 
maximum, à mon avis, je ne siiisl 
pas sûre; il faudra vérifier.
At the moment, for the first 
year of university in Ireland, 
you need to pay €1500
43 16
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turn
ST T T ST
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T T
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P R E -TE S T
1 Pierre, bonjour.
Bonjour.
Hello, Pierre.
Hello.
3 3
2 En quelques poignées de 
secondes, pouvez-vous dès à 
présent vous présenter?
Could you please introduce 
yourself in a few seconds for 
us?
11 11
3 Tout à fait. Donc je suis Français, Yes, com- of course. I am 
French.
7 6
4 j'habite te r  la iPÉion de Lons-l# I live 1# a rejtekn fn Francl, 6 7
5 j'ai 32 ans. I’m 32 years old. 3 4
6 fchef d'entreprise et je fais aussi de 
|a formation au sein d'écoles.
[ have my own company bu 
I’m also doing a course.^
1 12 11
7 De quelle école? And what school do you do 
this course in?... And at 
what school do you do this 
course?
3 18
8 Notamment depuis ce week-end, 
l'école Majestic, à la Chambre de 
Commerce et d'industrie |6e Lon^ 
le-Sauniep
It’s in Anstrosoli 15 3
9 Très bien Very good 2 2
10 et, non pas dans une vie 
antérieure, mais votre activité 
professionnelle, malgré votre 
jeune âge, vous a conduit à 
Iw ^ îîte îi à l'étranger, 
notamment
And your work has led you 
to B Ë B  abroad...
23 9
11 en ^ # ite l# :#o i0 , n'est-ce pas? to didn’t you? 5 4
12 Tout à fait, tout à fait. Yes, yes I did. 6 4
13 b #  par mes anciennes g # # # # )# #
BR-ofessionnelleWr
It was à profession^ 
iK^riencc for mej
6 7
14 j'ai effectivement beaucoup 
travaillé dans Je com m ##  
Internationa^
I’ve worked in a lot of 
|##&ation il buS!W{^ ssi|^
8 8
15 et j'ai, très jeune commencé and I started this very young 5 6
16 comme responsable 
Afrique
being a manager fetf a 
in Africa
5 8
17 où j'avais en charge les pays qui 
partaient depuis la Tunisie fusquej 
l'Angola.
from Tunisia all the way to 
tondonj
13 7
18 Pour quels types de produits? And for what type, what 
products were involved in 
these companies?
5 11
19 Alors, essentiellement ma carrière 
a toujours été tournée sur les 
produits alimentaires.
It was mainly to do with food. 12 7
20 donc j'ai toujours travaillé dans le 
domaine alimentaire.
I’ve always worked in the area 
of food.
8 8
21 Très bien. Pierre, vous qui êtes Very good. After spending 31 26
381
un ancien de l'Afrique N oire #  
fort de votre expÉrien# réalisée 
sur ce continent, j'a i envie de 
vous demander de nous parler 
de la francophonie.
so much time in Africa, |mnd| 
^ t h  your coursej we’d like 
you to tell us a little bit 
about the francophone 
countries.
21 La francophonie, c'est un Yes, the subject of 
francophonie is a very 
Rterestitigtoe#.
10
22 On peut lui trouver deux sens à ce 
mot francophonie:_____________
The word ‘francophonie’ has 2 
meanings:________________
10
23 déjà c'est l'ensemble de la 
population dans le monde qui 
utilise la langue française.
For example, the population of 
the world which speaks 
French
14 10
24 en langue maternelle ou en R nÈ # 
inlstrâti#
as a mother tongue or as a. 
#ditional Ïangua3.
25 >u en langue de culturej______
l'oublions pas que le français a| 
)eaucoup de valeur,__________
or 2 different cultures which 
have high values of the Fren 
language________________
14 12
26 mais on a cette deuxième notion 
de la francophonie aujourd'hui qui 
est l'Organisation Internationale 
de la Francophonie_____________
But also it relates to the 
International Organisation of 
the Francophonie
17 11
27 (OIF), whieh is known as OE- OIF,
28 qui a des missions dans le monde 
entier principalement des hctionij 
politiques,____________________
which deals with many 
political ^ t o r j  throughout 
the world
12
29 mais aussi des actions culturelles 
et de la promotion de la langue 
française.____________________
and promoting the French 
language as well.
13
And promoting the French 
language again throughout the 
entire world.
30 Des illustrations types sont les 
mises en place des Alliances 
Françaises, il existe à peu près un 
millier d'Alliances Françaises à 
travers le monde.
24 10
31 Qu'est-ce qu'une ! 
iséf
So what is the j  
âÏÏïâncel
32 Qu'est-ce qu'une Alliance 
Française? Alors_______
What is the French Alliance? 
Well,
33 les Alliances Françaises sont 
présentes sur 1136 # # s  dans I
  ________
it’s present in jB^ ver, 
nintries in the work
11
34 et sont là pour promouvoir la 
langue française,__________
and it helps to promote the 
French language.
35 done deux actions; 
principalement.
So the2 main actions
36
37
ça va être l'éducation. would be education.
Donc, on enseigne le français à 
des étrangers.
For example, teaching French 
to foreigners.______________
38 tous niveaux sont acceptés All levels are accepted.
39 et le deuxième aspect c'est And the second aspect is
40 surtout la promotion de la culture 
française,____________________
promoting the French culture.
41 c'est aussi bien l'art, le cinéma, la 
littérature
for example, cinema, art, 
literature
P R E -TE S T  IN C O M P L E T E
P O ST-TES T
Alors, où en étais-je?
Donc, à l’Université de Limerick.
Hello. Well, I’m studying at 
the University of Limerick
25 21
382
Donc, Limerick se trouve dans le 
sud-ouest de l’Irlande, on va dire 
entre iGlalwa:^  et Cork__________
which is situated in the South 
West in between and 
Cork.
et donc l’université n’est pas une 
très grande université, mais le 
campus est en pleine croissance et 
comme je le disais tout à l’heure, 
il y a toujours des bâtiments en 
construction sur le campus, donc 
même malgré la crise économique 
actuelle.
Well the university isn’t 
actually very big, but the 
campus is always developing, 
for example we have lots of 
buildings that are being 
constructed at the moment, 
even although the economic 
crisis is still happening._____
42 35
Alors, je vais vous parler du 
système éducatif français assez 
brièvement, assez succinctement, 
et donc je vais commencer par 
vous dire que en France, donc 
l’école est obligatoire de l’âge de 
6 , de 6  ans jusqu’à l’âge de 16 
ans. Mais la plupart des petits 
français commencent l’école à 3 
ans et donc vont à |la matemëïl^ 
pendant 3 ans.
OK, well first I’m going to 
start talking about the 
education system in France 
quite briefly. For example, the 
children will start obligatory 
school at the age of 6  and that 
lasts up until the age of 16, 
although many young French 
children do start, start school 
at the age of 3, and they go to 
a school called écoli 
maternelle, which is like a pre-j 
ichool in England;
60 68
So the k)rimary schoo) starts 
for children at ages 6  or 7, and 
during these years, children 
will learn the basics, like 
reading and writing, and then 
they go on to classes which 
are called
which are the first classes they 
will attend, and then Km B 
p à  CM2. Children generally 
spend 5 years at primary 
school
et puis [l’école primaire 
commence vers l’âge de 6  ou 7 
ans avec le CP, le CP c’est le 
cours préparatoire. En général 
c’est le cours, enfin c’est l’année 
durant laquelle les écoliers 
apprennent à lire et à écrire enfin, 
les, les rudiments de lecture et 
d’écriture. Et puis ensuite il y a le 
P I l  T eC E | donc ce sont les 
cours élémentaires 1 et 2 , et le 
tCM 1 et le CM2 j: cours moyen 1 
et 2. Done les écoliers français 
passent en moyenne 5 années à 
l’école primaire._______________
90 59
Cela dit, en France, il est 
important de préciser que il y a un 
système de redoublement en cas 
d’échec scolaire. La notion 
d’échec scolaire est assez, on va 
dire, assez stressante pour les 
petits écoliers français, parce que 
effectivement lorsqu’un enfant 
n’atteint pas un certain niveau 
selon ses professeurs et aussi 
selon ses parents, il peut être 
amené redoubler la classe, c’est à 
dire refaire la même année une 
deuxième fois.
So at primary schools in 
France we have this system of 
retaking a year at school, for 
example, this situation can be 
very stressful for the young 
children, as for example if a 
children doesn’t achieve a 
certain level according to the 
teacher and the parents, then 
they will have to retake the 
year all over again.
72 57
Et donc une fois terminée l’école 
primaire, les écoliers français 
deviennent collégiens; il vont au 
tellègg donc de l’âge de environ 
1 1 ou 1 2  ans à l’âge de 15 ou 16 
ans, et au collège donc il y a la 
sixième, la cinquième, la_______
So when the children finish 
primary school, they then go 
on to §qll@0 a|, which starts at 
the age of about 1 1 to 1 2  and 
they finish college at ages 15 
to 16. The college consists of 
4 years of school, and at the
76 71
383
quatrième et la troisième^ donc 4 
années, qui se suivent et la fin des 
années de collège est sanctionnée 
par un, un examen ; une épreuve 
qui s’appelle |e brevet d #  
collègesj_____________________
end of the school, the children
have to take |n  exam, which iî
balled the brevet de collegej^ 
which is the equivalent to tht 
IGCSE exam in England,
et en fait j ’ai fait quelques petites 
recherches sur internet, parce que 
ça faisait longtemps que je ne 
m’étais pas penchée sur la 
question de, du brevet et à mon 
époque, le tout début des années 
quatre-vingt dix, l’année quatre- 
vingt neuf ou quatre-vingt dix, en 
fait le brevet des collèges ne 
consistait qu’en 3 épreuves, c'est- 
à-dire 3 examens: une épreuve de 
français, une épreuve d’histoire- 
géo et une épreuve de 
mathématiques, alors 
qu’apparemment depuis 2006 je 
crois, le brevet des collèges 
comprend deux autres épreuves : 
une épreuve de langue vivante, et 
je crois qu’il faut atteindre le 
niveau A2 du cadre de référence 
européen dans une langue vivante, 
et puis il faut aussi passer un 
genre de petit brevet d’aptitude en 
informatique. Donc les choses ont 
changé en 2 0  ans.______________
I did have to do my research 
on this topic, as it’s been a 
long time since I studied for 
this exam. Back in my years, 
years o f ’89, 1990, when I 
took this exam, this exam 
consisted of 3 parts which was 
based on French language, 
history and geography and 
then maths, whereas in 2006, 
they actually added 2  more 
parts to this test, which one is 
called modem languages, for 
example you have to get a 
level A2, based on the 
European Reference System, 
and also undertake a test in IT. 
So as you can see, a lot of 
things have changed.
131 104
Done voilà pour le collège. Donc 
à la suite des études au collège, 
donc la première partie de l’école 
secondaire, les élèves 
généralement vont au ^cé^ et font 
des... et suivent leurs études dans 
un lycée général et donc ils 
passent d’abord en [seconde! et en 
seconde en fait, l’année de 
seconde est assez importante, 
puisque cette année c’est une 
année durant laquelle les élèves 
doivent choisir leur orientation
So that’s that for college.
Then after college, students 
then go on to the... to the... 
second part of the school 
system, and the students, most 
students will tend to go on to 
the ^  fot#. |ln the first yeâi^ 
Iwhich IS called seconde, it’s 
quite an important year as the 
students have to choose the 
type of [baccalauréat, which kj 
the type of A Eevelgj, they 
want to study for.
72 71
pour le bac
Ils doivent en général choisir une 
filière bien particulière, donc ils 
ont le choix entre plusieurs 
filières d’enseignement général, 
donc il s’agit de la filière 
littéraire, la filière., économique 
et sociale, la filière scientifique, 
donc ce sont les 3 filières les plus 
répandues au niveau général. Il y 
a aussi des filières plus 
professionnalisantes, dont 
notamment la filière gestion, il y a 
aussi des filières technologiques 
et donc voilà.
So the children have many 
different types of A Levels 
they can choose from. For 
example, the main 3 general 
ones are based either on 
literature, on economy and 
social... on economy and 
social aspects, and the last one 
is based on scientific aspects. 
Also the students can choose 
to do a professional A Level 
which is based mainly on 
management and technology.
68 63
10 D’accord, alors en France il y a So in France, we do have the 44 52
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bien sûr un système d’écoles 
publiques et d’écoles privées. Les 
écoles privées -  ERecoW  
j ^ H ^ ë ^ a r d o n ,  sont bien 
évidemment financées par l’état, 
lais les écoles privées reçoiven| 
dement des subventions i 
’état, en fonction du no* 
l’élèvesj
system of  public and private 
schools, jno, of public and statg 
Ichooij ÜteWiblic schooBj 
are financed by the state, 
Whereas the state schools arej 
^ o  receive a bit of help fre^  
jÉt State, but it depends 
Ww many students they hav#
11 0 onc à la fin du lycée bien sûr. Also at the end of the 6 ® form, 63 75
les élèves de terminale passent le 
baccalauréat. Et donc le bac, le 
baccalauréat, on va dire c’est le 
diplôme, le premier diplôme 
vraiment très important dans la 
vie des, des écoliers français, des 
lyciens français. Et donc pour 
obtenir une place à l’université, il 
faut simplement obtenir une 
moyenne de 1 0  sur 2 0  au 
baccalauréat.
the students will take the 
baccalauréat, which is 
equivalent to the A Levels, 
and this is the most- this is one 
of the most important exams 
for the children; it’s their first 
qualification for students of 
France, which is quite 
important. And in order to get 
a place at university, the 
students have to get a grade of 
at least 1 0  out of 2 0  as their 
result.
12 Done voilà... et autrement 
alors... |mu niveau universitain 
Mors après le lycée en France, il 
m bien sûr l’univers it^^ u  ni vers 11^ 
française est|>ubliquej Et les frais 
d’inscription en France sont 
vraiment minimes par rapport aux 
frais d’inscription en Irlande. En 
ce moment bien sûr les choses 
sont en train de changer en 
Irlande, mais il est vrai semblable 
que les étudiants irlandais vont 
bientôt devoir payer des frais 
d’inscription beaucoup plus 
élevés. Je crois qu’en ce moment 
la première année s’élève à 1,500 
euros en Irlande. En France je ne 
suis pas sûre, mais ça doit tourner 
autour de 500 à 700 euros 
maximum, à mon avis, je ne suis 
pas sûre ; il faudra vérifier.______
So after university, the- so 
after school, jfre childr^ 
ygo on to universi
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The [universities are all privât 
and the fees are actually quite 
low compared to the fees the 
students pay in Ireland. 
However, things are changing 
now in Ireland and it does 
seem that students will have to 
pay higher fees. For example, 
in the first year it does seem 
that the fees will be about 
€1500 in Ireland, whereas in 
France it should be, only be 
about €500 to €700 maximum. 
I’m not quite sure about that, 
though, I will have to check.
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Interpreting
turn
ST T T ST
Words
T T
Words
P R E -TE S T
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Bonjour.
Bonjour, Catherine.
3 3
2 Thank you very much for 
coming and doing an interview 
with us today. Could I just ask 
you to start by introducing 
yourself, please?
Merci beaucoup de nous 
recevoir aujourd’hui. 
Pourriez-vous commencer 
par vous présenter, s’il vous 
plait?
24 14
3 Certainly. I’m Fiona Doloughan 
and I’m a fcectureii in English at 
the University of Surrey.
Absolument, je suis-je 
m’appelle Fiona Doloughan et 
je suis B^fess^ d’Anglais à 
l’Université de Surrey.
15 16
4 And we’d like to talk to you 
specifically about your creative 
writing that you do in your own 
personal time away from the 
university.
Merci, nous voudrions vous 
parler de votre écriture 
personnelle, que vous 
pratiquer dans votre temps 
libre en dehors de 
l’université.
24 20
5 Could you perhaps just say a 
little bit about that please, and 
how you started with your 
creative writing?
Pourriez-vous nous en dire 
plus à ce propos comment 
avez-vous commencé votre 
écriture créative?
19 14
6 Certainly. I’ve been writing 
actually for a very, very long 
time. I suppose like most would- 
be writers I started out writing in 
my teen years
Absolument, j ’ai commencé à 
écrire il y a très très 
longtemps, en fait j ’ai 
commencé à écrire pendant 
mon adolescence
25 20
7 and when I look back at what I 
produced then I’m horrified.
et quand je reviens à ce que 
j ’ai écrit à cette époque, je suis 
absolument horrifiée.
12 16
8 But I kept going through my 
undergraduate and postgraduate 
years. I guess it’s really only in 
about the last 1 0  to 15 years that 
I’ve begun to take my writing a 
little bit more seriously in the 
sense that I see it as part of what I 
do professionally as well as 
personally.
Mais j ’ai continué à écrire 
pendant mes années d’étude et 
ce n’est que depuis 1 0  ou 15 
ans que je considère mon 
écriture comme quelque chose 
de sérieux, que je considère ça 
comme quelque chose que je 
fais à la fois dans le travail et à 
l’extérieur.
53 47
9 and so I’ve started trying to 
develop more of a profile.
et j ’ai donc essayé de 
développer quelque chose de 
plus profond.
11 11
10 What kinds of things do you 
write about? Is it, first of all in 
terms of genre, is it poetry or 
fiction or- and what kinds of 
topics do you write about?
Sur quel sujet écrivez-vous, 
quels sont vos genres 
préférés et quels sont vos 
thèmes de prédilection ?
32 17
11 Mainly poetry, though 1 did go 
through a phase when 1 was 
actually writing short stories.
Je fais-j’écris surtout de la 
poésie, mais je suis passée par 
une période, où j ’écrivais 
principalement des nouvelles.
16 19
12 So probably at the turn of the En fait... au... tout au long du 44 32
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century I actually went on a 
creative writing course residential 
week at Trenoweth in North 
Wales and I took a creative 
writing course with Ali Smith and 
Jackie Kay and that course was 
actually on fiftilc tio i^_________
siècle, j ’ai pris un cours 
d’écriture créative au... dans 
le nord du pays de Galles et ce 
cours se focalisait sur 
l’écriture de SRBBRÏii
13 and I spent quite a lot of time 
working on short fiction, even 
getting as far as producing a little 
book with draft short stories 
called "The farmer only eats what 
he knows".
J’ai done passé un certain 
temps à travailler sur des 
fictions... des courts récits de 
fiction, et je suis même allée 
jusqu'à rédiger un petit 
volume contenant des 
brouillons de, de nouvelle.
33 32
14 And then I put that away in a 
drawer and I have left that since 
that time.
Mais je l’ai ensuite rangé dans 
un placard et je ne lui ai plus 
touché depuis.______________
17 16
15 I think in the process of drafting 
the short stories I realised that the 
short story might not necessarily 
be my preferred genre.
En fait, je pense que je me 
suis rendu compte, en écrivant 
ces brouillons, que les 
nouvelles n’étaient pas 
vraiment mon genre favori, 
mon style, mon genre littéraire 
favori.
23 29
16 1 will at some point in the future 
come back to that because I think 
I’ve learnt a lot more in the 
intervening years and it might be 
nice to go back and work on 
those. But essentially since then 
I’ve been working pretty much 
full-time on trying to write poetry.
Je reviendrai probablement 
dans le futur, parce que je 
pense que j ’ai beaucoup appris 
et ce serait intéressant de 
revenir à ce genre, mais pour 
l’instant je travaille surtout à 
plein temps sur l’écriture de la 
poésie.____________________
51 37
P O S -TEST
Hello, could you just introduce 
yourself, please?
My name’s Michael Salvage. 1 am 
a teacher of History at Queen 
Elizabeth’s Grammar School 
which is a Mixed grammar schoôî| 
in East Kent.
OK. And in Britain do 
secondary school teachers 
generally have one subject that 
they teach, or?
Generally, yes. I, myself, teach 
geography fust to YeaU^ because 
I  have an A level in i t j l think 
generally at secondary schools, 
your expectation is that you teach 
your primary subject, the one that 
you have your degree in, but 
within that 1 think jfcherels a |_
egree, or an expectation that uld teach other subjecK for 
example PSHE is generally 
expected to be taught by most 
subject tutors, normally to their 
form, sort of being personal, 
social and health education, so
Bonjour. Pour commencer, 
pourriez-vous vous 
présenter, s’il vous plait?
Tout à fait. Je m’appelle 
Michael Salvage. Je suis 
professeur d’histoire à d  
[école sélective mixt^ dans 
l’est du Kent.
Et les professeurs d’une 
école sélective, comme la 
vôtre, enseignent-ils une 
seule matière?
En général, oui. J’enseigne, 
pour ma part j ’enseigne la 
géographie... en... [dans le  ^
Masses de primairej et c’est 
ma matière principale, celle
^ lëÿ ieT îë j’aiobtëbua
pplôme,|Jîais ceitai#  
Mofesseurs peuvent ensei 
I#’a litres matièresj^
969 652
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they’ve got an awareness of 
drugs, sex education and the 
wider world as well, and there’s 
an expectation that that would be 
something that you would do as 
part of being a form tutor.;
OK. And you mention mat this 
school, Queen Elizabeth’s, is a 
grammar school. Can you just 
explain a bit about what that 
means; what is a grammar 
school?
A grammar school is... it’s quite 
hard to explain without sounding 
a little bit snobby. Grammar 
schools are a selective system, 
whereby generally the top 25 
percent of people within the 
country or an area, a local area 
would be selected to go to 
grammar school by means of a 
selection test. We have the Kent 
Test in Kent, which tests their 
numeracy, maths, Bteracil and 
science skills, and that means that 
they are able to then go to 
grammar school, [and other, th 
ones that pehaps aren’W. lessr. 
aren’t as able would go to
different kind o f sdiool, bul_____
grammar schools generally are fotj 
fre top 25 percent.
OK. And I understand it’s also 
got a Specialist Status, the 
school here?
Yeah, most schools in England 
today I believe have to have a 
Specialist S ta tu ^ ^ ic h  basically 
Seans that within lessons m à  
within sort of the wider school 
b^rnmunity, you need to ^  
about sort o f 0 #  
ms and sort of mai^mj  
more awarej Queen
Elizabeth’s has several 
specialisms. We are a Maths and 
IT Specialist School, and we are 
also a Specialist Languages 
School, as well, which means that 
we have excellent provision for a 
variety of languages and teachers 
that are able to teach lots of 
different languages, which 
enables pupils to... 1 think it 
equips them with lots of skills that 
they can use in later life.
OK. And what other types of 
school are there in the British
education system?________
|n the south east... 1 think it’s____
Qu’est-ce que- pouvez-vous 
expliquer ce qu’est une 
grammar school, comme 
celle où vous enseignez?
Alors, c’est un peu difficile à 
expliquer sans, sans paraître, 
sans paraître... hautain. En 
fait c’est une école sélective 
qui accueille les... les, les 
25% des meilleurs élèves d’un 
pays ou d’une, d’une région, 
d’une zone géographique. Ils 
doivent passer un test de 
sélection pour, pour entrer 
dans cette école. C’est un test 
qui évalue leurs capacités, 
notamment en mathématique, 
k l littératuï^  ou en science, 
fc n e  prend que les 25% de: 
piCTileursi
Je comprends, je, je crois 
aussi que votre école a un 
statut spécialisé. Pouvez- 
vous m’en dire plus à ce 
sujet?
En effet la plupart des écoles 
en Angleterre ont un statut 
spécialisé. ^?est-à-dire u #  _ 
Matière qu’elles étudient # #  
r  Le, la
spécialité de mon école sont 
les mathématiques et les 
sciences informatiques, ainsi 
que les langues. C'est-à-dire 
que les étudiants ont la 
possibilité d’étudier beaucoup 
de langues différentes et 
d’accueillir- d’acquérir 
plusieurs, plusieurs aptitudes 
particulières.
Pouvez-vous nous parler des 
autres types de, 
d’établissements dans le 
système éducatif 
britannique?______________
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tiightiy ilifferent in the nortftj, 
because I think you have middle 
schools in the north, but I don’t 
really know what they do.
They’re, no they’re for I think 
between the ages of about 13 and 
17. In the south east we have the 
grammar g ^ te #  which is for the 
top 25 percent of pupils. They’re 
for the most able. And then we 
have a comprehensive system, 
which is basically for everybody 
else. So those people that don’t 
achieve the qualification to go 
into a grammar school will go to a 
comprehensive school, where 
they have sort of the same 
education, the same topics, the 
same subjects, but they’re taught 
across the ability group, and 
grammar schools are just teaching 
to the upper end of the ability 
range.
OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do students 
achieve in #conda|^schoot 
here?
The main qualifications that you 
would leave Queen Elizabeth’s 
with are certainly QCSEaj, so a 
General Certificate of Secondary 
Education. With a GCSE you can 
go on to pursue further education 
in college for example, do 
something more vocational, or
you could stay on into [sixth forml 
and do |AS levels and A level#[ 
which then qualify you to then go 
on to university, and we have 
quite a few pupils that will go on 
to university from here.
And what sort of universities 
would they generally go on to, 
the students from here?
Generally they go on to study 
quite traditional subjects such as 
English, History, Maths, 
Engineering, so they’re using the 
qualifications that they’ve got 
from their education here to quite 
good effect. Traditional sort of 
subjects and traditional 
universities are generally called
Dui, done le système est 
ïeu différent dans le sud
par rapport au nordj. Par 
exemple, dans le nord je sais 
qu’ils ont ce qu’on appelle des 
middle schools, mais je ne 
suis pas sur de, de ce que, de 
ce que ça signifie. Dans le 
sud-est nous avons beaucoup 
de [grammar schools, d'écolej 
jkïectives, qui accueillent les 
meilleurs 25% des étudiants, 
et nous avons également des 
comprehensive schools, donc 
ce sont... l’équivalent des 
lycées polyvalents, qui 
accueillent tous ceux, qui ne 
sont- qui n’ont 
malheureusement pas le 
niveau pour entrer dans une 
grammar school. Mais ils 
suivent... ils reçoivent la, la 
même éducation, Men q u ^  
Fatënt pas le, le même, 
ptême niveau de ##lificatiô3. 
Quel, quel diplôme peut-on 
obtenir après, en sortant 
d’une iiram mar^chê#?
Mon école forme les élèves 
aux jCCSEs, qui e^  
^équivalent du brevet dij 
[collège français. Après ce 
diplôme, ils peuvent 
poursuivre des études dans un 
établissement universitaire 
ou... ou faire... recevoir une 
formation professionnelle. Ou 
ils peuvent continuer [uiil  ^
Masse, qui est l’équivalent d j 
p  première et de la terminale! 
Ms lycées firançaisj qui les 
forment, qui les préparent aun
|A Levels, l’équivalent du bac
Et après ces A Levels, ils 
peuvent continuer leurs études 
à l’université.
Dans quelles sortes 
d’universités vont 
généralement vos élèves 
après... une fois qu’ils ont 
quitté, qu’ils ont quitté 
l’école?
Mes élèves se dirigent 
généralement vers des... des 
études universitaires pour des 
matières assez traditionnelles, 
comme l’anglais, l’histoire, les 
mathématiques ou les études 
d’ingénieurs, donc, les 
matières dans lesquelles ils
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red brick universities, so sort of 
the more longer established 
universities, such as sort of 
Leicester or Liverpool, for 
example, are sort of the 
destinations of choice for many of 
our pupils.
OK. And just finally, how are 
schools here and teachers 
regulated and checked up on, so 
to speak?
Sort of on a day-to-day level. I’m 
just a general classroom teacher 
and my Head of Department 
keeps an eye on me, makes sure 
that I’m sort of achieving the best 
that I can. Mnior Management 
Would watch over him, make sure 
that his results were always vefy 
good, the best that they could be. 
But generally overseeing all of 
that is an organisation known as 
OFSTED, which go into schools 1 
think on a, about a three yearly 
basis to inspect everything in 
schools. They look at the lessons, 
the quality of teaching, the way in 
which management look after the 
pupils, the way in which pupils 
are sort of seen as being secure 
within the school, they basically 
analyse everything to do with the 
school and the school 
environment. Those inspections, 
yeah as I say, about every three 
years and they sort of come 
randomly, but they’re, and they 
will give the school a grading of 
outstanding, very good or good, 
satisfactory, that kind of grading, 
which means that pupils and 
teachers, sorry, parents can judge 
the quality of teaching within the 
school on a national level.
OK, thank you very much._____
ont reçu une education 
spécialisée dans cette école. Et 
ils se dirigent également vers 
des universités traditionnelles, 
qu’on appelle red brick ou 
brique rouge, qui se réfère à la 
couleur des bâtiments. Ce sont 
des universités établies depuis 
très longtemps, qui ont acquis 
un certain prestige, comme 
celle de Leicester ou de 
Liverpool.
Comment... comment la vie 
de l’établissement est-elle 
régulée?
Au quotidien c’est le directeur 
de mon département qui, qui 
me supervise et qui vérifie que 
j ’effectue un bon travail. Nous 
avons également des inspect- 
nous sommes également 
inspectés tous les 3 ans, les 
professeurs ou l’école, l’école 
en général, les locaux. Et 
après cette inspection, le, 
l’inspecteur donne une note à 
l’école, qui peut aller de très 
bien, à bien ou juste 
satisfaisant, et en fonction de 
cette note les parents peuvent, 
peuvent juger l’école et 
l’éducation que reçoivent leurs 
enfants.
Très bien. Merci beaucoup.
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Interpreting
turn
ST T T ST
words
T T
words
1 P R E -T E S T  1
1 •Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Mein Name ist Michael Zeller, ich 
bin 64 Jahre alt
^Question missing*
My name is Michael Zeller and I 
am 40- 64 years old
17 11
2 und lebe als freier Schriftsteller hier and I am a freelance writer from 8 10
in in Germany
3 Was bedeutet es fur dich heute, 
freier Schriftsteller zu sein
What does it mean for you to be 
a German wri- freelance writer
10 13
4 und wie siehst du dich als 
deutschsprachiger Schriftsteller in 
einer Literaturumgebung, die 
immer starker |qn  der 
K a c l j  gepragt ist?
and how do you feel being a 
German freelance writer in an 
English- in an environment 
where the Eng- the dominance 
of English speaking- j^ j l is j  
p r ite#  are becoming even more 
important?
20 31
5 Also, es ist ein sehr komplexer 
Beruf
It’s a very complicated job 7 5
6 es ist ein sehr barter Beruf, Sometimes I find that I don’t have 17 11
Pgentkch hab ich manchmal d #  
lEindruck, es ist ggr kein Berufj
p job— or careerj
7 weil es sehr schwer ist, jdas, waaj It’s very difficult for someone to 17 18
Man produziert hat, auch dann unteij 
^ e  Leute zu bringen.
bring what they have org- limited! 
to bring what they have orderedf
8 weil es ein sehr geringer Bedarf ist There is very little need 7 5
9 an Literatur, jedenfalls so, wie 0 0  
sie mache
for literature that 0  writes 8 5
10 und auch weiter machen will und 
immer machen wollte. Ich habe also 
nie darauf geachtet, eine moglichst 
groBe Leserschaft zu haben, 
sondem
I have never tried to get the 
biggest- the largest wide 
readership, but
22 13
11 fur mich war es immer wichtig, ein 
Produkt herzustellen, mit dem ich 
zulfieden bin
but it’s more important for me to 
write a book that is more- that I 
am pleased with.
14 18
12 und von dem ich mir vorstelle, d ^  
tin paar Laate, die ich kenne, mi# 
denen ich beffeundet bin,
and there are a few people that I 
know
18 9
13 dass die auch ihre Freude daran Ithat are- also think this 7 5
gabe%
14 Literatur soil Freude machen, aber 
Literatur soil auch
Literature should bring pleasure, 
but
8 5
15 ja, 'n bisschen Mühe machen. lAuch 
peim SportI
We also are interested in sport 8 6
16 gehort die Mühe dazu, da muss sehr 
viel trainiert werden[da nius^ 
geschwitzt werden.
and when we play sport, we have 
to train hard, and it’s the same for 
writing
14 16
17 und am Ende steht dann nach dem 
Lauf steht dann die Freude, dass
But when I read, it must be 
something...
94 8
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man diesen Lauf geschafft hat, und 
ich finde, so ahnlich ist es auch mit 
der Literatur und einem Buch. Was 
mich nicht anstrengt, das heiBt, ein 
Buch, was nicht mein Denken 
anregt, was nicht meine Phantasie 
anregt, und das ist allés etwas 
unbequem, würde mich nie 
interessieren. Ich lese nicht, um 
mich abzulenken, das hab ich nicht 
notig. Da geh ich spazieren oder ich 
spiel Billard oder ich hore mir 
Musik an;
nicht notig. Da geh ich spazieren 
Oder ich spiel Billard oder ich hore 
mir Musik an, aber wenn ich lese, 
dann muss es etwas sein.
0 ,  wo der Kopf etwas von hah18 that- that I enjoy
POS -T E S T
So, kannst du dich mal kurz 
vorstellen?
Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton.
Hello, can you quickly 
introduce yourself?
Yes, my name is Birgit Linton
12 12
Ich komme aus Deutschland and I come from Germany
aus Leverkusen, das ist in der Nahe 
von Koln,
And I come from Leverkusen 
which is near to Cologne
10
aber ich wohne schon ziemlich 
lange in England _________
But I have lived for quite a long 
time in England
11
und jetzt unterrichte ich hier an der 
Universitat in Guildford.
And at the moment, I teach at the 
University of Guildford.
10 11
Schon, und was fiir eine 
Ausbildung hast du gemacht?
And what sort of training did 
you do?
1 hab ym-eim 
Deutschland ein
schon m
gemacht
I have for many years a- a... exam 
in Germany- Id id  for manVÿWnl 
an t e w  in Germany,___________
12 19
Das ist ein Studium von fünf 
Jahren,
which is a degree which last- 
takes 5 years______________
aber durch den ganzen Bologna 
Prozess
But with- through the Bologna 
Process...
10 im Moment ist das im Auslauf^ alsf 
es gibt noch Studiengptge mit 
Staatsexamep, aber die meisten 
haben jetzt einen Batchelor oder 
einen Master, der darauf aufbaut.
It’s to compare.; 35
weil man versucht eben di 
Ausbildung anzuxleichen i 
Europa,
11
12
einen Batchelor But most, but most have a 
Bachelor
oder einen Master, der darauf 
aufbaut,
which is lead from a Master- 
which is comes before- which is 
then built on by a Masters.
13 weil man versucht eben die 
Ausbildung anzugleichen
/hen man- someone- when we 
to compare how th 
qualification is built
14
14 Und was 1st der Bologna Prozess 
genau?_______________________
What is exactly the Bologna 
Process?
3 9 2
15 Der Bologna Prozess ist, dass man 
versucht,
The Bologna Process is that man- 
we- that someone tries
7 10
16 dass alle Studenten in Europa y that all students in different 8 15
tverschiedenen Universitatemj universities ishieve an equivalent
guaREcation that’s the samfl 
throughout Europe,
17 Itudieren konnen und dass das... 
dass die Punkte h@ei#mW warden
And that all the grades are 
W#ivalenÜ to each other.
10 10
18 in den verschiedenen Universitate 
Lind dass es ganz einfach einfachei 
ist international zu studiereu, und
p d  when students want to stud^ 
Internationally, it’s a good ideiT 
because they are sim- the samfif
22 18
das ist ja auch erne gute Idee. quallEcation
19 Gut. Und was miissen dann 
Schiller in Deutschland machen,
And what do students have to 
do in Germany
9 9
20 um auf die Uni zu gehen, um zi Jn order to do what jou did? 9 7
Itudieren?!
21 Ja, um eine t l j j ^ e i r ^  
jftochschulrei ^ izuhaben
General- they need to have a 
lËËBraï Qualification]
7 8
22 muss man das Abitui; And one must have completed 4 16
their Abitur, which is th(^  
Equivalent to the English^ 
[Levels,
23 gemacht haben. Das ist 
normalerweise nach einer 
gymnasialen Oberstufe von drei 
Jahren.
which is normally achieved after 
3 years of studying at the 
Gymnasium, which is equivalent 
to a grammar school in England]
12 21
24 Im Moment sind Gesprache im 
Gange, dass man versucht die 
Schulzeit von... oder die 
gymnasiale
At the moment, there- people are 
discussing whether the time spent 
in the Gymnasium, the grammar 
school
15 17
25 Schulzeit von insgesamt 13 Jahren 
auf 12 Jahre zu reduzieren.
from 3 years... 10 3
26 von insgesamt 13 Jahren auf 12 
Jahre zu reduzieren.
from 13 years- can be reduced 
from 13 years to 1 2  years.
0 12
27 aber das ist noch nicht entschieden. But it hasn’t been decided yet. 6 6
28 und in Nordrhein-Westfalen zum 
Beispiel
In North Rhein Westfalien- the 
state of North Rhein Westfalien 
for example
5 12
29 jdarf man inzwischen entscheiden, Is deciding whether.^ 6 3
pb man
30 12 Oder 13 Jahre machen will an 
den einzelnen Schulen. Ich glaube 
das ist eine etwas merkwiirdige 
Idee.
whether 1 2 - whether it should be 
for 12- the Gymnasium should be 
for 12 or 13 years of study.
18 19
31 Und du hast das Gymnasium 
erwahnt. Was fur andere Schulen 
gibt es in Deutschland?
You have mentioned the 
teymnasium, the German! 
grammar school...
14 9
32 Es gibt eigentlich p n  dreigliedrige9 There is a three-tiered school 6 8
Schulsy^teinJ lystemj in Germany
33 also die Kinder, die kleinen Kinder 
gehen erst vielleicht in eine 
das ist so eine
where the young children go in a
I K
16 8
34 Kindertagesstatte oder ein 
Kindergarten,
which is a.,. 4 3
35 aber dort lernen sie eigentlich keine 
schulischen Fahigkeiten,
But there they don’t learn any 
school- academic- don’t learn 
anything academically.
8 12
36 sondern eher so ein biBchen 
allgemeines soziales Leben
But simply social- they learn to- 
they acquire social skills.
8 10
3 9 3
37 mit ihren Freunden und wie man 
eine Schere benutzt
For example, making friends 9 4
38 und vielleicht ein Butterbrot 
schmiert und solche Sachen,
and then, for example, making 
sandwiches.
8 6
39 mehr motorische Fahigkeiten. Dann 
mit 6  Jahren gehen alle Kinder auf 
eine Grundschule,
And then when they are 6  years 
old, they go to a Grundschule, 
which is the equivalent an English 
first school.
13 21
40 wo sie 4 Jahre bleiben, und dann ist 
das System dreigliedrig aufgeteilt,
And then after the Grundschule, 
the German first school, the 
school system is divided into 3 
parts.
12 17
41 das heiBt die Kinder mit 10 Jahren 
bekommen
That means that when the 
children are 1 0  years old
8 10
42 Bin Gutachten, and they show "potential, 2 4
43 auf welche Schulform sie gehen 
sollen.
it is decided what school they will 
go to.
6 9
44 Früher war das, dass die Eltern 
auch gefragt wurden,
Before it- the parents were asked 
their opinion
9 8
45 ich nehme an, das ist auch ein 
Gesprach mit den Eltem und den 
Lehrern,
and 1 assume there was a 
conversation with the parent and 
the teacher at the time.
14 16
46 aber dieses Gutachten sagt ob sid 
auf eine weiterfiihrende Schule, ^  
sie auf die Flauptschule, auf diej 
lealschule oder auf da: 
aymnasium gehen sollen und dad
^t eben je nach dem, wie gut die[_
akademischen Fahigkeiten sind, 
tut diese Kinder sind.
And according to how good thel 
children are, they either go to 0 ^  
Hauptschle, the lowest form og 
edu- secondary education, thef 
Realschule, the middle form in 
secondary education, or to thef 
Gymnasium, the highest form o î 
secondai"}' education in German]^
42 41
47 Sie gehen dann auf eine der drei 
Schulformen,
They then go to one of these 3 
schools.
8 9
48 aber die ersten zwei Jahre, also das 
5. oder 6 .
But the- for the first 2 years- for 
the- for the first 2  years that they 
spend at one of these schools
10 22
49 Schuljahr, das nennt man die 
Erprobungsphase und von da kann 
man noch ziemlich einfach auf eine 
andere Schulform wechseln, also 
vielleicht ein zehnjahriges Kind hat 
noch nicht ganz gezeigt, dass sie 
tatsachlich viel intelligenter sind als 
man gedacht hat.
and for the first 2  years, there is a 
period where it’s easy to switch 
between the schools. For 
example, at 1 0  years old, it’s 
difficult to decide which- the 
ability of the child. Therefore, 
these 2  years- this 2  year period 
allows them the chance to change 
into a more suitable school.
39 53
50 und dann bleiben sie auf dieser 
Schule und es gibt verschiedene 
Abschliisse, ich meine
And then they stay at this school, 
and there are different 
qualifications depending on what 
school they go to.
14 19
51 der niedrigste Abschluss, den man 
haben kann ist so ein 
^auptschulabschlusî] nach
The lowest qualification is tl 
Hauptschulabschluss, this is 
equivalent to the English- ro 
equivalent to the German- th 
English GCSE grade C.
le
Ljghljj
12 22
52 Klasse 9, dann gibt es auch noch 
einen Hauptschulabschluss nach 
Klasse 10a,
And then after that, give- there is 
a Hauptschulabschluss
12 9
53 das 1st ein biBchen besser. which is a bit better. 5 5
54 Dann auf der Realschule gibt es And at the Realschule there is a... 11 24
1 meistens so einen mittlerefi | mittlerer Abschluss, which i.
394
equivalent to a GCSE, rough))] ~Abschluss,
equivalent to a GCSE- the GCSE 
In England,
55 der so eine Fachoberschulreife gibt, 
also man konnte dann auch auf eine 
weiterfiihrende
And after that, one can undertake 
a further study |ind get anothei]
13 15
qualification, the
Oberschulabschluss.
56 Schule gehen. Und es gibt auch 
einen Abschluss
And there is also a qualification
lit Qualifikation auf del
tealschule. Wenn man dann so
sinen Notendurchschnitt von 2 hat,
that when man- someone has a, a 
average qualification of 2  hat- aa 
average achievement of 2  has
14 18
57 dann darf man da weiter auf das 
jOymnasiuirj gehen.
Then one is able- the student is 
able to go to the |
21
which is the highest secondât 
school in Germany,
58 Und gibt’s dann irgendwelchc 
Sehwachen dieses Systems!, deiner
There are weak points to thp 
system] What do you think of
10 13
Meinung nach? this?
59 Ich wiirde sagen dieses 
dreigliedrige System, also zum 
Beispiel wenn... kleine Kinder 
haben j a auch Freundschaften und 
so von der tSrundschiile] das wird 
einfach nicht weitergeftihrt
For example, students- when the 
children make friends in the 
Grundschule, in the primary]
26 30
school] they can’t stay with these
friends because often they are 
split between the three-tiered 
system___________________
60 und das ist eigentlich ein biBchen 
traurig, also man wohnt in der 
StraBe zusammen.
which is a shame when they- if 
they were to live- if they live, for 
example in the same street, they 
can’t go to the same school 
because of the ability that they 
have been set to go to._________
14 39
61 wahrscheinlich ist man dann mit 
Kindem befreundet, die auf die 
gleiche Schule gehen, also ich hatte 
nur Schule- Freunde aus dem 
Gymnasium und das ist sicherlich 
nicht gut.
And it means that stu- the 
children make friends with the 
other pupils that are in that same 
school, so the children only have 
contact with- make friends with 
those who go to the same school., 
that go to the school that they do, 
which is obviously a shame.
28 49
62
63
64
65
66
Es gibt auch DesamtschulenQn 
Deutschland, jpo das so ein bi| 
îsehen wird, wo die dre|
There’s also a Qesamtschule, 17
which is more of a comprehensivi 
schoo^^hich allows a wide- ij 
;so specific on the ability-! 
c to the ability of the child.
irgendwie vereinigt sind, 
zumindestens vom Ort her, dass sie 
am gleichen Ort sind und vielleicht 
macht man gemeinsam Sport oder 
Musik und solche
And there they can do activities 
together, such as P.E. or music.
23
29
12
Sachen, so dass wenigstens die 
Kinder gemeinsam zur Schule 
gehen konnen,______________
So at least the children can go to 
school
11
also ich glaube with these people.
das ist... das ist tatsachlich 
vielleicht ein Fehler des deutschen 
Systems.______________________
And that is perhaps a weakness of 
the German system.
11 10
3 9 5
APPENDIX 21b: Participant 2B Interpreting Transcript
Sections highlighted in red indicate where the participant has listened to a section 
more than once.
Interpreting
turn
ST T T ST
words
T T
words
P R E T E S T
1 Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Can you please briefly 
introduce yourself?
7 6
2 Mein Name 1st Michael Zeller, ich 
bin 64 Jahre alt und lebe als fre ier 
Schriftsteller bier in W uppertal.
My name is Michael Zeller. I am 
64 years old and I live as a 
freelance writer here in 
Wuppertal.
19 20
3 Was bedeutet es fur dich heute, 
freier Schriftsteller zu sein
What does it mean for you to be 
a freelance writer today
10 12
4 und wie siehst du dich als 
deutschsprachiger Schriftsteller 
in einer Literaturumgebung,
And how do you see yourself as 
a writer in...
11 10
5 in einer Literaturumgebung, die 
immer starker von der englischen 
Sprache gepragt ist?
a... in a literary environment 
which is always more being 
dominated by English?
9 13
6 *self correction* (German writer)
7 Also, es 1st ein sehr komplexer 
Beruf, es 1st ein sehr barter Beruf, 
eigentlich hab ich manchmal den 
Eindruck, es ist gar kein Beruf, 
Also, es ist ein sehr komplexer 
Beruf, es ist ein sehr barter Beruf, 
eigentlich hab ich manchmal den 
Eindruck, es ist gar kein Beruf,
It’s a very complicated job, a 
complex job, it’s... a very hard 
job. In some respects it’s not even 
a job at all.
24 23
8 weil es sehr schwer ist, das, was 
man produziert hat, auch dann unter 
die Leute zu bringen, weil es sehr 
schwer ist, das, was man produziert 
hat, auch dann unter die Leute zu 
bringen, weil es sehr schwer ist, 
das, was man produziert hat. auch 
dann unter die Leute zu bringen.
It’s very difficult. It’s very 
difficult to... produce
17 8
9 weil es ein sehr geringer Bedarf ist, 
ledenfalM so, wie ich sie mache
that because there’s a very narrow 
demand for literature, K5B how I 
do it.
13 14
10 und auch weiter machen will und 
immer machen wollte.
and how I want to do it and how I 
always wanted to do it.
9 15
11 Ich habe also nie darauf fgeacht^. 1 never thought I wouM have such 12 10
eine moglichst groBe Leserschaft zu 
haben.
a big readership.
12 sondern fur mich war es immer 
wichtig, ein Produkt herzustellen, 
mit dem ich zufrieden bin
For me it was always important to 
create a product which I was 
happy with,
15 15
13 und von dem ich mir vorstelle, dass 
ein paar Leute, die ich kenne, mit 
denen ich befreundet bin,
and which I could imagine a few 
people which I am...
18 11
14 dass die auch ihre Freude daran 
haben. Literatur soli Freude 
machen, aber Literatur soil auch.
Literature should bring joy 15 4
15 ja, 'n bisschen Miihe machen, Auch 
beim
But literature should also make 
you tired,
7 7
3 9 6
16 Sport gehôrt die Mühe dazu, like with sport, which also makes 
you tired.
5 8
17 da muss sehr viel trainiert werden, 
da muss geschwitzt werden,
You have to train a lot for that 
and sweat a lot for that.
10 14
18 und am Ende steht dann nach dem 
Lauf steht dann die Freude, dass 
man diesen Lauf geschafft hat.
And when you’ve... done your 
running, then at the end you can 
be happy... that you’ve done it.
18 18
19 und ich fmde, so ahnlich ist es auch 
mit der Literatur
And literature is similar. 11 4
20 und einem Buch. Was Elich nichi And a book which [doesn’t limit 7 7
anstrengt.
21 und einem Buch. Was mich nicht 
anstrengt, das heiBt, ein Buch, was 
nicht mein Denken anregt, was 
nicht meine Phantasie anregt.
And a book which doesn’t limit 
me, which doesn’t... excite my 
thoughts and my imagination
14 15
22 und das ist ailes etwas unbequem, 
würde mich nie interessieren.
and everything’s a bit 
uncomfortable, it would never 
interest me.
10 10
23 Ich lese nicht, um mich abzulenken, 
das hab ich nicht nôtig.
1 don’t read to disengage. 11 5
24 Da geh ich spazieren To do that, I go walking. 4 6
25 oder ich spiel Billard oder ich hôre 
mir Musik an,
or I play billiards or I listen to 
music.
10 9
26 aber wenn ich lese, dann muss es 
etwas sein, ja, wo der Kopf etwas 
von hat.
When I read I want it to engage 
me mentally.
16 10
POS1r T E S T
1 So, kannst du dich mal kurz 
vorstellen?
Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton. Ich 
komme aus Deutschland aus 
Leverkusen, das ist in der Nahe von 
Kôln,
So, can you please introduce 
yourself?
Yes, my name is Birgit Linton 
and I’m from Germany from 
Leverkusen, which is near 
Cologne.
25 22
2 aber ich wohne schon ziemlich 
lange in England
But I’ve lived in England for 
quite a long time
8 10
3 und jetzt unterrichte ich hier an der 
Universitat in Guildford.
and now I teach here at the 
University in Guildford.
10 10
4 Schôn, und was fur eine 
Ausbildung hast du gemacht?
What sort of training did you 
have?
9 7
5 Ich hab vor einiger Zeit schon in 
Deutschland ein jphilologischeaj 
IStaatsexamen gemachf vor einiger
I did 
bern 
peco
lots of the exams ifj__
lany wWch you needlmj 
ne a teacher]
27 15
Zeit schon in Deutschland ein 
philologisches Staatsexamen 
gemacht. Das ist ein Studium von 
fünf Jahren, aber durch den ganzen 
Bologna Prozess im Moment
6 ist das im Auslauf, also es gibt noch 
Studiengange mit Staatsexamen, 
aber die meisten haben jetzt einen 
Batchelor oder einen Master, der 
darauf aufbaut.
But through the Bologna Process, 
then most people have a 
Bachelors with a Master on top of 
that
24 18
7 weil man versucht eben die 
Ausbildung anzugleichen
because they’re trying to make all 
the education be the same
7 11
8 in Europa. in Europe- 2 2
9 throughout Europe. 0 2
10 Und was ist der Bologna Prozess 
genau?
So what is the Bologna Process 
exactly?
7 7
3 9 7
11 Der Bologna Prozess ist, dass man 
versucht, dass alle Studenten in 
Europa in verschiedenen 
Universitaten studieren konnen
So it is trying to enable all 
students throughout Europe to 
study at all universities
17 15
12 und dass das... dass die Punkte 
anerkannt werden an den 
verschiedenen Universitaten
and that their marks are 
recognised at different 
universities.
12 9
13 und dass es ganz einfach einfacher 
ist international zu studieren.
and it makes it much easier to 
study internationally.
10 9
14 und das ist ja auch eine gute Idee. And it’s a good idea. 8 5
15 Gut. Und was miissen dann 
Schuler in Deutschland machen, 
um auf die Uni zu gehen, um zu 
studieren?
And what do students in 
Germany have to do in order to 
get into uni?
18 15
16 Ja, um eine allgemeine 
Hochschulreife zu haben
They need to have the general... 7 6
17 Ja, um eine allgemeine 
Hochschulreife zu haben
a general school leaving 
certificate from secondary school.
0 8
18 muss man das Abitui gemacht You need to have done the [^ 6 11
haben. Level equivalent for that.
19 Das ist normalerweise nach einer that you get from a gyammai 7 9
[gymnasialen Oberstufe school sMh forn
20 von drei Jahren. That takes three years. 3 4
21 Im Moment sind Gesprache im 
Gange, dass man versucht die 
Schulzeit von... oder die 
gymnasiale Schulzeit von 
insgesamt 13 Jahren auf 12 Jahre
At the moment there are talks 
going on about reducing the, the 
time, because it takes 13 years 
and they want to make it 1 2  years.
23 26
22 zu reduzieren, aber das ist noch 
nicht entschieden.
But this has not been decided yet. 8 7
23 und in Nordrhein-Westfalen zum 
Beispiel darf man inzwischeij
entscheiden, ob man 1 2  oder ___
Jahre machen will an den einzelneaj 
Schulen^
For example. No 
Westphalia |s at 
deciding on thisj
rth Rhine 
the momenlj
21 12
24 Ich glaube das ist eine etwas 
merkwiirdige Idee.
Und du hast das Gymnasium 
erwahnt. Was fiir andere Schulen 
gibt es in Deutschland?
So you’ve mentioned the 
grammar school. What other 
sorts of schools are there in 
Germany?
22 15
25 Es gibt eigentlich (ein drei^iedriges There is a thi'ce-tier school 9 6
SchulsysteiH, also die Kinder, Eystenï!
26 die kleinen Kinder gehen erst 
vielleicht in eine Kita, das ist so 
eine Kindertagesstatte oder ein 
Kindergarten,
So small children go to this thing 
called a children’s day school or 
a... kindergarten.
17 15
27 aber dort lemen sie eigentlich keine 
schulischen Fahigkeiten,
But there they don’t really learn 
any school subjects.
8 9
28 sondern eher so ein biBchen 
allgemeines soziales Leben mit 
ihren Freunden
It’s a bit general and they learn 
about social living, like, with their 
friends
11 14
29 und wie man eine Schere benutzt and how to use scissors. 6 5
30 und vielleicht ein Butterbrot 
schmiert und solche Sachen,
and how to spread stuff on bread. 8 7
31 mehr motorische Fahigkeiten. Dann 
mit 6  Jahren gehen alle Kinder auf 
eine OrundschtMe,
And when they’re 6 , all children 
go to a primary school]
13 11
398
32 wo sie 4 Jahre bleiben, und dann ist 
das System dreigliedrig aufgeteilt.
They stay at primary school for 4 
years and after that, the school 
system divides into these three 
tiers.
12 19
33 das heiBt die Kinder mit 10 Jahren 
bekommen ein Gutachten, auf 
welche Schulform sie gehen sollen.
So when the children are 10, then 
it’s decided to which school they 
should go.
16 15
34 Früher war das, dass die Eltem 
auch gefragt wurden, ich nehme an, 
das ist auch ein Gesprach mit den 
Eltem und den Lehrem, EbeFdiesS 
Idhitachien sa^
Previously the parents were 
involved in this decision.
27 8
35 ob sie auf eine weiterfiihrende 
Schule, ob sie auf die Flauptschule, 
auf die Realschule oder auf das 
Gymnasium gehen sollen und das 
ist eben je nach dem, wie gut die 
akademischen Fahigkeiten sind, wie 
gut diese Kinder sind.
it’s about how good the 
child is at the academic subjects.
38 13
36 Sie gehen dann auf eine der drei 
Schulformen,
The school system is split into the 
Hauptschule, Realschule a ^  
Gymnasium, so the lowesd”^  
middle and highest type of 
Pcondary school.
8 21
37 aber die ersten zwei Jahre, also das 
k. oder 6 . Schuliahlj, das nennt man 
pie Erprobungsphasej und von da 
kann man noch ziemlich einfach 
auf eine andere Schulform 
wechseln, also vielleicht ein 
zehnjahriges Kind hat noch nicht 
ganz gezeigt, dass sie tatsachlich 
viel intelligenter sind als man 
gedacht hat.
So when- in or | ,  when the 
child is 1 0 , these two first years 
are sort of bn adaption periox|, so 
maybe the child is a lot smarter 
than was realised and they can 
more easily transfer to a different 
school during this time.
49 46
38 und dann bleiben sie auf dieser 
Schule und es gibt verschiedene 
AbschlUsse, ich meine der 
niedrigste Abschluss, den man 
haben
And then after that, they stay 
there and they can get different 
types of school qualifications.
20 16
39 kann ist so ein H###Khuiabschlu*| So the lowest type of qualification 
they can get is a
ïauptschul leaving qualification] 
1 0  the lowest school ti#| 
qualification.
5 21
40 nach t t s s e  9. dann gibt es auch 
noch einen Hauptschulabschluss 
nach Klasse 1# ^
They get this after... they call it 
felasFnumber 9i
13 10
41 das ist ein biBchen besser. There’s another one after glass 10| 
and that one’s a bit better.
5 12
42 Dann auf der Realschule gibt es 
meistens so einen mittleren 
Abschluss, der so eine 
Fachoberschulreife gibt, also man 
konnte dann auch auf eine 
weiterfUhrende Schule gehen.
And from there you can go to 
another school.
26 9
43 Und es gibt auch einen Abschluss 
mit Qualifikation auf der 
Realschule. Wenn man dann so 
binen Notendurchschnitt von 2 hâi, 
dann darf man da weiter auf das
|When you get an average of ^  
Marks in the German you 
can go on to the Gymnasium 
which is the highest tier in this 
system.
29 27
3 9 9
Gymnasium gehen.
44 Und gibt’s dann Irgendwelche 
Sehwachen dieses Systems, deiner 
Meinung nach?
So do you think there are any 
weaknesses or disadvantages to 
this system?
10 13
45 Ich wiirde sagen dieses 
dreigliedrige System, also zum 
Beispiel wenn... kleine Kinder 
haben j  a auch Freundschaften und 
so von der Grundschule, das wird 
einfach nicht weitergeftihrt
Yes, I would say that children 
have friends from the primary 
school, but they can’t keep them 
on later.
26 19
46 und das ist eigentlich ein biBchen 
traurig, a&o man wohnt in der 
StraBe zusammen, wahrscheinlich 
1st man dann m it Kindem 
befreundet, die auf die gleiche 
Schule gehen, also ich hatte nur 
Schule- Freunde aus dem 
Gymnasium und das ist sicherlich 
nicht gut.
Yes, it ’ s a b it sad when they can’t 
carry on at the same school 
together.
42 15
47 Es gibt auch pesamtschulé^ in 
Deutschland, #vo das so ein blBcben 
gesehen wird, wo die drei 
Schulformen irgendwie vereinigt 
sind, zumindestens vom Ort her, 
dass sie am gleichen Ort sind und 
vielleicht macht man gemeinsam 
Sport oder Musik und solche 
Sachen, so dass wenigstens die 
Kinder gemeinsam zur Schule 
gehen konnen.
There are these so-called fe®ethoi 
EchooQ where children can do 
things together, like P.E.
51 14
48 also ich glaube das ist... das ist 
tatsachlich vielleicht ein Fehler des 
deutschen Systems.
Yes, I think that is an error in the 
German system.
14 11
4 0 0
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Interpreting
turn
ST TT ST
words
TT
words
PRE-TEST
Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Mein Name ist Michael Zeller, ich 
bin 64 Jahre alt und lebe als fre ier 
Schriftsteller hier in fuppertal
Could you please introduce 
yourself?
M y name is Michael Zeller. I ’m 
64 years old and I ’m ^  freelance 
writer. I live in îCVüfl i^icin]
25 23
Was bedeutet es für dicn neute, 
freier Schriftsteller zu sein und wie 
siehst du dich als
deutschsprachiger Schriftsteller In 
einer Literaturumgebung, die 
Immer starker von der englischen 
Sprache gepragt 1st?___________
What does it mean to you to be 
a freelance writer and how does 
it feel to be a German freelance 
writer in a predominantly 
English literature critiquing 
world?
30 29
Also, es ist ein sehr komplexer 
Beruf, es ist ein sehr barter Beruf, 
igentlich hab ich manchmal d ^  
indruck, es ist gar kein B e ru fjweil 
es sehr schwer ist, das, was man 
produziert hat, auch dann unter die 
Leute zu bringen, weil es ein sehr 
geringer Bedarf ist an Literatur, 
ledenfrlls so, wie ich sie mache und 
auch weiter machen w ill 
weil es ein sehr geringer Bedarf ist 
an Literatur, jedenfalls so, wie ich 
sie mache und auch weiter machen 
w ill
weil es ein sehr geringer Bedarf ist 
an Literatur, jedenfalls so, wie ich 
sie mache und auch weiter machen 
w ill und immer machen wollte. Ich 
habe also nie darauf geachtet, eine 
moglichst groBe Leserschaft zu 
haben, _______________________
It can be quite complex.______
[Sometimes there is no work and| 
I t ’s very hard. |l ’ve always done 
what I ’ ve wanted to do. I ’ve never 
really looked for a large 
readership.
77 30
sondern fur mich war es immer 
wichtig, ein Produkt herzustellen, 
mit dem ich zufrieden bin |iHld vor
I ’ve always looked to create a 
product that I ’m happy with jgn
40 24
dem ich m ir vorstelle, dass ein pe 
Leute, die ich keime, m it denen ic 
Igfreundet bin, dass die auch ihri 
(Freude daran haben^ _______
ass it on to friends- friends foi 
hem to read as well
Literatur soil Freude machen, aber 
Literatur soil auch, ja, 'n bisschen 
Mühe machen. Auch beim Sport 
gehôrt die Mühe dazu, da muss 
sehr viel tra in ie rt werden, da muss 
geschwitzt werden, und am Ende 
steht dann nach dem Lauf steht 
dann die Freude, dass man diesen 
Lauf geschafft hat, und ich finde, so
Writing should create happiness. 
It ’s like sport; it has to be trained. 
I t ’s the same with the literature 
and books. [Tm not interestedli^ 
(books for facts or thoughtSj
131 29
401
ahnlich ist es auch m it der L itera tur 
und einem Buch. |Was mich nicht
anstrengt, das heiBt, ein Buch, yw 
nicht mein Denken anregt, waî 
ûicht meiae Phantasie anregt, uni 
das ist ailes etwas unbequemJ 
würde mich nie interessieren!îch
lese nicht, üm mich abzulenken^ 
das hab ich nicht notig Da geh ich 
spazieren oder ich spiel Billard oder 
ich hôre mir Musik an, aber wenn 
ich lese, dann muss es etwas sein, 
ja, wo der Kopf etwas von hat.
Was mich nicht anstrengt, das 
heiBt, ein Buch, was nicht mein 
Denken anregt, was nicht meine 
Phantasie anregt, und das ist ailes 
etwas unbequem, würde mich nie 
interessieren. Ich lese nicht, um 
mich abzulenken, das hab ich nicht 
nôtig. Da geh ich spazieren oder ich 
spiel Billard oder ich hôre mir 
Musik an.
Iber wenn ich lese dann muss 
ïtwas sein, ja, wo der Kopf e tw ai
)n h a t f
If I wanted to relax, I would walk 
or play billiards or listen to music. 
'~ut reading haFtotrnnsT 
Jhtsj
16 21
P O S -T E S T
So, kannst du dich mal kurz 
vorstellen?
Can you quickly introduce 
yourself?________________
Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton. Ich 
komme aus Deutschland aus 
peveÂo#W% das ist in der Nahe von 
Koln, ____ ______  _______
Yes, my name is Birgit Linton, 
which is near to Cologne,
18 16
aber ich wohne schon ziemlich 
lange in England und jetzt 
unterrichte ich hier an der 
Universitat in Guildford.
but I’ve lived for a while now in 
England and I teach at university 
in Guildford.
18 16
Schon, und was fiir eine 
Ausbildung hast du gemacht?
And what do you have, as far as 
qualifications go?
10
did a ItheolofiicajIch hab vor einiger Zeit schon in 
Deutschland ein jghilolofiischeaj 
Staatsexamewl gemacht.________
In Germany 
Exam]
12
Das ist ein Studium von fünf 
Jahren, aber durch den ganzen 
Bologna Prozess im Moment ist das 
im Auslauf, also es gibt noch 
Studiengange mit Staatsexamen, 
aber die meisten haben jetzt einen 
Batchelor oder einen Master, der 
darauf aufbaut, weil man versucht 
eben die Ausbildung anzugleichen 
in Europa.______________________
which is a 5 year process. But 
through the Bologna Process, 
they’ve slowly gotten rid of the 
degree and while there are still 
some people with it, the vast 
majority now have Bachelors 
degrees and a Masters if they’ve 
continued their education.
48 42
Und was ist der Bologna Prozess 
genau?
Der Bologna Prozess ist, dass man 
versucht, dass alle Studenten in
What exactly is the Bologna 
Process?
The Bologna Process is to make 
sure that students can study in all
24 30
402
Europa in verschiedenen 
Universitaten studieren konnen
the universities or can study in all 
the universities through Europe
all the qualifications W  
pmilar th ro u # m t E#@#| and it
und dass das... die Punk^b 
gannt werden an 
rschiedenen UniversitâtôË^, und 
dass es ganz einfach einfacher ist 
international zu studieren, und das 
ist j a auch eine gute Idee.
îut. Und was miissen dang____
îhüler in Deutschland machenJ 
jum auf die Uni zu gehen, um z# 
Itudieren?
48 26
is a good idea.
Why do students in Germany sol 
gladly and happily go tfl| 
university?
Ja, um eine allgemeine 
Hochschulreife zu haben muss man 
das jMbitM gemacht haben. Das ist 
normalerweise nach einer
jnasialen Oberstu^__________
Normally in Germany, one would 
have to do their ^b it^ ,  which 
would come after KhmgnasiuM.
20 15
von drei Jahren. Generally that takes around 3 
years to complete._________
10 Im Moment sind Gesprache im 
Gange, dass man versucht die 
Schulzeit von...oder 
N ^ u ïz ^  von insgesamt 13 Jahren 
auf 12 Jahre zu reduzieren.
Right now they are currently 
trying to change the ^ ^ 1
down to 1 2 ,
24 19
11 iber das ist noch nicht entschieden] 
find in Nordrhein-Westfalen zui 
Jeispiel darf man inzwischei 
entscheiden, ob man 1 2  oder I3[ 
lahre machen will an den einzelnei]
Ichulen. jlch glaube das ist eine 
etwas merkwiirdige Idee.
so there’s a bit of a debate rigbl 
BOW about whether student^ ^  
should be spending 1 2  or 13 yead 
at- throughout the course of then] 
education from elementary otj 
primary school through the end of 
their A Levels, which is the 
Gymnasium equivalent
35 43
12 Und du hast j j ^  Gÿmnasiuiiiÿ 
erwahnt. Was für andere Schulen 
gibt es in Deutschland?
So you’ve mentioned the 
iBM M W um ] Is there any- what 
other kind of schools are there 
in Germany?
14 17
13 Es gibt eigentlich ein dreigliedriges 
Schulsystem,___________________
There’s a three-tiered school 
system.__________________
14 also die Kinder, die kleinen Kinder 
gehen erst vielleicht in eine Kita, 
das ist so eine Kindertagesstatte 
oder ein Kindergarten,___________
The- it starts off with the young 
kids going into a kindergarten, 
which is equivalent to a nursery 
school or day care.___________
20 22
15 aber dort lemen sie eigentlich keine 
schulischen Fahigkeiten, sondera 
eher so ein biBchen allgemeines 
soziales Leben
There they don’t study any kind 
of school subjects. They study 
more social subjects like getting 
along with people,___________
16 19
16
17
18
19
mit ihren Freunden und wie man 
eine Schere benutzt
how to make friends and how one 
uses scissors.
und vielleicht ein Butterbrot 
schmiert und solche Sachen, mehr 
motorische Fahigkeiten.________
and how to make- butter bread 
and things like that.
9
TT
Dann mit 6  Jahren gehen alle 
Kinder auf eine Grundschule, wo 
sie 4 Jahre bleiben.
Then when they’re around 6 , all 
the kids go to an elementary 
school, which lasts around 4 
years.______________________
15
und dann ist das System 
dreigliedrig aufgeteilt, jas heiBt i 
Kinder mit 1 0  Jahren
in Gutachten, auf weldW^
And then the system splits into 3 
separate schools, pe- currently 
^groups of kids are W it into
96
10
T i
W
immAmic it used to be
403
ikshulform sie # h en  sollen] Früher 
war das, dass die Eltem auch 
gefragt wurden, ich nehme an, das 
ist auch ein Gesprach mit den 
Eltem und den Lehrem, aber dieses 
Gutachten sagt ob sie auf eine 
weiterführende Schule, ob sie auf
that the parents were also quest- 
along with the teachers, who 
would analyse the kids’ academic 
ability and decide whether they 
should go to the (Gymnasium] 
which would lead to A Lev^ 
Bquivale^^ealschule or 0
die flauptschule, auf die Realschulel Hauptschule, which are the loweij
oder auf das tiymnasiuni 
sollen und das ist eben je 
wie gut die akademische 
Fahigkeiten sind, wie gu 
Kinder sind. Sie gehen d 
eine der drei Schulforme
gehen 
nach dem, 
n
diese 
ann auf 
n,
2 tiers.
20 aber die ersten zwei Jahre, also das 
5. oder 6 . Schuljahr, das nennt man 
die Erprobungsphase und von da 
kann man noch ziemlich einfach 
auf eine andere Schulform 
wechseln.
The first 2 years of the three-tier 
school system are meant to adjust 
the students, so it’s still quite easy 
to switch between the different 
schools.
29 26
21 also vielleicht ein zehnjahriges 
Kind hat noch nicht ganz gezeigt, 
dass sie tatsachlich viel intelligenter 
sind als man gedacht hat.
because 1 0  year old kids can still 
show that they’re more intelligent 
than one had- than the others had 
previously thought they were.
20 23
22 und dann bleiben sie auf dieser 
Schule und es gibt verschiedene 
Abschlüsse, ich meine der 
niedrigste Abschluss, den man 
haben kann ist so ein 
RauMschulabschlwi
And then they carry on 
throughout the rest of the school, 
generally in the same one. The 
llauptschul is the easiest 
Nowest form of leavMgcerttftcai^ 
jihat thef could get]
25 31
23 nach Klasse 1 , dann gibt es auch 
noch einen Hauptschulabschluss 
nach jfâasse 'ïïjfî, das ist ein biBchen 
besser.
There’s a leaving exam after... the 
of Hauptschule and then 
there’s also one after the 
which is a bit better.
18 24
24 Dann auf der Realschule gibt es 
meistens so einen lü ittîer^
Then there’s the Realschule, 
which is the Wddle level leav iS
16 11
lAbschluss] der so eine 
Fachoberschulreife gibt.
liualificationj
25 Elso man konnte dann auch auf eird 
Leiterfiihrende Schule gehen. Ung 
es gibt auch einen Abschluss milT 
iQualifikation auf der Realschule]
End after that, one could go on ^  
■ further sch- or could go on tq 
higher education or ftirthel( 
(schooling
21 21
26 Wenn man dann so einen 
Notendurchschnitt von 2j hat, dann 
darf man da weiter auf das 
Gymnasium gehen.
And if you get a you 
can further go on to Gymnasium 
to study.
18 17
27 Ifnd gibt’s dann irgendwelchb 
Btehwachen dieses Systems, deinei^
W h# would you say is y o ^  
splnion of the three-tierWT
10 11
Meinung nach? Qgfemj
28 Ich würde sagen dieses 
dreigliedrige System, also zum 
Beispiel wenn... kleine Kinder 
haben ja auch Freundschaften und 
so von der Grundschule, das wird 
einfach nicht weitergeftihrt und das 
ist eigentlich ein biBchen traurig, 
also man wohnt in der StraBe 
zusammen, wahrscheinlich ist man 
dann mit Kindem befreundet, die 
auf die gleiche Schule gehen, also
Occasionally it can be a bit sad 
because you have kids who go to 
elementary, primary school 
together who become quite good 
friends, and then they go on to 
different schools.
68 31
404
ïch hatte nur Schule- Freunde mà 
dem Gymnasium und das ist 
sicherlich nicht gut.
29 Es gibt auch ^esamtschuW in 
Deutschland, wo das so ein biBchen 
gesehen wird, wo die drei 
Schulformen irgendwie vereinigt 
sind, zumindestens vom Ort her, 
dass sie am gleichen Ort sind
But you can also see |#ifWW 
K ^ l  systems in Germany where 
all the 3 Hauptschule, Realschule 
and Gymnasium togeth- are 
together.
30 21
30 und vielleicht macht man 
gemeinsam Sport oder Musik und 
solche Sachen, so dass wenigstens 
die Kinder gemeinsam zur Schule 
gehen konnen.
and in these ones they would do 
P.E. and music and other kinds of 
classes together, where they 
wouldn’t completely be separated.
21 22
31 also ich glaube das ist... das ist 
tatsachlich vielleicht ein Fehler des 
deutschen Systems.
This separation of friends could 
be potentially a fault of the 
German school system.
14 14
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APPENDIX 21d: Participant 2D Interpreting Transcript
Sections highlighted in red indieate where the partieipant has listened to a section 
more than once.
Interpreting
turn
ST TT ST
words
TT
words
PRE-TEST
1 Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Can you please introduce 
yourself?
7 5
2 Mein Name ist Michael Zeller, ich 
bin 64 Jahre alt
My name is Michael Zeller. 1 am 
4- 64 years old.
10 11
3 und lebe als freier Schriftsteller 
hier in Wuppertal.
And I work as a... freelance writer 
here in Wuppertal.
8 10
4 Was bedeutet es für dich heute, 
freier Schriftsteller zu seIn und wie 
siehst du dich als
deutschsprachiger Schriftsteller In 
einer Literaturumgebung, die 
Immer starker von der englischen 
Sprache gepragt 1st?
What does it mean for you 
today to be a freelance writer 
and what does it mean to be a 
German speaking write- 
freelance writer in a literature 
environment which is today 
heavily influenced by English 
literature?
30 37
5 Also, es ist ein sehr komplexer It is a very complicated career, it 24 26
Beruf, Es ist ein sehr barter Beruf] 
eigentlich hab ich manchmal den 
Eindruck, es ist gar kein Beruf,
is a very something careei and 
®fteE I have noticed that there- 
if  s absolutely not at all a career.
6 weil es sehr schwer ist, das, was 
man produziert hat, auch dann unter 
die Leute zu bringen, weil es ein 
sehr geringer Bedarf ist an 
Literatur, jedenfalls so, wie ich sie 
mache und auch weiter machen will
If s very difficult to get what 
you’ve created out on the market 
because there is such a very small 
demand for it.
37 22
7 und immer machen wollte. und 
immer machen wollte.  ^ so, 
wie ich sie mache und auch weiter 
machen will und immer machen 
wollte.
UMI I always want to continue 
with this, and I always will.
0 12
8 Ich habe also nie darauf geachtet, 
eine moglichst groBe Leserschaft zu 
haben.
I’ve never wanted to have a 
particularly large readership.
12 9
9 sondern fiir mich war es immer 
wichtig, ein Produkt herzustellen, 
mit dem ich zufrieden bin
It’s always been important for me 
to get a product out which I am 
satisfied with.
15 16
10 und von dem ich mir vorstelle, dass 
ein paar Leute, die ich kenne, mit 
denen ich befreundet bin, dass die 
auch ihre Freude daran haben.
But one that- which I can imagine 
??? few people which I know will 
be happy with.
25 16
11 Literatur soil Preud* machen, aber 
Literatur soil auch, ja, 'n bisschen 
Mühe machen. Auch beim Sport 
gehôrt die Mühe dazu.
Literature writing should be... |a| 
Eeace-I should make you happy 
but you should also put a lot of 
effort into it, like in sport.
20 24
12 da muss sehr viel trainiert werden, 
da muss geschwitzt werden, und am 
Ende steht dann nach dem Lauf 
steht dann die Freude, dass man 
diesen Lauf geschafft hat, und ich 
finde, so ahnlich
You have to put a lot of effort and 
training in, however at the end, 
you can see the finished product 
and you can be satisfied with it.
33 28
13 ist es auch mit der Literatur und j It’s similar with a book; it’s a 27 31
406
einem Buch. Was mich nicht 
anstrengt, das heiBt, jsin Buc#UMW| 
Eicht mein Denken anregt, 
picht meine Phantasie an##W
book which- it has to have... 
spurred me on, Khas to have... Ï 
feve to have... put mÿ thougfefâf 
|# d  efforts into it,
14 und das ist allés etwas unbequem, 
wiirde mich nie interessieren. Ich 
lese nicht, um mich abzulenken, das 
hab ich nicht nôtig. Da geh ich 
spazieren oder ich spiel 
Ich lese nicht, um mich abzulenken, 
das hab ich nicht nôtig. Da geh ich 
spazieren
I don’t read to particularly relax. 
I- for that I can go walking.
28 13
15 oder ich spiel Billard oder ich hôre 
mir Musik an.
Or I can play billiards or play- 
listen to music.
10 10
16 aber wenn ich lese, dann muss es 
etwas sein, ja, wo der Kopf etwas 
von hat.
But when I read there has to be 
something which... makes you 
think.
16 13
POS1r-T E S T
1 So, kannst du dich mal kurz 
vorstellen?
Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton. Ich 
komme aus Deutschland
Hi, could you quickly introduce 
yourself?
Yes, my name is Birgit Linton. I 
come from Germany.
16 16
2 aus Leverkusen, das ist in der Nahe 
von Kôln, aber ich wohne schon 
ziemlich lange in England
I come from Leverkusen, that’s in 
the... in the... which is near 
Cologne, but I’ve lived in 
England for a while.
17 21
3 und jetzt unterrichte ich hier an der 
Universitat in Guildford.
Now I teach at the university in 
Guildford.
10 8
4 Schon, und was fiir eine 
Ausbildung hast du gemacht?
And what kind of education 
have you carried out?
9 9
5 Ich hab vor ei 
Deutschland 
jStaatsexamejI 
Studium von 
vor einiger 7a  
Deutschland 
Staatsexamen 
Studium von
niger Zeit schon in 
:in EhilologischeE 
gemacht. Das ist ein 
fünf JahrenI, Ich hab 
ht schon in 
hn philologisches 
gemacht. Das ist ein 
fünf Jahren,
I have some time ago-1 have- 
Some time ago I carried out a 
philosophical examj in Germany, 
which lasted ]4 years]
19 2 2
6 aber durch den ganzen Bologna 
Prozess im Moment ist das im 
Auslauf, also es gibt noch 
Studiengange mit Staatsexamen, 
aber die meisten haben jetzt einen 
Batchelor oder einen Master, der 
darauf aufbaut.
Because of the Bologna- Bologna 
Process, which is currently... 
existing, some people are still 
doing state exams, however most 
people are doing Bachelors or 
Masters.
32 25
7 weil man versucht eben die 
Ausbildung anzugleichen in 
Europa.
In- they have done this in order to 
try and make- add comparity- 
some parity between the exams in 
Europe.
9 20
8 Und was ist der Bologna Prozess 
genau?
Der Bologna Prozess ist, jdass maH 
Versucht, dass alle Studenten i|| 
lEiiropa in verschiedene^ 
[Universitaten studieren kônnep und 
dass das... dass die Punkte 
anerkannt werden
And what is the Bologna 
Process exactly?
The Bologna Process is 
something which is trying to...
32 16
4 0 7
studieren konnen und dass das... 
dass die Punkte anerkannt werden 
an den verschiedenen Universitaten, 
es 2 anF”emtkch einlacM
ist international zu studieren] und 
das ist ja auch eine gute Idee.
It ’s so that the points attained by 
the students at the different 
universities are easi- more easily 
recognised and this is good, ^  
Itoithey’re môreeasî^  
jteftsferred across different placei
22 33
10 Gut. Und was müssen dann 
Schiller in Deutschland machen, 
um auf die Uni zu gehen, um zu 
studieren?
Ja, um eine allgemeine 
Hochschulreife zu haben muss man 
das ^biturl gemacht haben. Das ist 
normalerweise nach einer 
l^mttasialen Oberstu^ von drei 
Jahren. Im Moment sind Gesprache 
im Gange, dass man versucht die 
Schulzeit von...oder die gymnasiale 
Schulzeit von insgesamt 13 Jahren 
auf 1 2  Jahre zu reduzieren, 
um eine allgemeine Hochschulreife 
zu haben muss man das Abitur 
gemacht haben. Das ist 
normalerweise nach einer 
gymnasialen Oberstufe von drei 
Jahren. Im Moment sind Gesprache 
im Gange, dass man versucht die 
Schulzeit von...oder die gymnasiale 
Schulzeit von insgesamt 13 Jahren 
auf 12 Jahre zu reduzieren.
What do you need to do in 
order to study at university?
Generally you need to have a 
general... certificate. You need to 
generally graduate from your 
secondary school and to do this 
you need to generally have the
65 93
Abitur, which is equivalent to| 
German- the German equivalFrj^ 
to A Levels] which you receive
after passing through a gmmmar 
feioolj which generally lasts for 3 
years. However, there is a 
movement at the moment to try 
and reduce the amount of time 
spent in the aca- academic system 
from 13 to 12 years.
11 aber das ist noch nicht entschieden, 
id in Nordrhein-Westfalen zui 
leispiel darf man inzwischer 
Sntscheiden, ob man 12 oder 13[ 
Jahre machen wiH an den einzelnei 
>chulen.,|Ich glaube das ist ejl 
: merkwürdig# Id e ^
But they haven’t quite decided 
about this yet and in, for example] 
Sn Nordrhein W estfa li^ t’s not 
yet decided whether it’s 12 or I 
years andjî think it’s something 
W ^jhoujd be an eye on]
35 37
%12 Und du hast das gymnasium 
erwahnt. Was fiir andere Schulen 
gibt es in Deutschland?
You have mentioned the 
[Gymnasium, the grammail 
fchootj What other kind of
14 17
schools are there in Germany?
13 Es gibt eigentlich ein dreigliedriges 
Schulsystem, also die Kinder, die 
kleinen Kinder gehen erst vielleicht 
in eine Kita, das ist so eine 
Kindertagesstatte oder ein 
Kindergarten, aber dort lernen sie 
eigentlich keine schulischen 
Fahigkeiten, sondern eher so ein 
biBchen allgemeines soziales Leben 
mit ihren Freunden und wie man 
eine Schere benutzt und vielleicht 
ein Butterbrot schmiert und solche 
Sachen, mehr motorische 
Fahigkeiten. Dann mit 6  Jahren 
gehen alle Kinder auf eine 
GrundschüîE, wo sie 4 Jahre 
bleiben, ______
In Germany, there is a three-tiered 
school system, where generally 
children- small children go to a 
Kita, which is- or Kindergarten, 
which is the nursery. They don’t 
learn anything specifically 
academic there, but they learn 
things like how to make friends, 
how to prepare sandwiches. And 
when they’re six years old, they 
go to the g rundschule. whiclTl^ 
|he primary schooC
77 61
4 0 8
14 und dann ist das System_________
dreigliedrig aufgeteilt, Idas heiBt dij 
Kinder mit 1 0  JahrenI bekommen 
ein Gutachten, auf welche 
Schulform sie gehen sollen. Früher 
war das, dass die Eltem auch 
gefragt wurden, ich nehme an, das 
ist auch ein Gesprach mit den 
Eltem und den Lehrem, aber dieses 
Gutachten sagt ob sie auf eine 
weiterführende Schule, ob sie auf 
Idle Hauptschule, auf die Realschule! 
oder auf Idas Gymnasiunaj gehen 
sollen und das 1st eben je nach dem, 
wie gut die akademischen 
Fahigkeiten sind, wie gut diese 
Kinder sind. Sie gehen dann arf__ 
eine der drei Schulformen, diE 
zwei Jahre, also das 5. odW 
SchuWW, das nennt man die 
Erprobungsphase und von da kann 
man noch ziemlich einfach auf eine 
andere Schulform wechseln, also 
vielleicht ein zehnjahriges Kind hat 
noch nicht ganz gezeigt, dass sie 
tatsachlich viel intelligenter sind als 
man gedacht hat,________________
From there when they’re arounj~  
feycj, they get a recommen- a 
general- jfter seven years 
bchoolj they get- have a general 
recommendation, which the 
parents and the teachers have a 
conversation with each other, and 
they decide, well, whether the 
child should go to a Hauptschule, 
Realschule or Gymnasium, so the
145 138
Gymnasium is the grammaij__
school and the | Jauptschule anc 
Realschule are the lower- lower o]
upper levels below that] and this
is generally depends- generally 
depends on the child’s general 
academic ability. And then after 
this they are sent to one of them, 
|# d  the first few- but the first- foi 
fife first few ’ there’s a
general testing period when it’s 
more easy to transfer between the 
different school systems, because 
at times, students- children may 
suddenly become smarter, or 
more smart than previously 
presumed.____________________
15
16
und dann bleiben sie auf dieser 
Schule und es gibt verschiedene 
Abschlüsse, ich meine der 
niedrigste Abschluss, den man 
haben kann ist so ein 
Hauptschulabschluss nach jllàssé’ü, 
dann gibt^s auch noch einen 
BW # h u la b s c h iu$^ nach 
das ist ein biBchen besser. 
der niedrigste Abschluss, den man 
haben kann ist so ein 
Hauptschulabschluss nach Klasse 9, 
dann gibt es auch noch einen 
Hauptschulabschluss nach Klasse 
10a, das ist ein biBchen besser.
Dann auf der Realschule gibt es 
meistens so einen S ittle iS  
am hlus# , der so erne 
Fachoberschulreife gibt, also man 
konnte dann auch auf eine 
weiterführende Schule gehen. Und
And they remain in this school, 
but from there they can do 
different- they can attain a 
different certificate depending on 
how many years they remain in 
the education system. For- the 
feneral certificate fromlj
t  they can either
89 108
achieve in their P oi iO 
and in the Real- it s generally the 
lowest qualification. And if- from 
the Realschule they can obtain... a 
R id le  gnahficMW which- and 
they can also have- which can 
lead them to further education.
And there’s also a qualification] 
no a certificate with extra
qualification] which they can 
achieve if they have |#arks w i# 
Ito- on avera# o f a 3  or higher.
es gibt auch einen Abschluss m il 
Qualifikation auf der Realschule]
Wenn man dann so einen 
Notendurchschnitt von ^ hat.
dann darf man da weiter auf das 
Gymnasium gehen.
And if they obtain this, then they 
can continue on to the 
Gymnasium.
13
17 Und g ib f s dann irgendwelche 
Sehwachen dieses Systems, deiner 
Meinung nach?
Ich würde sagen dieses 
dreigliedrige System, also zum
Are there any weaknesses to 
this system?
For the three-tiered sys- school 
system, it can be difficult for- 
when ÉM# are small
78 69
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Beispiel wenn... 
b i t a î ja  aiiclî Freundschaften ' 
m  von der Grundschule, d ^ j  
ginfach nicht weitei#efuWfund das 
ist eigentlich ein biBchen traurig, 
also man wohnt in der StraBe 
zusammen, wahrscheinlich ist man 
dann mit Kindem befreundet, die 
auf die gleiche Schule gehen, also 
ich hatte nur Schule- Freunde aus 
dem Gymnasium und das ist 
sicherlich nicht gut.
©primary school; they may fid 
stick together and they m a^  
i  to 0 ) to the same school# 
and so- and it may be difficult for 
these children to split up- to split 
up these small- these groups of 
the small children, friendship 
groups.
18 Es gibt auch [Gesamtschuleq in 
Deutschland, wo das so ein biBchen 
gesehen wird, wo die drei 
Schulformen irgendwie vereinigt 
sind, zumindestens vom Ort her, 
dass sie am gleichen Ort sind und 
vielleicht macht man 
Sport oder Musik und solche 
Sachen, so dass wenigstens die 
Kinder gemeinsam zur Schule 
gehen konnen, also ich glaube das 
ist... das ist tatsachlich vielleicht ein 
Fehler des deutschen Systems._____
And there are also 0 esamtschulcj 
V'hich are comprehensive school^ 
where children from any of the 
systems can come together and 
it’s done- and they are organised 
by location as opposed to 
academic ability. They do 
things like P.E. and music. 
However, this exists alongside the 
existing system, which I believe 
to be a mistake.
65 55
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APPENDIX 22a: Participant G1 Interpreting Transcript
G1 ST T T ST
Words
T T
W ords
PRE-TEST
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Thank you very much for 
coming and doing an 
interview with us today.
Hallo.
Hallo Catherine.
Vielen Dank, dass Sie heute 
gekommen sind.
16 1 0
2 Could I  just ask you to start 
by introducing yourself, 
please?
Ich mochte Sie bitten, sich 
selbst vorzustellen.
1 1 7
3 Certainly. Fm Fiona
B w H B
Na klar, ich bin Fiona 4 6
4 and Fm a lecturer in English 
at the University of Surrey.
und ich unterrichte an der 
Universitat von Surrey.
1 1 8
5 And we’d like to talk to you 
specifically about your 
creative writing that you do 
in your own personal time 
away from the university.
Und w ir mochten heute gerne 
mit Ihnen darü- insbesondere 
darüber mit Ihnen reden iiber 
Ih r kreatives Schreiben in 
Ihrer freien Zeit.
24 2 1
6 Could you perhaps just say 
a little bit about that please, 
and how you started with 
your creative writing?
Konnten Sie uns bitte darüber 
etwas erklaren, wie Sie damit 
angefangen haben und wie es 
dazu kam?
19 17
7 Certainly. I’ve been writing 
actually for a very, very long 
time. 1 suppose like most 
jsrould be wnt#E 1 started out
Natürlich. Ich schreibe schon 
seit einer sehr langen Zeit. Ich 
würde sagen, ich habe wie die 
meisten |0 ëhnftsteil^ schon als
25 23
writing m my teen years Teenager damit angefangen.
8 and when 1 look back at what 
1 produced then Fm horrified.
und wenn ich darauf 
zurückblick- blicke, was ich 
damais zustande gebracht habe, 
stellt’s mir alle Haare auf.
1 2 17
9 But 1 kept going through my Aber ich hab immer- ich hab 
immer das Schreiben beibehalten
35 39
[undergraduate and 
postgraduate yearg. 1 guess 
it’s really only in about the 
last 1 0  to 15 years that I’ve 
begun to take my writing a 
little bit more seriously
kvahrend den Anfangen meineij 
Studienzeit und auch imj 
Fortgeschrittenen Stadiuoj 
meines Studium^ aber ich hab
das Schreiben erst so richtig 
emst genommen in den letzten 
10 bis 15 Jahren.
1 0 in the sense that 1 see it as part 
of what 1 do professionally as 
well as personally
Und erst seit dem sehe ich es... 
als ein Teil meines Eebens 
personlich und beruflich.
18 15
M1 1 and so I’ve started trying to 
develop more of a profile.
und jetzt hab ich- deswegen hab 
ich mir jetzt mehr versucht, ein... 
Profil aufzubauen.
1 1
1 2 What kinds of things do you 
write about? Is it—  first of 
all in terms of genre, is it 
poetry or jCîctiool or—  and 
what kinds of topics do you 
write about?
Was insbesondere gefallt 
Ihnen am Schreiben, also jetzt 
in Bezug auf die Themen; ist es 
mehr Dichtung, Lyrik, oder ist 
es- sind es mehr- ist es mehr
32 28
KantasiB@M#i^t^?
13 Mainly poetry, though 1 did Also hauptsachlich ist es- sind es 16 18
411
go through a phase when 1 
was actually writing short 
stories.
Gedichte, aber ich hatte auch 
eine Phase, wo ich 
Kurzgeschichten geschrieben 
hab.
14 So probably at the turn of the 
century
Ungefahr so in der 
J ahrtausend wende
8 5
15 1 actually went on a creative 
writing course residential 
week at Trenoweth in North 
Wales
bin ich- hab ich an einem Kurs 
fur kreatives Schreiben 
teilgenommen in Trenoweth in 
Nord Wales
15 16
16 and 1 took a creative writing 
course with Ali Smith and 
Jackie
und ich hab einen Kurs besucht 
mit Ali Smith und Jackie 
iiber kreatives Schreiben,
13 15
17 and that course was actually 
on short fiction
und dieser Kurs handelte von- 
oder war- handelte von- oder 
dieser Kurs befasste sich mit 
Kurzgeschichten beziiglich- 
Fantasiekurzgeschichten.
8 18
18 and 1 spent quite a lot of time 
working on short fiction, even 
getting as far as producing a 
little book with draft short 
stories called "The farmer 
only eats what he knows".
Und es ging sogar- ich hab eine 
langere Zeit mich mit diesen 
Kurzgeschichten befasst und es 
ging sogar so weit, dass ich ein 
eigenes Buch geschrieben habe 
mit dem Titel ,der Bauer ist nur 
das was er kennf,
33 38
19 And then 1 put that away in a 
drawer and 1 have left that 
since that time.
und danach hab ich dieses 
Thema- danach hab ich dieses 
Thema beiseitegelegt und hab 
mich weniger mit Kurz- hab 
mich seit dieser Zeit nicht mehr 
mit Kurzgeschichten befasst.
17 28
2 0 1 think in the process of 
drafting the short stories 1 
realised that the short story 
might not necessarily be my 
preferred genre.
Ich glaube, dass wahrend der 
Zeit, als ich die Kurzgeschichten 
geschrieben hab, wurde mir klar, 
dass es eigentlich nicht mein 
Fachgebiet ist.
23 2 2
2 1 1 will at some point in the 
future come back to that 
because 1 think I’ve learnt a 
lot more in the intervening 
years and it might be nice to 
go back and work on those.
Ich glaube, in ferner Zukunft 
werde ich mich irgendwann mal 
wieder mit diesem Thema 
befassen.
36 15
22 But essentially since then I’ve 
been working pretty much 
full-time on trying to write 
poetry.
aber seit dieser Zeit hab ich mich 
also fast nur darauf konzentriert 
oder hauptsachlich darauf 
konzentriert, Dicht- Gedichte zu 
schreiben.
15 2 0
POST-TEST
1 Hello, could you just 
introduce yourself, please?
My name’s Michael Salvage. 
I am a teacher of History at 
Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar 
School
Hallo, konnen Sie sich bitte 
mal vorstellen?
Ja, gerne. P K n ^ e T j  Michael 
Salvage.
22 14
2 which is a mixed grammar 
school in East Kent.
Ich bin ein- Ich bin Eehrer- Ich 
bin Geschichtslehrer an der 
gram... Gymnasiums in Kent.
9 15
3 OK. And in Britain do Und in England, wie ist das. 16 2 0
412
be@liidary school teachmW
generally have one subject 
that they teach, or?
ein bestimmtes Each, das sie 
unterrichten oder wie ist das?
4 Generally, yes. 1, myself, 
feach to 
g, because 1 have an A level 
in it.
Ja, also fur mich personlich gilt 
das schon. Also |ch unterrichW 
bur Landeskunde in der ,7j 
kl##*|, weil ich hab da auch das 
Abitur darin gemacht.
18 26
5 1 think generally at secondary 
schools, your expectation is 
that you teach your primary 
subject, the one that you have 
your degree in.
Also ich glaube, allgemein ist 
das so, dass Sie- im Gymnasium 
unterrichten Sie eben dieses 
Fach, wo Sie auch Ihren 
Abschluss gemacht haben.
23 23
6 but within that 1 think there is 
a degree, or an expectation 
that you would teach other 
subjects, for example f*SH^ is 
generally expected to be 
taught by most subject tutors, 
formally to their form,
Und zum Beispiel, SozialkJndb: 
das ist auch- es wird auch 
erwartet, dass man Sozialkunde 
b  diesei S tu# unterrichtet.
35 18
7 sort of being personal, social 
and health education, so 
they’ve got an awareness of 
drugs, sex education and the 
wider world as well, and 
there’s an expectation that 
that would be something that 
you would do as part of being 
a form tutor.
Und es wird eben auch erwartet, 
dass sie dieses Fach unterrichten, 
und es geht eben iiber- das ist 
ziemlich allgemein gefasst, zum 
Beipiel Gesundheit, Verhalten 
usw.
43 26
8 OK. And you mention that 
this school. Queen 
Elizabeth’s, is a grammar 
school. Can you just explain 
a bit about what that means;
Und Sie habei 
diese Schule, 
unterrichten. 
Gymnasium, 
bitte erklaren 
bedeutet hier'
1 erwahi 
in der S 
das 1st e 
^nnten  
was da
it, dass
ie
in
Sie unal
28 24
what is a grammar school?
9 A Erammar schooj is ... it’s Also grammar school, 1S t  es hieil 
)1, so waj 
s ist eben, 
rgendwie 
oder so, 
ne 
i da
fahr 25% 
1er in 
îirichten 
ir 25%, 
en.
47 62
quite hard to explain without 
sounding a little bit snobby. 
Grammar schools are a 
selective system, whereby 
generally the top 25 percent of 
people within the country or 
an area, a local area would be 
selected to go to grammar 
school
benannt grammar schoc 
Iwie Gymnasiumj, und e 
also ohne dass es hier 
eingebildet klingen soil 
aber das ist praktisch ei 
ausgewahlte Schule une 
gehen eben nur so unge 
dieser- dieses Raums oc 
dem Raum, wo wir untc 
jetzt, sind’s ungefahr ni 
die diese Schule besuch
10 by means of a selection test.
We have the Kent Test in 
Kent, which tests their
p i DLii 1 ...i-ii ... > gtÿ-'-nwp''
SiSnëra^, maths, and 
science skills, and that means 
that they are able to then go to 
grammar school, and other, 
the ones that perhaps aren’t... 
less... aren’t as able would go 
to a different kind of school, 
but grammar schools 
generally are for the top 25 |
OK, also das ist so, dass- wir 
haben hier ein 
Auswahlverfahren, also da 
ungefahr gehen- also das sind 
halt nur 25%, die das auf diese 
Schule schaffen und dafiir 
miissen die, also die jeweiligen 
Schiiler einen Test ablegen, und 
zwar ein Test in Mathe, in 
Wissenschaften, in Ktterathrjund 
in also miissen die 
einen Test ablegen, um
64 79
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percent. iiberhaupt auf diese Schule 
gehen zu konnen und das sind 
eigentlich nur die top twenty- 
25%, die auf diese Schule gehen.
II OK. And I understand it’s 
also got a Specialist Status, 
the school here?
Yeah, most schools in 
England today 1 believe have 
to have a Specialist Status, 
which basically means that 
within lessons and within sort 
of the wider school 
commun%.
Also das ist so- also Sie haben 
einen Spezialistenstatus, 
stimmt das? Ihre Schule hat 
einen Spezialistenstatus?
Ja, das stimmt, also das ist aber 
allerdings so, dass die meisten 
Schulen einen Spezialistenstatus 
haben, also...
41 33
12 you need to be thinking about 
sort of the specialisms and 
sort of making children more 
aware. Queen Elizabeth’s has 
several specialisms. We are a 
Maths and IT Specialist 
School,
Also, ja  das ist so und unsere 
Schule ist spezialisiert auf Mathe 
und Computerwissenschaften
30 14
13 and we are also a Specialist 
Languages School, as well.
und wir konzentrieren uns auch 
speziell auf Sprachen.
10 8
14 which means that we have 
excellent provision for a 
variety of languages and 
teachers that are able to teach 
lots of different languages.
Das bedeutet eben, dass wir halt 
eine groBe- wir bieten eine groBe 
Vielzahl an verschiedene 
Sprachen an und natürlich auch- 
wir haben natürlich auch 
Lehrkrafte, die das- die das sehr 
bewandert sind und diese 
Sprachen exzellent unterrichten 
konnen
23 38
15 which enables pupils to... 1 
think it equips them with lots 
of skills that they can use in 
later life.
und das ist natürlich auch sehr 
hilfreich, dass- also die Schüler, 
die unsere Schule besuchen, die 
werden natürlich mit ganz vielen 
Fahigkeiten ausgestattet, die sie 
für’s spatere Leben brauchen.
20 29
16 OK. And what other types 
of school are there in the 
British education system?
Und was für Schulen gibt es 
dann noch- was für andere 
Schultypen gibt es noch im 
britischen Bildungssystem?
14 18
17 In the south east... I think it’s 
slightly different in the north, 
because I think you have 
Isftiddle school^ in the north, 
but I don’t really know what 
they do. They’re, no they’re 
for I think between the ages of 
about 13 and [f^ In the south 
east
Also im Süden ist es ganz- also 
im Südosten ist es ganz anders 
wie im Norden- also im Norden 
da haben die irgendwie noch 
PittleschuliÜ, die bis- gehen 
zwischen 13 und- die sind 
ungefahr für zwischen 13 und 
Jahrige, aber im Südosten...
48 43
18 we have the granans' systeni 
which is for the top 25 percent 
of pupils. They’re for the 
most able. And then we have 
a Eompr^ensive systeni 
which is basically for 
everybody else.
also da haben wir- bei uns jetzt 
im Südosten da ist es eben so, da 
haben wir eben ^ s e  grammail 
fehooL pi'aktisch das 
^m nasiuiE . Das ist eben fur die 
top 25%. Das ist praktisch die 
Schule mit dem hochsten 
Abschluss, und dann haben wir 
noch die comprehensive school,
32 59
414
(las ist wie eine Gesamtschulc; 
das ist praktisch fur alle anderen.
19 So those people that don’t 
achieve the qualification to go 
into a grammar school will go 
to a comprehensive school, 
where they have sort of the 
same education, the same 
topics, the same subjects.
Also und dieser- der Unterschied 
ist eben beim Gymnasium gehen 
eben nur diese top 25% und zur 
comprehensive school, praktisch 
zu dieser Gesamtschule, da geht 
der ganze Rest, die haben zwar, 
also die Leute, die nicht die 
Qualifikationen erlangt haben, 
um aufs Gymnasium gehen zu 
konnen, und die Ausbildung ist 
ungefahr die gleiche, also die 
haben- die behandelt praktisch 
die gleichen Themen,
34 62
20 but they’re taught across the 
ability group, and grammar 
schools are just teaching to 
the upper end of the ability 
range.
aber die- also das Gymnasium 
hat praktisch einen hoheren 
Level, aber behandlet die 
gleichen Themen.
21 15
21 OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do students 
achieve in secondary school 
here?
Und was fiir unterschiedliche 
Abschliisse konnen die- oder 
Qualifikationen konnen die 
Schüler hier bei der 
weiterführenden Schule 
erlangen?
13 18
22 The main qualifications that 
you would leave Queen 
Elizabeth’s with are certainly 
|O eS ^ , so a General 
Certificate of Secondary 
Education. With a GCSE you 
can go on to pursue 
Education in coIWÈ# for 
example, do something
Also das grundsatzliche- der 
grundsatzliche oder der 
allgemeine Abschluss ist |DCSÈ] 
Idas ist praktisch wie die mhtlere 
IReiffij und damit kann man also 
weitere- weitermachen oder kann 
man zum Beispiel aufs Boli^B 
gehen oder einen anderen 
Bildungsabschluss erreichen.
37 38
23 more vocational, or you could man kann auch eine berufliche 
Ausbildung anstreben.
5 7
24 stay on into sixth form and dfl| Damit kann man also auch 22 39
iAS levels and A levels] which praktisch aufs jiixth form collegfj
then qualify you to then go on 
to university.
^ehen, das ist praktisch did 
Oberstufd, um las Abitur, A 
Level oder AS Level zu erre ich] 
machen. Das ist praktisch Abitafl 
und damit kann man auf die Uni 
gehen.
25 and we have 
pupils that V 
university ff 
And Erhat s 
universities
quite a few 
/ill go on to 
om here, 
ort oÿ
und von unserer Schule gehen 
einige Leute dann auf die Uni.
20 11
26 would they generally go on 
to, the students from here?
Und was streben- waj 
litudierenl die meisten Schüler 
Ihrer Schule dann?
10 11
27 Generally they go on to study 
quite traditional subjects such 
as English, History, Maths, 
Engineering,
Also die meisten unserer 
Schuler, die studieren so 
allgemeine oder so... allgemeine 
Facher wie zum Beispiel 
Englisch, Geschichte, Mathe 
oder Technik.
15 21
28 so they’re using the Also die sogenannten redbrick 58 37
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qualifications that they’ve got 
from their education here to 
quite good effect. Traditional 
sort of subjects and traditional 
universities are generally 
called red brick universities, 
E6"sort of the more loüÉed 
Established universitie£such 
as sort of Leicester or 
Liverpool, for example, are 
sort of the destinations of 
choice for many of our pupils.
universities, sie sind irgendwie- 
also (Éind sehr gute Universitat^ 
und das sind- also da gehen also 
hauptsachlich unsere Studenten- 
interessieren sich hauptsachlich 
fur diese Uni- unsere Schiiler 
interessieren sich hauptsachlich 
fiir diese Universitaten.
29 OK. And just finally, how 
are schools here and 
teachers regulated and 
checked up on, so to speak?
Und wie ist es denn- wie- was 
fiir Kontrollen oder was fiir 
Tests miissen sich hier die 
Lehrer und die Schulen 
unterziehen?
18 22
30 Sort of on a day-to-day level. 
I’m just a general classroom 
teacher and my 
|^ |a rtm e n | keeps an eye on 
me, makes sure that I’m sort 
of achieving the best that 1 
can.
Also und das ist so- bei uns ist es 
eben so, ich bin nur ein ganz 
normaler Klassenlehrer und 
deswegen unterliege ich 
natürlich unserem Rektoi) und 
der hat natürlich ein Auge auch 
mich, beobachtet mich und stellt 
sicher, dass ich halt allés so gut 
wie moglich mache.
34 47
31 Senior Management would 
watch over him, make sure 
that his results were alwayd 
S^ ery good, the best that they
Also und dfesa unsere SchuleJ 
imser Dirmktor, er muss natürli^ 
auch- der wwd natürlich auctj 
iberwac# und zwar von einer
35 34
could be|. But generally Organisation, die nennt sich
overseeing all of that is an 
organisation known as
OFSTEB, das ist also eine... eaj 
1st die britische
OFSTEC, which go Schulaufsichtsbehorde
32 into schools 1 think on a, 
about a three yearly basis; 
they basically analyse 
everything to do with the 
school and the school 
environment.
und dieses OFSTED, eben diese 
britische Schulaufsichtsbehorde, 
die kontrolliert eben alle drei 
Jahre, also die ganzen Schulen in 
England, auch die Lehrkrafte, 
allés Mogliche und auch das 
Umfeld, praktisch.
24 29
33 Those inspections, yeah as 1 
say, about every three years 
and they sort of come 
randomly, but they’re, and 
they will give the school a 
grading of outstanding, very 
good or good, satisfactory, 
that kind of grading, which 
means that pupils and 
teachers, sorry, parents can 
judge the quality of teaching 
within the school on a 
national level.
Und das ist eben so, dass diese 
britische Schulaufsichtsbehorde, 
die bewertet dann oder beurteilt 
dann die jeweiligen Schulen und 
Lehrkrafte- Schulen und 
Lehrkrafte, damit die Schüler, 
die Eltern und, also das ganze- 
also die Schüler und die Eltern 
konnen dann beurteilen, ob sie 
an diese Schule gehen mochten 
je nach dem, was fur eine 
Bewertung oder Beurteilung die 
Schule bekommen hat.
58 61
34 OK, thank you very much. OK, vielen Dank. 5 3
416
APPENDIX 22b: Participant G2 Interpreting Transcript
G2 ST T T ST
W ords
T T
W ords
PRE-TEST
1 Hello.
Hi, Catherine.
Thank you very much for 
coming and doing an 
interview with us today.
Hallo.
Hi Catherine.
Vielen Dank, dass du heute 
Zeit fiir ein Interview 
gefunden hast.
16 14
2 Could I  just ask you to start 
by introducing yourself, 
please?
Certainly. I’m Fiona 
Doloughan and I’m a lecturer 
in English at the University of 
Surrey.
Konnen Sie sich vielleicht 
zuerst mal vorspell- 
vorstellen.
Ja, auf jeden Fall. Ich bin 
Fiona Doloughan und ich 
unterrichte hier an der 
University von Surrey 
Englisch.
26 26
3 And we’d like to talk to you 
specifically about your 
creative writing that you do 
in your own personal time
W ir wurden heute gerne mit 
Ihnen darüber sprechen, was 
Sie in Ihrer Freizeit tun... 
personlich- weil Sie arbeiten 
als Schriftsteller,
20 20
4 away from the university. wenn Sie nicht an der 
Universitat arbeiten.
4 7
5 Could you perhaps just say 
a little bit about that please, 
and how you started with 
your creative writing?
Konnten Sie uns einfach 
erzahlen, |#ie Sie senad 
Erbeiteal und wann Sie 
eigentlich mit dem Schreiben 
angefangen haben?
19 18
6 Certainly. I’ve been writing 
actually for a very, very long 
time. I suppose like most 
^OTld-be wril-ers I started out 
writing in my teen years
Ich schreibe eigentlich schon 
seit sehr langer Zeit. Ich würde 
sagen, wie die meisten 
B^EHlstelfl hab ich eigentlcih
25 25
schon als Teenager mit dem 
Schreiben angefangen.
7 and when I look back at what 
I produced then I’m horrified.
Wenn ich heute nochmal 
anschaue, was ich damais 
eigentlich geschrieben habe, 
dann wird mir fast ganz 
schlecht.
12 17
8 But I kept going through my Und ich hab auch (rahrendj 10 10
Undergraduate anS 
postgraduate years]
Eieiner ganzen Studienzeüf 
weiterhin geschrieben.
9 I guess it’s really only in 
about the last 10 to 15 years 
that I’ve begun to take my 
writing a little bit more 
seriously
und ich würde sagen, es ist 
jetzt... vielleicht seit 10 oder 15 
Jahren, nehme ich das Schrift- 
das Schreiben ein biBchen 
ernster
25 22
10 in the sense that I see it as part 
of what I do professionally as 
well as personally.
und es ist heute einfach ein 
Teil von meiner Arbeit als 
auch von meiner Freizeit.
18 15
11 and so I’ve started trying to 
develop more of a profile.
Und jetzt hab ich einfach... ??? 11 5
PO ST-TES T
1 Hello, could you just 
introduce yourself, please?
Ja, hallo. Kannst du dich 
bitte vorstellen.
31 21
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My name’s Michael Salvage. 
1 am a teacher of History at 
Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar 
School which is a mixed 
grammar school in Kent,
Ja, mein Name ist Michael 
Salvage. Ich unterrichte 
Geschichte am Gymnasium in 
^outh,Ken|.
2 OK. And in Britain do 
secondary school teachers 
generally have one subject 
that they teach, or?
Wie ist das in England? 
Haben Lehrer an 
weiterfiihrenden Schulen- 
unterrichten sic nur ein Each 
Oder mehrere Fâcher?
16 18
3 Generally, yes. I, myself, 
teach geography just to (ywj 
I, because 1 have an leye| in 
it. I think generally at 
secondary schools, your 
expectation is that you teach 
your primary subject, the one 
that you have your degree in.
Ja, also ich peronlich 
unterrichte Géographie in dvi 
^ k g g  im Gymnasium, weil
ich da auch mem lom 
gemacht habe. Normalerweise 
unterrichtet man in 
weiterfiihrenden Schulen das 
Each- dieses Each, in dem man 
spezialisiert ist.
41 35
4 but within that I think there is 
a degree, or an expectation 
that you would teach other 
subjects, for example M B #  is 
generally expected to be 
taught by most subject tutors, 
normally to their form, sort of 
being personal, social and 
health education, so they’ve 
got an awareness
Aber es wird auch erwartet, 
dass man dann noch andere 
Eacher unterrichtet, zum 
Beispiel wird erwartet, dass 
man unterrichtet. |Das islj 
|ein Each fur Sozialkunde,
48 26
5 of drugs, sex education and 
the wider world as well, and 
there’s an expectation that that 
would be something that you i 
would do as part of being a 
form tutor. ■ 
OK. And you mention that 
this school, Queen 
Elizabeth’s, is a grammar 
school. Can you just ^xplainj
Also du hast uns gesagt, dass 
du an Queen Elizabeth’s, an 
der Schule Queen Elizabeth’s 
unterrichtest und |das ist ein 
Ctymnasium. Kannst du uni
58 33
k  bit about what that meansj 
Iwhat is a grammar school?
ein bihchen genauei 
erklaren, wie das in England]
runktionierl?
6 A grammar school is... it’s 
quite hard to explain without 
sounding a little bit snobby.
Es ist gar nicht so einfach zu 
erklaren, ohne jetzt irgendwie 
arrogant zu klingen.
15 14
7 Grammar schools are a 
selective system, whereby 
generally the top 25 percent of 
people within the country or 
an area, a local area would be 
selected to go to grammar 
school by means of a selection 
test. We have the Kent Test in 
Kent, which tests their 
numeracy, maths, |literac)| and 
science skills.
Also ich muss sagen, 
Gymnasium ist relativ selektiv; 
es kommen nur 25% der besten 
Schuler zu uns, und wir in 
Kent haben den Kent Test, wo 
wir die Schuler in Mathematik, 
|,iteratu||, Wissenschaft vorher 
testen.
53 35
8 and that means that they are 
able to then go to grammar 
school, and other, the ones 
that perhaps aren’t... less...
Also das Gymnasium ist fur 
die besten 25% und alle 
anderen Schuler, die das 
Niveau nicht haben, gehen auf
42 21
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aren’t as able would go to a 
different kind of school, but 
grammar schools generally 
are for the top 25 percent.
andere Schulen.
9 OK. And I  understand it’s 
also got a Specialist Status, 
the school here?
Yeah, kmost school in 
England today I believe have 
to have a Specialist Status, 
which basically means
Ich denke, dass Ih r  
Gymnasium in einem Bereich 
spezialisiert ist?
30 10
10 What within lessons and within 
Mort of the wider school 
Community, you need to W 
thinking about sort of the 
specialisms and sort of 
taaking children more aware. 
Queen Elizabeth’s has several 
specialisms. We are a Maths 
and IT Specialist School, and 
we are also a Specialist 
Languages School, as well, 
which means that we have 
excellent provision for a 
variety of languages
Ja, inzwischen ist es so, dass 
fede %hul@i einen Bereich hat, 
in dem sie spezialisiert ist. 
Queen Elizabeth’s hat zwei 
Bereiche; wir sind spezialisiert 
in Mathematik und IT und 
auch in Sprachen, das heiBt, 
das wir fur diese- fur diesen 
Bereich eine sehr gute 
Austattung haben
63 46
11 and teachers that are able to 
teach lots of different 
languages, which enables 
pupils to... 1 think it equips 
them with lots of skills that 
they can use in later life.
und wir haben sehr gute 
Lehrer, die in sehr vielen 
verschiedenen Sprachen 
unterrichten konnen.
31 14
12 OK. And what other types 
of school are there in the 
British education system?
Was fiir andere Schulen 
gibt’s im britischen 
Schulsystem?
14 8
13 In the south east... I think it’s 
slightly different in the north, 
because I think you have 
(middle schools in the north, 
hut I don’t really know what 
dmy do. They’re, no they’re 
for I think between the ages of 
about 13 and 17.
Also ??? es ist unterschiedlich 
im Norden von England und 
im Siidosten. Ich kann das 
Schulsystem fur den Siidosten 
von England erklaren.
44 21
14 In the south east we have the 
grammar system which is for 
the top 25 percent of pupils. 
They’re for the most able.
And then we have a 
Comprehensive systeni which 
is basically for everybody 
else. So those people that 
don’t achieve the qualification 
to go into a grammar school 
will go to a comprehensive 
school.
Also wir haben das 
Gymnasium, das fiir die besten 
25% aller Schiiler ist, und alle 
anderen, die das Niveau nicht 
haben, gehen auf eine 
fcesautechulfli.
56 25
15 where they have sort of the 
same education, the same 
topics, the same subjects, H  
jÉ ^ ’re taught across # 0
k b i l i# im i# r
Und auf Gesamtschulen haben 
sie die gleichen Fâcher und den 
gleichen Lehrplan, |dser einfac|| 
kuf einem anderen N ivea@|.
21 18
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16 and grammar schools are just 
teaching to the upper end of 
the ability range.
OK. And what sort of 
qualifications do students 
achieve in secondary school 
here?
27 12
Was fur Ausbildung und 
Diplomen bekommen 
Schiiler in weiterfiihrenden 
Schulen in England?
17 The main qualifications that 
you would leave Queen 
Elizabeth’s with are certainly 
GCSEal, so a General 
Certificate of Secondary 
Education. With a GCSE you 
can go on to pursue 
education in colimil for 
example, do something more 
vocational, or you could stay 
on into sixth form and do AS 
levels and A levels, which 
then qualify you to then go on 
to university,______________
Also in England macht man 
auf welter- bei weiterfiihrenden 
Schulen die |GCSE, das ist sgj 
Çvie ein R^schulabschlusjT  
Darm kann man danach 
entweder aufs K ollq^ gehen 
Oder auf eine Berufsschule. 
Man kann dann noch auch das 
Aitur machen, damit man 
spater auf die Universitat 
gehen kann.
64 46
and we have quite a few 
pupils that will go on to 
university from here.
Wir haben einige Schiiler, die 
von hier aus dann welter 
studieren und auf die Uni 
gehen.____________________
15 16
And what sort of 
universities would they 
generally go on to, the 
students from here?
Welche Universitaten 
besuchen Schiiler generell, 
wenn sie hier fertig sind, in 
Ihrer Schule?
15 13
20 Generally they go on to study 
quite traditional subjects such 
as English, History, Maths, 
fe^ n ee rin j, so they’re using 
tne qualifications that they’ve 
got from their education here 
to quite good effect.
Taditional sort of subjectij 
ind traditional universities aï^ 
generally called red brick 
iniversiti^, so sort of the 
more longer established 
universities, KuchM sort of 
Leicester or Liverpool, for 
example, are sort of the 
destinations of choice for 
many of our pupils._________
Also unsere Schiiler suchen 
meistens eher traditionelle 
Universitaten aus mit einem 
traditionellen Lehrgang, das 
heiBt die studieren oft 
Englisch, Geschichte, Mathe 
Oder und oft
suchen sie Unis aus, die, |5i( 
îdbfick Unis, die Unis au: 
iem, die vor dem 20
73 57
lahrhundert gebaut wurden, diî 
îher traditionell sindl und 
id oft iyi| Leicester oder in 
Liverpool.
21 O K . And ju st finally, how 
are khooW here and 
teachers regulated and 
checked up on, so to speak?
Ja, ich hab mal so eine 
Frage: wie werden ^ litile j 
und Lehrer in England... 
werden die kontrolliert?
17
22 Sort of on a day-to-day level. 
I’m just a general classroom 
teacher and my Head of 
Department keeps an eye on 
me, makes sure that I’m sort 
of achieving the best that 1 
can. Senior Management 
iwould watch over him, make 
sure that his results were
Naja, also was mich betrifft 
hab ich einfach den 
Abteilungsleiter, der nach
meiner Arbeit schaut, ab e r___
generell gibt es in England ^înj 
ISchulbehorde, die QFSTED[ 
die dreimal im Jahr in die 
Schulen geht und... jKhaut wi^ 
tosere Arbeit ist] ______
93 39
4 2 0
always very good, the best 
that they could be. But 
generally overseeing all of 
that is an organisation known 
as OfSTEDl, which go into 
schools I think on a, about a 
three yearly basis; jSie  ^
h@#ical ly analyse everythini 
p  do with the school and tQ  
l^ o o l environment
23 Those inspections, yeah as I 
say, about every three years 
and they sort of come 
randomly, but they’re, and 
they will give the school |  
kpm&ng of outstanding, 
good or good, satisfacW^j 
^ n t kind ofgradinj, which 
means that pupils and 
teachers, sorry, parents can 
judge the quality of teaching 
within the school on a 
national level.
Ja, und OFSTED bewertet 
dann die Schulen 
# # r  und das hilft den 
Schulern als auch den Eltem, 
sich gute Schulen auszusuchen.
58 25
24 OK, thank you very much. Vielen Dank. 5 2
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APPENDIX 22c: Participant G3 Interpreting Transcript
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more t ran once.
G3 ST T T ST
Words
T T
W ords
P R E -T E S T
1 Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Can you please introduce 
yourself?
7 5
2 Mein Name 1st Michael Zeller, 
ich bin |# Ja h re  a j| und lebe als 
fre ier Schriftsteller hier in 
W uppertal.
My name is Michael Zeller. 
Pm ^ ^ e a r s  o 0  and Pm a 
freelance writer from 
Wuppertal.
18 16
3 Was bedeutet es fur dich 
heute, freier Schriftsteller zu 
sein und wie siehst du dich als 
deutschsprachiger 
Schriftsteller in einer 
Literaturumgebung, die 
immer starker von der 
englischen Sprache gepragt 
ist?
What does it mean to you to 
be a freelance writer today 
and how do you see yourself 
as a German writer in a 
literature world which is 
increasingly influenced by 
the English language?
30 34
4 Also, es ist ein sehr komplexer 
Beruf, es ist ein sehr barter 
Beruf,
Well, it is a very complex and 
hard job.
13 9
5 eigentlich hab ich manchmal 
den Eindruck, es ist gar kein 
Beruf,
Actually sometimes 1 have the 
feeling that it isn’t really a job 
at all.
11 14
6 weil es sehr schwer ist, das, 
was man produziert hat, auch 
dann unter die Leute zu 
bringen.
because it’s very hard to act- 
to share what you’ve 
produced with the people and 
the public.
17 17
7 weil es ein sehr geringer 
Bedarf ist an Literatur, 
jedenfalls so, wie ich sie mache
because there’s very little 
demand in terms of literature, 
or at least the literature that I 
produce
15 17
8 und auch weiter machen will and would like to continue in 
doing so.
5 8
9 und immer machen wollte. Ich 
habe also nie darauf geachtet, 
eine moglichst groBe 
Leserschaft zu haben, sondem 
für mich war es immer wichtig, 
ein Produkt herzustellen, mit 
dem ich zufrieden bin
and have always wanted to do 
this, so I’ve never really put 
much emphasis on the fact 
that I wanted to have a big 
audience, or my literature was 
never meant for a big 
audience. For me it was 
always important to produce a 
product which I can be 
satisfied with
31 51
10 und von dem ich mir vorstelle. and what 1 can imagine that... 6 6
11 dass ein paar Leute, die ich 
kenne, mit denen ich 
beffeundet bin, dass die auch 
ihre Freude daran haben.
and that some people that I 
know and that 1 like, that they 
might also have some 
pleasure reading.
19 19
12 Literatur soil Freude machen, Literature is supposed to 
bring joy.
4 6
13 bber Literatur soil auch, ja, ^  
pisschen Mühe mache#Auch
STiterature is also s@ ^os^  
|lo stimulât!^, because if you’re
16 25
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jbeim sport gehort die Milh« exercising or in sport,
pazuj teRulate your muscles 
fe u ’re exercising and ÿou’^  
working out
14 da muss sehr viel trainiert 
werden,
you have to exercise a lot and 
you have to train.
6 11
15 da muss geschwitzt werden. you have to sweat. 4 4
16 und am Ende steht dann— 
nach dem Lauf steht dann die 
Freude, dass man diesen Lauf 
geschafft hat.
And at the end of the run, you 
have the joy and the 
satisfaction.
18 14
17 und ich fmde, so ahnlich ist es 
auch mit der Literatur und 
einem Buch.
and 1 think this is very similar 
to literature.
14 9
18 Was mich nicht anstrengt, das 
heiBt, ein Buch, was nicht mein 
Denken anregt.
A book that doesn’t stimulate 
my mind.
13 7
19 Was mich nicht anstrengt, das 
heiBt, ein Buch, was nicht mein 
Denken anregt.
or a book that doesn’t make 
me think or wonder.
0 10
20 was nicht meine Phantasie 
anregt.
that doesn’t stimulate my 
imagination.
5 5
21 und das ist allés etwas 
unbequem.
and that’s all a bit 
uncomfortable
6 6
22 wiirde mich nie interessieren. would never really interest 
me.
4 5
23 Ich lese nicht, um mich 
abzulenken.
1 don’t read to distract myself; 6 6
24 das hab ich nicht notig. that’s not necessary. 5 3
25 Da geh ich spazieren Then 1 go for a walk 4 6
26 Oder ich spiel Billard oder ich 
hore mir Musik an.
or 1 play pool or 1 listen to 
some music.
10 10
27 aber wenn ich lese, dann muss 
es etwas sein.
but when I’m reading a book, 
then it has to be something...
9 12
28 ja, wo der Kopf etwas von hat. well, which is something for 
your mind.
7 7
P O S T-TE S T
1 So, kannst du dich mal kurz 
vorstellen?
Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Ich 
komme aus Deutschland aus 
Leverkusen, das ist in der Nahe 
von Koln, aber ich wohne 
schon ziemlich lange in 
England und jetzt unterrichte 
ich hier an der Universitat in 
Guildford.
Could you please introduce 
yourself?
Hello, my name is Birgit 
iLitne^ I’m from Germany, 
Leverkusen, but I’ve been 
living in England for quite 
some time and now I’m a 
lecturer at the University of 
Surrey in Guildford.
2 ^h o n , und was fiir ein# 
l&usbildung hast du ffigmachtfj
And what did you dd
kWorehandlT
Ich hab vor einiger Zeit schon 
in Deutschland |ëï  ^
^ilologisches Staatsexamesi
Well, rgôTaphilosophicaï 
Iftate exami in Germany, 
that’s- runs for five years, f t j
gemacht. Das ist ein Studium 
von fiinf Jahren, abea: durefe den| 
ganzen Bologna Prozess inij 
Moment! ist das im Auslauf, 
also es gibt noch Studiengange 
mit Staatsexamen, aber die 
meisten haben jetzt einen
one of the last Bologial 
Bxaraj, but this is slowly 
coming to an end because 
most people are doing a 
Bachelor or Masters now, 
because the EU is trying to 
synchronise all... education-
423
Batchelor oder einen Master, 
der darauf aufbaut, weil man 
versucht eben die Ausbildung 
anzugleichen in Europa._____
the education systems in 
Europe.
Und was ist der Bologna 
Prozess genau?
Der Bologna Prozess ist, dass 
man versucht, dass alle 
Studenten in lÊumpa in 
verschiedenen Universitaten 
studieren konnen und dass 
das... dass die Punkte 
anerkannt werden an den 
verschiedenen Universitaten, 
und dass es ganz einfach 
einfacher ist international zu 
studieren, und das ist ja auch 
eine gute Idee._____________
Can you explain this process 
a little more?
Well, the Bologna Process is 
that all students in the H  can 
study at all European 
universities, and all the points 
or the... academic 
qualifications gained are 
recognised, and if  s supposed 
to make it easier for students 
to study all over Europe 
which is, I think, a good 
thing.
Gut. Und was miissen dann 
Schiiler in Deutschland 
machen, um auf die Uni zu 
gehen, um zu studieren?
Ja, um eine ^llgemeTnj 
iHoclcchuimife zu haben muss 
man [das Abit#^ gemacht haben. 
Das ist normalerweise nach 
einer jffifmnasialen Oberstuflj 
von drei Jahren. Im Moment 
sind Gesprache im Gange, dass 
man versucht die Schulzeit 
von...oder die gymnasiale 
Schulzeit von insgesamt 13 
Jahren auf 12 Jahre zu 
reduzieren, aber das ist noch 
nicht entschieden, kind ii
So what do you have to do 
as a student to gain access to 
university, or get into 
university?
blordrhein-Westfalenj zum 
Beispiel darf man inzwischen 
entscheiden, ob man 12 oder 13 
Jahre machen will an den 
einzelnen Schulen. Ich glaube 
das ist eine etwas merkwiirdige 
Idee.
Well, ^ou have to get the| 
feenecal certificatej so you 
have to go to a jhigh^ 
l^ucation institutiogTwhich 
means that you have to have 
khe German A Leve^, and 
this is usually three years 
long. However, they’re trying 
to get the- to shorten the 13 
years to 12 years, but this has 
not been officially decided 
yet. In, for instance, n^ somgj 
baits of GermanyJ students 
can decide whether they want 
to do the fast-track 12 years 
or the 13 years. I, however, 
think that’s a bit strange, to be 
honest.
Und du hast das [Gymnasium 
erwahnt. Was fiir andere 
Schulen gibt es in 
Deutschland?
Es gibt eigentlich ein 
jdreigliedriges Schulsysteml, 
also die Kinder, die kleinen 
Kinder gehen erst vielleicht in 
eine Kita, das ist so eine 
Kindertagesstatte oder ein 
Kindergarten, aber doit lernen 
sie eigentlich keine schulischen 
Fahigkeiten, sondern eher so 
ein biBchen allgemeines 
soziales Leben mit ihren 
Freunden und wie man eine 
Schere benutzt und vielleicht 
ein Butterbrot schmiert und
Are there any other...- you 
mentioned the jgrammaij 
bchoolij. Are there any other 
schools in Germany?
Yes, we have a [three tiered 
bfehool systemj First, they 
usually go to a day-care 
centre or a nursery. This is, 
however, no real educational 
institution, like they don’t 
actually learn any academic 
material; they just sort of 
learn how to interact with 
their friends and just general 
social skills, and how to hold 
a pair of scissors, how to, 1 
don’t know... butter a piece of 
bread or something, and just...
4 2 4
solche Sachen, mehr 
motorische Fahigkeiten. Dann 
mit 6 Jahren gehen alle Kinder 
auf eine iQrundschiOj, wo sie 4 
Jahre bleiben, und dann ist das 
System dreigliedrig aufgeteilt, 
das heiBt die Kinder mit 10 
Jahren bekommen Q  
iGutachtenI, auf welche 
Schulform sie gehen sollen. 
Friiher war das, dass die Eltern 
auch gefragt warden, ich 
nehme an, das ist auch ein 
Gesprach mit den Eltem und 
den Lehrem, aber dieses 
Gutachten sagt o b ^ e  auf eine 
^ ê ^ f ahrende Schu§, ob sie 
aufdiejSwptsch u^, auf die 
feealschu^oder auf das 
jGymnasiugj gehen sollen und 
das ist eben je nach dem, wie 
gut die akademischen 
Fahigkeiten sind, wie gut diese 
Kinder sind. Sie gehen dann 
auf eine der drei Schulformen, 
aber die ersten zwei Jahre, also 
Idas 5. oder 6. SchiiljahrJ
general skills; not, nothing 
academic. And then when 
they’re six, they go into 
lower school^, where they 
usually stay for four years. 
And then when they are 10, 
they go- we have a so-called 
three-tiered system, school 
system, and they- they get 
|ome sort of school reporil, 
which advises them to which 
school they should go: the 
three jtoitmuing^cFool^. And 
in the past, parents could also 
decide what school they 
wanted to go to. Fm not quite 
sure whether this is actually 
still the case; I don’t think so. 
And the three schools 
available which you can 
choose or advised to^gq to is 
the... lowerTiered sch o o ^  
the... general- intermediate 
feeneral schoo |[^d]the~ 
prammar school which is the| 
pigher tiered one, and this is 
up to their academic abilities 
and also, yeah, however the
first two years, like h^c 5'** ant 
the 6' year, when tliey are I l[ 
and 12
das nennt man die 
Erprobungsphase und von da 
kann man noch ziemlich 
einfach auf eine andere 
Schulform wechsein, also 
vielleicht ein zehnjahriges Kind 
hat noch nicht ganz gezeigt, 
dass sie tatsachlich viel 
intelligenter sind als man 
gedacht hat, und dann bleiben 
sie auf dieser Schule und es 
gibt verschiedene Abschlüsse, 
ich meine der niedrigste 
Abschluss, den man haben 
kann ist so ein 
Hauptschulabschluss nach
[Klasse $ , dann gibt es auch 
noch einen
Hauptschulabschluss nach 
|<lasse lOa] das 1st ein biBchen 
besser. Dann auf der 
Realschule gibt es meistens so 
einen jm ittleren A bsch lu^, der 
so eine Fachoberschulreife 
gibt, also man konnte dann 
auch auf eine weiterführende 
Schule gehen. Und es gibt auch
So when they’re in- 101#1%| 
they, in the 5* and 6*'’ grade, 
they can still go to a different 
school if they haven’t proven 
their abilities yet. And after 
that, they stay in that school 
and you get different sorts of 
qualifications: you get the 
leaving certificate at the... at 
six- at the grade, which ij 
^6] which is from the lower 
tiered school. That’s- then 
you can also get one in the 
which is a little 
bit better. And in the general 
intermediate school, you get a 
sort of... ||ubjecTspecific~j 
K tificald and this is quit^ 
good, the levels are quitcj 
good, sort of B i. you can also 
go to a grammar school and 
then do your A Levels.
4 2 5
einen Abschluss m it 
Qualifikation auf der 
Realschule. Wenn man dann so 
einen iNotendurchschnitt von 2
bat, dann darf man da weiter
auf das Gymnasium gehen.
Und gibt’s dann 
irgendwelche Schwâchen 
dieses Systems, deiner 
Meinung nach?
Ich würde sagen dieses 
dreigliedrige System, also zum 
Beispiel wenn... kleine Kinder 
haben ja auch Freundschaften 
und so von der GriindschuleJ 
das wird einfach nicht 
weitergefuhrt und das ist 
eigentlich ein biBchen traurig, 
also man wohnt in der StraBe 
zusammen, wahrscheinlich ist 
man dann mit Kindem 
beffeundet, die auf die gleiche 
Schule gehen, also ich hatte nur 
Schule- Freunde aus dem 
Gymnasium und das ist 
sicherlich nicht gut. Es gibt 
auch Gesamtschulei^ in 
Deutschland, wo das so ein 
biBchen gesehen wird, wo die 
drei Schulformen irgendwie 
vereinigt sind, lafciiindestenj 
jyom O r t r t , dass sie am 
gleichen Ort sind und vielleicht 
macht man gemeinsam Sport 
oder Musik und solche Sachen, 
so dass wenigstens die Kinder 
gemeinsam zur Schule gehen 
konnen, also ich glaube das 
ist... das ist tatsachlich 
vielleicht ein Fehler des 
deutschen Systems.__________
So do you think there are 
any weaknesses in this 
educational system?
Well, I think the three tiered 
school system, to be honest, it 
might be a bit difficult if, for 
small children, especially at 
the age of 10 when they are 
going to the Wemem#^ 
KçSoq together and then 
they’ve got- they make 
friends and they’ve got their 
friends and they don’t 
actually- they live in the same 
road and then they go to 
different schools afterwards, 
like you’ve got, yeah, I don’t 
think that’s beneficial for 
them because then you’re 
only friends with children or 
peers from your school, and 
there is a general, the general 
|idbcationjnstitutioni[i n ^  
Germany where the three 
tiered system is sort of in the 
same school, so you’ve got 
the lower, intermediate and 
the higher schools together 
and they, for instance, they do 
sports together, like PE and 
music, those sort of subjects, 
and I think that’s- that’s 
definitely better, but this 
te ly  in some parts ' 
germanyj
4 2 6
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Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Mein Name ist Michael Zeller, 
ich bin 64 Jahre a lt und lebe 
als fre ie r Schriftsteliell hier in 
W uppertal.
Could you briefly introduce 
yourself?
My name is Michael Zeller. 
I ’m 64 years old and I’m a B  
i^ee qutho^ and I live in 
Wuppertal.
25 25
Was bedeutet es für dich 
heute, freier Schriftsteller zu 
sein und wie siehst du dich 
als deutschsprachiger 
Schriftsteller | |  e i i^  
fciteraturumgpbu ndTd ie 
immer starker von der 
englischen Sprache gepragt 
ist? Also, es ist ein sehr 
komplexer Beruf, es ist ein 
sehr barter Beruf, eigentlich 
hab ich manchmal den 
Eindruck, es ist gar kein Beruf, 
weil es sehr schwer ist, das, 
was man produziert hat, auch 
dann unter die Leute zu 
bringen, weil es ein sehr 
geringer Bedarf ist an 
Literatur, fedenfalls so, w ie j^  
Be mache und auch
|#achen wilj und immer 
machen wollte. Ich habe also 
nie darauf geachtet, eine 
moglichst groBe Leserschaft zu 
haben, sondern fiir mich war es 
immer wichtig, ein Produkt 
herzustellen, mit dem ich 
zufrieden bin und von dem ich 
mir vorstelle, dass ein paar 
Leute, die ich kenne, mit denen 
ich beffeundet bin, dass die 
auch ihre Freude daran haben. 
Literatur soli Freude machen, 
aber Literatur soil auch, ja, 'n 
bisschen Mühe machen. 
Literatur soil Freude machen, 
aber Literatur soil auch, ja, 'n 
bisschen Mühe machen. Auch 
beim Sport gehort die Mühe 
dazu, da muss sehr viel 
trainiert werden, da muss 
geschwitzt werden, und am 
Ende steht dann— nach dem 
Lauf steht dann die Freude, 
jdass man diesen Lauf geschafft 
hat, und ich fmde, so ahnlich
What does it mean to you to 
be a free author- freelance 
author? And... what is it like 
to be a German-speaking... 
author living |n an arW ... 
predominantly affected by 
English literature?
Being an author is a very 
complex, difficult- and 
sometimes 1 feel like it’s not 
even a job. It’s very hard to 
bring literature to the people 
because it is not a high demand 
for that at the moment. And 
it’s hard to bring my work,
%y I want it, what Fvj 
afs donejto... the people, 
to consumers. But I’ve never... 
I’ve never planned on a big 
audience. My main concern is 
that I’m producing a product 
that I’m happy and satisfied 
with, and perhaps my ffiends 
and... are also happy with 
and... are interested to read. I 
believe that literature should 
be challenging, should 
challenge me and not entertain 
me or take my mind off things. 
That’s the same way with 
when 1 read books; 1 read a 
book ‘cause it should 
challenge me... cognitively 
and... yeah... ‘cause otherwise,
1 could do loads of otheij 
iStivities... insteadJ
291 182
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ist es auch mit der Literatur 
und einem Buch. Was mich 
nicht anstrengt, das heiBt, ein 
Buch, was nicht mein Denken 
anregt, was nicht meine 
Phantasie anregt, und das ist 
allés etwas unbequem, würde 
mich nie interessieren. Ich lese 
nicht, um mich abzulenken, 
das hab ich nicht notig. Î
^jchspazieren oder ich spjef 
illard oder ich hore i
lusik anj aber wenn ich lese, 
dann muss es etwas sein, ja, 
wo der Kopf etwas von hat.
P O S T-TE S T
So, kannst du dich mal kurz 
vorstellen?
Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton. Ich 
komme aus Deutschland aus 
Leverkusen, das ist in der 
Nahe von Koln, aber ich 
wohne schon ziemlich lange in 
England und jetzt unterrichte 
ich hier an der Universitat in 
Guildford.
Hello. Could you introduce 
yourself, please?
Hello, my name is Birgit 
Linton, I’m from Germany... 
from a city called Leverkusen 
which is near Cologne. I’ve 
been living in the UK for a 
long time now, and now I 
teach at the University of 
Surrey in Guildford.________
43 46
Schon, und was für eine 
Ausbildung hast du 
gemacht?
Ich hab vor einiger Zeit schon
in Deutschland ein ______
bhilologisches StaaSexamerj 
gemacht. Das ist ein Studium 
von fünf Jahren, aber durch 
den ganzen Bologna Prozess 
im Moment ist das im Auslauf, 
also es gibt noch Studiengange 
mit Staatsexamen, aber die 
meisten haben jetzt einen 
Batchelor oder einen Master, 
der darauf aufbaut, weil man 
versucht eben die Ausbildung 
anzugleichen in Europa.
Und was ist der Bologna 
Prozess genau?
Der Bologna Prozess ist, dass 
man versucht, dass alle 
Studenten in Europa in 
verschiedenen Universitaten 
studieren konnen und dass
Hello, could you briefly 
introduce yourself?
My name is Birgit Linton, I’m 
from Germany... the city of 
Leverkusen, which is near 
Cologne. 1 have been living in 
the UK for a long time now 
and now 1 teach at the 
University of Surrey in 
Guildford.
What is your educational 
training background?
1 have studied in Germany... 
bhiloloaj and... took the state 
exam, which... which in some 
parts they don’t have any more 
due to the Bachelor and 
Masters system, introduced by 
the Bologna Process.
700 543
(-45 for 
repeated 
section = 
498)
What is the Bologna 
Process?
The Bologna Process is... a 
programme that tries to ensure 
that all credits and degrees... at 
universities across Europe are
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das... dass die Punkte 
anerkannt werden an den 
verschiedenen Universitaten, 
und dass es ganz einfach 
einfacher ist international zu 
studieren, und das ist ja  auch 
eine gute Idee.
Gut. Und was miissen dann 
Schiiler in Deutschland 
machen, um auf die Uni zu 
gehen, um zu studieren?
Ja, um eine allgemeine 
Hochschulreife zu haben muss 
man das gemacht 
haben. Das ist normalerweise 
nach einer gymnasialen 
Oberstufe von drei Jahren. Im 
Moment sind Gesprache im 
Gange, dass man versucht die 
Schulzeit von...oder die 
gymnasiale Schulzeit von 
insgesamt 13 Jahren auf 12 
Jahre zu reduzieren, aber das 
ist noch nicht entschieden, und 
in Nordrhein-Westfalen zum 
Beispiel darf man inzwischen 
entscheiden, ob man 12 oder 
13 Jahre machen will an den 
einzelnen Schulen. Ich glaube 
das ist eine etwas merkwiirdige 
Idee.
Und du hast das Gymnasium 
erwahnt. Was fiir andeS
lulen gibt ^ J |  
utschland^
Es gibt eigentlich ein 
dreigliedriges Schulsystem, 
also die Kinder, die kleinen 
Kinder gehen erst vielleicht in 
eine Kita, das ist so eine 
Kindertagesstatte oder ein 
Kindergarten, aber dort lemen 
sie eigentlich keine 
schulischen Fahigkeiten, 
sondern eher so ein biBchen 
allgemeines soziales Leben mit 
ihren Freunden und wie man 
eine Schere benutzt und 
vielleicht ein Butterbrot 
schmiert und solche Sachen, 
mehr motorische Fahigkeiten. 
Dann mit 6 Jahren gehen alle 
Kinder auf eine Gi'undschüî^, 
wo sie 4 Jahre bleiben, und 
dann ist das System 
dreigliedrig aufgeteilt, das 
heiBt die Kinder mit 10 Jahren 
bekommen ein Gutachteij, auf 
welche Schulform sie gehen
recognised by each other, so 
students from all across 
Europe can go to each other’s 
universities... It creates the 
Bachelors and Masters system.
W hat do students in 
Germany need to do to enter 
university?
They have to have a n , 
which can be obtained at the 
Gymnasium, which is the 
highest level of secondary 
school, also known as a 
grammar school, which takes 
about three years, the Abitur. 
The general secondary 
education, education path takes 
about 12 to 13 years. They’re 
trying to change it to 12 years 
in some parts of Germany, like 
Nordrhein-Westfalen, you can- 
students can choose between 
12 and 13 years at the 
Gymnasium level.
i.re there any other 
German
The German system is a three 
branch system. They start off 
going to the... nursery school, 
where no academic skills are 
obtained. It’s more practice in 
living with the other children, 
social skills and motor skills; 
learning those motor skills and 
playing with friends.
Then at the age of six, they 
will enter the jGrundschuleJ 
[which is primary schoojjAt 
the end of primary school, 
which is four years after they 
turn six, [the kids ^et a review] 
on which, depending on their 
academic achievements, it can 
be decided whether they can 
go to the paugftschiilëj,
or jQvmnasiuË...
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sollen. Friiher war das, dass die 
Eltern auch gefragt wurden, 
ich nehme an, das ist auch ein 
Gesprach mit den Eltem und 
den Lehrern, aber dieses 
Gutachten sagt ob sie auf eine 
weiterführende Schule, ob sie 
auf die jlauptschu^, auf die 
|&eaischul#j oder auf das
das ist eben je nach dem, wie 
gut die akademischen 
Fahigkeiten sind, wie gut diese 
Kinder sind. Sie gehen dann 
auf eine der drei Schulformen, 
aber die ersten zwei Jahre, also 
das 5. oder 6. Schuljahr, das 
nennt man die
Erprobungsphase und von da 
kann man noch ziemlich 
einfach auf eine andere 
Schulform wechsein, p s^ 
ielleicht ein zehnjâhrig#
[Kind hat noch nicht gan;^ 
[ezeigt, dass sie tatsachlicl^_ 
iel intelligenter sind als m# | 
Sedacht hatj und dann bleiben 
sie auf dieser Schule und es 
gibt verschiedene Abschlüsse, 
ich meine der niedrigste 
Abschluss, den man haben 
kann ist so ein 
pauptschplabschlus^ nach 
llpasse 9 jdann gibt es auch 
noch emen
hauptschulabschluss nacjS 
lOasse 1%  das ist ein biBchen 
besser. Dann auf der
Realschule gibt es meistens so| 
sinen mittleren AbscElussJ der
so eine Fachoberschulreife 
gibt, also man konnte dann 
auch auf eine weiterführende 
Schule gehen. Und es gibt 
auch einen Abschluss mit
Qualifikation auf der_______
Realschule. fWenn man dann si
inen Notendurchschnitt von
at, dann darf man da weiter
auf das Gymnasium gehen. 
Und gibt’s dann 
irgendwelche Schwâchen 
dieses Systems, deiner 
Meinung nach?
Ich würde sagen dieses 
dreigliedrige System, also zum 
Beispiel wenn... kleine Kinder 
haben ja auch Freundschaften 
und so von der Grundschule, 
das wird einfach nicht
And after that they have two 
years of... sort of two test 
years, where in those two years 
after whatever secondary 
school they to go
to, ...during those two years 
they can still change their 
minds on what school they 
wanted to go to.
The lowest... certificate of 
secondary education is the 
^ î# sch ü lab sch iü^s, which 
can be obtained in # k r  9|or 
^ ^ 1 1 , which is sometimes a 
little bit better. Then you have 
the [Realschule, which m a.J 
equivalent to the GCSEs itT 
In^lan j/better than the 
Hauptschule, [which takes 10
[years to obtmn.
have a... grade
And if you
average
around 2 point something] 
which is equivalent to a Bj
then you can go and get your 
Abitur at the Gymnasium.
Are there any disadvantages 
of the German school 
system?
Due to this three branch 
system, a lot of children lose 
contact with their primary 
school friends, and live ^  
tee same street but you’re nof  ^
l&iends any mogÇwhich is 
very sad. But there are
Sesamtschule, whidi is a 
comprehensive sehook similai[ 
Ï) English schoolsj where there
is no three branch system and 
students from primary schools 
can still stay friends and... ^  
lhaf s the on #  way where # #
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weitergefuhrt und das ist 
eigentlich ein biBchen traurig, 
;o man wohnt in der 
Eusammen, wahrscheinlich il 
m  dann mit Kindei 
reundetf^ e  auf die gleiche 
Schule gehen, also ich hatte 
nur Schule- Freunde aus dem 
Gymnasium und das ist 
sicherlich nicht gut. Es gibt 
auch Qesamtschulenl in 
Deutschland, wo das so ein 
biBchen gesehen wird, wo die 
drei Schulformen irgendwie 
vereinigt sind, zumindestens 
vom Ort her, dass sie am 
gleichen Ort sind und 
vielleicht macht man 
gemeinsam Sport oder Musik 
und solche Sachen, so dass 
wenigstens die Kinder 
gemeinsam zur Schule gehen 
konnen, [also ich glaubej 
[ist... das ist tatsâchlicî 
fielleicht ein Fehler d( 
îutschen Systems]
crman system tries to mak< 
I fo r the disadvantSfes o f  j  
fee branch ggstemj
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1 Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Mein Name ist Michael Zeller, 
ich bin 64 Jahre alt und lebe 
als fre ier Schriftsteller hier in 
W uppertal.
Can you introduce yourself 
please?
Yes, my name is Michael 
Zeller, I am 64 and I am a 
freelance writer in Wuppertal.
25 22
2 Was bedeutet es für dich 
heute, freier Schriftsteller zu 
sein und wie siehst du dich als 
deutschsprachiger 
Schriftsteller in einer 
Literaturumgebung, die 
immer starker von der
What does it mean for you 
to be a freelance writer 
today and how do you feel as 
a German freelance writer 
in a world today which is 
affected by 
literature^
30 32
Bnglischen Sprache gepragt
ist?
3 Also, es ist ein sehr komplexer 
Beruf, es ist ein sehr barter 
Beruf, eigentlich hab ich 
manchmal den Eindruck, es ist 
gar kein Beruf, weil es sehr 
schwer ist, das, was man 
produziert hat, auch dann unter 
die Leute zu bringen, weil
It’s a very complex job; a 
really hard one. I’ve got the 
impression that it’s not a job 
at all, because it’s really hard 
to...
42 25
4 es ein sehr geringer Bedarf ist 
an Literatur, jedenfalls so, wie 
ich sie mache
because it’s a type of literature 
that hasn’t got a great 
demand, especially the way I 
do it
14 18
5 und auch weiter machen will and the way I want to carry on 
doing it
5 10
6 und immer machen wollte. and the way I always wanted 
to do it.
4 9
7 Ich habe also nie darauf 
geachtet, eine moglichst groBe 
Leserschaft zu haben, sondem
I never actually felt it 
important that there was a 
great audience for my type of 
literature.
13 17
8 fiir mich war es immer wichtig, 
ein Produkt herzustellen, mit 
dem ich zufrieden bin
For me it was always 
important to create a product 
with which I am happy.
14 15
9 und von dem ich mir vorstelle, 
dass ein paar Leute, die ich 
kenne, mit denen ich 
beffeundet bin, dass die auch 
ihre Freude daran haben.
and with which a few- several 
people that I know and that I 
think will be happy with my 
type of literature.
25 22
10 Literatur soli Freude machen, 
aber Literatur soil auch, ja, 'n 
bisschen Mühe machen. Auch 
beim Sport gehort die Mühe 
dazu, da muss sehr viel 
trainiert werden, da muss 
geschwitzt werden, und am 
Ende steht dann — nach dem
1 think literature has to create 
happiness, but it should also 
require effort, just like with 
sport where effort is 
associated with it. You have 
to train and you have to sweat, 
and after running, for 
example, the happiness that
70 54
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Lauf steht dann die Freude, 
dass man diesen Lauf geschafft 
hat, und ich fmde, so ahnlich 
ist es auch mit der Literatur 
und einem Buch. Was mich 
nicht anstrengt, das heiBt, ein 
B u c h , ____________
you get is the same that you 
have with literature and 
reading a book.
11 was nicht mein Denken anregt, 
was nicht meine Phantasie 
anregt, und das ist allés etwas 
unbequem, wiirde mich nie 
interessieren. Ich lese nicht, um 
mich abzulenken, das hab ich 
nicht notig. Da geh ich 
spazieren oder ich spiel Billard
It should initiate thought and 
fantasy and it’s not something 
that I consider to be 
uncomfortable or to distract 
myself. If I want to do that, I 
would go walking or play 
billiard- pool
39 34
12 oder ich hore mir Musik an. or I listen to music.
aber wenn ich lese, dann muss 
es etwas sein, ja, wo der Kopf 
etwas von hat.
But if I’m reading, then it’s so 
that my head gets something 
out of it.
16 15
P O S T-TE S T
So, kannst du dich mal kurz 
vorstellen?
Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton. Ich 
komme aus Deutschland aus 
Leverkusen, das ist in der Nahe 
von Koln, aber ich wohne 
schon ziemlich lange in 
England und jetzt unterrichte 
ich hier an der Universitat in 
Guildford.
Schon, und was fiir eine 
Ausbildung hast du 
gemacht?
Ich hab vor einiger Zeit schon
in Deutschland ein ______
bhflologisches StaatsexamenI 
gemacht. Das ist ein Studium 
von fiinf Jahren, aber durch 
den ganzen Bologna Prozess 
im Moment ist das im Auslauf, 
also es gibt noch Studiengange 
mit Staatsexamen, aber die 
meisten haben jetzt einen 
Batchelor oder einen Master, 
der darauf aufbaut, weil man 
versucht eben die Ausbildung 
anzugleichen in Europa.
Und was ist der Bologna 
Prozess genau?
Der Bologna Prozess ist, dass 
man versucht, dass alle 
Studenten in Europa in 
verschiedenen Universitaten 
studieren konnen und dass 
das... dass die Punkte 
anerkannt werden an den 
verschiedenen Universitaten, 
und dass es ganz einfach 
einfacher ist international zu
Can you introduce yourself, 
please?
Yes, my name is Birgit. I am 
from Germany and originally 
from Leverkusen, but I’ve 
lived quite a long time in the 
UK now. At the moment. I’m 
teaching at Surrey and I did 
my training a long time ago. I 
did it in PhilologV and I 
completed... state exam, 
which lasted 5 years overall, 
the training. Well, at the 
moment obviously through the 
Bologna process there are BA 
and MB- MAs now, which 
they tried to kind of match up 
the old state exam which is 
still available with the BA and 
MA qualification that there is 
now.
Can you explain the Bologna 
process, please?
Well, it’s a process which 
allows all students in Europe 
to study anywhere they want 
and get their points, university 
points recognised 
internationally and that’s a 
great idea.
112 104
54 35
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studieren, und das ist ja auch 
eine gute Idee.____________
Gut. Und was miissen dann 
Schiiler in Deutschland 
machen, um auf die Uni zu 
gehen, um zu studieren?
la, um eine allgemeinfl
Hochschulreife zu haben musj
And what do the German 
students have to do then to 
complete their secondary 
education and get into 
university?
76 89
man das Abitur gemacht 
haber. Das ist normalerweise
Well, they have to go to
nach einer gymnasialen 
Oberstufe von drei Jahren. Im 
M om ent sind Gesprache im 
Gange, dass man versucht die 
Schulzeit von...oder die 
gymnasiale Schulzeit von 
insgesamt 13 Jahren auf 12 
Jahre zu reduzieren, aber das 
1st noch nicht entschieden, 
und in Nordrhein-W estfalen 
zum Beispiel
grammar school and get the 
A leyet This is usually 
received in the... higher level 
of grammar school, usually 
they last three years. At the 
moment, there is talk about 
reducing the 13 years, 
between 5- year 5 and year 13 
in Germany to year 5 to 12, 
that means the A level will be 
done a year before.
darf man inzwischen 
entscheiaen, on man 12 oder 
13 Jahre machen will an den 
einzelnen Schulen. Ich glaube 
das ist eine etwas merkwiirdige 
Idee.
Und du hast das Gymnasium 
erwahnt. Was fiir andere 
Schulen gibt es in 
Deutschland?
Es gibt eigentlich ein 
dreigliedriges Schulsystem, 
also die Kinder, die kleinen 
Kinder gehen erst vie lle icht in 
eine Kita, das ist so eine 
Kindertagesstatte oder ein 
Kindergarten, aber dort lernen 
sie eigentlich keine schulischen 
Fahigkeiten, sondern eher so 
ein biBchen allgemeines 
soziales Leben m it ihren 
Freunden und wie man eine 
Schere benutzt und vielleicht 
ein Butterbrot schmiert und 
solche Sachen, mehr 
motorische Fahigkeiten. Dann 
m it 6 Jahren gehen alle Kinder 
auf eine Grundschulaj, wo sie 4 
Jahre bleiben, und dann ist das 
System dreigliedrig aufgeteilt, 
das heiBt die Kinder m it 10 
Jahren bekommen ein
203 137
ju ta ch te fl, auf welche
Well, you talked about the 
Gymnasium, the grammar 
school. Could you talk about 
the other types of school that 
there are?
Well, yes it’s a three tier 
secondary education system 
and well, small children go to 
a day care, where there is not 
really academic focus; it’s 
more general social education 
about how to use a scissor or 
to actually make your own- 
prepare your own breakfast. 
Then with 6 years you go to 
primary school, which lasts 
for four years and after that 
with 10 years you’ll get a 
jrecommendatioi^ from the 
teacher. Before the parents 
had a say as well or they were 
asked what they thought the 
children would be most likely 
most suitable... to go to. There 
is the [general secondagyl
hool, then there is the
htermediate onq and 
higher tier or Ae .graining
Schulform sie gehen sollen.
loolj And depending on the 
academic competence of the 
children, they will be going to 
one of these schools.
434
Früher war das, dass die Eltern 
auch gefragt wurden, ich 
nehme an, das ist auch ein 
Gesprach m it den Eltern und 
den Lehrern, aber dieses 
Gutachten sagt ob sie auf eine 
w e ite rführende Schule, ob sie 
auf die|Hauptschul4  auf die 
Realschul^oder auf das 
G ym nasiu^ gehen sollen und
das ist eben je  nach dem, wie 
gut die akademischen 
Fahigkeiten sind, w ie gut diese 
Kinder sind.
Sie gehen dann auf eine der 
drei Schulformen, aber die 
ersten zwei Jahre, also das 5. 
oder 6. Schuljahr, das nennt 
man die Erprobungsphase und 
von da kann man noch 
ziemlich einfach auf eine 
andere Schulform wechsein, 
also vielleicht ein zehnjahriges 
Kind hat noch nicht ganz 
gezeigt, dass sie tatsachlich 
viel intelligenter sind als man 
gedacht hat, und dann bleiben 
sie auf dieser Schule und es 
gibt verschiedene Abschlüsse, 
ich meine der niedrigste 
Abschluss, den man haben
kann ist |io eit^ _________
auptschulabschluss nachl 
[lasse 9, dann gibt es aucq 
loch einen
So well the first two years of 
the secondary school is more 
of a probation period where 
the children and their 
academic competence will be 
tested and there is still a 
chance to change within this 
three tier system. After that 
there are different 
qualification that you can 
obtain at these types of 
school. There is the leavit
165 13
certificate which you can ge  ^
at the age of 15 or 16. The one 
at 16 is obviously a bit bette: 
and there is the GCSE[ 
;quivalenl| and if you g e t ^ J  
lualificationilnlfa^ you can 
carry on doing your A levels 
as well.
[auptschulabschluss nachj___
klasse 1 Oa, das ist ein bifichenl
Dann auf derlesser,
Lealschule gibt es meistens so| 
hnen mittleren AbschlussJ der 
so eine Fachoberschulreife 
gibt, also man konnte dann 
auch auf eine weiterführende 
Schule gehen. Und es gibt auch 
einen Abschluss mit 
Qualifikation auf der 
Realschule. Wenn man dann so 
einen ^Notendurchschnitt von ^  
hat, dann darf man da weiter 
auf das Gymnasium gehen.
Und gibt's dann irgendwelche 
Schwâchen dieses Systems, 
deiner Meinung nach?
So what would be the 
weakness of this school 
system?
Ich würde sagen dieses 
dreigliedrige System, also zum 
Beispiel wenn... kleine Kinder 
haben ja auch Freundschaften 
und so von der Grundschule, 
das wird einfach nicht
Well, through this three tier 
system, friendships usually 
can’t be continued so if you 
were friends with someone in 
primary school and you go 
into grammar school, then
133 93
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weitergefuhrt und das ist 
eigentlich ein biBchen traurig, 
also man wohnt in der StraBe 
zusammen, wahrscheinlich ist 
man dann mit Kindem 
befreundet, die auf die gleiche 
Schule gehen, also ich hatte 
nur Schule- Freunde aus dem 
Gymnasium und das ist 
sicherlich nicht gut. [Es &ibl| 
j û ^  Gesamtschulen in 
Deutschland, wo das so ein 
biBchen gesehen wird, wo die 
drei Schulformen irgendwie 
vereinigt sind, zumindestens 
vom Ort her, dass sie am 
gleichen Ort sind und vielleicht 
macht man gemeinsam Sport 
oder Musik und solche Sachen, 
so dass wenigstens die Kinder 
gemeinsam zur Schule gehen 
konnen, also ich glaube das 
ist... das ist tatsachlich 
vielleicht ein Fehler des 
deutschen Systems.__________
you’ll usually end up having 
ffiends from the grammar 
school and |for this reasoij 
there is a comprehensive 
school, which includes all 
three types of schools, and 
children are encouraged in 
this way to keep their 
friendships and they’ll have 
lessons like PE and music 
together, so this friendship 
doesn’t get lost. So this would 
definitely be a weakness 
maybe of the German school 
system.
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APPENDIX 22f: Participant G6 Interpreting Transcript
G6 ST TT ST
W ords
TT
W ords
PRE-TEST
1 Ja, kannst du dich bitte kurz 
vorstellen?
Mein Name 1st Michael Zeller, 
ich bin 64 Jahre alt und lebe 
als fre ier Schriftsteller hier in 
W uppertal.
Can you please introduce 
yourself, briefly?
Yes, my name is Michael 
Zeller, Pm 64 years old and 
I’m living here in Wuppertal 
as a ffeelance author.
25 26
2 Was bedeutet es für dich 
heute, freier Schriftsteller zu 
sein und wie siehst du dich als 
deutschsprachiger 
Schriftsteller in einer 
Literaturumgebung, die 
immer starker von der 
englischen Sprache gepragt 
ist?
Can you tell us, what does it 
mean to you to be a 
freelance author today and 
how do you see yourself as a 
German author in a literary 
environment that is more 
and more influenced by the 
English language?
30 40
3 Also, es ist ein sehr komplexer 
Beruf, es ist ein sehr barter 
Beruf, eigentlich hab ich 
manchmal den Eindruck, es ist 
gar kein Beruf, weil es sehr 
schwer ist, das, was man 
produziert hat, auch dann unter 
die Leute zu bringen, weil es 
ein sehr geringer Bedarf ist an 
Literatur, jedenfalls so, wie ich 
sie mache und auch weiter 
machen will und immer 
machen wollte.
It’s a very complex and 
difficult job. Sometimes 1 
think it’s not really a job at all. 
It can be very difficult at times 
to bring the work you produce 
to the people because there 
seems to be very little demand 
for literature like 1 produce, or 
have produced and intend to 
produce in the future.
65 56
4 Ich habe also nie darauf 
geachtet, eine moglichst groBe 
Leserschaft zu haben, sondem 
fur mich war es immer wichtig, 
ein Produkt herzustellen, mit 
dem ich zufrieden bin und von 
dem ich mir vorstelle, dass ein 
paar Leute, die ich kenne, mit 
denen ich beffeundet bin, dass 
die auch ihre Freude daran 
haben.
It was never my aim to reach a 
very big audience, but what I 
wanted was to be happy with 
what I produce, and to think 
that some of the people I 
know and like are happy with 
what I’ve produced.
52 41
5 Literatur soli Freude machen, 
aber Literatur soil auch, ja, 'n 
bisschen Mühe machen. Auch 
beim Sport gehort die Mühe 
dazu, da muss sehr viel 
trainiert werden, da muss 
geschwitzt werden, und am 
Ende steht dann — nach dem 
Lauf steht dann die Freude, 
dass man diesen Lauf geschafft 
hat, und ich fmde, so ahnlich
Literature should of course be 
fun, but it has to also be an 
effort, like in sport. In sport 
you have to train, you have to 
sweat, but after the run comes 
the happiness of having 
managed the run, and 1 see 
literature similarly.
62 44
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ist es auch mit der Literatur 
und einem Buch.
6 Was mich nicht anstrengt, das 
heiBt, ein Buch, was nicht mein 
Denken anregt, was nicht 
meine Phantasie anregt, und 
das ist allés etwas unbequem, 
wiirde mich nie interessieren. 
Ich lese nicht, um mich 
abzulenken, das hab ich nicht 
notig. Da geh ich spazieren 
oder ich spiel Billard oder ich 
hore mir Musik an.
A book that doesn’t make me 
think, that doesn’t inspire me, 
that isn’t a little bit difficult or 
an effort, would never interest 
me. I would never read a book 
like that. I do not read to relax; 
I don’t need to read to relax. If 
I want to relax, I go for a walk 
or I play pool or I listen to 
music.
53 64
7 aber wenn Ich lese, dann muss 
es etwas sein, ja, wo der Kopf 
etwas von hat.
But when I read, it has to be 
something that engages my 
mind and for which I need to 
use my head.
16 22
POST-TEST
1 So, kannst du dich mal kurz 
vorstellen?
Can you please introduce 
yourself?
7 5
2 Ja, ich heiBe Birgit Linton. Ich 
komme aus Deutschland aus 
Leverkusen, das ist in der Nahe 
von ü ô l |,  aber ich wohne 
schon ziemlich lange in 
England und jetzt unterrichte 
ich hier an der Universitat in 
Guildford.
Yes, my name is Birgit 
Linton. I’m from Germany. I 
come from Leverkusen, which 
is near KbB, but I’ve been 
living in England for a long 
time now and I’m now 
lecturing at the University of 
Surrey.
36 37
3 Schon, und was fiir eine 
Ausbildung hast du 
gemacht?
And what professional 
training do you have?
9 7
4 Ich hab vor einiger Zeit schon 
in Deutschland ein 
kxhilologisches StaatsexamenI 
gemacht. Das ist ein Studium 
von fiinf Jahren, aber durch 
den ganzen Bologna Prozess 
im Moment ist das im Auslauf, 
also es gibt noch Studiengange 
mit Staatsexamen, aber die 
meisten haben jetzt einen 
Batchelor oder einen Master, 
der darauf aufbaut, weil man 
versucht eben die Ausbildung 
anzugleichen in Europa.
A long time ago, in Germanyjj 
1 studied langua&esj I did what 
is called a Staatsexamen, 
which is a five year long 
course. Nowadays the 
Staatsexamen doesn’t really 
exist in Germany anymore, 
since the Bologna changed 
everything and in Germany 
now also we have Bachelor 
and Master degrees.
60 48
5 Und was ist der Bologna 
Prozess genau?
And what exactly is this 
process?
7 6
6 Der Bologna Prozess ist, dass 
man versucht, dass alle 
Studenten in Europa in 
verschiedenen Universitaten 
studieren konnen und dass 
das... dass die Punkte 
anerkannt werden an den 
verschiedenen Universitaten,
The Bologna Process is a 
process of making sure that 
students across Europe can 
study at different universities 
throughout Europe and that 
the points they get will be- 
will count at the different 
universities.
29 34
7 und dass es ganz einfach 
einfacher ist international zu 
studieren, und das ist ja auch 
eine gute Idee.
Basically it will just make it 
easier to study internationally, 
which 1 think is a very good 
idea.
18 18
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Gut. Und was miissen dann 
Schiiler in Deutschland 
machen, um auf die Uni zu 
gehen, um zu studieren?
So what do students need to 
do then to be able to study in 
Germany or at a German 
university?____________
18 20
Ja, um Sine allgemeine \o be allowed to be- to go to
Idocfechulreifd zu haben muss 
man |das Abitw) gemacht 
haben. Das ist normalerweise
nach einer ^ mnasiale^ 
Oberstufe von drei J a h r ^ Im
Moment sind Gesprache im 
Gange, dass man versucht die 
Schulzeit von...oder die 
Ëymm^iale SchutWM von 
insgesamt 13 Jahren auf 12 
Jahre zu reduzieren, aber das 
ist noch nicht entschieden.
53 63
iniversity, you need aq______
ibitur, which is the équivalent! 
to A L^e ls , which you get 
after jthree years of sixth fonnj 
Though there are discussions 
going on at the moment to 
shorten the jfeh ^A r^
years rather than 13 years, but 
there hasn’t- there hasn’t been 
a final decision yet.
10 und in Nordrhein-Westfalen 
zum Beispiel darf man 
inzwischen entscheiden, ob 
man 12 oder 13 Jahre machen 
will an den einzelnen Schulen. 
Ich glaube das ist eine etwas 
merkwiirdige Idee.
For example, in Nordrhein- 
Westfalen, the individual 
schools can choose whether to 
do 12 or 13 years, which I 
think is a bit of a strange idea.
29 27
11 Und dll hast das iGymnasiuhf 
erwahnt. Was fiir andere 
Schulen gibt es In 
Deutschland?
You mentioned the 14 19
KymnasiiinL, the higher tieiij 
lecondarv school What
other types of secondary 
schools are there in 
Germany?_____________
12 Es gibt eigentlich ein 
dreigliedriges Schulsystem, 
also die Kinder, die kleinen 
Kinder gehen erst vielleicht in 
eine p ita, das 1st so einej
IKinderaarteni, aber dort lemen 
sie eigentlich keine schulischen 
Fahigkeiten, sondem eher so 
ein biBchen allgemeines 
soziales Leben mit ihren 
Freunden und wie man eine 
Schere benutzt und vielleicht 
ein Butterbrot schmiert und 
solche Sachen, mehr 
motorische Fahigkeiten. Dann 
mit 6 Jahren gehen alle Kinder 
auf eine Grundschule, wo sie 4 
Jahre bleiben, und dann ist das 
System dreigliedrig aufgeteilt, 
das heiBt die Kinder mit 10 
Jahren bekommen ein 
Qutachte^ auf welche 
Schulform sie gehen sollen. 
Friiher war das, dass die Eltern 
auch gefragt wurden, ich 
nehme an, das ist auch ein 
Gesprach mit den Eltem und 
den Lehrern,
In Germany we have a three 
tiered school system. First of
123 95
13 aber dieses Gutachten sagt ob
all the kids go to [uhat we cal)
Êe Kinderta^sstatte, which ig ce a nurseyj where it’s not 
really a school education, but 
the children leam general 
social life. And at six years 
they start primary school for 
four years, and after that 
secondary school is split up 
into three tiers. So at ID years 
old, the children receive a 
Recommendation! from the 
teachers of which secondary 
school they should attend. We 
used to also discuss this with 
the parents before giving the 
recommendation.
This recommendation is to 42 55
4 3 9
sie auf eine weiterführende 
Schule, ob sie auf 5Ïé
HRuptschule. aitf (
Realschnle oder auf das 
Gymnasiuml gehen sollen und
das ist eben je nach dem, wie 
gut die akademischen 
Fahigkeiten sind, wie gut diese 
Kinder sind.
recommend which secondary 
school they should attend, so 
either Rhe lower secondaîÿl 
jschool, which we call thi 
Hauptschule, or th* 
[intermedia secondar 
school, which we call 
Realschule, or the higher 
secondary school, Ae 
IGymnasiumJ and this 
recommendation is based on 
their academic abilities and 
how good their marks are.
14 Sie gehen dann auf eine der 
drei Schulformen, aber die 
ersten zwei Jahre, also das 5. 
oder 6. Schuljahr, das nennt 
man die Erprobungsphase und 
von da kann man noch 
ziemlich einfach auf eine 
andere Schulform wechsein, 
also vielleicht ein zehnjahriges 
Kind hat noch nicht ganz 
gezeigt, dass sie tatsachlich 
viel intelligenter sind als man 
gedacht hat,________________
So after the recommendation, 
the children attend one of the 
three secondary schools. 
However, the first two years 
of this are a sort of test phase. 
So during these first two years 
it is relatively easy for 
children to change between 
the types of secondary school, 
as at 10 years old maybe they 
haven’t all been able to fully 
demonstrate their academic 
abilities.
57 63
15 und dann bleiben sie auf dieser 
Schule und es gibt 
verschiedene Abschlüsse, ich 
meine der niedrigste 
Abschluss, den man haben 
kann ist so ein 
Hauptschulabschluss nach 
Klasse 9, jdann gibt es auch 
poch einea
Hauptschulabschluss nach 
Klasse 1#% das ist ein biBchen 
besser. Dann auf der
These schools have different 
types of leaving certificates. 
So at the Hauptschule you get 
your leaving certificate at 16. 
At the Realschule you canj 
lehieve the equivalent of thj 
GCSEsJ which if you get a 
good é iK ^ I  m îÿ , you can
98 57
continue on to the jGymnasiuirj 
1 0  that you can get you)
Abitur, the equivalent to 
„evels
Realschule gibt es meistens so| 
Pinen mittleren AbschlussJ der
S '
so eine Fachoberschulreife 
gibt, also man konnte dann 
auch auf eine weiterführende 
Schule gehen. Und es gibt auch 
einen Abschluss mit
Qualifikation auf der _
Realschule. [Wenn man dann si 
fenen Notendurchschnitt von 
^tj~dann darf man da weiter 
auf das Qymnammnj gehen.
16 Und gibt’s dann
irgendwelche Schwâchen 
dieses Systems, deiner 
Meinung nach?________
Do yon think this system has 
certain weaknesses?
10
Ich würde sagen dieses 
dreigliedrige System, also zum 
Beispiel wenn... kleine Kinder 
haben j a auch Freundschaften 
und so von der Grundschule,
1 think, for example, it’s quite 
a shame that you get split up 
so early, so friendships that 
you have in primary school 
can’t continue on, because at
68 67
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das wird einfach nicht 
weitergefiihrt und das ist 
eigentlich ein biBchen traurig, 
also man wohnt in der StraBe 
zusammen, wahrscheinlich ist 
man dann mit Kindem 
beffeundet, die auf die gleiche 
Schule gehen, also ich hatte 
nur $chule- Freund(j aus dem 
Gymnasium und das ist 
sicherlich nicht gut.
Es gibt auclj jGteamtschuleij in ~ 
Deutschland, wo das so ein 
biBchen gesehen wird, wo die 
drei Schulformen irgendwie 
vereinigt sind, ^#indesten^ 
^om Ort her, dass sie 
^eichen Ort Mkef undl vielleicht 
macht man gemeinsam Sport 
oder Musik und solche Sachen, 
so dass wenigstens die Kinder 
gemeinsam zur Schule gehen 
konnen, also ich glaube das 
ist... das ist tatsachlich 
vielleicht ein Fehler des 
deutschen Systems.__________
primary school, you usually 
go to school with children that 
you live close to. For example, 
I only had Khoolj from the 
Gymnasium, the higher tier 
school thai i wem to, which is 
a bit of a shame really.
17 Ht would be better to have|- sort 
o flQesamtschulj^, where all 
children from a i
65 55
ical all attend
the same school, so that you 
can also do after-school 
activities together, like play 
music or do sports. That 
would be better; maybe that is 
one of the main weaknesses of 
this three tiered school system.
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APPENDIX 23: Blank sample questionnaire
1 . C o r p u s - B a s e d  M a te r ia ls  f o r  In te r p r e t in g  fr -
Please answer the following questions to provide feedback on the corpus-based materials that we have 
been using in the interpreting module. The questionnaire should take around 10 minutes to complete.
■ Add Question
Q1 [Edit QuestionTy j [  Add Question Logic ] [  Move |[oopy ] [ Delete j
1. W h a t  is y o u r n a tiv e  la n g u a g e ?
(%) English 
German 
Other (please specify)
• Add Question Split Page Here
Q 2  [Edit QuestionT ▼ || Add Question Logic Ij Move ([copy irbe ie te  I
2 . T h e  corpus-based m a te r ia ls  th a t y o u  h a v e  b e e n  using co n ta in  both c o m p reh en s io n  an d  In te rp re tin g  
exe rc ises . D id y o u  th in k  th ese  e x e rc is e s  w e re  a t  th e  r ig h t le v e l fo r yo u ?
Yes
No
Further comment
3. Please rate the helpfulness of the COMPREHENSION exercises In aiding your preparation for interpreting 
tasks (i.e. exercises such as watching a video and answering comprehension questions about the ciip).
neither helpful nor 
unhelpfulvery helpful helpful not very helpful not helpful at all
The  com prehension  
e x e rc is es  w ere
___________ in helping
m e to  prepare  for th e  
interpreting ta s ks . 
Further co m m en ts
[ + Add Q uestion I  V j[ Split P age H ere
Q 4  [E d i t  Question [ v  ] j~Add Q uestion Logic ] |  f>tove~~j| Copv~]| D e lete [
3ry useful useful not very useful not useful at all
4. Piease rate the usefulness of the INTERPRETING exercises for practising and Improving your interpreting 
skills.
neither useful nor 
unuseful
I found th e  interpreting
e x e r c is e s ____________.
Further c om m ents
4 4 2
Q S  |~Ëdlt Q u es tio n  | v  jj~Add Q uestion  L ogic j [^ ü/love ||^C opy D e le te  ]
5. Please select the ways In which you used the corpus-based materials for SELF-STUDY.
[ L o o k in g  b a c k  a t th e  In te rp retin g  e x e rc is e s  a n d  a p p ly in g  th e  s a m e  te c h n iq u e s  to  o th e r v ideos,
f S e a rc h in g  for te rm s  u s in g  c o n c o rd a n c e s .
( S e a rc h in g  for tw o  or m o re  te rm s  us in g  th e  c o -o c c u rre n c e  fu n c tio n
[ U s in g  th e  a n n o ta tio n  h ig h lig h te r to  e x tra c t k e y  te rm s .
I U s in g  th e  V ie w  lis ts ' fu n c tio n  to  g e n e ra te  a lis t o f k e y  te rm s  In th e  to p ic  o f 'edu ca tion '.
I C o n d u c tin g  s e c tio n  s e a rc h e s  to  e x tra c t in te rv ie w  s e c tio n s  w ith  a c o m m o n  th e m e .
[ C o m p a rin g  s y s te m s  In e a c h  c u ltu re  u s in g  b o th  th e  E n g lis h  a nd  G e rm a n  c o rpora  s im u lta n e o u s ly , e .g .
c o m p a rin g  te a c h e r  tra in in g  In th e  U K  and  G e rm a n y .
O th e r  (p le a s e  s p e c ify )
truu uuesuu ri iviuve i; v u p y  ueie iw
6 . H a v in g  w o rk e d  w ith  th e  corpu s-b ased  m a te r ia ls , p le a s e  ra te  y o u r le a rn in g  In th e  fo llo w in g  areas ;
I did not use 
the corpus-
I have learnt I have learnt I have learnt I have not learnt I have learnt based
very much quite a lot something much nothing m aterials for
this learning 
activity
Using the corpora to 
prepare for an 
interpreting task  
Subject-specific 
vocabulary (education)
Comprehension of L2 
Note-taking
TT production 
(Interpreting)
Further comment
o
C)
Q
t v
IzO it Q uestion li Add Q uestion  Logic || Move || Copy |j U e le te  j
7. Did you think the comprehension and interpreting exercises were clear and easy to follow? If not, please 
sp ecif why not.
O  No
F u rth e r c o m m en t
I *  Add Q uestion | v  || Spilt P age  Here
Q 8 I Edit Q uestion  | ▼ j[ Move |[ Copy |[ D e le te  ]
8. How have you used the corpus based materials, i.e. videos, transcripts, concordances and exercises, to 
practise and improve your interpreting skills? Please give a couple of brief examples.
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9. W hat did you like and dislike about working with the corpus-based m aterials? Please give reasons for 
your answer.
Extra questions added after case study 1
5 . W h ic h  o f th e  fo llo w in g  do y o u  th in k  h in d e r y o u  m ost w h e n  In te rp re tin g :
f Lack of comprehension of L2
I Lack of knowledge of subject-specific terminology in L1
I Lack of knowledge of subject-specific terminology in L2
I Lack of knowledge of general vocabulary in LI
I Lack of knowledge of general vocabulary in L2
Other (please specify other problems that you had)
7. If  w e  continued to use the corpus based resources for a longer period of tim e, how  do you think you 
w ould use them  to im prove your know ledge o f vocabulary and com prehension skills?
Upgrade to Add More Questionsj j gpiit Page Here
8. How w ould you use the corpus based m ateria ls (corpus functions, videos, exercises and transcripts) to 
prepare for an interpreting assignm ent on a different topic?
4 4 4
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